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capital Increased

to $ I

eo.ooo.oc.

Owned, Manageel, and Endorsed by C!1ristian Endeavorers.

"Hotel Endeavor" at the World's Fair.
Offic.ial Christian Endeavor Headquarters for United Society, at Chicago, during the Columbian
NO

ADVANCE

PAYMENT FOR

so many inquiries regarding Hotel Endeavor, its
prices? etc.,
take this means of making our plans as clear as possible and
answering many of the questions asked. All Christian Endeavorers and their friends are invited to make
this their home while
visiting the World's Fair.

E have

,

.

..

we

It is not necessary to be an Endeavorer to secure a room at Hotel En
it is expected that all who engage rooms will be in harmony with
'Endeavor work.
Hotel Endeavor will be three stories high, and will accorno
date two thousand guests per day.
Its construction is in the form of a hollow
square, with park two hundred and forty feet square within, filled with native
trees. In this park there will be a chapel where meetings, concerts, and lectures,
will be held, and where the different State organizations will hold their re
unions (many States have already secured dates). In this chapel will be morn
ing and evening services, and preaching every Sunday by well-known clergymen.
Around the whole building, facing the park, will be a wide-covered piazza, which
will be the grand social meeting place, and where the Endeavor Orchestra
There will also be a large piazza, three hundred feet
will play evenings.
long, on the beach facing the lake, where we have fine boating and bathing.
Bring your bathing suits, or one can be rented in bath house. Perfectly safe
beach, the finest on the lake, safe for children to play on and dig in the sand.
The hotel is bounded on the east by Lake Michigan, on the west by Bond
Avenue (a finely improved street with fine houses and wide sidewalks), on the
north by 75th Street, and on the south by a wooded park.
Hotel Endeavor
will have a large lobby, general parlor, ladies' writing room, and ladies' reception
room, gents' writing room, news stand, telegraph office, barber shop, check and
trunk rooms, etc.
Every floor will have ladies' toilet and bath rooms, also
gents' toilet and bath rooms. The entire halls and dining-room will be heated
by steam, and the house and grounds lighted by electricity. Transom
The majority of the rooms we call" B" rooms. They will con
over each door.
tain double spring bed, with bureau, table, and other furnishings, electric
call bells connecting with hotel office.
These rooms are designed to hold two
persons. Larger rooms, called "C" rooms, with same furnishings, but in
addition having a single bed, are designed for three persons.
Many of the
rooms are in suites.
All rooms in the Hotel Endeavor are outside rooms,
with large windows. There is very little choice of rooms, none of them open
into a narrow court, all have plenty of light and fresh air. The price per day
"
for" B rooms is $2.00, i. e., $1.00 each, if two occupy it, or $2.00 per day, if
one
occupies it. Price of "C" rooms is $3.00 a day for one person, or
only
$1.50 each for two persons, or $1.00 each, if three persons occupy it. The
above prices do not include meals, and are only for those who have paid' the
If not registered in advance, double the above price will
advance .register fee.
be charged. There is connected with Hotel Endeavor a very large restaurant,
260 x 60 feet, under our own management, conducted on the European plan.
Persons can live very comfortably on $1.00 a day for meals, while $1.50 will
be all one needs to spend a day and live well.
Everything furnished in the
The waitresses and maids will all
restaurant will be first class and well served.
be engaged from the ranks of Christian Endeavorers.
We will need over one

deavor, but

ROOMS WILL BE

Exposition.

REQUIRED.

hundred and fifty.
Applications received at any time to fill the above positions,
with indorsement and recommendations of pastors and officers of their local
society. Hotel Endeavor is located at Windsor Park in the city of Chicago,
corner of 75th Street and Bond Avenue.
It is but twenty minutes' walk from
the World's Fair grounds, and one block from electric railroad (fare, five cents),
which takes you to the main entrance of the Fair grounds and connects with
elevated railroad to the business centre of the city (fare on elevated, five cents).
Steamboat landing in front of Hotel Endeavor, where steamer will take you to
Fair grounds or centre of city.
The hotel is but two blocks from the Illinois
Central Railroad, with sixty trains a day to the city, stopping at all the en
trances of the World's Fair.
In fact, Hotel Endeavor has an ideal location.
The World's Fair opens MaY'I, and closes October 31, 1893.
Open every day
except Sunday, at 10 A. M., and closes at 10 P. M. Hotel will be open to
guests from April IS to November IS, 1893.
Do you wish to stop at Hotel Bndea vor and enjoy all the privileges it
offers? Do you want your rooms reserved for you, so that when you arrive they
are
already for you to occupy? Do you want rooms in any particular location?
Do you
Have you a choice of floors? Do you want your rooms in suites?
want a light, pleasant, and airy room for $1.00 a day, or, if you are not regis
tered in advance; for $2.00 per day? Do you want to go to a hotel where you
can have fine, safe bathing, the best on the lake, with a beach perfectly safe for
children to play on, where you will meet our national and State officers, and
others engaged in Endeavor work?
Do you want to stop where no liquor of
If
any kind is sold, and in a prohibition district without a saloon or bar?
No register
so, send $3.00 for each adult person, as an advance register fee.
fee required for children under twelve years old.
Remit to our Treasurer,
JAMES R. CHAPMAN, Cashier American Trust and Savings Bank (capital,
$1,000,000), corner of La Salle and Madison Streets, Chicago, Ill. Send your
advance register fee at once, and avail yourself of these advantages.
At
your earliest convenience write us, giving date you hope to come, number of days
you expect to stay, your preference of floors and rooms. Same will be assigned
to you, unless already engaged, in which case we will give you room nearest
to that you wish.
If same is not satisfactory, will return your register fee.
Date can be changed any time up to thirty days before you arrive, or should
you for any reason be unable to come, your register ticket will be transferred
to any person you may designate, by writing to the secretary.
Under our new
plan no advance payment of rooms will be required. Upon receipt of
No further payment will
your register fee, a room will be reserved for you.
be required until you are given possession.
The hundreds who have already
agreed to advance room rent on our former plan, need not do so, unless they
prefer to. The very large number who have paid the advance room rent, in
part, can have their. money returned, or leave it in trust subject to their order, or
draw it when they come, as they think proper, or continue to send, if they prefer.
On April I, 1893, a circular will be sent to every registered name, giving
them directions how to reach Hotel Endeavor from every railroad entering the
city. We would advise you to send your re gister fee at once; if you delay,
it may be impossible to care for you when you come, even at the advance rates.

---------------.----------------

Further information will be

cheerfully given,

Address

CHAS. 'B. HOLDREGE, tOO
Ifotel en_"or Is indorsed by officers of the United SOCiety.

a·nd by

State Presidents and Secretaries throughout the Union.

Washington Street, Chicago,

Ill.
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had established, General Fonseca became,
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very much, by his firm measUl'CS and his
personal populal'ity, to lay strong founda
tions for the new government.
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complaint, bllt theil' deeds of lawlessness
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Write to

BRYANT" STRATTON, 63 Lafayette St., Buffalo, N,Y.

put the balance of wroug
on tile othel· "'ide, aud public sympathy,
without which DO strike can be successful,
was turned eutirely against them.
Theil'
brothers in labor, the brakemen, trainmen,
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and
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cholera is

heal' of

we

in far-

doing

with

vessels

constantly

the Atlantic, the news has a perapplicatiou that doubles 0111' interest
The three infected ports are HamAntwerp, and Havre, and in these
to have

seems

no reason

a

firm foothold.

for tenor in the United

StatRs, but there is great

reason

for the

cleanliness in street, house, and
person. witb the wisest care of healtll.

utmost
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Morocco still
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view to

yielding, but
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grand

treating
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off all negotiations with

a.ttack.
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with
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now

them, and is plan

He has

even

agreed

pay his soldiers eight dollars for every
I'l'bel head they bl'ing in, and foul' dollal's

Bromfield St.
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prisoner they capture, thus put
premium on murder. Such things
lIlake us hope that England may yet gain
possession of that harbarous country.
for eve1'Y

ting
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AlIIEER.-'l'he other llalf-civilizt><)

potent.ate against whom his subjects have
revoited, the A meer of Afghanistan, lIas
been defeatRd in

a

battle with the rebel·
His army is said to be
danger of famillt>.

Iious Hazara tlibe.
ill

a

tight place,

and in

THE ROAXOKE.-If anyone ever asks
you what ill the largest wooden ship in
the world-in fact, the largest wooden

may say the Roanoke.
launched from Bath, lIaine, in
tIle presence of 10,000 people.
Her length

ship ever built,-you

She

was

feet, her wi(lth
C3l'1'y 3,400 tons. She
is 311

49

feet, and

is to be

a

she will

Califol'Dian

trading ship.
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WE

that everyone will read with interest the
Who could
"How To Read a Story," by Pansy,

are sure

better

This
Number.

--We

that important and fusci
theme than Mrs. Alden, whose pure and

give

advice

nating
charming stories

on

probably

are

widely

more

read than those of any other American writer?
glad to hear from Uncle Jason again, This

are

time his rod-pole is our
[oumey, --Dr, Harris,

staff
a

somewhat extended

a

on

wise and

cian, writes the second article

for

Company.
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article,

Golden Rule

experienced physi

our

series of "Profes

Queries," -a disenssion of the question whether it
is ever right for a physician to prescribe bread pills.
We bespeak the most careful reading for the interesting
article by Miss McKean suggested by a recent broadside,
"How To Spend Less than a Million."
At the time
when we published that broadside one editor rather
sneel'ingly remarked that the Christian Endeavorers, in
stead of talking about spending the million dollars which
they had n't, would better think how to
spend wisely the few dollars they had.-
Mrs. Gates, the wife of the eminent presi
dent of Amherst College, contributes a
Mr. Pratt's loving tri
graceful poem.
bute to "Mark Hopkins, Teacher," should
set many young folks to reading the helpful
books written by that great man,
Mr.
Sleeper, Mi'. Fowle, Miss Haus, and others,
sional

-

should unite all followers of the

plan

is

Mr.

Seward

now on

would

willingly give,

which all ministers in America
the last

Sunday in
question they are

October

on

divine Master.

one

foot, full information

in
in

a

A

to which

regard

accordance

with

engaged

asked to discuss is this: "Cannot
or

a

organized

a

under the

man

Christ, leaving more definite particu
lars of creed to the denomination, the church, or the
individual?"
THE GO[,DIeN HULE is glad that, more
and more, Christians are tearing down the barriers that
do not strengthen Christendom, as the partition-walls
strengthen a stationary house, but weaken it, as long
lines of fences weaken a moving army.
An army must
move
by regiments, but the regiments must not be
This question
wrapped around with barbed wires.
which Christian ministers are asked to discuss, some
of .Icsus

that there is

prompts

mOT only at the time of the
1 '1 ment of America, but in
well,
cess by
as

fully and prayerfully

enrich

-.

through

observe the

six,

seventh

will

day

unbelievers alike.

day

on

that

day;
thought

spirit should rule
days of the Fair,
gigantic sermon on
If Christians thus

Mr. THEODORE F. SEWARD, of 19 Park Place, New
a brotherhood whose simple purpose
more

closely

the

It is
many followers of om Lord.
called "Thc Brotherhood of Christian

Unity," but believes in unity in diver
sity, and emphatically disclaims all hostility to denomin
ations. It opposes sectarianism, but not denomination
alism. Among the members of its advisory board are
such men as Bishop Vincent, Dr. Deems, Dr. Barrows,
Dr, Parkhurst, Dr. Duryea, Dr. Hamlin, President Har
per, Miss Willard, Dr. Josiah Strong, Dr. Boardman, and
Dr. Munger. Surely those names are sufficient assnr
ance that no new denomination is intended, or abrogation

merely

a

strengthening

land.
come

Not the least of the
to

us

from

across

weight

evangelical denominations
edgement of the divinity

lowed under the influence of Chalmers at

of

Christian Brotherhood."

But however that

question proposed by
when

Christiane,

move as one

of the ties that

would ask for
our

good,

against

"universal

a

particular

answered,

the dis

and will hasten the

with all their diversities of

solid force

acknowl

SOllie

Lord in

Mr. Seward is

cussion will do boundless

belief,

day

shall

the solid forces of Satan.

of

the

shaping

student's

church with its

gifts

the water

of character

moral

and

pastorate

more

at

was

religious
Arbroath,

the

quickening

nature that fol

Edinburgh.

and in Brechin's

than fourteen hundred

9ommlllli

cants, gave further opportunities for development. The
In his stand for the principles
time was a critical one.

Evangelical party James McCosh was closely ;1SS0friend, Thomas Guthrie; and wheu adher
to principle came to mean sacrifice of position, he

of the

elated with his

was

number of letters from

correspond
who sadly inquire why THE GOLDEN RULE puts
itself ill oppositon to anything that will do
a

in the

The work of the

ence

WE have received

York, has organized

of old ones, but

our

would answer" Yes," many would answer" No."
THE
GOLDEN RULE and a vast throng of Christians of all

of the courageous band that followed the lead of
establishing the Free Church of Scotland.

Chalmers in

Sixteen years in the ministry had been followed by
nearly as many spent in the professorship of logic and
Keeley Cure good. They write as if our editorial note metaphysics in Queen's College, Belfast, when, on a May
Once More. in the number for August 18 were in rabid evening in 1868, Professor McCosh was surprised by a
hostility to the Keeley cure for drunken telegram announcing his election as president of Prince
The United States was not to him an alto
ness, forgetting that THE GOLDEN RULI� had given con ton College.
siderablc space to reporting the work of Dr. K('PlPy and gether strange land, for he hall travel It'd widely in it.
similar specialists, and thought it right simply to report Princeton, too, by all its tradit ions, and by its associa
the fact when the chief medical authority in the world tions with the Lames of Edwards and 'Vit,herspoon, could
make a strong appeal to :\. native of Scotland.
So the
gave an unfavorable verdict. We do not deny that manv,
very many, have been cured at Dwight; and we rejoice twenty-seventh of October saw the new presidcnt in his
in it.
If only one drunkard had been cured, provided no place.
From the youngest of the universities cstahlished
harm were done, we should count the entirefw'ore worth by Great Britain he came to the college standing fourth
ents

Sunday.

pro

grain

of the great Scotch philosophers, who there
did their work.
But whatever may have
been due to Ayrshire or Glasgow, of greater

Ex-President of the College of New Jersey.

same

together

'of the choicest

iscences of the labors of the most famous
JAMES MOCOSH, D. D., LL. D.,

days, there is no fear but that the
be duly observed, by Christians and
This will be Ohristianity's best Sun

is to draw

later years

sifting

men who
came of sturdy
ancestry, and among these Dr. McCosh
stands forth prominently.
As his birthplace in Ayrshire, on the
banks of Doon, recalls Scotland's famed
poet, so Glasgow University, to which he
went at the age of thirteen, suggests remin-

exhibit.

A Brotherhood

a

Scotch

all the

for the great show will be but one
"
the text," Wha.t hath God wrought l

some

to mark

have been the

It is for the

Indeed, this

possible

which

that have

attend let them attend

the conduct of Christians

it is

first settle-

from the Old World has been selected to

Christians who may attend the Fair to decide whether
the closing of its gates on Suuday shall be a success or

lion-hunting

good deeds to which Christ
Worship of Society with a big

us.

JAMES McCOSH, D. D., LL. D.

it is very hard to cultivate the religious spirit
amid all of Vanity Fair that will inevitably

meetings they

better spur to the service

no

PEOPLE YOU SHOULD KNOW.

But

Let them refrain from

We

us.

S, whether it be the Christian Endeavor
Society or the Social Organism, will never
redeem this big world; individual, personal
worship of Christ, will.

be abroad in the hearts of men, Or the day
will be nothing but another show-day. And

whatever

Endeavor

thoroughly

power for the

religious meetings, how
carefully planned, will not
of themselves
justify Christianity's suc
cessful demand, The religious spirit must

Dot;

he

humanity than love of the Christ who died
for humanity; that the centring of thought
and interest on Him widens thought and
interest out to the entire" social organism";
that we have not joined the Christian En
deavor Society" in order to feel prompted
to good deeds," but in order to gain, through
sympathetic fellowship and counsel, fresh

varied and

Chicago.

aims

of

congresses, and the very presence of so many
strangers in the city will put every church

carnival at

Monthly devotes
expression

approves, may tend" to obscure the ante-

Advance, of Chicago, rightly urges the
neoessity of Christians making a Sunday ex
hibit at the World's Fair worthy
Sunday of the opportunity they have
Exhibits. demanded and won. They have
claimed the day for sacred uses;
now it rests with them to make good their
claim.
To fulfil this manifest duty they
have already begun to plan many religions

high

whose

of

Society,

The

llOld

Science

number to the

that every Christian Endeavorer in the
world will so conduct himself as to show

McCosh, and of the honored pastor
Berkeley Temple and trustee of the
United Society, Rev. C. A. Dickinson.-
And, by the way, is n 't our serial story a
capital one?

its mettle.

Popular
September

vast benefits which it confers upon

of

ever

of

hope

James

on

cases

do not know!

cedent obligation of every human being
by society to live also for society," and may
thus "be found working against, rather than for, the
true progress of the race."
The editor" is tempted to
ask a little mournfully why it should be thought neces
sary to join a society in order to feel prompted to good
deeds," and says that what is wanted is for each to
increase his loyalty to the great" social organism," and
yield it unreserved service in return for the

Dr.

philosopher,

we

who lives

by Mr. Temple, and music by his organ
ist, Mr. E. S. Hosmer. -'_ Two excellent
portraits this week, of the eminent college
Christian

or

Humanity?

beautiful

and

confess,

of his fear that the Christian

Christ,

are

president

We

THE editor of The

Endeavor pages, and we
hymn, whose words

our

to say about the hundreds of

two columns of the

--

gladly give

Year.

the alcohol habit" with-alcohol.

curing"

are we

undoubted cures?

--

contribute to

in

But what

a

asked to preach on
text, John 17: 21. The

basis of love to God and love to

leadership

$2.00

are

the

universal Christian Brotherhood be founded
on

1892.

But, on the other hand, neither do our correspond
deny that London analysis. If that analysis is gen
uine, Dr. Keeley's cure has never contained what he says
it contains, but, through all these months, he has been
while.

ents

in the order of age in
ideas gained from a

He

brought

of educn.tion in other

The college was just
the war, and under its

trips.

of

the United States.

study

rnllying from
new impetus

the

conn

effects

it entered

lot·li

on a

score

of

..

e1

..

I

'::1 v, lt

III-'''I'"'rity

nt mu

....

�.·an.dtlriD�

thrtlul!h the

i nj;

which Dr. :'I1c('",,1I

at

"as

its lu-ad,

IIi .. l'Ilt'fl:lt·,.,

\\,·It· tI,'I'oted to tl ... l.,� iug out "j t he Ct)l1"�I'
grounds and tn "",,·u.-in:.: IIt'W huildlll:':". as well as to
IIi" inau:.:ural :l<ldrt,s.�
br..adeniug th,' ,'"un,.'" of "t"d�'.
contained a pl,'a [or a :':yllllJ.,.�iulll thill Ill .. t with a r�'ad�
respousc, \\ hile t he r"'i�ioll" condition of Princeton ha"
beeu t lre chief .. an' of 11" JlJ ..... idcnt,
Through thirty-till'

nu-n

years many YUUIl),:
to Dr. Yc('''bh for
of

of

countries have owed much

t\\01

fur symme tric.rl

O)')'IIl'tllllllil's

training

and heart.

body, mind,

The chief iutlucuce

III

PI iner-ton's

ex-president, how
teaching uf plrilos.»
by the printed page.

eVl·r. has doubtless been th ... Illgh his

phy,

Dot

only

in the

EVt'D while he

wa....

c)a»l>I""'u. but
in college this

f.·t'l

tTuist ian will

carm-st

l�ULE

l�l)LDEX

Tl-IE

8�6

intvrest in tno

dt"'Ilt'llinl'

a

St:'ptember 1.

his qur-st ion that alIt'ds in t he HIlI!'t intimate
study
But as WI' read and
I\;L� "I'l'I'� �."ll "" t lu: pl.uu-t
I'

..

t

,

"b�"rl'l' and

think

I

ou

Ill'

mut u-r,

as

talk of wages

\\'1'

.uul iutcn-st and coi us and frt'.· trade and
.un

l

n ....

protit-shartng
unions and trusts. let. us not forget
mau to man goes down deeper than

'l'"·r:ltipn anti

that e\'l'ry relation of
coin

a III I

organizatiou

til'

statute,

01'

-

l, .. " ... ls

good

1,,1' I.

aside

lin

but to be thrown

glad emuuciputiou day

minister

to

..

haw fuuud their

joy

when

men

utterly

shall have

hall be ministered to, and
in pit·asing not themselves,
rather

t

his ambit ion.

was

at Edinhurgh he made his mark hy a paper that
the conuuendation of SII' W illtam Ha milton; while a

comparati n·ly unknown pastor he plod ueed t lu- work
that led til hill appointment to his Belfast )' .... f.·ssorsloil'.
Loyal to the philosuphy of his native land, Ill' is eager to
see

the

of

growth

similar

American school that shall f"llow

an

priuciples.

to this work he has

To Iurther this object is his a i m, a"d
devoted himself xi nee his

especially

resignation foul' years ago. He is noted for II is power to
prcseut complex subjects in a simple and attractive style.
The religtous purpose is ever fori-most in lois writings,
and he has been

valiant supporter of t.he truth.
A
even sought he has beeu per

a

wider influence than he had
mitted to gain.
to the

Dr. Duff, when

philosopher, urging

mental science for

use

in

India,

are

deathbed,

wrote

text-book

a

on

to counteract the materi

aliRtic influence of
McCosh

his

on

him to prepare

English works ;
teaching his system

and

pupils

now

of Dr.

India. Japan. and

in

Ceylon. That the stanch old Christlan philosopher. DOW
eighty-one years of a:.:e, may be spared to prosecnte hiR
faN'eaching work is the earnest wish of those who realize
its

great

i III pOl·tance.

I

lI'ilS

ulI'n

is

FOR

DAY.

LABOR

It.

We

are

continually striving

to

a faithless silence and a conies
This, with all troubles besides, I

I must choose betll'een

sian

poorly

so

lived,

Thou wilt be dis
bring to thee, thou Burden-bearer.
pleased as I am with my life. and thou wilt bid me con
tinue my lip professions of thee, and so thou wilt not

lessen my shame but rather increase it,' and yet thou
wilt give me peace.
Peace in the assurance of thy
Peace in
power. which grows as my weakness grows.
the remembrance that thou knowest in all points what
means, and

temptation

rememberest that I

am

dust.

of the eternal years, wherein I
thee and be like thee, and thus e,"en put to

see

promise

dissatisfied.
small best

the thousandtl of young people whom TIn: GOLDEN RL'LE,
with many other forcetl, is molding into citizenship.
Tbese facts I\re,

fil'tlt, that there exists
vast, perplexing, momentous, next to
the greatest problem that modern DIan
second, that CbristiaDity alone knows

labor

a

has to face; aDd
the secret of its

The ymu' that is passing has seen uo diminution of
labor tl'oubles. The uurest aud disconteDt and lawletl8of the haDd-workers

are

not

growing apprecialJly

the massive powel', the selfish�
of the rich head-workers are not growiug appreciably

leSll; the determiDation,
ness

legs.

witnessiDg vast combiDations of capital
powerless to prevent, and vast combina
tions of laborers that employers caunot break up. It is
witnessing riuts and burnings, opcn and secret warfare.
In Idaho and New EnglaDd. in Pennsylvania and Tennes
see, selious troubles have ru.isen, and no one can prophesy
where next the industrial wal' will break out.
Right is
sometimes on one side. sometimes on the other, and public
sympathies arc not always on the side of light. Whether
the light triumphll or the wrong, the struggle always
mE'ans great loss and incoDvenience to the public, greater
still to the emplllyer. and usually greatest of all to the
empluyed. The contest, even though settled, always
lelwes behind it heart-burnings, discontents, regrets, and
The yeal' is

that laws

THE

An

problem,

fundamental sin

solution.

Dess

IS.

I pray thee for grace to know what my
that I may be satisfied bravely.

two facts upon

impress

seem

Open

MY
l' 1.

MOSSBACK CORRESPONDENCE.

Letter from Parson Mossback to John
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not work

of all is the same.
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of all.

success
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Anti the lit'colld thing antI the last

these

say •.• The Father
tloe Chdl'tian

all this is that the only permanent remedy
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We sometimell think so, but
an occasional Peter the

I admit the need of

Hel'mit and Francis Xa\icr to
but John
life did
son

Wesley

mure

arouse

a

sluggish world;

long. temp�rate, aDd well-ordered

tllan either of them.

courting death
coln

in hit;

William Lloyd Gan·i
churches, and John Brown
the head of a wreteherlly equipped

thundl'ring against
at

tlle

heroes in tllcir way; hilt Ahraham Lin
the real hero of emancipation.
Anti who would

expedition.
tlliug

from

thoroughly admire your unselfish devotion and zeal,
I freely acknowledge that you are
my dear Crankpin.
made of martyr's stuff; but just now remember that there
is very little use for dead martyrs, and the martyr spirit
should show itself in living courageously ratl,er than in
dying bravely, in glolifyiug �d in a well-ordered and
productive life rather than in social suicide. I know that
you are actuated by religious zeal, aDd by the very best
motives, but I plead with you to apply this zeal and these
motives to produce the largest results for God and man.
After all, is it the zealots who have bronght about
I'eforms in this old world?

-

as IL

crank, is tho advice
A. MOSSBACK.

�G'---HOW TO READ A STORY.

By Pusy.

MY complete subject is : "Huw to
l' 1. to get the most good out of it."
ing about it.

recall

I

famous humorist who
teach

people

face and

tho

was

read

a

And

as

toue

story

so a.s

I sit think

of

1\

certain

boasttng that he could

fond of

beefsteak better than could

how to cook

"

was

caution

rare

people,

least.have

at

there is

course

be the

ones

But

tllis

a

of your

capacity and

Lord?

:\[oreov('r, dear Crankpin.
mind canuot

safely

imitatt·

a man
a

P('tt· ..

or a

John Brown

or a

likely to make Tutu'ns of
lln:.:"dly scoff and the
jutlkious l!rtn. We hinder the call!;e that we try t., help.
allli "ften play into the hanolb of the enemy tlf all right
Frands

Xavier;

oUJ-..elves.

We

we :1I'e

only

more

make

the

Xo. Ill)' dear f('lIow, there is no reason for
I'I'i,lillg �'ollr""'lf "" I,eiul! a cr.mk. A cl'aDk is not simply
a \\ h"lt·-III'arh·t1. un.wlfi"h, f .. arle"" defender of the
right.

eOUMII"b".

I>Olllething more; and that
"poi!., all the rest. CI-ankiness
balance; it getti you out of gear; it

H .. Ill:!)' he all that. lIut he i"

,,"lllt·thin:!
t

111.111" )

uU

more

oltt·n

uff your

to the best.

right

difference of

we

should choose fOl'

is it to

utle

study

a

helpfuhletls,

life w)" ',ch is not'

closer look shows you that there are two Hides to
The police reports, the murdel' trials, the

fights, and the like, are inteDsely
realistic; but why should we, whose work does not lie in
these directions, have to grovel in such scenes as these,
merely because they are too sadly true to life? And why
should we spend hours in our libraries with those
whose living presence we would shun as wo would the
inmates of t.he pest-house?
I am sure, when you think
of it, you will feel that thero is a kind of realism in story
which the self-respecting will avoid.
accounts of bar-l'oom

great deal about sentimental writers, 11ntil
in danger of learning to think that senti
ment of any sort is a very weak and offensive thing,
worthy only of sneers. The fact is, there is a vast dif
ference between sentiment and sentimentalism, and we
We hear

some

of

a

us are

young people must learn to discriminate between them.
For instance, the sentiment of love is ennobling, uplift

ing, immortal in
which makes

its power; but the sentimentalism of love

parade of its outward forms, dishes them
up for silly readers, giving to the public words and
caresses which tlhould be held in sacred privacy, melits
our stern disgust.
I

a

you feel the immenlle distance which there
be between two wliters, both of whom chose to

am sure

might

To discriminate between them is

present this subject.
what

want to learn.

we

It has become

fashion of the present

a

what iK called the"

day
goody-goody" book; by

often is meant tho book wlitten with
to

accompliHh good
There ill

IlDeor

at

which too

evident pUI'pose

an

in the world.

weak sort of

a

to

imitation

goodneKs

which

second-rate wliters have aimed at. 3:nd by their nnnatnml
nClis and evident lack of knowledge of the subject in real

life,

have

brought

may say, of

into

course DO

But whatever others

disrepute.

CllliKtian Endeavorel' will be found

at the book which was "written for a

purpolle,"
worthy of an illlmOl·tal, what right
has one to wlite, or one to read, who is pledged to "tl"y
to clo, every day, just what Jesus would like to have him

sneering

for Without

do?

a

purpose

..

That word
remindll

me

nlled

"unnaturalnesK,"

of the fact that

a

Dwight
coming of the

so

question.

certain class of

for the

a
a

whom

because of what

L.

vigilancc

days

the

compare Lieutenant Totten',; extravagances with
constant

in these

are

opinion as to what is
best, and perhaps the first thing to be done in order
to get help from a story is to decide why it should be
helpful.
We hear a great deal about realistic writel·s. 01' those
At firllt thought these seem to
who picture life as it is.
Of

were

)loudy's calm,

There

new name.

a

many stories written by nobody in particular, and there
is really so little time for story-reading, that busy young

I

Pinkettlln

liags. dynamite. boycotts.

glory

Orankpin, Esq.

in the fact that

Crank ville, Crankton
CouDty," as you express it. You wear one of the little
brass badgcs of your order, which used to be so popular,
.but which most sensible people have discarded. You
say that no reforms have ever been achieved, and that
very little good has been done, except by those whom the
world calls craDks; and the more you are laughed at and
derided by the cruel world, the more you are determined
to live and die a crank,-a crank on muniCipal reform, a
crank on the civil service, a crank on temperance, a crank
OD cruelty 1.0 animals, a crank on Indian abnses, in fact,
on every question that comes before the public and that
crank

"a

are

you

seeds of fllture qU3l'1'els.
Now the first thin", the Clnistian has to say to all this
is that it is radically wroDg.
Stlikes, lockouts, blacklists,
men. red

pose

"

shame my present mucking ideals.
I pray thee for gra.ce
tu see what I lack of the best, and to be courageously
WORD

no longer
friend,

aguin, urging others to a lite of content, and cannot
by any process be made helpful, save I\S in
poisoned with frequent dissatisfaction
the little �it'l's composition on
Pins" : "Pins are things
arguing the Christian's duty of happiness, though my which have saved a
great many lives, by folks not swallow
siul ncss gaH'
t hc
lie to mol" pica; e ren preaching
iny them!"
I am 1I0t like the Phari
couruge out of COII'urdZ" lips.
If I could be young again, and could at the same time
sC"S. that lay on others burdens they will not touch;
retain my present knowledge of life, I would try to make
1;)1' I am heavily' burdened, yet counsel others to throw
a careful list of writers whose record was well known,
aside their weights:
And this is all added burden, that
and confine my fiction-reading to them, admitting with
There

while my

shall

A

Your old

your beefsteak:" Let me emphasize the thought involved;
first choose your story. There are stories which are not

GOLDE.\' Ri'LE .VEDIT.-l TIOX

Peace in the

1 ABOR DAY, in lIIost of tho Rtates, comes this week.
.l_.;I It is tltting that TUE GOLDEN RULE should notice

; but

means

any professional conk in the land; and who always began
his lesson with the significant sentence: "First get

Whik'
won

a.1I

by
of

gocs down to tile inner

usetul, clumsy make-shifts,

IIIl'orar), assistance

h.u

t

learned

f arbitration arc

..

[4]

makes ),011 squint-eyed as you look at truth; it destroys
)"'111' intluonce ; it injures the cause you love.
Bl' courageous, outspoken, uncompromteing with evil,

Labor b\\salllllaL"reommbsiollsand labor unions

life.

1892.

a

moment

since,

hear much said ,Igainst a
this account.
Only yesterday
we

books, on
lady. Kpeaking of a character in a well" known
book, said. "He is too good-unnaturally good; there
young

never

lived

like him."

a man

Did therc Dot, dear friend? Have you forgotten the
man ChJ'iKt .JOSUII, who came to be our example, and who
said: "Be yo followers of me"?
I take it, young fliends, that if there be

realm fOl· fiction in

a

Clnistian's

life,

a

legitimate

it is found in

an

portray, and an earnest effort to study,
a charactel' which represents not what most people are,
but what people might become who tried to live each day
earnest

a

attempt

to

life hid with Chl1Kt in God.
When next YI)II hear the cry of

against

a

book

or

"

character, try to

onnaturalneRS" raised

leam whethcr it should
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be

unnatural, or whether it is not your privilege to live unworthy the thought of an immortal sonl that is pledged
to do each day just what Jesus Christ would like to have
just as round and full and beautiful a life as that.
Well, wc have chosen our story; how shall we read it? done, and that is hurrying each day toward the hour
"How not to do it, is the first rule to apply," said a when He will meet you face to face, and ask you to give
young Endeavor to whom I appealed the other day. an account of your stewardship of time.
And when I further questioned, he explained:Washington, D. C.
"Why, don't plunge in, and read for twelve consecu
tive hours, straight through.
If you do, you will feel at
the close as if you had been to a three days' circus, and
UNCLE JASON'S ROD-POLE.
on the whole you will be disgusted with the performance.
By Prof, Ohaeles n, Chandler.
I have discovered it to be a good plan to lay aside a story as
soon as I have found I don't want to; on the principle that
is an honest man.
His belief in the
Uncle
Jason
MY
if I were a coffee drinker; and discovered that I could not l' 1..
Bible is complete enough to include the declara
do without coffee, why, I simply would! I do not want tion," Divers weights, anrl divers measures, both of them
a coffee-pot or a story-book to be my master."
alike are an abomination to the Lord."
He has no inten"When I was a boy," said a middle-aged gentleman, a tion of giving over-measure when he sells; but no one
minister, who sat listening to our talk, "I read a story ever complains that he has failed to get the full amount
which had a powerful influence over me.
I do not for which he has paid Unele Jason.
Uncle Jason's
remember the plot, nor the chief characters, but I know honesty goes farther than this. He likes to relate, with
that what I wanted to do was to read that book.
I fullest detail, the story of any unusually bountiful crop
resented all interruptions; the tea-bell even was an that has rewarded his industry and skill; but no fear lest
insult; and half a dozen duties waited for rue in vain; he may fail to appear first in the honorable competition
they seemed not of the smallest consequence compared ever leads him, in relating the story, to add a single peck
with the momentous events transpiring between those to the crop truly gathered, or to represent the field mak
two covers.
Interrupted of necessity for a few moments, ing so abundant a return as one rod smaller than what
its boundaries actually contain.
And he knows the exact
I was irritable to a degree that afterwards amazed me,
and at the first possible second dashed back again to my area of everyone of his fields. The marshy spots and
precious book. Somewhere between the getting seated rocky knolls of his farm make some of his fields very
and the finding my place came to me one of those strange irregular in form; but Uncle Jason and his ro�-pole never
arrests of thought which go far toward proving the pres- fail to measure them aright.
His nearest neighbor, when a boy in school, had" no
ence of the unseen Guide.
You are a slave,' said something to me; 'a weak,
faculty for ciphering," and professes an utter disbelief in
cowardly slave; you cannot do your appointed work; you the possibility of finding how much land is contained in a
'"

cannot

be pleasant
story.'

even

master is

a

to those around you, and your

field which has

'

and said

reach,

line in that book

aloud,
again.' And

not think the book

was a

or

fifteen sides.

bad

I will

I

never

thought, he

read another

did, though I do
had simply got out

tics."

never

one.

It

is

bor,

When

he

does not know

we

Latin word instead of

use a

one, and term him an" ignoramus."
really mean much the same?

to define what

boy," Adams's New Arithmetic" was the field
he sought mathematical honors; and, declining

place

pleases you

in the

I think that is

to read it?

one

story,- why you

of the ways of

making

a

nize "the double rule of

story helpful.
"I inark books

freely,"

said

one

young reader who

days

was

Greek

a

Do the two words

When he

But to return to Uncle Jason.

want

is

the fashion to. call such men" agnos
meet a man like Uncle Jason's neigh

IS

apt to

we are

that what

sure

It

unknowable.

in my life."
I tell you this, because I think so
many stories get out of their proper place in om' lives.
Do you ever try to study a writer's power over you?

of its

declares

He

was a

school-

in which

considered the limit of

legitimate scholarly

ambition, as the frontier of his mental realm, he pushed
purpose, "stories as well as other matter.
I mark the passages which thrilled me, and go carefully. on, and even mastered the closing pages of the book,
over them when the story is finished, to discover, if I can,
treating; of the" Mensuration of 'Surfaces and Solids."
reads to

good

why they thrilled, and whether, on sober second reading,
they. still have that power. Moreover, it is not much of
a book which does not give you one or two thoughts that
you want to remember
pleasure of others."

and quote for the benefit

or

Sometimes we get good out of a story by studying carefully the characters whom we admire, and discovering
why we admire them. If we find that in certain situ ati�ns their conduct ilas been admirable, and that in like
situations we should be tempted to act differently, and if
we honestly want to be helped by what we read, we can
use this story to forewarn and forearm ourselves against
a future temptation.
The reverse of this proposition is, of course, also true.
I remember reading, years ago, a story in which I disliked
exceedingly a certain character. A careful analysis of
.

and

little careful

thinking developed within
me the astounding thought that I was often guilty of the
same line of conduct, though I had never realized it
my

reason

a

before.
There remains

so

much still to say

on

this

important

with alarm the length of my paper, and
topic
realize with regret that I must leave so much unsaid.
Only one more thought in closing, which is perhaps but
that I note

in another

repeating
pressed.

form what has

already

been

ex-

you learn to note with exceeding care the
story is having on you as you read. Does
you a better, nobler, grander thing as you

I would have

effect which
life

a

to

seem

read of its

these creatures of fiction? Do you
admire true courage and unselfishness more? Do you feel
more eager than ever to overcome within you that which
mars your usefulness and cripples your iufluence?
Do

dealings with

you rise up from its pages feeling stronger to do that
day's' duties, however small; to bear that day's crosses,
however irksome? Then indeed such a story may be to
you a voice from the King himself
and better endeavor in his service.

urging

you to

higher

if, on the other hand, as you read, the every-day
commonplace life that y<?u are called upon to live grows
petty to you, grows irksome; if sin in any form looks less
weak interest in the

to YOIl because your

story has awakened some
sinner,- if, in short, God, and duty,

and endeavor in His

name

and for His sake

seem

less im-

portant and less inviting because of the story YOIl

readiag,

let

me

beg

you to

put the book

_

And he really mastered them, so that
could use them and vanquish problems
usual form.
reason

frOID you

are

as

ever

after

he

in

un�

is

one

arising
his youth

for his

Probably this triumph of
scrupulous care always to

have at hand

a

pole exactly one rod long, and carefully divided into feet.
Well, he knows the importance in measuring of an accu
rate' unit of

measure.

Others may guess at distances:

his distances will be

measured; and until they are meas
ured, and measured with something that can be applied
like his rod-pole, he believes that their magnitude is
unknown. For, after all, we must confess that Uncle
Jason has some of the traits of his agnostic neighbor.
And so, when the schoolmaster spoke of the distance to
the planet Venus, which at the time was so bright as to
be seen at mid-day, Uncle Jason, with rather more of
contempt than usually found its way into his kindly
speech, inquired who had been over the road to measure
it, and what sort of a rod-pole he used?
Of course,

no

reader of THE GOLDEN RULE has any-

thing of the agnostic distrust of truths as yet beyond his
full understanding; but some of them may be nearly as
much puzzled as was Uncle Jason about the methods of
making these distant measurements, and may be willing
to think a little about the celestial rod-pole and how its
length is determined.
The astronomical measuring-unit is the distance from
the earth to the sun. In terms of this, most distances
amid the heavenly bodies are determined. Not all, it is
true.

The distance to the

unit.

Uncle Jason

never

the thickness of the fat

moon

uses

is too small for such

his

covering

rod-pole

to

a

measure

the sides of his choice

So, too, some astronomical distances are so
porkers.
large that our unit is as unsuitable for their measurement
as Uncle Jason's rod-pole would be, should he wish to

orbit where

which

where Venus is.

a

good degree

consider how this is

of

done,

examine many of the ways in which it is
found how many miles long this unit is.
But of one very
nor can

we

effective method we will

endeavor

to

see

the

general

principles.
We know that the

planet Venus

revolves around the

like the earth; but, being nearer, it revolves more
rapidly, and completes its revolution ill about seven and
sun

will appeal'
when she is in that part of her

planet, along

does not pass inside her
the orbit only at the place

her,
touching

This line from the earth to

with lines from the earth to the

together

sun

Venus,

and from

Venus to the sun, make a right-angled triangle with its
right angle at Venus, as can easily be seen by drawing
two circles, one within the other, and marking' the
places of the sun and the two planets. With proper
instruments the difference between the direction of the

from the earth and that of Venus from the earth

sun

can

be

measured; and this is the angle of the triangle which
is at the earth.
Now, while there could be any number
of right-angled triangles with an angle of this size, they
would all be of exactly the same shape, differing only in
size.
So, if we find in one of these triangles what part
of the length of the longest side is contained in each of
the shorter sides, we know the same is true of any other
one of these triangles, even the one amid the planets.
In this way we find that the side of the triangle extend
ing from the sun to Venus is a little less than three
fourths as' long as the side from the earth to the sun.
That is, Venus moves around the sun at a distance from
the sun only three-fourths of that at which the earth
revolves; and so, when she passes between us and the
sun, she is nearly three times as far from the sun as
from

us.

exactly the same
speak in every
tipped up toward

But the orbit of Venus does not lie in

plane with
day terms,
the north
half is

as

the orbit of the
one

a

earth,

or, to

side of Venus's orbit is

earth's orbit, while the other
So, unless Venus
near that place in her orbit where she
of the earth's orbit to north, or the

little above the

much

below,

or

to the south.

chances to be very
passes from south
reverse, at the time when she passes between us and the
sun, she will seem to pass a little above or below the sun,
instead of across his face. But occasionally Venus can

be

seen to cross

the disc of the

One of these trans

sun.

its, as they are called, occurred in 1874, and another in
1882; but no man living will see another, as the next
will be in the year 2004.
When such an opportunity is
offered, astronomers all over that part of the world in
which it is day. at the time are busy obtaining more
accurate knowledge of the length of our astronomical
rod-pole. Let us suppose, as was the case in 1882, that
the transit happens during the day on this side of the
earth; and let us suppose that there are two men, one in
Washington, and the other in Chili, five thousand miles
south of Washington, both watching the planet as it
moves across the face of the sun.
Now, as the strip of
sash across your window cuts off from your sight a strip
of your neighbor's house across the street, which is
higher from the ground when you are sitting than when
you are standing, so Venus appears to be nearer the
northern edge of the sun to the watcher in Chili than to
the one in Washington.
And since the lines along which
the two men are looking cross at Venus as they pass on
to the sun, and since it is three times
to

the

as

sun

the

from Venus to

between the two spots

as

men

sand miles.
two

paths

There

of Venus

are

seen

rest,"

or

by

the two

fifteen thou

various ways of comparing the
the sun; but one of the most

the sun to pro
"You press the button, and
and taking in constant succession pho

the kodak

I'll do the

the distance

sun

across

successful has been found
nounce

far from Venus

earth,

upon the
is three times five thousand miles,

by supposing

foi·mula,

sun with the black spot ad vaucing across
comparison of these paths, as seen at Washington
and as seen in Chili, by showing what part of the SU'Il'S
disc is contained between them, shows also. how far
apart they would seem to us, if both could be seen from
the same place upon the earth.
Of course, the diff.er

tographs
it.

of the

A

ence

in .the direction of these two lines from the earth is

very small; in the case which
about thirty-three seconds; that

dredth of

a

degree.

lines which differ
order to

here

within the circle in

circle

line from the earth to the

a

orbit, but passes on,

from each

'We cannot

sun

a

Plainly, too, Venus

look toward

we

But for many measurements the distance from the earth
to the sun is an admirable unit, which can be compared
accuracy.

in

sun

moves.

farthest from the

ascertain the distance from his house to San Francisco.

with the distance to be determined with

But

appaHing

which the earth

.

to recog
which in his father's

three,"

the

going around

that,

"Some way the thought shocked me; frightened me,
indeed; and I threw the book from me as far as my arm

could

dozen

a

when you have such a field as that, "it is all guesswork." Like many another man in many other fields of

one-half months, while the earth requires a full year.
Plainly, then, Venus will be seen sometimes upon one
side of the sun, and sometimes upon the other, seeming
to pass and re-pass from side to side, although really

have supposed, only
is, less thanone one-hun

we

But since

we

know how fast two

certain amount in direction separate
we can calculate that these lines, in
a

other,
get fifteen thousand miles apart, must be nbout
ninety-three million miles long, which is the leng�h of
our astronomical measuring-rod.
There are other ways of finding this same unit of meas
ure; and the way just considered is not ill all respects
exactly that which astronomers follow; and, because the
orbits of Venus and the earth

are

not exact

circles,

and

for many other reasons, the process is very much more
complex than that which we have considered; but the

general

method has been shown.

tance is

92,897,000 miles, but

More

exactly, the dis

the difficulties

are

so

great
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TOIL AND TRUST.

)!1It'ss

Krs. Merrill E, Gates,

By

;\g-uoslic

tit" furrow, plant lit.·

PLOl'GII

"'atd, it \\'1'11, withou t

lI'i ....

\\ uu-r it in time of

seed,

slIn"'aSt';

need,

gin·th

For" Go(1

t

hc increase ."

Plant th .. truth in cln ldish

PROFESSIONAL QUERIES.

Li-t

hearts,
watching cease,
11I·lp that love imparts.

not cart' til'

Gil',' tit"

:SnIBER Two.

gin'th the

For" (illd
1. It E_r IUcht Cor

a

By J.

K.

:Sotlting

Harris, K. D.

Lnbor

rif,{ht, and under what pecu
it is rig-ht to deceive
the sick, as with bread pills or any other kind of a pla
cebo, mental "I' mnn-ri-il, are questions that require con
airlerntion from many "iol"I\. In fact, each particular case
becomes a factor in tlu' problem, differing in some respect
it

WHETnEH
liarity

is

o

('\','1'

nr-e

..

(io,t

vcry emphatically to say, Nu, never, But we must not be
too sure that no case ever hns occurred, or can occur, in
which this conclusion may not justly yield.
When Jean Valjean t.. ok refll�e in his own house, and
his pursuer, .Iavert, entered I;"on after, the sister, who had

spoken

a

lied '0 Javert

fahlt'llOocl,

just

as

she

arose

Irom bel' prayers.
If a go",1 man may be saved from dis
grace and a life sentence to the galleys by a deception,
how much more, it may he al':::-lIcd, is the physician justi
fied in using like rneuns to S:l\'(' or to comfort his patient?
But

physk-lun Ka\'C life and prevent sufforing in
by deception? And are these cases of such a
to make it impossible for him to accomplish his

can

the

some cases

nature

as

ends in any other way?
That hopefulness should be
mental necessities

as

part of a doctor's
physical out
And almost always he can find a

fit, no one will tleny.
hopeful side in his case,

much
are

But if there

cannot make one, lie about it as

pnthology

are as

a

of his

where he should

and make the most of it.

be

:\8

his medicines

unalterable

as are

fortify himself
be no hopeful side,

he may. The laws of
any other of nature's

laws.

Theil' apparent vagaries are because we do not un
derstand them. A bad case may get well under very im
proper treatment. But that does not prove the uselessness
of good treatment. 80 the little sick child that ill told he
is better

by

the doctor who knows him to be WOI'se, may

get well, and the doctor may retain his reputation fOI'
truthfnlness ; but he

can

never

know that the

deception

Opinion should oHen be withheld,
neccssary.
pecially when it is unfavorable, because it is only
was

HOPKINS. TEACHER.

\\

a\\

.IY with ahout all th ..
On the

lion.

IllatA· of
..

one

si,le i ...

a

f.,ith founded
"n

the otht'r

tin an

an

<t\'el'-t:sti

unwalTanted

On his repu
(furt til im're;uw and P('l'Jwtllah' that failh.
;\Iun" t!('p"ud" II ... I.h)"idan·" ,..11:11'.\'. anti the
tA,

try

t .. :1),(,".11'

\\

To admit i:':-lIor:ln,'"

qUl'btions that he
('oultl lit· be put

i!.

on a

j",·t Ih.11I I,,· i .. I ..

,'oll1('S

very

II.lil�·

thl' mall)' IIl1answerable
a.... k,·tl
is hllll1iliatin:! to him.

tht'd

ill("OI1I(',

"n

or

prlid

fol'

promoting

health nll"'r than (,lIring di ... ·a .... (·s. hili ),,,w"1' fol' � ...."
1tOlllft IN.' gn'ally in('n·:u>t,·,I, :11)(1 his labor wOllltl I,., made
nwrt"

pleas."nt..

While

thin" may b(' said, and many ('X(,IISf'fi1
(1IIIn'l, f t dl'<'eptitlns I'ra<'fiwf) in th,· sil·k·...,.. m. if
pn'JM'rly in\'t·:<til'-ltcd. tl.py will 1)(' f"llnd III I.e not in
r m .. ral....
ac.'eonl \\ ilh t·,th .. r s(·i,·n.'t·
1:'·I.ut.llilln Louilt
(10 ioU' It a <otrrll'llIr,· IllII t """nl'r "'1' latl'r dl:str"y it",.·If.
Trulh t.ul.\ l' IU guid .. t" I.illl·r trutll. If u,·('t·l'tioo L:uultl
many

..

..

...

an

the

the time when

sceptical period,

interest for

the

Especially arc his
passing through
the young man begins

works to be commended to those who

and such will be the influenco

him,

Ho who reads nnd

inwardly digests these

are

a

of his baccalaureate sermons, and are full
He believed in training 1\11

composed

of what their titles indicate.

teaching, Ills definition of faith was, "trust in
Christ," which showed how he cxaltl',1
Christ, making his person the centre of the Bible and of
religion, and so exalting more thorough faith in him.
Camllbell, N, Y.
weI!

as

the person of

question the teachings of his parents, and to settle for
himself his opinions 01' beliefs.
It was because he passed
to

through such a struggle with doubts in his youth that he
For clearness of statement and
is so helpful to others.
depth of insight and fairness of reasoning, he has no
A

superior.

mall

young

into

whose hands

came

the

HOW TO SPEND LESS THAN A

By May

with much interest and

ing the first sermon I recognized the fact that here was
an intellect, a character, a personallty, superior to any
that I had come in contact with before.
The reading of

yet

that

to others whose

sermon was a

revelation to me,

a

sweeping

intellectual cobwebs and moral uncertainties.

away of
I found

MILLION.

Field MoKea.n.

� OME time ago, the question of how best to spend all
\-.) imaginary million wns discussed in these columns

volume, "Strength and Beauty," writes: "I had been
feeling restless about religion, but immediately on read

profit,

My

been called towhat I think to be

a

attention has
rather

latoly

unusual,

and

eminently Christian way in which one woman
is spending a much less amount; and it has occurred 1,0
mo that
possibly this knowledge might prove suggestive
most

their

own

income is

more

than sufficient to

covel'

necessities.

Some years ago there was a deep and lasting frfenrl
ship formed between two Christian women. 'Were I at
dents used to call him, "Mark, the perfect man."
They liberty to mention their names, one would at once be
revered and loved him, and he moulded and made them.
rccoguized in higher ed ucatlonal circles, while her hus
At the opening of
�he senior year, when he began his band was even more widely known in the gospel minis
instructions, he said, Young gentlemen, we are going try; and thc other name is associated with a widely
to stndy man this year; man in his relations to the things
organized humanitarian work in which all right-minded

myself standing

rienced the

Others have expe
upon firm ground."
help from his instructions. His stu

same

"

beneath

him,

to

around

men

and to God

him,

above

And he made clear all these relations, beginning
with the study of anatomy, that from man's body we

him."

nallll'l', anti

patient and physician would
set·ming neel'ssHy for liel'l'p

knowledge anu !.kill:

t,·m)'t."tiun

of. the present generation.

young

an

t.llion

I:n·at.

But his life and work have

kins.

the

and attributes of God

being

as

taught by

by man, its crown. Following this came
metal'hp;icll, in which he made one know his own mental
powerll and capacities, showed the relations of body and
matter and spirit, and the glory of sphit as above the
others and mling them. These teachings are found in
his" Outline Study of Man," which is to be' commended
to every yt)lIng

who would become

man

fundamental

this

Then

study.

which he made still

more

acqnainted
moml

came

with

science,

interesting; and his teachings

in this branch may be found in his" Law of Love, or
Love as a 1.aw." He found his starting-point for morals
"The Shorter Catechism,"
glOlify God, and to enjoy him
forever."
E\'erything was to be judged by its end; and
He loved
man's highest end and God's glory were one.
to bring out the unity between nature and man's consti

in

the

first

to

answer

"Man's chief end i's to

tution, and the Word of God. His" Evidences of Chris
tianity" has not its superiol' as a book to be put into the
hands of

a

grounds

on

God.

thoughtful

The

on

in proof of Christ's
of the dhine

from

"The

oue

Condition, Character, and
things ever written

(If the best

IIe finds tlte best evidences

divinity.

ol;gin of the Bible from the Bible itself,

internal evidences.

its

that chaml'lt'f makes the

tellehin;,:s

who would know the

man

young

which the Bible claims to bc the Word of

chapter

Claims of Christ" is

A PIOP"I' n'1:1ti"D bl'twe"n

,I ..

A
j \.

are

of old Williams welcome every word
written about their beloved teacher, Mark Hop

graduates

mif,{ht leal'll

ill not all he false.

Rev. S, W. Pratt,

By
LL

subject; but

well furnished thinker, able also to teach others,
"Strength and Beauty" and" Teachings and Counsels"

will be
MARK

fal' from tile

seem

that it

in contact with

came

of his books.

es·

opinion, and the doctOl' himself will not be greatly sur
prised to find it wrong; hut to speak contrary to that
opinion is a falsehood, w halever may follow. I know that
many physicians make it a rule always to speak hopefully
to their patients, to cal'ry cheer and comfort wherever they
go. This is, indeed, the happiest, and perhaps the most
useful part of theil' work; but it had better be left undone
than be done at the expense of truth.
Patients, even lit
tle children, soon leal'D this trait of their attendant's
character, and it..� intended good is lessened, if not
d('stroyed. A I·eplltat.ion for candor and tl'Uthfulness
nnder all circumstances is worth more to any physician
than 1\ fl.'ttel·in� tAlIIl-:"C.
While he studies hiS patient,
his patient also stmlies him, and often quit.e as suc{'ess
fully. Every word, every expl'essiqn of his face, is p:\..�sed
in carefull'f'view by the sulIerel', who has plenty of time
on his bands, and is goaded to !1:l'eater mental actil'ity by
his pain. Th� doctor cannot escape this scrutiny. It
may not lead I he patient to wholly just conclusions, but
lie is liretty slIre to reach some truth, and his judgments

of n-wnrd,
giveth the increase."

A mlierst , J/ass.

from every other.
In discussing the

subject we must confine ourselves to
the general principle involved, which principle seems

thy

t h.- SlIfl'l;I'SS

Si

IIf eircumstances

never

increusr- ...

work retard i

with heart at pellet'.

011

one saw

..

D()('tor to Pl'E'lOCribe 8 read Pills?
call

t'l,tomber 1, 1892. [6]

lay at its foundation, and each
OUe seemed to have thought out the matter fOl' himself,
nnd henceforth know why he believed it.
President
Hopkins made tiS see that It was reasonable to believe
that the Bible was the word of God, and that faith was
based on rcusonnble evidence or testimony, and that one
believed on this ground, and not because he understood
anyt.hing-. He never lectured, but quostloued, drawing
out rather than putting In,
lIe helped one to help him
self, and made him answer his own questions, This, we
believe, is tho true way to teach; many a Bible olnss bas
been killed by prcaching to It,
The Sorlpturnl Idea of
Add, now, the reading of
M:\n," and one will be well furnished in the knowledge
(If body, mind, and spirit, and their relntlons to God.
President Garfield said that all tile college he wanted
was a log schoolhouse and a slab seat, with President
Hopkins on one end and himself on the other. III his
person President Hopkins Impressed everyone who

u.

,

opening quostiou might
in tlw "1111

useless labor.

a

inch

an

:\<'l'l'l't

unit, and 1t':llt'
Jason

This

l'"n"iti"l'illg-

:"'''.

lIIay

l'lId"

I..

Dl·ighb()r.
Hipcm Cullt'!/,·, UiJ"'"'

ill

:111

"""'1',,1<,.

difficlllti.·" of ,III' I" ,,1.)"'11.
measure nu-nr-,

is tWII hundred

distance

I.· ........ than It"" 1"'t'll "tal<·d.

"'01.· lOr

..

was

..

of

man.

The

A favorite
But the

Shorter

teaching

crown

or

was

of all his

Catechism,"

which

OC'{'ulT('d e\'('I'Y S:lturday morning.
Xo one would will
in:,:-I), lIli!.!. this l'I·eitati .. n. Tile writA'l' got more I ... lpful

thI'II111;:)'

IIl1t

of it

than

from

til('

If fi),rI('(' all,,\\(·C), he would like tAl
recitatilln for till' h,'lp "f t<>al'ilCrs.

Pn'liillc'nt
Socralil'

III'

tlu'ologi('al sl'minary.
gi vc a speci men (If thiK

meth",1 in all his t<>aching was the
Prl');i,lt'nt ('al't('1' well Kpeaks
calt·l'ill'ticaJ.

of" thc cautious, ",u:!':!I'sti\'(' \\ay in wJ.ie-h eadl fAlpic was
op('m't1; of the sllhtle and genial path by which the

led

made �ome I'3Kh Kt."tement,

retrad; of tlr(· hl'o:ul light whi("h experience
with young mf'n anc! lOll!! IItudy of tlleirdilIerences made

wa."

it

tA,

pos"ible

tn

tlrrow

Slu,lt-ot toel:med

01'1'1' a

to master

difficult

the

queKtioD,

difficulty

so

that the

himself."

His

must

not with

blessed,

with that

larger

Tho

rejoice.
an

flrst-mentioncd

was

fortune in money, but
moderate competency and

immense

fortune of

a

it, ami all her life, fOl' God's service.
Yet her time was fully occupied in her educational plans
and duties, and she was already giving her strength to
the Mastel"s cause by means of tho special gifts of
the desire to

use

she had been endowed.

instruction with which

The

second, animated by the same desire to be of service,
joined to an intellect quick to perceive, and to a heart
overflowing with sympathy for the opprefilsed anft
wronged evcrywhere, rare organizing and executive

ability. Moreovel', upon her was laid a 1inancial neces
sity, though that was not needed to pl'ompt her to
activity in some useful line of wo)·k.
Then it

was

the seconli.

that the proposition

The

came

mUlIt have

argument

like this: "God has

from the lhst to

becn

something

of

talent. I
have money that I do not need for personal use, and
that, with time and heart fully occupied, 1 cannot per
sonally slJpervise in all its details of USIl, in His caUKe.

given

us

a

diverllity

can be of special service fOI'
truth; I will thel'efol'e be l'ellponlli ule for her
support while she giVIlS her time and talent to the Lord's

Here is
the

one

cause

whose abilities

of

work."

This plan was entered upon thirteen 01' fourteen years
ago; and the world will probably never know how mnch
it is illllcbted to this united use of di versificd gifts for
and

widely ol'ganized bumani
day.
An enviouK acquaintance upon one occallion spoke of
the relationllhip existing between thcse two persons as that
between employel' and employed.
The one to whom she
attlibutcd the formel' position was the first to refute the

onu

of the most

wisely

tatian associations of this

statement.
never

JI"],kin"',,

ullwary sluc)t'nt, wlro Ilad

Americans

one

can

In sublltance IIhe

entered

OUI'

Master, and

plans.
we

simply

be done to tile best

llravc

never once

aIIked

said: "Such

an

We arc both in the

of

fiml that the work of each

advant.'1.ge by
an

idea haB

employ

a

union of forces.

accollnt of ller

work, though

because of my interest in it she contldes in me constantly.
Her accountability, however, ill only to God."
And the
latter said to

me

pe1'll0nally,

"With all her

generosity

toward me, the mOlJt generous part of it has been that
never, by word or look or act, has slle made me feel in

any way

dependent,

or even

indeb�d W her for Iler fa11

GOLDEN RULE

THE

[7] Septemper 1, 1892.
in the work.

899

We are simply workers together, each
contributing of that which God has given into her keep
ing, and which each one feels is only held in trust for the
great brotherhood of humanity."

tcrly mectin',

Is any word of comment needed?
It is probable there
will be not one single reader, ou t of the thousands who

quit; an' so he hall
They was a-talkin'
the store one night, after it had been 'nounced.
If I wanted to get the religious blind staggers," says
There aiut nothin' more
one, "I'd go a few nights.
distressin' than a protracted meetin' without a sleighin'
snow, tryin' to get itself started, an' mumblin' out a faint

will follow this
mind

thought,

two

one or

01'

half

a

that cannot pause and call to
dozen earnest Christians, with

special adaptability for pre-eminent helpfulness in some
particular line of much needed work for Christ and hu
manity (rather let me say, "for Christ tlirouql: human
ity"), but who under present conditions must give time
and strength to simple bread-winning
rightfully, too,
-

unless God

removes

workers will be

also; but
or

you,

that

found

how milch

Usually

necessity.

these hard

that if

could

good

you, to whom God has

do if yon, or
talent different

they

,

Amen'

given

a

gallon,

dogs

thus to free the hearts and hands of those of God's chil

though it had to be brought across the moun
pack mule, an' was sold at a war premium, at

as

on a

"Yes,"
to the

same

tails to

thing

Christianity,

straight

the

'11 all be

lamps

until Mr. Jaxon

homes;

in

it

would

be

cases, in distant lands,

some

in

their

own

in

some

perhaps;

by providing a refined Christian home for several
together,-a sort of individual deaconess home; why not?
Let me close these thoughts by just one -Ilttle story,
cases,

which those readers who attended the Deaconess Conven
tion at

Chautauqua in 1890 have, perhaps, already heard.
A young lady, who had then just graduated from the
training school in Chicago, told how her education had
been made possible through the generosity of a friend.
She said: "When she first told

me of her intention, we
walking home from church together in the moun
light. I began to thank her, but she interrupted me by
calling my attention to the moon. 'Have you thanked
the moon yet for shining so brightly?' she asked. 'Why,
no/ I answered, 'though I have often thanked God for
the moonlight.'
'''VeIl,' she replied, 'then thank God,
and not me, for what he would give you through me; for
that is my only part in it.'
Philadelphia, Penn.
Wf're

"

DOWN

THE

TO

CORNERS.*

Rev. J. F. Cowan.

By

earlier to the Corners meetin'

the other sexes, with theirs.
He had n't never said a word to me about the prayer
meetin's bein' better attended, an' I did n't 'low he

all

come

on

I remembered what he said the first

would; for

Parson Kawshus don't like to

out.

night

own

we

np to

beln' mistaken, no more' n any other man; an'. I never
seed the man yet that really liked to do it quite as well
as

eatin'

honey

on

buckwheat cakes.

There had n't been

speak of, to the
thing that hindered
was
a. weak one in workers, though we
had some of the most able payers in the community, an'
the best respected people; an' the others, some of 'em,
did n't believe in revivals, an' them as did would n't jine
in with us for fear they'd help to build our church up.
If we'd of got a revival started, they'd 'a' been flockin'
round like crows in a 'Cornfield, to see if they could n't
pick up some of the seed we'd planted. An' yon could n't
no

for four years
that our class was

Corners,

get

no

revivals,

or more.

revival' started with such

to

One

a

among

feelin'

Chris-

tians.

"That

evcrythin'.

I'd heard him

proselytin' members of other sexes of their
right to their faces, from the pulpit, until
t,hey'd jest have to get up an' leave the church; but that

tell them

meanness,

did n't start

no revival.
Then I've se.en him talk to Ids
members about comin' forward to the altar, t elllu'

'em there

proud

wa

'n't

no

religion

in

'em, an' they

to confess their sins he fore the

would be

sure

to

get 'em, all' all that.

Lord,

was

too

an' the devil

But he could n't

revival in the Corners mectin'-houso ill that way.
I've knowed it to work in other pluces ; hut, [don't
st.art

know

no

why,

it did n't work worth

a

cent to the Corners.

Another thing; the Bruthren preacher had g'one an'
an' throwed up the 'pointment, sence the last quar-

quit,
•

a

report:-

get

some new

lamp chimneys for all the lamps in the church that had
their chimneys broken at the time of the Christmas tree,
four years ago, when the tree fell over agin the chande
lier; an' if there is any bill for oil down to Smallgain's,
to settle it up, an' buy a gallon to run the meetin's.
"That

singers on l.I.and on the first night of the meetin', an' every
other night as far as possible, an' ready to jine in the
singin'.
That we ask the lookin'-out committee to get all the
'sociate members to come out that they can, an' to count
the pledge bindin' for every night of that meetin', an'
every day, too, if we should have day-time meetin's."
Parson Kawshus had n't told us a thing of what he was
intendin' to do, except jest to hold a protracted meetin'.
"

campaign

we

on

us; an' he did n't know what a
after that there business meet

prepared for,

Mr. Jaxon had

was over.

never

had

one

arranged for

to have

us

a

rightly before,

to the Corners to tell

no one

scrabble

Copyright, 1892, by

Rev. J. F. Cowan.

sure

time, an' yon could n'f guess who it was;
could I guess who Jake's was.
When it come to the L's, the leader got up, an' said he'd

a

letter from Brother

because

him,

I guess.
I did wish for D'rius an' the travellin'

nor

in Hard

was

an' I

rolls,

was sorry he could n't be with us at the
but that he wanted to consecrate himself to the

Lord with us, an' that he'd told Brother Jaxon he'd go
one man in their neighborhood every time he come

for

there,

like there

thousand-dollar sale in the

thing.
speech, an' was in for our
pled gin' ourselves to try bring one to Christ in the next
He had his" endeavor," an' after that everyone
month.
chose an "endeavor," an' it would 'a' done D'rius an' the
travellin' man good to see the way all went into it. There
was a

Mr. Jaxon made

no

a

new

feelin'

put

names

to the active list

sence

Jake's an' Tom's an' t' other Mary's went down, but jest
Ellen Teaberry's an' Mr. .Iaxon's,
But if I was any judge
of

fruit,

there

There
havin'

a

was some

jest

was

one

abont ripe for to
that made me

pick.
jnberous 'bout

thing

I took another walk round about Zion

revival.

mornin', an' it did 'pear to me that them there
'Peared
church spires was more outof plumb than ever.
to me they was actually drawin' back fro m each other,
next

an' the communion-of-saints idee did n't go for
up nigher the sky as it orter.

so

much

a good deal cast down, an' I guess may be
quite as much gravy on my potatoes, or
somethin', for Jerushy, she pitched right into me to know
if I was gettin' the grip.

I went back

I did n't put

I did n't think I was, an' I did n't like to t=ll her what
the matter, but at last it had to come onto
Says I,

was

jest been thinkin'

"I've

what the

over

men

said in the

an' wonderin' if I could n't find

'mongst my hay
fork tackle a rope long enough an' 'strong enough to
throw round them there four meetin' house steeples and
draw 'em clost enough to each other so 's't they could
stop the sinners' waggin' their tongues!
But Jerushy, she laughed at me again, though this
time it hadn't so much levity in it as some of her laughs
has; it was more quieter ail' solemn, like churnin' water
store,

in the churn to rinse it out.
no

snch

thing

But she 'lowed there wa' n't

drawin' 'em

as

that way; there

plumb

such rope.
But I made up my mind I'd look for such
no

had to hunt the

neighborhood

I did n't think it
'fore

was

so

a

rope if I

over.

nigh

at

hand.

We found it

corn-plantin'.

Pittsourg,

County either,

man

an' I knowed that

name was on our

The letter said he

did n't

we

Ikleberry;

the travellin' man, whose
was glad to hear it.'

wa' n't

know how to go about it.
But what Mr. Jaxon did n't
know about runnin' a Christian Endeavor society, there
wa' n't

leadin' the

promise as
the time is ripe for
a

neithe�'

ask the music committee to have all the

we

know, I'm

we

was

make such

did; but if they had n't they got to thinkin' that
right then. When it come to "Hayseeds," I nudged
Jerushy to speak first. She said she had some one in
her mind; anI knowed who it was, though she did n'f
name anyone.
I had my "endeavor" picked out in

our

ask the finance committee to

we

Jaxon, who
can

way

had n't been

to teach

come

says Mr.
of us

one

Jaxon

Penn.

to be in

that there consecration meetin'.

Mary Trainer
letters of the

was

It was jest beautiful.
secretary, an' called the roll by the
'I'he

alphabet.

Hayseeds

comes

long about
theT's,

half way, an' then the P's an' S's an' down to
'an' the Z's the very last.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR CALENDAR.
A Choice

But the way it worked, the first one was our Jake,
which his other name is Ahnsmann.
I'd had Jake work

in' for
last

me

to interduce him to company an' sich; but I'd never seed
on paper; an' I'd allers been taught that o-n

"on."

So I'd looked for Jake to

Jaxon's,

come

in

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

that he

some

on

a

tantrum about

it,

off;

nut

or

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEM�ER 7.
She abandoned her whole self to the Lord, with all
that she was and all that she had; and believing that
he took that which she had committed to him, she
ceased to fret and worry, and her lite became all sun
shine in the gladness of belonging to him.-H. W. S.

change in Jake sence our first
house, only that he'd stayed to our fallibly
But he was jest
prayers, an' prayed if I asked him to.
the same stiddy, rcliahle chap that he '<I allers been; only
I don't know as I'll said once, since that meetin', that.
Juke had a thick head, or called hi m a Dutchman. Re
Iigion makes a Dutchman an Englishman. I reckon there
ain't but one language in heaven.
meetin: at

our

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

to do.

He don't tell you, .Iake
gcts ready, he

When he

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

Says Jake, "I (links

dere ish

von man

vot vouts to pe

-Spw·geon.

�

I�

saved in dish meetin'.

�

for

�

Ish talk mit him, und Ish pray
him; und if del' Lord villlet me elo somod ings more to
prlng him into de Shurch, I vill bromise to do dot."

9.

The world would be better if you were.
The world is as yon take it
It will he what yon make it.

don't, what he's goin'
jest does it, an' t.hat's

the end of it.

8.

Just to trust and yet to ask
Guidance still;
Take the training or the task
As He will.

So I did n't know much what Jake had been thinkin'

nbout,

6.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER

Put your foot down where you mean to stand, and
le t 110 man move you from the right.
Learn to say
"
No," and it will be of more use to you than to be able
to read Latin.-John Ploughman.

takes it in any
onclirtstlan way, but because it generally turns out that
he's right. So I let him alone.

gets

5.

If you want a field of labor
You can find it anywhere.

when what does he do but pop
jest goin' to call him to order;

I was
up the first one?
but it's mighty ticklish business tellin' Jake he's

by Every Day of the Week.

"God's greatness flows around our incompleteness;
Round our restlessness, his rest."

it writ down

where after Mr.

To Live

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 4.

for five year, an' I'd had occasion to use his
much as two or three times, when I'd want

name as

spelt

Thought

1892.

I had n't seed much

Parson Kawshus had tried

own

Says she,

the meters an'

right."

committee made this kind of

We

Apiece.

prayer meetin 's had been growin' so in
interest that the preacher had made up his mind to

protracted meetin's
house, so's t' get the rub

an'

consecration meetin'.

THE regular
start

Jerushy.

amens

school; but it's the
handiest way to get all of the little things done up an'
outen the way before the prayin' an' speakin' begins.
He was on the executive committee, an' that there

in'

CHAPTER XXII.
An Endeavor

The

"Ve had n't learned much about that there

He wa' n't countin'
ENDEAVOR DOIN'S

If there's any
thing as all them

I did n't know what she meant, but learned later.
We had' what the book calls "a business meetin'"
that week.

cases

hum an' told it to

Tell 'em not to mind.

his service.

some

any other.
it can't be such a

goin'

represents it."

I went
"

'em from

keep

in

fellers

another; "an' quarrelin' like cats an'
isms, an' each one a different way to get
heaven, an' ready to drag people by the coat

says
their

over

right,"

many of our 'sociate members an' others to be saved."
The thing got started that way, an' I don't know as
everyone had been thinkin' jest as Jake had an' as Mr.

meetin',

that."

dren who then could utilize their consecrated talent in
In

singin' long-meter hymns

"Yes," says Smallgain, "an' burnin' coal oil that aint
paid for, in one smoky lamp, at the rate of ten cents

a

"That's

meetin' ; "if eaoh
that for some one

airnest this

an' then."

now

been

charity; rather simply as the best investment
for the Lord, both for your talent, and for your friends.
It _is the business principle upon which we act in every
other relation in life; why not in our service for God?
Moreover, if in the right spirit, it cannot fail to yield a
vel'J large interest of personal happiness as well.
As I have thought it out, I believe that if I were intrusted
with the spending of a million,-or a very III uch less sum,
I would make it one of the chief occupations of my life
as a

the next

says another; "an'
to short-meter tunes."

tain

it Dot be

paid by

"Yes,"

theirs, should consent to let him use you for the
relief of that necessity, and thus leave all their time and
strength and talent to be given directly to him? Bnt let
from

preachin'<day, he'd
the chance to keep his word.
about the protracted meetin' up to

'tw;t'n't

"

to be the reliable church workers

more

account of the mewl knockin' him outen

on

his collect.ion to pay the elder's salary; an' they was so
evcrlastui'Iy behind on his own salary that he notified 'em

(C

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 10.
mnke a mistake, don't look back

When yon
at it
Take the reason of the thing in your own
III i nd, and then look forward. Mistakes are leasons of
wisdom. The past cannot he changed.
The Iuture
is yet in yonr powpr.-Aids to Endeavor.

long.

�

�

��.-eee?���

900

GOLDEN RULE

TT-IE
and �Ill' ,Ii,l nnt

(,,':IS,'

11111.,

il

1.1I11il,\'

unt

t

her attcnt ions tn till'

h .. mothl'r's lu-ult h

[ ul ly 1'1'''"''''''',1. :llld t lu:

"""oI .. d

ill

nnun-r.u

iv«

lill.iillg

.mot

hael

,1.l1,).!ht .. r
.uu]

lu-r

SIIl'

morv

rc

olrl

me

�ht' hl'rs .. lf

p",iti"Il,

was

t

!-tllry. and :Hld"d .• 'I'Iu- hlessed little
pin! 1 uevor will go out without it again,
t lu-

CHRIST AND THE CHURCH,"

"FOR

for it

mOTlC'ES
1 1 Suu«,
local

of

N.

B.

th ..

dates of the

1'1'0\

least

HI

a

briuuing

Endeavor

me a

conveutions

AT
1 \_

('01'

the

Christian Endeavor

used

by

tion

into

this

with

society,

If

English.

curious to learn how the
FAMILIAR

LETTER

on

will be

found

Nkumba y'ononga wi

-

So far

A.ns.

as we can

learn, the

badges
rumors

at the New York theatres c1111'of delesrates
'"

the

ing

of the Convention

days

malicious reports of

New

certain

papers that are always
and religious people.

were

tlu-

at

religion

of the

Some

1'1'-

porters acknowledg<,d aftel'wards that tll(1
people had left their badges at
'Vo would Iilee to ask, tllen, what
reporter ill so omniscient as to know CIII'isti:tn EndeavOl'el's without their badges?
It was 11. pure assumption, and we do not
believo that thel'e was 11. genJline Christian
young
home.

Endeavorer at New York who

disgraced
Possibly some of those people
who stole the badges may have worn them
in improper places.
We think it is about
timo for this silly slander to be set at rest.
his

badge.

QUI's. Should officers of the Christian
EndeavUl' society be lIIembers of the
church with which the society is con
Ilected?
Ans. Yes, we decideoly think they
shoulll, except in some rare, exceptional
cases.
,These exceptions are so very rare
not

as

to affect the rule that

one

of the

qualifications for the chief offices in the
society should be church membership, and
mem bership with the particular church
tlmt the society seeks to serve.

try to do

•

w

rr

H IS

pleasant

to have me
pray and read
the Bible, or have it
read to me, if poaai ble,
jli.lia ntyugu "du, gu- every day; and so far
ntare
m i e
win
paas I know how,
gw'emi!nlil. zarn go throughout Illy whole
kanjrun la gw'emllulli. liCe, to try to lead a
zi Krist�'li.n,
Christian life.
Mi are panganla pa
I promise to attend
go boiiwa gwi kam- the weekly 'prayer
binla si -wik, kao mia meeting, unless prenl 'OSIlIIII wi re
by some reason
IInll ngulu kumha gore winch I can eonscie nBert yami Jilin Krais, t.iously give t II III Y
nla mi arl' plllIganla Master,
Chri>lt,
pa go hQngo' Illhi!i ta, anrl I promIse to take
nl' ijembo g'olatanlo Roruepartbesidl'slIingeuu.
ing in every meeting,

do,

ve�ted

Je�us

THE ONLY

GUARANTEE.

Christian

Endeavor

name as

of Christian Endeavor

guarantee

a

in socie

principles

join Christian Endeavor unions,
international, State, anel local? Simply be
cause there is no otl;er possilJle guarantee.
The only outw31'd and visible bond of nnion
is the name. It is very easy fOl' any society
to say, "We are virtually a Christian En
deavor society, and have a right to come
But who
assurance

can

Elldearor JVorker, of the Immanuel

Evangelical ('hlll'ch, Reading, Penn. Its
moral is, Wear your badge!
A young
lady was making ealls in oue of the mo"t
..

clesol;,te amI

poverty-stricken parts

of the

town. On hel' way home her attention

aUI'lIctedlA.

girl not much
bearing e\'iclence

self, and

a

willi hurried out of
IH'Wed.
Incouth

terrible

Her face
wore

a

a

"mile which

her
was

young, The yOlln�
to the girl's sieh', ancl

SII

are an

You

Enclt'a\'orer,

can

help

I hal'e just le)!o.t my
mother is ,'cry ill:

me

t..o, I

hl'l'

hy prayio!!

pl:u.'e
'L(.·t

at

lty
fo ..

yonI'
IIIC'.

tlu' 8ton'. anel

me 111'1" ) flU a...
help another: was
the reply.
The young lady who I'raye·(1
for work f"und it, a... i!o always tht· ('as!';

an

Enlieal'orer "hould

no

taxes, and

assume

no

they do and must ask for
guarantee of a common pur
pose and of substantial harmony on the
part of those who desire membership. At
the same time, they relegate all authority
some

but

visible

the

local church

denomina-

the

and

This is the least that

tion.

they can do,
guarantee is found in the aduption
common 'family name,
Christian

and this

"

Endeavor."

PARAGRAPHS

SOME INTERESTING
Concernln&,

the Chl'istian I!:ndeavor

we

the

are near

a

running

(Montpelier)

is

series of letters about the

a

of Christian Endeavor from every

status

couuty in the State.

enough like

meeting,
belong

uniou," another might argue; and

it. would

come

about

to

you to

that

the

so

unions

hodge-podge of dissimilar
element... all good in themselves, perhaps,
but incongruous, and utterly incapable of
forming a strong, united Cluistian En
would

be

a

,

is

name
o

best

in the

npcl'ssarily

society, but

'llIi"tian Enlleavor

sellse

it is

"

only

fair to snppose that this is usually true.
". c do not believe that there is one so

d"ty

in th't· IlIIndrefl

The Christian. Endeavor of

the

that c10cs not have

nalllc

('''n�<'('ration meetin:,.:, ancI
mittt.'("

the

The

name

tl,illY that
\

is

proof

gl ... " with

pledge, and

a

lookout

that

fact

vel'y
a

a

Church, Elizabeth,
J.,
last number a letter about
Christian Endeavor in Syria, The services

Presbyterian

its

contains in

in

of the societies

some

carlied

are

in

on

that

it

it

desires

desires the

the name;

anrl tIle

a "(ldet�· dO('1; not take the
prl)(Of that "nch a society does nut

pry fact that

nan.e

really

is

want the full

thin;.: that

::::-1)('1;

fellowship

witl. the

name,

anfl e\'ery
This is no

popular

..

A Christian En

deavor souvenir spoon is the latest thing.
It is said to be especially adapted to tiro
of

purpose

Indeed,

wedding present.

a

now, we should n't wonder in the least,
We have in mind several weddings, sol

emnized within the past year, at which 1\
Christian Endeavor souvenir would have
been the most
We

appropriate gift imaginable,
glad that something suitable has
provided for such occasions."

are

been

*

"TherEl is indeed

making
giving

a

them

doctors say,

than

and

by

natural

the

temperance

the

:IS

way,

better method of

no

community temperate

this

the

Society of Christian Endeavor has been
duing all along. The more presence in
the country of 1,200,000 young people who

example, must have a powerful
on society, and an influence continually growing with the growth of tile
of

Christian Endeavor movement.

Society contemplates also

But tho

aggl'essive
Xorlc Evangelist.
an

'*

"M. F.

McK.,"

in The

first-rate advice

SOUle

query,

"What

shall

cranky

members
some

Midland, gives

in

answer

do

we

to

with

tho

thORO

must always and
prominent position; 01'

who

kick clear out of the harness?"

Endeavorer

by becoming a more enthusi
Presbyterian." It's usually put the
other way round, brother; but it's right

astic

however you turn it.
�

The

women, even if they made no effort to
advocate the cause beyond the silent influ

forever have

Arabic.

of

Passaic Classis

the Reformeu

"Well," says "M, F. l\>lcK,," "if they wOI'1e
well, let them have their prominent posi
If your horse will pull on the load
tion.
only when in the lead, by all means givo
him the lead, and lay it on until he gets
But if they only want t.1le position
tired.
for sake of the honor, and not. the work,
then let them kick out.

It is not necessal'Y

to retain

Church in New

to yonI'

lntelligencer,
churches, and Uillistian Endeavor societies

though he may have been uReful. If he is
a kicker, let him exercille his heels unt.iJ he
gets beyond YOll, and then drive on as if
nothing had happened, but try to save the

Jersey, says The Christian
has twelve English-speaking

in eleven of these.

Can any district of
any other denomination beat this record?
The

Cabanne

Mount

Louis, has a very
small list of associate members,- only
one.
This would be bad, under othel' cir
cumstances, but it is a glory 4P this society,
their associates

for all

Sllccess

have

united with

ing uniqne Christian Endeavor acJvel'tise
ment:-

OUR CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR SOCIETY
OFFER A. REW AltO

*=

York

MISSING.

Examiner

speaking of Christian Enclmwllrers,
"They expedence in their gatherings a
Christian unity in love and service so much

Some families from church,

in

higher and more to be desired than any
formal church union, that to long after the
latter never occurs to them."
1f;

Our

Young Folks

tells of

Cinistian Church

the

which

society, tlaa�
B'ntte City,

meeting', and only

present

at

number.

one

a

in

thirteen

had

in the

Missionary inserts the follow

IN REGARD TO TilE FOLLOWIXO:

Ne1lJ

The

says

That

society

members
one

lady

wants

to

know whether there is in the country a
society with a larger percentage of male

STOLEN.
Several hours from the Lord'lI Day 1Iy a
numher of people of different ages, c.ireMsed
in their Sunday clothes.
STRAYED.
Half a Heore of lambfl, believed too han,
gOlle in th" direction <If the town of No Snll
day School.
MISLAID.
A qnantity of silver and copper coin!! on
the counter of a saloon, the owner b"ing in a
state of great cxcit,'ment at the time.
WANDERED.

people j wlll'n last seen were
walking in pairs up Sabbat.h Breakers' Lane,
which leads to the city of No Good.
S"\'l'ral young

LOST.

attendants.
�

The

their

mISSIons.

grand
..

wisely led

to set up
aim the advancement of
are

''fhy,''

lad, carefully rearfd; not long from
home, and for a time "I'ry promi!!ingj IIUJl
A

Presbyterian thinl:K that the Cillis

tian Endeavorers
as

membet;,

*=

The Home

the church and become active members.

Well

evel'y

harnells if you can."

*
the

in

society

Christian Church of St.

a

com

say
bit of metal :

Third
N.

that bears the

to-day

r01tllY People's Stan
concerning a VOI'Y

to

work."-The New

j#;

We
but

consecration

is moved

influence

The Vermont Chronicle
now

same
"

dard

ence

Movement.

decide

emphasis is not put on literary culture
or social culture, rather than
upon religiouB
cJllture ? If one such society, not Chlistian
Endeavor, joins the union, why should not
"We do
ever,l' youn� people's society?
not believe in the pledge," one might say;

�

Here's what The

never have been nor propose to be anything
other than out-and-out temperance men 01'

.Mont.,

desl'air;

for

authority;

Of course, it is not claimed that every
society that t:lkes the CIllistian EncIeavor

refillellll·nt,

•

\' ou

ask

of

lady stepped quickly
:S-o, thank
ked, 'Can I help yon?'
�'CIII: was the frigid rejoinder, and the'n
illll>llil.h·l'iy the girl put out her hanel.
I'in.

and

of

�..

.

little

dea\'or union.

full of

mocking

disintegrate, and have proved of
practical value. The unions, local,
State, and national, wish for no control,
SOUle

oleicI' than Iler

store with her heall

was

to see in one

was

No wonder that of unions made up of dis
similar organizations which cauuot coalesce

is there that

the

P-Preparntion.
C-Consecl'atioll.
E-En th usiasm.

of Christian

Baptist Union

ties thn.t

into your Jlnion."
this point?
What

Y-Youth.

f vllow

Endeavor,
if a simple Endeuvor society is not desired,
what claim on the unions can a society
have that entirely repudiates the common
family uume?

to

of the

or

A writer in The }'lid-Continent says: "I
am sure that no one will be a less efficient

� OME people have innocently asked,
.� Why insist so strongly on the

do not ha.ve

byThe

0111'

bright interpretation of OUI'
Rev, J. C. Van Deventer,
Reformed Church in Nyack, N. Y.

S-Service.

principle.
Since it is possible and so easy to have
an Epworth League of Christian Endeavor

ship

[8]

gi\'1'1I by

cannot

�

"but then, we are a good deal the
Cillistian Endeavor society," or,

inl'ident is related

certainly

nn III e,

1 �92.

III'I'(' is the
init inls

to its

name

clai III any great affection for

to

as a

WEAR YOUR BADGE I

the

hatr-ver he

would like

slI.nbio

York
"

sneering

add

to

even

dcnom i national

of the

Zeal.

OS80' edu wi be lo ndli.
mill denda, go kambin I a nli tangunli
Bible ge yo tangunlo
gore mil! yagli. III i Il

BOX.

the Convention have taken off their
when they went to the theatre?

of Christian

'Party

Bekeliaga R.'ri! JiHIl
Trusting in the Lord
ngulu.jnt are Jesus Christ for
denrla
pangaula pa go
strength, I promise to

Should c1eleJ.:atl·s who attended

Quell,

in

days

Krals go

1�lace,
QUESTION

pledge sounds

Kristyan.

familial'

the

these

..

"The Familial'

in

are

..

the second" form" of THE GOLDEN

Ldter"

readers

..

starting, Dr. Clark will
18th, so that it must

Hereafter, however,

literal transla

a

our

"

not mail it until the

HllLE,

pledge

Mpongwe, they must pronounce a as in
father," a. as in •• fall," e as in "they,"
I! as in
then," i as in" pique," 0 as in
"note," II as 00," ru almost as our w, fi
as ng in
sing," "Bible" is to be pro
nounced as in English. Now try it:-

of the President of The United Society
will be found on page 14.
Wishing to

go

MPONGWE.

Gaboon

the

below is

publication.

before

dear frieud,'"

misslonary station of
the Presbyterian Church, on the
west coast of Africa, in the northern part
of South Guinea, an Endeavor society was
organized :llarch 23, 1892, In this society
the :llpongwe language is spoken, and

before the date of the
Will

PLEDGE IN

THE

clo81' (If the cOlI'cention, as the paper is
made up a week in advance of date of

just

a

rue

stnlg�l(' for a nnmo, but for 11. substantial
h.umony. \\ hich can be guarantl'eti only
"\ society that tlOI'S not
by tlu- name.
care
enough for Christian Endeavor in

01' a

responding secretaries please take notice?
Reports of conventions should be !>I'llt to
TilE GOLDEN RVI.E immpuiately rrft f! I' the

send it

in:,.!

l'ominl!

C.OLDEX Rrr.x at

meeting, anti earlier if possible.

THE

sh'l\1

of

mi-a us

Terrttorial, and

tH TilE

month

one

duty,

iucinl,

('hlit-ti,1ll

"huuld be sent

the

was

September 1.

it

asks, "should

p"K .. d to have gone with

companioflll

or

two older

ASY PERSON ASSISTING IN THE RECOVKRY

not

large branch 1I0ciety of Chril!tian
Enclea\'ol' have its representative on the
great field, to be followed by prayers and
helpful support in the work of Cllrist?"
Why not? Why not?

one

Prodigal Town, Husk Lane.

to

OF THE ABOVE

each

SHALL IN NO WISE LOSE illS REWARD,
*'

Mr. Edwal'd A.
sea

with the

Ford, who crossed the
clergymen who went l:Ult

[91 September 1,
summer

deavor

to

England

the Christian En

on

converse

with

has reached his station at

more

gracious

Gaboon, West Africa, and writes, "We
have a small society of Christian Endeavor
here, called ill Mpongwe, 'The Party of
Christian Zeal,' which has certainly helped

verse

with

errand,

the church prayer
evening service.

meeting and
Quite a

the

of

join it, and are not
waiting till they have joined before taking
part. A good sign, is it not? The presi
dent is a young man named Ntyango
(News), who is serving the mission as
yard-boy, but who takes every opportunity
to testify for the Master, and
rejoices especially when he can
women are

day

one

much finer and

good news (ntyango-nubia) to
the people, many of whom have

it.

corre

con

DROPPING

of

occasional

an

be made both

interesting

Third

the

"These

Trenton, N. J., has been
experiment. of dropping the
regular topic or. consecration evening,

reports

are

often

all

ONE

those

the

used,

the

cordiality

of the

"

cussion, in conversation and in preaching,
both

parable and proverb playa far more
important part than they do with us cold

blooded Occidentals.

Yesterday, while 0111'
preacher was exhorting the people,
especially the girls of 0111' boarding-
of Bible songs
school, and the young men of the congre
entertainment, gation, pressing home on them the necessityof so numbering "0111' days
that we may get us an heart of
wisdom"
(Ps. 90: 12), he used
with great power the proverb
E. S. HOSMER.
quoted above. "The knocking
'I'alas

is not at your

W

"

1. Shout for the

King!.

.

Shoutfor the

and his banner

.

up-bear ing,
-

His sword of the Spir

-

ing!

at the inner

NEW IDEAS.

A TRACT EVERY SUNDAY.

the

The Endeavorers of the

Few of

end.
Shout for the

We'll

answer

his

who

tract in any such

thorough-going

:>l(-

EVENING

answer

FOR

his

call,
,

-The Enrleavorers

of the First

Baptist Church

of

Chicago make the first evening
meeting of each month a special
meeting for the unconverted.
Some have already been led to
Christ by means of these special
meetings. Why is not this idea
adapted to all societies?
RECRUITrNG

SQUADS.

our

purpose de

-

clar

-

___,t-

_.

---'44tEc----+--f

came

-JH

back

In

wall, and it may be that his door
by the side of yours. In

is close
that

often difficult to

it is

case

tell which door is
at.

To be sure,

being knocked

one

soon

learns

the

"pitch" of his own door;
but as the style and force of the
knocking of'ten makes quite a
in

difference

the

character of

sound, when your thoughts
are on something else, or when
you are busy and have no time
to tend the door, it is very easy
the

Lafayette Park Methodiat; En
deavor Society, St LOllis, finds
the following plan very effective.
They appoint one particular class
each week from the Sunday
school as a "recruiting squad,"
and charge them with the special
duty of bringing in new scholars
during that week. The results
.•

work

runs

any case, your neighbor's yard is
just the other side of a thin stone

Ida Kern, cbntrman .of the Sun
day-school com mi ttee of the

their

opened, unless,
joy the one who
to tell who it is,

for very

did Rhoda in Acts 12: 14.

as

Miss

-

windows that look

no way of telling
what is there except by

or

indeed,

ing, We'll
I
04-

-

I

I"-"_
•

.

CONVIUtTED.

and

.

'..---.._

UN

THE

no

street, until the d001' is

the door will be

way.
AN

sur

the cry, "0 kim?" "W'"ho is it?"
If the voice is recognized, then

societies utilize the

our

court

a

a

there is

opened

call,

by

With

into the

King!.

end of

high wall, with
street-door at the opposite

rounded

Presby
terian Church in Botany, Canada,
distribute tracts through the
congregation regularly and sys
tematically, every Lord's Day.

door."

its meaning you must remember
what you have read of houses in
the East,-that they are usually

held

it

neighbor's

To understand the fulness of

f=!i pU3=U@ } �

heard it."

in these Eastern

long

l

FOR THE KINGl

SHOUT

does not u ve

lands without seeing the beauty of
teaching by parables. In trade and in dis

occupied too
proceedings.
report the state of

It is nut necessary to
weather, the numbers

the

Rev. James L. Fowle.

By
REPORTS.-To

DOOR."

NEIGHBOR'S

much with the bare routine of

Presby

"THE KNOCK[NG [S NOT AT YOUR

and

any other paper, we wish to commend these
sensible words from The Young Christian:

terian Church of

trying

meeting, for

kind Endeavorers who will report the fall
conventions for THE GOLDEN RULE, or

TOPIC.-The Christian

THE

society

a

CONVElIITION

=*

Endeavor

Such

variety, may
profitable.

*

versation."

REV. W. H. G. TEMPLE.
Mode�·ato.

the

never

able

I
!

every

week, to the plantations within
a few miles of Gaboon, and tell

a

All arts have their

ease.

anxious to

he does

as

go,

It is

to enable others to con

art

sponding sciences. It is the privilege and
duty of the reception and social commit
tees to study conscientiously this science
of engaging others in agreeable and profit

Sunday

number

case.

901

GOLDEN RULE

THE

1892.

to take it

knocking

for
is

granted that the
neighbor's

at your

door.
Don't

try

to deceive

yourself;

yon know that it is at your own
door.
lie is knocking, "has
waited
treat

announced

long,

is waiting

other friend

still;

you

ill."

and after each class has had its

My
rejoices at the increase of
the Junior societies, at the great

turn the committee will entertain

number of associate members in

the class which

the other societies.

of

are

the

publicly, by

in

the

SAMPLE MEETINGS.-A

thoughtful hour, the Saviour is
knocking at the door of your
hearts; it is you IJe wants. That
knocking is not at the neighbor's
door; it is at your door. Open

mem

ber of the Christian Church soci

ety in Rushville, Ind., writes

Young

to

Folks that

they are
in the habit of holding" sample
Christian Endeavor meetings,"
in the surrounding towns and

2

Shout for the King' for 'tis he who has freed

us,

From slavery's yoke and from sin's galling cham;
His mercy has found us; his love has decreed us
A place of high honor in royalty's train
3 Shout for the King! and his subjects defending
From all who would scorn his beneficent laws,
We'll bare our right arm for his glory unending,
And fight for the truth of our sovereign'S pure

neighborhoods where there are
no societies, to get the people
interested in the Endeavor work.

it and let him in.

But not all the

of course; no Endeavorer
would so do it. Many would

show,

.-----.�

religion.
genuine

as

But

why fear? It is
missionary work as

a

hit

you

could devise.

forcing the' members on that. one
evening to shift for themselves. Theil'
president writes us that it works well.
thus

*

THE RECEPTION COMMITTEE.-In

'*

recent

Gleaner, of St. Cloud, Minn.,
good things about this commit
The first duty of this committee, it

number,
says

a

The

some

QUESTION MEETING.-The Endeavorof the' Parliament Street Baptist Soci

A
ers

says, is punctuality, "and this plainly does
not mean for this committee the same as

ety, of Toronto, Cnnadn, are planning an
Each member will
Interesting meeting.
study the chapter for the evening, and

for the

come

tee.

people

to be received."

And

then,

cordial reception of its guests, the
committee is to watch that the interest of
after

the

a

evening

does not

flag.

,·It is

an

art to

bringing one 01' more questions
on
slips of paper. These will be
put together, ann each person present
written

will then take one, and give

an

answer

to

is for
of

or

actives

hear it often when

associates;

some

...

__

I

periences and larger faith
means

it for us, hut

us
we

Christ tries

to open the door into richer

hesitate to engage in it for fear
of being thought to show off
of

knocking

J uniors

don't want to heed.

cause.

4 Shout for the King! soon the fray will be over,
And they who are loyal shall win great renown;
For victory's sure, and each sonl shall discover
A mansion, a title, a robe and a crown.

Wily may not this be done more
nften? It must not be done for

their

I know t.lui t

at your meetings, your conven
tions, in the silent hour, in the

most scholars.

Our

so

heart

superintendent,

brings

no

we

are

;

ex

he

loath

to believe that the offered service

will open the way to such large
reward. Open the door; let him

to compliment, everyone who took any in, and he will lead you lip and out of self,
part, great or small. All this makes very by ways that yon know not of. Try it and
profitless rending when we Hee substan sec. If we let him in, who knows? perhaps
tially the same statements ti nie after time. he will take us with him as he knocks at
The attendance and interest, a few of the our neighbor's door, arid we shall have the
most suggestive thoughts, any action bear
double blessing of his presence and his co
ing on the general work-snch matters opera tion. Perhaps your lookout comrni t
briefly, tersely expressed will be read tee or your pastor can suggest matters ill
when detailed accounts will be passed over regard to which your society is disposed
withont attention.'
Pnt in the" bright to think that t.he knocking is a.t the neigh
But I trust that most of you
ann breezy" things, the practically help bor's <1001'.
fnl things, the spirltunl and entertaining will be eager to open, and quick to obey.

nor

things; and all men, the editor emphatic
ally incli-ded, will bless you.

God grant that it may be

Cesal'ea, Turkey

so

in Asia.

with

us

all.
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at

HlltO
100
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all

an�

Pa

l?C

of

better local

no

union officers

than Miss

and Miss

EttaSneliecor. president,
Sullivan, secretary, of the Santa Cruz
Union. Why should not many of our (last

Anna

ern

unions look to the fair

cers

?

There is

and

rare

for their ',fti

s .. x

unsuspected presi

dential timber here.
The Westmin8t .. r

Pr"sbytl'rian Socit'ty of
prints R 8urt of edition de iu:z:e of
its prayer-meeting topit:s and It'uut'rs, on
satin ribbon, for each officer in the SOCII·ty.
S.wramento

On this little

of the

pledge. object
tiful mottoes

That

rihbon

as

which

a

the

are

!J.'au

some

well.

of the

one

!Jig

fawiliar letter will tell
for

thtl

tie that

otfer .. 11

a

mortl),

a score

and

binds,"

prayer that"

as

BI"st !Je
SUII�
then Dr. Clark
were

wall ... 1 in

by God'8 great tree. so all might be walll·11
in through life by God's protecting I·are."
and then 1111 joined in the Lord's praYI·r.

stopped.

and

C.

E .•

••

Baptist Society. with the
message. "\Ve greet YOIl with lovl'. hope,
and fidelity: love for YOIl as fOllnder. hope
for the cause. and fidelity to its principles."
bee

apple

an

and

a

hUAking !Jee, but we never heard be fort' of a
..
tying bee," but in this way work was
mingled wit.h pleasure. recently, in Oakland.
The elaborate and beautiful programme for
the reception in Oakland needed to be tied
with

ribbon, and.

given

thousand of them

to each of fOllr societies.

ties each held
to each
..

a

tying"

social,

a

couple.
8

and

were

These socie

gave ten programmes
provided during the

musical and

Har

literary

people

bring
people
the

he

gratifying

Such unwearied
int.·rest

must

Carried.
The

interesting and enthusia.qtic rt'ports of
tho tl .. lega� til :s .. w York. at tltt' Ill"t'ting
Llnle It'�'k

, ....

lowt:d by

an

(Ark.) l"nion, WeI''' fol
earn"lIt. deeply spiritual conSll

REV. CHARU:fl .\. 1lI!'KI:SSO:S,

chuft'h in
mens,·

four

which hali

tlt.,u

ha.'!

h .. cllllse

dl'plt'tl'd

in tl", millKt of

he

pOJlulation,
pral·tically

HOllie

BOlltou

in

T"mpl"

lIituation

re\'i\'ed

II

moving

illto

what is

the
many
ways
leading
city of BO>lton. C.,,·tainly

iu
the

"'atling

inlltitutional

church.

Im

..

r"portt'd,
beautiful

s ..

long rew"mbered by tholll'

be

who

were

prellt'llt."
The

Ch urch of

PIYlDouth Congr .. gatiollal

San Frnneisco dl,yoted the laHt Sunday l'\'"n
ing in July to the New York Cun\'entiUll.
Mr. John H.

the d .. legate, lie livered

Kemp.

address.

excel1ent
to be

This

also

80cit'ty

We

pleased

are

Endea'ror

Ct

work

one

of

the

the

p

r e s

i-

warlll

devotion to his

him beloved wherever he is

make

At the Friends'

Sunday-School Assembly.

\Varsaw, Ind., Aug. 12-19. an hour
each day and the whole day Aug. 17 were
COll
given to Christian Endeavor work.

fere�"es

011

cOIDmittee work were

for dl'nOlllinational work

were

held, plalls
adopted. re

ports froll1 New York were heard. and ad
dresses were given by pastors from various
parts of the State. Mr. Yarnelle. of Fort
a.'1sistell in the song services. The
were planned and conducted by

to notice that st .. ps

be

are

When Ittl

was

pin

here two yelU'S ago
made of Utah gold.

Dr. Clark

As he had

The programme has been carefully prepared;
and, besides addresses by prominent clergy

ciated.

and

others. there

will be

conversation

Illepting.

free

Alllltill

)\art

to

D. \Volfe.

the work I.mt

a

with her

president,

Rlw,

Though cOllnecte(l

with

s_hort time, he had

hearts of all with

Throwing his whole
first. he spared

wurk from the

the

won

whom he became
soul

asso

into the

himself in

no

parlia,
question

way that would ath'ance the CaUlle of Chris
This burden added to his
tian Endeavor.

drawer, and many other interesting features.
Re\'. William Patterson. of Toronto, will

pastoral careH proved too much. and he is
now taking an enforced rest in his native
Rev. D. W. Fahs. of
State, New .Tersey.
Le Mars, has IU'en appointed to succeed him.

men

ment.

a

speak

on

c.

several of

a

a

Side-tracking the Pletlge."
the other delegates to the

York

Convention will

speak

on

"

while
New

loosen the cork and

Enthusiasm."

Bottled-up

Rev. John Nason. pastor of the Free

..

eaUSe

in

our

advancing. We are louking forward
grand winter campaign."

The secrt'tary of the twelfth Indiana diM
..
By the time of our next con

trict write!!:

ha,e

Anderson, Oct. 7. H,

at

gaint'd

shall

The

we

one

Lawrence

(Kan.)

holding

conf .. r"nC't's

mittt-es

on

of

Dnion

tl ...

lookout committ"t·s of all the 80ci .. ties

m .. t

and talked
till·

O\'t'r

methods and

pra)·I·r-meeting

Tltest' ha\'e

l'arryinj;;

on

t'venings.

proved

plans,

and th"n

cummilt.. t'H. and
to

be

very

so

on.

helpful

in

the work.

Inl!

the

otl ... r

anti

1,,·lpful.

tltth. Iflak .. �

Aft.-r gi,inl!: till" ptl'grammp (Of th .. s"r"il'"
in th,' \"onk .. rs R..r"rlu"ll Clturf'll, wh .. n !ltt'

IS

",,1

IIY

m .. "'inl!�
int .. r ..... ting
The pastor, p. .. " J. T. �[,·r ..
short alldr .. s.�. :11111 tit .. �i ngi ng

tl ...

-

..

a

mU�lt'

.·flmllliu ..... a&�iKt"d

larj!" dltorlill .H"I till' .Juni"rR.

one now

ChrisLian

lIince attend

Convention."

He

is

go

into

gave him

we

OUl'

at

city

a

C. E,

midnight.

at 11.15 the next

on

IDorlllnll,

we

few wull-chosou words,

Governor Thomas

spoil" Imefly, Dr. Clink'lI
address WIIH short, hut thoroughly enjoyed
by all. He gave our Utah delegate to the
New York Couveutluu, RIW. B. F. Clny, a
well-deserved couiptuuent in a most delicate
and others nlso

way.
Dr. Clark said that from Salt Lake

sturtlug-place, but had been
JOl'Soy
Trentou, from Chicago, and frOID

was

his

to make a fresh start from

compelled
from

City.

Cityhtl
thought that

He

Denver.
It

was

very short

a

parattvely,
meeting
so

was

many

summer

were

out

heat; but

and sent him

com.

9f

town

to

all

escape the

he came.
his way with prayers and
Dr. and Mrs. Clark were
we were

glad

on

wishl<H,

good

visit. and few,

able to meet him, us the
held at such an early hour, and

were

honorary members
tauqua then in session.
made

of

our

Utah Chau·

Notes.

The hour of the

large crowd
wet�k-day, too.

yet

a

meeting was 9,41) A. M,.
was present, and on a

Lastly but not leaRtly. a general hand
shaking with Dr. Clark." That wal! the end
of the programme al! given by The Salt Lake
TI-ibune.

Governor
II

Thomas

said

in

his address:

inclined to pay greater honors and
ascribe greater credit to the men who. on
We

are

battlefields and in

political and commercial
perform great services. than to the
hra\'e mAn who in a I"ss pretentiolls spherll,
but with equal courage, are devoting their
fields

lives to the

good

of their fellow-men."

by

a

Notices.
of the United
of ChriMtiall Endeavor will be
held aL the roomR of tlte Society. 50 Brom.
field StreBt. Boston, at 12 o'clock. to act
upon on ammen(itllent to the By-I,aw8
and to trallHact any other businell8 that
may legally come before the mel,ting.
Life ant! annual members are reqllt'Mtlld
to attend.
WILLIAM SHAW. Clel'k,
Sept. 1.-DIllaware COllnty Union Exeeuth'e
Committee Meeting. in the First Ba)ltiHt
Church, Collingdaltl. Penn.
York County Convention, in
Sept. 2, 3.
Cooke's Church. Toronto. Onto
Sept. 4.-Chrifltian Endeavor meeting at Ohio
Methodist
Protestant Conference. at
Fort'st. O. 3 P.M,
5.Worcester
SOllth Quarterly Meet
Sept.
ing, in the Congregational Church, Doug
las, Mass.
Sept. 5.-Lancaster County Convention. in
the Methodist Chureh.1\1i Ilers\'ille. p.mn.
Sept. 6, 7.-Arlllst,rong County Uilltrict Con
vention, at Parker City, Penn.
Sept. 8.- Wt'8tmoreland County Convention,
ill the Preshyterian Church. Delmont,
Penn.
Sept. 13.-n .. nnington County Union Mep,t
ing. at 'YeHt Rllpert Vt.
Sept. 22.-Mystic Union Qllarterly Meeting.
in the First CUIlgn'gatiollal Church, Mal.
den. MaliS.
Sept. 22,-Baltimore (Md.) Union Quarterly
M ... ·ting.
Quincy District Annual
Sept. 2!I-O,·t. 1.
Con\·ention. at PaYllon, Ill.
Oct. 4, 5.-Connecticut State Convention, at
Hartford. Conn.
Oct. 7. H.-Twelfth Indiana District Conven
tion. at Anderson. Ind.
Oct. 11-13.
p.,nns.vl vania State Convention,
in the Second Presbyterian Church,
Altoona, Penn.
Oct. 13. 14.- Lane Connty Convention, at
Eugene. Or.
01·t.14-11i.-Oregon State Convention, at
ElIg"n ... Or.
Oct. 14-lH.-Minn'·Aota State Convention, at
St. ClItIHI. Minn.
Oct, 18. 19.-N"w Y',rk State Con\'ention. at
Bingltamt<m. N. Y.
Oct. 24-:!fI.- V"r" ... nt State Convention, in
BennillguJIJ. Vt.
Oct. 25-27.-Iowa State Convention, at Cedar
Rapitlll, 10,
Nov. 25, 211.--WWlhington County (Md.) Con
Vention. in the St. John's Lutheran

Sept.

14.-A

special meeting

SOCillty

-

-

How

one

An offit'I'r in tl ...

Jan"s\·illt·.
,.

ati"I'tt-.l

Will .•

SocIety Does.
First

Baptist Society

writes

of

that the

till' lWI'H"'nts-a-week

society
plan in April.

tlllrli SlInday of each month is
lllis�i"nary day. The off .. rings are
lorought to til" r..:lO Endeavor me .. ting, and
tlte whole churl'll unite in a missionary ser
tll!ll.

Th ..

known

3.'1

"il'" IInder the dir .. ction of the pastor, and

hot weather,

States_

thorough-going

valiant sen'ice

('om

First

diff .. r .. nt

a

along Endeavor lines.
At a rec .. nt qual·terly meeting of Free Baptist
churches. held in Wheeloek Hollow. Me., he
r"portell that (;on\,.,IItion, and at the coming
Vermont yearly meeting of Free Baptistll. at
West Derby he conducts a discussion on the
suhjPct of the young peopl,,'s 1I0cieties, be
sides preaching the annual sermon.
duing

has been

diff .. rl'nt

its

was

N"w York

the

ing

'Yilmingtun, Del.,

Tlte Christian End"a\'or

says:
city is
to a

worker in

ever

Endeavort!r I IIlIlllt be

Notes from the Field.
active

Bap
Lyndon Centre, Vt., writeH,

tist Church of

"If I

An

came

to

deepest regret that Iowa is

It ill with the

compl·lI .. d

nn.·,.tllln

ill

Endeavor

H

organize a Christian Endeavor
11nion for York County. Ontario.
With this
ohject iu view. a convention will be held in
Cooke's Church, Toronto, on Sept. 2 and 3.
to

pa,'tor" for tl ... Sunllay t',· .. "ing ,,,,n'il'p, an,1
witlt tltis happy l'Olllblllatl"n i� ha\·ing. ,Iur

h .. n·, ul"", about his

It'nthcl'

Clark, aud appreciate his vlstts.

ReL M. M. Binford, president of the Friends'
Union for Eastern Indiana.

Co-operative Efforts.

illg taken

Utah Endeavorers

strong love for

meetings

eroy. of Nt'wllrk, :So J., Irol"" an int.·r .. !<ting
�uut of tl ... ('"n'·t'ntlon.
R.·,. G. L.
Christian

friends

Wayne.

in Montreal.

represented

d .. lphia ad\'ertises the" Y. P. S. ('. E. anll

with

Htl'adfast affection and

helt! at

a

)(ISS E. E. Pom

Cady spok ..

has been

Society last year. and
his Ragacity, foresight and
insight into
Christiau Endeavor problems have made
him a counsellor always to be relied upon.
But all these sterling qnalities are not exer
cised at the expense of his heart, and his

thf' s"('ft'tary Ray":
rvict', which will

was

Thl'" dused

II.

Boston

as

Dickin

of tho United

11f'nt

known.

TI ... �r .. moridl :\It'thodist Chun'h lOr Pltila

CllllIlt.ll1qua,

Sodety.

Illldiences crowd the doors morning

Cun\"'ntifln

11I1\'a

few hours.

a

his

Mr.

with

ago. This church.
l ... come disl'flurag"ll anti
its

of the L'nited

.Trustee

YI'ars

of

uever-endiug

to meet him and greet him

glad

were

for

unflagging

Society from
beginning, was
engaged in the
English
campaign

pastor

of Br-rk .. lpy

"'e
even

United

undertook when he
the

to the

on

would make another start.

the

yet before
and this he

was

became

passed

are

son

him,

de

a

whose

the trustees of

eration ser'rir ...
At the l-tollt

by

wife,

yea r s in
But his life

to the tra,ellers.

Where the Convention Has Been

of

work he

pastorate of

whero

ba\'o be"n very

his

own.

hundred per cent on our
report last March. and the enthusiasm for
the cause is still increasing."

held.

prob

porous

length.

and

West;"

zeal and energy
as

\'(mtion.

affectilJDllte

Christ,

several

.•

from the gut:sts. while several uf its
m .. mbers went with them to all the points
were

counuou

to

t-II'"t1ly pros

caro

and

the

greatest

In all

programme.

prt'paratioull were maue by the Alam .. t!a
COllllty Union for Dr. and 1IIrs. Clark's re
ception on till! cuast. Various committel's
were appointed whose members were deco
rated with a ribbon bearing au appropriate
legeud. This committee looked after the
baggage. secured ticket.'1, etc
taking all

meetings

pio

an

work

..

Clnrk, with his wife and son, luis been
us

problem

to

wlu-re

Dr.

with

gave him our greeting at 9.45 o'ctoek,
ne e r
work will do Rev. J. B. Thrull presided over tho meetlng,
The welcome was given by 1\1r. A. J. Gor.
much to solve the
of how to
ham, president of our local uulou, in a very
His

reached,

lu-r ...

called

From the npwspapers and other sources
we It'arn
that 1lI0llt complete and careful
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he

to

are
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if the hearts of the
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Payson. Aft .. r II

At lIIany 8tutions in California. 1\11'. and
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travellers.
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GOLDE� RULE

TIlE

offering is taken. for
principle cA missionary
",,·pting without an offering is a failure.'
From tit .. offerings ancI our pledges wP, gath
.. r d ttl!:! from April '!II to April '92.
N"""r
t!t" soci .. ty. at 7.:lO.
wo·

Ita\'e

al}optt-t1

An

as a

..

ht>f()r" in

our hiJItory
gi\· .. n <lllring tl ... year

f',r wiAAion!l.

plan

thil!

We

year."

as

a

more

are

society

ha\'e

we

than ten dollarll

pursuing the

same

-

Church, Hagerstown. Md.

[11] September 1,

Which of

our

committees

ought

to consult

the pastor with especial frequency? Why?
'What new evangelistic plan should we
for the

adopt

recreant to their
noou

their

Sunday loyalty!

The

SUGGESTIONS FOR LEADERS.
WE BEST HELP

HOW CAN

THIS

OUR

Let the leader

CHURCH AND PASTOR THIS

Make

YEAR?

Kelly.

year from now depends very much
the number of those who are new asking
a

011

themselves the

question

in

our

the earnestness with which

topic, and

they

are

asking

Anyone that does not want to help has
no right to hope that progress will be made.
A person may not be able to pull much ; but
:t makes a great difference whether he is
all that he

pulling
simply

a

dead weight to be
Ananias

the rest.

the

help
possible
to

early

pulled along by

not have been able

might

church

whether he is

or

can,

greatly,

but it

was

for him to do great injury.
Whether a church is large or small, strong
or weak, it must be united, in order to suc

ceed.

A condition of

Have the pastor present, and at the close
emphasize the points wherein he
wishes

especially

from the

help
Open and close with

society.

series of earnest

a

prayers for the various interests of
the church.
sentence

Be

that

sure

definite, practical plans

some

for needed advance work

ball

are

ready

a-rolling.

can

harmony. The answer
promised to the prayer of those who are
agreed in their petitions.
Jealousy and
strife are enough to keep a blessing from
any church; humility and mutual love are
needed to secure the blessing. If it is plain
that there is d iv isi on
rants

no one

something

in

even

now, that war

holding aloof and waiting for
a change; the spirit of

work

to

love is contagtous as well as that of hate. Let
its influence be felt, and it must win its way.
If others

are

not

doing

their

duty,

it will not

matters any for you to stay at home.
There is need of keeping a sharp lookout

help

You will not have time at this

meeting

for

of paper on which to note down for use
in future business and committee meetings

the

points he regards of most importance.
meeting with concert repetition
of the pledge, first reminding the members
of the clauses concerning church support and
attendance, and asking them to reconsecrate
themselves especially to those promises.
For additional suggestions as to the con
Close the

duct of the meeting, and for instructions in
regard to the preparation of a Bible reading,
see

but that

depends on one's use
besieged garrison

page 19.

SLANT LIGHTS ON THE TOPIC.

to

them.

shall take the

WE

references

the

as

FOR THE

our

our

reply to

topic. Let 11S
consider, first, HELP
is to he presumed that

It

all the active members

either church

are

looking seriously in that
Wlirection. They have all pledged themselves
�o be loyal to both Christ and the church. The
members,

now

are

or

for them to decide is in what way
shall he shown; and what form it

loyalty

shall take.
with

ever,

The

intensity

which

the

and

work

fidelity, how
is done

will

always depend upon the animating spirit.
It is, therefore, necessary to get
1. A C01'1'ect conception of our relationship
I have often been strongly
to the Church.
tempted to ask some people why they ever
united with the church. There does not
seem to he any relationship.
True, they
quite generally attend one service on a Sun
day, and they have sittings the year round;
but that is the end of the matter. They are
so seldom at the prayer meeting or prepara

may be strengthened, that sinners may he
won, that the pastor's labors may be greatly

tion you

that the church may do the work
that God has put within its power.

The communion service must be to them but

tory

HOW

society helped

our

church

and pastor

during the past year?
particular direction do we need to
become more helpful?
How may we help the church in its social
In what

life?

rarely hear the church mentioned,
merely in the way of criticism.

a

We

form.

How may we help the church
the Sunday school?

by helping
'

How may we add to the interest of th«
church prayer meetings?
How may

we

help

the church musi(�?'

How may we help the chun-h hy work
throughout the town, among th« sink, .. tu.?
What burdens

of

the

pastor

may

we

assnmej'
How may we make it eaaier for him to
avail himself of the help of our committees?

are

majority.
anything
souls,

we

glad

to state that this is the

But the indifference of

should
If

be

lesson

a

we are ever

for

God,

must

to

a

few,

the faithful

going to accomplish

or

build

believe

that

up our own
the church

something to us. To attain to the high
good it muat be a workshop in which we
shall he continuously busy. Then we need
means

est

Beautiful prayers in the
unreserved consecration at that

meeting,
monthly

Boys and girls, and older people, too, often
heard to say they are willing to do good
work in the world, if they only knew what
to do.
The thing to do is always right at
hand, if we but knew it. It is related that
a
terrible battle in the Rebellion, a
during
colonel reported to Gen. Phil. Kearney, who
was
seated on horseback in the thick of
smoke and bullets. "Where shall I lead my
sir?" asked the officer, saluting.
regiment,
"
"
Go in anywhere, colonel!
replied General
"
There's
Kearney, instantly.
splendid
fighting all along the line!" Before night
fall the battle was won.-From �'The Well
are

and
ser

not prepare those who hear them to

vice, do

recei ve decided refusals to do

expected ser
people are apt to grow suspi
professions end with the Sibilant

Honest

vice.

cious when

letter that

ought

the word. Endeavorers

completes

to be the most

willing and effective
In most cases they
churches can testify.

workers in the church.
as

are,

thousands of

are

Spriru»,"

for the few

All can not charge or lead the van,
All can be brave and true;
And where the Captain's standards wave
There's work for all to do;
And work from which thou may'st not flee,
Which must be done, and done by thee.
-From" The Desired Haven."

privilege.

any
him
If

It is

pretty hard for

In the

to

is interested in the progress of the work, fall
in with it, even if it does not altogether
accord with your

private judgment. He is
position to know than you. His
experience ought to count for something.
in

a

better

disposition before. He may get
are chronically on the off

the idea that you
side.

Take all

When you make a request of him, do not
recite any long preamble. Tell him frankly

Pure in thy pattern, completer, diviner,
Filled with thy glory and shining for thee.
-F. R., Haoerpal,

what you want.
You will
than willing to comply.

find him

more

on

for him in

"I love thy kingdom, Lord."
"Hark! 'tis the watchman's cry."
"Ho! reapers of life's harvest."
"
"
To the work l to the work!
"Work, for the time is flying."
"Take my life and let it be."
"
Give me some work to do."
"Gather them in, for there yet is room."

all

reflection will convince you of the
ableness of his position.

Pray

reason

private and public. You
good it does him to

Bible References.

cannot think how much

hear you say in your prayer, "God bless our
pastor." Do you imagine he does not know
just who thinks enough of him to mention
him in

public prayer?

you that he
your

Does it

Ponder that

part?

ever occur

to

omission

on

notice the

may

a

OUI"

obligation

the Ciiureh, We have all entered into

CALLED To SERvE.--Matt. 21: 28-31; 22: 110; 24:45-51; Mark 1:16-18; 13:34; LIII,e
24:46-48; John 15: 16; Acts 1:7, 8; 9: 15;
26:15-20; ROIll. 1:1-6; 11:29; 2 Tim. 2:4;
2 Pet. 1: 1, 5-11; Rev. 17: 14.
Mark 8: 34, 35;
"FOR CHRIST."
Luke
17:7-10; John 12:26; 15:13-15; Acts 10:3743; 22: 14, 15; 1 Cor. 7: 22, 23; 1 Cor. 9: 19-23;
Gal. 1: 10; Col. 3:23,24.
"AND THE CHURCH."-PS. 50:2; 87:1-7;
122: 6-9; 137: 5, 6; Isa. 60: 1-3; 62: 1, 6, 7;
1 Cor. 12:27-31; Eph. 3:10; 4:11-16; 5:2527; Col. 1: 17-24; Heb. 12: 22-24; Rev. 21:9-

little.

Be true to every duty, kind in thought,
Ready for every word and work unsought,
Loyal to .al l your covenant demands,
With willing hearts and gladly busy hands,
Quick to discern the slightest cause for grief,
And prompt to spring to its complete relief;
So shall your life a constant blessing be
To church, aud pastor, too, increasingly.

11,27.
"ONE MASTER

a cove

continued presence.
A service must have people as well as pews.
our

sittings, though they cost us hundreds
oC dollars annually, can never represent us.
There must be a living personalicv in 0111'
place. it would he a grand thing if lazy
Christians would feel the obligation of send
ing a substitute when the weather is too cold
or too hot, too wpt or too (lry, too threatening
0
or too inviting, for them to go to church.
Our

that otherwise

good people

would uot be

-

ALL

BRETHREN."

-

Pa,

133:1-3; Matt. 10:24,25; 2:3:8-11; John
13:13-17; 15:H)-21; Rom. 12:10; 2 COl'. 4:;';
Phil. 2: 3-8; 1 Thess. 5: 12, 13; 2 Tim. 2: :!o1 Pet. 5: 5.

to

ILLUSTRATIVE QUOTATIONS.

nant. The church services must be sustained.

That will demand

may

Suggested Hymns.

questions, while you
may have a partial or personal view, he must
have before him continually the highest
good to the greatest number. A moment's
Remember that

thy vessels, 0 glorious Finer,
dross, that each chalice

all the
he

Purge

26;
conception of

of the old church at Gras

Vessels to honor, made sacred and boly,
Meet for the use of the Master we love,
Ready for service all simple and lowly,
Ready, one day, for the temple above.

When you feel you must oppose his sugges
tion, ask yourself whether you have ever
shown this

porch

mere, where Wordsworth worshiped and
within whose quiet enclosure this poet of
nature sleeps, is this request: "Whoever
thou art that enter est this church, forbear
not to put up a brief prayer for the minister
and the congregation who worshtp here;
and, above all, forget not to offer a petition
for thyself.-Anon.

shepherd icebergs. You will find
quite susceptible to kindness.
he makes a proposition, and yon see he

man

to have

2. A C01'1'ect

How may we better the financial condition
of the church?

their

and then

even,

our

that

service

exception.

has

their assistance, when it

secure

place.

in the

presence causes
remark. No enterprise of the church re
ceives their support. Iu ordinary conversa

FOR ANSWER IN THE MEETING.

herd;
"Place the food within their reach."
=-Dnniel Mal"ch.

should have been offered in the first

really

Bible

First, last, and always prayer is necessary
for the church's prosperity,-prayer that the
disciple himself may be true, that others

blessed,

With your prayers and with you r bouuties
You can do what heaven dernauds :
You can be like faithful Aaron,
Holding up the prophet's hands.
If among the older people,
You may not be apt to teach,
"Feed my lambs," said Christ, our Shep

he

cease.

and

question,

CHURCH.

of

spirit

the basis of

question embodied

divide the

thing

special
Philip undoubtedly
well; but they volunteered to preach the
gospel wben they saw a chance, and that
without setting themselves up as riva,ls of
the apostles.
Most excellent service, too,
may be done by setting others at work suited

in order to

Be cordial with him.

that

work

gift

Respect him. If he is not worthy your
respect, the pastoral relationship had better

Temple,

Pastor of Phillips Church, South Boston.

If members of the church at Jerusalem had

did their

Rev. W. H. G.

By

criticised Peter's Galilean

necessary to wait until one is put on a com
mittee before doing anything.
Stephen and

organization, by devising plans, hy co-oper
ating III any pian adopted by the church,
though our plans have been rejected. Any
plan on which the church "an uuite is good
enough to be tried. It will prepare the way
for something be tte r.
But let us unite in
doing something, -Rev. G. R. Leavitt.

How to Help the Pastor

weak

brogue and his
past record, bis sermons might not have pro
duced the effect that they did.
Organization, is a grand thing, and clash
ing of workers is to be avoided, but it is not

....

generous. Sometimes it will be a matter of
special work. Let it be undertaken prompt

who do not live up to their

does not note

spots in its fortification to grumble
about them, but to strengthen them.
If
your church has the reputation of being cold
to strangers, kill that reputation so far as you
are
concerned.
Unless your pastor is an
angel in disguise, he has a weak point. He
knows it; other people can find it out for
themselves. Cheer him and co-operate with
him at his strong potnts, and regard his
lac�
as only indicating where your work is needed.

Let the

matter of money.

These words of admonition

of his observa

A

a

word,

When the members of the church stand
close about the pastor in brotherly love, in at
tendance upon church services, ill the prayer
meetings, in co-operation ill carrying out his
plans, in a generous pecuniary provision, in
jealously regarding his good name, and
especially in prayer, the pastoral office in
that church will prosper
It is sometimes
said of a Christian, "He can work best
alone." But this is not his call. It is to
work with others.
If the ideal of organiza
tion is to be reached, each of liS m uat have a
in
part
it; by promoting the spirit of the

Sometimes it

ly and with enthusiasm. It is very discour
aging to the managers of any church enter
prise to be obliged to coax the young people,
and repeat over and over again the coaxing

for weak points. Sometimes too much keen
ness here seems to be at the root of trouble,
tions.

interest.

for the Cburch:»

and better work for church and pastor dur
the coming year.

ing

slip

expected

Here is where the

Endeavor

will be

where there is lack of

and that is not to be

Christian

Before the meeting ask the chairman of
each committee to prepare and present some
plan by which his committee call do more

is the presence

success

enter, call

questions.

partieipation?

the

nurse

sinners.-U. H.

Thrice happy if at last
Beneath life's setting sun,
All labor o'er, the harvest past,
I hear thy sweet" 'Veil done."
-L. W. Smith.

of their

a

the gaps.
Then there must be
3. A willingness to do cheerfully what we

to these

answers

is

Spirit,

small conception

a

save

w i II, 0 Lord ;
What seeuietli to thee best
I '11 gladly do, helped by thy
Leaving to thee the rest.

weak moral nature, that eas
duty,
ily succumbs to temptation. 'What about
else

or

Christian church is to

Show' tile thy

.

should be left

for busi

has

a

full discussion of the many good points which
will be brought up. Give each member a

of the

sustu.iucd

a

It is not; it is to
Pal"khurst, D. D.

them.

social

the

ness-like presentation at this meeting. Pro
pose one yourself at the opening, to set tlie

or

member;

the

as

slip of
adding new
one.
Then,

on

ask him to

on

it.

member

each

them out

for sentence

will bethe record of each church

WHAT

until

ones

giving

Axthur W,

By

For Answer

'Write each

Meeting."

card-board, repeating them

Rom. 12: 11.

16;

to it.

see

questions"

be

must

training of
society comes in.
Why is it that some Endeavorers, who are
faithful to their prayer-meeting pledge in the
society, keep mum with equal regularity in
the general meeting of the church? If the
older members are all on fire, and follow
quickly on each others heels, it might be
modest and quite proper for the younger per
SOilS to let them enjoy their opportunity. But
when they do not seize their pri vi lege with
alacrtty.aud loug.distresalng pauses occur, we
are going to hold the Endeavorers responsible
for them.
It is their duty, at any rate, to fill

in the

(Bible-Reading.)
John 15:

of the

lise

Again,

church

prayer-meeting evening

evening have

practical meeting.

very

prime object of

that the meridian of

undisturbed for that engagement. Christ iaus
who go to parties insteati of church on that

TOPIO POR THE WEEK BEGINNING SEPT. 18.
a

duty

should determine the extent of

high

services of the

coming year?

should be

903

GOLDEN RlTLE

THE

1892.

so

Seleoted

by

L. Adelaide

DAILY READINGS.

Wallingford.

perpetually deeper, taller
and perpetuul ly taller, the shadow of
Illy responsibilities is cast upon me.
But it is not a dark shadow; not depressing,
hut inspiring; sobering, but not paralyzing,
I SHe plui n ly that Illy love of God must be as
s peciul as God's
love of me. I must love
him out of Illy special place, love him through
my sppcial work; and what is that place,
uud what is that work? Is not this precisely
the question of questions?-F. lV. Fabel'.

DEEPER

and

First Day.-Follow after peace. Rom.14: 1-2:�.
Second Day.-Help the weak. Rom. 15: 1-4.
Third Day.-Desire spiritual gifts.
1 Cor. 12: 1-11.
Fourth Day.-Remember that we are one.
1 Cor. 12: 12-31.
Fifth Day.-Love one another.
1 Cor. 13: 1-13.
Sixth Day.s-Approve things that are excel.

You

need

Cl.ristlans

the

must

chnrch

get

oyer

t.hat

needs

\'011.

supposing that'

the

lent.
Phil. 1: 9-20.
Seventh Day.-How can we best help our
church and pastor this yrar?
JOh1l15: 16; Rom. 12: 11.

90-1

TflE
nl1!!ht

Gi\tl

t�) pr:\�'

\\lIrk. ;\1111

t.,

,111f

�

...

ld,· ... s �lIur rlm nh

I"ad tliallY sllul�
t

hh·s

t.)

(�OLDE� RlTLE

t

ChfJ�t.

••

,

I'll..;,tnr in hi�
'bat

it· may

n.l \w strtln� Ior

a

HOW CA:"II WE HELP OUR CHURCH
AND PASTOR?

Isaiuh. �: .':

Ephesians 6: 18,

V

to bt- wark .. d

and learn ... I

as-h

..

w.wk,

be

in th .. ir

day by

BihlE'II,

till' children:

3; Eph.6:

a

who

where he IivPR, write

..

ltves

above

IIR, and

God" and" Heaven"

above the

pointed finger. A church with a
tallsteeplp may also be drawn, to make the

..

III Illy Father's housl' art' many mansion!!,"
-where did he mean by his" Fathl!r'H house"?

hand hpre is

pointing

to God and to

Did yOllll\'er think that the stl!t'ple
on your chur('h was pointing e\'I!ry one who
\Ve
looks at It up to heaven and to God?
hpl1\'en,

finger, for the

will call it the church'H

to point
children,

and

very

you know, is to try
out tho way to JI'flUS to thp little
the boys and girls, aud the lII .. n

purpoRe of

church,

our

women

who

worship

COlliI' to

h,·r ... And

bl'flt help your pastor and your
can
church by doing thiA top. L,·t us I"arn some
lessons to-day from the church's fingpr.
Does the steeple poiut towards th" school
you

day, the river the next, allli the 1.1II8ehail
field tl ... nl'xt, and only on SuDtlny up to

onll

God?

�1I; whertH'"r p .. ople are, the dlurch
remillllillg them of God alltl h,·a\·tlll. So
we Rhould not speak of ,J.·�us on Sundays
only, but e\'ery day in the wepk WI' RIIOUI,1
IH'I ready to sp.,ak for him whentlvl'r h., n.sks
118 to.
If you watch sharply, you can soon
is

tell what Je,ms woultl ha,·., you lillY, and you
will know whpn your dlancl's COin,'. If all
the

in the church shonltl he

0.'1 ready
thE'Y can for Jesus 1"'l'ry day as
t.hey are on SundaYR, it wou hi b .. th.· greatest
possible help for the pR.'1tor, and do the most
good to the church. See how faith Cui l'ach
one of you can be every day.
Be like the
spire.
Have you e\'er noticpd that thl' steE'plE' gl'ts
the first rays of sunshine in the morning and
the last at night? The suu sass good morn
ing first to the steepl .. anti later to the huild
ings below. The church spire g.-t.'I all the

people

to do what

.

,

So shnultl you, 8.'1 a faith
ful Junior Endeavorer, ami so will you, if
you are 8.'1 faithful as the spire. J"SIIS will

IIlIIlHhine there is.

you a heart fnll of lo\'e for him 'lOd lo\"e
(or all around you. Ami Ro you rau f'ach
one help your church by bping on the" sun

gi\"e

"; yonr cheerful voicf'S can
sing God's praiSes in his hOlllll', at your own
owu home, or wherever you ar .. ; plflr happy
Rhine committpe

chel'r np all aronnd YOII; Ilnd your
ways can carry peac." anti pl .. asure
where\'er you go.
Bue t.1 ... re arl' some thing!! that you ean do
t.hat t.he ("hurch's fing .. r can not. Thp l'Ll'l'ple
faces

can

I'leasant.

point, but yon can
"""'1.1 .. t.o Gml and God's

can

u,· .. r

also go and brillg
honsl'. You can go

into tI ... nextstreptand invite that little

stnlng .. r, who fet'l!I lone.snmfl anti !!hy, to
('HID" wilh YflU to church, to Sunclay school,
an. I

the Junior

to

chIldren
It",

and

R<M· ...

can

pting. Oh, how you
11 .. 11' hy hringing in n .. \\, scllol
m ..

nf'W lU .. mbf.,rs to

ty!

\lUll yuu

the school anti th ..

And th .. ", th .. rp
call

many an I'rranel
,10 for yflnr pa.�t... r. if your r .... t
1'1

finly Willing and r .. udy. You 1I0t (luly
nln be a ling.·r to Ilf'lp tltP dlurch pOlllt, but
are

you

can

1M- f ... ·t to do it..... rranel!!.

whllt J .... u ..

,'.an

want to f"II .. ,'I'
are

pointing

p.intlng

t

..

111m

In ""JU.'

t"

E\''''r�

r

..

Ioure·h.
�\",.c-t�

Ihe·r. lIJay

.....

I,,� ..Jliltlrl'lI. a,,,1 will

fly

I.....

,"r.·,

1,\'1'"

"ur

we

I� Y"llr lif ..

ll"n.

'

t.c • .J""",,

And yOO
chorch.

.10 f

..

..

pr

l\

tlay

(.or

\

III

Ollr"
yo

IIr

l.....

tur

.ln11.'

pr,t_'

t'r�

Iltr

you

vours,

see

LIVE JUNIOR SOCIETY.

A

duuht

YOIl will have 1\ ,'I'ry prt>t.ty
\Yhat a sight it would he if we

The PmTer-MeetlDK' Committee.

III.

('0 11 ld
g('t all th» .Iu ulor Imnners tog,·tllC'r
soruet.ime, and look at. t.l,,·111 nil at 01H'1'! I

h"I'" when

1,,01, at YOllrs it will remind
"ad, om- of you .l u niors that liS Iitt l« Chris
tians YOIl too must always be ready to show
YOII

You

always

was

true;

han" learned

Paul

how

if you canuot be like

see

him.

By

Rt-v. W, W.

prayer-rneetl ng committee
we ro
having a. me .. ting at the parson
The minister, the connulttu ......superln

THE
ngl'.

tendent, aud tlw ,Junior presldeut
'I'ho first

11(\11'.

to

thing

and leaders for the

SNld letters to AUIII Rutb,

<are

Sleeper.

Junior

was

summer

there

were

to select

topics

months j and

as

they wanted something easy in hot weuther,
A Midsummer Swarm of
thl's hit upon

of TM GoldNl Ru! e.

..

TOPICS

:

1 Chr. 6: 9. 11: Pg.:l,1: 1�1: 67:

Acts !I: :1I)-.l2.

Mt'eting.

The Junior

Bees: Be Kind, Bn Pleasant, Be

That is

After

a

good

a

will.

right.

meetings and

rest is

just

See how

the

lIES,

good meet,ings you
beginniug. Let each

can
one

help. And this is the time for eve7'y Jnnior
socil'ty to begin to do i1;.'1 best work.' Will
you not write again and tell me how much
money you raiHed from your nickels, Ilnd
what you did with it·!
Our society was organ
Dear .{ IlIIt Rllth:
iZl'u ill July, 1I!9'2. \Ve have thirty-two UOY'I
and girlR. 'Ve would like to corrf'Rpond
with utllf'r societies.
\Ve are learning the
twenty-third aud one hundred and third
HATTIE SPENCER,
pRnlulIl.
('OlTt'8lHlOdlng Secretary or the Hope Chapel Muciety.
-

Juliet, lil.
I

hope

that llIany of

onr

to this

society and g!\'e

to the

Junior work.
is

society

doing,

it

Juniorll will write

hearty

a

welcome

Tell them what your
and what it has accom

plished.

Yonr music committee is

certainly being
the Singing must

very useCn!. I am sure that
be better for its help.
And the temperance
committee has found a most practical and

and

towns

citil!s

fountaiu will be to Richmond Hill.
many of you have.

If so, let

us

as

this

Perhaps

know.

Dear Aunt Ruth: I have beard so manv
beautiful letters from the Jllniors that 'r
shall have to write and tE.'1l you ahont ollr
soei .. ty.
It numhers abollt fifty-six, and all
seeIU to be earuest workers aud true Chris
tian Endea,·orers.
One of our own girls
plays the organ for us, aud two otilt'rB ha"e
won
prizl's in THE GOLDE� RCLE coutellt
D .... d".
o,"'r the Record of Good
At the
elww of each meeting we risl' and ha\" .. sen
t"!we prayers, in which most of us take part.
:'Ilr. E. B, Bagby is our pastor, aud is much
int.·r .. llt1'd in the Junior flC)cietv.
Yours truly,
ASABELWALPORT.
WaJlhingtQll, D. C.
You
your

l'pem t()

girl!!

that your

hayp E'arnest workers among
and I han· no ,Ioubt

at any ratA·.

be.ys

have ,lone
tl ... m.

I

w ..

II, tHO. only you

sure �'oll have
.Julllor soridy worthy of the eity that
slan,l" so 1"1.:11 III CI,ri�tjan End .. a\,or r .. eonlB

not mpntion

am

II

for Its work alld iL�
ar ..
..

a

lh"�

..

nl"u�la""II.

help to y"ur
mnda for yOIl.

gr .. at
Sft

JI"lr

good

I

hope

YOll
pa.'!tor, who

"-f' I,an' a .Junior
All/II R'II":
',",fA
!,tH'lf�tv IIf ah4Jut t\\ t· .. t"-IoiIX uWlnl*r�.
..
i
IH
ha\·
a
h'Hln,·T. al,,1 IIa",' jll�! lill
"XI""
The 10 f.· "f
\'1 .... 1 ral!1lDg till' !U"""y f"r It.
-

published,

was not

then that is all the

for another trial.

reason

not written at

all, then

of

more

And if yon have
want to

course we

hear from you. Here are the only conditions
for this cc Register of Bright Sayings:1.

Papers

2.

Wriler flol

flol o,'er 250 words

101lu.

15 "ears old.

OI'e"

3. Gire aue and /1l11 address.
4. We cOllsider spelling, t{wiling,

pUTU.·t"atiotl.

The besl paper tarh week "eccives a p.";ze 0/ one dol/,,,·.
The leriler of Ille besl paper pllbiis/"d from Jill" I 10

OrtobN° ], detn-milled by 1'ole of tile JlIllior.�, rrill "eceit'e a
Arrollnls are rranl"l of bri(//it and sl,'ihu(/

(lift·booL·.

&(l1/;n(/&, whether famous

our

*=
..

BEGONE

ABOUT

the entrauce of

YOUR BUSINESS."

certain

a

building

-

Near

in the

city

of London, occupied hy lawyers, ill a Run
cc
Be
dial, 011 which is the following motto,
gone ahout your business."
By order of this
association of lawy .. rs, one of their nUlllb"r
was to

Helect

a

complet"d the dial-maker sent his fore
t.o the lawyer fol' the motto.
\Vhat
motto? I know nothing nbout a motto," he
The motto
replieel, upon being asked for it.
was

cc

cc

cc

I
sun-elial," said the foreman.
know nothing ahout it," cried the lawyer,
the

"I am Ionsy; why do
!'!\'erything? Begone

angrily.
for

business."

you come to
ahont your

The forl!man returnell and told

his

emploYE'r that all he conld get ont of
him was, "Begonll about your businE'ss."
"The very thing," said tlte dial-maker.
"

He could not have hit

on

a

better

if

one

he llad tried all the

year." The next day when
the people passed by the sun-dial they read
in large letters, "Begone about your bURi
ness." This is a capital motto for all. What
a blessing it would be if many worthy but
inconsiderate. callers and loungers would
take heed, and be gone about their business.
FRANCES E. E.

PUMP ME."-A

NOT

whORe

boy,
making a dis
city, was called

father hat! heen arr"Rteti for
turbance in the streets of

a

upon a.� a witnesll against hill father.
his turn came to testify, he 8.'1ked

When
of the

cc

D' ye know where L-- St. is?"
judge,
"Yes," replied the judge. "An,1 d' ye know
where the old pumpstanlls?" "YeR," again
rl'plietl the jutlge, "proceed." "Well ye
lUay gang and pump it, then, but ye'll not

pump JU"!

"

NELLIE M. S.
*=

"SO

THE

HEART BE

LITTLE WHERE
were
a.�

the worc.ls

his head

lay

THE

RIGHT,

HEAD

IT MATTERR

LIKTH."-Thest!

spoken hy Sir \Valt .. r Raleigh
on

the hlock.

,J:un"11 I. had

on th.· 2'Jth of Odoh"r, Hit!!.
Raleigh had be .. n hrought to the K"af
fold, and had adrlress .. tl the pf'oJllp, hI> fittt·cl

him beheaded
After

his heael

to

the blo"k an.1 th .. n toltl the

ex

..cuti"n"r that he would raise hiR hand when
r ..

wly. H ..

thfon laid his hpa<l npon the
chang.. d his position

Imt aftl'rwarel!i

eXI"'uti''''f'r'!! .lirections.
"

rigltt

lie

said,

..

hlo<:k;
hy the

"So the heart be

it mattl'rs little where the

h.'a,1 li .. th." He lay a few minutes in prayer.
an" tlte'n J!a\'e the signal tA. Rtrike; IJnt the
"X.·e·uti"n .. r fail .. ,1 to art. amI Ralf'igh said,
..

'Vloy d'llIt thou

""t

"

what it

to

can

Ktrok,'?

Strik .. , man."

to the

faithfulness

secure

prayer-meeting pledge."
Each member of the committfle, of course,
would be present at ,h'ery meeting when
possible, and take somB part. That might
meet the requirement if the whole societ.y
were 011 the committfle;
but how "8IlCUrll
faithfulnf-lss" in others?
If the committee has

nothing more to 110
topics in ad\'ancll, it.

might as well be discharged wh('n this Ilut,y
is performed.
A dead cOlnmitt"e is too
heavy a load for It Iivu Junior 80ciety to
too heavy even for the
carry
strong"r
-

shoulders of seniors.
A live

expire

prayer-meeting committell ,,·m not
prepal'l.d the topic-card,

when it has

but in various waYR will show itself alh·e.
This committee is largely rllsponsible ror
the

succeRS

of each

meeting.

For God

can

poor meetings, anrl if a meeting
proves bad, the trouble mllst be with the
folks who make up the meeting, among
not

want

whom the committee
There

arB

are

chief.

certain little foxell which hurt

tlley are not watched. One
Wki.Qpl'1'ing. \Yhere that
fox iR allowed to rlln, the vine iR spoilt·cl.
Another mischievous little fox kBe)ls fillgllt
ing ahout, and knoek!l off a lot of fruit.
Then there is the lazy fox that curls np on
the vine and goes to sleep,
waiting for
The prayer-meflting
others to take pnrt.
Junior

if

meetings

of theRe foxell iR

-

cOlDmittee !Dust catch these foxes. that the
vine of prayer may grow and bear fruit.

place, the committee mURt set
good example, and if any thoughtlessly
whisper, or make other disturhance, tilt!
committee should kindly speak to the offl>ud
ers, and tell thl'!D why sitch things cannot iJll
In the first

a

allowed in Junior

meetings.
place, each member of thA

In the second

committee Rhonill

have

to

something

say

meeting, and say it promptly.
In one society the leadl!rs are very bold,
and call upon the members by name, to speak

in eVl'ry

or

"YE'LL

topic-cards

the

When the dial

motto for it.

man

for

in colors on a Simplex Printer,
question arose, What else can we do?"
Sure enough j what can prayer-meeting
committees do after blocking out the work
for a series of mpf-ltingB?
The last by-Iuw i n the Model Junior Con
stitution says," The prayer-meeting commit
tee shall select topics, assign leaders, and do
the

than select leaderH and

prize ill given to Frances E.
Other stories
Emerson, Plymouth, Ind.
have been received from Ella A Emily B.,
Alice H., JI>anie N., Mary G. T., Jes�i" E.
H., Jacoh De 'V., Irene M. M., Maud F.,
Stella S., Birdie W., and P. L. F.
This week

Whl!1l tl ... leaders had been chosen, and
two commtttee-meuibers detailed to work ot!

or 1I0t.

=*

appropriate line of work. Would that our
Junior societies might all find sOlllething as
for their

both old and new!

If yon have written before and had
your story published, why, that is just the
reason for you to write again.
If your story

me

Dear Aunt Rllth:- We organizl'd onr
soci .. ty in June, with twenty members, and
now ha\'e thirty-on...
\Ve have six commit
tees. Our music committee is the choir. The
temperance cCllUmittf'e is trying to get Illoney
enough to put np a fouutam 110 that people
will stop aIHI get a drink there and not go to
the liquor saloons. All the members that are
faithful to th .. ir pledge for two months will
rec .. ive a Christian Endl>aY'or pin.
Yours in
Jnnior End .. a,·or, HICKlE SCHWICKER, Sec.
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

useful

coming, these bright say-

are

..

large

how

ha\'e at the very

th e s

But yet there
ings,
is room in the editoral drawer for many

-

time to take hold with

and Be Brave."

STILL THEY COME!

Serap-Bag.

Dpar Aunt Rllth:
Before we closed for
the IIUmml'r, a friend of the 1I0ci .. ty ga"e each
of the members five cents, and we were asked
to makl' all the mOllf'Y \\'e could out of the
nickels in two months. \V" all are gettil'lg
along nicely; sowe already have made as
much as two dollars.
In the fall we are
planning to b .. gin work hardl'r thltn e,·er.
With a grl!at dl'al of lo\"e,
St. Cloud, Minn.
JA.'1E MITCHELL.

Prompt, Be

PolitI>, Be True, Be Thoughtful, Be Faithful.

more.

NEXT FOCR \'EEKS:

FOR THE

S .. pt. 25.-;\lu�t I Confess Christ?
Matt. 10: 32. :l,1.
Oct.
2.-Wbat Does Paul's Lif .. 'f.-a('h Us?
Acts !l: 1-2'2.
9.-The Story of Dorr-as. Missionary

did

And yuu c-an be· lin h""l1r to �'our
\-"n .-an boo R<' kllld anel tIIClII,::-htful. s
km ..... r.-d Iln.llln .... lfi�ll. II,at

how many ways
your pastor alit! your

help

Xo

banner.

your colors.

that.

3; &1: 10: !�i: 1�1; 105: 2: 111.: 18. l!l: 12'1: I,
f,; 14S: 12. 13: 150: 1; Provv Iti: 24: 25: 11;
Eccl. 5: 1: �Iatt. 5: 9; Lnke 14: 23; 1 Cor.
14: 15: 2 Cor. 8: 12; Gal. 6: 6: Eph. 5: 19;
Col. 3: 16,17.2,1; 4: 6; Reb. 10: 23; 12: 12,
13; 13: 2; J as. 5: 16; 1 Pet. 1: 15.

Outline Talk.

our

noel

t"

16.-Le..'1l1ons from the Life of Peter,
John 21: 15-19; Acts 10: 44.

Towards whom, children dot'S this hand
point? Wherp. dol'S Gml Ii,·p? J .. sus said,

Lo\"ingl��

was

MABEL R.

body.

S(,IC R,,('lo"l/f'. S. r.

church.

Idea clearer to the children.

SII

Ii k« it ?

ynu
po int

ill

find to

can

you

References

blackboard, this
hand pointing swaight lip, and as

the children te l l

nr«

rem e m ber

nev er :

thp

on

Ar»
":\11

you

Watch. this week, and

FI"'t Dav.i--Ps. 100: 4,
8 .. eond ))ay.-P". H!I: 1.
Tlllrd DIIV.-ItOlIl. 12: 11.
Fonrth D·u y.-J Tim. ;{: 14,15.
Fifth Da\·.-H .. b. 1U: :!1i.
Sixth j)a'�·.-1 Tht'!!'" 2: 12,13.
j:)evf'nth Day.-Topic. 1M a, 2:
UI.l!1.
There should

hih- you

that

"fallll-lin,ling wav p"inting
ollt som-r him; that. llOt·s nut plt'(\.�t� yon in
Xo,
your Sunday school or .Juni .. r society?
w

AlllIt Ruth,

By

"\"T ERSES

19.

you think

blows, and his head

then severed from his

ALICR I. lII ....ms.

",""'T

word of Pltl"'r of t1,.'1I1.
Do

HI' rp('eivpd two

,

ill

of :Illy lin".
�t."'p'"
�p":lks
and .'qp.· .. ially "f it. "'\"1\ "hurt'h ,11,,1 p:!'tnr.
It never say� all u nt ru« or ",'tOn all u n k i ml

TOPIC FOR THE WEEK BEGINNING SEPT. 18.

1':1111 lias h ... -n our snhj"f't. for 1\ long time,
and wr- I",,'C' juxt lilllslH',1 it.
It hns 1""'11 n
very i Iltt'rt'stlllg :111,1 i nst ruct h',' SII bjvct

lu- ri�ht in t)\",'T_\" way.
Our

September 1, 1892. [12)

recite

a verfle.

refllf!f's,
should

Only,

Ree

No

one

t111111 r.alll'd

011 ClVer

in this case, the Ctiwmittee

to it that

everybody

has

a

chance

Kpeak sooner or later. It woultl not he
fair always to call up the same ODes.
SOIlIl,tim .. s Junior meetings are conductl!,t

to

diff .. rlmt

011 a

plait,

and are" thrown

when tllll leael"r tak"11 his Sf'at.

Be

open"
reatly

then, prayer�meeting committee I A pausfl
llIay occur at that point RO long that it PUtH
:. �tClp to the IDeeting, and it has to begin nil
,,"er again.
A Jive comlllittee will not allow
a ml>eting
to be punctuated in that way,
Vash .. s and commas may be Rparingly Intro
duc .. d j hut save the period for the end.
In many, if not all, JUllior meetingR the

members how

together in prayer, one follow
ing another ill short, earnest petitions to
Here is another opportullity {or the
prayer-meeting committee. Silent prayer is
heautiful, at times j but not Wllllll the I .. ad,·r

God.

the memhers to f"llow him ill
prayerR. If the committee are al.
wa�'R re'atly, others will be.
TIll' cOlllmittee which I fltarted to tell you

hilS

requested

Ht·lIt .. nce

alJl)lIt.

went away from their llIe .. ting feeling
that tllf,ir work was not elldt<d, but wonld

last all summer, for
Rwarm

thl'ir

the chief

..

they hall

not

only

to

be .. s,·' hnt to be themRelves

honey�mal"'r8 every weekI
Dewit, Wil.

[18] September 1,

THE GOLDEN RULE

1892.

to

from

bravery,

impulsiveness

prudence,

to

and from weakness to power.
9. By STONING.-l'hose who die for

give

to it many times their

was

a man

of

shows that.

life.

OWII

power; his masterly sermon
He was a spiritually rniuded

saw visions of God's glory in the
opening heaven. He was a kindly man, and
prayed that his persecutors might be forgi ven.
All these qualities would have made him a
power in the church, if he had lived; they
made him a ten times greater power in the

1892.

September 18,

THE GROWTH OF THE CHURCH.

Amos R. Wells.

By

1. By CHRIST'S COMMAND.-God in the be

ginning bade the world grow complex and
beautiful; Christ in the second heginning
bade his church grow till it fi lied the world
with godliness. It was to be rooted in all the

beginning from Jerusalem.
gradually, as the Spirit led

best of the past,
was

It

to grow

It

it.

grow in faith, heedless of times or
It began with an upward look,

was to

seasons.

Christ's blessing

warm upon it, and Christ's
commands ri ngiug arouud it.

loving

2. By FIRE

Aaova=-The church grew

FROM

next

a tedious, Iaith-testtug
by waiting,
waiting for the promise. Then, in an hour
-

church

It must be
the tem

by

pest. Is it unfortunate that Christians have
no persecutions at home to drive them into
the mission fields? N,,; for still we have the
motive for

powerful

-

the singleness of purpose that will not be
corrupted, and the wonder- working presence

Holy Spirit.

11. By TEACHING.-The early church grew
because its adherents did not seek soft beds

this

to

the

shower of Pentecost

young
church sprang up into a migbty vine. Re
member the conditions of that miraculous

rain: the
Thus

harmony, the prayer.

the

assembly,

pentecosts still.
3. By UNSELFISH LIVING.-Many elements
come

of the

growth of

the

at in this lesson.

early

church are hinted

There is fearless

preach
Hoty Spirit

ing,Jike Peter's sermon, that, the
using it, won the pentecostal three thousand.
There are these elements, whereby men
were saved day by day: the faithful observ
ance of ordinances; the continuing instant in

lie

They finished their work in

on.

the

goods;
If

of heart.

gleness
ing,

of

it is because

gladness and

straightway sought another. Their
were delicately responsive to the
touch of the Spirit. When Philip had an
impulse to teach, he taught; when the Lord
told him to go, he went; when the dawning
faith arose in the Ethiopian's mind, he was
quick to recognize it, and welcome it. And

4. By

WORKING

healing
first of

long

a

MIRACLES.

LESSON

series of miracles

church has been

POINTS FOR THE

growing

whereby

the

and continues to

Selected

by

by doing

DOING

fest its

nesses

sallie

way

as

in the

power

now

just

in the

early days, because

showing the church vaster and

more

Christian year is
ing ways.
year of miracle than the last.
5. By TE�TIFYING.-In few

he is

The business of Christians is to

are

wore

and

Christ, by word

for

We share Peter's

responsibility to

things

is the

Christian

follow, in which the church has been exam
ined concerning good deeds. What a record
began with Peter's strong witnessing in the
presence of that council he had shrunk from
in cowardice a few weeks before!
Through
all these centuries the church has been grow
ing through dauntless testifying.

Joy

Peter
was a

was a

brave

coward

atmosphere

a

church

the

at

Passover;

at Pentecost.

man

he

How do you

account for the difference?

When the saints

ready, waiting, pray
ready to give
ing, working,
them the kingdom.-The Christian. Lesson
Oommentarv
are

then the Lord is

.

Every friendship

it is associated with

'lYhen

loving

beauty

service to
'

God.

can

Do not shut np your heart and

pockets

And this fruitful prayer of the church
must be such as is recorded of the apostles

against the really needy.

here: it must be

prayer and study and holy pnrpose you may
have something more valuable than gold for

grow.

united prayer; it must
begin with praise and thanksgiving, and its
petitions must seek power rather than peace,
opportunities for work rather than safety.
a

7. By WARNINGs.-The greatest danger of
the early church was met by the heaviest

punishment.
Hypocrisy has
grr-atest danger of the church.

remained the
The

punish
nn-nt, too, remains the same,-spiritual death;
though now it is not emphasized 110 startlingly
hy physical death.
Probably the church
gain",1 more of the real elements of perma
nent growth by this tornado visitation than
hy the quiet and delightful blessings it had
received just before. It gained stamina, and
that is better

than ten thousand converts

without it.
S. By PERSECUTIONs.-The lack of

opposi

You have not the

your

LESSON 5.

Trustiug

in His name,

our

work

others "could

Peter's,

from cowardlce

be

we

have been

for Christ be such that

say

nothing against

it."

as

Peter's well becomes all

.confessors of Jesus now, both young and old.
Nothing is safe but duty. Duty to God
comes

first.-l11t1"lbut's

Oommental·Y.

LESSON 7.
is

A great deal of professed Christian work
done, not from love of Christ, but to be
Let

people.

us not

fail to realize the solemn lesson

good and loving and mer
ciful, he is not too tender to punish wilful,
persistent sin with a severe hand.-Standard
Eclectic Oommentary.

me of Philip's work in Samaria,
why he went there; tell me also of
Simon.
Why did Peter, when he came,
speak 80 sternly to him? God often gives
his best gifts to the poor, the weak, and does
not gh'e to the wise, the great,
why? Be
cause they do not come and humbly ask, for

Henry, tell

Jeau!!' sake.

Now, Mary, the last story of Philip and the
stranger.
And

so

eleven lesson

are

finished.

Have

God's spirit to live in
wiser and better

really

you?
as

well

Then you are
as older than

we

quarter

three months ago. Let
can remember of the

we

was

comfort

What

risen from the

did the
Did

What con.mand ?

QUESTION POINTS.

disciples

angels give
they obey ?

About ten

days after this, where were the
disciples gathered? What did they hear?
What did they see? Of what were these
things a sign? Who rushed into the room?
What did each stranger hear? Will he give
Holy Spirit to us, also, if we really want

is known about

WHAT

the Acts of the

point

have learned.

When he had been with his

were

of time does the

Where and for what did Christ tell the dis

ciples to wait? When and how was his
promise to them fulfilled? What was the
effect 011 the disci pies and the people? On
what other occasions, upon whom, and under
what circumstances did the Spirit descend?
In what different ways was his presence
shown?
What, supernatural powers were
connected with 'his indwelling? From the
lessons

quarter's

disciples became
began to preach,

his text was"

Repent"; had these strangers
thing for which they ought to re
pent? They had heard of Jesus, of his death,

teachings

of

person and his work at the time of conver
sion and dnring the process of growth in the

done any

Christian life.

of his resurrection and asceusicn, and had
not believed on him.
What was done to

"chnrch"
sion?

them after

numbers

they believed?

added to the church?

How many were
If we have heard of

Jesns, hut have not obeyed him, 00
need to repent?
Because

Peter

stop going

to the

tell

also

Christian, did he

a

was

to

temple

we

worship?

Mary,

the story of the lame man. Who
gathered about him? Who did Peter tell
the

me

people

had made the lame

whole?

man

Who did he say had killed Jesus? ,\-Vas it
true that these men had killed Jesus? If you
or I see a cruel thing dime and do not try to

help it,

are

Peter and the peo
How did the priests feel when they

pIe?
two

near to

What did

they do to the
people to whom they

apostles? Did the
preaching believe?

had been
were

added

to the

church?

How

When

many

brought

before the council of seventy and asked "By
what power did yon do this?" what did

Peter answer?

With whom did

they say
\Vhy did not the
speaking such bold

Peter and John hall been?

words?

punish

them for

they let
they command them?
Before

Our sixth

lesson

tells the brave

answer

t.hem?

does

the

word

What

was

belouging

the church?

Give the

to it at different

periods,

were made. What was required of those who
joined it? What were tile chief points of
What
the preaching during this period?
was also brought out in the preaching of the
first martyr? Who were most prominent in

the

new

movement?

Where

were

their

and what was the advantage
ill that fact?, What was their relation to the

headquarters,

Jewish religion? to the Genfi les ? How did
people feel towards them? What change

the

place in the attitude of the rulers
why?
What dangers threatened to check

and
the

What was the
progress of the chnrch?
result? What is known of worship in the

early chnrch? of the holding and use of
property hy its members? Give the in
stances of prayer mentioned in the lessons;
the

objects,

and the resnlt

What exteusion

in

each

case.

of the

gospe) beyond the
original ch ureh took place during this period?

INTERNATIONAL BIBLE READING

friends, what (lid they all unite in sing
ing? Two things they prayed for,-that they
might speak the word with hold ness ; that
great wonders might be done in the name of
-Iesus. May we also pray this prayer? How
God will not

answer

jnst that way, hut he will give us cour
age to speak for him, and he will bless the
work which we try to do for him.
in

Acts

first occur in the Revised Ver

and the circumstances under which additions

answer

own

IlS

the

in

them go, what did

Peter made to the command of the seventy,
what was it? When they came again to their

did God

Where

took

too, guilty?

we,

Who also drew

the

22, 23. Mention any other
Spirit's work. Sum up the
the quarter as to the Spirit's

effects of the

When Peter

illustrations of

of Gal. 5:

possible

Which of these twelve

give

fulfilment of Luke 12: 11,12; John 14: 26;
16: 8-13. Point out as many illustrations as

it?
the leader?

the author of

Apostles? At what
book begin? What

the circumstances of Christ's ascension?

the

council

LESSON 6.
Such boldness

that while God is

growing under persecution

never

E. Harrie.

without any friends. If we had the Jlistory
of the other apostles as fully as WA have
should find them also

need

with Jesus.

like other

we

we

that would show to others that

May

were

heard his words?

afraid to speak or to work for Jesus.
There ought to be something in our lives

raised up friends for it even in the ranks of
it.s foes, and made itstrong enough to «ndure

doubtless

Peter, but by

as

pupils.-Standard Eclectic Commentaru,

tion to the church would have

proved the
church needless and made it useless. Oppo
sition and persecution brought out its best,

same

If not,

day?

and

gone; we are older,
hope all of us wiser and

after Jesus

begin

them?

LESSON 4.
obtains additional

read the Bible and pray each
we not begin now?

shall

are

year
taller, I

us

of the third

Sundays

how much

see

dead.

we

LESSON 3.

great occasions in
connection with which the

record does not mention prayer. We must
believe that prayer attended them all. It is

more

in

and piety gotogether.-Hw·lbut's Com

PRAYER.- Few

in which alone

testify

fellowship promotes growth

mentary.

the

"

and exhort."

brute forces of government. The first con
flict of the church was prophetic of many to

in

wit

They

the world's Bible.-Peloubet.

grace. The more we love God the
love our brethren.

Acts

be

life.

by

LESSON 2.

a

of

see?

since.

ever

If he bad not loved to

hear about Jesus, to pray to him, could he
have been so like him in his death? Do we

Gallagher.

up his hands to bless them. What happened
to him then? Whom next did the disciples

carrying

Philip shall tell us all he knows about
Stephen, the' rest may help. One of the
seventy is called by name,-who is he? Of
whom does Stephen make you think, both ill

three months ago.
Mrs. Fannie H.

By

on

and

growing power of the early church more con
spicuous than in the brave front maintained
by the disciples in the presence of the great,

the

LESSON FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS.

forty days, he led them out of Jerusalem as
far as Bethany,-who lived there? He lifted

developing

"How did the seventy
together.
Why did they not kill them? What
punishment did they give? What command?
feel?

you learned to pray? to speak boldly for
Jesns? to be truthful-honest? Do yon want

in

astound

Each

6. By

culties.

to

but has been

it forward

superhuman

to do in

us

unlikely places.
Nothing can take the place of private per
sonal study.
Earnest inquiries will triumph over diffi

We

always go
complete only

what brave words (lid Peter say
once before?
We wi II say

conncil,

that he had said

-

There may be good work for

eleven lessons

Jesus did not finish his work when

worldly power could duo It is
not God's will that the church should mani
than

more

J. E. Twitchell.

and each is

earth,

the world

religion

a.nd teacln ng must

gether,

to be

over

forgiven.-Rev.

better than we

Mrs. F. E. Clark.

connection with the other.

and

traffic in

to

LESSON 11.

LESSON 1.

grow. The church will die when it ceases
to do impossibilities. It must justify its claim
above

tendency

simony.
2. The general interest felt in each Chris
tian worker-disciples hastening down to
Samaria for the help of Philip.
3. Sincere repentance demanded. if sin is
ever

go to chu rch

story of Ananias and Sap
just how they sinned? If
just to be seen of men, if we

his life and death?
are-

Simon and

some

QUARTER.

Peter's

-

are

LESSON 10.

our

merely the

was

to have been in vain

Some of the lessons to be learned
1. The

me

them
seem

tions.-Peloubet's Notes.

us

man

our

not always fruitless.
Stephen failed in his
defence, but Paul was converted.
Nothing but a resemblance of Stephen's
virtues can entitle us to Stephen's conso la

B LEVEN
.l....f of

sin

church is not grow
of these elements are

OF

of the lame

in

God owned him, and blessed his words.

In these eleven ways and hy these eleven
means the church grew.
Is your church
thus growing, and are you?

Which ones?

lacking.

Words that

consciences

so

come

Tell

pretend to pray and do not, if we use God's
day for our own pleasure only, we too are
cheating God, lying to him in our hearts.
John, tell me why the disciples were shut
into prison again?
'Who let them out?
Where did they go? What did they do?
Tell me what happened next.
When before
the

often

visions

brightest

and

place,

our

some

LESSON 9.

Our

one

prayer; the cordial social life; the unselfish

community

Obedience to God secures, even with per
secntions, the respect of men.-The Christian
Lesson Commentary.

the many
have Christ's

of divine enthusiasm, the church received its
power. All growth is by leaps, and after

fiery

either in deliver

help,

strength.

seeking

Sam arias that remain,
we
command. Philip's nnssion was successful,
and ours will be, because of prayer, boldness,

of the

may look for God's
ance or

God

to

the

me

phira?
we

bold.

Those who suffer from obedience

MISSIONs,-The church could 1I0t

grow without missionary work.
scattered abroad, like good seed,

most

good

men

hardest trials.

his death.

by

10. By

Tell

conscience before God makes

exceeding

Stephen

man, and

Third Qua.rter, Review,

LESSON 8.
A

a cause

905

ASSOCIATION.

Sept.
"

"

"

"

12.-The Descent of the

.

"

"

Spirit.

Acts 2: 1-12.
13.-The First Christian Church.
Aets2:37-47.
H.-The Lame Man Healed.
Acts 3: i-re.
15.-Peter and -Ioh n Before the Council.
Acts 4: 1-18.
16.-Ananias and Sapphira.
Acts 5: 1-11.
17. -The Apostles Persecuted.
Acts 5: 25-41.
Acts 8: 5-25.
IS.-Philip at Samaria.

THE GOLDE� RULE
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"\'('nin� one of the pilgrims spoke. It
was only a
Y";\)' ago that till' tlrst S<leit'ly
in Sacramento

anti
"FUR CHRIST AND THE CHURCH,"

FAMILIAR

LETTER

From the PrPaldent of the Unlh..1 SO<'If't,..

pllgrlrns

�,rr,JJ'�

closed

their

last letter when

�;fr.i'4i.3
�:,J
mile and
"<:,.:'Si�J � majority of

(-�'l�'

were

".

"1
.;....
.

they

up about

set

a

half above the

a

f'ormed. hut

now

a

li \'t'ly 1,,(';\1 union

only

a

there
ilion'.

month old,

their fellow Chris-

tian

of the

reception in

Territory, and at ten o'clock a
Presbyterian Church.

the Fh'St

several

of

the
gathered
clergymen of the city and a churchful of
their young people. After the pilgrims
entered, a procession of Juntors, formed at
Here

were

..

each door of the

church, singing Come,
Lord," marched lip the
aisles, and presented each of the pill-(l'illls
with a beautiful bouquet 01' basket of
duwel'S, the JuuiOJ'S who brought the gifts
who love the

we

the sweetest buds of all.
Then the ministers

each

spoke

kind words of welcome and God

some

exercises

were

How kind these

lire!
Though I have constant
proofs of their kindness every day, each
new proof surprises me that it should be
so continuous and so hearty.
Two En

deavorers of the Alameda Union went with
the

miles of beautiful

eighty

the train

four

lengthened

coun

how your union will flourish.
Now it is Monday night, August 15.

see

To-morrow morning is booked for a ride
to the big trees, to-morrow night for a

plaius

�tG.�
§J
THE NEW

YORK

STATE

CONVEN

VENTION.

By

John R.

President of Binghamton

City

Union.

18 and

OCTOBER

19

are

the

days

of

seventh annual State convention, will be
held in the new stone opera house now in

California,

the State liue and

"glorious

began

crossed

to breathe the

climate of California."

I must 8o"\Y that the Endeavorers of the
caught us napping, for about

Golden State
ten P.

1I., while I

snugly ensconsed
in an upper birth, "top shelf," as the
porter familiarly speaks of it, a telegram
was

handed in t41

was

me

..

which

read, Com
Auburnj" and, sure

mittee await you at
enough, half an hour later

a

delegation

of

nt·arly 1\ dozen Endeavorers from Oakland.
llaywanls, and Sacramento. some (If whom
ha.1 come a hundred and fifty miles,
bo.rrded the train. and rode with us to
::ncramen .... which we reached after mid
Sur h J!l.'nernus and wakeful kind

nij!ht_

heartily appreciated.
The next day we spent a (Iuiet Sunday
io tht' c.:lpi .. ,l city. with ml.'etinJ!s of the
n .. wly-ft�ged lllCal unioo, afterno•• n and
n .. -.JI \\ I'

e,'t'olll!:.

OI.II.t

In

the afterne)()n

and in"'restin� adelresses
bali

a

mel .. t

were

c(lnJial

made

by

dozen di1rerent pastors, and in the

ham Place, San Francisco.
In accordance with this
to the

went

The sessions of

gathering.

this. the

of construction. and when COID
pleted capable of accommodating more
than two thousand people.
Neal' this are
the convenient parlors of the First Presby
terian Church, where committee confer

appointment I

mission, and

Gee

for

sent

every sentence.

understands

Gam

Gee

readily

and

English,

converts it into the vernacular of

southern China,

Gam is

Gee

extremely

critical, and every point Lad to
ersed. until all were made plain.
As chairman of the

be trav

gramme.

George
tor.

C,

interesting
singing evangelist,

prepared
The

an

pro

Mr,

Stebbins. will be musical direc

Two afternoon rallies for school chil

meeting

mill-day hour,

and to be helll

in the Huarcl of Tradu rooms.

01'

other hall

ea.o;y of :uces.... is an"ther feature
cunsideration.

uncleI'

Binghamt'lll wants a fef'ling of deep
spiritllalit�· til mark this ('onVf'ntilln, and
it is Iwped the Empire State's army of

Now

we

There

are no

missions

01'

Sabbath schools

donations to the

lepers

the island of

on

Sunday school in
Honolulu, and to the Portuguese church
which has lately been organized here.
A Christian Endeavor society has been
formed in Hilo, Hawaii, this last year.
There are not many names on the roll,
but each one shows a deep interest in tho
society. Weekly prayer meetings are held
to the Chinese

in Honolulu at the Kamehameha School

for

Hawnimu

Seminary
there is

and

boys,

for Hawaiian

but

as

yot

Christian Endeavor

organized

no

Kawaiahao

at

girls,

It would be hard to tell

this

the results of

Endeavor work

in 'Christian

to it.

every

Chinese

in

repeating

read and commented
and

stated

the

each

sentence,

I

the Constibutlon,
aims and scope of the
on

work.

The

their

Chinese, with

teachers,

After the aims and

objects

had been set forth, six

of the
seven

01'

earnest

Chinese, among
them a lady who was formerly a mission
These appeals and
ary to North China.
remarks were translated into Chinese by
I asked

for

resulted in

This
of

a

show of

a

the

informal

A

society.

president
tempore were elected,

and secretary pro
and a meeting for final organization
appointed. At this meeting a society
formed

of

twenty-one

active

first,- but by

no

anyone knew it,

Our

months,

as

meetings

instead

formerly.

increased from about

are

held

every three
The attendance hall
of

forty

to

The older church members

over

ninety.

interested

are

the progress of our society, and at
every meeting some of them are present,
A number of young people who are not
members attend also,
Durlng the past
in

year the
creased.

bas

membership

largely

in

take in the meetings and the earnest en
deavor to live up to all the requlrements
of

pledge

our

the

that the

greatest advance
Many whose voices were

has been made.
seldom

heard,

every meeting.
"The chain of

duced with

meeting

if ever, take part now in
The singing is spirited.

good

has been

prayer"
results.

is almost

always fully occupied,
society has

eyes to see what we
Christ and the church,"
our

number have

teachers in
an

Intro

The time of tho

many taking part.
Our Christian Endeavor
"for

lately joined the
the Sunday school,

can

do

and

a

COI,)S of
and take

interest in different branches of church

work.

Honolulu, Hawaiian Islasule,

last.
San

"Last fall" the cast-iron

consecration

month,

was

members,

means

our

ually, step by step. The society has been
reorganized, but so slowly that scarcely

opened

the first Y. p, S. C. E. among the Chinese
Francisco, and it may be in the
The

aim, and

has been made

progress has been
correspondingly great. Tho change has
been wrought with no formnlity, but grad

was

in San
world.

An advance

us.

It is in the interest that the members

Society

Endeavorers addressed the

close,

year

among
in our

all should understand the whole matter.

FranCiSCO, Cal.
AGENTH LOOK I HAM SMALL'S

hook, Tho 'Vhite Angel, will make
you $100,00 a uiout.h, Hemd for agency. You
Write us for terms and
cau't IOKIl a penny.
Peer leas Pub. Co., l:ith and
part.inu lara.
Market se., Phila" Pa.
New

CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR

IN

HONOLULU.

By Agnes

THE

E. Jndd.

Young People's Society

tian Endeavor of Honolulu

iZ('11

of Chris

was

Poisoned

organ
A.

February 21, 1l:!84, by Rev. .1.
Cruzan, who was at that time pastor

Mrs.

Mary E. O'Fallon,
Piqua. Ohio,
poisoned wblle as
sisting physicians at an
autopsy 5 years ago, and
a

of

early history of the society are incorn
pk-te, but it is thought that seventeen
joined as active and two as associate mem1"'1'11.
Of the original number only two
lotill belong to the society. Mr. Cruzan was
the president during the first year.
At the present time there are forty-nine

for men.

shown,

all

After prayer, I stated the object of the
meeting, Gee Gam standing neal' and

the Fort Street Church.

A prayer

was

as

the

on

the mission.

the

the pllrpll!W.
to mark th ..

large

less interest

solely under supervision of our Christian
Endeavor society, We support a Hawaiian
boy in the Hilo Boarding School on the
island of Hawaii, and h .... ve sent this year

con

dren will

probably be held slrnultaneously,
centrally located First Baptist and
First Presbyterian ('hurches to be used fur

been, and much

The attend

not 1\8

was

pledge." so-called, was adopted, and almost
all the members promised to try to live lip

may be held.

have

meetings

organization. Imagine a room
twenty feet wide and fifty long, closely
seated, organ and Bible-stand at the end,
shelves containing Chinese Bibles and
religious Iiterature, blackboards on the
'\\' ails,
and scriptural mottoes (a small
place for 80 large a work), A young lady
played the cabinet organ and led the sing
ing, which was in English, the Chinese
singing II ith the teachers connected with

The programme committee, of which
1I1'. M. A. Hudson, of Syracuse, is chair
man.

Sunday evenings, but

successful.

not

society !'-t either school.

committee I

ducted the

course

ences

at the

Molokai,

Gam, the very efficient missionary in
charge, I had a copy of the Model Con
stitution, and, seated beside Gee Gam,
went carefully over each line, explaining

organization

the

we

Gate

Union, the writer, with Messrs. Keegan
Sutherland, was appointed to organize
a society of
Christian Endeavor at the
Congregational Chinese Mission on Bren

hands.

is

dusk

Golden

the

was

service.

and

At the

Pass the word along the line,
Tell it to every one;
New York's Endeavorers will meet
This year at Binghamton.

we

and toward

of

committee

alternate

on

plan

part of the members

of the executive

Gee Gam.

mements.

dozen.
a

July meeting

society, consisting

together once more, holding OUI'
meetings every Sunday before the evening

William H, Tubb,

By
the

associate. have united with the

For several
age of fifteen years.
months we held meetings with the Junior

arc

SOCIETY IN SAN FRANCISCO.

AT
.L \_
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the

it had
THE FIRST CHINESE ENDEAVOR

1892.

ye:\l' ago it seemed best to form
of all UDder

a

Junior

ance

Gee Gam seemed to be determined that

Friend,

About
a

the

explained, and when a point- struck their
fancy, gave evidences of appreciation,

Your

were

branch

Y.

will have begun.
But of these last meet
in California I will write next week.

ings

to

a

on

filled the 1'00m, and were very attentive,
They caught the ideas as they were

late, and the

However, the purgatory of Nevada
good preparation fOI' the paradise of

blessing

meeting at San Jose, then San Francisco
Oakland, and then all aboard the
Mariposa and our around-the-world voyage

brought

dust and the terrific heat seemed like

BillylitlllltOIl, N.

for UOII't;

and

five. and the five to
got across the alkali
:S-evada, every hom' in the stifling

seven. and before

of

foul' hours

was

noou-day asking

brothers and

Endeavor

sisters

an

alas,

way Ior this with his request, made at tho
rtica convention, (01' tlu moment of prayer
the work in the State,

presideu t.

hOUl"S time, for we supposed
that the train would leave at 11.15.
But,
within

dent. 1:"1',

cien t

speed,

the governor did the same. and the mas
culine pilgrim responded as well as he

could, and all the

church.

prayerful prepara
l!:lth,'riug, Our State prcsi
II, W, Sherwood, paved the

at

us over

Thomas, gov

ernor

three

tion Ior till'

of which lIr, W, (;, :\Idlilll'1l is the em

Endenvorers, at Glen Park,
try that stretches between Oakland and
('olol'a(loj about as near heaven
Santa Cruz, and many more were at the
in one way as they expect to get in all
depot to meet us to take us to the Sea.
their journey.
'faking the ears there,
Beach Hotel, one of the finest in location
they were wheeled through the night and
and appointments that I have seen on
through the sublime scenery of the Denver
either coast.
and Rio Grande, until, after twenty-four
After a pleasant dinner with some of the
hours of travelling, uneventful except for
workers of the county came the
the scenery and for the pleasant compan leading
evening
meeting of the Santa Cruz Union,
ionship of Borne missionaries who were with
good addresses among others by Mr.
to
to
their
drew
near
fields, they
returning
William Alexander, president of the State
But Salt Lake
the city of the Mormons.
and Rev. Mr. Willett, pastor of the
Is no longer under the dominion of that union,
fine church where the meeting was held.
wily old rascal, Brtgham Young, or of
This was the first meeting of the union,
his descendants, for the gentiles hold the
and 1 predict fOI' Santa Cruz County a
a
balance of political power;
gentile mayor
splendid
year of work, under the leader
governs the city, and a gentile governor
of its efficient president and secretary,
rules the Territory. Though it was half ship
Miss Etta Snedecor and Miss Anna Sulli
an hour past midnight when we reached
van.
Salt Lake City, it was not too late to find
They evidently have some live young
w:\iting for us the president of the local
men in this union, but the young ladies
Mr.
and
the
of
union,
Gorham,
president
are quite equal to offlcering it, though they
the State union, Rev. J. Brainerd Thrall,
do allow a young man to act as treasurer.
and we were soon feeling entirely at home
I have never seen a union presided over
In the latter president's beautiful parson
with more grace, ease, and dignity.
0
age.
unions in "the effete East." you who are
It was indeed already Fridl\Y morning
because you have few young men
when we reached the pursonage, but a few groaning
to fill the offices, take example from the
hours later came breakfast, and then a
Santa Cruz Union, put in some efficient,
delightful ride about the city with Presi
wide-awake, resourceful young ladies, and
dent Thrall and Governor

.�":

Endeavorors will make

The next morniug we started again with
the Alameda coutiugcut for Santa Cruz.

_-

A

was

six, with immediate pn'''I'",'ts of

an.'

September 1,

The records of

the

acti "e
bers

on

monU.o

and twenty-seven associate mem
the 1'011. During the past twelve

eight

of

our

number. of whom

nurse, of

was

terrible ulcen
broke out on her head,
arms, tongue and throat.
Mn .M. E. O'Fallon-She weighed but 78 Ills.,
and saw no prospect of
help. At la�t IIhe began to take BOOO'"
8ARIiJAPARII,I,A and at once Improved;
could soon gp.� out of bed and walk. She IS now
soon

•

eats well,
perfectly wdl, weighs 128
a large tam Iy.

and does the work tor

pound!l{

HOOD'S PILLS .bo,,:d be In ev'l'J tamil,.
III8d1cIJIe cheat. Once �!!, al1va,.. pre!errecL

Greek scholar of

little

no

reputation. Rig
discipline.

work reveals the severest mental

He is

dull, and a reader
doubt about the meaning of
The

sermon

power as a th in ker.
resurrection life he is

[Only

books tllat

readers

recommend to our

arc

left in

never

any sentence.
The Assurance of Im

..

upon

shows

mortality" especially

we can

is

never

0111'

author's

well

able writer, as his" Gospel of the Resurrec
tion" proves.
(New York: Thomas Wh i tta
A Great Battle.

A Trio of Commentaries.

We have examined with the most enthusi

The last accession to the notable series,
The Expositor's Bible, consists of twenty-four

profound, vital, and suggestive studies on
the Epistles to the Thessalonians, by James
Denney. So many good things lie within
these chapters that we cannot qnote so
largely as we should be glad to. In one fine
piece of reasoning, for example, the author
shows that the law that governs the future
of the world is latent in all its principles
and

The
features in the present.
live has all the importance,

spiritual

life that

and

we now

have all the

to

ought

frOID

comes

bearing
The production

bosom.

that

intensity,

the future

its

of the

Bible will make this decade

on

marked

a

its

Expositor's
one

in the eyes of biblical scholars. (New York:
A. C. Armstrong & Son. $1.50. Received
from N. J. Bartlett &

As the

Company.)

Buuday-school lessons are now on the Acts,
a handy, compact, suggestive commentary
will be needed and wanted by many. Prof.
J. M. McGarvey, of Lexington, Ky., thirty
years ago published in convenient form a
Commentary on Acts, the :fl;:st volume of
which, with revision and enlargement, after
incessant demand for the old form, is
welcomed in the new. With a great

an

now

deal of skill the commentary is
and the

so

interwoven

written

so

as to

enable

read the commentary continuously
other books.
(Cincinnati: The

to

one

Scripture

he does

as

Publishing Company. $1.50.) The
Preacher's Complete Homiletical Commen
Standard

puts forth
its first volume, on the Book Of Genesis, by
Rev. J. S. Exell and Rev. T. H. Leale. After,

tary

for

the Old Testament

on

now

two pages of critical notes upon
one section of a chapter of Scripture, there

example,

will follow
uses

an

Then

are

given

some

the verses, and at
the last, after each chapter, a few pages of
brilliant illustrations of the Scripture truth.
comments

Evillences of

ability

midst within these

compilers
which is

are

sure

on

are

seen

covers.

working

first, last, and

The authors and

out an

original plan,

to meet with wide favor.

Tak

chapter or portion of a chapter, and
reading through what is here said crttlcally,
hounletical ly,
suggestively, and illustra
tively, a student would be sure to meet with
something serviceable. Where home mis
ing

up

a

sionaries and others

are

limited to

one com

mentary, they will find that many excel
lences are
combined in this great and

thorough and consolidated work. It is the
old
comprehensive commentary," which
had so wide a sale among our fathers, mod
ernized, improved, enlarged, aud unspeaka
blyenriched. (New York: Funk and Wag
nails Company. $3.00.)
..

How A DenOlnination Grew.

Popular Narrative of
Their
Origin, Progress, Doctrines, and
Achievements, by Rev. George P.Hays, D.D.,
LL. D., is designed to supply an outline of
the work and undertakings of thc denomina
Presbuterians

tion.

No

painstaking

:

one can

A

read this book without

a

deepened love for this great branch of the
kingdom of God, an enlarged confidence in
its compact structure, and a strengthened
faith in its responsihle and world-wide work.
The chapter on the great revival of UIOO is of
profound interest, and so is the fourth chap
ter, in which it is shown how foreign troubles
brought blessings here. The volume is in
teresting, replete with information, and in
spiring. (Now York: J.A. Hill & Company.)

The Battle

of Gettysbur.q,

by Samuel Adams Drake. To no other bat
tle in our recent long struggle attaches such
undying interest. It turned back Lee from
his premeditated second invasion of the
North. After his defeat he said, "This is
the beginning of the end." Furthermore,
upon no other ground has so much been done
war to perpetuate and ensure great
public interest. It is the best marked battle
field anywhere to be found on the footstool
to-day. It is the particular battle in our
Civil War that strategists love to study.
It has fascination, too, from being a soldiers'
battle. :Many a man in the ranks, on account
of previous events, did not know who was in

since the

command.

rank and file realized

But the

vividly the portentous interests that were
hazarded, and every man felt that he him.
self was with no little personal responsibility
fighting for God and home and native land.
(Boston: Lee & Shepard. 50 cents.)
A Square Talk.

A

Square Talk to Younq
spiration of the Bible, by
in its second

million.

five hundred thousand

forty

About

copies,

tion of the Bible is added

million

one

or

is

not far from

Pierson says,

a

on

the

inspira

treatise

on

the

of the New 'I'estament." Dr.

the

I do not know of

English tongue
scepticism so well."
Ings.)

anything

in

that meets the current

(Bostou: H.

L.

Hast

Ethics in Brief.

Dr. James McCosh

has made the human

study of his life. Having covered
with great ability almost the whole field, he
now gives to the world a little manual on
Our Moral Nature, which is a compact system
of ethics. It is distinguished by the grasp,
the penetration, and the uncommon logical
power of the ex-president of Princeton Col
lege. (New York: Charles Scribner's Sons.

miud the

Received from W. B. Qlarke &

75 cents.

Company.)
A New Farce by Howells.

"The Letter of Introduction" is

no

less

charming, in its quiet humor, than its pre
decessors, "The Mouse-Trap," "The Gar
roters," "The Parlor Car," and the rest.
Its plot is more comically slight than that of
any of these, all the bright dialogue being
built up on a mistake made by the absent
minded Mr. Roberts in writing a letter of
introduction for an Englishman. Only five
persons appear, all well known to readers of
Mr. Howetla's farces except the absurd Eng
is an Americomaniac, and
especially fond of American humor, which

lishman, who

he understands- about ten minutes

ward.

Mr.

Howells's

they

are

as

the

determined not to be in

farces

are

after

always

Metcalf's

(New York: Harper and Brothers.
pp. 61., 32mo, 50 ce nts.)
earuest.

The

Componnd Concontrated

Question of Silver.

This little book

by

Louis R. Ehrich

12mo, pp. 116,
capital summary of the much
talked-or silver question, frOID the stand
point of an opponent of free coinage. The
past legislation of the country on the subject
is reviewed, and the arguments of the free
silver men are carefully discussed. The book
is a brilliant one, abounding in witty and
pointed illustrations, and maxims that stick
in the memory.
It is a good book for any
one

Water-White

is a

cts.)

to read who wishes to go to the bottom

subject and clear up cobwebs,
enough to take up next
some book by the other side.
Mr. Ehrich,
however, ad vacates free coinage of silver;
but with the decided restriction that if gold
should rise to a premium on account of this
free coinage, all government purchases of
silver should immediately cease. Such a law
would, he thinks, safely provide against a
gold panic, and keep the two metals in use
on terms of equality.

Vanilla
For

Flavoring Ice Cream,
'Custards, Jellies,
Pastry,
Sauces, etc., is unequalled.
Less

of this difficult

and who is sensible

From the Books of L. H.

There

are

and bookish

few

Hutton,

rence

more

men

Extract of

(New

G. H. Putnam's Sons.

York:
60

Strength, Half the Price.

Double the

people should

required

ors

than of any

never

discol

frosting or cake;
perfect.

aroma

other extract;

and flavor

Four-ounce bottle ( double
the size of other extracts)
50 cents.
Regular size Z5
Either size by rnail.

centy

��lJitr��aecked,

10

cents

THlIODORE MlITCALF Co.
39 Tremon t St., Boston.

distinctively literary

in the country than Law

and this beautiful little vol

ume, "From the Books of Lawrence Hutton,"
is decidedly in character. It has the delicious

suggested by the first chapter on American
book-plates or ex libris, as the Continental
term is; and similarly delectable subjects
are
discussed throughout the book.
Mr.
Hutton is especially happy in his description
of the delights of" Grangerism," thatcharm

To the lecture

"

talk when

of

lightest
talk

flavor of libraries and leisure.

Hastings,

tons of this address have been distribu

"Corruptions

and

H. L.

It has been translated into many Euro
It has been
pean and Oriental languages.
widely distributed in Christendom and

heathendom.

brightest

His characters

Men abuut the In

ted.

enumeration of the homiletic

of the passage.

suggvsttve

astic

the

wit.

most brilliant and culti vated

nigh unapproach

ker, $1.25.)

noticed in tllis eolumn.)

filled with

refined

On the matter of the
a

907

GOLDEN RULE

THE

(15) September 1, 1892.

The title is

"

ing fad" which tears up a hundred books.
in order, by interleaving and inlaying, to
enrich

one

pampered

volume.

There is

sombre charm about his
traits of beautiful

herself up in

so

chapter on
Mary of Scotland,

a

the por
who got

many fashions thatit is all but;

impossible to tell which picture looks like her.
Three fascinating chapters are devoted k
poetical dedications and inscriptions of por
traits and books-compilations that are the
browsing in libraries, enricheil
quaint thinking. [New York

result of much
with

much

Harper

and Brothers. pp. 182,

$1.00.J

Picturesquely located on the east side of
the city of Kalamazoo
is the Michigan
Female Seminary.
The building is large
and finely furnished, and the faculty emi-·
nently successful. especial attention being
given to the physical as well as mental
culture of students.
The pr incipal, Isabella G. French, B. A.,
wiII furnish full information, upon applica
tion.
Sickness Among Children

Especially infants,
at all

times, hut

is

is prevalent more or less
largely avoided by.giving

proper nourishment and wholesome food.
The most successful and reliable of all is the
Gail Borden" Eagle" Brand Condensed Milk.
Your grocer and druggist keep it.

SEND your daughter to Oxford College, at
Oxford, Ohio. There is no better school for

girls.
weak, weary, and worn out, Hood's
Sarsaparilla is just the medicine to restore
your strength and give you a good appetite.
When

A. GOOD TffiNG
TO ALWAYS HAVE ON HAND

Table Water.
A NATURAL SPARKLING MINERAL WATER.
Unexcelled for Family. Club and Restaurant

use.

Convenient formsfor Dealer and Consu rner.
Address for literature,

Manitou Mineral Water

Company, Manitou Springs,

Sold by all first..(\lass groceries.

Also

Colorado.

by all druggists.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE
RAILROAD COMPANY,
95 MILK

ST., BOSTON, Aug. 23,

The Board of Directors

having declared

1892.

that the IN·

COME GOLD BONDS of this company are entitled to
fnll, from result of oper

2 1-2 PER CENT INTEREST ill

period covered by Coupon No.3,
30, 1892, such interest will be paid on and

ations for the income
ended J\lne

after

Sept. I prox,

at tile offices of

National Bank of North America, Boston.
Union Trust Company. New York.
Baring Brothers & Company Ld., London.
All COUPONS as well as INTEREST CERTIFICATES
_

issued under CIRCULAR 68, will be surrendered to the

Agency making payment.
Holders of COUPON SCRIP of the above bond issue,
entitled to interest

Sept. 1, shonld present their scrip cer
tiflcates, with coupons attached, for collection of interest.

The Law of Liberty.

This is

a

volume

(If discourses

by Rev.

James Morris'Vhiton, Ph. D., dedicated to
the many friends that have been made by
the author

during successive
�y invitation, in England.
clear. discriminating, and
preaches in terms of ideas.
In matter and

vacations

spent,

Dr. Whiton is

original.

.,al.

His

sermons

He is concise.

and

conform

to

Interest

on

REGISTERED

will be remitted to holders

BOND

Professor

Phelps's definition, in that they are drawn
froD} �he!J�blei fo� Dr. W4��on is Il- critlca]

cer

CERTIFICATES

by the Union Trust Company

of New 'York.

J. W. REINHART. Vice-Presirlent.

He

sympathy he is
abreast of the times. His prevailing cast of
thought is sociological rather than theologi
manner

cancellation of the coupons, and indorsement of the
tificates. at the offices making the payments.

STUDY LAW
AT HOME.
TAKE A COURSE Ilf THE

SPRAGUE CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW. (Incorporated.)
Send ten cents (stamps) for

particulars

to

.I. COTNER, JR" SEC·Y.
DETROIT, MICH.
�12 WHITNEY BLOCK.

90S

All of till'

HOW BABIES SUFFER
motht'''' reAlize. To koow t.b»

abu till'

nearly sixty

World's W.

TIlE

has been

C. T. tr.

built up just as the Xational was,
the work of unsalaried explorers and

uy

officers.

It is

so

in the

beginning

of all

Enthusiasm carries for

movements.

great

ward the sentinel and

picket line. Later
comes the
flying cavalry depending on
supplies brought up by the solid, moving
infantry, which acts according to a pre
concerted plan developed by the financiers,

PAINS AND WEAKNESSES
minute by that new,
elpl(llIIt.aod infallible Antl<lote to Pain,
InflRmmallon.and Weakn .... e, tbe Cotl
el1l'& Antl-Paln Pla8ter. � centa.
one

which in the order of evolution
in the

It

comes

later

campaign.

seems

trusts

to

SANFORD'S

as

our

heavenly

fast and far

Father
he

as

can.

Cinger
turning

of

to

the

resolution

Sub

spice

stomach, bowels
colds,

For the

stimulant.

and

chills,

rheumatism,

and nerves, for
touches

it is

grateful

of
and

comforting.
Containing among Its Ingredients the
purest of medicinal and the best of Im
ported glnf,.rer. It IR vast ly superior to tbe
cheap. worthless. an" often dangerous ginmark

the wrapper.

on

Sold

unfermented

the

the
the

hindmost for

no

•

Mary Clement Leavitt has returned
home after live months of temperance lec
turing in South America, where, for the
first time in her
was

esprit de

are bands of ribbon white
Around the world, around the world."

There

Ill.

COMMITTEES.

best

England's

Cincinnati bas forbidden its saloons to

The first State to

deadly cigarette
John G.

Office:

land this

•

SUr).lna

over

•

•

all liabilities

"

teaching

53,093,540-53.
THOR. H. )'OSTno�'t:RY. P,�.. dnlt.
eRAS. P. Pl.ROT. Itr�Pru"'DlI.
JUt:H.-\RJJ

Along

llA.J(t,�tL�I�"�l<!���I�'"a'lI'

of

gin at the first port in Africa. at
they touched; five hundred at the
second; and one thousand at the third.

BlllIinf'Sll

Property

dmdenca

in

growing

citie..
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Walnut Street
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passed a
use only

name, one badge, one hour of prayer, one
pledge, one plan of work, one great peti
tion, and one constitution, for all the tern
perunce women of Christendom, so that it

Et7anston,

Company'S Building,
308 and 310

miuisters to

pany both require the immediate discharge
of any employee known to enter a saloon
or take a drink of liquor, whether on 01'
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FIRE

requiring

_,.'._.",......

Edward

compromise
alcohol,
compromise
with opium, none with tobacco, none with
personal impurity of life. The only words
to apply to this fonl brood of vipers are
abolition, pulverizatlon, annihilation.
There is special impulse, not only
intellectual, but moral and sptrituul as
well, in a movement that has but one

everywhere.

AMERICAN

Prince

General Assem bly at

concentrated energy and
COl'PS when we sing,

STAMMERINO.

and

forces, by which we shall yet change
old proverb, "Each for himself and
devil take the hindmost," to" Each for

means

�·�m»·'i�;��}:;l����n��;k t:rk,,��r t��:

flourish

arc

munion, was declared to be a fact by the
temperance committee of the Presbyterian
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widening way, will always stand for no
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unperturbed
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Franoes E. Willard.
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And prompt to cure, Ayer's Pills act
on the intestines, not by stimula
ting, but by strengthening them.
They promote the natural peristaltic
motion of the bowels, without which
there can be no regular, healthy
operations. For the cure of consti

fmd the
I n val ids will
desldera(Urn

It is

con
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beneficial in
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Co.,
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Effective
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Ayer's Pills

Prepa«'" hyDr.J.

in

steam cooked, and so suited
to the weakest stomach. Try

pation, biliouslless, jauudice, ver
tigo. sick headache, indigestion, sour
stomach, and drowsiness,

unsurpassed. They are equally
rheumatism, neuralgia.
colds. chills, and fevers. Being
purely vegetable, delicately sugar
coated, and quickly dissolved, they
are admirahly adapted for household
u,.;(', as well as for travelers by lanrl
or sea.
.\yer's Pills arc in greater
demand, the world over, than any
other pill, and arc recommended by
the most eminent physicians.

Washington Street
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demanded by what right he had subjected
her daughter to the curious stare of a
Market Street multitude.
She repudiated

PREVALENT POETRY.
A WANDERING tribe called the Siouxs,
Wear moccasins, having no shiouxs ;
They are made of buckskin,
With the fleshy side in,
Embroidered with beads of bright hyiouxs.

path, the Siouxs
never by tiouxsMarch single
"
And by
blazing" the trees
Can return at their ease,
And their way through the forest ne'er
liouxs.
When out

on

the
file

war

-

All new-fashioned boats he esohiouxs,
And uses the birch bark caniouxs ;
These are handy and light,
And inverted at night,
Give shelter from storms and from diouxs.

LONG and loud have

the

Pray our language revise,
orthography not so injiouxrious.

Charles Eollen. Adams.

ALTHOUGH in school it is

speech

is

silver, yet

usually

even

in

of the

a

held

yet,

It was an evening sehool in Providence,
R. I. There was a class of restless, dirty
newsboys and bootblacks on the front
seat, trying to see how little they could
study and how much they could annoy the
teacher. Finally the teacher called up the
class and put them through the catechism
on United States history.
"Who discovered America? "
No one seemed to know, and the teacher,
a long-suffering student from the univer
sity, lost his patience. Shutting his book
with a bang he dismissed the class with
these sarcastic remarks:
"Well, when one of you boys gets to the
point where he needs to have some one
vote for him as governor or President, he
will be ashamed to think he does n't know
who discovered America."
One of the wickedest-looking of the boys
raised his grimy paw.
"Well, Tom, what is it?"
"I know who discovered America? "
"Why don't you tell, then?" asked the

men

held forth

of the

on

ordinary

teacher, sharply.
"(:os, I did n't

want to tell all I know."
said Tom, while the class went off into' a
roar.
The teacher called up the advanced

about the stores.

A woman writing to the
Chicago Tribune thinks it is time that
justice was done the men. She says:
-

Here is a dialogue which I remember,
I heard it from two men,
though I con
fess it is n't worth remembering:
"
old
man."
Hello,
-

"How's things?"
"
Kinder so-so. How's't with you?"
s
So-so.
Anything new?"
"Same old story."
Then they looked each other in the face
I' a quarter of a minute and one of them
asked, "Where did you get that tie?"
and the other one said, ""\Vhere did you
"
get that hat?
Then they actually shook hands and
separated. They were men. Did you ever
hear more meaningless twaddle than that
between two women?

smile

on

BORROWING AS AN ART.

comes

to

the

some

choice

it

am

made

School Board Inspector: "Have n't you
son named
John Williams, Mrs. Tim

mins?"
Mrs. Timmins: "Yes."
S. B. 1.: "Then why does n't he come
to school?"
Mrs. T.: "'Cause he's been in California
this three and twenty years."-New York

World.

Hullo!" said the chestnut to the robin,
"
What are you?
"
1'm a little bird," said the robin.
"
"
vVhat are you?
"I'm a little burred, too," said the
chestnut.- Harper's Young People.
a

people

between

borrowing or going without some article,
is unequalled in all the annals of stock
exchanges or' even tramp lore. A good
story is told by a correspondent of the
San Francisco News Letter, who relates
a society belle:-

this incident in the life of

When she first came into her kingdom
of young lady hood she went to a plio
tographer to have some pictures taken.
She was a very pretty girl, and, wi.th his
eye for artistic effect, the photographer
saw that she would make, under certain
conditions, a very fine picture. She sat
{oi· it, and it was finished exquisitely in
'I'hen there was some hig
water colors.
�ding about the price, and at last the
family concluded that they did not want
the picture because they" did not like a

profile view, any way."
So the photographer, although he could
have forced them to take the picture, de
cided to keep it himself for a show card.
He therefore wrote to the mother that;
although he had paid the artist for his
work, which sum he would lose by her
change of decision, he would not press his
claims if she would permit him to display
her daughter's picture at his door. Glad
to escape the payment of the $30, which
had been the price at first agreed upon,
the mother wrote back" certainly," and
down went the picture to the entrance.
In the course of the month the mother
came to the studio in a towering rage, and

by

through
as by

us

personal

c o n

sultation.

In

for
and

writing

advice, give age
symptoms of

your com
len g t h of
time you have been suf
fering, and what means
you have tried to obtain
relief.
Mrs. Pinkham fully and
carefully answers all let
ters of inquiry, and charges
nothing for her advice.
All correspondence is
treated strictly confidential.
Your letters will be
answered by one of your own

plaint,

state

-

.

-

LYDIA E.

received and
sex.

Address,

PINKHAM MEDICAL
Lynn, Mass.

Co.,

TWO WORN SPOTS
the back of the spoon

on

Seedy Party (contemplating himself in
pocket mirror): "Here I am wearing

the boots of a bank manager, the trousers
of a landed proprietor, a baron's coat and
vest, and even a count's bat, and in spite
of all that, Ilook like a tramp."-Fliegende

spoilS it.

STERLING SILVER INLAID
SPOONS and FORKS

Blatter.

will show no

Each

spots.

worn

back

piece

is marked on the

..

E STERLING INLAID HE"
cannot obtain these goods of your Jeweler,

If you

many bad bak
powders, very few good

There

ing

are

one

ones;

best, Cleveland's.

You can make
in buying it.

no

ae¥gefg�s�t�"i1�f:'i' Sectional Plated Spoons and Forks
Is made by
II

us

and marked

HOLMES &. EDW AR.DS XIV"
Read

our

Guarantee Certificates.

&.

HOLMES

THE

EDWARDS. SILVER Co.

Brida-eport, Conn.

mistake

Ask your grocer for the Cleveland Cook Book,
recipes, free. Ifhe hasn't a copy send stamp
and address to
400

Cleveland Baking Powder Co., New York.

�OSE

PI�N1»�����

question of the advisability of
making public any way in which law may
be avoided, is often discussed, pro and can;
but there is no danger that the publishing
of the following trick of an English laborer
will

cause

lessness,

outbreak of law

general

any

for the

simple

reason

that

taken in

U

t'

"

How much do you charge for my don
key to walk through?" he asked the pike
was

much

the

reply.
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HEALTHFUL

Free.

No Alkalies

Federal St"

Boston, Mass.
.

:
•

•
•
•
are

used in

preparation

�

.

which

is absolutely
pU"e ana soluble.

Starch,

Arrowroot or

Sugar,

DIGESTED.

Sold by Grol,ers everywhere.

W. BAKER & CO" Dorchester, Mala.

Exactly 10°

Below

•
•
•

S

:

RECULATE THE

!
:

STOMACH, .L1VER AND' BOWELS,
AND

PURIFY THE BLOOD.

:
:

A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
Indfgestlon, Biliousness, Headache, Constl.
potion, Dyspepsia, Chronic Liver Trouble.,
Dizziness, Bad Complexion, Dysentery,

:

OffeneJ.ve Breath, aud all dfsorder. of the
Stomach, Llve:.- and Bowel ...

•

and is far more eco
nomical, costing less than one cent a cup.
It is delteious, nourishing, and EASILY

NOT

c;,

•

BreakfastCocoa
with

•

•

the
of

W. BAKER & CO.'S

-""'illoiJiIdIJ

It says:-

We deliver

Unlike the Dutch Process

It has more than three times
the s-utengtn of Cocoa mixed

On certain fete-days the young ladies
appeal' in red petticoats with white or
yellow borders around them. The number
of borders denotes the portion the father
Each
is willing to give his daughter.
whi te band, representing silver, denotes
one hundred francs per annum, and each
yellow band denotes gold and betokens a
thousand francs a year.
Thus, a young man who sees a face that
pleases him has only to glance at the trim
mings of the petticoats to learn what
amount accompanies the wearer.

wiCljtt you.
Fl"ee.

content.

the information.

we

CtIlalogue

carried him through the gate and set him
down on the other side.
"
Gee up, N eddy!" he cried, getting on
the donkey's back; and off they went. well

honest, or else the fathers are not anxious
enough to be rid of their daughters to be
tempted to decoy the young men. Other
wise, so. numerous would be the deceits
that the quaint custom that prevails there
in relation to matrimony would lose all
its force.
Lippincott's is the authority for

your

size;

York, Chicago.

"

very

fx:
0t>,ei
aE���':iBdI���:
half sizes.
Send

Finest cycling catalogue free at Columbia agencies, hy
mall for two s-et. stamps. Pope Mfg. Co., Boston, New

charge for
carrying parcel through the gate?"
Nothing."
"Whoa! whoa!" cried Joslin; and quietly
dismounting, he deliberately slipped his
head under the donkey, seized his forelegs
with his hands, lifted him off the ground,

are

Ad.

dollar earned'."

forewe guara.ntee the jU, BtllZe and wear
and ifany one is not satisfied we
will refund the money or send
her pair. Common Sense

LOVE

heart not of morbid liver-when they're
married tlley'l1 amount to something.

do you

EITIIER the peasants in Brittany

a

Dongola Kid Botton Boot
sent, prepaid, anywhere in the
U.S., on receipt of Cash, Money
Order, or Postal Note, for $1.50.
Equals every way the boots sold
in all retail stores for $2.50.
We make this bootourselves, there

a

PUBLISHING ONE'S DOWRY.

our

A doUar saved is

This Ladies' Solid French

C
./

Exhilarated happiness-love of vigorous

pike gate.

easy terms. Old
Write for

Beware of Imitations of
....

no one

The laborer was goiag along the road
mounted on his donkey, which was a good
sized animal, when he carne to a turn

on

exchange.

catalogue and full information.
170 Tremont St •• Boston. Mass.

else would be able thus to overreach the

gatekeeper.

Sold

Durability.

instruments

FOOT PASSENGER.

THE

"And how

it

a

cases of
diseases can be
treated as well

Great

ONLY A

"Twopence,"

when

it, sah ;
evaporated apples."

Waiter: "I kuow
of

Most

Celebrated for their Pure Tone, Elegant
Designs, Superior Workmanship, and

man.

THE sublime assurance of

in it!"

apples

in the streets and

�

a

here, waiter, this pie has n't any

"See

by Letter

the mails

teen cents."

,

recita

tion silence may sometimes be better
and so complete the proverb.

class in spelling, and there was
his face the rest of the evening.

a

"Vat would you say, Abie, if I geef you
dime?"
"I'd say twice as much, Iadder, for fif

"

inanity

women

Treating Ailing
Women

-

"Hello, yourself."

SILENCE IS GOLDEN.

that

subject

conversation of

Now does n't this spelling look cyiouxrious?
'Tis enough to make anyone fyiouxrious;
So a word to the wise-

-

i§

BRIGHT AND BREEZY.

She (musical): "Do you play?"
third base
He (en th usiastically}: "Yes
and change pitch."

"

A MANLY CONVERSATION.

The principal food of the Siouxs
Is Indian maize, which they briouxs,
And hominy make,
And mix in a cake,
And eat it with pork, as they chiouxs.

With

her note by saying that she thought he
meant to hang the picture in the reception
room, but as for leaving it where it was,
that she would not permit.
So the pho
tographer, being an amiable man, brought
the picture up into his reception-room,
where it hung for over a year.
He was then surprised by a visit from
the young lady herself. She had come to
know if he would have any objections to
her borrowing the picture for a few weeks,
as the
family were about to entertain
some rich relatives from the East, and the
picture would look particularly well on
the parlor wall.
And the photographer
let her borrow her own picture! "I know
she expected me to let her keep it," said
he, "but I sent for it at the end of a
month."
Was not that a sublime capacity
for borrowing?
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Ripans Tabules

contain

nothing injurious to

g the IIlost delicate constitution. Pleasant to take,
r��1it��li:!nt by ma.U
: sa§�i3�;c��gi�l;e
receipt of I; cents. Address
•

:•

on

THE

RIPANS CHEMICAL CO.
STREET. NEW YORK CITY.

10 SPRUCE

:

ZERO,

•

:
:

A\.'W AYS COLO.
LIFTERS,
ALAS KA STOVE
POKERS& KNOBS.
Heavily Nickel Plated. On sale by all
Stove and Hardware dealers. (IT sample by mail,
30 cents. ALASKA KNOBS are used only
on first-class stoves, and are cold in use.
MADE ONLY BY

TROY NICKEL WORKS,

Troy, N.

Y.

DO NOT BE DECEIVED
with Pastes, Enamels, and Paints which
stain the hands, injure the iron, and burn
off. The Rising Sun Stove Polish is Bril
liant, Odorless, Durable, and the con
sumer pays for no tin or glass package
with every purchase.

HAS AN ANNUAL SALE OF 3,000

TONS.'
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You will all likc to
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by
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to the

time to SUIll up the progress of the month,
and to makc plans and promiscs for the
ncxt 11Ionth."

There YOll have two argu
ments, fur and against. Have you others
to give?
What is the practice of your
Lct

have

me

Gulden Rulers not

plcasure at
pOI'tmit.

('Iark's

Clark's.

Onc

me

Dr.
for

bold

Westerner &ays
would have pointed a

presillcnt.
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page 1 and articlc on page 8 of THE
GOLDEN RULE for March 10.
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BEST FLATTERY.

may be the sincerest flat
tery, but surely the wrathful criticism
of the evil is the be.�t flattery f1f the good.

IMITATIO�

notice.

0111'

Standard,

I'''ntnry

but n!.l,)" iJt' done if

'"

parli
nt:lr�' law,
objcct....

no one

a III I

a

even

from Jewish and Homan Catholic

journals.

We should not think the tribute

praise complcte, huwcver, without the
addition of infidel rage, since certainly
of

infidelity rarely

has

seen

snch

an

evidence

own

'Vc

were

as

I I,,'se."

tl ... i .. I·xloil,it.s

SlIruby.)

(Ill

annlllllll'l'I1lI'nt
WI'rl'
..

til dosl'

Tllis I.roug'ht

('XIlIt:1II1 � .. ill t .. I hI' r.1(·eh of tiwsc pre
cillus C"lIo" I> \\ i1 .. "ant I .. mak(' ('\'erybo,ly
an

in 11,,' w"rlt!

think

t.'1ke it ill!" tJwi!'

Tile

I·tlilllr

quoting

the

..

a

1111

Ohio'" ){u!>il'al

ad

IIWII IIarr,,'"

jll ... t

of

a ..

tl

11",11111'1> t

p;,rtkularl):

is

\\'.Il'-"(ln�

!;('\'I'n'

y
"

in

what he calls

Quarteth';'-

"O-IIi-O.
''" .. won't

anll

adll...

ers as

th"y

..

more

us

just

than the fol

been

from

comes

brought

Tile

tu

Hebrew

Jewish paper of Now York

llI Court Street M. E. Junior,
old, has 74 IIIl'lIIi1l'I's, dol'S mis
sionary and active Christian work, nud
wants a Junior union.
(To this last let me
say, start out and organize tho JUllim'
union, if YOIl have to take the first steps
yoursvlves.)
This question was handed to me : "Do
you think a Junior society of Christinn
.•

year

go," ete.,

TI,P I"n�

tHok

III

('an;

of

the

hear

and there

teaching,

Perhaps sOllie
of our half-ellucated Jewish youths wili
learn this truth after a while, Illltl perhaps
some of uur acrobatic rabbis wili appreciate
the

truth in the

same

course

of time.

American

Rabbis, the editor says:-

We are sorry for the exhibition, because
the proceedings will make a laughing stock
of us in the eyes of the Jews the world over,
and also in the eyl's of the Gentile world.
Contrast the gathering of the Christian En
deavorers. All enthusiasm, devotion, sin
cerity, religiolls fen'or there; here, fri \'olit.y,
eynicism, destroyers of the few sparks stili
left of religiosity alllong the young.
With a
tearful eye do Wtl pronounce this judgment.
May God grunt that IIlIIc .. rtl dHvoted Jews
will takl' the flag out uf the hands of these
mis-leadHr�, anll ft· store to U8 a JudaislII that
can
and wiil warlll the hearts of its ad
herents.

was one

children there could carry it on
among themselves with the propel' leader
ship, as well as if thoy were permitted to
There is

good reports that were
handell to me on the platform the
day of the Junior open parliament at New
York, that are too good to pass by. '
Phillips Church, Boston, bas 58 Juniors.
Each year they send a missionary box to
are some

Junior C. E. of

Bergen Baptist Church,
organized Fehrual'y, 1892, bas 60 members,
Angola,

three years old, bas 60 members.
have joined the church since it was

organized. It has raised $300 for missions.
Congregatio[ml Church Jnnior Socicty,
of Terre Haute, Ind., has 75 members,
who arc hclping to build a chapel.
Indianapolis (FJicnclll) .Jnnior Socicty
has 30 netive IIlCmbcI'S, hclps snpport a
Hn.E to

misllion, and sends THE GOI.I>EN
an

AI:u;ka Endcavor

:\IIIIII'OC, Mil-h., ira8

a

Junior

society.
society with

au ;u'el'age attcn(lance of 4:), which
ill a
coutinuatioll IIf a I'hilllrcn's praycr IIChool,

organizl'd in lXH�, {mm which
havc

join('rl

over

20

thc "hul'eh.

Dall;u;, Tcxas. ('lll'iKtian Chllrch society.
IIwnth oltl, Iras 53 membcrs.

one

society of the Fourteenth
Street Presbyterian Church, Xew York, of
18 members, is educating a girl in XOl'th
Thc Junior

Brooklyn, Throop A ""enue Presbyterian
society, twelve wceks old, has 60

Junior

ones

come

they

are

there is

on succcssfully, if
permitted to exist. Certainly,
no place whore it Is not necdful

ohildren for Christ and tho

to train the

Church.
It

to

seems

national

'give

mOI'e

ought

time

in

to be at least

largcst hall
majority of those

tho work

the

hour

one
01'

it,

to

tho

wherll

who wish to

tu

Thl'l'o

givon

chm'ch,

be hcard.

can

lutel'·

next

Montrcal, ought

JUniOl' work.

to

in the

ought

that

me

Convent.ion,

speak

011

The COllvention

recognize the importance of the

to

Junior work

by hohling

thc Junior

rally

in the Convention hall propcr, so that as
many as possible may sce the insl'il'ing'

sight of all those happy little faces that
only a few werc permitted to sce at tho
rally iII New York. What do you thlnle,
Junior superintendents?
Good Jllniol'
are

the foundation of

good

scniOl'

and while the foundation docs

societies,

not rise as high above ground as the build·
ing, still it is not placed npon a dltfcrent
piece of ground. So, wbile the 8cnlol'

workers may make a greater showing,
still the Juniors ought to be allowcd to
have their faia' share of

large
St.

in tho

LouiR, Mo.

OUR

IN

showing

Convention hall.

LIFE-SAVERS'

BRICADE.

the prcss of mat.ter pcrtaining to the
New York Convention, TUE GOLDEN
was

compellcd

to omit the

of Endeavorers

names

(If

who,

in

tIl'ge all
Endeavorers to work in the rcligioll8 in

By Kate H. Hans.

Forty

older

where Junior socle

ties cannot be carried

their

JUNIOR NOTES.

Ind.,

01'

place

no

the committee

with 16 convel'Sions this year.
J nniol' C. E. of Christian Ch nrch,

in that home

The

RULE

HERE

outsiders

answer

was

societies

same

no

capable of doing Junior work. it
could ccrtainly be carried on successfully.
who

have outside children

philosophical word-jugglillg.

successfully

on

I would lIay,
If tho Charitable Home allow ed Protestant

In

permitted?"

in.

Carolina.

tl,cse strains nodded in

be carrtod

can

Churitable Homo where

a

That immense crowd of enthusiastic young
people of both sexes, from all parts of the
world, assembled ill this city as the Chris
tian Endeavor Convention, was deservedly
a fruitful source of wondernn-nt.
In the
first instance, it 11ClIlunstruted that tho young
timps
arc not as disinelineu.
of
onl'
people
toward religion liS sOllie o\'cr-cuntident alltl
religionists wonld Iw\'c liS believe. It demon
strated thut agnosticism has not eaten into
the heart.� of our youth to such an extent as
agnostics delude thelUseh'es into beiie,·ing.
It demonstrated, indeed, that the strong,
healthy, animated yOllllg mtlll and women of
our day are as open to the truths of rcligion
as any of their prellecessors in the history of
the world. It is trlle that they accept as
true sOllie doctrines which we do uot receive,
bllt ntlvel'theless, there was as much satis·
fa"tion for us in the ardent elevotion to their
faith which thcy manifested, as we would
feel if we saw thll same spirit exhibited hy
the young men and women of 0111' faith.
It:
is the spirit of religion that they display .. d.
which is, aCter all, the true spirit of the
timHs, rather than the peoantic trilling with

the New York Convention from reli·

of its

has

through

gious and secnlar papers and magazines,
and

It

Con

IlI'C

City:

thc past weeks have
been crowded with enthusiastic comments
Our columns

in�oC 1't"!>lIlnli"Il!II'n rii"""nnl dt·d I'"hj.,('tc;:
i ..

pleased

which

New York

.Iew ish Catholic papers
appreciative, but

Every meeting is led by
converting the seniors,

'I'hey

UIlckfOl·t1,

one

are

paper, aftcr un
favorable criticism of the Conference of

secre,tary of the I. B. R. A.
and honorary secretary of thc lliitish see·
tion of thc United Society of Christian
Endeavor, MI'. Charles Watcrs, 50 Old
Bailcy, London E. C., Englanel. Sec nole

1111

,"Ilil II

have

lowing,

llexican

to the En

"11111'" at till' :St'" York C'IIuH'utilln
, ..

nouc

by

Elsewhere in the

Write to the

THE

been

(.\f((·1' IllI'ntifln flf tile
tl.at En)!la,ul ;11 II i ('"wlth

by cable

wants

I",ullr

·,·,1 ill til'lt

C.

have

Ilil'I'S

our

nil

C.ll'

.... lIIe

\1'11

B.

ventiun

I.y 1'1;lIIting tile Enllt-:wllr
nati n '! One �1'nth'lllan fWIIl

time, and

21l. ('(luld you tell me if therc :ll'e any
(·hri ... tiall EllIll'avur IIllCietiell in Francl'?
It i .. IIIV j'ollntl'V, and I ShOllhl Sll like tu
I .... "· iC 'thl'I'e al't� any Endcavol'cl'lI thel·e.
u. Y. C.
J/"�/IIIIIi", JJIlJ<Jl.

TIlI'll'

A.

the

on

COlDIEXTS
remarkably

(If tile (;olden Rulel'l; win de

no

the

aeruss

Xow for

.'1.11""',

was

ANOTHER JEWISH COMMENT.

China.

they

send the hint

dea\,IIl'l'l'S

few

telephone
the publication of
TllI'y are urgent
a

Kodak" at hCI' in

elo.

seventy-eight

was

not for publication, but
because, for aught 1 know,

This query
it herc

on

J unior,

a

in

impotent wcakness.
glad, therefure, to see in a cer
tain atheistic journal a long article which
ably furnished this climax ()f testimony to
the power of that tremendous gathering.
Here are somc samples of its qnality:
"
Thc city was t111,onged with sour-faccd
and onc-ideaell strangers."
(After speaking of Mr. Hunter's report
"Per
on thc Sunday-closing qnestion.)
petual ruin and Llig-ht has 1II'I'n I.rollg-Ilt
upon 1I1:1ny a lanll I.y the l'fllH;taicting allil
iml.l'utinl! despotism of jllst s,wh 1111'11-

that uut there

tIl

telephone mes
point; and add a
a

sn::te from you on this
question, if yuu want to.

mc

married

to them the bettel' tilllC for

seems

rencwcd consccration," while an Endeav
from IlIinuis prefcrs thc last cvening
of the month, bccause II it seems a good

..

when he

give

orer

)Il's.

widow

whose

Jumel,

31. What is the
Bible
International
Heading Association? Plcase givc t.he
information one who is desiruus of becom
ing a member would lillI', or have the
kindness to give me thc address of its

..

tlll'il'

timc

tion I"

recciving rcplics
regard
time preferrcd for holding the consecra
tion sel'vlce, but the replies are few.
Pos
!>illly the question is over-shadowed by the
pending discussion uf the prayer-meeting
tupics. Thc Fricnds of central Indiana,
S;lYS Hev. 1\1. 1\1. llinfOl'd, cummonly use
the ji"st Sabbath of each month, becausc
the beginning of a specified period of

society?

It was
family.
by a Frenchman, M.

Astor

telcphone with cvery society in the
land, and roal' over the wires with a voice
of thunder, "Send all mission money to
the mission boards of your own denomina

standing still;
Listening, learning, bettl'r knowing
Thl'e and thy !Dost bit'sscd wili,
Till I rlla .. h thy holy placl',
Daily Ict me grow in grace.
in

It

early

my

never

am

the

Bun

the government.

by

connection with the

some

one

there, before

time

some

that rcmarkablp. state of affairs may exist
somcwhcrc else. I should like to connect

and 8hower,

re

ceived.

of Harlem

\Vc are not particular wherc it goes, only
that it may be sent with other money
where it will do thc most good.

Let rue, thl'n, be always growing.

service

confiscated

of

top

on

30. Will yuu please tell me where to
send money which our society has givcn
for foreign missions?
We havc been
unable to find out from ollr society or
church where such monev is to bc sent.

Make IIltl really, hour by honr,
More and more conforml'd to thee,
That thy loving eye Illay trace
Day by day Illy growth in grace.

I

was

had also

I

visages, and a t w inkling' in their eyes tuld
of augmentillg' hope uf gratlticntiou uf
their desire to bully and domineer."
All of which is really, considering tho
cireumstauces, about thc IIlOSt �ig':\Iltic

active members,

Endeavor

called from its owner, Colo
the Rogt'r Mords
House.

Wa�hill)!ton spent
it

of concurrence

and died away, a smile uf contldeuce
diffused itself 1111 their not IIYt'I'-i11 tt'llt'el unl

arose

A.

years old.

1ll01ll1-nt water mH;

Never,

lIniTis,

Aaron

.T"SII8, grace for grace outpouring,
Khow ml� ever gr .. ater things;
RlIIHI' m., higher, sunward soaring,
Mllunting as on eagle's wings.
By the brightness of thy face,
Jellll�, let me grow in grace.
grow

once

Stephen

Il""r,,'n all thy work, Ollla.'1ter,
Rtrl'n�tht'li t'\'cry downward root;
Ollly do thou ripen fa.'1ter
Mor.· and mllre thy pleasant fruit.
"" .. lot .. mc, prune me, sel( abase,
Only lilt IDe grow in grace.

Ille

lh·i�hts,
nel

tine old house

owned at

ellt4' him that hath thou gi\"est
E\'I'r more abundantly;
Lord, I live because thou li\"est
TIn-refore give more life to me;
Th"rt'fore speed me ill the race,
Therefore Ict me grow ill grace.

EVI'ry

a

fortunes

u-ad the entire )Iocm:-

LI·t

I t is

!

I thank the kind Iriends

known it.

1\1'

um

approbation, subd lied brays

.

j··".,/,;,.ill,
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compli mont tho Couveutiun hall yet

r Ih(_�

)llu

ashamed I

o Ill'

HULE

States, will

several

now

terests of the 224 United Statell

stations,-such wOl'k

as

life-8aving
by

laas bocn done

Jersey nnder thc
Young. Hcro is t1ic

thc Endcavorers of Ncw

inspiration
committce.

of

Mr.

Let all who

can

givo it

cor·

dial aRsistancc.

Chairman, Rev. S. Edward Young, or As
bury Park.
Se.cretCLry, Rev. J. Lester WAils, Jers"y

City
Repl'esentativeB, California, W. R. Guy;
Delaware, Rev. Geo. E. Tho1llP81J1I; Dilltrid
.

of Columbia, Rev. Dr. T. S. Hamlin; Florilla,
F. W. Curtis; Georgia, Hnward lIull; Illi
nois, C. Oviatt; Indian THrritIJry, E. W.
YanCllY; Kentucky, Rev. Dr. G. C. KI·lly;
Long IRlanll, J. W. Jon .. 8; Maine, Rev. C. D.
Crane; Maryland, W. C. I'"rkills; Mmlflachll
s .. tts, H. B. Pennell; Mil-higan, C. L. Htlw"lIs j
New Hampllhire, Rev. E. T. Farrili; New
Jersey, G. T. Primll; New York, Rev. H. S.
Bliss; North Carolina. H. W. lteynoldHj
1. \Vaugh: Ontario, Rev.
Ohiu, Rlw. A
A. M. Phillips; Or"goll, E. H. Millerj PI-nil·
svl\'lUlia, Mathew Walk.!r: Q,wlll'c, neo. It.
J:ighthall; Rhotil' 1111<1,"1, 1<'. n. BiHhop;
!',,"th Carolina, ])l1l1har Rohlt; 'I'eXI.lll, H.·\.
N. O. IklHlllay; V,rginia, Jallllz Hail; WUMh
iug''''I, R. L. EduwKton; ,Vi8consin. C. F,
COIll8t",;k.
.•

������

is f01l11 of relating a little
inei.l .. nt that oceurred to him wh"n in a
D"r8Iltllhir(� viilagll Jallt IIUlnmnr.
WhilRt
plUl!4ing a groll!, IIr childrcn OIl<! of tlll"lII
that the 3.l'tor IInid,
ey .. d him 110
..
Y"8,
"\Veli, iittlfl girl, co YOll know lOll?"
sir," Wall tlul reply,"yoll arllone of 'BflHcham's
Pills.''' She l,3.1llleen hill face in one or their
advertis .. nwntll.

Hp,nry Irving

IIhar{,ly

�lrll. "'ln�low'lI

TepLhlllg 1,...,01".",.

Soothin" Syrup for Chlld .... n
q"if,L sh·.el'. :0; centa a boLLIe.

naL" ..... '

[19) September 1,

MORE SUGGESTIONS FOR LEADERS

prayer-meeting

OUR

this week.

it

little article

helpful

a

was

page

There

by

"

too small

crowded out of

was

H. R. H."

He

urges that we have a special name for each
meeting, and give notice of it at least one
He makes the

week in advance.

following

additional suggestions, calling this
A 'VOl'kers' l\Ieeting.

Make

an

effort to have [ust

earnest

mll<ny Christians

as

at this

possible present

as

meeting.
Have five members give two-minute talks

(not

longer)

help

our

Throw the
each

the

subject,
church and pastor?
on

"How

we

can

"

open and urge upon

meeting

part, and as-the first two
words of his remarks say, "I will," and
to take

one

then

what he will do.

explain

Before the

let the leader go to the
pastor and ask that he give some ways in
which the society can help him and the
on

tile

meeting

Have his

church,

short.

answers

blackboard,

or

have them

ask that for six months

they

Put them

printed

be used

and

Bible

as

book-marks.
Reading.

Somewhere in the evening, preferably at
the opening, should be given the Bible

reading which the list o(uniform topics asks
the prayer-meeting committee to prepare.
Many have written for instructions concern
ing this work. We might give a Bible-read
ing and save you the troubte ; but it would
also deprive you of much benefit.
Let the committee take hints from Miss

Wallingford's carefully prepared, classified

:lists

of

�veek

Bible references contributed each

to our

Make

prayer-meeting page.

your own, but use hers as a model.
Here is a suggested outline: "'Vhat

our

Willing Workers. 2. Ready
Speakers. 3. Hearty Prayers. 4. Study of
the Bible. 5. Greater Sociability," andso on.
Then, "What our PastolNeeds from us: 1.
Better Listeners. 2. More Frequent Testi
mony. 3. Sympathy and Encouragement. 4.
Aid in Evangelistic \Vork.
5. Financial
and

so on.

Or, you may base your outline on the
themes, "How a Church Grows Strong;"
"A Happy Pastor;" "\Vorking Together;"
"Many Members in One Body," and many

topics besides.
these merely

Having

Make yow'

as

your

outline.

own

Use

suggestions.
outline, "search the Script

Suppose you wish passages on "\Vill
iug'Vorl.ers." With your concordance look
words
as
lip passages containing such
"work," "willing," "gladness," "serve,"
labor," "reward," "help." Copy on s lips
of paper three or four of the most appropriate
passages, numbering the slips in the order in
III·es."

"

which you wish them read.

Then go

on

to

the next
A

topic.
good way to

conduct the

reading

is

t\lis:

Print your outline very clearly on a black
board or a great sheet of paper. Hang it up
ill the prayer-meeting room. Distribute your

slips

as

the members enter.

read in the order of
indicated

clearly

They

numbers, which

on

are

are

to

to be

2.

Willing
Ready Speakers.

5. G. 7. 8.

3.

Hearty Prayers.

9. 10. 11. 12. etc.

that all

hoped

will take

mittees
exercise

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"

.

Fairfield, Iowa

.

.

.

with

prayer-meeting

com

pride
preparing
thoughtfulness, and

MISSION-

ARIES.
to

acknowledge the follow

sent

at our lowest

to

us

enable

us

to

rates, THE GOLDEN RULE

to missionaries of all

evangelical

denomina

tions:-

l\iiss

A. Ervin, Boston, Mass.
t. P. S. C. E., Trinity Lutheran
'Church, Allegheny, Perm.
Congregational Y. P; S. C. E., 1\Iatlison, Wis.
,
Kasson United C. E., Kasson, Minn.
Y. P, S. C. E., Oblong, III.
Eliza A. King, Raynham, Mass,
Miss Lucy A. Smith, Chicago, Ill.
Junior C" E. Society, Lulu Fox,
Supt., Pittstord, Mich.
C-�., Auburn, Me.
Clermont Y. P. S. C. E., Clermont,
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

$1.00
1.00
2.00
4.00
a.()l
1.00
2.00

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

"

A Friend," Amesbury, Mass.
E. J. Small, Gray, Me.
l<'irst Presbyterian Church Y. P. S.
C. E., Clearfield, Penn.
,
An Endeavorer," Newton. N .•J.
B ..
.

.

.

•

s�. Benning�on, I�al!.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

.

.

.

"

Sights
"Sights
"Sights
ington

1.00
3.00
1.00
2.00

1.00

:l.00
.75

3.25
2.25
4.00

.

.

Have You Rea()

"Sights
"Sights

1.00
1.00

..

.

HARPOOT, TURKEY.
To receive this valuable, stimulating paper
for a year is certainly most agreeable to me,
and I thank you most sincerely for this
token of favor. I prized it much a year ago,
hut it seems more valuable each issue. The
paper is Ireefrom cant, and full of common
sense.
J. L. B.

4.00

For the Golden Rule for Sailors,

by Miss. A. P. Jones, Superi n tende ut
Floating Societies of Christi all Endeavor
Falmouth, Mass.
Y. P. S. C. E., Woodstock, Vt.
l.00
Sent

and Scenes in Utah"?
and Scenes in California"?
and Scenes in Oregon and Wash-

"?

and Scenes in Alaska"?
This is a set of six books, beautifu l ly l llus
of story and legend as well as
full
trated,
valuable information for the tourist, pub
lished by the Passenger Department of the
Union Pacific System.
Sent free on applica
tion and the receipt of 2c. for each hook to
cover postage.
E. L. LOMAX,
Omaha, Neb. G. P. & T. A. U. P. System.

"Sights

Miss Lucie Hutchinson
W. A. Lock.
Yarmouth port Y. P. S. C. E.
Naperville, Ill., Y. P. S. C. E.
.

\Ve

are

.

our

l.OO
1.00
J.OO

constantly receiving

the noble Christian workers
in

1.00

.

letters fro III

on our

THE" scenic line of the world," the Denver
and Rio Grande, offers to tourists in Colorado,
Utah, and New Mexico the choicest resorts,
and to the transcontinental traveller, the
grandest scenery. Double daily train ser
vice, with through Pullman sleepers and
tourist cars, between Denver and San Fran
cisco and Los Angeles.

For Evangelistic Service,
Sunday Schools and Prayer Meeting,

GOSPEL HYMNS NOS. 5 and 6
COMBINED
438 HYMNS.
Music, $60 I)er 100; 70 c. each by mail.
Words, $20 per 100; 22c. each by mail.
400 PAGES

THE JOHN CHURCH
False Economy

CO.,

74 West 4th St. Cincinnati.

I

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.

76 East 9t" St.New York.

Is

practised by many people, w110 buy infe
rior articles of food because cheaper than
standard goods. Surely infants are entitled
to the hest food obtainable.
It is a fact that
the Gail Borden "Eagle" Brand Condensed
Milk is the best infant food. Your grocer
and druggist keep it.

frontiers,

charitable institutions, and in far dis

THE BEST HYMN BOOK

Summer Tours in the Rocky Mountains.

,

Indigestion repaired by BEF.CnA:'II's

lands, who, through the kindness of
such friends as these named above, are re
ceiving each week the help and inspiruti ou
given by the writers of THE GOLDEN RULI';.
We print only a few of these letters, as sum
pies of the whole;-

PILLS.

Book Covers
P. F. Van

AND

library Numbers.

EverEm,

60 Ann St., N. Y.

answering advertisements you will eonfer
a f'avot- on the publishers anrl advertiser by
st.ating that you saw ad, in The Golden Rule.
In

tant

Acid Stomach

BIBLE HOUSE,
I
CONSTANTINOPLE, TURKEY. j
\Ve are verv thankful for THE GOLl>�;�
RULE with which we are supplied by the
generosity of Mr. --. I have written him
our thanks for it.
Its devotion to Christ's
kingdom rejoices my heart. J. HENRY H.

is

distressilzg .form of Indi
gestion, often accompanied by an
acht''fzg head and offensive breath.

another year. It was
week of the past year.

a

feast to

me

J. J.

MURSHIDABAD,

thank

VIlU

pleasant tasting and convenient
will

digestive tablets, Peptonix,
distress
Chronic

never

fail to relieve this
in their use,

promptly, and, by persistence
Dyspepsia

can

be

absolutely

cured.

every

MARION, ALA.
I desire to express my thanks to yon for
THE GOLDEN I�ULE. It is of much lise to us
in our work. I can send the assurance that
money spent in this way is wisely invested,
and bears fruit a hundred fold.
B. R. P.
me

a

The

BELl!'AST, IRELAND.
I thankfu lly accept your kind offer, and
shall feel myself highly favored by having
the prtvi lege of reading THE GOLDEN RULE

NORTH INDIA.
for THE GOLDEN RULI�

S. Merrill. Insurance Commissioner of Mass.
and Past Commander-in:Chief of the G.A.R .• says:

Ma,lorGeo,
"'

I have tried various remedies for Acid Stomach
with little effect. Somewhat sceptically I experi-

:l��;���
ra����h,::X;he�rfr�;i:ffi6��i��::YT'i.�a;i�';1
in results."
the taste, and, what is better,
to

We

sure

�i11 �ail

sample

a

free to any address.

�

[epton�I'-'
.

"

.

_.

,

THE "RAPID WRITER" FOUNTAIN PEN

regularly. 'I always pray for the sub
seribers to the" Golden Rule for Misslon
aries" when they are puhlished. I think
one of them may be mine. 'Ye are all helped
MRS. 'V. B.
by the paper.
sent

---AND---

NEV.
Accept my earnest thanks for your kind
ness in sending THE GOLDEN Rl'LE.
I great
ly esteem it, and find pleasure and profit in
its perusal.
REV. T. 1\1.

RENO,

SALUBRIA, IDAHO.
I shall he very glad indeed to receive TH�;
GOLDEN RULF: another year.
Durlng the
year past it has steadily grown ill my favor,
and I should greatly miss its weekly visits, if
REV. E. N. E.
compelled to do without it.

THE GOLDEN RULE
•
The

,���oneYear

following statement

from Secretary Baer

$2.50---........

-

explains itself:

Some {I'll' treeks since 'he Fountain Pen ('0. of Washinqton. D. ('
marie me l( presen! of oue (�,. their
) haft' used
Rapid Jrl:'le,..� ..
it etE)' si nrr, «u.t, sofar, am especiullt) plea.'if! dicitl: it in ereru irnu.
J. 11'. BAER.
.•

••

1.00
1.00
3.16
5.00
r.oo
1.00

MUHLENBERG MISSION,
I
MONROVIA, LIBERIA. \
I have already enjoyed reading several
numbers of 'tHE Got,DEN RULE for which the

2.00
:].00

and Scenes in Colorado"?
and Scenes ill Idaho and Mon-

tana" ?

..

.

.

POPE VALLEY, CAL.
I gratefully acknowledge your kindness, I
and Illy family very highly appreciate THE
GOLDEN RULE and we should feel it to be a
great depri vution to be without it. I would
express to you my most hearty thauks for
your kind and long continued gift.
REV. C. H. E.

1.00

FOREST GROVE, OR.
I shall be very glad to have THE GOLDE::-<
RULE come to us. Six of my children ar«
Christian Endeavorers and read it, but it is
a
good paper to have in the family, whether
Christian Endeavorers or 110t.. Please accept.
our thanks for your kind offer.
REV. J. 1\1. M.

.

.

.

"

1.00
J.OO
J.OO
1.00
1.00
1.00
J.OO
J.OO
:l.00
1.00

SIRUR POONA DISTRICT, INDIA,
Please accept Illy best thanks for so kindly
proposing to send me THE; GOLDEN RULE
duri ng the coming year. I am milch obliged
REI'. R W.
for the kind favor.

am very milch pleased to know that I
to have THE GOLDEN RULE another year,
It is indeed a
as I value it very highly.
welcome visitor, and I should greatly miss
it did it not come to me.
MAGGIE' A. S.

this

ill

THE GOLDEN RULE FOR

glad

.

.

J.<H
1.00
1.00
.50

I

care,

ing gifts,
WEare

.

1.00
1.00
J.OO

1.5G

.

Y. P. S. C. E., Presbyterian Church,
Amenia, N. Y..
of
"One
Look-Out
Connnittee,"
First Presbyterian Church, Kausus
City, Kan..
Miss Parkhurst, Manchester, N. H.
West Nottingham Y. P. S. C. E.,
Colora, Md.
H. D. W. English, Pittsburg, Penn.
A. B. Weaver, Clearfield, Penn.
Belle Bixby, Tacoma, 'Vasil.
Y. P. S. C. E., Presbyterian Church,
Eustis, Fla.
Youth's For. Miss. Soc Remsen AI'e.
Baptist Ohurch, New Brunswick,
N. J.
C. E. Sexton, Kendall, III..
Junior Christian Endeavor Society,
Westminster Church, Utica, N. Y.
Mrs. N. P. Proctor, Danvers, Mass..
Y. P. S. C. E., Methodist Church, Cardinal, Onto
Y. P. S. C. E., Presbyterlan Church,
Cardinal, Onto

KHAGRA,

J._�.

.

.

Let

N.Y..

.

Lutheran Y. P. S. C. E. of P-- subscribes
for Illy benefit. I enjoy it very milch. Please
thank the society for me for their kindness
and interest, for the paper is a valuable help
to me in my work, and many others get the
benefit of it also.
G. H. G

am

originality.

Send,

.

1.00

VICKSBURG, MISS.

Workers. 1. 2. 3. 4.

It, is

.

the outline, thus:

WHAT OUR CHURCH NEEDS.
1.

R. MitclleJl, St. LOllis, l\Io.
Cora E. Currier, Hi l ls boro Bridge,
N. H..
"A Friend," Nyad{, N. Y.
Mabelle L. Miles, Hast.iugs, Neh.
..
Do What. You Can Circle," Park
Church, Worcest.er, Mass..
\V. D. Wynkoop, Deriver, Col.
E. C. McNeil, New Haven, COIIII.
Mrs. G. S. Humphrey, Daytou.Wash.
Junior C. E. Society, First Pres hyterian Church, Gouverneur, N. Y.
J. F. Talmage, Brooklyn, N. Y.
Miss 1\1. A. O'Haver, Alton, Ill.
Miss Bnld, San Francisco, Cal.
F. \V. Angell, Providence, R. 1.
S. B. Prentice, Taftl'ille, Conn.
"No name".
"A Friend," North Middleboro, Muss,
Lilian N. Stoddard, Cheshire, Conn.
Dunbar Robb, Churleston, S. C.
Y. P. S. C. E., First Presbytertan
Church, Lawrence, Kau.
Jllnior Y. P. S. C. E., First Presbyterian Church, Lawre nce, Kau.
Y. P. S. C. E., Presbyterian Church,
Galway, N. Y..
"Extra Cent a Day Band," Galway,
N. Y..
"A Friend," Hillsboro, N. H..
Y. P. S. C. E.,First Methotli�t Church,

.

Church Needs: 1.

Support,"

Emily \Y.

.,.

'l'be Bible

911

THE GOLDEN RULE

1892.

"

The

price of No, 1, with chased rubber barrel (long Ill' short), is :3�.50. We have arranged with the
manufacturing the fonntain pen to senrl TilE (iOLDEx Rl'LE for one year and the pen (by
registered mail) for the price of the pen, $2.50. We claim superlurity for it in simplicity, durability,
perfect execution, and easy adaptahil ity to a writer's wants. It is fitted with the finest quality of
diamond-pointed gold shading pen of regular pattern, which, with proper care, will last a lifetime.
'Ve unconditionally guarantee every pen, and will exchange or refund money in every case where it
does not give satisfaction
company

.

THE COLDEN

RULE COMPANY, 47 Franklin St., Boston.
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"AugUl,t
,.

OtTel'
took

proved

of

Many

Premium

OUI'

hit.

of it

advantage
secm'ell

and

a

readers
"Evan

gelino" and "Drul11olOud's
Addrcsscs,"
two bcautiful

The offor was strictly limited to
and wo cannot extellll the time.
•

books.

August,

many inquiries and rcquests,
I tako plua!luro in making the

however,
following
..

either

ulTcr:

Endeavor

little effort,

secure

•

Low Rate Harvest Excursions.

GANGERD

umboa. 0. Jil .... II.pe.t_

A WOMAN'S

FUI' $1.:)0

Evangelinc"

..

01'

tuul\lineral 'Vater." Grocers alltl

year to any

lIelO

scdber,

Wltll the

it
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a

Druggi!4t!4.
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which

offercd

wel'C
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Clark's

readers

new

books

premiums last week.

as

hore.
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send, postpaid, "Looking Out
Life" as a premiulIl to anyone sending
n club of fire new subscribers at our

club mte of $1.00 each.
..

postpaid,
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us a
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clnb of

preillillln

sending

subscribers at

our

club l'ate of $1.00 each.
•
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is

summer

•

now

past, and

liS

tllou�hts

toward the work of the winter.

m'e

beginning

('Illistian Endeavur SI)cieties

izing, and hllpe
lIaster than

to do

eVl'l'

to

1\l'C

turn

re-OI-gnn

before.

What wOl1ld

help you mlll'C in this work than
CIliislian En,lea\'ur Library?
•

a

good

•

hav!'

alreally sl'en the
arlvant.'�t·s IIf this plan, and have good
librarit'N in u"dul olll'ratilln.
Others con
template 1>1;U'tinA' line Sllt)n. "'e want to
"lend a hanll," a III I m;lko the fllllu'll ing
societies

offer.
•
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new

snhsl'I'ibers at till' club
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Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 2S cents
stamps. Rumford Chemical Works,
Providence, R. I.

WOMAN'S COLUMBIAN LAUNDRY CO.
134-142

Washington St., Chicago, illinois.
In writing ml'ntion THE GOLDEN RCLE.

When You Want

WALL PAPER
send to

Alfred Peats.

SAMPLES FREE, including his

100

guide, "How to Paper."
Good

Paper

Gold

lC.

Handsome Gold Parlor

Paper

5c.

10, l:;a�
and 15C per roll, all with wide borders
and ceilings to match.
Will refer you to

Paper�

10,000 Well Satisfied Customers.
Agents' sample books, $1.
ALFRED

PEAT&, 136-138 W. Madison St. Chicago.

Extract of Beef!
Inf�rI"r Bnd imitation IIOI1a

•
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1,\Iuulrh·.
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Dr.
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secure
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A SAFE AND PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.
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AND MANACED BY WOMEN.
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club sub!lcriber.
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Peak, Colorado.
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Incorporated under the Laws of the State of illinoiS.

These excursions will lea"e Chicago on
August::lO and Sl'ptemiJer 27, and tickets call
be purcha..'1ed at the very low rate of one fare
for the ronnd trip to points in Iowa, Minne
sota, North and South Dakota, Nebraska,
'Vyoming. Colorado, etah, Idaho, and Mon
tana.
They will be strictly first class in
every particular. and will btl good for retnrn
passage at any time within twenty days from
date of purchast'. Full information concern
ing rates and arrangement.'I for thl'se excur
sions can be obtained upon application to
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MADISON SQUARE GARDEN
The Christian Endeavor Badge.
SOUVENIR BADGE

I
I � ffieYLE:"i SIZE�e

The cuts given below are exact representations of the GE:SUI:SE Christian Endeavor Badge, as
the societies. All profits from Its sale are nSN! in spreadtng the movement. When purchastng
from your local dealer lnslst UpOI1 having the genuine badge.

ndopted by

PATI'�KTI;;I)

A�H

HIWISTJmT·;H T1: \))E

ET/ERYBODY WILL

,JIIIlIOI

AND

REMINDER

of the

Many

delegates

lVANT ONE AS A KEEPSAKE

OF

were

THE

GREAT

unable to get them

Order

.�

"
"

81.0(1

Charm,
Hutton,

"

"

"

��W��J��'

Button,
Size No.3.
SoUd Gold Scarf Pin, only,

postpaid,

16 Cents

I.UIl
,35

Catch,

.50

Junior Badge.

.80
.95
.2'l
.4U

"'

Once.

$1.011

Button,

�i�.ver ::

Size No.2.

U

Price,

(;01<1 and Enamel, scarf or Catch,

..

Solid Gold Scarf Or Catch Pin,
U
u
Face Hutton.
Coin Silver Senrf or Catch Pin,

.211

only,

at

Supply is Limited.

Enameled Badge.

1.50
1.25
.2.;
.35
50

account of the crush

:'11.\1:1\.

Coin Siln�r Scarf Pin,

Size No •••

on

at the tables.

PRICES.
Solid (;ohl Scarf or Catch Pin,
"
"
Charm.
U
Face Button,
('oin Silver Scarf or Catch Pin,

CONVENTION.

1.00

Gold,
Silver,

.

.so

Reverse side

25

.

.15

Corinthian Silver,
Gold and Enamel.
Silver and Enamel.
Corinthian Silver awl I.namet,

1.0(1
.30
.20

I

Christian Endeavor Edition
-OF-

Gospel Hymns, No.6.
Used at the New York Convention with
..

effect.

thrilling

Hundreds of Young People's Societies of Christian
Endeavor, and many. Churches and Sunday Schools,
are using the new Hymn
book.
Sixteen pages' of
choice Endeavor pieces in addition to all the hymns
-

in the

quantities, loy express, charges

not

prepaid,

�,t,t;N�eo';.1�; i����\\,tl���tg:��press: charges 'not iwepaid.
Sample copy, by mail, postpaid,
.

For sale by all music dealers.

No. -1

OPEN

celluloid.

No.2.

on

which is

reverse

the C. E. monogram.

regular edition.

Words and music, in

on

Badge consists ot a metal bar with a pin, blue ribbon, from
suspended a medallion, made of aluminium (a metal that will never
tarnish). It has on one side a cut ot Madison Square Garden, and on the
The

The best of the series," is the verdict of many.

.

Be

•

sure

.

.

.

.

:

:

:

.

.

.

.

.

35 cts.

THE OFFICIAL

t8 ���:
15 ets,

and order C. E. Edition.

BIBLE DESIGN.
Steel-plate engraving
ribbon nine inches long
Price, 20 cts.
•

Convention�eport

C. E. HEART DESIGN. Steel-plate engraving of
on celluloid
Price, 8 cts.

monogram and motto

Full Stenographic Report.

�.�

.

�.�.•.

Will contain pottraits of all the

speakers.and Statc
RndProl'incinl
Un i

0 11

Nearly
No.3. HEARTSEASE DESIGN. A beautifull!thograph
in colors.
On the inside is printed a plan for reading
the Bible through in a year; also the active member's
Price, 5 cts.
pledge

MAKINO A

I
I

VOLUME OF 200 PAGES OR MORE.
PRINTED ON FINE CALENDERED PAPER.
INVALUABLE FOR FUTURE
A

LIMITED

EDITION

ONLY

REFERENCE.
WILL

BE PRINTED.

officers.

two

hun-

dred in all.

�:���:���

ORDER NOW.
Price, 35 Cents, Postpaid.

(Ready in September.

PLEASE SE�D CA!;H WITH ORDEH.

For any and all of the above, address PUBLISHING DEPARTMENT, U. S. C. E., 50 BROMFIELD ST., BOSTON.
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EDUCATIONAL.

OO���f.;'��Ul�t\����"fi��tf�:�lst��'Jt��)�i;'g��I��

60th year, co-educattonar.a courses, prepares for college,
Fine grol1llds. uuttdmgs,
scientific schools, business.
gymnasium. Illustrated catalogue. Fall term Sept. 7th.
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others without
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seaside boarders,

EDITORIAL.-Notes.-

in Boston. Also thirty
Wanted for the Summer,
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Thomas Wentworth
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Higginson.
Gallagher.
G. Temple.
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Rev. J. A. Davis.

6

T. Lemmon.

6

Rev. J. F. Cowan.

7

For Hand-Fed Infants, Inva'ids, Conva.
lescents, Dyspeptics, and the Aged.

8

"THE CARE AND FEEDING OF INFANTS,"

Rev. W. H.

__

Rev.

Aigs"

Endeavor Doin's Down to the Corners:

George

Chapter XXIII

Christian Endeavor Calendar
CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR.

b9t1�airorg�g��:'s���M�

5

IF YOU WISH your Infant to be
well nourished,' healthy, and vigorous.

5

THE· BEST· FOOD

..

A Familiar Letter from the President of the United

-

Question Box.- Paragraphs with Points.
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Society...
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Our Book for MOTHERS,

..
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FOR OUR WORKERS.- How To Go At It.-Around the World with Dr. Clarkv-- Work,
Christian, 'Work for Jesus (hymn), C. G. Clark.-Consecrated Memories, Jessie S. Cobb.The Committee on Systematic Giving, Rev. G. N. Makely
MaUle State Convention, James W. Stevenson.
A Word About the 'Vorld's Fair, Rev. W. F.
$IcCauley.-ABaptist Testtmonyv--c A True Incident, John R. Clements....

HELPS

ituations procured all persons wilen competent.

end for circular. Book-keeping, Penmanship, and
Spanish tallgllt. W. G. CHAFFEE, Oswego, N. Y.

;

.

..

Mrs. Fannie H.

Professional Queries (Number
A Wonderful Gathering

The next Seminary year begins Wednesday, Sept. 21.
Tile Opening Lectnre will be delivered by Professor
'faylor in Bartlet Chapel at 4 I'. M. Work will begin
For Catalogue, or
with all the classes at this date.
further Information, apply to EGBERT C. SMYTH, I'res
ident of tile Faculty.

S

.

..

The Thirteenth Lesson

Theological Seminary.

H 0 RT HAN D

.

..

..

D. D.

Batting.- Concerning Advertising.

on

On the Satisfaction of Owning Books

Opens Sept. 15,1892. For informa
Principal, ISABELLA G. �'RC"CH, B. A.

the

..

.

Tappan Pierson,

CONTRIBUTED ARTICLES.-

Seminary. S�Jl;;i����I;��II.':,,�:��

stu1i'ents limited.

tion, address

..
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Cobweb, M. A., Discourses

The Professor's Chair: Caleb

KAJ..\:\I.\ZOO, .MICH.
ber

:I

Should Know: Rev. Arthur

You
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Mailed free upon reque.t.
DOLIBI:,,-GOODALE Co BOSTON,MASS.
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j\[ASSACHLSI�TTS, BRADFORD.
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really in
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new
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'Vhat
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September 14, 1892.
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III
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Cosmopolitan Christian
Week's Exchanges_...

Christian Endeavor Articles Found in Last

-
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-
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CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR NEWS.- Portrait and sketch of Rev. Howard B. Grose.

News.

-

...

..

III

.

.

..

10

.

CHRISTIAN ENDF <\_ VOR PRAYER

MEETING.-Topic for the Week Beginning September 25,
Worthy Confession.
Helps by Arthur W. Kelly, Rev. W. H. G. Temple, L. Adelaide Wallingford. Daily Readings
JUNIOR SOCIETIES.
Topic for September 25, Must I Confess Christ? by Aunt Ruth.- ScrapBag.- New Sayings.- Tessie's Confessions, Pansy
Lesson for September 25.
The Lord's Supper Profaned,
SUNDAY SCHOOL.
Helps by Amos
R. Wells, Mrs. F. E. Clark.-International Bible Reading Association........

Principal.

-

-

__

H0ME

STU D Y. ��I::�e�oir.�°ll'."�:::
Low rates
Trial Lesson and Circulars lent Free.

end perfect satisfaetion.

BRYANT & STRATTON, 63

Lafayette St., Buffalo,

N.Y.
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Memory.-Chernical Terminology.
-A Canine Timekeeper.-A Self-Made Man.-Another Baseball Crank.-Bright and Breezy.
HELLO! The Golden Rule Telepbone Exchange

.

'

BUSINESS

STRICTLY

SCHOOL,

WESTFIELD, MASS. For both sexes. Board, rooms, etc.
$150 per year. No charge for tuition to those who are to
teach in the Rtate. For catalog lie, address
J. C. GREENOUGH, Principal.

Young America

13
15

.

16

Long Distance Safety

17

excels all others in
and durability. It is

the

aGrudge.-Training

__

__

..

..

.

18
20

_.....................

ingenuity, simple in construction
wonderfully effective. Its beauty at
tracts the eye, while its general wearing
and

"
College Series," -a w1se paper on Dangers
Young People in a College Life, and How To Avoid Them." It is by I'�esident Thwing, of
the Western Reserve University. There will be also a new article in our" Vacation Series,"-a very
sprightly paper on "Canoeing," by Rev. Charles A. Dickinson. Mrs. Scudder will have some helpful

The next number will contain the first article in our"

ACADEMY,
Mass.
catalogue to

Ashburnham,
�'or botl; sexes;

1}200

a

year. Send for

H. S.

MONSON

make it the best possible ma
chine for the young people from 6 to 16
years of age, for whom it is constructed.

qualities

D.

words for Junior workers.

OUR ART CATALOCI,IE
gives full detailed description of both the
Boys' and Girls' patterns, and is sent
Free of charge to all applicants.

GOWELL, A. M., Principal.

ACADEMY,

Monson, Mass.
1}200 per annum, Send

For both sexes.

for

lightness, strength,
triumph of Ameri

a

can

that Meet

CUSHINC

•

12

-

BOOK REVIEWS...........
OTHER RELIGIOUS WORK........................................................................

For Beys and Girls, will open its 39th year Se:)t.
19th. For catalogue, address
Rev. A. H. FLACK, A.M., Prest., ClaveraCk, N. Y.

NORMAL

..

__

THE CLAVERACK COLLEGE

STATE

..

-

given by DU,IL at student's HOlll&

Young America
Long Distance

The

catalogue to

1\1. DUSTAN, Principal.

$15 Safety

Is manufactured and exclttsive/)I sold

by

-

BERKELEY

THE

Y. M. C. A.

SCHOOL,
Boston.

Building,

sc}i;�li��essclb��11� fOltsa�l����eg!:h�er!aW;l�eendi��e���
institutions this
Co-educational,
Home Iife
summer.

for those who desire it.

Endorsed by clergymen of differ26. Corres-

:�������i���f�Y�':i. ���;g lo�a�i�c�r{�:' Sept.

WHAT IS GOING ON IN THE WORLD.

hands.

[Since 'fHE GOJ.DEN RULE, by reason of its large sub
scription list, goes to press six days before the date of
publtcatiou, "What Is GOing on in the World" is re
ported up to September l.j

see

'fAYLOR, DEMERITTE & HAGAR.

CHOLERA

terrible

THE WOMAN'S COLLEGE OF BALTIMORE.

quent

JOHN F. GOUCHER, President.
Programmes and application blanks will be sent upon

out

request.

BANGOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.

School

of

Applied

York,

Affords thorough instruction in Wall Paper <IIHI Carpet
Designing, and makes a speCialty of tile

ARCHITECTURAL DEPARTMENT.
Catalogue free.

For further information

MISS ELLEN J. POND,

apply

to

Secretary.

The Morgan
Park Academy
OF

Ample nllterial Equipment.

Faculty carefully chosen on the basis of proved
skill in preparatory work.
Specialty: the preparation of pupils for the
colleges of the University of Chicago, of which it

Quarantine

are

THE HOMESTEAD ARRESTS.

organic part.
All applicants will be examined at Morgan Park,
Sept. 28th, 8.30 a. m., in English, Arithmetic,
tseographr, ami History of the United States.
or

disease.

condition.

'18 an

--

It is evi

dent that the

Carnegie company is in ear
pursuing the workmen who have
made it so much trouble.
Some forty

nest in

information, address:

Dean of the Academy, norgan

the

meet

vigilant, and every vessel from
Europe is thoroughly guarded against.
Best of all, the health officers everywhere
are putting the towns in the best sanitary
officers

CHICAGO,

-

For Calendar

to

a

a

tions to

Will open Oct. 1st, 1892.
Beautiful and Healthful Location.

The

to

Park, III.

Pinkerton

men were

sent into their mills

pretended non-union laborers. They
awhile, and then deserted in
small parties to the side of the strikers,
as

lawyers in
kept busy

western

this

fall,

Pennsylvania
and

esting points of law will

some
come

swore

The

will be

very inter
up for dis

cussion.

THE WAR

NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
Founded by
CARL FAELTI!N,
Dr. Eben Tourjee, OF MUSIC
Director.

and

•

Music, Elocution, Literature, languages, Fine Arts,
and

Tuning,
,

Send for Illustrated Calendar.

FRANK W, \-IPo,LE) Gen'l Manager, Boston, Mass.
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VENEZl'ELA.--This
its

last

war

the

was
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on
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eighty-three

gifts

was a

bearing an exquisite
the appropriate line

from

shell,

Young People's

and

Lecture Bureau

the famous

poem, "Thanks for the
brought by thee." The

however,

was

noble poem in
lished in this

heavenly message
gift most prized,
probably Mr. Whitticr's
his honor, which is pub
month's

Atlantic.

the only especially arranged ex
tensive J,ist of Lecturers and Entertainments,
available and suitable, for Christian Endeavor
Societies. Address

Coutaming

MARK B.

How

Special

has been
forces

in
a

PUBLISH A PAPER FOR YOUR CHURCH!

AFGHANISTAN.--The

AND

Morocco continues.

There

were

victorious.

It

is

said that

beheaded, in
order to obtain the reward offered by the
Sultan.
Haman, the leader of the rebel
lious Angera tribesmen, is though t by
them to be a prophet, and to bear a
charmed life. In Afghanistan the Ameer,
it is rumored, continues to get the worst
of it.
He has been defeated again by the
insurgent tribe of the Hazaras.
captives

were

THE COAL TnusT.--In this
we

have

spoken

several times

we

the

will send to any- address postpaid, one each ot
following late sheet music publications, allow

ing-

Privilege

after five
funded.

The

40 cents.
40 cents.
60 cents.

man

PIANO MUSIC.
BOW KNOT POLKA. HVRM.
FESTIVAL MARCH. ZEISBERG.
FELICITE. BOEx.

Complete catalogues

tion.

governor of New Jersey,
whose State this railroad combi

50 cents.
So cents.
40 cents.

furnished free

on

Mention this paper.

applica

-PUBLISHBn BY-

THE JOHN CHURCH CO., Cincinnati, O.

nation passes, has been most active in op

.Boot&< Son. M.a1" 00.,
.:JOO Wabasb Ave •• Chicae-o.

posing it, and now the Supreme Court of
New Jersey has declared the great trust
Illegal. The trust Will, of course, appeal

Th".JohD Ohll..,h 00 .•
13 .ij,. J6th St., New YOf"l·

I
A

_

COllI'S.
t

accept them.

SONes.

The

t o I·
ng J ier

not

MY LADY'S WINDOW. NEIL.
THE BIRD AND THE MAIDEN. JAMISON.
SUNSHINE AND SHADOW. RABvCH.

get nearly all the anthracite coal
of the country into its hands, so that it can
force up prices at its will, and has already
forced them up far beyond what is custo

.

Exchange

unsuitable, but no money will be re
Copies to be exchanged must be in per

fect condition, or we will
list is as follows:

to

through

of

days examination, for other music,lf any of

this proves

department
of the great

combination of railroads which bas

aged

lecturers

battle in which the Sultan's

of the

some

1892.

Correspondence invited (only) with
having first-class endorsement.

will take the I) lace of such men?
Never
fear.
The nation will find fit voices.

war

Manager,

MICH.

inducements for general advertising
which arrange for their courses

given societies
prior to Sept. 1,
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IN MOROCCO

General

BEAL,

ALBION,

grateful this country should be that these
two great authors are permitted to adorn
the nation so long! Soon they will pass
away, as one of their peers has passed
away this week,
George William Curtis,
of whom we speak on the next page.
Who

petty

International

OF THE

silver standard

nautilus

of First Annual

Copy

Dr. Oliver

-

years old,
recipient of many pleasant
his birthday.
One of the

most beautiful

Washington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

615

stormy little

For

Wendell Holmes is

mary.

stages. General
Crespo and the" Legalists," as his side is
called, have seized two important towns
held by the stubborn followers of Palacio,
and the capital, Caracas, is still in Crespo's
seems

BRADSHAW MFG. CO.

weeks will

more

in that

MANY HAPPY RETURNS !

worked

found out their secrets, and then
out warrants against many of them.

few

a

republic.

The

laws.

terrible scourge has reached New York.
There is, however, no need of a panic.
The seaboard ci ties are making all prepara

OF THE

UNIVERSITY

our

put
stop
immigration.
step has been taken in the United
States of Columbia, and is urged in Eng
land, though the government there has
been given no such power.
It is estimated
that there have been 150,000 deaths from
cholera in Russ:", up to August 22, besides
It is spreading
many thousands in Persia.
over Germany and France, and has reached
England. Indeed, as this page goes to
press the startling news comes that the

DeSign, For Women,
200 West 23rd Street, New

Europe and the conse
country have brought

decided defect in

one

Such

---------------------

York

in

in this

scare

session,

study complete, thorough, Btbltcnl, and prac
tleal, Special instruction in New 'l'estarneut Greek and
advanced Semitic Studies. 'fel'lllOpellS Sept. 17. Address
l'rof. �'.ll. ])ENIO, Bangor, Me.
New

plague

The

-

President should have the power in such
emergencies, when Congress is not in

COllrse of

The

IMMIGRATION.
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of chagrin.
Here is all this abounding zeal dis
WHILE Mr. John Morley, Mr. Gladstone's secretary of
played by men of the world, for purely worldly ends; state for Ireland, on his appointment to office, was can
where is equal zeal in the cause of Christ? What Chrisis no one to vie
vassing for re-election by his town of
This
Election
ist-furnishes our leading article this week. tian would spend $16,000 on a single advertisement of
Newcastle, as his election was doubtThomas Wentworth Higginson has deservedly the kingdom of God? But the second thought put the
his supporters held prayer meetNumber.
Prayer Meetings. ful,
been made the president of the Society of first to shame. It remembered the millions of Bibles
ings every night, to pray for his suc
American Authors. He writes for THE GOLDEN RULE a sent out for free distribution; the countless pages of cess. These prayer meetings were widely advertised,
very brilliant essay on "The Satisfaction of Owning tracts; the great religious periodicals, so generously sup and, as the placard said, "they meant business," "for
Books."--To the "PFofessional Queries" series Mr. ported and so widely influential; the massive buildings, national righteousness cannot afford to be trifled with.
Temple, the writer of our attractive" Slant Lights on the gifts of Christian philanthropy, in which are housed the Ireland awaits justice, China and India are crying out
Topic," contributes his solution of the problem, "Should churches, the hospitals, the asylums, the schools, founded against the opium evil, and Great Britain groans under
It remembered the the curse of strong drink." Mr. Morley was triumphantly
the size of the salary determine the loudness of the pas- and maintained by Christians.
It re-elected.
Some will sneer at this bringing of religion
toral call? "--Another valued weekly contributor to mighty Christian colleges, gifts of liberal hands.
our pages, Mrs. Fannie H. Gallagher, has an interesting
remembered Christian charities, speeding on golden wings into politics, but such sneerers are to be pitied. If any
and helpful talk with primary Sunday-school teachers. to the relief of all famine, disease, and peril. And all thing is good enough to be voted for it is good enough to
--That is a stirring missionary article, "A Wonderful this without thought of gain, as that $16,000 advertise be prayed for. Vote as you pray, and pray while you
Gathering," by Rev J. A. Davis.--The bright proverb- ment which was to bring in many times $16,000, but un vote; that is as sensible a political maxim as any ever
paper, "Braggin' on Aigs," is by a member of the Meth- selfishly for the advancement of the Kingdom. And our paraded on the stump. A good many citizens sneer at
odist Chrlstian Endeavor Advisory Board,
this precept because thetr politics won't
Rev. George T. Lemmon.--Pansy's beauti
stand praying over. And, by the way, there's
another side to this matter.
It's a good
ful Junior story is well worth reading by
the seniors also.--On our Endeavor pages
thing to mix religion with politics, but it's
are contributions from five stalwart workers,
also a good thing to mix politiCS
poli

ONE of America's most

distinguished writers-and,
George William Curtis, there
with him as a graceful essay-

was one

since the lamented death of

.•

"

-

together with

many editorials, and an especi
attractive California" Familial' Letter"

tics" in the old

ally

the

from our absent editor-in-chief.
to read

Secretary

Don't fail

Stevenson's

stirring

city and

Hgion

the state

with

-

word,

a

body

a

-

for

care

Re

religion.

out of touch with affairs is like

without

ac

of the

sense

a

soul

ghost.

count of the first fall State convention, that
of Maine.
It finely inaugurates the series.

portraits this week,
preacher, author,
and missionary worker, Rev. Arthur T.
Pierson, D. D., and that of our beloved

_.

-Two attractive

PEOPLE YOU SHOULD KNOW.

that of the world-famous

trustee of the United

Society,

REV. ARTHUR TAPPAN PIERSON, D.D.
U

Rev. Howard

B.. Grose.

W

greatest citizens died
George William Curtis was a
distinguished editor, a noble
George Wiliam author, a brilliant public
speaker; but he was most
Curtis.
conspicuous and useful al
ONE of America's

interest

byterian
His

leading men. He was 'born in Provi
dence, R. I., in 1824. In his youth he entered
mercantile life, soon to leave it for fascinat
ing literary pursuits. He became a resident
of the famous Concord, and intimate with
its famous men. His early writings were

Magazine,

better advocate than Mr. Curtis.

The New

YOl'k World

advertisement

never

paper.
A

Big

It

a.

few

found

days ago,

sent forth in
was

a

paid

and

for

a

by

the

New York

the Mexican

handsome,
describing
Mexico, with a view to attracting emi
gratlon. About $16,000 was paid for this single adver
tisement. When we read about this, the first feeling
Advertisement.

government,

eight-page,

was

name

a

photograph by

J. E.

Watson, Detroit, Mich.]

the choice
to
or

called,

an

American Pres

Dr. Arthur T. Pierson.

had been considered

by

Mr.

Spur

"The Heart of the

was

born in New York in

Binghamton, N. Y. Nine years
having been pastor in another
place, he was called to take charge of a wealthy church
in Detroit, Mich.
Seven years passed, marked by an
outward prosperity that would have been gratifying to
installed at

later,

first
in

thought

a

illustrated article

stood rebuked.

unworldly ways,

Christianity

is advertised

but it is the best advertised

thing

in

the world.

THE

history

of the

"Agassiz

Association" has been

somewhat like that of the Christian Endeavor movement.
It

The

began

society formed for the study
history in a school in Lenox, Mass.

with

of natural

a

little

A. A.

The devoted and enthusiastic teacher who estab-

still the

lished that society, Mr. Harlan H. Ballard, is
moving spirit among these organizations. There

In

published,

ever

making

less than three years after Spurgeon's
birth. At the age of twenty-three he was

REV. ARTHUR T. PIERSON, D. D.
[From

polished and winning public addresses as well as in polished and winning
writings he has always been a power for good in the
land. He has been a greater power in politics because
he never accepted office.
No one, however he dissented
from his views, ever dared to suspect his motives.
The
United States just now is poorly furnished with great
writers and orators, but it can spare the great orator and
writer more easily than the great citizen.

largest

In

to fill

ordinary

1837,

Harper and Brothers. He
Harper'« Weekly, and has written
for Harper's Monthly the charming and brilliant essays
He was one of
known as" The Editor's Easy Chair."
the founders of the Republican party, but has always
held himself above mere partisanship, a fearless "inde
In politics his chief interest has been in
pendent."
the reform of the civil service.
The political and moral
much at heart have

was

Dr. Pierson

worked

connected with

so

felt.

was

one

no

Gospel," the volume of sermons that has
just been issued, shows how the Metro
politan Tabernacle for the last few months
has been echoing to the familiar truths,
for which it has always stood.

has been the editor of

reforms he had

temporarily

tended to Dr. Pierson.

a hero for
!Dany years before he could
pay these debts to which he was bound in
honor, though not in law. His later work

been

even

Spurgeon himself that an invitation to
preach to his congregation had been ex

like

has

Spurgeon's death

Mr.

for which he wrote" The Potiphar Papers"
'and "Prue and I." He was involved in
and

of

geon and his brother in their consultations,
and itwas in accordance with the wish of

travels and stories and newspaper letters,
his best-known book being" Lotus-Eating."

magazine,

news

In the selection of

great English Baptist,

for

the failure of this

the

denominational names, and thus to occupy
for a time the place so long held by the

citizen of fearless courage, of the
instincts, and of the highest genius

He became editor of Putnam's

was

greater weight was given to loyalty
evangelical doctrine than to nationality

as a

purest

received.

the vacancy

this week.

place?"

question that sprung to the lips

of all when the
was

ways

HO will fill his

are now

ovel: fifteen hundred branch societies

in all

parts

membership of over twenty thou
These are grouped in family chapters, school
sand.
chapters, chapters of young folks, or chapters of old folks.
of the

world,

with

a

They make collections, write essays, hold discussions,
a great deal of earnest, healthy studying.
The
plan of the association puts within their reach a large
number of the most distinguished scienttsts in the world,
who hold themselves ready to answer questions and
give advice, and who frequently conduct regular courses
of study by correspondence.
The work of the Agassiz
Association was given prominence by its department so
long maintained in St. Nicholas, but now it has branched
out for itself, has become this year a regularly incorporated
body, and asks for an endowment to put its beneficent
work on a permanent basis. This endowment it should re
and do

ceive from all who

appreciate

valuable

education'al work.

after

But the pastor felt the
the ambition of many a man.
The great English preacher had
need of something else.

against the lack of early opportunities for an
education; the Detroit minister had enjoyed the advan
tages of training in college and seminary, but he felt that
he had been giving to culture a place higher than it
should have.
He had first become acquainted with
Christian work in the poorer parts of his native city; and
ease, high position, and a most costly church building
did not meet his longing for spiritual results and the win
ning of those not reached by the church. A more thor
ough personal consecration followed, and after weeks of
earnest prayer the pastor told his people of his wish that
together they might work more effectively for the masses.
All were deeply moved, and united in earnest pleading
for a blessing.
Most singularly was their request granted.
That night the elegant church building was burned; the
congregation was obliged to meet for more than a year
in a public hall, where the poorer elasses felt more free
to attend; the sermons, delivered without notes, treated
the fundamental truths of tile gospel; many converts were
won from the class especially desired; and the church

to contend

and its

pastor entered

on a new career.

Dr. Pierson has since been settled

his work at the famous

over

Bethany Church

other
in

churches,

Philadelphia

being especially well known;
always been apparent. It

and his

has

was

tunities for wider usefulness in

evangelistic

in order to

zeal

gain

oppor
work that he

evangelistic

resigned his pastorate a few years ago. He is pre-emi
nently a student of the Bible. By his published writings
and by his addresses at gatherings of Christian workers
he has done much to open the eyes of others to the treas
ures hidden in the Scriptures; and his name is in many
minds closely linked with the inspiration received at the

Northfield

assemblies.

summer

No less than in his

ear

lier life he is remarkable for his great intellectual attain
ments and for the system by which his store of facts is
classified that he

so
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requires; but

not as an end in

at

can

no one can

itself,

lay

once

his hand

as

a

like
ness
"

man's

a

There's

wearing

nothing fancy

his

about

plain business

this.

clothes

on

It's

days.
I don't want to

No, boys,

take the

glory

and the

show out of your ball-playing, or out of your lives.
It's
all right to be pleased with applause.
Only, would n't

regards knowledge
to

means

more

efficient

late, Dr. Pierson's efforts have been largely directed
arousing greater interest in the work of foreign mis
sions.
Through The llH8sionm'Y Review of the World, of
which he is editor, he exerts a powerful influence along
this line; his book, "The Crisis of Missions," sounded a
bugle blast that cannot but produce great effects ; and
country and during his recent cam
paign in Great Britain, have kindled much enthusiasm.
on

new

in this

crusade for the extension of Christ's

which the church

notable

impulse

kingdom,

about to enter, has received a
from the busy pen, the fervent tongue,
seems

and the consecrated heart of Dr. Pierson.

CONCERNING

mO question,
1 1. conscientions

we are

ADVERTISING.

of

confident, perplexes

at times the

newspaper publisher more than that
advertisements which he should admit to his

the

journal:

The

unthinking

subscriber who

sees a

business

notice that offends his taste, or of which for some reason
he does not approve, is apt to conclude that a conscience

money-getting rules the paper. Then he writes a
letter, often as rude in tone as it is uncalled for,
taking to task the editor and proprietors, who perhaps
have not seen the" ad.," for what he is pleased to call a
less

caustic

are a

a

fraud and various other hard

names.

But

few facts to which the aforesaid subscriber

does not

give sufficient weight, which would doubtless
wrath, did he appreciate them.
One of these facts is that the publisher and advertising
agent exercise far more care than they get credit for;
that in many cases they throw out every year thousands
of dollars' worth of advertising which they know or fear
is nnworthy.
At least, this is the case with the advertis
ing manager of THE GOLDI';N RULE, and we doubt not
other papers are equally careful. Doubtful cases are
investigated, and everything that looks fraudulent is
vigilantly excluded. Of course, advertising agents are
fallible, and with the closest care they make mistakes at
his

modify

PROFESSOR'S

Cobweb,

M.

CHAIR.

A., Discourses

on

Batting.

American

great

rfHEbigger figure

game! The game which cuts a
in our newspapers (and possibly with

than the great European game of war! The demo
cratic game, around which cluster high and low, rich and
poor, equally enthusiastic, and equally uncomfortable in

right)

broiling sun! The game which in the eyes of the
boy divides honors with the presidency! Baseball!
Your old professor, in his youthful days, was consid
times among the hundreds of advertisements that come
ered quite a crack player in his college nine, and once in under their
inspection.
a long while, on the village
green of his native hamlet,
Again, the subscriber does not give sufficient weight to
swings a bat still to the admiration of the village club, the fact that neither the editor, the publisher, nor the
or are they laughing in. their sleeves at the old gentle
advertising agent can write the advertisements which
It was at a business meeting of
man; who knows?
they publish. Most of these advertisements come in
this village nine, held at the house wherc I chanced to
stereotyped plates, and if they are accepted at all they
be staying on my annual vacation, that I, happening to must be
accepted as they are printed. So if Mr. Clean
look in upon the boys, was forced to remain; and after emall avers that his
soap is the very best upon the mar
the business was completed, and it was finally decided
ket, the buyer must use his judgment as to the compara
who should play first base and who should be left fielder tive value of Cleanemall's and
Scouremup's soap, even if
and who should pitch, there were vociferous calls for Oleanemall's is advertised in his favorite
religious paper.
CobwebI Professor Cobweb!" and I was compelled to
Once more, the benevolent side of the advertising col
make the following little speech:umns must not be lost sight of.
They make possible
"Boys," said I, "I played ball before you were born, every religious paper worthy of the name. They enable
and I ought to be able to give you a few pointers.
You the editor to
pay large prices for contributions; to spread
get up a good game, boys (loud applause), but I have before his readers every week 1\ literary feast of the
noticed one serious defect. You are weak in the battery choicest viands.
They pay type-maker and paper-maker,
(murmurs of surprise and disapproval). 0, I know you compositor and pressman, and make of every subscriber a
think that's one of your strong points. I suppose the
beneficiary. However it may be with other papers, the
stag is very proud of the antler that hangs him.
vast majority of subscribers to THE GOLDEN RULE pay
"In the first place, every boy of you bats for SlIOW, and for their
weekly paper scarcely one-half of what it costs.
not for the game.
You glory in home runs' and' three 'Vhen some of our readers consider these
facts, our ad ver
baggers.' I know how the spectators applaud when they tising columns will doubtless be invested with a new
see the ball rising so beautifully, high in the air, far out
interest and importance.
the

small

"

'

into the field.

But

you

lost that last game of yours

The other fellows did
sky-scrapers.
some easy fielding, and caught your' flies' every time;
while their batsmen, on the other hand, sent you hot
'liners' and' ground-scrapers,' and you could do nothing
with them.
They did n't get half so much applause, but
they got the game.
When you are at the bat, fellows, and, for that mat
ter, everywhere in life, you must not ask yourself first,
'How can I make a big record for myself?' but' How

those

through

"

can

I

put

cerned ?'
1£ he

is,

in my work so that it will be best for all con
See whether anyone is on first base or not.

don't crowd him.

him in.

Make

a

If

sacrifice hit.

a

man

is

on

third, bring

Strike at the ball

even

if

it. is n't just where you want it. Score points for the
nine, not for yourself.
Then, I object to the position some of you take in
just for all the world like the attitude assumed
batting,
"

-

by conceited young folks when they go out into life.
Some of you carry your bat away back over your shoul
der, making it necessary to swing it so far that all accu
Then how you stand, as if
racy of stroke is destroyed.
you were posing for your picture, ann wanted the camera

big red C on your uniform!
Here's the way to stand (and wi til my cane I illustrated,
amid loud applause).
You are :111 ready, you see, to
throw your whole weight on your left foot, to meet the
coming ball. Your bat is gi veri enough swing for a good
to

get

a

front view of the

momentum, and
strike the ball

not too much for

down,

and not

to guess which book upon

Boston,

by the

owner

of what

the finest

private library in
his shelves had given

him the

-

there

THE

Higginson,

asked

Public

swindle and

Caleb

M ANY years ago, I was
l' 1. was then considered

BOOKS.

-

Of

The

By

Thomas Wentworth

little rather have the

a

to

addresses,

OF OWNING

SATISF.'\CTION

THE

(4)

I looked helplessly about
greatest pleasure.
applause at the end of the while he turned and took down a little old, battered, dog's
game, and let the other fellows get it through the first eared copy of Ainsworth's" Latin Dictionary,"
the
innings, if they can? In life and in baseball, boys, those first book that he had ever owned, he said, and one that
most honored in the long run are not the' highflyers,'
he bought with money earned by picking ltuckleberries
not the showy and splurgy men, but the judicious, self
when he was a boy on his father's farm.
The man was
sacrificing workers, who seek the common welfare, and the celebrated Theodore Parker, and he bequeathed that
let their own glory come in where 'it will."
(Loud library
many of the books filled with his notes and
applause.)
to the city tllat he so loved.
In the new
criticisms
yon

service of God.

his

ON

busi-

1892.

-

doubt that he

but

what he

on

the fielders.

September 8,

accuracy.

dangerously

up,

GOLDEN RULE MEDITATION.
I

am

troubled about my

living.

So much to do with

power so slight, so many things with. so little time, so
sacred duties with so feeble inspiration.
Requirement
half accomplished, and the good
busy that I have no time to seek the better.
Here and there, everywhere in my life, are loose ends,
fragments of accomplishment. Nothing is beautifully

presses

keeps

on

requirement

me so

finished.

Nothing is

rounded into solid usefulness. Some

day will there not come a crash in all this ill-formed life
of mine, tumbling it into fitting chaos? Creator, Father,
shall I

Library it will have a room to itself, as a special
collection, and any visitor may judge for himself of the
costly works to which the owner preferred his old Latin
dictionary. Every boy or girl who has begun to form a
private collection of favorite books can have some
thing of the pleasure that Theodore Parker described;
but he does DOt yet fully know, as older persons know,
that it is a pleasure which will never fade. For one, if
I were to choose amid my own smaller collection, on the
same basis of comparison, the book selected
might be
some one that would seem to others as Insigntflcant as
the old Latin dictionary.
It would certainly be one of
Illy earliest possessions, and probably one for which it
A.s a rule, especially in
was necessary to economize.
early life, the greater the sacrifice, the greater the
pleasure.
In some cases this early book may be one that after
wards increases greatly in value, and you may have the
pleasure of feeling that you have anticipated the public
I remember how pleased the poet Robert Brown
taste.
ing seemed when I told him that I was one of the original
subscribers to his" Bells and Pomegranates," published
in numbers; and he said that often a single number now
sold for far
So

summon
me.

So

it.

Thou didst create

firmly by

me

and thou dost love

those two strands is my life knit to

thine that if, while I am doing my best, .ny life should
tumble into ruin, it must draw thine infinite being with

copy to a friend who
asked him to fling it

Sahara,
ever

a

great charm about

was
as

was

going

far

as

an

original

Keats gave a
to travel in Aflica, and

published,

he could into the desert of

go where no other English book had
I used to think that perhaps mine was

might

There is doubtless much to be said for the

system,

now

steadily gaining ground, of a free supply of text-books in
our public schools.
It equalizes all conditions, ensures a
prompt supply of books on the first day of school, and
costs the community less, collectively, than the old sys
But it is a serious objection to it that it is strip
tem.
ping all our farmhouses of books. Formerly there was
in every house a shelf of somewhat dilapidated school
a grammar, a dictionary, an arithmetic, a reader.
books,
They grew dusty, no doubt; they were books that had
been superseded, very likely by later editions; neverthe
less, they were a liberal education to the whole family.
They were something to appeal to, something to rouse
the slumbering curiosity of the younger children.
They
were taken down to settle a question of spelling or to
consult a table of weights and measures.
Once taken
down, they were turned over and over by. the little ones,
to whom they represented the whole world of knowledge.
I think it was the Rev. Dr. Edward Eggleston who attri
buted his whole love of literature to some stray school
books of his mother's; and I never shall forget the deligh t
with which I used to collect in an unoccupied closet the
college text-books of my elder brothers, and dream of the
-

time when I also should

read Homer and Juvenal and

then still extant.
One of my sisters
Majora
had a stray volume of Goethe, in German, and another a.
bewitching little set of Ariosto, in the white Italian bind
ing; and doubtless one distinct influence that led me to
study German and Italian in later years was the early
spell of those fascinating books. They represented the
whole world of history and of letters; and I clung for
years to a great volume of Hirsch's" Algebi alcal Formu
not yet
Ire," in confident expectation of a time
arrived
when I should penetrate its mysteries. If we
meditate on the fact that all Mrs. Mary Somerville's
scientific career proceeded, by her own statement, from
some mathematical puzzles which she accidentally en
countered in a Lady's Magazine, we shall see that no
the Grreca

-

-

-

can

be too

unpromising

to furnish the

beginnings

of intellectual life.

villages,

with

persons who have curiously carried through life
stray bit of knowledge from a schoolbook. I used

some

One often

small

And you

ready

into

peace.

that it

reached.

know with my heart! Assure me of thy presence with
Teach me to form my life by letting
me in my work.
thee form it.
Tenderly draw me out of my fretfulness

thy

yielded

ever

that very copy, and that possibly some other African
traveller had picked it up and brought it back.

times

for

There is

When that book

edition.

0, that what I thus know with my mind I may

it.

than the whole series had

a

mion,"
large sum.

ever make
myself what thou didst intend me?
forgive me, Father, that I forgot thou didst create
me! 0 forgive me, Creator, that I forgot thy father
hood!
Thy creatures crowd space beyond space, but
thy love reaches farther. The time whose limits oppress
The small strength which thou
me, thou didst czeate.
didst give me is akin to thy great strength, and may book

o

more

copy of the original edition of Keats's" Endy
which was picked up for a trifle, is now worth a

him.

meets,

in

our

older A.merican

some

visit, in the older part of Newport, R. I., a
shop-keeper, so old-fashioned and primitive that
to

when he went home to supper at five P. M. he always left
the key in the shop-door, that his customers might go in

and take what

they wanted, leaving the money

on

the

On one occasion we got to talking of his favor
hero, Squire Hunter, once the magnate of that part
"I suppose," he said meditatively, "that
of the town.
Squire Hunter was about the greatest man that ever
lived, without it was Calchas." "'Vho ?" I said, for

counter.
ite

celebrity did not at once recur to my mind.
repeated with some surprise. "It says of

this last
H

Calc has!" he

Calchas the great, the reverent priest and good.'

I suppose he was the greatest man who ever lived, and
Squire Hunter came next." Now Oalchas, as my readers

remember, was the soothsayer who invented the
for
Trojan horse, and the line quoted came, I suppose,
from Pope's Homer. Another
I never looked it up,
and somewhat similar survival of classical knowledge
was told me, in the same region, by the late Richard
Greenough, the sculptor. He said that he was one day
mentally comparing the climate of Newport to that of
the Grecian isles, which he had lately visited, when he
stopped to talk with an old blacksmith whom he had long
known, and whose shop was on one of the wharves. "I
am getting old," said the blacksmith.
"It will not be
long before that old ferryman they tell about will be
"What ferryman?" said Green
carrying me away."
"Charon," said the blacksmith.
ough.
Long after,
another ancient Newporter explained to me that in his
time they were all brought up on some old "Classical
Reader" which had contained an imaginary dialogue,

may

-

-

on

board Charon's boat. between Achilles and

in which the latter convicts

a

robber,

his own showing,

Achilles, by

being the greater robber of the two. This is doubtless
the way in which the blacksmith had learned of the old
ferryman, for the two men had been schoolmates; and
of

it gave .anotlier illustration of the curious way in which
an early bit of schoolbook knowledge will go with us

through

life.

One of the most valuable and best-used collections of
books that I

one drawer
habitually kept
country village, for the use
of the proprietor of the establishment. They were chiefly
botanical works, and included especially those relating
to ferns, mosses, and lichens,
what 'are called cryp
on which the shoemaker was a high
togamous plants,
authority. Some of these books were in Latin, some in
German; for their owner had taught himself both lan
Many
guages in order to learn about his beloved plants.
a time I have carried in a wild flower for him to identify,
and havesat in the little shop while he pulled out his
books, put on his spectacles, and perhaps, while analyz
ing the flower, stopped two or three times to sell a little
girl a pail' of India rubbers, or show a teamster an assort

of

little

a

in

ever saw was

shoe-shop

in

small

a

-

-

I do not think that Dr. Asa

cowhide boots.

ment of

Gray, -in

prayer taught by you may be the
link between a soul and God.
Do

they

home?"

at

I sadly
properly be put in

more

know what

they

Bible is?

a

many of our classes are children of
education in English is far behind

In

foreign birth, whose

could the parents at home.
To such
mean little as
yet; but you can
do much if you show them a Bible, a finely bound one if
possible; tell them who is its author, why it was given,

neither, probably,
the gift of a Bible

and then read
with

would

few

a

verses

of

one

of the dear old

promise that when he, too,

a

shall have

a

Bible of his

can

stories,

the child

read,

can read, but have not Bibles,
get at least a Testament or one of the Gos
Then organize a Bible-reading band, pledged to

you not

pels?

or

gave

a

to

study insects,
and he prepared

objects.

insects to birds

from

and

mammals;
happy

-

it must be

owned,

with

a

matters not what may be the

shoemaker's thumb.

subject

of

It

one's favorite

tbat book which you call your own, can put in
your own drawer, or can lay under your own pillow,
that is the book which most helps you; and all that you

books;

-

borrow,

even

from the best

public

or

private library,

very secondary value.
Cambridge, Mass.

attendance at church.

opportunity then to let
authority is higher than
if

mamma

would

J.\fakt! it

them know that

"mamma's"

yours; suggesting, perhaps, that
knew that the child really wanted to come, or
to

help

get berself ready, she might be willing

another Sunday.

giving and earning money? Have we
lately? Who are trying to bring new

about

What

of that

spoken

scholars in?

Who

Now, just
really trying

are

trying

to hunt up absentees?

little heart-to-heart

a

Christian children differ from others?
conquer
as we

the

temper,

grow older?

Are

we

trying

we

In what way do
Are we trying to
to g-row

temptation,

overcome

Are

talk, asking,

to be Christian children?

stronger

help others along

to

way?

It is at such times that

very

to the One who

near

we

longs

can

draw the little

to take each

one

ones

in His

arms.
We may not be able to teach many texts, in the
short time for which they are 'under our care; but we

hope to form habits that may last for life, habits
along the lines of which, as along the endless track of
the railroad, precious gifts may come to them from afar,
gifts whose value only God can measure.
Easthampton, Mass.
may

PROFESSIONAL QUERIES.
NUMBER THREE.
Should the Size of the Salary Increase the Loudness of

a

Pastoral Call '!

By
answering

IN drop
there

a

Rev. W. H. G.

question like

the

one

out of consideration extreme

are

mercenary

ministers

There

through gold goggles.

are

above,

we

should

cases.

Doubtless

who view

everything
preach for

men

who

money, as well as men who marry for money. The
world has its critical eye on both.
The world, however,

has

never

yet,

we

believe,

mood, anathematized
man who married,

even

in its most conscientious

either the

man

who

if he followed love's

preached

guidance,

or

and

more

an

haps

give
not

our

only
children's minds;
are

trying

habits.

attention to other

to fix
we

a

are

things. For we
principles firmly in those
trying to teach them a few

few

evade the main
be

He has not

question by

does not try to
so sudden as to

He

discovery,

a

that his wife's health needs

love; and if the

methods and
make him.

in his

ominous,

the mountains to the

seems

preach

minister does not

more

love, they

reform

will find

a

"Guess he is vulnerable where most

Cut off his

to be

'his

way to

people
supplies, gentlemen;

question,

no

philosophical, but may find
pinning of the yellow metal.
or

market? is asked of

iron,

or a

mate

a

with

man's

so

matter how abstruse

its foundation

What will it

crop of

a

no

as

wheat,

a

an

bring

yield

under
in the

of coal

01'

preaching. We have learned to esti
success by his income.
We are continually
man's brain with a tape-line marked off

season's

a

many dollars to the half-inch.

To learn that

a

railroad company, a banking institution, a college, or a
church pays so much salary to its leading official is to

get

an

idea

of

the

ability employed

and

the

work

demanded.

lowering

We say, without expecting to be accused of
our standard of the ministry,
"So and so's

church pays him three
ten thousand dollars,"

thousand, or five thousand, or
merely meaning that the pastor
referred to serves a church in that grade. We have
always a right to conclude that a call with a large mone
tary value attached includes large intellectual or practical
ability, and certainly large powers of endurance.
The called minister has an equal right so to consider
the situation.

influenced far

In very many

cases

the minister may be

by special features of the new work
awaiting him, or by the prominence of the church and
the commanding character of the position, than by the
salary, which follows as a matter of course. But that is
not the question.
Shall the money decide the question?
Suppose he has two calls on his hands at once, the second
one coming suddenly to the front by reason of rumors of
the first, the second one offering considerably more
money (and work!) than the first, neither of them having
been encouraged to the extent of a committal. We can
see

that

The

a

more

dozen calls would make the

same

principles

In order that

must

case

any differ

always prevail.
risk of being misunder

we may run no
pause here to affirm that no personal consid
eration of the situation, at this point, should ever conflict

stood,

let

us

with the broader idea of the welfare of the

The ties that bind

God.

a

kingdom

of

pastor to his present charge

be such that a suggestion from any source, or for
any cause, to sever them ought to be set down as a temp
tation from the devil.
The palish might be in the midst

might

might be a heap of
rebuilding might be
under consideration. A fearful epidemic might be mak
ing havoc of the families, and to leave at such a time
would rightly be judged cowardly. A hundred possible
reasons might arise that would make the acceptance of
of

a

gracious revival.

smoking ruins,

a

lesson and

is well sometimes to break away from regular exer
both at school and at home, and to substitute

IT cise,

honest with himself.

wants to be

ent.

exercise quite different from the usual routine.
Per
it will not do any harm to ourselves or to our
classes in Sunday school if for once we suspend the

Gallagher.

call.

inviting position, and there is no reason, as
between himself and his parish, why he should go. He

not

Temple.

parishes, on the
hand, which begrudge the minister a very large
percentage of what he justly earns, and lie awake nights
studying ways, some of them ingenious, some of 'them
diabolical, by which he might cut down his living
expenses, so as to give them a chance to cut down his
none too ample salary.
Then there may occur special
and aggravated circumstances, when certain moneyed
men in the parish declare that they are not going to put
up with such direct preaching as their parson gives
them.
They want a good deal less fire and' a good deal

Mrs. Fannie H.

a

this

measuring

other

By

He is asked whether he will entertain

There

mo

a

to find

Sunday,

little money in the end.
Doubtless there are parsimonious

LESSON.

day he is startled with a letter from some near or
city, or with a visit from some official member of
a prominent church, the meaning of which is that he is
wanted in a larger field, where his salary will be trebled.
One

distant

ways be those who will say, "Mamma would n't let me
come," or "could n't get me ready." You have a good

found

THE THIRTEENTH

him.

Let us say right here that in this country it is generally
the fact that everything is reduced to a money basis.

day.

gone, each

little talk with the children about the habit of

a

the

a

a

an

bright, breezy,

Now

regular

life

was shut np in his drawer every night with those books
of science
a good deal worn and here and there black

granted

ordinary community. The good man
has been satisfied and happy in his work.
He has not
thought of change. There have been rumors of "com
mittees" in the church on certain Sundays; but, beyond
a smile of conscious pleasure, they have not affected
in

you will wish the sermons may be which they are to
hear, and you will win many. Of course there will al

each

how many are keeping their pledge.
If we can fix this
habit, with that of daily prayer, we have done much.

report for the State upon all these

a

But the basis of all his useful and

We shall take for

average pastorate.

an

living salary

as

verses

ment after the others have

finer instance of the real love of

my friend the late Charles Frost, the shoe
maker of Brattleborough, Vt.
From plants he went on

so

a change from
seashore, 01' vice versa; or that
other and private considerations, which he cannot very
well mention, are influencing his decision. He looks the
Should the salary
money question squarely in the face.
offered induce him to go?

read at least five

Detain them

pastor It suspicion of some unworthy
long as to make him suspicious that
change may be brewing among his people,

not

the desire for

but

sought

own.

For the children who
can

science, than

has but

"
Do
many cases,
Is it honored or even read

great herbarium at the Harvard University
Garden, ever enjoyed his scientific work more

thoroughly,

can

fear that the ques

read God's Word?

tion would

would cast upon the

motive, and

his

Botanical

ened,

only personal

simple

that of other children of their age, and who are slow of
mind.
If they had a Bible, they could not read it;

him,
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and the

The church

question

of

pastorate just then a sinful act.
respective demands and requirements of the
present and the prospective field should be put in com
parison. On his knees before God these and similar
fundamental questions should be settled. After these
the very first personal question every minister should
put to himself is, "Have I sought this position?" If
he has, then we must deal with that general question
first.
If not, then he has a right to believe that his call
another

Then the

is

providential.
But shall the

salary decide the qucstion? Under some
circumstances, yes, provided he feels his fitness for the
question that naturally comes to the mind of that's it ; cut off his supplies."
It is a shame that at the pulpit end of the church, or work.
If he be in debt, and see not his way out at his
many a teacher in regard to her class is, Does each of
them pray daily?
at the other end, a spirit of greed, or a spirit of niggard
present rate of income, though he be never so economi
In a class of any size we shall generally find a few, at liness or vindictiveness, should dominate the better cal, it would be downright dishonesty to his creditors if
least, whose only idea of prayer is that which they get feelings of mankind. Let I1S hope that the cases are so he refused that moneyed call. If he has a frunily to
from their teachers at Sunday school. If we content few that to mention them is to give them all the place educate, and finds that they must suffer ill his present
ourselves with teaching them simply the Lord's Prayer, they deserve ill tNs connection.
charge, he will be acting with unfair discrimination
we lose a blessed opportunity of leading them for their
We intend, then, to suppose that both preacher and against the rising' talent of the t.i mes, if he throwaway
individual" daily bread "-which means to them every parish are thoroughly sincere in their attachment to each this opportunity to benefit his chihlren. If he has intel
thing a child's wishes call for-to the loving Father, who other. We shall presnme a harmonious and fairly fruit lectual or other tastes, which will make him a more use
is so anxious to gather each one of them closer. So a ful pastorate, not so short that to consider a change ful and successful minister, if they can be gratified and
The first

are,

-

pocket.
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THE

stimulated,

and this

larger

call will do it, he will be
accept it.

un-

true to himself if he does not

The whole

answer

to the main

question

lies with the

If he be after money to use for
selfish purposes, either to hoard or to spend, he has no
right in the ministry at all. But if his idea is to be a

honesty

of the

man.

get for himself in order that he may give to
others, to deal honestly by all parities that have to do
with him, to seek the glory of God and the good of his
kingdom, then, we say, judge him like other men, and
do not, by forced and unnatural limitations, crowd him
into a corner where he must suffer, or assume fictitious
circumstances of health, etc., in order to reach the rightShould a man preach
eous goal of his just desires.
mainly for money? No! Should he accept in large
measure those legitimate things which money, as salary,
standa for? Yes! under the conditions already described.
Let him do it frankly, openly.
Let him not be afraid to
IiIxplain it to the church he leaves. Let him avoid everything like sanctimonious shuffling. Let him act the
man,
Then, the larger the salary offered, the louder the
call!
true man, to

South Boston, Mass.

A WONDERFUL GATHERING.

By

Rev, J, A, Davis,

the papers said little about it, there was
held at Clifton Springs, N. Y., June 8-15, one of
most remarkable meetings ever known.
Those

THOUGH

j;he
attendtng came from Canada, the United States, Mexico,
Central America, South America, England, Italy, Bul-.
�aria, Turkey, Syria, Persia, India, Burmah, Siam, Assam,
China, Japan, and, not least, from widely separated
nations of Africa.
These spoke the languages of the
people among whom they had Jived, and one day they
joined in singing the long-meter doxology in those
§trange tongues. Though everyone could catch the
Old Hundred," the words were not as well under
tune,
stood as a hymn sung by a modern church choir,
Some of these people were mechanics, inventors, and
printers; others were authors, poets, teachers, preach
ers, professors in colleges and seminaries, translators of
the Bible, and, not least, men who had given to nations
In the company were men and
3 written language.
women able to do almost anything, from the baking of
)lread to the making of a steam-engine; from the invent
ing of a rat-trap to the founding of a nation. And one
man in the company had done each of the foul' things.
There were wit and wisdom enough in that gathering
to revolutionize the world; and that is exactly what
�hey are trying to do. They belong to a company of less
than five thousand, who have begun to revolutionize this
earth. And they are accomplishing what they started to
perform.
Though armies and navies have again and
again changed the map of the world, these are preparing
a permanent
geography of the globe; and when it is
tinished, few will care to change it ; it will not be wise
to make the attempt.
These few .thousands have already brought about more
changes, started more revolutions, caused more disquiet
among nations, disturbed more rulers, aroused more
ppposition, than any other agitators in the history of the
world. Yet they have brought more happiness to
humanity, given the world more peace, greater pros
perity, more riches and worth, and have given more
.stability to nations, than the world has gained before in
eighteen centuries. These have proved themselves the
greatest benefactors that the human race ever had. They
form a missing link, not between man and the animal,
but between man and God; and it is their purpose to
weld one end of that link to humanity, while the other
remains fastened to God, and so to unite humanity and
divinity by the eternal chain of love.
Perhaps the reader understands by this time, if igno
rant before, that the gathering was a meeting of foreign
missionaries.
It was the ninth annual meeting of the
International Missionary Union, and the best of the nine.
The object of those connected with the union is mutual
conference and help.
But far more than the attaining of
their object is resulting from those annual gatherings.
They are becoming schools of faith and celebrations of
triumph. They are slowly developing into schools for
casting new light on the Bible and revealing new argu
ments for the truth of the Scripture.
Some day, when
the student of traditions and ancient religions sums up
the world's traditions and old faiths, it will be seen that
somewhere, long before history began, there was a reve
lation of one religion, one God, one sacrifice, one almighty
Saviour.
Christianity will then appear in its true light,
revealing truths once made known to man, but since lost
in superstition and idolatry.
But to speak of some of the lessons of faith, and a few
of the triumphs of that gathering.
Some are best told in
the stories by which they Were presented to the assembly.
"
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years ago, the Baptist Missionary Union, whose
goes back to Judson, was about to abandon one of

Many
origin

its fields in India because of lack of

known

"

as

the Lone Star mission,"

success,

because,

It

marked

was

by

the

missionary map, it was far removed from
The society informed Rev. Dr. Jewett,
other stations.
its solitary missionary with his wife, on their return to
this country for rest, that they proposed abandoning
that field. His reply, that they might do it, but he and
his wife would return and continue their work there,
brought the answer, Well, if you determine to go back,
we will send a younger man with you, to give you Chris
tian burial when life ends."
And they sent with him
Rev. J. E. Clough.
For years the young and the older missionary toiled
with scarcely any success; and it seemed that the society
at home was wise, if Dr. Jewett surpassed them in faith.
But God never said to the praying seed of Jacob, "Seek
me in vain."
The blessing came; the faith of the heroic
couple has been honored at last. During the past year
nineteen thousand have been baptized in that Lone Star
mission, and not far from fifty thousand since the
faith of the missionaries determined to keep at work,
even though the church at home abandoned the field.
Years ago, the small-pox was raging like a plague in
the British possessions in America, and a company of
people far away from civilization was perishing, not
But who would
more surely by disease than by famine.
carry provision to them? To reach them, there must be
a voyage of twelve thousand miles up a river, and, of
Five
course, against a current, in places very strong.
hundred miles of that distance was through the plague
a

star

on

"

stricken country.
In the

of Hudson

Bay were many Christian
Indians, strong, fearless, magnificent boatmen, and just
the men for the perilous voyage.
But an Indian, Chris
tian or not, is peculiarly liable to tile dreaded disease;
and if he is attacked, his chances for life are small. The
government sent to the missionary, Rev. E. R. Young,
asking whether he would select men for the expedition.
He knew tile dangers; but humanity
At first he refused.
conquered; and, calling the Indians together, he told
region

following closely

after

Japan,

advance line of nations.

much to

produce

in its haste to reach the

And missionaries have done

that result.

In Burmah afew years ago,
bought and sold like cattle.

comparatively, women were
Now they meet in public
gatherings to discuss their needs and duties, and to plan
for the elevation of their sex.
Missionalies have brought
about that change.
Seventy-fi ve years ago, the Karens were wlthout a.
written language, almost without homes.
They were
savage; they worshipped demons as well as a being that
they reverenced as God. They killed each other as
witches.
Not unfrequently a whole family was carried
out from the native village, and, in sight of home,
speared, and their bodies left to rot, their bones to
bleach where

they had fallen, because some one accused
bewitching. To-day tens of thousands of those
strange people are Christians. Savage life has been for
gotten, and they are becoming examples of progress and
enlightened prosperity to the nations around them. Not
only have they a written language, but a rapidly growing
them of

literature.

What is more, the very

men

who

a

few years

little better than

wild, ignorant savages, are
to-day translating into their own tongue books from the
English language. There, again, appears the success of
mission work.
ago

were

Only twenty-two years ago, Japan
oughly heathen country, but in its
the

government council

or

whether

or

foreigner,

was

not

national

question

only a thor
parliament

was

discussed

not the time had conftl to drive out the hated

or

to kill him in their

appears before the
toms, progress, and

To-day Japan
laws, cus
the religion, of the people that
destroy. The single Christian
country.

world, wisely copying
even

she then

the

hoped soon to
of less than a quarter of a century ago has been multi
plied by many thousand. That revolution, going on so
rapidly yet quietly, has been largely the result of mission
work.
In other lands similar

changes are going on. China,
nations, has withstood with all
her power the revolutiontzlng force of missionalies ; but
even she is yielding.
As an eruption of a volcano shows
what was needed.
The men were silent until he asked what mighty forces were at work beneath the surface, so
the late riots of that country are evidences of a breaking
one of the noblest, a preacher, whether he would lead
the expedition.
The men asked for time and an opportu out and breaking up that has begun.
Again it is the
force of missions that is at work there.
to
consult
and
An
hour
was
revolutionary
nity
pray together.
given
Is it strange that the assembly viewed their work with
them alone, and then they summoned to their assembly
the missionary and government agent, and said that they faith, and counted their triumphs as tokens of still
were willing to go, if two requests were granted.
They greater soon to come? Is it to be wondered at that they
wished to spend the remainder of the week at home, and expected greater results in the near future?
It was a suggestive gathering,-a hundred men and
wished the missionary to hold a communion service with
them on the Sabbath.
The requests were granted, and women, f!_tir representatives of probably five thousand,
the next week the expedition started, after most earnest all told, who have already accomplished so much, and
prayer for

protection and

For ten weeks the

a

safe return.

Then

away.
they
back; and every man w.ho departed returned, and all
well, except the leader. They had taken the risks and
done their work well, and God had preserved them. But
the ceaseless care and anxiety of the leader had broken
down his health.
He had watched carefully lest his men
men were

came

should expose themselves to the contagion or incur other
danger, but had neglected himself. In vain were efforts
He wasted away, and six
while the missionary was watching by his

put forth to restore the
months

side,

after,

man.

the hero heard not the Indian's

song of the
triumph he

death-song,

the most conservative of

who expect soon to revolutionize this world.
Theirs is a
sublime faith, when it is remembered what they must

meet, and what mighty forces must be overcome before
But a few thousand
expectations are realized.
practical, honest, earnest, consecrated Christians are a
mightier force for bringing about a permanent revolution

their

and overthrow of wrong, than are all the armies and
navies, all the strategy and statesmanship of the world,

Christianity back of it. The one force that
yields and never tires is that which moves these

that has not
never

missionaries.

Hempstead,

but the

N. Y.

living in the land where the weary rest. In
passed over and joined in the song of victory
.

A convert from heathenism in Burma had learned to

read, and proved himself bright, active, and fitted for
important positions of trust. He was POOl', and needed
There came .to him an offer from foreigners of
money.
what to him was a very large salary, if he would enter
their service.
He could do the work, and do it well; nor
was it a doubtful or dishonorable position.
But there

..

BRAGGIN' ON

By

Rev.

"Lots 0' hens lose deir

George

AIGS."

T, Lemmon,

aigs by braggin'

on

'em too loud."

(Negro proverb.)
this

DOES
then,

proverb sound ridiculous

read it thus

as

to

you? Well,
"Speech

it echoes in the East:

to him a call for a preacher among the savage
people of the land. With the call came no offer of a
large salary, no honorable position, no ease, nothing but
hard work among those who hated him and the religion

is

he had

How many times we go "braggin'" about what
are doing, and still more about what we are going to

came

accepted. He declined the good position, the
large salary, and exiled himself for the gospel. There,
among savages, he toiled and starved, his food being a
pittance of boiled corn. Such are some of the converts
from heathenism.

The faith and

silver, silence gold; speech is human, silence is divine."

Yet my unpoetic mind rather likes the homely horse
sense of the negro wise man best, for it points a lesson
much needed in these

days.
we

do,
plan,

wiser, close-mouthed neighbor steals our
us naught but these vain mouthings for our
pains. "Why I was just going to do that!" or, "I was
just going to say that!" Should some great and neble
thought, plan, work, 01' invention lay its impress on your
mind, do not run off "braggin'" of your eggs, 01', as
till

some

and leaves

triumph of missionaries was revealed by
by other successes attained.
A. woman sailing along one of the rivers of Siam
offered a girl a book. The maiden held back her hands, sure as the hen's cackle loses for her the egg she has
and answered in amazement, "I am a girl!" as though laid, so will your cackling let all your greatness escape
girls and women should not think of reading. Though in wind.
the woman who made that offer is still living, that coun
Why, it is not a great act for a hen to lay an egg.
try is no longer known as one where woman is treated as Nature only uses her. But it takes a God-given intelli
if without a soul.
Royalty itself is establishing and gence to plan the uses of that egg. So it is not a great
taking charge of schools for girls, and Siamese women thing to think. God makes you think. But when your
are swiftly marching forward to take their place with
thought finds expression, your plan takes shape in new
the men.
And missionary women have done much to endeavor, your work bears fruit to God's glory and
bring about that change. In fact, Siam seems to be human betterment, and your in,ven,tion. saves pain ll,nd
other

evidence,

and

gives lusting pleasure

toil,

or

and

man

Do Dot

stamp you with the

to your fellows, then God
of " great."

name

cackling over the land because you think,
Then, while others cackle for you, go on and
"do" again. "Whoso keepeth his month and his tongue,
keepeth his soul from troubles."
Schaghticoke N. Y.
run

but" do."

ENDEAVOR DOIN'S DOWN

By

919
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TO

CORNERS."

THE

Rev. J. F. Cowan.

I could u't make out what it

downcast,
nigh t

of

a

for

things

had

there

sence

ever

been

was

for the first

brisker,

meetin', than anyone had

the Corners

to

I don't think he

was.

had moved off

knowed it to do
a

meetin'<house

The croakers in the store did n't know what to

there.
think.

Several had testified

quite

feelin' when he had throwed

it open for speakin', after he had preached 'bout an hour
au' a quarter, provin' the existence of a first Great Cause,
somethin' that

or

thing

of

was

far before

so

that nothin' could n't of

all,

on to use for a week or so yet, an', like as not, not
all, the way religion had been flourlshin' to the
Corners, the door opened, an' in come two fellers that I
had n't expected to see there, by no means.
I forgot that 't was Tuesday night, an' the travellin'
man's time to get round, though I'd noticed Mr. Jaxon
eyein' the door more 'n wunst as though he was expectin'
some one.
It was the
An' he wa' n't disappointed.
travellin' man, an' he had Smallgain in tow.

called

at

the most beforest

got

started up with

I don't

ever

recollect of seein' that

man

in the meetin'

house before, sence his child had died, more 'n ten year
ago. He'd never been in it before, an' he never come

powerful sermon, an' made me so thank
an' did n't have to study up no back again; an' people said he never would until they
preacher,
A Revival.
sich, that I was the first to get to my feet an' testify to brought him in in a box, because he had n't nary 'nother
jest orter have seed the way that old church God's
Jake an' Sister Trainer an' Jerushy child in the world, an' his wife had been dead for years.
goodness.
looked chirked up, on the first night the meetin'
an' Ellen Teaberry an' Mr. Jaxon all got up.
Every But there he was, an' no mistake, an' the scaredest
begun. The committee had n't been satisfied to clean active member of the
his or her pledge. lookin' man you ever see, not to be nothin' to scare at.
society
kept
the lamps an' put 'em in order; but they got it into their
But Brother Kawshus did n't seem to notice it, no
Smallgain wa' n't the kind of a man that you could
heads that bright lights would n't go so well with smoked
more 'n
as
if we'd all been in Alasky.
He looked call an unbeliever, but he had n't faith in anything but
an' fly-specked walls; an' so what did they do but put
straight down at the end of his nose, an' said we'd have money. He lived for money, an' he'd 'a' died for money;
in the day a-whitewashin' the hull of the inside of the
an' I don't know whether he expected money to save
meetin' to-morrow night, an' for all to come prayin'.
room? It needed it bad, as it had n't been teched sence
It clean discouraged me about him recognizin' the so him or not, or whether he thought there would n't be
the women-folks had got together an' give it a cleanin'
ciety; an' I says to Jerushy, says I, when we'd got hum anything worth livin' for when he was done with money.
more 'n seven year ago.
That time the walls was so bad
He did n't have nothin' to do with religion, because it
that night: "That there preacher of ourn aint comin'
you could n't tell, for the lire of you, whether they had
no such thing.
There aint no come round to took time, an' time was money; an' then it might take
round,
been white or black, only at the places where the plas
money as well as time, an' that would be worse yet.
him, an' you need n't to expect it."
terin' had been broke away from the laths, an' holes
There never was a more bigger s' prise sence the earth
"Don't you worry," says Jerushy ; "he'll come round
made, into which the wasps had gone an' built nests, an' all
right. I don't think he'll go an' do it to-morrow, an', quake than when Smallgain come into the church that
outen which they come every warm day in the spring,
like as not, not the next day, nor the day after; but he'll night. The first thought I had was that the travellin'
a-whizzin' round people's ears, an' sometimes a-makin'
be round some time or other. His heart's right, an' the man had been after him, an' he'd jest come round to
the preacher's gestures seem a little too airnest for his
harder we work, an' the harder he works for the same please Tom, thinkin' maybe it would be a sixteenth of a
preachin'. This time the floor wa'n't so bad, because it
thing, the surer we'll be to come together. There ain't cent advantage in buyin' coffee an' sugar of him. That's
had only been but about two year sence the door was
what we call faith sometimes,
askin' the Lord for
no keepin' us apart."
left open for a month, an' Sam Scraggles's old mare had
But
The next night Brother Kawshus give us a good ser bushels, an' settin' out a pint cup to ketch it in.
gone in an' broke through the floor in a dozen places. mon on the creation of man in the
image of his Maker. the second look at him showed that was a mistake.
Sam wa' n't no member of church,but he said nothin' to
He's a good preacher, if he was offish about our society, Smallgain was in dead airnest, but it was a different kind
nobody, an' jest hired a carpenter an' had a new floor an' I know there wa' n't a
single member of the society of airnest from what I'd ever see before, about gettin'
put in.
there that night that did n't feel proud that we had a ahead of some feller in a regular pound-of-flesh bargain.
I guess Brother Kawshus was the most s'prised man of
preacher with such a good pair of goggles an' such on But the feller he was tryin' to get the best of to-night
any of 'em that come out that night, when he found
questionable good lungs an' heart as Brother Kawshus was Smallgain; an' I could see he was a-goin' to have a
what had been done, an' that them Endeavorsrs was
certainly had. A.s for his sermon hittin' the mark, I was purty lively tussle of it. They had n't more than come
a-standin' right by that meetin' as though it was theirs.
jest as sot in believin' there was a God, an' that he created inside the door when he halted, an' acted as though he
It was theirs, too, jest as much of it as he'd let 'em
But Tom had n't no
all things, an' man in his own image, as though he had n't wanted to get away from Tom.
have; an' you never heard more airnest singin' an' more a-preached
idee of lettin' him get off after he'd brought him that
as far as they had
an'
was
all
so
of
'em,
it;
prompter work from people what had been specially in time to think about it, for
tryin' to fetch them there far. He held him right down, an' brought him up a
vited to come, than you'd of heard from that society
endeavors" round.
step or two closter to the front. Then they had another
what the preacher had said was agin the regular meetin's
There was lots of other things goin' on there that halt an' parley, an' Smallgain wanted to try to back out
An' he had n't never took that back, but
of the church.
night besides the sermon. Jake had hustled off early again. But he jest had to come to it, an' the first thing
we'd set our stakes that he should.
after the milkin', an' I noticed that he an' Sam Scraggles that some on 'em knowed that was in the meetin'-house,
Brother Kawshus had sore throat to commence with,
there was Smallgain plump down at the altar.
Then
come in together, an' sot in the same seat, which was
an' it would of gone purty hard on him to run the hull
SOlDe of 'em began to believe that we was goin' to have
well
I
for
a
Christian
to
back, thought,
professin'
purty
thing, singin' an' preachin' an' exhortin',. with the sit in. But I did n't have any idea it meant that Jake Methodis' meetin' to the Corners; though it wa' n't no
amount of help preachers usually get.
more Methodis' to me now that it had been before.
was beginnin' to backslide, though I noticed that some
An' he would n't of got as much as usual.
It was hog
That was a good meetin', no use to talk, an' them
of the other members looked cross-eyed enough at him.
killin' time in the neighborhood, an' he could n't of But I
Endeavorers stuck right by the preacher from first to
him
an'
to
could
see
Sam
I
whisperin'
thought
struck a worser time for people to have so much on their
last.
An' I did think, then, sure's my name's Jonathan
gether now an' then, an' after the sermon they went at
that
n't
to
a
hands
meetin' for
possibly get
they could
Hayseeds, "He'll have to come round now."
it in good airnest.
{ew nights.
Pittsburg, Penn.
Mary Trainer an' Ellen Teaberry got up as though
The men was pushed dretfully with their huskin' an'
they was goin' to go out for a drink, but when they got
one thing an' another, besides butcherin'; an' the women
to the back row of seats, what did they do but stop an'
was that tired after they 'd tried lard, an' cut an' ground
begin to whisper with Zeke an' some of the other boys?
an' stuffed sassage all day, that there wa 'n't many of the I looked for the
preacher to speak right up an' reprove
old sisters, even, like Sister Teaberry an' Sister Vander
'em, though I did n't 'low they meant harm; but, though
A Choice Thought To Live by Every Day of the Week.
slyke an' Jane Ann Wottles an' Aunty Adder, that could he did n't have his goggles on, his eyes twinkled like,
out it.

CHAPTER XXIII.

It

was a

ful I wa' n't

a

lIOU'D

-

"

make out to

come

the first week.

Sam

the first

a

had lost

Scraggles was there
sore hand himself, an'

his huskin'.

But I noticed

that

night, though he'd had
a good deal of time in

I knowed that from Jake havin' been huskin'

in the next field to Sam.

Our lands

jined.
Uncle Peleg did n't come out the first night. He hardly
ever did until the meetin' got started.
One thing, there
was most allers a leetle money to be raised, 'bout the
first night, for some coal an' oil; an' Uncle Peleg had
cut his eye teeth 'bout such worldly matters, an' knowed
if he wa 'n't there, some one else would have to fork out
the money, or else go security that Smallgain got his pay
for 'em.
But Lije stuck

leech,

au'

so

right by

that music committee like

did Zeke Zimmerman.

committed the best bass au' tender

ble

in Hardscrab

County.

I heard next

had been to

day

see

that Philetus an'

some

of the sisters

Brother Kawshus 'bout havin' the

done

by worldlians,

plain

tl.at there

an'

never

had

give

could be

no

him

to

singin'

understand

revival of

religion,

The
sure, while sich proceedins was allowed to go on.
Spirit would n't bless no sich singin'. He told 'em, as

powder-horn, he did nt see as how he could pnt
it, as long as people sot in the congregation, an'
behaved themselves, an' sling.
There wa' n't no church
rule that could stop it, nor no law in t.he sqninre's book.
An' Jcrushy, she luugherl, an' took lots of comfort to

dry
a

as a

stop

to

herself when she heard that.
He seemed to
about
•

me to

somethin',

be thinkin

us

deep

when I met him in the
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as

a'tater-hole

post-office;

Then I

see

an' he'd cornered

but

1892.

Mr. Jaxon

Lije.

get up an' slip back there,
That set me to thinkin'; but

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 11.
Thou art coming to a King;
Large petf tions with thee bring:

before I could get far, Jerusby was 'cross the aisle,
bendin' her head to hear somethin' Sam Snipes had to
say, an' I got
a bee line for

While

some

right out of where
Ceph Whetstone.

I

was

sittin',

For his grace and power are such
None can ever ask too much.

an' made

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 12.

of the old brothers an' sisters

was

In matters of conscience first thoughts are best; in
matters of prudence, last thoughts are best.
Robert Hall.

holdin'

by prayin' for 'the Lord to come an' build up the
places, we was a-beggin' an' urgin', there in the
back of the church; an' the first one to make the break
was Lije.
He jest got up an' left Mr. Jaxon sittin' there
alone, an' marched right forward to the mourners' bench
the fort

-

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13.

waste

cool an' deliberate.
a

That committee had

singers

stars.

dumb;

an'

wards,

that

one

I tell you

old sister

Lije could

it struck

some

of

We should live in the endeavor
Human passions to control,
And to hold the truth forever
As the anchor of the soul.

'em

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 14.

afeared, she told me after
be jest altogether sober, the

You may

was

n't

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

"

will,

at Jpsus'

15.

-

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER

16.

is better than wisdom: an ounce of
patience is worth a pound of brains. All men praise
patience, but few enongh can practise it. It is a
rued ici ne which is good for all d lseuses, and therefore even' old woman recouimcnds it.; hut it is not
every garden that grows the herbs to make it with.
-John Ploughman.
Patience

an' Sam had made up his mind that he'd take

step. Then little Sam Snipes come forward, whi m
perin' the least hit; an' Zeke Zimmerman wa' n't long
after him, an' then it begun to pour down.
Mr. Ju xou'.s
biggish boys an' girls was all on the anxious seat, or
itchin' to get there.
Inside of ten minutes, the bench
was nigh about filled with the 'sociate members of the
society, nearly all of 'em; an', jest as the brothers an'
sisters that was there begun to get out their" Arnens
an' "Hallelujahs," that they had n't expected to be

if you

Whether any particular day shall bring to yon
more of happiness or of suffering is largely In-yond
your power to determine. Whether each day of your
life shall give happiness or suffering rests with yourG. S. Merriam,
self.

one.

the

abiding,

In the secret of his presence you may every moment
hide.
=Uplands 0/ God.

As soon as the wedge was in, things begun to open
purty fast. Sam Scraggles s'prlscd everyone but Jake
by comin' forward next. It 'pears Jake an' Sam had
been jinin' hands that day 'bout huskin' corn an' talkin'

religion,

be

side;

But there wa' n't a soberer
way he marched up there.
man in the county than .Lije Petersnyder, nor a more

determined

always

(

I

[0

I
w�orth

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 17.
They that cannot have what they like, should learn
like what they have."
A tough lesson, but well
learning.
Spurqeon,
"

��

-

-�-

�

\
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In the

evening

was

the

grand climax

this remarkable series of

of

Ala

meetings.

County" did herself proud." The
Mills Tabernacle," seating four thousand
people, was beautifully decorated and was
crowded in every part.
An orchestra of
forty pieces, all from the Sunday school of
the First Congregational Church, gave an
opening concert, and a superb concert
meda
"

..

FOR CHRIST AND THE CHURCH."

A

FAMILIAR

LETTER

From the President of the United Society.

shall I write about these last

110W

in the Golden State?

days

So full have

greetings and meetings and
rides and receptions and everything that
shows the warm-hearted hospitality and the

they

been of

affectionate interest of the California E-n
deavorers l
After the

capital meeting

at Santa. Cruz

of which I wrote you last week, we started
the next morning for San Jose by way of
Big Trees. And they are big trees indeed
that

their

give

to the

name

to be sure, the

place.

Not,
of the

gigantic Sequoia

Yosemite, but very respectable redwood
saplings, nevertheless, as you will believe
when I tell you that some of them are
three hundred feet high and seventy feet

base, and that into one of them
Fremont, which has been
hollowed out by fire without injuring the
tree, twenty-nine Christian Endeavorers
walked without bowing their heads, and
had a little service, singing "Blest be the
tie," and praying God to cement the tie of
around the

named General

"

up a tree" yet, and that is the first meet
ing I ever heard of in a tree.

after

had

we

been

completely

treed in that pleasant fashion, we started
on through the wonderful fruit farms of
where

Santa Clara

another

County to San Jose,
reception was given the pil

warm

grims. Here is the home of State Presi
dent Alexander, who, with his charming
has
done
wife, and other workers,
much to advance Christian Endeavor dur

ing the past year. The large opera house
completely filled, in the evening, with
as fine a set of young people as were ever
Mr. Alexander pre
gathered together.
was

sided at the

meeting,

that with such
off

and I need not say

Then Dr. Me Lean, the beloved pastor of
Church, where the eighth society

this First

of Christian Endeavor in all the world

Then the next morning a happy
drove out to the

witty
established, gave
dress; Dr. Dille ()f the First M. E. Church,
who stands by Christian Endeavor right
royally, and whose eloquence at Minne
apolis many remember, spoke most pleas
antly; one of the pilgrims had something
to say, President Lane kept everything on
time, and Rev. R. F. Coyle conducted an
Then all

consecration service.

impressive
joined hands,

and

holding

them

high

above

their heads sang, "God be with you."
Thus ended a remarkable series of meet

ings, which have left upon
indelibly golden impression

minds

our

of the Golden

State.

cannot tell you of the ride to San
lovely park, one of the finest
in all the world, which the Golden Gate
Union gave us this morning, or of the
hundreds of final affectionate greetings as
I

embark.

we

I

only

can

add that California wants the

Convention of

hope

was the appointment for
evening of this day, and, though the
Mills meetings in another part of the city,
which are greatly blessed of God, kept
some of the young people away (aud I was
glad they did), a large church filled with

San Francisco

Endeavorers attested

the

earnestness

the Golden Gate Union. President

of

Cheney

conducted the

meeting admirably, Rev. F.
cordially and eloquently,
and Dr. Kelley, a former president, con
ducted the testimony meeting with which
B. Pullan spoke

the exercises closed.

This

was

a

most

impressive meeting, for every society re
sponded in a body, with a verse of Scripture
or other testimony.
Among them were
two

colored

societies,
both of which received generous applause.
was

glad

to

see

that there

several

were

claimants for the honor of
for two

society,"

or

being the" baby
three organizations

had been formed within

Now,
on

as

a

month

or

two.

I write, the last day of 0111' stay
And a busy day it

shore has closed.

was, with a drive to Haywards to the
home of the Rice brothers anrl (no less

important)

the Rice

sister, stalwart �Jeth

'95, and

insulted if I call them
01'

if

I remind

wants it

I

badly.

genuine" rustlers,"
other cities

some

know that

that I

will have to

they
get up early
morning if they expect to marshal
their forces better or make a stronger plea

in the

for '95.

And now, dear friends of California and
dear Endeavorers everywhere, from the
Golden Gate

we

white handker

wave our

chiefs to you, and say farewell-for a little.
No, not farewell; that is not the best
Clnisbian

but

word,
good bye;
words, "God be with you,"-till
Your friend,
again.
or

in other
we

meet

the coast.

committee

of

California

Union, and a very large Junior rally in the
Presbyterian Church, which the lady
pilgrim addressed, and which Miss Doyle
most successfully conducted.

First

a

Methodist

new

hama, Japan.
The

West

chosen

their

Virginians have already
transportation agent to ar

range their excursion to Montreal in '93!
')f

"Now is the
for

say,

time,"

union

the old almanacs

as

and

excursions

merry, inexpensive outings may
be made true means of grace.
'*

"AT the recent New York

Convention,"

correspondent, "I was able to iden
tify many of the speakers, just from seeing
a

their

portraits

in THE GOLDEN RULE."

.

not

never

machine

a

to

be

con-

be

run

with belts and

pulleys and cranks.
be voluntary, spontaneons.- Rev.
Davenport in OU?' Young People.

Let it

W. I.

1. Should the secretary call
roll at consecration meetings?

the

the pastor and deacons of the
church, and the superintendent of the
Sunday school honorary members of the
society anyway, 01' should they make an
application to the society as the active and
associate members do ?
L. M. S.
2. Are

church.
'*

The Endeavorers of the Ainslie Street

Presbyterian Church, of Brooklyn,
made many pleasant excursions as
ciety during the summer to points of
est around New York.

Outing

tees for the beautiful autumn

have
a so

inter

commit

would

days

not be amiss.

Rhodes, D. D.,
United Society,

a

Lutheran trus-

Ans. 1. Either the

secretary 01' the presi
dent, but naturally the secretary.
2. They are members ex officiis without
being voted upon, though it is pleasant to
recognize their membership in some way.
Please

Ques.

working

explain

the best

manner

the" two-cents-a-week"

of

plan.

c. w. M.

motto, 'For Christ and the
is at once the revelation of its
purpose, and the

assurance

of

success."
'*

Mr. Wllitelaw Reid

was

a

York, and addressed the
an
acceptable speech.

at the

guest

Convention

Endeavor

flowers,

as

can see

a

how this

flower committees should.

A flower show, in such a case, would not
only give much innocent pleasure, but
would

inspire the

committee with fresh

apprecia

tion of their beautiful ministrations.
THEY TAKE LUNCHES.

-1\, good habit
Mononga

has become established in the
hela

Valley (Penn.) local union. At their
conventions, instead of coming down like

hungry avalanche upon the hospitable
inhospitable people of the town, or
rushing wildly about after hotels and
a

and

This is in

which

of

the

may be

town

harmony

with the

Independent

spirit of Christian Endeavor.
way of making
And what fun

Friends'

This is

one

large conventions possible.
eating those lunches to

in New

young people in
But he did not

understand those

young people.
They
let sli p a c hance of doing some good.
So they have sent a petition to Mr. Reid
never

asking him to desist from the publication
Christian En
of :t Sunday newspaper.
deaver and Sunday papers may mingle, but
they do not mix.-Tlte Interior.

READING

CLUBS.

The

-

Missionm'Y Advocate suggests the

formation of Christian Endeavor mission
We have often urged
ary reading clubs.
this, and gladly urge it again. Two lovers
of missions are enough for a club; three
will make a very enthusiastic number;
don't wait for a crowd.
Begin with the
life of some distinguished missionary. Go
on to learn about the country in which he
worked, and the present condition of mis
sions there.

Then take up the life of a
some
other land.

man

who worked in

You

have

study

Its

Christian

own

MISSIONARY

Forty-five out of fifty pastors of the
Reformed Church, according to a recent
census, declare emphatically that their
Endeavor societies have increased the loy
alty of their young people to their own

Church,'
spirit and

an

for

planning

gether!

'*'

of God.

We

is

innocent, every delegate takes his lunch.

meeting should
is

We know of

-

that

might
be gennine missionary work, especially if
the flower committee has been raising its

restaurants

'*
A prayer
ducted.
It

SHOW.

society

flower show.

picnics.

Simple,

says

FLOWER

Endeavor

zeal and the church with fresh

joy and gratitude to God which it
We have the heartiest
challenges
belief in it, because we are confident it is

Ques.

A

no

idea how

this

fascinating

may be made.

CONSEORATION Vow.

in the Cumberland

The

-

society
Church

Presbyterian

of Danville, Ind., Rev. J. L. Hudgens,
pastor, closes its consecration meetings in
this way.
All the members rise and
repeat in concertthis acrostic consecration
vow:-

Confessing anew my allegtance to Christ,
Owning him as my Lord and Master,
Naming his people as my people,
Severing all my connectiou with sin,
Endeavoring to do my Mastp.r's Will,
Consulting his word "very day,
Referriug to it in all questlous of doubt,
Asking the guidance of his Spirit,
Trusting him to keep nIB steadfast.
Importuning his throne for daily grace,
Offering to him my whole heart,
Now I reconsecrate

COMMITTEE

'

myself.

RESPONSES.

-

The

Truth

pleasant feature of a praise 1$('1'
vice recently held in San Jose, Cal. Durinu
the evening the fourteen different commit
tees of the society (are there not SOIl)e
new ones in the list?), each committee
speaking in concert, recited the following
passag�s of Scripture:
reports

a

-

Ans.

The best

manner

at least that amount in addition to what he

would otherwise give to the cause of mis
A little book for foreign missions
sions.

missions, to aid the so
ciety in making these collections, will be
sentfree of cluirqe to anyone who applies
to the United Society of Christian En
deavor, 50 Bromfield Street, Boston, Mass,
and

one

QUI's.

for home

1. Where

can we

secure

excellent

temperance and missionary papers?
a

Christian Endeavor
school do with

Sunday

E. D. M.

An.�. 1. Send to the Woman's Christian

Temperance Union for temperance papers,
and

to

society
2. A
or

your denominational missionary
for missionary papers and leaflets.
union Christian Endeavor

Sunday

school

'*

of

working the
"two-cents-a-week plan" is to get each
member of the society, if possible, to pledge

meeting of the
the

Endeavor society in the
Protestant Church at Yoko

There is

'*

QUESTION-BOX.

A

Various Matters of Interest to Endeavorers.

....

missionary money?

on

came a

'}l)odtet.6

HOW TO GO AT IT.

that

Endeavor

publications

our

Some Fresh Christian Endeavor Ideas.

PARAGRAPHS WITH POINTS.

says in his parish
paper, "We look upon it (the Endeavor
movement) with growing favor, and with

2. What should
union or a union

executive

f&)

Rev. �1.

odists and stalwart Endeavorers who very
largely look after the interests of Christian
In the afternoon

of

f&)

1getpg jOt OUt

the "Committee of '95" won't feel

and

the

knowl

the individ-

society.

Francisco's

springs, and through miles and miles of
plums and peaches, apricots and pears

world.

01'

Bibie

edge and the correct understanding
distinctive principles as Baptists."

send their money directly to the
treasurer of their own denominational

an

party of
sulphur

apples and almonds that make this
country one of the garden spots of all the,

denominations,

edification of her converts in

can

tee of the

Endeavorers

I

uals

it went

perfect preparations

and

the various

was

and cordial ad

a

beautifully.

two Chinese

sionary money between the different denominational treasuries in proportion to
the number of givers belonging to each of

was.

Christian Endeavor is n' t

Christian love.

Then,

it

September 8, 1892. [8]

society

should divide its mis-

These

are

wise words from

our brothel',
Young People's Union.

the editor of The

They should
good Baptists
sary,

in

at

once

who

order

to

silence

seem

those few

to think it

prove

neces

denominational

to drive young people from the
interdenominational Christian Endeavor

loyalty,

movement.
The officers of the Baptist
Young People's Union do not think so:
It is a point that should be unequi vocally
and most emphatically declared by all
friends of B. Y. P. U. A.; viz., that the
independence of the local church is a car
"

dinal

principle

in

our

movement.

Our

great Union is a federation for fellowship
and inspiration, and not for legislation.
No sort of pressure is to be brought to
bear calculated to embarrass any local
church in the free choice of any method
in its judgment wise for the culture of its

young

people

in the Christian

life,

and the

Lookout committee. Ezek. 34: 11-13; John
1: 40, 41, and first sentence of 42.
Prayer-meeting committee. Jas. 5: 16.
Sunday-school committee. Luke I!!: 16.
Social committee. Provo 17: 22.
Music committee. Ps. 13;6; 21: 13; 33:2.
Flower committee. 2 Thess. 2: 17.
John 5: 39;
Good-literature committee.
Phil. 4: 8.
Missionary committee. Luke 4: 18, 19.
Temperance committee. Eph. 5: 18, first
part of verse; Titus 2: 7, first part of verse.
Vestibule committee. Ps. 84: 10.
Calling committee. Jas. 1: 27.
Hotel committee. Heb. 13: 2.
Employment committee. Gal. 6: 10.
Building committee. Haggai 1: 2-8.

REPORTING

THE

CONVENTION.

A

-

cor-

respondent wishes us to emphasize a valu
able suggestion that has been made before
in these columns.

There

societies in different

many small
of the country

are

could not send

that

York,
from

parts

bnt would be

some one

a delegate
glad to hear

to New
a

who had been there.

should not one, or,

better,

two

01'

report
Why

three

or
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foul', of those who had the great pleasure
of attending prepare among them a report
of the great Convention, and go about
giving it, by their permission, to these

where

songs should be sung at these meetings,
and the Convention Scriptures repeated.

what their needs

BEING

COIlIMITTEE.

ON A

The

-

Baptist

growth, converts and
their increase, churches, preachers, native
assistants, schools, hospitals, contribu
tions, literature, everything that can be
put into Aralric notation. You can enlarge
the list indefinitely.
If you keep one man in one line of work

older ones, have an idea that to be on a
committee is a mere matter of honor.
is

expected from them but to
Nothing
smile graciously and acknowledge the
courtesy. That notion needs ten pounds
of dynainite under it, and should be sent
so high that there would be no hope of its
return, at least for a century. To be on a
to be

a

workman.

through the year he will have his
knowledge more firmly fixed and be more
ready to help you with it, He will have
accumulated a little library of books of
reference

his

It is not intended that this should take
the

place uf the regular Endeavor meet
ings, even though all the society enter into
Let it be a little extra service,
the plan.
and on week-days. Don't be stingy of

HULE stands

To contribute to this

responsibility

that

Professor

to

assume

Peter Summers,
Adam Emerson,
Edward Smith,

attend to the

.

.

.

.

.

.

AROUND THE WORLD WITH DR.

.

leader.

Let

him

By

work.

Dr.

"Familiar Letter" from that

Clark's

place might

Have

Traveller.

will

be

her-be

a

of

a

country. Let
geographer to

To the features Miss Brown thus suggests many more might be added. The

with his map, and then answer
for two minutes.
Then sing.

nearly every missionary

journey

will touch

country.

Why not, this year, make an
study of the entire mlssionnry

outline

field?

Begin with the islands of the
Pacific, the Hawaiian Islands, the Gilberts,
Fijis, Oarolines, and the other groups, each
of which has its own story of missionary
'heroism and triumph more fascinating
than any drama ever written.
Go on then
to New Zealand.
Then to Australia. Get
idea of the religious history of this
great island continent, so little known to
an

most of uS,-some notion of its present

religious condition and needs. Then, what
a pleasurable study Japan will furnish,
and China, and Malaysia, and India, andall the rest!

do it

systematically? Enter
Divide up the
upon a regular campaign.
subjects. Co-operate. Assign to one membel' the geography of the entire series of
studies; he is to draw maps, explain distances and dimensions, answer qnestions
in regard to climate, soil, animals, plants,
all physical conditions. Make another responsible for the customs of the people.
Let another look up the peculiarities of the
native religions. Set another to studying
the political history and present political
relationships of these countries, that he
Why

may

not

such

answer

European

questions

kingdom

Islands?"

owns

as

the

"W'hat
Caroline

"What nation has control in

Burmah ?"
several

Give another,-or, rather,
othcrs.v-tbe various missionaries

who have worked in these various lands,
one

to each

another

the

to report on.
Give
snbject of the missionary

member,

boards of youI'

own

denomination,

to learn

talk for three

Webb.

For soon will close the

work in my

"To-day,

Good seed

day.

sow

And sheaves

vineyard,

Are

in the

are

registered

in

But

glad

I.

Well

thy

Yankton, S,

Ii

ing

if

as

else

of

if you can, of
traveller.

hold,
or

to give
all, get
returned missionary

a

can

of

your minister's library.
Take
He will be delighted to have you.
For

books,

nse

good care of the
public libraries.

books you borrow.
Use
Buy books yourselves.

If each of you should

exchange
valuable

bny

one, and then

among yourselves, how many
books yon would read in the

good reference
meeting-place,
atlas, gazetteer, biographical dictionary,
encyclopredia, physical geography, Funk
& Wag"nalls's Encyclopasdia of Missions,
course

of the

year!

books at hand

Have

in your

all of these yon can get hold of.
As to numbers, you are fortunate if you
do not have too many. Admit only those
that

mean

not for

business.

play.

This is for

work, and

were

In

account of the recent conversion

of the speakers to the principle
their study in preparing their addresses.

a

we

consecrate to

so

often heal' mistakes

the

Jesus,

forgotten
on some

other member of the
"hinder the

family, the thought
hasty word by which we
gospel of Christ," the little

promises

forget

act

or

we

to

fultil, and the many

neglected opportunities for loving words
and deeds.
The same thing occurs in our
church work.
Only last Sunday one
mother who seldom gets to church went
home feeling hurt because no one thought
to invite her

alone

son

throughout

And

into

a

class,

and he sat

the session.

you sure that 110 members of
YOU)' Christian Endeavor society go home

feeling

are

that

they

strangers indeed,
so engaged in
other that they forgot

are

because the members

were

presided

meeting, and excellent music was
rendered by the Christian Endeavor soc
ciety. The pastor took no part except to
speak three or foul' minutes near the close
of the service.
These meetings are held

MEMORIES.

are

pre

at the

servant;

of work which must fall

was

a

The chairman of the committee

joy."

homes there

our

enthusiastic.

some

by

Jessie S. Cobb.

would not

we

less

everything you
study. Best

furnished with
and after three

public meeting Sunday morn
place of the preaching service. Two

orous on

the part of true Christian Endeavorers
excused by the phrase, "I meant to, but I

lands. and foreign letters, if you have any
ones, and

was

subject,

Endeavor society gave carefully prepared
and enthusiastic addresses, fresh and vig

did not consider the memory

we

pieces

vividness to the

the

committee

papers on the subject
distributed by the committee to

in

once

of the" all"

interest in the

elders and two members of the Christian

AVE you one? "What an idea!"
I
hear you exclaim.
Truly it Seems

and maps.
By the way, use pictures largely, and
photographs, and" curios" from foreign

good

on

study they

sented at

D.

By

an

them to every house.
4. The subject of tithe-giving

employ:

CONSECRATED

forgot."

pictures

a

in three

or

foul' months.

The pastor

the

subject.
5. A member of the committee, well
adapted to such work, acted as agent to
secure subscriptions for papers, and
to
sell the best books on the subject.
The
subject is thus brought to the attention of
every family, and those who are not in
sympathy with it have their objections
answered by the well-informed agent. A
tract or paper is left for their perusal un
til he calls again.
6. After sufficient interest is secured, a
league of tithe-givers is formed. Instruc
tions for this are given in some of the

occasionally preaches

consult

show

take

Only one member of the
tithe-giver at the time.

were

heaven.

Master's

greater results.

every member of the congregation, a dif
ferent tract every week.
This can be
done at the Sabbath service, or by taking

garnered home,
calling,

thou faithful

done,

Enter

on

to

so

3. Tracts and

will be the wages

Of his divine

even

who would

weeks'

Work, Christian, work for Jesus;
Seek not for earthly gain,
Lay up in heaven your treasures;
Your work is not in vain;

statistician may be an exception, possibly;
but everyone else should be forbidden to

book, except

co

committee

2. This committee

A cup of water given,
If in the Master's service,

part

a

It has

About

in my church for carrying out a plan
of work which in one year has increased

was

"My faithful servant, come."

essays read, 01' selections
read from books.
Talk right out. The
no

churches.

some

ciety

work.

Work, Christian, work for Jesus;
An act of kindness done,
A word of comfort spoken,
Bread for the hungry one,
Cheer for the soul in sadness,

minutes more.
Another song.
and end with prayers.
Pray 11.1 ways
for missionary success in the country under

absolutely

done it in

the first of June, 1892, I secured the
operation of the Christian Endeavor

sons

Then hear the Master

Let the

you know them.
It will be better-much better-s-to have

about this result.

bring

can

already

on systematic
giving
appointed in the Christian Endeavor
society, the committee consisting of per

And when the harvest cometh

questions

as

and it

was

morning,
hope and prayer,
Nor cease until the evening;
Thy field is everywhere.

Begin

far

increased giving,
The Christian En
systematic giving.
deavor Society is doing almost everything,

literature

on

Pray earnestly for individ
and special stations, so

great

Makely.

needs of the church

is

There'll work and pay for all."

minutes,

missionaries

Rev. G. N.

ONE spiritual gi ring,

1. A

for five

ual

of the

stances with

Jesus,

stand ye idly waiting?
Hear now the Master's call,

traveller next appear, and make his tongue
fiy for five minutes, and answer questions

consideration.

GIVING.

By

slight modifications to adapt it to
special circumstances, can be applied in
any church, and under favorable circum

Why

your
born

the leader first call

the

THE COMMITTEE ON SYSTEMATIC

with

Be faithful while you may.
Fill hours with loving service,

for consideration

be read.

N. Y.

_

work for

WORK, Christian,

Missionary.

all

Trenton,

more than fifty per cent;
and pew rent and church entertainments
have been discarded.
The same plan,

WORK FOR

With faith and

regular order

a

snbject.

C. G. Clark.

Tune:

.

or

-

this

on

A Christian Endeavor Hymn.

of individual

Choose him

teacher.

tickled when he

JESUS.

wisely. If you have
a good leader, keep him through the year.
Otherwise, have a new leader for each new
the idea is a valuable one, and many a' country.
If your pastor will be your
society will be glad to take it np.
leader, that will be best of all.
Miss Brown's plan is that missionary
Let each meeting begin with questions,
meetings be held on the last Monday even- led by the leader, but participated in by all
iog of each month; that a large map be who will, going over the ground of the last
placed on the wall, copied from that which meeting, reviewing the main points, and
appeared jn THE GOLDEN RULE, and that bringing up new points of doubt 01' inter
all the members of the prayer-meeting est. Ten minutes is enough for this. Refer
committee be prepared to tell the names all doubtful points of history to the histo
of the stations and cities Visited, their sit- rian, of customs to the traveller, ami so
untion, and something of the missionaries forth.
their

enormously

WORK, CHRISTIAN,

on,

of

South

the contributions

may be indefinitely extended, and
you may have First Geographer, Second

-

think that he

we

answer

hears your first" Hello!"

Student of Heathen
Be l igtous.

MISS HATTIE J. BROWN, vice-presi- Geographer, and so
l' 1. dent of the Endeavor union of
Most important

of

telephone,

fessor will be

This

CLARK.

in

all your queries sat
We know the venerable pro

isfactorily.

.

.

interested

much

very

will be able to

Geographer.

.

Him,

and true in his service.

That old

Cobweb.

missions, and as he has nothing to do but
get up a little lecture once a fortnight and

Lucy Reed,
Sec'y of ow' Boards.
Sarah Collins, Sec'y of other Boards.
John Garlow,
Historian.
Emma .Jones,.

and

is

gentleman

assign
regular work, thus:
.

.

.

there

Caleb

it would be well to

titles to all who

to

ready

one

sense

us, having consecrated
to keep them prompt

help

memories to

answer

ciaUst.

point in
churches,

Decatur, IlL, makes a bright suggestion.
Why not, she asks, make the missionary
trip around the world with the president
of the United Soclety.c=all of us? Surely

help in any way possi
any questions. We suggest
you shout them through the telephone

ble and

thing, at
auth01'ity, a spe

an

pray him to

us

our

your time, in the Lord's cause.
As to further particulars, THE GOLDEN

He will have the

subject.

has become

least, he

done, the better.
So, if your name
appears on a list, ask immediately what is
to be done and when there is a meeting,
many a society, as in hundreds of
is just along this line."

on

consciousness that in

proud

Com

is

The weak

their

all

mittees with young people are appointed
to do something, and the sooner the work

and get to work.

and

lations

young people's societies, and
expresses itself thus emphatically and
"
Some young people, like many
wisely:

means

Let another be your statis

tician, ready with lists of figures,-popu

in

committee

Give another the

arc.

of the

denomination.

thinks that this matter is often taken too

easily

are at work,
accomplished, and

missionary boards
of all other denominations, so that he may
be able to tell just what missionary terri
tory has been chiefly cultivated by each

It is not too late to carry this out.
-

been and
have

they

general subject

The Convention

less fortunate societies?

they have

what

and

9£1

literature which

we

on

recommend.

Kane, 310 Ashland
Ave., Chicago, you can secure the follow
ing tracts, which are the best to commence
with: "Paying What We Owe," "Thanks
giving Ann," "Is All Your Income Your
From- Mr.

Own?"

Thomas

"Pew to

Pulpit." Get enough
general distribution.
Green, Orange, N. J., also fur

of each of these for

Rev. R. S.

The American
nishes tracts and papers.
Tract Society, New York, and The Presby
terian Board of

Publication, Philadelphia,
on the subject,
lists of which they will furnish on applica
tion.
Two excellent monthly papers are:
The lVorkel', Pittsburg, Pcnn., 50 cents a
have

good

books and tracts

chatting with each
year; and The Christian Steward, 114 Fulton
to speak with them?
Street, New York Cit.y, 25 cents a year,
Then, if our chairmen would not forget 10 cents in clubs of ten. The best book
their reports, and our absent members on the subject is "The Path to Wealth,"
their testimonies, would not our meetings B. F. Johnson & Co., Richmond, Va.
be more interesting? We say and do many Another good one is "Five Times Five
things from mere thoughtlessness, which Points," furnished by The JVorker.
Avoca, Penn.
really dishonor Him whom we serve. Let
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THE
A l\lONG the small
i \_ ill tile Christian

company of leaders
Endeavor work who

made

Con v en tion at

memorable

the

Old

Orchard in 1885, was Rev. H. B. Grose, who
was then pastor of the Baptist Church in

United SocieW of Christian

Endeavor,

BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON,

50

FRANCIS E.

D. D., President.

CLARK,

WILLIAM SHAW, Treas.

JOHN WILLIS

BAER,

University.

opportunities
understanding German life in the higher
strata of society, as well as in that with
of

nately, Mr. G r

movement,

and had

returned

from

established

a

travels in

season

society

in

strong
his

natural

of Chris

Young People's Societies

tian Endeavor:

Societies.
In 1881
In 1882

2

68

481

7
56

III 1883
III 1884

2,870
8,905
10,964
50,000
140,000
310,000
48.';,000
6(;0,000
1.008,980
1,370,200

156

In 1885
III 1886

III
III
In
In
III
In

Mem bera,

253
850

1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892 (on record
_

•

•

•

•

_

•

_

_

.

'July 1)

2,314
4,879
7,&72
11,013
16,274
21,080

.

@ne is

Master, eeen <Ibrist;
are :fi3retbrell."

'20ur

all

ane

'2'

news

papers, as well as interesting letters from
Messrs. C. F. Baker, William E. Alexander,

Edwin A. Sherman, Jr., and W. M. Gardiner"

concerning the remarkable series of meetings
held in California in honor of Dr. Clark's
around-the-world Christian .Endeavor

jour

ney. "The Familiar Letter" has covered
the ground so thoroughly that we merely
notes from

give

the material

thus

kindly

furnished.

It

a

meet

Dr. Clark's first visit to many of

was

Dr. and Mrs. Clark

"The

wise

tion,

are

now

of

Floating Society

members of

Christian

En

Rev. C. C.

at the San Jose meet

Reynolds,

said that the greatest work of the En
deavor movement is in helping those young
who need to be

led, and ought

not to

be leaders themselves.
"Like Moses of old in the

by Rev. J. K. Mc
meeting: "I trust that
goes- to bed, will put it

Here is the threat made
Dr.

Clark,

before he

the United

sands of

From that

will follow him with

Society.
day until

has

cause

REV. HOWARD B,

coun

his presence stimulating, and his whole attitude toward the

always most helpful.
in Poughkeepsie, Mr.

cause

torate

Since his pas
Grose has been

the successful pastor of the largest Baptist
church in Pittsburg, and president of the

a

life.

society

in

portrait and

a

a

take his

llttingly
of this

same

speaker: "There

from which Dr. Clark could

country

as

departure

from the shores

from this Mills

for within its walls

3,000 people

Tabernacle,
have stead

correspondence

mittee of that live Christian Endeavor Union
of Bradford and Sullivan

Counties, Pennsyl
Bronson, Le Raysville,
Kan., has prepared a model circular con
cerning his work, which he is anxious to
exchange with all other chairmen of corres
pondence committees, that they may assist
each other in looking after their friends.

Says one:
already given

'"

Familiar Letter'

The

one

by those
whose

but that
readily under

side of the story,

there is another .side will be
stood

has

know the

who

modesty

of

all

delight to
honor. The words of counsel and helpful
ness, the earnest sympathy and cordial good
will, and, above all, the evident spirit of
,

none

of

leadership

we

self, but all of Thee,' drew
man of God, as well as

closer to this

us

all

to the

Master whom he serves."
Dr.

Clark's

appear to have
in '95!"

parting words to America
been, Hurrah for California
"

The Coxsackie

Hudson,

a

News, of Ooxsaokie-on-the
weekly journal, has a good Chris

tian Endeavor

department,

The C. E. Messenger is
Endeavor paper

tian

From De Soto, Mo.,

we

hear that

local union has been formed.
terian

The

Society

here

a city
Presby

recently observed

its

anniversary, and listened with pleas
ure to an address by State President W. H.
McClain, of St. Louis.
second

Wisconsin

16,17,

at

.

meeting of the Fitch burg (Mass.)
held August 29, was a very fine one.
Addresses were made by Rev. e. S. Brooks,
Rev. B. D. Marshall, D. D., and Rev. G. R. W.
Scott, D. D., the latter taking his theme from
Dr, Philip Schaff's declaration that the Chris
tian Endeavor movement opens a new chap
Union,

ter in church

history.

The

eighth semi-annual conference of the
Galesburg District Christian Endeavor Union
was held at Macomb, Illinois, Aug. 19-21.
250 delegates registered. The meeting was
one of the best ever held by this union.
Rev.
J. M_ Sturtevant, of Galesburg, delivered the
convention

Mr. F. B. Nisbett,of Chi
sermon.
captured the hearts of all by his earnest
Rev. J. A.
manner and pleasing address.
Hyde, of Carthage, who expects to enter the
foreign field next month, created much en

thuslasm

for

mission

bright, new Chris
published by the

work.

The

union

district paper, with Presi
dent C. J. Cheesman, of Princeville, as edi
decided to have

a

a

tor-in-chief.

Twelfth District Union of Indiana.
We have

never seen a more

beautiful soci

ety manual than that of the Third Presbyte
Newark, N. J. It is a joy to

rian Church of
the eye and

a

joy

to the mind.

The South Side Union, the official organ of
Side Di vision of the Chicago

the South

published monthly, and would
like to exchange with Christian Endeavor
and church papers. Address, Miss Anna
Jacobs, Editor, 65 Bryant Av«., Chicago, Ill.
Union,

is

already have reason to know,
they will still more fully realize in
the future, we trust; and his pen has never
been dull or slow in defending and expound
ing the true principles of the Y. P. S. C. E.
and

as

most

The Northern Iowa Union met in its sixth
annual convention at Mason

City, August
16,17. The attendance was nearly four hun
dred, and forty-seven societies gave inspiring
verbal reports in about forty minutes. A
specially fine feature of the gathering was a
Junior meeting, where some forty Juniors
took part in prayer, testimony, and singing.
Several good papers were read by Juniors.
An excellent address was made by Rev.
Smith Baker, D. D., of Minneapolis. The

was

at New

interesting report

York,

of that

mar

before the societies of

Garden Plain and

Newton, Ill.
Leroy S_ Bean, who spoke so accept
ably at New York, was the speaker at a
recent "Convention evening" of the Free
Baptist Society in South Windham, Me.
Rev.

August 18 five hundred members of
people's societies held a successful
rally at Springdale, Penn. There
were many vigorous
three-minute reports
from the New York delegates, and a conse
cration service conducted by Mr. J. H. Stauff,
of Plttsburg.
On

young
union

'I'he

Evanston Division

of

the

Christian Endeavor Union have

Chicago

held nine

union meetings to hear reports from dele
gates to the New York Convention, passing
the meetings around through the various
towns belonging to the division. A capital

plan.
Endeavorers

The

of

Richmond

County,

Y., held a rally at New Brighton, Staten
Island, August 25, to review the New York
Convention. A long and interesting report
was
given by the Staten Island delegate,
Miss Emma Hill. Then followed rousing
three-minute reports.
It was an eminently
successful meeting.
N.

The

wide-awake

Endeavorers of the

Bap
Springs, N. Yo. spent,
delightful evening in listen

tist Church of Union

large district of thirteen counties. recently, a most
Lewis, of Waucoma, gave a. ing to a report of the great New York Con
vention by Miss Mosher and the pastor of
most enthusiastic report of the New York
the church, W_ J. Pasko.
The latter pre
Convention.
pared his paper by cli pping from THE GOLDEN
SucceSSful Meetings.
RULE, The Inquirer, The Examiner, and other
W.

At the first General Conference of Friends
in

California,

held August 14-21,

papers.

Christian

had a whole day. The Junior
special consideration, and many
Junior societies will spring from this

Endeavor

work had
new

Notices.
the United
of Christian Endeavor will he
held at the rooms of the Society, 50 Brom
field Street, Boston, at 12 o'clock, to act
upon an amendment to the By-Laws
and to transact any other business til at
may legally come before the meeting.
Life and annual members are requested
to attend.
WILLIAM SHAW, Clerk;
Sept. 13.-Bennington County Union Meet
ing, at West Rupert, Vt.
Sept. 15.-Qllarterly Meeting of the Montreal
Union, West End M. E. Church, Mont

Sept.

14.-A

special meeting of

Society

The last

cago,

Endeavor in Printer's Ink.

GOLDEN RULE

conference.

With the Unions.

The

set their faces toward Jerusalem."

fastly

him

so

as

the readers of THE

Rev. W.
com

Union, which was held August
Lancaster, Wis., was a wide-awake
gathering. Seven denominations were rep
resented. Prof. W. D. Gibson, the State sec
retary, inspired the Eudeavorers by his
spiritual address on "The Spirit of Our
Golden Pledge."

place

of

a

ties in this

Pennsylvania.

The annual convention of the Southwest

no

Grose's

literary ability is
an unusual order,

Society.

r

the secretary, is entitled to much credit for
hard work in finding and reporting all socie

his

of '95 is not held upon the Bay of San Fran
cisco there will be trouble."

Another word by the

te

sketch

He is
the

n

Lutheran pastor, and
first Christian Endeavor

deserved tribute to Rev. S. E. Shan

by publishing

of his

readers

closing consecration meeting led by the pres
ident, Rev. N. L. Packard, of Ionia, was
very helpful and inspiring. Mr. J. M. Heald,

A recent number of The Lutheran Observer

pays

GROSE,

Trustee of the United

been wise,

sel has

our

Mr.

est.

never

the
thou

of

affectionate i

down in his note-book that if the Convention

is

most

where

thoughts

-

Lean at the Oakland

is

and

ann

rock,

he

chosen upon the first
board of trustees of

Dr.

wilderness,
there gushed
forth a great stream of living water, which
has flowed through all the churches, around
W. E. Alea:andel', in the San
the world."
Joe« meeting.
Clark struck the

for

place

a

admirably qualified,

was

vania, Mr. E. D.

ing,

registrar

as

which

The chairman of the

deavor."

people

and

leader,

established

these California unions.

ever, very
to the cause.

versity

counsellor and able

non

Twenty-nine Endeavorers holding
ing in one tree!

a

as

wavered. His

We have received many California

his presence

In the fall he goes
Chicago Uni

this his interest in

Meetings.

York,

of that great institu

the front

who

Rev. Mr. Miles,
vellous Convention

helpful

to

eame

New York Over Again.

to

At

he

mation.

tion at New

as

on

be the fourth in the order of for

seems to

his

to the

once

August 18,
Pleasant,
Mich.. Miss Simpson was the first president
of the society when it was organized in 1881,
and also when it was reorganized at the be
ginning of the present year. This society

made

was,

badge,

when she left Muir to teach at Mt.

0 s e

thorough kn ow l
edge of the working
of the organization.

the
The Farewell

Fortu

Christian Endeavor

attend the Conven

where

meeting for the
sake of gaining a

OUR GROWTH.
of the

often become

more

acquainted.

attended

he

result

a

which travellers

this

Membership

The last year he
literary work

lias spent in travel, study, and
in Germany, and has had rare

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
Among the v e r y
first he caught the
inspiration of the

church. As
Gen. Sec.

South Dakota

September 8, 1892. [10)

missionary meeting of the Ply
mouth Congregational Society of Des Moines
was of unusual interest. The society decided
to adopt some of Mr. Robert E. Speer's sug
gestions, and have a missionary library and
reading-table.

picnic rally! That was the seasonable/
popular form of meeting adopted by the
live Columbiana County (0.) Union, August
r eal, Quebec.
23. Their president, Rev. J. H. Bomberger,
Sept. 16.-Los Angeles County Convention,
Pomona, Cal.
expects soon" a society at every cross-roads,
Sept. 16.-Santa Clara County Cenvention,
and a local union in every town." Their
A

and

efficient county secretary, Miss Martha Sin
-

clair,

moves

to

Kentucky

soon.

The temperance convention held at Ham
ilton, Canada, during the last week of
August, was probably the most successful
gathering of the kind ever held in the Prov
ince of Ontario.

One day

devoted to

was

Christian Endeavor under the management
of the Hamilton Union. It was a glorious
success.

Most

excellent

addresses

were

given by Rev. A. M. Phillips, D. D. ; Thomas
Morris, Jr.; Rev. Dr. Dickson, president of
the Provincial Christian

Endeavor

Union;

Rev. Alexander W.

Richardson; Rev. C. W.
Watch; Rev. James Kines, and Rev. J. H.

Robinson.

Los Gatos, Cal.
20-22.-Third
the Texas State

Annual Convention of

Sept.

Union, Austin, Tex.

Sept. 22.-Butler County Union Meeting, in
Presbyterian Church, Butler, Penn.
Sept. 22_-Mystic Union Quarterly Meeting,
in the First Congregational Church, Mal
den, Mass.
Sept. 22.--Baltimore (Md.) Union Quarterly
Meeting.
Sept. 27, 28.-New Hampshire State Conven
tion, Milford, N. H.
Sept. 29_-Contra Costa County Convention,
Cal.
29-0ct. 1.

Sept.

-

Quincy District Annual

Convention, at Payson, Ill.
Oct. 4, 5.-Connecticut State Convention,
Hartford, Conn.

at

Oct. 7, 8.-Twelfth Indiana District Conven
tion, at Anderson, Ind.
Oct. 9, 10.- Second Annual Convention of
Quebec Provincial Union, Sherbrooke,

Quebec.
Oct. 11-13.

Some Endeavorers.

enterprising union of Bradford and
Sullivan counties, Penn., has a new" visit
ing district secretary" in the person of Mr.
O. D. Bartlett, of Wyalusing.
The

Christian Endeavorers have

now

mission

ary representatives in Africa, in the persons
of Rev. D. W. Snyder and his
of the

wife,

Presbyterian Church (South).

Our prayers

go with them.

Mr. L. J. Allen, president of the First
Presbyterian society of Oswego, Kan., re
turned from New York very enthusiastic On
Christian Endeavor matters, and thought the
best way to get his fellow-members equally
enthusiastic was to get up a club for THE

GOLDEN RULE, which he did,clusion, we think.

a

wise

con

in

-

Pennsylvania State Convention,
Presbyterian Church,

Second
Altoona, Penn.
Oct. 13, 14.- Lane
Eugene, Or.
the

byterian Church of Muir, Mich., gave their
president, Miss Carrie Simpson, a solid gold

State

Convention,

at
at

Oct. 14-16.-Minnesota State Convention, at
St. Cloud, Mi nn
Oct. 18, 19.-New York State Convention, at
Binghamton, N. Y.
Oct. 19_
Ontario Provincial Convention,
London, Ontario.
Oct. 21-23.-Third Columbiana County Con
vention, New Lisbon, O.
Oct. 24-26_- Vermont State Convention, in
Bennington, Vt.
Oct. 25--27.-Iowa State Convention, at Cedar
,

-

Rapids,Io.

Nov. 17-20.-Sixth Illinois State Convention,
Decatur, Ill.
Nov. 25, 26.-Washington County (Md.) Con
vention, in the St. John's Lutheran
Church, Hagerstown, Md,
Southern California District
Nov. 25--27.
Convention, San Diego. Cal.
Dec. 8,9.- Maryland State Oonvention, at
Ba.ltimore, Md.
-

The Endeavorers connected with the Pres

County Convention,

Oct.14-16_-0regon
Eugene, Or.

[11] September 8,

Meeting," and
given out at least

who wants this called the" I

suggests that the
one

I
one

personal
During
TOPIO .FOR THE WEEK BEGINNING SEPT, 25,

:

23-28; Col.

1:

9-14.

By Arthur W, Keily,

RELIEF and confession
U sary to sal vation. The

both

are

neces

heart may
beueve, but the mouth must confess as well.
Confession is not only necessary, but the
is

necessity

life seeks

a

natural

The

expression.

when Christ demands
confession of

they do what
one

his followers

him, he simply demands that
is a perfectly natural thing for

those who love him.
that

from

So

The conclusion follows

who is not

to confess the

disposed

Saviour has not been saved.
confession must

Worthy

It would be

cowardly

courageous.
to confess Uhrist only

before his followers, or only where the act
would bring honor, popularity, prosperity,
while

held one's peace when ridicule or
loss would follow. Nothing but contempt is
others

one

a

who is ashamed to

friend

benefactor; and

or

tian's confession is his

how much he

own

owes

a

before

Chris

acknowledgment

practical.
Say that you will do
Be

will be the

same

day

every

of the week.

no

It
The

discord between the tones of the

voice heard in testimony at tlie prayer meet
ing and those heard in the home, on the

whether

on

on

OW may

Ii

another does not do his.
It is to be noted that Christ has

church,

closely

sacraments that

by acts, and that
testimony to the world.

occasion for confession

these

as

serve

a

ciously,
lives.

confession of Christ

onr

be

poisoned by egotism?

What other fanlts may mar it?
is it that a worthy confession need

Why
not be

eloquent

or

Who

are some

Bible characters that made

impressive?

confessions?

worthy

are

of worthy con
history?
"confessed" in a public

examples

some

fessions recorded in secular
'Yhat is to be
"

confession"?

What other elements than confession may
well be in

a

public testimony?

How may we make our confessions such
they will prompt other confessions?

that

How

lives

our

may

help

hinder

or

our

What did Christ say about

confessions

our

of him?
What, is the best preparation for effective
public testimony?
How may we improve in this matter in our
society work?

SLANT LIGHTS ON THE TOPIC.
Rev. W, E, G,

By

Temple,

have been the

have been saved

as

such confession.

That

a

cases

where

result of

suggests

persons

witnessing
au

effect of

acknowledging Christ in every way, and so
a reason for acknowledging him.
The effect
could not be expected if that were all that
was thought of and if there were no reality
back of the

spoke the

confession; but
noble

as

words that

when Peter

won

Christ's

blessing, a worthy confession can be made
only at the prompting of the Holy Spirit;
and his presence gives power that will be
felt.

SUGGESTIONS FOR LEADERS.

THE

leader may very

well open the
his experiences

meeting by detailing
confessing Christ, especially if public
testimony has been hard for him, and he has
overcome the difficulties in whole or part.
Let him tell how he did it, and ask others to
in

tell how

they did the same thing.
But possibly the leader still meets many
difficulties in this matter. Let him frankly
acknowledge them, aud ask the members of
the society to suggest remedies. Let him
inquire also what hindrances in this work
others meet, that they, too, way possibly be
removed. Make this an experience meeting.
Call for a series of brief prayers asking
that the meeting may be stgna'Ized by the
brave confession of Christ by some one,
some associate member, perhaps,-who has
not yet openly confessed him.
Give oppor
tunity for such confession, by prayer or tes
timony while all heads are bowed.
Ask that during this especial meeting
each member may I�i"e his testimony in some
way that is not customary w ith him, in SOlDt
way that is hard for him,-hy a brief prayer,
for instance, if he is not in the habit of pray

ing

in

public.

Hllrearesome addltlonul hlnts hy H, R, H.,

and mould

to raove hearts

constantly practised,

are

know

must

We shall not be at

lived,
always be
a

loss to

what

walking worthily means if we
read our reference through. Just look at this
description.
Filled with the knowledge oj his will. What
is this but spiritually discerning Christ? To
do this you must keep the prayer channel
open. Whisper to God daily, "Teach me
thy way." Back will come, perhaps mysteri
ously, but always certainly, his divine will.
The way will be clear before you. You
not mistake it. God is a perfect guide.

can

Fruitful in every .qood ioorki. That means
walking to some purpose. There is too
much religious sauntering, too much aimless
walking. Life is not an excnrsion, but a
journey. There is a point of departure.
There is

a

forward.

terminus. Look forward and press
There is a goal ahead.

Increasing in the knowledge oj God. Learn
ing through duty conscientiously performed,
that is, by experience.
Knowledge accel
erates

The

as

more

interest accumulates.

compound
you

know,

have to learn.

the

greater power you

Interest becomes

principal.
Knowledge is to be stored, not spent.
unto all patience and long
Strengthened
sufferinq with joyfulness. The Bible writers
always put patience on top. No wonder.
Men who can fight successfully all sorts of
foes fail before their

Phillips Church, South Boston.

Pastor of

CONFESSION

THAN

RATHER

me a

PROFESSION

(Matt. 10: 32). I must introduce this topic
by showing my preference for this word,
"confession." There is an element of grati
tude in it.

It

seems

heart

though the

as

overflow with love tc God for his

must

derful

gift of

won

Saviour, and thus force the
lips to utterance. And then, when the word
eomes, there -is no self-laudation in it, no
boastful assertion of formulated opinion, no
egotistic statement of settled conclusion, but
simply a humble confession of and confidence
a

:

Ma.ny

apt

are

But words that have been first

...

the Lord's side.

Inconslstency does not excuse
making confession. It is a poor
reason for never trying to do one's duty that
one may some time fail to do it, or that

give

thing.

FOR ANSWER IN THE MEETING.

from

connected with his

some one

you do it.

sure

But the fear of
one

not.

the

is

not one

or

or

"

irresistible.

playground. The
school days just beginning again will give
opportunities every hour for showing
street, in the store,

that others beside

so

testimony?

confession with the mouth will agree with
that made by the hands and the face. There
will be

Say

then? Must we be perfect to partake worth
ily? Then our place will always be vacant.
What, then, does worthiness mean? Sincer
ity, penitence, charity, cousecration. "Ye
that do truly and earnestly repent of your
sins, and are in love and charity with your
neighbors, and intend to lead a new life,
following the commandments of God, and
walking from henceforth in his holy
-as the Episcopal Prayer-book has
ways,
it,-covers all the ground. If we are not in
that attitude of soul shall we neglect the sac
rament? No. Neglect of duty paves the way
for flagrant sin. Rather let us realize onr
danger, lift np our souls in mightyearnest
ness to God, and receive the preparation.
WALKING WORTHILY (Col. 1: 9-14). This is
continuous confession.
Words pronounced
sweetly, after they have been selected judi

and

of

to his Lord.

confession must be consistent.

Worthy

How?"

He

one

felt for

do,

"

God may know whether you do it

'What

be

immediately ask,

what you will

just

plant pushes

must become known.

Be

you

the leader

flower; severe pain wrings from one a cry
of anguish, the song of joy that dwells in the
breast springs to the lips. If the true life
has found place in a human soul, it cannot
remain hidden; if the Holy Spirit dwells in
heart, the truth

mem

you will do it. Should such an answer as
this be given, "I will be more faithful," let

forth its stem, the bud must unfold into the

a

the first ten minutes let each

speak of self. Let the leader keep
all to the subject.
During the last part of the meeting tell
what you will do, with God's help, and how

In other matters

one.

Meeting.

is to take part unless he uses the
"
pronoun" I wore than once.

ber tell what Christ has done for him.
sure

WORTHY CONFESSION.

be

name

week in advance.

No

1 Cor. 11

923

THE· GOLDEN RtTLE

1892.

the soul's Christ.

in

ther�

At first flush

appears to be a certain unwilling yielding in
confession, and a certain manly boldness ill

profession of one's faith and love. But on
study of the word, as Jesus used it,

yielding

turns to

timidity

over

and, ill the light of general experience,
profession loses the uiauly element of its
The
boldness, and becomes presumption.
a
moment
man
professes anything, the
world stands on tiptoe to discover the prompt
performance; and, having been often disap
pointed, the world is apt to look the more
incredulously, the more positive the profes
sion.
Simple confession of Christ Inspires
come,

no

such

granted

suspicion. It seems to be taken fur
that the strength is in Christ, not the

soul.

CONFESSING
When

a

(1 Cor.

WORTHILY

child throws its

11:

23-28).

around its

arms

fretfulness.

a

Show

and I will

thoroughly patient disciple,

call him

saint fit for immediate translation.

Giving thanks

unto the Father.

Gratitude.

Not that form of it which recounts

daily
glowing counte
nances and well-filled arms.
Anybody has
grace enongh to be thankful when he has his
own way.
But that kind of gratitude which
believes that all things,-no matter how for
bidding, or harsh, or hard to bear, or even
all things work together for
persecuting,
good to them that love God. Not gratitude
in tears, but thanks with rejoicing, thanks
that find their expression in song.
Can you walk after this fashion, young
disciple? You can begin to try, trusting in
mercies

that

come

with

-

the Lord Jesus.

further

the forced

own

When

a

takes the form of

the

confession

little later

Which makes little of

self,

but much of

him ;

timidity when looking

with

in, but boldness when standing before the
cross;

a

public acknowledgment,
more
complete.

modesty rather than
Christendom;
Which is succeeded by cross-bearing and
close following in his own footsteps.
Which veils its face in

Lord, be

it mine to speak thy name so well,
Into the ears of men, that they shall wait,
'Vith perfect confidence, the opening gate
Of my outgoing life, and feel the spell
Of realized confession, and discern
Some trace of thee to make their own hearts
burn.

at the table of the Lord when the full confes

sion is made.
into

closest

Saviour,

The soul hcre

spiritunl

Here the

connection

cross

Here the sacrifice is

seems

is most

to

come

with its

prominent.

represented.

It is the

broken body. It is the shed blood. It is a
holy memorial of the magnificent divine
human act of Calvary.
It is the holy of
holh-s in the cathedral of worship. Oh, the
shame of pressing this shrine with unworthy
feet!
On, the shame of taking these sym
bols of 10,'0 between nnworthy lips!
\Yhat

all,

may safely come to the table of hi m of whom
he Sings. -A. F. Schauffier, D.D.

Out of my famished heart I cry,
"
At last. at last, is this thy house?
Feed me, my Saviour, even me,
With all these happy ones who come.
I have but tears to offer thee.
With this thine holy feeding sweet,
I have no words. I' come and see,'
And, hungry, kneel here at thy feet."
-Anon.

To be ashamed of Christ in any place, in
any company, is not on ly a great sin, hut it
is also a putting of one's self in the way of
A young lady was visiting
friends in a home in another city. She had
been in the house several weeks, falling ill
with all the gay life of the family.
One Sab
bath the Lord's Supper was celebrated in
the church where the family attended. This
friend received the communion,
As they
left the church, one of the others said to her:
"Why, are you a Christian? I did n't dream
it." She had sat down in the wrong com
pany when she. first came, thus hiding her
friendship for Christ, and thus had denied
him in act. It was impossible for her now
to get her testimonyright.-J. R. Miller, D.D.

temptation

....

There are two things we should beware of,
-that we never be ashamed of the gospel,
and that we never be a shame to it.
Philip
-

Henry.
His strength in weakness be displays;
From youthful lips he perfects praise;
And we, his faithful soldiers, stand
Strong in the might of his rigllt hand.
Great Judge of all, in that dread day
When heaven and earth shall flee away,
Before the universe confess
Thy faint but faithful witnesses,
-Anon.

Almighty God, unto whom all hearts are
open, all desires known, and from whom no
secrets are hid; cleanse the thoughts of our
hearts by the inspiration of thy Holy Spirit,
that we may perfectly love thee and worthily
magnify thy holy name, through Christ our
Lord. Amen.
Front Book oj Common Prauer,
-

In the wonderful old Church of St. Mark's,
at Venice, is placed an alabastar pillar said
to have been saved from the ruins of Solo
mon's temple, and now used as part of the
It is cut in a
support of the high altar.
beautiful spiral shaft of graceful proportions,
and blossoms out at the top into an exquisitely
carved capital.
It stands bravely in it!!
place, and bears its share of the weight.
But your first thonght is, "How beautiful! "
Does not Jesus mean that we shall be beau
tiful as well as strong in his service? And
110 we take enough pains to make goodness
attractive, and so 'adornII his doctrine" in all
things"? Christ says, And I, if I be lifted
up, will draw all men unto me." Ought not
we Christians to have more of this drawing
power, not that we may draw others to our
selves personally, but through us to him
whose image we daily pray to bear?MliJ.rian Deming.
.

"The church's one foundation."
"Jesus invites his saints."
"Just as I am, without one plea."
"Not all the blood of beasts."
II
Sweet the moments, rich in blessing."
II
Bread of heaven, on thee we feed."
"If my disciple thou wouldst be."
"No matter what the wortrl may say."
Bible References.
CONFESSION OF SIN. -1 Kings 8: 33, 34;
2 Chron, 6: 26, 27; Ez. 10: IG j Ps. 32: 5; 1
John 1: 9.
RESULT OF CONFESSION.- Ps. a2: 1; 130:
Dan. 9: 9; Acts 5: 31; 13: 38; Eph.l: 7.

4;

CONFESSION OF CHRIST. -l\Iatt. 26: 26-30;
Mark 14: 22-26; Luke 21: 12, 13; 22: 19, 20;
24: 48; John 9: 22; 17: 20, 21; Act" 1: 8;
2: 32; 3: 15; 5: 32; 10: 41; Gal.6: 14; Phil.
2: !J-11; 1 John4: 15.
'VORTHY CONFESSION.
Matt. 16: 13-17;
Johnl: 45-49; (i: 66-6\); 9: 35-38; 11: 26,27;
Acts 5: 41, 42; 7: 54-HO; H: :l5-38; 23: 11;
26: 22,23; IThess.l: 5-8; �Tilll.2: 19.
-

ILLUSTRATIVE QUOTATIONS.

Selected

When

subsequently the candidate for church
membership unites with God's people for
service in Christ's kingdom, the confession
It is, however,
assumes a higher character.

I 'Ill only a sinner, just nothing at
But Jesus Christ is my all in all,"

flaunts its intentions before

this statement

becomes

"

Suggested Hymns.

mother's neck, and says, "I love Jesus,"
that is a simple and beautiful confession of

Christ.

....

Will you do it?

Jesus Honors that Confession

Which shows

can come to the table of the Lord. We know
of but one condition that must be lived up
to before the believer can come to the table
of the Lord.
He who in sincerity takes
Christ for his Lord, and tries to follow him,
to
his
Lord's table
come
may
If, then,
yon feel unworthy, but trust in the merit
and worth of Jesus, YOII are in the right
wind, and need not prepare by a long series
of attendance at mcetlugs, or by anything
that is external. He who can truly sing,

by

L. Adelaide

Wallingford,

most eloquen c preaching wilt never
have the power that is exercised by
the silent and thoughtful participation
of believers in the bread and wine which are
offered to them at the holy table.
Frederic
Godet, D. D.

THE

DENIAL. -Matt. 7: 21-23; Luke 6: 46;
\): 23-26; 12: 8,9, 1:{: 25-27; 22: 54-62; John
12: 42; 2 Tim. 2: 12; 1 John 2: 23.

-

DAILY

SCI', the fpast of 10"e is spread,
Drink the wi ne , and break the bread;
Sweet memorials,
till the Lord
Call us round his heavenly board ;
Some from earth, from glnr.v some,
Severed only" till he 1:01111'."
-

-

E. H. Bickersteth,

Who may partake of the Lord's Supper
wort.ln ly ? If by" worthily" we mean per
sOlU1.1 worth, then no one can come
worth
ily." 10Some people seem to think that they
must
themselves
beiore
get
ready"
they
..

READINGS.

P�. 32.
First Dav.i--Confess 0111' sins.
Second Day.c-Forsake our sins.
Provo 28: 1-13.
Thir(l Duv.t--Confese Christ. Matt. 10: 32-42.
Fourth Day.c-Contesston unto salvation.
Rom. 10: 1-11.
Fifth Day.-A good confession.
1 i'im. 6: 1-13.
Sixth Dav.-Confessed before the Father.
Rev. 3:1-5.
Seventh Day.-Worthy confesslou.
1 Cor. 11:23-28; CoI.1:!l-H.
•
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THE

with your lips?
your hands? your
If you are, Jesus will confess you;
then he will say, "I never knew

confessing Christ

Are you

feet?

your

GOLDEN RULE

eyes?
if not,

your

yon."
Referenees :

1

ears?

Kings

8:

33, 34; Mark 8: 35;

Luke 12: 8;

John 1: 49; 6: 69; 11: 27; 12:
.,
Tilll. 2: 12;
42,43; Rom. 14: 11; Phil. 2: 11;
1 John 2: 23; 4: 2,3.

TOPIC POR THE WEEK BEGINNING SEPT. 25.

TOPICS

CONFESS CHRIST?

MUST I

Matthew 10,'

32,

Oct.

93

Aunt Ruth.

By

to be marked in their

"\,ERSES
\{ and learned

each

day by the children:

"

Outline Talk.

glad to tell people whose
cllild you are, when they ask you? Yes, in
deed; you are glad enough to confess your
earthly father, but how is it about your
heavenly Father? You know that he, too,
loves you and cares for you; do you always
feel willing to acknowledge it, and to say

Yes, I think you have done finely so far
numbers are concerned, and I hope you
are prospering equally well in the spirit of
your meetings. One hundred and twenty
earnest, active, faithful Juniors can do a
great deal of good both to each other and to
as

are

Juniors

being laughed

at if he

See how much you can do to
help your pastor this fall, and how well yon
can do all your Christian work.
Dear Aunt Ruth:
We have a Junior
Christian Endeavor society at Marshfield. It
consists of forty-four members.
The active
members of our society have small badges,
which were given to them by our pastor,
Mr. Scovell. We hope that we may soon
tell you about more children joining our
band to be followers of Christ. We have
words each Sunday, and find verses in the
Bible. We commit the verses to memory,
and our leaders mark them in our Bibles in
colored inks. We have tried sentence pray
though it is hard for some of us, it
wil be easier each time. Our little badges
remind us of what we have promised.
Yours for Christ,
BERTHA O'CONNOR, Sec.
Marshfield, Wis.
-

to do then?

boy

reads his Bible and prays when be is going
to bed where other boys share his room,
what should he do? I should advise him
to

stop

that

willing

and think whether he is

minute

a

Jesus should be

ashamed of

If he is not, then let him never be
ashamed of Jesus, but be brave and loyal.

him.
Let

him

ashamed
or

the

which

think, too,
the

-

who is

one

who has not

one

a

ought·

ers\and

be

child of God,
Father.

heavenly

a

to

He

might better laugh at the other boy,
or rather, pity him, because he is not the
child of the King. So always remember that
when it

even

seems

Those

that you are learning from
your Bibles will often be not only a comfort,
but a help to you, and more and more as you

hard to confess Christ

you ought
proud of your Father and
your Saviour, and should always claim their
protection and help.
to be

But

afraid

will

-

help

you
repeat it

even

for the

much that

Send letters to Aunt Ruth,

NEW

ought to
just how

and fnll of love

to Christ and of his love to you, then it is
easy to Call ipss Christ in many ways. Here

The

what it

means

But the few who

who do not

keep

to-day and

think

to do it at every

are

their

regular
pledge, ought

to

.

stop

of the best paper published from July 1 to
October 1, determined by vote of the Juniors. will receive a
gift·book. Accounts are wan tel of bright and striking

you to church and to Sunday school and to
the prayer meeting, they are helping you
confess Christ; and so, too, when they carry
ness

any errand of love

or

or

kind-

ears

listen

mercy

for Jesus' sake.

3. With your
to bad stories,

jokes,

then

or

they are making

A true child of his would
to such

you

never

or impure
deny Christ.

stop

to listen

If they ever take
your hands.
that does not belong to them, if

anything
they ever strike, if they write what is wrong,
then they are denying Christ.
5. And lastly, with your eyes.
Loving,
kind, brave, honest eyes may show that you
are serving your Master; while proud, or
sly, or cruel, unlovely looks show that yon
are not

Jesus' little

or

not.

*'

"DROP

THE

LATCH AFTER You."-An old

lady.. although
my estimation

I will repeat it, as nearly as pos
own words.
"All the folks had

instance.

sible,

she differs with me, was in
true heroine in the following

a

in her

gone to town hut

me.

I

was

in bed with the

During the night, all of a sudden,
by the bright light from a
lantern, shining on my face; and there by
my bed, looking right at me, was a big, burly
rheumatiz,

things.

4. With

sayings, whether famous

.

When your
unkind tales,

ears.

1. Papers not over 250 'words long.
2. Writer not over 15 years old.

The writer

2. With the feet. Whenever your feet take

on

*'
this week is

4.

asks of them.

you

prize

3. Give age and/ull address.
We consider spelling, writing, punctuation.
The best paper each week receives a prize of one dollar.

little about what Jesus

a

Mabel E.

tions of this contest:-

meeting.
about it,

not

P.,

I

woke up

was

man with a cloth over his face.
I sat up in
bed and asked him what he wanted. He says,
kind of gruff, 'Where 's your silver?' 'My
'

said, astonished; aud then I jnst
langhed right out. 'The idea of asking for
my si I ver!' says 1. Why, I ain't got any; and
sil ver !

I

'

one.

on

,

indignation. She opened
speak, and the words would sore
ly have he en angry ones. Suddenly the red
lips closed again firmly. and '.ressie passed
into the next hall without speaking.

in the

thing

insists

her part, but the
to

world,

"turn

go to sleep." Nevertheless, how
many of us would have had the nerve to do
the same thing?
MABEL E. LED.
anti

over

to

lips

"I would n't have stood it!

'Vhen my little brother was abont
two years old, mamma and he were in the
habit of looking out of the window when she

put

to see the moon and the

bed,

which he called"

"

of my chances to confess Jesns."
"
see how!

could

understand

not

meant, she asked him, and

(crack),

sun

"SEE

SEE

AND

THERE."

Dr.

-

his

pupils through the
Bartholomew'S Hospital, Lon

leading

in

"Cac

said,

froo."
ISABELLA T. M. B.

shining

HERE

Latham,

he

wards of St.

don, England, addressed them in forcible and
appropriate words, and said at the close, It
is by your own eyes, and your ears, and your
own minds, and (I may add) by your own
hearts, that you must observe, and learn, and
profit. I can only point to the objects,
and say little else than, 'See here and see
"

"

there.'

AMY M.

I don't

"

0, Marion! Don't you, can't you think
if Anna had said

acted,

sotohirn?"
to

At recess, Miss Ellis came over to Tessie
inquire if she had done the errand at the

book-store.

he

what

"

how he would have

there

night

moon, and he noticed it for the
He kept saying" Cac;" and, as

was a new

mamma

One

lamps."

stars,

burst forth

"

-

him to

"

indignantly. "Mean thing! She
knows better than that, and I'd have told
her so.
Why did n't you?
I almost did," said Tessie, her lips trem
bling a little now, "bnt I thought in time j it
Marion

was one

"CAC."

"Not yet, Miss Ellis; I did not have time
morning, but I will on my way home."

this

afterwards she was rushing
Ellis, Marion following more slow
ly, and asking as she came, "What do yon
A

moment

after Miss

her, Tessie?"

want of

"Oh, Miss Ellis!" said Tessie, blushing
and breathless,
I want to tell you that I am
..

afraid that
this

I chose to do

morning, only

If you care, I am
0," said Miss Ellis,

else.
"

true.

qnite

not

was

I had time

something

sorry."

coldly, "I supposed
something of that sort j see that you do
not neglect it to-night."
"Mean old thing!" said Marion.·" I
would n't have told her anything about it.
it

was

What difference did it make?"
..

CONFESSIONS.

TESSIE'S

all speed with their
dressing, so as not to be late at the table;
Tessie paused before the wall roll for an

THEY

but

were

making

Hcre

roll;

are our

now

Endeavor

verses on

I shall have to take them for

to-day.

verses, but this time there is

Sunday

no

Her
for

friend Marion,

who had been

spending

with her, turned and looked at her
moment, then walked toward the roll

night
a

a

and read the

verses:

shall confess

me

"Whosoever therefore

before men, him will I

con

bit like the verses, to do it, you know."
an awful bother of life, I
"

words

I think

remained

they

care so

"It does n't

much

meeting and

recite

know lots of

girls

are

kind of dreadful verses,"
seem as if Jesus

are

better than

to have us

who don't

some

Tessie turned

just

a verse or

of

get up in

something. I
do it, and they

are."

us

wondering eyes on her friend,

whom she had known but

few weeks.

a

"I

and

saying

confessing Jesus;

there

only

is

a verse

are

one way
lots of other

ways."
"I don't know any of
"That is every

them," answered
single thing I do.
I'm on the flower committee, but you don't
confess Jesus by taking flowers to people."
"Sometimes you do, Marion, and that is
not the only way.
Every day there 'are ever
so many chances of confessing him; and if
Marion.

don't do it in that way, I don't think it
makes much difference what we do in meet
we

'The

doing must match the saying,'
says."
"Well, I'd like to know who of us girls
does anything but that!
I never saw any
body. I'm going to watch for you all day.
Tessie Roberts, and see if yon do any differ
ing.

mamma

ent from the rest of us."

Then the breakfast bell

pealed through the

house, and both girls scurried around to make
lip for lost time. Two hours afterwards,
Tessie though t of Marion's words. They were
in the schoolhouse hall, passing from one
recitation room to another, -she, and Marion,
and

dozen others of about their age. All
less excited, and two or three

a

were more or
were

trying

to talk at once; but Anna Potter

out-talked the others,

as

she

was

given

to

doing.
"

"0, of course Tessie Roberts is right! she
saying in loud angry tones. "She al

ways is!

It is

lasts.

splendid thing to be the
hope of any of llS getting
long as this state of things
a

no

I don't believe she

right than the rest of
peeped into her book!
Tessie

heard

was

us, or

any nearer
if she was, she

her angry
schoolmate intended she should. Her face
every

word,

as

but if

sometimes

a

mistake

was

it must take lli!'!

making

standing the
prize of some sort,
basket of flowers, or a card,
who remained

one

longest always received
a

tiny book;

a

sometimes

Tessie had received

a

a

box of candies.

number of these tokens

for she

was carefully trained in pro
home, and had agood memory.

On this particular afternoon she was es
peciallyanxious to win, because Uncle Roger
was visiting them, and having been told all
about the exercise, ilad agreed to add a sec
ond prize, if she secured the first one. Only
two girls were left standing, Tessie, with her
eyes very bright, and Anna Potter, the girl
who bad accused her that morning of being
the teacher's pet.
"V-i-s-o-r," wrote Miss Ashman on the
board, then turned her head in the direction
of a noise neal' the door.
Somebody was
waiting there to speak to her.
"Vi-sor," pronounced Tessie; and Miss
Ashman

stepped
all

toward

the door.

The

scholars

were

intruder

might want. For the moment they
thinking about Tessie. In a mo

watching

to know what the

were

not

ment

Miss Ashman returned.

"That is

right," she said, "vis-or." No
body noticed it, not even Anna; and onlx
Tessie knew. Her face flushed adeeper red, if
possible, then suddenly paled, and before
Miss Ashman had the next word written,
she had found her voice.
"

0, Miss Ashman, that was not the way
"
pronounced it. I said' Vi-sor.'
"Why, did you, my dear?" asked Miss Ash
man, holding the chalk still, and looking
regretfully at Tessie.
"I am very sure, because I thought of

I

course

that

was

the way.

I

never

heard it

pronounced any other way." And she went,
with burning cheeks, to her seat.
A murmur of disappointment ran through
the room.
Everybody liked Tessie, and
wanted her to get the prize.
"I would n't have said a word,"
said
Marion. "E\'eryhody thought you pronounced
it right, and she did n't ask YOIl what YOIl said.
I think you were a goose, Tessie Roberts!
"

"Yon

forget," said Tessie, gently.

could I have' confessed Christ before
and have
"

kept still?

"How

men,'

"

"

0 dear me!
said Marion; "I don't think
ought to be in that Christian Endeavor
society at all. I'm not that kind of mem
I

ber.

"

was

standing;

The

seat.

was

teacher's pet;
the prize, so

If it

the scholar

made,

and each in turn pro
correct, he or she

board,

one.

nunciation at

she said at last.

would

the

on

already,

my Father which

the day for the pro
Miss Ashman wrote the

was

nunciation match.

him will I also

deny before

It

the afternoon.

or

"

said Marion, almost crossly.
crowning confession came late in

But the

fess also before my Father which is in heaven.
But whosoever shall deny me before men,
is in heaven."

not

"That makes

nounced

choice."
the

is n't

the wall

Sometimes I choose between the wall-roll and
the

telling
telling it," said Tessie.
"I have such a habit of saying' I had n't
time,' that I say it without thinking. But it
truth, and

think!

instant and exclaimed:"

It made all the difference between

the

By Pansy.

'of

T. M.

to confess Christ in this way,

promise

most natural

thing." She

a

brave act

was no

meeting

SAYINGS

given to Isabella
Blake, of Sugar Hill, N. H. Please
keep in mind, Juniors, the following condi

of the ways.
1. With the lips. Every Endeavorer knows

are some

because all

that it

don't know what you mean," she said. "Of
course, getting up in our Snuilay afternoon

LeD., Annie B., Gertrude
P., Florence Y., Jennie L. G., and Mary \V.H.
We should like to know where the boys
are! Are there no boys among the ,T uniors?
Or are they afraid to contest, in the matter of
bright sayings, with the girls? That last
Wake up, boys!
may be the reason.
Jessie

if you have honestly asked him to do so. If
you do not think so in your heart, you can
surely never truly say so with your lips.

right

of The Golden Rule.

have been received, this week, from Isabella
T.M.B., Esther L. S., Amy M., Carrie A. W.,

you that you must believe in your heart that
Jesus loves you, and has made you his child

But when the heart is

care

�e----

So, first, I would remind

means.

youngest of you.

through
together

(the topic).
I think you all know that you
confess him, but you may not know

too, I know, if you will let

help
Keep bravely on with your sentence
prayers, and by and by they will not be hard
you,

them.

wish that you need not say anything about
it. Then YOIl must remember God's word
that he sent to
to you
just such times.' Let us

verses

grow older. See how well yon can remem
ber them from week to week. Your badges

know you need not feel
sometimes you even then

though yon
ashamed,

or

He did n't take

sleep.

ablaze with

was

her

door I called out, 'Please to latch the door
after yon,' and then turned over and weut to

the church.

that you are his child? I think most of the
Juniors are almost always willing to do so,
but there are some times when it may be
What

langhed again just at the ridiculousness of
having silver! He commenced to back
out then, and when he was nearly to the
I

my

first time.

girls

.

are

is afraid of

Scrap-Bag.

-

every Sunday.
Your true Christian Endeavor friend,
MINNIE J. THURMAN.
Atchison, Kan.

How many of you think that boys and
girls ace proud of their motbers and fathers?

a

-

and boys,
while reading
had written of
their Junior societies, thought they would
like to have you know of ours in the Chris
tian Church.
Of course you must know, as
I have said" our," that there are more than
one or even two in the society, so I will tell
you the right number: there are one hundred
and twenty in all. Our society was started
on the fifteenth of May.
Don't you think we
have a great many for so short a time? We
have a different one to lead our meeting

heart on the blackboard, and
"lips," "feet," "ears," etc., are
mentioned, write them inside of the heart;
or, if yon are skilled in drawing, make a pic
ture of each as you speak of it.

If

23.

-

The
what others

large

bard thus to confess him.

-

The Junio('

when the

How many

9.

NEXT FOUR WEEKS.

FOR THE

What Does Paul's Life Teach Us?
Acts 9: 1-:.l2.
The Story of Dorcas. Missionary
Acts 9: 36-42.
Meeting.
Lessons from the Life of Peter.
John 21: 15-19; Acts 10: 44.
What Must I Do To Be Saved?
Acts 16: 27-31.

Deal' Aunt Ruth:

-

a

-

16.

Bibles,

First Day. -1 Pet. 4: 16.
Second Day. -1 John 4: 2.
Third Day. -1 John4: 15.
Fourth Day.-Rom.l0: 9,10.
Fifth Day.-Rom.l: 16.
Sixth Day.-Mark 8: 38.
Seventh Day.
Topic. Matt. 10: 32, 33.

Have

2.

September 8, 1892. (12]

that!

I could n't make such confessions
"

Washington, D. G.

as

covenant God

mau

loving

The old covenant

k i nd.

born of infinite

was

himself the

proclaimed

Father of all

the

prerogative;

new

The revela
covenant, of infinite sacrifice.
tion of Gods Relf-giving-that is what we
celehrate in the Lord's

Third

Lesson XIII.,

Quarter,

September 25,

By Amos

and life.

20-94.

bols

R. Wells.

THIS

son on

made

be

through

the Lord's

as a

general

les

and it may
immense value if we strive

of

it to show

our

Supper;

scholars the

of outward

typify.

import
spiritual

We

(v. 26).

come

not the death of

yet
one.

We look

event

of

all

backward, yet

points
Unworthily (v. 27). We certainly eat
worthily if we think we are worthy to
Then only do we eat worthily when

vidual believers.

selves, and look frankly at all

Ye (v.20). We mnst not forget to whom
Paul was writing, nor treat the lesson as if

nesses, since

of the pro
til at sin-accursed city of

guilty

were

Corinth', probably debauched before
sion in all kinds of

the taint of it

conver

license, what wonder that
around them still? How

clung

terrible is sin in its persistence!
Another is drunken (v. 21). He is indeed
who is able

convert

hopeful

thoroughly

to

un

eat.
we

courage from Christ's abounding
worth, and in the humility of Sinfulness, yet
in the courage of trust, dare to do what Christ

bids

us.

Let

The Lord's

prove himself (Y. 28).
catches lip the old Greek injunction,
and cries to every man, "Know thyself!"
a man

Supper

In that hour

sole

dare he honest with

we

have drawn

we

our

weak

our

close to the

so

For this

are
cause many
sickly
(v, 30). It is not necessary to be a "Christian
scientist" to perceive the close and immedi
...

ate connection between

here,

it

...

and

spirit. The

all the

members

On the very model of Paul
nowadays be predicted of a

might

almost with

man

body

suffers, and

soul-member

certainty

well

as

as

to

to believe, yet
spirit, diligent

come

fervent in

LIGHTS ON

Selected

Despise

just
be

way
But when

the Corinthians

bring to that
proud passions, longings

sure.

hour

as

same

our

we

did,

to

sacred
for

re

venge, hearts of malice, lowering discontent,
while we are
upbraidings of Providence,
-

complaisant to these things, and do not fight
against them, but fellowship them, and com
mnne with them

at the Lord's

table,
Corinthians, hid
but sadly visible to the

even

what is it but the sin of the

den from men's eyes,
eye of God?

I received of the Lord (v. 23).
Matthew,
Mark, and Luke all give accounts of this or
dination, John only being silent, as not need
ing to add anything at the latter date of his
It will

gospel.

profit

the class to compare

these four accounts

point by point, noting
interesting variances, yet perceivlng
how unimportant they are.
In the night in which he was betrcqed. (v. 23).
Into what hlessings Christ made his sorrows
their

It

bloom!

from his

is

THAT
place
of

themselves in

can

and has

ever

is

ness,

or

our joy!
(v.24). Our thoughts go back
miraculous hreaking of bread that fed

He brake it
to the

the thousands from

a

few

loaves.

barley

use

of

reason

suppressed

taste

of

a

re

undergone

alcoholic fermentation, and so save herself
slightest danger of injury to her

Eclectic

disgrace
Commentary.

As

friend' who is

a

or

is

or
our

he has used

so

to

herself.

Standard

-

setting ont on a long
passing forever from earth,

portrait,' or something

hands his

or worn or

prized,

and is

pleased

shall treasure it for his sake,
the eve of his death secure

thing, that his disciples should have
a memento by which to remember him.
And
as the dying gift of a friend becomes sacred
to

one

his own person, and we cannot bear to
it handed about by unsympathetic hands

us as

see

and remarked upon by those who have not
the same loving reverence as ourselves; and

Which i., broken for you (v, 24). For me!
Therein is the miracle of the crucifixion.

as

that Christ

believe.

was

dying

for

them, is easy

But that Christ should

so

to

die that

when

we

gaze at his portrait,

the very pen or pencil worn smooth
fingers, we recall the many bappy
times we spent together, and the bright and

inspiring

words that fell from his

died for them, for each

grateful

the miracle of

throng

of the world,

other,

ness,

and this

-

loving
if

we

world,

one

for

(v.
us

24). How
to do for

happi
thing alone in personal,

memory of him!

our own

What

a

shame to

us

should neglect it.

The
enant

guide

for the

(v.25).
God promised to be

new

covenant

Christ'S

seem

lips,

In the old
the

cov

protecting

and benefactor of the Jews j in the

new

a man examine himself.
personal examination, does
not have for its object to determine how good
we are, but whether we can partake, looking
to the suffering Christ as our Saviour.
Ob

V.23.

proving,

that each

serve

To

or

He who eats

lightly,

not

from the bread to

dis

this

it,

from

God;

we

should have amended in time.

But when

chastened

of the Lord,

judged,

arc

we are

sacred to

us

judgments

are

level with the world of sin. and
us

the

same

are

eat

could,
Be

as

bow much Jesus

helps

a

in that

doing
broken

quiet

hour when

bit of bread and touch

simple things in memory of
loving life and loving death for

Christ's

you?

to it.

In the

them, they

so secure

QUESTION POINTS.

for

condemnation which is awarded

end, therefore, if

are

we

to be considered

Standard Eclectic

blessings.

coming

to

that

FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS.

TEACHERS

primary classes have in
an excellent opportnnity

the wonderful

Then

seem

but any

ence to

That

you

It

the

There

were

beautiful

on

my lat

wrench, and the bunches
big basket. Then they were tum

was a
a

bled into

juice
heat, and

last it

those

is it in refer

is there

of

self-examination

Supper?

whom Paul

to

warning?

before

What abuses among
wrote called for h is

What does such

an

example

sug

regulating one's
use of food and drink by Christian principles?
What is the Christian principle in such mat
ters? Of what duty towards our tempted
brethren should we be reminded particularly
by the Lord's Supper? (Rom. 14: 15.) How
is the Lord's Supper itself sometimes made a
source of temptation to those who are weak?
gest

as to

the results of not

What occasion have
on

these

we

for self-examination

qnestions?

evils in consequence of their siu
upon those to whom Paul wrote? For
what purpose were they sent? How might

What

came

they
.

have been avoided?

we reason

how

to believe

are we to

are

What evils have

threatening

us, and

avoid them?

great green leaves above,

refreshing shadows; and the
bees came, and a butterfly now and then;
and it was very pleasant.
But suddenly
in

mean to

use

their

casting

lay

Of what

only witness it? To what
point forward?
warning does Paul give? What

Lord's

those

little folks

was

long

To what

those who

What
need

may eat it, and grow strong like the breezes
and sweet like the sunshine.

Then there is the w.ine.

How

event does it

the cruel reaper and cut

fearful

fierce press, and squeezed till the
ran from them.
Then came great

a

long imprisonment in a dark cell,
where the wine was kept tight that no air
might get in and bring the seeds of that
terrible alcohol that changes the juice of the
grape into a maddening, dead ly liquid. At

impropriety,

who share in it?

history

the needs of the church in every age.
The
same night in which he was betrayed.
Each

and disorder of the Corinthian church

ed? What does the observance

down, and then came the dark barn with
the great weight upon it, and the terrible
clatter and tearing of the thresher, and the
grinding at the mill, and the fiery heat of
the oven, and the sharp cut of the knife.
All these things the wheat has endured
since it left the breezy and sunshiny meadow.

purpose?

to it?

especially call attention? Why is so
prominence given to that side of
Christ's work? Why is any memorial need

it

For what

regard

does it

was

came

in

much

wheat once, growing
in a beautiful, sunny meadow. The blue
sky was oyer it, the fresh air about it, birds
sang to it, and the breeze whispered in its
ears.

It

him?

What is the appropriateness of the
meaning of the words

is the celebration to be observed?

Draw out from the chil

by questioning

of the bread.

should

to

What is the

spoken by Jesus

much-needed work.

gling and waiting. They should be taught
the meaning of it, so that it will not seem
tiresome; the joy of it, so that it wiII not
It is well to. divide the treat
seem awful.
ment of the lesson into three parts.
1. Have a bit of bread and a little glass of
dren

known

Supper established? How
particular form of observance to be

the

form?

Far too many
children either look upon the Lord's Supper
as a ceremony a�ful and to be dreaded, or
consider it a stupid, tiresome period of wrig
a

made

founding

Why

the Lord's

chosen?

of

this lesson

to do

be

especially

came

LESSON

Supper?

What does the fact suggest as to the impor
tance of the sacrament?
For what purpose

red

sentence of the story is one upon which the
imagination lingers, until Bot only the riot

of the Lord's

was

there

He called to mind the facts which

OW did Paul learn about the

Ii

but heed

Commentary.

tice.

into the lUiud.-Hurlburt's Comment

almost incredible

but Jesus

did he not?

why

in

the Lord's table. The instruction is fitted to

an

like the

and do these

we

as

person, and by means of it
memories of all he ·was and did

to dwell upon before

just

lips to the wine and pray so solemnly
sing so softly. Jesus himself gave them
these beautiful emblems, and told tl{em to
And they are praying
use them that way.
that just as the bread and the wine become
part of their bodies, the love and the power
of Jesus may become part of their spirits.
Are you not ready to sit there with them,

should not stand

we

judgment

was

their

un

if we discerned ourselves, we
judged.-Jf we had properly
ourselves, ascertained our moral

in need of

one

you, and the more you love him and try to
please him, the more he will help you.
3. And now you see what the church

A lesson for the bold and careless, not the
hesitating. Do you love Christ?

examined

And

You know

happy.

brings himself under condemnation.
The Chri.�tian Lesson Commentary.

state and corrected

land.

no

the bread and the pure juice
of the grape make men strong, so Jesus' life
and death make us strong and wise ami

and

cannot eat

It

help themselves,

just

cause,

not

spirit you

die.

as we must

and did not.

carrying his mind
Christ, eats unworthily,

cerning the Lord's body,

there, and

sick

ever

cries

ver

could not

other man, or set of men, has the Spirit
He that eateth
delegated this office.

unworthily.

dark

a

wheat and the grapes, you see, being cut and
torn and crushed and burned; only they

is to examine himself.

man

is

one

110

he died

no

bunches of grapes once, hanging

own

they ought

our

But let

Vs. 28, 29.

This

so

ary.

This do in remembrance of me
many things Christ has told
each

when

his

does this sacrament

history

or

we use

by

into unnumbered myriads of human breasts
should come the tender assurance that he
one of them,-that is
miracles, unexampled in the

expiated our sins and proclaimed
forgivcness.-Pentecost.

unfermented wine.

What uncounted millions have been fed by
this later partition of the Bread of Life.

That the eleven close about him should feel

death

every

from the

absence,
puts into

them

This is my
body broken. for you. On every celebration
of r.he supper we are reminded that Christ's

is

fruit of the vine which has not

on

that ministers to

That the

this cannot be shown, it will be the part of
wisdom and mercy for the church to use the

did Christ

daily bounty

word.

wine should not be used at the Lord's supper
absolutely demanded by Christ. As

this

the

proper

worship

unless

should

over

no

We seem thus led
man, is true.
naturally to the conclusion that intoxicating

mem bers

to

is

love; they are chas
tisements with the object of saving us from
that utter apostasy which wiII put us on a

formed

we

thanks

have

can

That for this

true.

dormant

strength

in times of distress and trouble.

severe

Christian should avoid them, seems evident.
That a mere mouthful will sometimes aronse
the

(v. 24).

alive and

always' dangerous,
tendency towards drunken

a

to think that

give

FROM

in connection with the

ChrIst gave thanks over the emblems of his
own
infinite sorrow.
How much more
we

LESSON

Mrs. F. E. Clark.

lyasserted in God's
intoxicating liquors

a

me

was

sunny meadow

there, or is cross or discontented
or unhappy.
There everyone is strong, and
has every sort of thing that he wants, and
all he wants of it, and can do everything he
pleases, since none but good people are per
mitted there, And people never die there;
and, best of all, people are never sinful there.
But Jesus, our Saviour, left that beautiful
country, and came down to this world where
everyone dies, and is sinful, and ugly often,
and where there is so much pain and sorrow
and misery.
And he was tempted just as
we are, and went through all our hard places,
and had to fight all our enemies, and at last
e

may not be condemned with the w01'ld.
-The thought of this verse is that even these

goes with the saying. That no drunk
inherit the kingdom of God is direct

God,

ard

hours of greatest

agony, loneliness, and conflict that our great
est comfort and inspiration have sprung.
When he had given thanks (v. 24). So that

by

for them would be

caring

of

he

The

flowers ,IUd trees of that wonderful
And

But

SOURCES.

drunkenness

remembrance

is!

heaven

wort.hily.

untimely phys
spiritual death.

THE

MANY

in

this

The remembrance that

that

Father's business.

the

Do

against

'Vhere did
great deal.
Ah, what a lov e ly place

a

from?

place compared to it, and illy beuutifu l grape
vi ne is ugly, matched with the vines and

the

needy; they shall
work no iI{ to a neighbor, nor keep back just
dues; they shall be diligent in business; they
shall strike no passionate blow; they shall
shed kindness and blessings on others; they
shall receive no gains on which we cannot
ask his blessing.-Rev. Nehemiah Adams,D.D.

we

be any
in the

ye the church. of God? (v, 22.) Men
do not now abuse the communion table in

he sh nt

nor

Why,

cotne

should not be

worldling should seek to carry his wire
pulling habits into the kingdom where the
last shall be first; and that an indolent non
thing but

Jesus

They

have dominion

tious

believer should

shall not withhold any
from Christ which he requires of us,
be!

to

opposing them,

and in

eternal

ought
thing

what has all this to do with

now

Jesus?

Christ,-how holy they

and

show

soon

and

In this

ical

ambi

an

him would

body

my sunny arbor.

on

2. And

the past.

enters the service of Ohrtst ; that

without

proved

physical decrepitude,

blood of

that is

hands which take the

people

unholy ambitions,
over

These

24-26.

they

brought

worship the wild orgies that had dis
figured their heathen religion? Then it is
equally strange that a servant of mammon
should hoid stingy purse-strings when he

sins thus

Vs.

Do you really wish to serve him better? Is
this your purpose? Come, then, whatever

that if he

into the communion service his business frets.
his carnal passions, his malice, pride, and
these

in

Sperru,

little ones, when you are sick, may get some
of the health anti st.reugth of the grapevine

-

timid and

break with the past. Was it strange that the
Corinthians should transplant into the new,
pure

perfunctory observance of
a sacrilege.
Rev. W. G.
"Monday Club Sermons."

the rite becomes

...

of all power.

source

suffer with it.
a

joyously

forward.

gather

the church at large
fanation. Greeks of

living

a

and

thoughtless

towards the

which most

events

death

proclaim

dead but of

a

observances, of
and sincere participation in them, and of
the social features of Christian worship, the
"sitting together in heavenly places." Try
to point out in the half hour the historical
origin of this sacrament, the import of its
symbolism, and its practical helpfulness in
uniting the church and strengthening indi
ance

one

That is what these beautiful sym

Till he

GOLDEN TExT.-Let a man examine himself, and
so let him eat of that bread, and drink of that cup.
-1 Con. 11: 28.

should be treated

It is the

Supper.

discovery of all earth's disoovertes.
Inmy blood (v. 25). T'he people who shrink
at these metaphors of bread and blood are
not the people who are hungry for power

1892.

THE LORD'S SUPPER PROFANED.
1 COl'. 11:

925

THE GOLDEN RULE

1892.

[18] September 8,

a

was

poured

out.

Why?

That you

INTERNATIONAL BIBLE READING

ASSOCIATION.

Sept.

19.-The Lord's

Supper Profaned.

20.-The Last Supper.
21.-Tnw

1 Cor. 11: 20-34.
Matt. 26: 20-30.
1 John 1.

F"llowship.
22.-Sincerity and Truth.

1 Cor. 5: 6-13.
23.-Take Heed.
1 Cor. 10: 1-13.
24.-Unworthv Sacrifice.
Mal. 1: 1-9.
25.-Communion with Christ.
1 Cor. 10: 16-21.

'rruc GOLDEN RULE

926
MAINE STATE CONVENTION.

By

Secretary

of the Maine Union.

THE

have whetted the

to

seems

appetite of Maine

Endeavorers, for as the train rolled into
Bangor and the steamboats moored at her
wharves, crowds of delegates might have
been

wending

seen

Methodist
seventh

their way to the First
Church where the

Episcopal

annual

convention

held,

was

24-26.

August

This convention would furnish proof, if
any were needed, that Christian Endeavor
is not frothy sentiment, but a genuine

enthusiastic service "for Christ and
church."

the

opening hour of
the convention the rain began to fall, and
continued until the closing hours, with an
Just about the

occasional cessation but

what

no

sunshine

save

in the hearts and faces of the

was

band of earnest workers.

happy

The reports of State and district

secre

taries showed substantial progress, both in
members and aggressive lines of work.
The statistical report of Mr. C. E. Leach
shows a gain of 131 societies and 4,005

present numbers being 424
societies with 16,314 members.
These
figures include the Junior societies, which
the

numbers,

have

more

than doubled in the past year,
41 societies with 1,184

numbering

now

and

stimulating, but practical
Missions"

"Neighborhood

New York Convention

is

a

.,

Endeavor movement.
dence

given by

Such

was

the evi

the admirable and

address of the Hon.

C. A.

eloquent
Boutelle, of

Bangor, in his cordial welcome on behalf
of the city.
As he expressed it, he was
nearly carried away into preaching a
sermon.

Maine

has

appointed

a

committee

to

arrange for an excursion to the Interna
tional Convention of '93 at Montreal, and
to send

hopes

It is

large delegation.

a

to note that the conventions

gratifying

are

growing in numbers and interest, the one
just closed being the largest and best yet
held.

Portland, Me.

A WORD ABOUT THE WORLD'S

members.

FAIR.

The Junior work had

prominent place
on
the programme.
Mrs. Alice May
Scudder was the speaker, and proved her
self to be a leader able and well equipped.
Her two

addresses,

then

the

to

a

first to leaders and

Juniors

themselves,

were

listened to with the closest attention.

A

By

Rev. W, r,

Mr.

Holdrege

The statement

by

in THE GOLDEN RULE of

a

few weeks ago, that I wish to have noth
ing to do "with any enterprise or associa

The State motto for the year is, " Holding
This was printed

ignore the Sabbath and favor liquor-sell
ing," is not quite correct. I simply wish
to withhold all support until these weighty
matters are properly decided, and have in
no sense given up that we shall lose the

to

forth the word of life."
in

letters and

large
the

near

platform.
of

above

It

to be the

proved

the convention.

Beginning

president's address,

in which the

key-text
with the

hung conspicuously

motto

was
suggested, running
secretary's report, the conven
tion sermon, the addresses and discussions,
the emphatic thought was, Be! Do! Be
spiritual! Do good!
The Rev. Frank M. Lamb led the singing,
aided by a chorus choir trained for the

the

through

occasion.

Mr. Lamb is the possessor of a
So soul-stirring were his songs

rare

voice.

that

they rarely

received audible

applause,
following
the flight of melody to the eternal throne,
lost in" wonder, love, and praise."
the heart of the listener rather

The

of Prof.

Townsend, of Bos
ton University, was a masterly effort, his
theme being "the popular amusements of
the day." It was characterized by candor,
clearness, and logical acumen. Professor
sermon

Townsend has been asked to furnish

a

copy for publication and circulation among
the societies.
On the

evening of the first day, Rev.
Hinkley told "The Story of Good
will Homes" for boys. It is a story of
deepest interest. It is also a story of great
self-sacrifice. So interesting did it prove
that a committee was appointed to raise
G. W.

funds from the societies to build

home, to
Cottage."

a

other

reliable

still, what action has been taken
by Congress and the local managers; but
we have only won our Gettysburg,
and
not our Appomattox.
Rev. W. F. Crafts,
who

any other man deserves
the credit for the results already achieved,
as

said to

much

me

the final

as

that those wbo desire to

of

secure

should write to the Com

victory

missioners

their

respective States,
asking that at the Commissioners' meet
ing, October 6, such action be taken as
will formally settle that the gates will be
closed

on

the Sabbath.

These letters should also ask that

liquor
selling shall be excluded from the grounds.
While no saloons are to be allowed, yet
liquor is to be sold in a large number of
cafes and restaurants, and the liquor will
be no less intoxicating because taken with
a cracker or a piece of Roquefort cheese.
I know of nothing I would rather do than

help

Hotel

Endeavor,

the great
Dayton, O.

won

as

soon as we

moral" battle of

May God speed

the

A BAPTIST

good

have

Chicago."

evening

session of the 24th

was

held

Y. M. C. A.

building,

tendered to

the convention by the courtesy of the gen
eral secretary, Mr. R. A. Jordan, wllO very
kindly arranged for an athletic exhibition

gymnasium
ception.

at the close of the

re

To write at any length of the various
addresses would take more space than can
be spared, When it is said that Dr. W. T.

Chase, of Philadelphia, Rev. C. H. Spald
ing, of Boston, Prof. F. K. Sanders, of
Yale, and Rev. Ralph W. Brokaw. of
Springfield, Mass., were the speakers from
abroad, it is saying that Maine was treated
to eloquence that was not only inspiring

THATPortland, Me.,
of

has

this

"

point which the Chris
promi
nent in its work from the beginning.
In
its denominational aspect,
therefore, a
society known as the Young People's
Baptist Union, connected with a Baptist
church, has no advantage over a Young
People's society of Christian Endeavor
connected with a Baptist church; while its
organization places it outside of the benefits
Such

loyalty is

a

tian Endeavor movement has made

But what

like

Society

this:

we

we

•

the result of such action."

]\

CARLOAD
en route

six hours' ride

"

It

to

The

convention.

starting

of

was

some one

a

broken when

a

after

soon

was

but

a

moment before the

with

the sweet

car

them

that train knew that in the

was

wrestling;

one

with

but when

whom
a

the

Onr

checked in

will

return to
a

II

0 w

spirits

your step be

firm, and back and

headache will be known
more.
Your appe
tite will gain, and the
food nourish you.
All

Druggists
III

Bell

form

it,

or

of Pills

sent
or

1Lnd
/ ---�

LYNN, MAsS.

-

�

�

CJ CV. ",,4

w�

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE
RAILROAD COMPANY,
P. O. Box

No. 95 Milk se.,

346.

Boston, Aug 28, 1892.

INCOME BOND CONVERSION
UNDER CIRCULAR NO. 68.

with

car

Spirit

certain young

not

the

hymn, nearly every occupant join
Assurance," "Wonder
ful Words of Life," "I'm the Child of a
King," and many another soul-stirring hymn
were wafted out through the open windows
and carried on the autumn breeze, as the
train sped along.
Perhaps none of the earnest young Chris
on

that, if

no

walls

strains of

Then" Blessed

tians

a
fast-living age,
they overlook

spondence
y
Address III confidence,
LYDIA E.l'[NKHAM MJID. CO.,

melodious

ing.

Whirled along in
the excitements of

P,f::rngepjlY�frre����f$�o�::�
eel
answered.

Alas, and did my Saviour bleed,
And did my Sovereign die? "

resounded

roses

by mail,

began singing,-

was

Income- Bonds

will

be

exchange into
1, 1892, by

received for

Mortgage Bonds, Class A,
the following appointed agencies:
Second

man

until October

returned home and

approached the pastor of
churches, and told him that he
had accepted Jesus, and was ready to iden
tify himself with the people of God, and that
his stony heart had been melted by the gos
pel in song during that six hours' journey, it
brought many to realize more than ever
before the power of gospel hymns.
What a sermon on the converting power of
sacred song! Would that it might teach us
to sing the sacred words as though they were
prayers, to sing them with our whole heart!
Binqiunnton, N. Y.
one

UNION TRUST CO. OF NEW YORK,
At Office of Atchison Oo.,

of the

95 Milk se., Boston.
UNION TRUST CO. OF NEW YORK,
80 Broadway, New York City.
BARING

BROTHERS & CO., LIMITED,
8 Bishopsgate-within, London, E. C.

Income Bond Script of any class will be received for
exchange, the same as the bonds, in amounts not less
than SHOO, and in even hundreds or thousands.
ORAL AND WRIT'l'EN

ISQUIRIES concerning this
applications for Circulars and blanks for
can be made of any of above agenetes,
and of J. W. REINHART, VICE·PRESIDENT ATCI;l.L
SON COMPANY, 95 MILK ST., BOSTON. By order of
Exchange,
use

and

thereunder

the Board of Directors.

Eyesight
•A.VED.

"My boy had Scarlet
Fever when 4 years old,
leaving him very weak
and with blood pou
oned with eanker.

announce

Young People's

became in
flamed, his sufferings
were intense, and for 7
weeks he could not even
open his eyes. I began
giving him HOOD'S
His

the

Baptist Young People's
We know no good reason for
Union.'
this action on the part of any Y. P. S. C. E.
connected with a Baptist church. Such an
organization bas no rights in tbe Baptist
Young People's Union of America which
a Christian
Endeavor society does not
have.
On the other hand, however, a
Christian Endeavor Society in a Baptist
church, taking such action as that above
as

of

possible monotony

Baptist paper
Advocate,

an

those minor ailments

come

young people were
Ohristian Endeavor

yet

care
v e s.

time, will rob them of health and beauty.
At the first symptom of vital weakness, use
Lydia E. Pinkham's vegetable Compound.

brighten,

John R, Clements,

take proper
of the m s e I

Thirty."

your cheeks, s
1 00 k s depart,

A TRUE INCIDENT.

By

Look,

and not

The

of Christian Endeavor has voted to

re-organize

of the Young

organization

Zion's

see

I

wish to

emphasize is this,
People's
Baptist Union of America was not designed
to change our Baptist Christian Endeavor
societies into the Young People's Baptist
Union.
There would be a loss, not a gain,
that the

as

Many women fade
early, simply be
cause they do not

"How Old

connection with the

from

Christian Endeavor movement.

the Christian Endeavor movement:ment

the

literature

is connected.

to

and then

now

a

Baptist Publication Society has
already made a beginning in the work of
publishing and circulating this literature.
A Christian Endeavor society in a Baptist
church should provide itself with this
literature, and so fulfil its mission of
loyalty to the denomination with which it

say editorially in a recent
number about Baptist young people and
"Now

is

preparation, and

TESTIMONY,

stanch and able

new

in the

of course, from the daily papers,
sources of
information more

know,

be called "Christian Endeavor

in the beautiful and commodious hall of
the

I

new

work!
The

battle.
and

Such
of

course

American

"

tion in any way connected with the World's
Fair, an institution which he claims would

superintendent
push the work.

the

great

President of the Ohio Union.

Editor Golden Rule:

tist literature.
in

to be derived

McCauley,

appointed

has been

Junior

[14j

helpful. mentioned, simply cuts itself off from any
subject participation in the great Christian En
calling for energetic consideration, and deavor movement, and this we regard as a
was presented ably by Rev. A. T. Dunn,
great mistake.
D. D., who, being the Baptist missionary
We believe in the Young People's Bap
secretary for Maine, is well qualified to tist Union of America. It is not a rival of
tile Young People's Society of Christian
speak on the topic.
An interesting feature in Christian En Endeavor in any sense.
It is merely a
deavor conventions of later years is the union of young people's organi ,ations in
presence on their platforms of men promi our Baptist churches, for the purpose of
nent in public life.
Public men have securing certain denominational ends. One
scented the aroma of holy living, and have of these is the preparation and circulation
felt its subtle power in the great Christian among our young people of a sound Bap
and

James W. Stevenson,

September 8, 1892.

!.i1

�

�

Clifford Blackman
which

•

eyes

SARSAPARILLA,

cured him. I know it lIaved his
siCht, if not his very life." ABBIE F. BLACK
2888
MAN,
Washington St., Boston, Mass.
soon

HOOD'S PILLS are
assist digestion,

cure

the best after-dlnner

Pills,

headache and biliousness.

GEORGE C. McGOUN,Cha,rman.
J. W. REINHART, Vice-President

•

GOOD AGENTS WANTED FOR

Onward Christian
Sid·
0 lers
By MARY LOWE DICKINSON,

Gen'lSecretary" King's
Daughters and Sons."

A Full Account of "The

Epworth League," by

the

Rev. J. F. Berry· "ChrIstian Endeavor," by the
Rev. Francis E. (!Ial'k;"
Ba�tlst Young Peorle's
Union," by Rev. J. 1lI. Coon; 'Woman'sChristian
Temperance UnIon," by Frances J. Barnes! and
"ChautauquaClrcles,"by KateF. Kimball.-l�
Books in One.-ProfllSely Illustraled.-Por
.rait8 of Leaders.-Handsome Illuminated
Cover. AGENTS AUE COINING J.lIONEY.
SECOND EDITION Now IN PRESS.
••

Great Ofter for the Next Thirty Dnys

••

����o��t�J: Ret QotCk
Pros�eetos FreeConfidential
Write for

Terms to

The Brodlx Publ'dg Co., Washington, D. C.

[15] September 8,

being given

in

an

abridged form. The essays
Quincey's different vei ns

chosen illustrate De

and will be read with
been edited for

Belfield,

Ph.

this
who

D.,

and

style,

have

they
pleasure
series by Henry H.
has prefixed a biograph
as

ical sketch of the author,

a

brief essay on his
Joan of

outline of the life of

an

Arc, and has added useful notes,
(Only books

that

we can recommend to our

readers

are

which

drawn from De

are

many of

himself.

Quincey

(Boston and New York: Leach, Shewell &
Sanborn. 42 cents.)

noticed In this column.]

Young Lucretia.

by Mary E. Wilkins
There is living no

A new book
to be a

delight.
cinating writer

Two Books by Thomas

is certain

a

of short stories for young

wrote" On The Imitation of Christ" almost

folks.

solely

for young

volume which has been translated into

"

,

-

able memories will haunt the reader of this
book !

pleasant
Brothers.

York:

(New

From Damrell &

$1.25.

Pp.258.

Upham.)

Harper &

Manhattan.

pleasure to "see the lions" with
such guides as the authors of this book,
Carolyn Ober and Cynthia Westover. It is a
six-days' guide to New York; that is, it con
It is

a

tains careful directions for

seeing, in that
brief compass, the chief Sights of interest in
the metropolis. The routes are carefully laid
down, with time-tables, fares, and everything
complete. Moreover, we do not go far before
we
discover that we have not ordinary
guides. They are profoundly interested in
the history of this historic city, and in all its
higher aspects, of art, education, and charity.
After making the trip with them, we feel
that we know New York not merely geo
graphically, but with the higher knowledge
of a student of history; and that is the only
real way to know a city. (New York: Lovell,
Coryell & Co. Pp. 232. 50 cents, paper; 75
cents, cloth.)

The Lady of Fort St. John.

this

that it is based on careful study of his
tory and of the localities represented, and
yet find it like a passage from one of Sir
Walter Scott's most

novels.

knightly

It is

story of Acadia, when Nova Scotia
under the rule of France.
Knights

a

'was

and

ladies make its pages glow with romantic
interest j there is even the troubadour; and
the weird

with her

wily

woman

witch-dwarf Le

familiar is like

Rossignol

some

of the

court fools Sir Walter liked to

paint.

There

swan

touches of humor in the story,

are

especially

in the characters of the wanderers

Valley

Lilies" and "The Little

of

old.

(Boston:
Pp.284. $1.25.)
or

students of

deals, well

history, young

Houghton, Mifflin & Co.

Stories by Bret Harte.

Oolonel Starbottle's Client, and Some Other
People is made up of short stories in which
Bret Harte shows

hts peculiar genins by pic
turing again in his familiar style the condi
tions of frontier life in many of its aspects.
There is here the skilful touch that draws
each character with

a

few deft strokes; that

paints the lawlessness and violence showing
no fear of God or regard for man; and <that
yet seeks to attribute to rough natures a
degree of nobility springing from loyalty to
some ideal of duty or of character.
(Boston
and New York:

pany.

Mifflin &

Houghton,

Com

$1.25.)

A book

deslgned

De Quincey.

to Iurnlsh an introduction

to one of the masters of

English style

is the

latest addition to the excellent "Students'

They are sister volumes
They treat the same
devotional subjects, in the same deeply
spiritual way. Sometimes, however, they
touch on more popular themes, as in chap
ters

"The

on

Good

Conversation of

an

Humble Brother,"

"Bearing One Another'S
Burthens," "Steadfastness," "Solitude and
Silence," Cautious Speaking and Brotherly
Compasston." These books belong to the
"Dainty Series," rightly named, with their
beautiful white covers, vellum and silk, the
whole encased in unique covers of quaintly
flgnred, stitched, old-fashioned linen.
"

Three Sunday-School Books.

Margery's Vacation, by Ella Beecher
Gittings, tells how one girl put into practice
the lessons of a Christian Endeavor meeting
self-denial.

on

In order that

a

schoolmate

in poor health

might have the advantage of
taking her place on a delightful summer
tour, Margery took her schoolmate's place in
caring for the children and helping about the
work in a poor <:ity' home. The difficulties
that she met and the way in which she met
them, the good that she gained and the good
that she

did,

well described.

are

The life

and humor of the story make it bright, while
the incidental hints as to the best ways of

and the

doing charitable work,
words
ence

on

great truths, give the book

an

helpful. (Boston
Chicago: Congregational Sunday-School
Publishing SOCiety. $1.25.)

Led in Unknown Paths is

prize story by
Mrs. Anna F. Raffensperger, and appeared as
a serial in a religious weekly.
In the form
of a diary it sketches the fortunes and mis
fortunes that fell to the lot of a family during
twelve years, their home being in Philadel
phia. The lives described were eventful
ones in many ways, and the lesson of perfect
trust in a loving Providence is well taught.
(New York: Thomas Y. Crowell & Company.
$1.25.)
An Entire

Stranger, by Rev. Thomas
Baily, describes events growing out of
advertisement
A

for

a

teacher for
is

preference

L.
an

certain

a

expressed
stranger"

for

a

to the

neighborhood; and the one who obtains the
place satisfies that condition. She learns
some lessons more important than those that
she teaches, while her original methods are
effective in developing her pupils. The story
will please many other pupils, and may be
snggestive also to some other teachers. (New
York:
Thomas Y. Crowell & Company.

Arc,"

tlt� two selections last named

some

of the best of

glass," tough glass, transpar
ent,

foggy, fine, of

not

and uniform. Tell
pay him a nickel

right shape
him you'll
more a piece, and that will

PLEASURE IN CALIFORNIA.

During the winter months the residents of the Eastern
States make the best of forbidding conditions and amuse
themselves in various ways by alar 6"e expenditure of
They work hard, but they have sport.
energy.
They
must be careful to avoid the numerous dangers with
whieh very cold weather surrounds them.
All their

his extra costs twice
Tell him you don't pro
to
break any more. Try
pose
hand
at ruling.
your
A.
cover

over.

i
���r,���,�:'
�f:f.':t����i�tn�i�r��leT���i���I�:����:�I'
pleasure they get; nature, Instead
helping them,
of

the

clear,

presents a constant protest against their pleasure. Dur
ing these same months the visitor in California simply has
to sit down ann enjoy more pleasure than his most active
efforts could have secured m the Eastern States; and if
he wants to double the pleasure which mere inactivity
affords, he can do so with the least possible exertion. At
all times he has abundant sunshine in caltrorma, for the
rainy days are few and short; and there is neither snow
nor ice to make him a prisoner.
Flowers bloom unceas-

GEO.

Pittsburg.

MACBETH &; Co.

Wlle����;ng���e�t'
r��t::-,;�� ii��s ;�ec�rfs"�a��I;,���: THE BEST HYMN BOOK
All
coast of California the
For Evangelistic Service,
Sunday Schools and Prayer Meeting,

along the
enough to make

summers are cool
woolen clothing comfortable.
In the
Eastern States the wretched inhabitant wears the thinnest
of clothing and then suiIers from the heat. The Califor-

GOSPEL HYMNS NOS. 5 and 6

¥e�� g;e,: d�e�g��g�rf�����6am���f� :,�';�������it�li.�

The mountain scenery is of infinite variety and un
Large and elegant
hotels are at all the seaside resorts. Splendid vineyards
and orchards exist everywhere, and the most gorgeous
wild flowers abound. Ail the most beautiful resorts and
wild retreats of California are reached by the lines of the
Southern Pacific Company.
For information on the subject apply to E. HAWLEY,
Assistant General Traffic Manager, 343 Broadway, New
York, or E. E. CURRIER, New England Agent,192 Wash·
ington St .. Boston.

less.

approachable majesty and beauty.

COMBINED
438 HYMNS.

400 PAGES

Music, $60 per 100; 70c. each by mail.
Words, $20 per 100; 22c. each by mail.

THE JOHN CHURCH CO.,

47 West 4th St. Cincinnati.

I

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.
76 East 9th St.New York.

Cyclopedia of History
JUST ISSUED.

Complete

in two volumes of about 1000 pages.

Illustrated and bound in cloth.

The
of all
a

Cyclopedia

covers the history crrt�"1�\)�i8���4,) and description
and modern (except the United States, which will form
and of all the principal geographical divisions of the earth.

of

History

nations, ancient

separate volume),

The

Cyclopedia

of

History,

For

(Two Volumes)

$2.00

AND

The Colden Rule

For One Year

��������������������
We

have made

History whereby

arrangements with the publishers of the

we can

furnish these two

of
and The

Cyclopedia

volumes, bound in cloth,

Golden Rule for one year, for $2.00.
As a work of reference, the Cyclopedia of
serves a place in every well-selected
library.
Address all orders and inquiries to

History

is

unexcelled, and de

THE GOLDEN RULE COMPANY,
47 Franklin Street,
N. B.- We will send the

Cyclopedia

of

Boston, Mase,

History (two volumes) for

a

club of

TEN NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

$1.25.)
The

Higher Critics.

The well- known

evangelist, Rev.

L. W.

Munhall, has done a good service in publish
ing this book, The Highest Critics vs. The
The highest critics, by
Hiqher Critics.
whose utterance Mr. Munhall tests the
er

critics of

day, are
spake, and

our

as never man

the One who

THE" RAPID WRITER" FOUNTAIN PEN
,-;1- �/'//7//�2?/7£'7a It 5'\1$
THE

/"

high
spake

the One who is sent

mechanical, criticism. The
grievous errors
interpret God's word wi thout the

merely

most learned critic will make

if he

try

to

IS

the

of the

plain

views

tr-ach i ngs
01

Another of Mr.

declared in the

Munhall's principles
"We should
tence :

never

ami his hook is

tOI' �he doctrine of verbal

inspira-

WRIIER

ForOneYear

•

�""""'_'For
The

following

statement from

$2 50
_

•

��.....
..�

Secretary Baer explains itself:

ma��n;,;{e�c �;��:lIr�? :�: {,o;'I���.i'!. h�;.J°if?�(!';�.��inytr,�;.f;"'�d

sen

try to harmonize
BIble WIth the

RAPID

/,,///,////l//icr/,/('I'//

THE GOLDEN RULE

guide us into all truth. The book is a
strong plea for spiritual, as distinguished
from

.

---AND---

to

lI-r�ume'Qt

Joan of

..

Paderewski, and Lowell;

a

Re�lQtedr"

-

It contains fonr
..

pages of the magazine. Among the contents
of the latest volume are sketches of Mozart,

influ

that cannot fail to be

Levana and Our Ladies of Sorrow," "The
English Mail Coach," and" Dinner, Real and

of De

English Classics."
Quincey's essays,

Century furnishes

forcible reminder of the wide range of val
uable material appearing every month in the
a

suggestive

or o:':nions
men;"
eapecial ly valuahlo in its sharp setting forth
of th« ma nift-st opinion of Holy Writ regard.
iug Holy Wnt, as against the opinion of cer
tain of the higher critics. The hook is all

series of

Century.

A bound volume of The

Imitation."

love of God in hIS heart.

Selections from

In such contentions, and in all
points regarding the biblical arguuient, Mr.
Munhall has made a strong book. The vol
lime might be bettered in its references to
science. It is especially unfortunate that
"Professor Totten, of Yale," should be
quoted as a scientific authority. (Chicago:
F. H. Revell Company. Pp. 200.
$1.00.)

Garden of Roses."

to "The

teacher who is "an entire

reading by

Who rules in this town?
Depends on the question up.
The lamp-chimney question-what sort do you break!
Whatever sort your dealer
deals in.
How, do you think, he
selects his chimneys?
He buys those that cost him
least; he can get the regular
price for them; and the faster
they break the more he sells.
That's how he reasons.
T ell him you want Mac
beth's "pearl top" or" pearl

the Bible."

"The

school.

worth

denial

political problems, notably the series on
"Cheap Money." (New York: The Cen
tury Company. $3.00.)

of brilliant

ture of the times with which it

more

just been given a very beautiful setting
by the Frederick A. Stokes Company (New
York. Pric(! $1.00 each). These books are

from New

Netherlands; there are many bits
description and stirring incident;
and yet the tale is a tragedy in its terrible
ending.
Altogether, Mrs. Catherwood's
story is a most fascinating and brilliaut pic

a

have

seems

sure

means

analysis," the writer truly
inspiration save verbal
of the supernaturalness of

doctrine of

the admirable papers on the "Italian Old
Masters;" and articles on sociological and

and

strange indeed to read a story like
by Mary Hartwell Catherwood, and be

matchless

one

languages than any other book except the
Bible. But a Kempis was really a very volu
minous writer, and two of his little books

and
It

the author of that

as

"any

The

We think of the blessed old monk who

Indeed, though they are nominally
folks, one could hardly be too old
to enjoy their delightful, quiet humor and
shrewd, homely plots.
Young Lucretia"
is only the first of thirteen inimitable stories
of quaint New England child-life. She is a
comical little girl, with cross aunts for her
only comfort, who refuse to put presents for
her on the village Christmas tree, whereupon
she slyly puts them on for herself, to keep
up the credit of the household, and comes to
grief thereby. "How Fidelia Went to the
Store," poor little Casabianca, with orders
to rap till they came, and they did not come;
Ann Mary's queer experience of-the double
thanksgtving the ghost of the cat who was
how many delect
pushed down the well,

"At the last

ttou,

says,

Kempis.

fas

more
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price of No.1, with chased rubber barrel (long or short), is S2.50. We have arranged -vith the
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communicants than any other Protestant
church.
It comprises one-third of the
Protestant

About
attended

hundred

the

and

ancient

a

English Presbyterians

are

to have

self

a

denial week for missions.

Egypt has given $150 to
Foreign Sailors' Society.

The Khedive of

the British and
There

five

three hundred and seventy

are

schools in New York

Sunday

City.

A church in

Chicago supports a cheap
but good boarding-house for worthy young
folks.

33,523 church members

in the

Methodist Church in South Africa.

There

This

is

an

are

increase of

There

2,533

over

last year.

seventeen Methodist

are

Episco

pal theological institutions, seven in the
United States, and the others in foreign
lands.

for

tianity.
The Philo-Judean

Society has been work
nearly sixty years among

for

poor Jewesses of the East End
London.
the

The American Bible

is

Society

of

According to the recent conference of
rabbis, in New York, Jewish
proselytes need no longer be circumcised,
and no initiatory rites or ceremonies ate
to be required in future.
Adjutant Abdul Aziz,
Mohammedanism, is now

a

convert from

in

charge of the
Army at Bom

social work of the Salvation
female

Two native
bay.
started, under him,

a

officers

work for

Oold Du�t

have

Wa�bi"g Powder

women.

Bishop Walker, of the Episcopal church
Dakota, has been gi ven a "gos
pel barge" by a wealthy New York gentle
man.
It is to use in going about among
the towns and camps along the Missouri

The daily cleaning and weekly washing can be
BETTER done by Gold Dust Washing PowSoap or other

Has Do"'e It

in North

preparing

for the Bible for the

Gilbert Islanders.

,

al

der than with ANY

Washing Powder,

•

0 O� H a If tb e cos.
t
package-4 pounds-for 25 cents.

and at less than

Your grocer will sell you

a

population of Chicago is
quarter of a million. One

a

twenty-five thousand of

hundred and

most favorable

a

No K. FAIRBANK « CO., Sole

parliament of
meeting

a

CHICAGO, ST. LOUIS,

World's Fail' is

From

response.

NEW

Manufacturers�

YORK, PHILADELPHIA, BOSTON,

BALTIMORE, NEW ORLEANS, SAN F_RANCISCO,
PORTLAND, ME., PORTLAND, ORE., PITTSBURGH AND MILWAUKE.&.

The Irish

employs

Presbyterian Church numbers

twelve missionaries.

English for the

use

preached the first Chris
tian sermon in Chicago-sixty-one years
ago-is still ali ve. He is a Methodist, by
name Rev. Stephen R. Beggs.
An

Arabic paper is being printed in
New York.
It is called the Star of Amer

ica, and is supposed to be the only Arabic
newspaper in Europe or America.
The wealth of the Russian state church
is almost incalculable.
some

and still be

a

their workmen.

iug room,
meetings.

floating hospital,
Guild, has been
and

charge
godsend

to the

mothers of New

York, this summer. It has made
trips carrying a total of 6,442 patients
the

provided

out

William K. Vanderbilt

air.

sea

five

means

for

one

of the

trips,

"'1"MAKERS"6«--'
lNJ:R
5D.l:::t.'OFTHE
�

THE VBRY BEST

Church Light.
OIL GAS or ELECTRIC.
Over one hundred styles
Wbeeler ReOeeto ... and
BeO_tor ()bandeUe...
lor every ronceilJaiJle USf<_ ea talogues

Twenty-seven

college-bred

years ago there

negro

living;

1,000 college-bred colored
United States.

There

was

of

hall for the

Eng-

use

as a

of

read-

temperance and gospel

Metropolitan

Chapel

Building Fund of London has been the
means of increasing the number of Metho
dist chapels in that city from sixteen to
ninety-fi ve.
In the St. James' Mission in New

York,

choir of sixteen little

girls represents
Polish, Swedish,
eight
Danish, Bohemian, Hungarian, German,
Freneh, and English.

free.

Please state wants.

WHEELER REFLEOTOR 00.
20 W
2\!

3Shin�toD St., Boston,

now

there

.

then

were

two

newspapers edited by colored men, now
there are 154.
Then there were two negro

attorneys;
were

now

there

five colored

To-day

there

Then there

250.

are

physicians ;

now

749.

247 colored students in

are

the universities of

seven

engaged

instructing

more

than

one

hundred

591

Pt..OWP1PES

In the whole

PHOTOGRAPHIC

APPARATUS1

thousand

said to be
ers,

183,390 schools, 1,991,569
17,716,212 scholars.

FROM the foot of Pike's

Table

Water"; growing

Materials, Chemicals,
and Supplies.

aJ�(ielt;:i�!�� ��l�i:�\�l������'��l�\ lr.�::, ������{c�f stylt!s

are

THE BEST TEXT BOOKS ON PHOTOGRAPHY.

teach

Free use of dark

"ifty

HOOD'S SARSAPARILLA is

an

honest merh

All the sisters, including the mother
superior, of a Roman Catholic convent in
North Dakota are Indians, and the spir
itual director is a priest of Mokawk

main floor of

F REE

mineral water of the United States.

cine, honestly advertised for those dtseasos
which it honestly and absolutely cures.

room on

our

store.

Send for

Years Established.

Catalogue.

Dr. Judd's Electric Belt

Peak; "Manitou

to be the favorite

nationalities: the

Washington Street.

Broadway, New York,

seven

world there

ma.n

Manufacturers and Importers of

schools, more than one million teachers,
and eight million five hundred thousand
scholars.

in Churches at

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,

million scholars. In the United States there
are-

arc

Carpeto

Wholesale and Retail,

646 to 658

hundred thousand

in

use

our

JOHN H. PRAY, SONS & CO.,

DESERVEDLY POPULAR.

CONTINUED ENDORSEMENT.

than

for

wo

ufa.cturers' prJcesa
Corro
spondence Solicited.

The Mass. Charitable Mechanics Association
awarded ONLY GOLD MEDAL. 1884, Gold
Medal Certificate for continued superiority in 1887,
GOLD MEDAL, 1890.
No other makers of
STOVES OR FURNACES ever received such

MAY WE SEND YOU A DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR
WITH REFERENCES-LETTERS FROM USERS?

are

accustomed to sell

::po UR.N'" .AOE.
heating with warm air only, or in
COMBINATION with HOT WATER,
as shown in the cut below, is

Europe.

more

wholesa.1e business

for

Under the direction of the British Sun

teachers

In connection with

BOSTON
HEATER

are

ministers in the

Mass.

��rli\������!fv�I�a.

For sale by Druggists.
50 and 25 cent bottles.
Small .ize by mail. 350.
Sample by mail, lOco
C. H. &; J. Price, Salem, Mass.

hardly

which

Company

Cream.
It's the ounce of prevention
and the pound of cure, too.
It will keep the skin from
chapping and will relieve
serious cases of Eczema and
Salt Rheum. Witch Cream takes the fire
out of Sunburn like magic.

and Seth Barton French for another.

enormously wealthy.

It is to be used

Methodist

sick poor children

a

of St.

day-School Union, there are forty-five thou
sand Sunday schools in Great Britain, in

good

and for

in

It could pay the
three billion and more

The Midland Railroad
land has built

A

a

who

debt,

O·"BELL
•�iNC:iNCI.<l
NATINNAT,.OH'FOUND�!

fOR CHURCH SCHOOL. FIRE ALARM at.
and terms FREE.
Please mention tbis paper.

reading and recreation tent. Good read
ing, out-door sports, and religious exer
cises were all supplied.

of the Jews

in the United States.
man

BILL

�

eatalogue with 2500 'estlmonials. Price.

military camp grounds
Niantic, Conn., during the encampment
of the National Military Guard, the State
Y. J.\L C. A. executive committee provided

into the

The Jewish Publication Society is get
ting out a new translation of the Old Tes
tament into

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY

at

John's

five hundred and fifty-eight congregations
and eighty-two thousand families.
It

The

holding

great interest is being
taken in it, and the journals and many of
the native scholars of India are discussing
the plans with growing interest and favor.

these

Scandinavians.

dollars,

religions
with

of

at the

a

The Lutheran
estimated at

national

The idea

Upon the

the Zulu and Italian

plates for Bibles in
languages, and also

a

preached

sermon.

Iceland to Australia

ing quietly

The

jH�L:. :Jl!#!i:-:.

special

River.

Intelligence is authority for
statement that since 1875, 2,101 Prus

sian Jews have been converted to Chris

are

a

pound to 6� cts. a pound

American

The Jewish
the

cts. a

church of

parish

The Vicar of Dearhain

vigorous

Powder from 15

tbe,price of

fifty cyclists

Dearham, England, recently,
service.

w� Cut Dow.,
Washing

population.

one
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We Guarantee it to Give Perfect Satisfaction in
Every Particular if Properly arranged and used.
THIS FURNACE, the MAGEE MYSTIC
RANGE and PARLOR STOVES, wherever
exhibited have received HIGHEST AWARDS.

MACEE FURNACE

CO.,

·32-38 Union St., Boston, Mass., 117 Beekman
St., New York. 86 Lake se., Chicago

and

Battery Combined,

sent to anyone on trial,
free.
Price, $3, $6, $10,

$15

if

satiSfied.

Cures

��s�ug;��t��r �e��tn:rc�is�a����S ��ld�c��ift�1;e��'f�
Free Medical Advice.
One Minute,
utve Size. Agents Wanted.

Electric Trusses.

Dr. JUDD, Detroit, Mich.

•
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•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•

•
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•

descent.
The Mormons

community
sand

acres

are

planning

for

a new

have

already

this purpose about
Chihuahua.

been secured for

sixty miles south

of

Archdeacon Farrar considers the dises
tablishment
church

an

of

the

Welsh

event of the

near

established
future.

He

finally result in dises
throughout the kingdom.

claims that this will
tablishment

In the Dominion of Canada the Metho

dist Church has sixty-five thousand

more

RECULATE THE
:
STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS, :
AND

SHOULD

in Mexico. One hundred thou

Have It in. The House.
For the

common

ills of life liable to

occur

to anyon

PURIFY THE BLOOD.

Sugar, Children Love
Colds, Sore Throat, Cramps and Pains.
Johnson's Anodyne Liniment.
Dropped

on

!� '\�:y��?!����: !da���i:��e����r�iI a��C�th�:�
�����e;1rt,eS2�ott ��':rOH���N �i8��'iio�:'o�

:

•

_
A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
Ind1lfestlon, BllIousne88, Beodoehe, (lonotl. :
potion, Dyspepsia, ()hronlc Liver Troubles, :
Dizziness, Bad Complexioll, DysenteI"Y, •

to take for 6roup,

DO NOT BE DECEIVED

with Pastes, Enamels, and Paints which
stain the hands, injure the iron, and burn
off. The Rising Sun Stove Polish is Bril
liant, Odorless, Durable, and the con
sumer pays for no tin or glass package
with every purchase.

HAS AN ANNUAL SALE OF 3,000 TONS.

:

Breath, and aU cUsorders of the
Stomach, Live:' and Bowel...
Ripans Tabules contain notbing injurious to
the most delicate constitution. Pleasant to take,

:

o:���t��:�ts.Al';l�r�ttle

•

•
•

•

:
:

Oft'eJl8lve

ss.fe1

effectual.

Give immediate relief.
sent

THE RIPANS CHEMICAL
10 SPRUCE STREET. NEW YORK
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CO.
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he would prick up his ears, raise his paw
and gently tap his paw at each stroke,
without being told.
After It while he got so that when any
clucked like the clock he would get
into position and wait for the strokes.
He was for a long time confused at not
hearing the clock, but after a while began
tapping his paw anyway.
The remarkable point is that after a
while be remembered how many strokes
were due at each succeeding hour, so that
now whenever the colonel clucks he gets
into position and taps the Humber of
strokes the clock should make next time.
Thus, at any time after ten o'clock he
taps eleven times j after four 0' clock, fi ve
times, etc.
Some learned scientists are going to in
vestigate the matter to see whether the
dog actually possesses reasoning faculties.
Colonel Barksdale will not part with the
dog under any conditions.
one

THE
THERE

MAN

WITH

GRUDGE.

who bore

was once a man

Stoutly he bore

A

it many

a

a

grudge,

year;
He answered

"Beware!" said the parson.

"Fudge!
Well it becomes me;

never

fear.

"Men for this world, and saints for heaven ;
•
Give as you get' is a good old rule.
My loaf shall rise with a livelier Ieaven ;
Too much of meekness shows a fool."
The longer he bore it, the more it grew,
Grew his grudge, as he trudged along;
Till in sight of the pearly gate he drew,
And he heard witiJin it a wondrous song.

The shining porter said, .. Walk in."
He sought to do so; the gate was straight.
Hard he struggled his way to win.
The way was narrow; the grudge was

Selected.

-

S2)
TRAINING THE MEMORY.

THE fortunate

persons whose memory
them are few and far be

serves

Many schemes and theories for
improving this faculty have been put
forth, but one of the most sensible has
appeared in Harper's Young People,
tween.

which says:A splendid way to improve the memory
is to begin by treating it as if it were
another person, and then charging it, upon
penalty of a severe npbraiding, to keep
until wanted the information, fact, date,
name, or whatever is to be remembered.
By this course ,you unconsciously do two
things-yon sort out things worth while
to know, and you impress them upon the
memory in such a way as to cause it to
grasp and keep them,
The latter is a most important thing to
do.
Half of one's forgetfulness comes
from failure to properly grasp what it is
that you are to remember,
It is said of
Thomas B. Reed, the famous member of
Congress from Maine, who was speaker of
the House of Representatives for two
years, that he considered it a great hard
ship to have to tell a man the same thing
twice.
You ought never to cause anyone such

hardship.

Two

lawyers coming out of It court
room one day were discussing the marvel
lous effect that a very bright reply had
bad upon the court, and, indeed, upon.the
case on trial.
This prompted one of the
lawyers to tell the following:Quick repartee is a wonderful weapon.
Many a man who imagined he was soaring
to the very heights of eloquence has been
cut down by a word.
I remember of hear
ing that on one occasion, at a diuner, Henry
C'Iews was making a speech, in the course
of which he referred to himself as a self

made

NOVICE

some

is

the

in

staggered

nomenclature
at

of the terms used in that

science.

But

no

doubt

of

first

one

sight of
fascinating

familiar with

the

laboratory would have no difficulty in
translating the remarks of 1\>1. Planchon,
who tells in the Bulletin of Pliarmacu how
to dye natural cut flowers, as given in the
following conclusions:-

(1) For a blue color, use a sodic salt of
dithyldibenzyldiamidotriphenylcar bin 0 1trisulfurous acid. [He does not say how
this chemical infant should be manufac
tured, but he does say that the commercial
appellation of it is sulpho-greeu, or "vert
sUlfo :" so it is presumable that purveyors
of aniline dyes keep it in stock.]
(�) For reds, nse eosin, xylidinprepared
with the sulpha-naphthols, and sulpho
fuchsin.
(3) For blues, use the blue compounds
of triphenyl triosanil i n trisul ph (mate.
(4) For yellow, use the picrate of sodium.
Various shades are made by mixing the

so

-

Sanitary WOOIOR System Go.
HERMAt'� SCHAEFFER,
PHI.JOINT J

(after tea): "Your little wife is
brilliantly handsome woman. I should
think you'd be jealous of her."
Host (confidentially):
To tell the truth,
Simpkins, I am. I never invite anybody
Friend

a

..

here that any sane woman would take a
Little Peddlington Gheeuiitz,

fancy to."

-

Good Cooking
Is one of the chief blesslngs of every home.
To always ensure good custards, puddings,
sauces, etc., use Gail Borden" Eagle" Brand
Condensed Milk. Directions on the label.
Sold by your grocer and druggist.

We ask attention to our Complete
.&.S80rtment of

DR. JAECER'S

Sanatory Woolen

mainstay of our republic. In them
being cultivated tue minds which are to

UNDERWEAR

0111' future
law-makers and leaders in
every walk in life. How essential it is that
those minds should he united to strong,
healthy bodies! So many childreu suffer
from impurities and poison in the blood that
it is a wonder that they ever grow up to be
men and women.
Many parents cannot find
words strong enough to express their grati
tude to Hood's Sarsaparilla for its good effect
upon their children. Scrofula, salt rheum
and other diseases of the blood are effect
ually and permanently cured by this excel
lent medicine, and the whole being }S given
strength to resist attacks of disease.

be

For Men, Women and Children.
These Sanatory garments are guaran
teed to be all-wool of the finest quality;
they are made under Dr. Jaeger's su

porVision.
Send for Illustrated

is

as

821 &. 829
Wholesale

New York.

Broadway,

Offiee,4M Broome se., New York.
'

DF-POTS:
153 B'way. below Cortlandt St .• New York;

� ����i&:':ill'ir:J<�p� �

innocent of hair

as

the outside of

.....,.....,.....,...,��.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,.....,....."

�
�

an

--' "

aself-made man."
egg, he repeated
He paused a moment, when William
B. Travers, who was present, said to him,
with that well-known stutter that gave
point to his utterance:
••
w-w-when you
Clews,
W-w-well,
rn-m-made yourself w-w-why did n't you
make some hair? "

;
;

�
�
,�

'�

ANOTHER BASEBALL CRANK.

Ii:.

Paterfamilias bas been in the country
out of reach of the newspapers since Wed
Late

nesday.

Saturday night

his two

Station,
boys who grab his valise and

get him
as

seat in the street-car.

a

they

exclaims

all

are

seated,

by
run

As

the younger

:-

told me"
"Papa,
.,
How's baselmU?" the father interrupted eagerly, "Who beat Thursday·?"
Mamma said"
"The Baltirnores.
"
Who pitched?"
,.
But mamma told"
Henderson.
..
Who heat Friday?"
"The Mets got whipped again.
But, as
I was going to say, mamma"..
Good enough! How about to-day?"
"
Mets won, score 17 to 11.
But, really,
mamma"..
The mischief, they did!
What was
"
the matter?
"Don't know
they played terribly
bad. Mamma""
Did Henderson pitch?"
"Yes, sir j and Clinton made seven
errors, and"
"
That's a shame
perfect disgrace!
What's the matter? Let's see
here's
another question.
0 yes j how's your
"
mother?
By this time the little fellow was pretty
well broke up, and the fond husband, with
baseball on the brain, gradually woke up
to a realization of the fact that .several
people around him were smiling.
-

A Small

,
,

of

Quant.ity

Liebig Company's

t

Extract of Beef ,
Added to any

Soup,
Sauce, or Gravy gives
Strength and Fine Flavor.
Invaluable in Improved and Economic Cookery.
Makes Cheapest, purest, and best Beef Tea.

t

,
,
,
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IMPROVED HALL TYPEWRITER.

he arrives

where he is met

at the Union

to

Catalogue.

Garments made to order, a. specialty.
Mall orders promptly attended to.

"

The best and most simple mn
made.
luterchaogeable

"Henry Clay"
N ow here's

hand

a

have been

that

people

for.

"Describe it?"
Your

ure.

please,

name

and the

chine

Type into all Ianguages, Dur
able, easiest running, rapid 8S

:�a' 1it�r��rs��o�fe. thSe�ae1o�
���t�d.tedAfd":���weTypt:�i
�!�
ce., GIl Wash. se, Bo.ton,Mo.l!Il.

camera

waiting
pleas

With
and

FINANCIAL.

address,

description

FIRE

AMERICAN

will

come.

INSURANCE COMPANY.

-

Scovill &> Adams
423 Broome

Co.,

Office:

St., N. Y.

Company's Building.
308 and 310
Walnut Street

Philadelphia
CASH CAPITAL

,

Reserve tOl'

I

Reinsurance

all other claims

I, "11I'I>lu8
"

over

.

8500,00000

•

-

•

•

•

and
•

all liabilities

•

•

••

2,286.388 25
307,152 23

:

TOTAL ASSETS, JAN. 1. 1892,

-

$3,093,540.53.

-

-

;

THOS. H. �lONTGO�fJ<:RY, President.
CflAS. 1'. PEHOT, Vice-President.
mCHAlW

l\lAlUfA�{E'it��\�I1:s�:e��tuaf'1/.

UNITED STATES

REALTY

dyes.

CO.,

$100 PER SHARE.

A CANINE TIMEKEEPER.

LESS
varied

DR. JAEGERS'

AN EARNEST STUDENT.
City Instruc
tor: "If you have such a delightful home
in the suburbs, why do you wish extra
studies which will keep you in the school
"
room after hours?
Suburban Boy: "This is garden-weed
ing time."

man.

mamma

chemistry

hold

"

"Gentlemen," said he, I am a self-made
man." Shaking his head vigorously, which

soon

CHEMICAL TERMIN,OLOGY.

vewy diminu

Our Public Schools

son

A

much wattah l

a

would

tive-looking appawatus

are

shut.

always

have dweamed that such

Are the

A SELF-MADE MAN.

great.
He turned in haste then to lay it down;
He strove to tear it away-to cut;
But it had fast to his heart strings grown.
..
Oh, wait!" he cried; but the door was

929

costly

use

than

is the

a

repeater and

timekeeper

of

a

of

Authorized oapital $13,000,000, Invests only in
Improved Business Property in growing cities.

intelligent compositor has been at
again: this 'time he set it up as a bur
glar meeting, instead of a regular meeting.

EARNS & PAYS

THE

more

certain

colonel of the passenger department of the
Pennsylvania Railroad of whom the fol

lowing story

BRIGHT AND BREEZY.

is told:-

The colonel has a very fine clock that
strikes only on the hour, and thcn very
slowly. He got into the way of making
his dog tap with his foot at each stroke
of the clock.
Finally the dog got so he
would do so without being told.
Just
before the clock strikes it gives It little
eluck, and whenever the dog heard this

it

Gabby:
cold?

"

How did you

"

Quarterly dividends (by ooupons)

get that dreadful

SIX PER CENT.

SnujJleton: Id the datural way, stoopid l
S' pose I ad vertised for plads ad spedifiga
tiuns?
Teoas Siftings.

E. B. PHILLIPS. President.
WM. APPLETON RUST. Treasurer,
Hon. J. Q. 'A. BRACKETT, Counsel.

-

A

CHEMICAL DITTY.

Call

THE Ichthyosanrus lived of yore
In the region of 'I'imbuotoo,
When the water was H2 S04
And the air was C02.

Upon seeing a fire-engine at work an
exquisite remarked, "Who would oval!

at the rate of

or

write for circulars.

Office, 409 Exchange Building, Boston, Mass.

CANGERDr.

HaTtman'. treatment torOan .......

book. free. Addreq Surgical Hotel,Ool
umbua. O. Eve� bopulQal OU08 N001'Ir.

$75.00

To

u, F. JOHNSol( &I

$250.00 ���ll��o�����
itichlllon� vs.

Co., 2600·2-4-6-811Iain sc,

dear young man, that the letter kills; the
Christ gave so few
spirit makes alive.

HELLO!
ttbe eotoen 1Rule ttelepbone JExcbange.
Prof. Caleb

Cobweb, M. A., Manager.

"

��r!�is�a�r�s��1�ed"��L�:;� ��ltl��lS�e�llidall �l���'O��b�
ft��:��l�er "sg�Wdu�l;-'Vat��:B �iC��\;���lgblrolg: fg{ ��
liOLioEN

commands, because he wants us to
spirit and not the letter. His
liking" for us should be as strong an
incenti ve as his ordering.
If you honestly

direct

follow the

(Our readers are Invited to ask questions of the editor
of this department, and. give answers to puzzles he may
be unable to solve. .\ 11 queetlous must be accompanied
with postage stamp. I,hat. the answer may be given by

RULE, Boston, Mass,]

think that

W

ELL! the Maine

if he

as

in their

might

people

have risen

and declare that I

and the gazetteer man should have known
where the Songo River is, Is it not navi

gable by

steamboats?

twenty-seven

Does it not make

turns in its two and one-half

miles of

length? Is it not between Brandy
Sebago Lake in the towns of
Casco and Naples? Worst of all, has not
Longfellow written a poem on it? Many
thanks, good friends. I and the gazetteer
Pond and

will know, next time.

man

As to the time for consecration
am

two to

far,

as

meeting,

stands,

in favor of the last

one

so

Sunday

"friend says, " Many
be influenced to begin the month anew

of the month.
can

and the vote

keeping tally,

they could

As

one

not if

even a

few

days

of the

month had

passed." In Idaho the State
formally adopted that time.
Says another, "As some churches have
watch meetings to await the advent of the
new year,
so our consecration meetings
are monthly watch meetings, that may be
made the key-note and hopeful augury of
each following month's endeavor." Sev
union

bas

eral societies hold consecration services
the first

gain

Sunday

on

of the month in order to

the hallowed influences of the church

and

communion service held that

morning,
society at least prefers it on the last
Sunday of the month that it may prepare
the members for the communion coming
on the
following Sunday. Individual pre
one

ference alone
as

it

seems

can

to be

decide this

question, but

the commonest custom

to hold the

meeting on the last Sunday of
month, it would be well if as many as
possible should conform to the custom.
The capital idea enlarged upon on page
nine,-that of following Dr. Clark's tour
in missionary meetings,-was also sug
gested, a little later, by Miss Anna Noyes,
the

of

Binghamton,
Now for

32. How
"
rlnzue
II

Putnam,

our

had said

batch of
you

questions.
pronounce

"

me

P. L. R.

use

common

The wine at the Cana

"like" to

why,

that

much

as

Mount, "Thou
Remember, how

the

sense

in

all

things.

feast

marriage

was

that the
far

so

dered

adds the

pledge
I know

as

by

not,

which I

to my

scientiously give
"I will

and" unless hin

how,"
reason

some

do," but,

provisos,

can

con

and says,

Lord,"

"I will strive to do

whatever be would like to have

Could any Christian

"Just

me

do."

less?

promise

34. What does Thackeray mean in
"Vanity Fair" when he says that Mr.
Osborne consulted his copy of the peerage?
What does he mean by "see Debrett and
E. A.
Burke, p. 445" ?
Fostoria, O.
"

The

is the list of the fami

peerage"

lies of rank of Great

Britain, with some
account of their history and connections.
The standard "peerage" is by Sir John
Bernard Burke, though Jolin Debrett
wrote voluminously on the subject.
I
know of no book by the two jointly,
though Thackeray probably referred to
some

such book.

35. We have been thinking that perhaps
it would lie well to have two different
papers in our society, thus securing differ
ent suggestions, and we kindly ask THE
GOLDEN RULE to advise us as to what
paper would be best for ns, and where we
may get sample copies of the same.
L. M. P.
Cross Keys, Mo.
Most denominations

for

the

guiding

publish

now

religious

papers
work of the

If you are a Baptist Endeavorer,
young.
take in addition to THE GOLDEN RULE

Young People's Union; if a Metho
Endeavorer, The Epworth Herald 01'
Onwm'd; if a Presbyterian Endeavorer,
The Westminster Endeavorer; if a Disci
pleEndeavorer, The Young People's Stan
The

dC!1'Il

or

OU1' Young Folks ; if a Methodist
Endeavorer, Mr. Cowan's Ow,

Protestant

United Presbyterian
Young Cliristian ; if a

Young People;
Endeavorer, The
Lutheran Endeavorer, The Yuung Luth
eran, and

so

a

Addresses of all these

on.

in the number of

given

'l'JoIE

GOLDEN

rna-rang".

To this query Caleb Cohws ': must say

my

36. I have recently been chairman of the
White Cross and temperance committees
of the Y. P. S. C. E. of this place.
I find
that I know scarcely anything of the duties
connected with these committees.
Will
you kindly inform me upon this subject?
AN'ENDEAVORER.
l1farion, Mass.
Literature

on

White Cross work may be
U., The Temple,

obtained of the VV. C. T.

Chicago.

Consult files of THE

RULE for

numerous

committees,

GOLDEN

hints to temperance
and more will he given soon.

What is it " white lie"? and how
is it better than a black one? (2) How
can we lie to men and not to God ? (3)
'Vhy is not the "Apocrypha" in our Bibles
now?
(4) We cannot sin against man,
can we?
(;j) What is the danger in say
ing, "Our Father which art in heaven,"
when God is everywhere P
(6) How can
we study the
Bible so that we may be

37.

(1)

profited by-it?
Fl'allklill,

J. w. A.

Penn.

'Ve have examined three school
and find them all

(1) A white lie" is one spoken out of
poli tcuess, or other plan sible moti ve. It
is as had as a black one, (2) We cannot.
(:3) Bi-euuse it was not inspired. If it had
been inspired, men coulrl not have kept it
out of the Dible.
Study it and judge. (4)

39. Should

(:\)

The dan

ger is that we may get to think of God as
far away, uninterested in 0111' common
life.

We

must

keep

as

"Gi ve

(6)

Read

in

mind also such

this

day our daily
King's and
Professor Work's articles on that subject
In this year's GO:r..PE.N EVLES,
petitions
bread."

us

Professor

this

on

Christian pastor 01' minis
ter marry two
unconverted people, 01'
where one is a Christian and the other
not?
Would he not be a party to dis
obeying the command of Paul in 2 Cor. 6:
14?
B. T.
Fort Smith, Ark.
That

of

command,

is not for

course,

pastors, but for the people he marries.

pastor should do

The

show Christians the

all in his power to
of such mar

danger

but refusal to

riages,

mony would
nearest"

perform

tile

cere

send the parties to the

simply
squire."

1892.

Are you using printer's ink to
interests of the church and the

[18]

push the
society?

surprise many of you to know how
easily and cheaply you can publish a church
paper by taking advantage of the" local
monthly" furnished by THE GOLDEN
RULE, printed on one side of the sheet,
It will

the rest left blank for local

a

news.

*

Rev.

Mr.

of

Parsons,

Greeley, Col.,

in

the State Christian Endeavor convention,
spoke of the four largest denominations

represented under the similitude of
quartette, with the leading soprano of the
Congregationalists, the full, far-sounding
alto of the Methodists, the clear, accurate
tenor of the Presbyterians,-mellow with
age,-and the deep, sonorous cadence of
the Baptist basso, mingling with the sound
of many waters.
He closed by saying,
"We are glad to 'C. E.' you."
there
a

�

40. (1) What is the best age to enter a
training-school for Clnistian workers P Is
it open to all ages? (2) Is a fair education
necessary for a missionary or in order to
enter the school? (3) Would one having a

]Jay, the organ of the
Christian Endeavor Society, is one of the
brightest, broadest journals published.

fair muaical education but uneducated in
other lines he of use on the mission field?
E. N. F.
SaU Point, N. Y.

with all den6minational

AU ages.

(1)

better; but

the

(2)

The

more

use

can

be

field and in these

education,
made, in the

of anyone who
heart, and a

schools,

has the love of God in his
zealous determination to

him.

serve

(3)

education would be of de

The musical

cided

assistance,
training.

but

one

would need other

HOW THE CAUSE MOVES ON.

meinbers

The

conduct

a

of

Omaha

one

school

night

society

:>It
To the mission boards of the Reformed

Church, in 1890, twenty three societies
gave $117; in 1891, twenty-nine societies
gave $231; in 1892, eighty-fi ve societies gave
$545. A good scale.
-

�

catholicity and
enthusiasm, there is no more hopeful sign
of the times than that afforded by the
Young People's Society of Christian En
To

who believes in

one

deavor.- The Ch1"istian Union.
*

society connected with the First
Reformed Church of Newark, N. J., of
which Dr, Carlos Martyn is pastor, printed
the summer topics for the society upon
two hundred fans.
A good idea this for
having a warm prayer meeting and' keep
ing cool at the same time.
The

*

Rev. L, F.

in Tke Reli-

John, writing

giou,� Telescope, urges that the Christian
Endeavor

pledge

is

especially

fitted to the

church of the United Brethren in Christ

ministry is itinerant. With
pledge, ministers may go or ministers
may stay, but the young people's work

because their
the

on

goes

forever.

It frequently is a wise tbing for a county
organization to do just what the Endeavor
union of Morris County, N. J., has done.
Finding itself too large for the best results,
it has split up into local unions, retaining
its county organization, however, for yearly
meetings and general superintendence of

the work.

California
not

a

Endeavorers

National

(it

legend:

should be

stick

on

"California Wants

International)

Good!

vention C. E. '95."

do

now

and newspaper wrappers-«
blue label, as last year-bnt a red

envelopes

one, with this

Con

Good! But

so

others, remember, deal' friends of the

Golden Gate.
*

The Methodi,�t Recorder reports that" the

Tiffin, Ohio, Methodist
and Y. P. S.

C. E.

Protestant Church

have taken

on

new

spiritual life

since the return of their pas
tor from the New York Convention.
The

Endeavorers have

wurchword,

"

adopted as this year's
members, and a

A hundred

hundred souls for Christl"

"The

The

Golden

spirit

of fairness with which it deals

questions, is to be
example to all journals."
That is what that capital paper, The Bap
tist, says. Now we are modest-as modest,
that is, as anyone in Boston-and yet we
commended

as an

should very much like to claim that com
We waver in our minds when

pliment.
we

remember Golden
but

]Jays,

of Philadel

grow bold

again when we
remember that we never saw anything
about Christian Endeavor in that widely
circulated periodical.
On the whole,
brother editor, we'll take the compli
phia;

we

ment, and thank

you for it.
:>It

Chinamen.

for

Has your society looked about it to see if
the Master has not such work for it to do?

All sinfulness is determined with reference
to God's character and will.

histories,

unsatisfactory

point. Parkman has a volume, "The Con
spiracy of Pontiac."

their

"

September 8,

38. What school history of the United
States gives tile best account of Pontiac
and his conspiracy?
E. A.
Fostoria, O.

(:ist

RULE for June 16.

33. Our Y. P. S. C. E. is considering a
change from the old to the revised form of
pledge, which I have advised them to do,
although, if I understand the pledge
rightly, I could not sign myself. Now I
know that this would put me in a serious
predicament, as I was for one year the
president of the society; and furthermore,
I could not separate myself from the
society in which I am so interested, The
trouble is, I think, in my interpretation of
the pledge where it says, "I promise to
do whatever Christ would like to have
As a follower of Christ I think I
me do."
can say that I have given myself to him to
be used by him, and am willing to do what
soever he ask« me ttl do.
But it seems to
me that the pledge may mean 1I10re than
that. For instance, I go down town and
buy a box of candy, which is entirely un
Would not Christ like it. if I
necessary.
should instead give that money to ad vance
his work, althouzh he does not ask me to
110 it, and I can buy the candy with a per
fectly clear conscience? Now this is only
an illustration, and I do not mean by it
t.hut I am unwilling to do what would
please the Lord, even though lie does not
ask it ant! it is not my du ty, hilt that I am
unwilling to sign a pledge that. hinds me
in such a general way to do t.hingl> that the
That you
Lord docs not bind me to do.
may understand Illy oondition more dearly
I might say that I am preparing for for
eign missionary work. Should I be right
in interpreting the pledge this way: "I
will strive to (Ill what Christ asks me to
do," or, "I will st rive to do my duty as a
soldier of the cross"? With that. inter
pretation I would gladly sign, as the rest
does not trouble me at all.

kindly but emphatically, Uell1t_luer,

not

not absolutely necessary, and yet Christ
"
liked" to have it there. Remember, too,

are

N. Y.

Pronounce it

ever, to

on

buy candy."

if

N. Y.

do

Christ would

have you buy that box of candy,
should be the end of the matter,

shalt not

I

GOLDEN RULE

THE

930

of

Canada

draws this contrast between the

summer

The

Preebuteriom.

Review

Convention at New York and the habits

prevalent among Christians off on thelr
'"
vacations:
They left behind them agood
record.
Christianity will have a better
name in New York for their having been
there.'
So says a New York journal of
the Christian Endeavor
its

vast crowd

thousand

of

delegates.

Convention, with
twenty-five or thirty
What will the record

thirty thousand little
parties of Christians, young and old, who
are from home just now, holiday-bent, in
all sorts of places on sea-shore and lake,
in mountains and woods? Many a quiet,
God-fearing little hamlet has lost its
church-going ways and its simple zeal for
the cause of Christ, through having be
come a summer resort.
And the degenera
tion bas not been all brought about by
be of the

more

than

unchristian visitors.
zles of ethics how
when

it is

opinion

o'ut

It is

one

of the puz
relaxes

readily principle

of reach

of

the

public

in which it bas been reared."

WHAT THEY HAVE TO SAY

long

About the Christian Endeavor Movement.
Various Interesting Scissorings from our

Exchanges.
The Question of

THE idea

at

Endeavor

essentials.

in

The

unity only
no special significance in
connection with the question of organic
unity. It may providentially lead to that in
movement has

the

of

case

that

pledge,
society, it is

for itself and safe for the church.

safe

All

our

officers, should hail it
with gratitude and heartily co-operate
with this movement, which, under God,
will one day solve that great question,
How shall the mighty lay element in the
our

church

"

is

Society

Work.]

the Christian

of

it is faithful to its

as

centre and heart of the

pastors,

Organic Church Unity.

[Christian

of division

faint

purely arbitrary,
but such results are not in the thoughts of
the leaders of the movement. They in
sist, first of all, upon church loyalty, and
whatever may come beyond that in the
way of bringing together the divided
camps of Christendom they are willing to
are

churchbe reached and utilized for God?

"

[Ainslie Street Presbyterian Record, Brooklyn.]
is well chosen.

The word "endeavor"

or

trust to God and the future.

In all these

It

talismanic.

is

the

true

condenses into

It

letters the true attitude of all Chris

eight

He who endeavors in the

tians.

God

signifies

the church.

of

spirit

It

name

of

if not in his way, then in

succeeds,

God's way. Attempt precedes achieve
ment, achievement crowns attempt. For
the

centuries

Matterhorn

Santee

Agency: "As a gentleman was
spending the Sabbath there, he saw in the
afternoon a lumber wagon driving around
and a lot of Indian young people climbing
He inquired, What does that mean, on
Sunday? The answer was: That is the
Endeavor society, going out upon the
in.

remained

run a

knew.

they

Work with Him.

[The Bapttst.]
If there is

in

anybody

does not believe in

church that

our

the young

people's

movement, we would say to our young
people to go to work upon him. Not with
blows, with tongues or fists, but with
kindness; just mark him, and try by kind
ness and attention to win him; and you
will

have

soon

it is the

of the best friends that

one

of any Christian to

privilege

have.

Christian Endeavor Progression.

[Harris R. Cooley,
Jolin

dred

who know

set the world

Endeavor

"Give

on

Standard.]

me

only Christ,

fire."

If

have

we

society of twenty-five,
Andrew, brings a

a

small

and each
friend to

year, and the next year
old and new, brings one

the Lord within

a

member,

more, and

hun

one

and I will

like

member,
each

in The Christian

Wesley said,

men

on, in five years there

so

will

eight hundred members, and in ten
years over twenty-five thousand members.
be

This calculation makes
deaths.

physical

allowance for

Finally, persistent brave en
placed a flag upon its topmost

There

peak.
for

There

man.

with God.

in. These children of the red men,
you see, are 110 respecters of persons.
The same was also manifest when the

missionary society of these same Sioux
Indians took fifty dollars out of its treas
ury and gave it to the Sunday-school mis
sionary of South Dakota to help plant
Sunday schools among the white children
of the State."
This is good.
What a
commentary on the evil maxim, "There's
no good Indian but a dead Indian" !

D. C. Milner, D.

The

members of the

and

they

"

should

adopt

are no

longer

by ecclesiastical legis
lation, but by a popular movement which
recognizes common brotherhood in Christ.
Nobody has any right to ask me to sur
render the smallest part of my conviction
of truth.
Baptists will always oppose
looks towards the

are

the

members of

earth,

as

well

But there is
our

co-opera

emphasizing this
opportunity now to

for

claim that

our

hearty

a

union which shall not sacrifice
is

justified,

to stand off

whether

or

we are

by ourselves.

ment toward

a

work

determined

Here is

a move

a1'e

one,

the

mind,

Baptists have always contended.
that

seem

such

all

triumph

the

cannot also agree in
the very kind of union for which
we

a

we

cannot

movement

reason can

be

stand

unless

It would

aloof

the

from

strongest

urged.

Read,

Church

Just
as

have

Fahs,

in the Iowa

Endeavorer.]

the railroad t rai n is safe

as

it is

when

D. W.

on

41fT,

so

no renr

the

stecl rails,

is this

oi its

in

prayer book
Endeavor Society.

Editorial in

Science Monthly, New York.
Christian Endeavor -Its
John.

F.

The Rev.

Mr.

the

Christian

but

as
a

organization.

getting

off.

The

Cinger

Adaptability
Rev. L.

A

Religious Telescope, Day

The Christian Endeavor

Prayer Meeting,
The Interior, Chi

Alice Hamilton Rich.

Endeavor

Christian

R.

Harris

Evangelization.

medicinal, SANFORD'S

Society and
Cooley. The

a

CongregationaUst;

The Great

the Y.

C. E. Aid

P. S.

the

C.

Missionary Society?
The Vermont Chronicle,

Westmin8tel'

Partington,

of

Chester,

says the only thing he doesn't
like about the society is its long name.

justly

claim

can

much?

New

York.

its

ingredients

tile

gers urged as substitutes. Ask for SAN·
FORD'S GINGER and look for owl trade
mark on the wrapper. Sold everywhere.

STUDY LAW
AT HOME.
TAKE A COURSE

England,

strengthens
What

other

ginger

for

disease.

by

Containing among

W. E.

Endeuvorer,

and

purest of medicinal and the best of im
ported ginger, it is vastly superior to the
cheap, worthless, and often dangerous gin

Christian: Mil'roj', Portland, Me,
Presbyterianized Endeavor. Editorial
The

promotes

craving

a

those reduced

so

Mont

Endeavorer.

exhaustion,

nervousness,

eradicates

G IN

H.

Vt.
an

s

intoxicants,

Mich.

Editorial in Bible

Uprising.
Study, Nashville, Tenn.
How Can

Lansing,

0 v e r com e s

l la y

sleep,

Ohrlstian. Statulard, Cincinnati.
The Y. P. S. C. E. and S. S. Extension.

Central

FRUIT stomachic,

deliciously flavored, purely

GER

cago.
The

in

PURE

SEND your daughter to Oxford College, at
Oxford, Ohio. There is no better school for

girls.

1M THE

SPRAGUE CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW. (Incorporated.)
Send ten cents (stamps)eor
particulars

J.
Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup fol' Children
Teething rests the chUd and comforts the mother. 2., eta.

to

COTNER, JR SEC'Y.
DETROIT, MICH.
.•

572

WHITNEY BLOCK.
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The Rev, Mr.

Hand,

of

Ipswich, England,
a
good
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thing, for it has helped his

daughter

to

speak

that she is able
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and pray in public, so
and willing to lead his
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school.
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long article
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in

a

recent number of The

Reqieter, regarding

Two Inside

Pages Blank for Your Local Items.

Pages Printed Monthly by

The Golden Rule

Company.

Dr.

coming visit to that distant land,
interesting paragraph conceruing

the status of the Endeavor movement

Two Outside

on

:-

THE EXPENSE.

THE PLAN.
THE GOLDEN RULE COMPANY will furnish
the

copies

printed
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the

two

inside

pages only, selecting the articles with spe
cial reference to their adaptability to indi
vidual

and

churches

Endeavor

articles of

special interest and helpfulness to
young people.
The outside pages will be left blank, to be
fil led with items of local interest selected by
will

Ftiuders-atreet Baptist Church, Adelaide,
under the presidency of the Rev, S. Mead,
April 3-1, 188!!, and at ..tirst numbered but
Great oaks from
eigh t active mem bel'S.
little acorns grow."

will furnish the paper with the two
inside pages printed, at the following rates,
for any single month:100
200
300
400
500

societies.

One page WIll be devoted to general religlous
reading matter, while the other will contain

your editor.
The copies

We

new

"

1,000

edition

with

entirely

matter on the inside pages each month.

The paper will be ready for distribution the
fifteenth of the month preceding that upon

express cliarqes,

$

100 copies per month
"
200"
300
400
500

be sent

an

or

If orders are placed in advance for three
or more consecutive months, the prices will
be as follows:

1,000
will be
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These prices do 1I0t include postage

without heing
folded, so that your local printer will have
no difficulty in
printing the two outside
pages.
There

$1.00

copies

"

5.00

These prices do 1ICt include poslaye

Societies
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3.00
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EXPENSE of the paper by secnring a Iew loe,li
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can. as a

which you issue it, thus giving your local
printer ample time to print the outside

last two columns on the last page. Many
now using it (10 even better than this, and
MAKE MONEY, applying the profits to church

pages.

or

society

uses.

on

long

wreck
But I

Just

all-gone sensation, relieved in one
minute by the Cutlcura Anti-Pain
Plallter. Tbe first and only instanta
paln.kllIing strengLh6ning plaster. 25 cents.

SANFORD'S

Popular

ton, O.

How She Became

of the Wesleyan
England, wants a

and

CUTICURA SOAP.

!���r !���,��k a���g��!�:s,

Mann.

*

*

skin cured

twenty-five

to the United Brethren Church.

CHRISTIAN

for

and

-

Keep the Track.
[Rev.

enclosing usually rive cents for a paper,
or thtrty-five cents for a magazine.)

pelier,

The Rev. Mr.

blackheads, red, rough, chapped,
PIMPLES,
oily
by

Found in Last Week's Exchanges.

Merrill.

COSMOPOLITAN

-

[Christian Endeavor workers may obtain these articles
by writing to the addresses given, naming the article, and

Domestic

lessness.

The Y. P. S. C. E. has already gained a
firm foothold, and gives promise of achieving
a great and substantial' success under the
Southern Cross. In Victoria in September
of last year there were reported eighty-fin
societies, with an aggregate of 4,000 rneru bel'S.
In New South Wales twenty-live societies
are existent, with others in course of forma
tion.
Tasmania and Queensland report that
progress is being made. In New Zealand the
work is just beginning.
In our own colony
there are now fifty societies and about 1,000
In Victoria, New South Wales,
members.
Queensland, and South Australia, unions of
the local societies have been formed.
In
Sonth Australia the denominations repre
sented in the union are the Baptist, Congre
gat.ional, Wesleyan, and Bible Christian,
while the society is also found in the Presby
It is worthv
terian and Church of Christ.
of note that one of the lirst -if not the lirst
Endeavor society formed in the Australias
was
the
established in connection with

to the world that in heart and

we

king

principle

doctrine, on which we are sure to
differ, but in practical service, which prob
ably almost every denomination in the
world indorses.
Here is an opportunity

greater because

of

that continent-island

not in

to prove

they

citizens

Christian

union which has its basis

a

State,

This society should
young
people to be a power for God and truth
against all the hosts of evil. It should be
a school of patriotism
to teach love of
country, and opposed to all forms of law

Clark's

anxious

Members of En

train

have been foremost in

are

guilt,
watchword,

members of God's

as

South Australian

we

a

dom.

tion in Christian work with every being
who weal'S the name of Christ, and we

show the world whether

as

The saloon must go."

child's

is to be attained not

an

E.

ENDEAVOR.

the last prayer of 0111' Saviour for the un
broken union of his people. Such a result

We have

C.

deavor societies must remember that

for any failure to join in this
movement towards the fulfilment of

fact.

S.

that to license it is to share its

an excuse

compromise of a principle.
no principle which forbids

P.

evil,

Methodist

movement which

Y.

should learn to hate and oppose the liquor
saloon as the headquarters of all forms of

the Y. P. S. C. E.

Denominational differences

any

D., in the Mid-Continent.]

allowance for

no

LZion's Advocate.]

great

accom-

Christian Endeavor and Temperance.

[Rev.

SOLVENT, greatest of humor reme
dies.
This is strong language,
but every word is true, as proven
thousands
of grateful testimo
by
nials. CUTICURA REMEDIES are,
all
doubt, tbe greatest Skin
beyond
Cures, Blood Purifiers, and Humor Remedies of
modern times. Sold everywhere.
POTTER DRUG AND CHEM. CORP., Boston.
.o:tr" How to Cure Skin Diseases" mailed free.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR ARTICLES

Moral Endeavor.

spiritual deaths,
on

is

things too difficult
nothing impossible

With him endeavor is

CUTICURA

SOAP, an exquisite skin purifier
beautifier, and CUTlCUlU. RE·

and

neous

plishment.

It does not need to make

A Baptist Pastor

few

are

cure,

uu-

be reached.

deavor

With agonizing Eezemas
and other Itching,
Burning, Bleeding, Scaly, Blotchy, and Pimply
Skin and Scalp Diseases are in
stantly relieved and speedily cured
by the CUTICUlU REMEDIES, con
Sisting of CUTICURA, the greats kin

Sunday

things we are constrained to believe that
scaled, the despair of Alpine climbers.
the organizers and leaders of this moveMost men believed its summit never could
ment have builded better than

SKINS ON FIRE

school among
the children of the white settlers who are
Reservation to

coming

About the Word" Endeavor."

churches where the lines

some
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I will pass the

superintendents, and clubs of fixe or more, $1.00 a.
year, payable strictly in advance.
Postage Is Prepaid by ns on all subscriptions in the
Cnited States, Canada, or Mexico.
For all other
countries in the Postal Union add $1.04 for postage;
for South Africa add $2.08.

Snbscriptions may commence at any time dur
ing the year. Newnames, however. cannot be entered
upon 011r mailing-books unless money accompanies
the subscription order.
Receipts. We do not send receipts for subscriptions
unless the request is accompanied with stamp. The

me

share

a

secret

for it.

and to

*

by Dr. Clark,
highly commended by the
religious press. The Observe?'

good

ad vantage from other

*

my

testimony
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sub
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have in

new
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order, or P. O. money order, payable to The Ooldeu
Cash and postal notes should he
Itule Company.
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All Mail referring to THE GOLDEN RULE should be
addressed to
THE GOLDEN RULE COMPANY,

47 FRANKLIN ST., BOSTON, MASS.
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recently
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one
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our

young lady subscrib
ers reads as follows:
"

I want

a

word with

'Strictly

Bus i

ness.'

should

I

like to know who
you are! I must
say I ad mire

straight
you r
forward business
ways. You have grace and grit enough
to speak the truth in a Christian way."
*

*
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as

Those

follows: "I must add
the

to

YOIl
THE GOLDEN

me

was

worth

RULE

one

RULE

to

address,

could be

see

appreciate these kind words, and am
glad that our subscribers enjoy reading
this department. After such.a nice letter,

"Evangeline"

Addresses"

another,

as

....

I don't

sources,

and

or

may secure
THE GOLD]<,N

how the paper

or

both

to the

same

may be desired.
8TRICTLY BUSINESS.

ZCOODNEW8
to get orders for our celebrated
Teas, Coffees and DaklDA'
Powdert and secure a. bea.utiful
Gold Band or Moss Rose China
Tea Set, Dinner Set, Gold Band
Oastor, or
Moss Rose Toilet Set, Watch, Brass

improved."
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We�s:n� 8��X'¥·��r.lIn'i,�:f
31 and 33 Vesey St New ¥orJr.

timonials.

They show that our efforts
appreciated, and also show why it is
that our subscription lists have grown so
rapidly during the past summer. A lady
who recently sent us a goodly list of new
subscribers closed her letter by saying,
It has been no trouble to get these sub
scribers, and I think I can get more."

.•

P. O. Box 289.

are

Investing even
Fifty Dollars
I

"

*

twenty-page religious weekly, with
articles from the very best of writers, at
the low rate of $1.00 a year in clubs, is
indeed a paper of remarkable cheapness.
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I say it myself.
Perhaps it
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even
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"Some Christian
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The young miss in the picture
discover who I am, with her

business.
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might reveal my iden
that would not be strictly

if I

then,
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ALFRED PEATS, 136-138 W. Madison St.,

Chicago.

Established 1827.

Correspondence Invited.

HOOK & HASTINGS, Boston, Mass.

In answel'ing advertisements you will confer
favor on the publishers and advertiser by.
stating that you saw ad. in The Golden RnIe.
a

THE SOUTH SHORE, CHICAGO.-----...
Situated

Association

on

the shore of Lake

rIichigan

and owned and controlled

by

Special Attention

Organized
Norember 20, 1891.

Is

and

Jail uary 6, 1892.

construction,

this association

Location Secured,

nected

Narc" 14,. 18�2.

with

Is

any

and

that

not

con

of

the

organizations which have

Building Commenced,.

nearly copied

July 2, 1892.

------,,---�

called to the dates given

opposite regarding location

Incorporated.

.

.---.--

so

its name.

.. --.-----

The Columbian Visitors' Association.
F. C.

OVIATT, PreSident, CLARENCE

M.

LYMAN, Secretary,

GEORGE B.

TOWNSEND, Treasurer, CHARLES

R.

BRADLEY, Manager.

--------------------.-------------------

The Plan of the Association is to provide for Christian people and their friends the most desirable accommodations to be found in
Chicago, during the World's Columbian Exposition, and to ensure to them in advance at a very moderate cost the most congenial
and home-like surroundings during their visit to the World's Fair.
or near

The Location secured by the Association for its buildings is only ten minutes' walk (seven blocks) south from the Exposition
is in a Prohibition District, where no saloons are allowed.
It is within a stone's throw of Lake Michigan; fronts on a fine
and is convenient to electric, steam, and water transportation to all points.

grounds, and
sandy beach,

This Association Is Indorsed

Membership

in the Association

by

Rev. F. E.

secures

special

Clark, D. D., President of the United Society of Christian Endeavor.
reduced rates, reserved

accommodations,

and reliable information

regarding Chicago

Exposition. TWO DOLLARS secures the membership. This fee can be forwarded at once, and the name will be entered
immediately upon the register.
Full Information, including- a Birds-Eve View of the Columbian Vlsitors' Association and World's Columbian Exposition Grounds
(size, 16 x 26 inches), an Official Map of Chicago (size, 21 x 28 inches), and complete Descriptive Circulars of the Association will be sent
to each one who forwards the membership fee, and if the pianoS, location, accommodationll, raiee, and manaqement do not prove entirely
satisfactory, the money will be refunded at once.
By a Unanimous Vote of its executive committee, the Christian Endeavor Union, of Cleveland, Ohio, has selected the I-'OCTH
and the

SHOHE for its

headquarters during

THE

the Columbian

COLUMBIAN

Exposition

VISITORS'

of 1893.

Address all

correspondence

ASSOCIATION,

.7

to

Quincy Street, Chicago.

q

T�E

Vol.

BOSTON, SEPTEMBER

VI.

Capital Increased

to

15,

1892.

No. 51.

Owned, Managed, a'nd

$100,000.00.

Indorsed

by Christian Endeavorers.

"Hotel Endeavor" at the World's Fair.
Official Christian Endeavor

Headquarters
NO

ADVANCE

for United

Society,

PAYMENT FOR

Chicago, during the Columbian Exposition.

ROOMS WILL BE

E have so many inquiries regarding Hotel Endeavor, its prices, etc.,
we take this means of making our plans as clear as possible and
answering many of the questions asked. All Christian Endeavor
ers and their friends are invited to make this their home while
visiting the World's Fair. It is not necessary to be an Endeavorer to secure a room at Hotel Endeavor, but it is expected that all who engage
rooms will be in harmony with Endeavor work.
Hotel Endeavor will be three
stories high, and will accommodate two thousand guests per day.
Its construe
tion is in the form of a hollow square, with park two hundred and forty feet
In this park there will be a chapel
square within, filled with native trees.
and lectures will be held, and where the different
where meetings,
State organizations will hold their reunions (many States have already secured
dates). In this chapel will be morning and evening services, and preaching
Around the whole building, facing
every Sunday by well-known clergymen.
the park, will be a wide-covered piazza. which will be the grand social meeting

concerts,

There
place, and where the Endeavor Orchestra will play evenings.
will also be a large piazza, three hundred feet long, on the beach facing
the lake, where we have fine boating and bathing.
Bring your bathing suits,
or one can be rented in bath house.
Perfectly safe beach, the finest on the
lake, safe for children to play on and dig in the sand. The hotel is bounded
on the east by Lake Michigan, on the west by Bond Avenue
(a finely improved
street with fine houses and wide sidewalks), on the north by 75th Street, and
on the south
by a wooded park. Hotel Endeavor will have a large lobby,
general parlor, ladies' writing room, and ladies' reception room, gents' writing
'room, news stand, telegraph office, barber shop, check and trunk rooms, etc.
Every floor will have a ladies' toilet and bath rooms, also gents' toilet
and bath rooms.
The entire halls and dining room will be heated by steam
and the house and grounds lighted by electricity.
Transom over each
door. The majority of the rooms we call "B" rooms. They will contain
double spring bed, with bureau, table, and other furnishings, electric call
bells connecting with hotel office.
These rooms are designed to hold two
persons.
Larger rooms, called "C" rooms, with same furnishings, but in
addition having a single bed, are designed for three persons.
Many of the
rooms are in suites.
All rooms in the Hotel Endeavor are outside rooms,
with large windows.
There is very little choice of' rooms, none of them open
into a narrow court, all have plenty of light and fresh air. The price per day
for" B" rooms is $2.00, i. e., $1.00 each, if two occupy it, or $2.00 per day, if
"
"
only one occupies it. Price of C rooms is $3.00 a day for one person, or
$1.50 each for two persons, or $1.00 each, if three persons occupy it. The
above prices do not include meals, and are only for those who have paid the
advance register fee.
If not registered in advance, double the above price will
be charged.
There is connected with Hotel Endeavor a very large restaurant,
260 x 60 feet, under our own management, conducted on the European plan.
Persons can live very comfortably on $1.00 a day for meals, while $1.50 will
be all one needs to spend a day and live well.
Everything furnished in the
The waitresses and maids will all
restaurant will be first-class and well served.
be engaged from the ranks of Christian Endeavorers. We will need over one

at

.

REQUIRED.

hundred and fifty. Applications received at any time to fill these positions,
with indorsement and recommendations of pastors and officers of their local
society. Hotel Endeavor is located at Windsor Park in the city of Chicago,
corner of 75th Street and Bond Avenue.
It is but twenty minutes' walk from
the World's Fair grounds, and one block from electric railroad (fare, five cents),
which takes you to the main entrance of the Fair grounds and connects with
elevated railroad to the business centre of the city (fare on elevated, five cents).
Steamboat landing in front of Hotel Endeavor, where steamer will take you to
Fair grounds or centre of city.
The hotel is but two blocks from the Illinois
Central Railroad, with sixty trains a day to the city, stopping at all the en
trances of the World's Fair.
In fact, Hotel Endeavor has an ideal location.
The World's Fair opens May I, arid closes October 31, 1893.
Open every day
except Sunday, at 10 A. M., and closes at 10 P. M. Hotel will be open to
guests from April IS to November 15, 1893.
Do you wish to stop at Hotel Endeavor and enjoy all the privileges it
offers?
Do you want your rooms reserved for you, so that when you arrive they
are all
ready for you to occupy? Do you want rooms in any particular location?
Ha ve you a choice of floors?
Do you want your rooms in suites?
Do you
want a light, pleasant, and airy room for $1.00 a day, or, if you are not regis
tered in advance, pay $2.00 a day?
Do you want to go to a hotel where you
can have fine, safe bathing, the best on the lake, with a beach perfectly safe for
children to play on, where. you will meet our national and State officers, and
Do you want to stop where no liquor of
others engaged in Endeavor work?
If
any kind is sold, and in a prohibition district without a saloon or bar?
so, send $3.00 for each person over twelve years old as an advance register
fee.
Remit to our Treasurer, JAMES R. CHAPMAN, Cashier American Trust
and Savings Bank (capital, $1,000,000), corner of La Salle and Madison
Streets, Chicago, Ill. Send your advance register fee at once, and avail
yourself of these advantages. At your earliest convenience write us, giving
date you hope to come, number of days you expect to stay, your preference
of floors and rooms.
Same will be assigned to you, unless already engaged,
in which case we will give you room nearest to that you wish.
If same is· not
satisfactory, will return your register fee. Date can be changed any time up
to thirty days prior to March I, or should you for any reason be unable to
come, your register ticket will be transferred to any person you may designate,
by writing to the secretary. Under our new plan no advance payment of
rooms will be required.
Upon receipt of your register fee, a room will be
No further payment will be required until you are
reserved for you.
given possession. The hundreds who have already agreed to advance room
rent on our former plan need not do so, unless they prefer to.
The very large
number who have paid the advance room rent, in part, can have their money
returned, or leave it in trust subject to their order, or draw it when they come,
as
they think proper, or continue to send, if they prefer.
On April I, 1893, a circular will be sent to every registered name, giving
them directions how to reach Hotel Endeavor from every railroad entering the
city. We would advise you to send your register fee at once;' if you delay,
it may be impossible to care for YOll when you come, even at the advance rates.

----------------.----------------

Further information will be

cheerfully given.

Address

CHAS. B. HOLDREGE,

Sec'y,

Hotel eadeevor Is Indorsed by officers of the United Society, and by State Presidents and Secretaries throughout the Union.

100

Washington St., Chicago, III.

beautifully illus
trated book, contain
ing over ninety pages
of most important in
formation about the
to
ailments of women.
Also a full code of
established rules of
etiquette for women
and ape r pet u a I
ladies' calendar.
Contains not a word of
objectionable matter, and is crowded from
cover to cover with information which every
woman, young or old, should become familiar
with, and advice which
has restored many and

Free,
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You Should Know:

Benjamin Franklin Jacobs (with portrait)....
Correspondence: An Open Letter from Parson Mossback to

People

Living by Dots. The Mossback
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Next week's number will contain an exceedingly bright article on" Sensible Dressing," by the dis
tinguished writer, Marion Harland. Rev. J. T. Docking, Ph. D., will have another article in his inter
esting series, "Young Men in History." Rev. A. E. Winship, editor of "The JournaJ of Education,"
will give a suggestive paper on
Sins of the Tongue."
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for passage

through

the Well and Canal is returned when the

cargo goes to Canada, but it is altogether
likely that this discrimination against the
We cannot blame peo
QUARANTINE.
ple who wish to get away from plague
stricken Europe, and yet they can hardly
-

H0ME
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all who take

a

thorough Business College

course
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THE WOMAN'S COLLEGE OF BALTIMORE.
JOHN F.

GOUCHER, President.
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BANGOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
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ticaL Special instruction in New Testament Greek lind
advanced Semitic Studies. Term opens Sept.l7. Address
Prof. F. B. DE�lO, Bangor, Me.

The

New

School of Applied
Daslg'n, For Women,
York

200 West 23rd Street, New York,
Affords thorough instruction in Wall Paper and
Destgning and makes" specialty of the

blame

Carpet

to receive them.

for not

wishing
write, twenty-one steamers are
lying in quarantine at New York. The
president has advised that no steamers
that arrive carrying immigrants from any
foreign port shall be permitted to land
their passengers until they have been de
tained twenty days in quarantine.
The
wisdom of this order has been proved by
As

SCHOOL,

us

we

many cases of the terrible disease that
have been brought here by emigrant ships
within the last week.

It is interesting to
original" quarantine,"
the word implies, was

remember that the
the

history
forty days.
as

of
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latest news,

Catalogue

free.
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SCHOOL, Russia,
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wars

that in Morocco

of Morocco has
and is

by defeat,

The Czar
peace.
moved by the remonstrances

eagerly seeking

Y. M. C. A. Building, Boston.

Park

petty

Afghanistan have seemed likely to
by drawing larger nations
the difficulty will soon corne to an
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POND, Secretary.

D. M. DUSTAN, Principal.
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ARCHITECTURAL DEPARTMENT.

CHICAGO,

Ist, 1892.

Beautiful and Healthful Location.

Ample naterial Equipment.
Faculty carefully chosen on the basis of proved

England,

has

given

orders

to

the

of
of

com

mander of his forces in the Parnir

region
to do nothing that will provoke England.
That means that, with danger of Russian
attack from the north at an end, the
Ameer of Afghanistan will be able to bend
all his energies to putting down the rebel
lion that has arisen against him.
THE

CANALS.

-

The

new

system of

tolls, requiring twenty cents a ton on all
freight passing through the St. Mary's
Falls Canal bound for Canada, has been in
It has almost
effect since September 1.

commerce

of the United States will be

to

the

see

wrong,

are

completed.

We

are

United States put itself

though

� e can see

to

T.

a more

W.

Boston

bringing the long
speedy settlement.

PARSONS.

-

The

well- known

poet, Dr. Thomas William Parsons,

died last

week, very suddenly, falling into
a well in an apoplectic fit.
He was one of
the most highly esteemed of the minor
poets of the country. His chief work was
the translation of Dante, his version being
in some points superior to the more famous
one by
Longfellow. Besides, he was the
author of many vigorous short poems, well
finished, kindly and cheery in sentiment
usually, and certain to endure.
MILITARY SERVICE

German minister of
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One is the payment for army pur
tures.
poses during the coming year of the vast
sum of one hundred and forty millions of
new
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which has two
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term of
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see
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of the canal.

breaking

plan by which eighteen

of
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forced to

FORCE.

Libel"al

military

It is this service in the army
possible for Germany to

that alone makes it
overawe

Europe, and compel the European
keep up an army on an equally

nations to

large scale.

Of

course

the

headstrong

young Emperor William is opposed to this
second provision of the new law, and it

up the

Academy, norgan Park, Ill.

It is hard to

use
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all

desirable

the old basis

system. How fortunate we are
in this country, surrounded by peaceful
nations, and with a form of government

put

our
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8�00.000 DEPOSITED WITH
TREASURER.

of the

IS an

addition,

removed at the end of the present commer
cial season, after the contracts made on

treaty by the United States will promote
the settlement of the long dispute. The
Canadian government has not yet given

pupils for the
of .the Umversity of Chicago, of which it
orgamc part.
All applicants will be examine" at Morgan Park,

colleges

By the Policy Holders of the MASSACHU
SETTS BENEFIT ASSOCIA TION. who
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probably will not pass, though the people
of Germany are beginning to see clearly
what a cruel wrong is being done them by
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economical hair-dressing,
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Batley,
Wing.-A Com-

Christian Endeavor in Alaska, J. E. Connett.-Work with the Life-Savers.-Christian Endeavor

'

faded, thin, and gray hair
original color, texture, and
abundance; prevents it from falling
out, checks tendency to baldness,

to its
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-One Result, Mary E. Purinton.-Xhe Travellers' Y. P. S. C. E., F. D.
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phoid fever, my head
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HELPS
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having the ty
perfectly bald.
I was induced to try Ayer's Hair Vigor,
and before I had nsed half a bottle, the
hair began to grow. Two more bottles
brought out as good a head of hair as
ever I had.
On my recommendation,
my brother William Craig made use of
Ayer's Hair Vigor with the same good
results."-Stephen Craig, 832 Charlotte
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D., opens in this
by college presidents discussing the dangers that young people will
meet in a college life, and giving wise ad vice

PRESIDENT CHARLES F. THWING, D.
Dumber

series of articles

our

This

of

them.

GOLDEN RULE Vacation

Series,

for

Number.

avoidance

the

THE

In

--

now

nearly

at

end with the

an

inson has

a

closing. vacation, Rev. Charles A. Dickvigorous and delightful article on "Canoeing

in Maine." --We

in this

present

number four very

interesting short articles. "No Harm in That," by Dr.
Summerbell, brightly preaches an important truth. Miss
Farnham draws

Rand -tells

a

Mershon, who

Mr.

vivid temperance illustration.

a

famous incident in the life of William
wrote that

helpful portfolio

Mr.

Carey.

of mission-

ary programmes for Christian Endeavor societies, has a
Our portraits are of the
very pointed little essay.
--

Mr. B. F. Jacobs, and of
prominent Canadian Methodist Endeavorer, Rev.
M. Phillips.
Eight we 11- k now n

eminent
the
A.

Sunday-school worker,
--

contribute

Endeavorers

to

Endeavor

our

Notice especially the accounts of
pages.
Endeavor work in Alaska, France, and South

Africa.

1892.

have

come many positive and vigorous forces, mighty for
the overthrow of evil; he has shown us how far is peace

from weakness.

$2.00
ITALY has

fine statue of

a

Year.

just sent to this country a noble present,-a
Christophel' Columbus. The famous figure

He is

our religious poet, for his poems
of "Liberty Enlightening the World"
spiritual world; and yet, poet-like, he Some Suitable is a similar gift from France. It seems
at first sight rather strange that the
knew little of theology, and cared less.
He has sung of
Presents.
child-life as beautifully as Longfellow, and has painted
United States, the most wealthy of
nature as magically as Lowell or Bryant.
His ballads are nations, should have done almost nothing in the line of"
ringing as Stedman's or Bayard Taylor's. But while in such international courtesies. Possibly it is because,
all these ways his muse often led him triumphantly, he
with Yankee independence, we scorn to imitate, and
was most fond of the meditative path, and fully half his
send back marble for marble.
There are noble gifts,
We are grateful for however, that the United States will soon, we hope, pre
poems turn us to thoughts of prayer.
his glorious old age, and proud of the pure life and health sent to the Old World.
Let us give France a quiet, rest
ful energy that made it possible.
It is to the disgrace of ful Sabbath day.
Let IlS send Germany a picture, from
the muse that so many of her devotees have died young. real life, of existence without a standing army. Let us
Bryant, Taylor, Lowell, Emerson, Longfellow, Whittier, repay Italy with a public school system. Let us offer
have shown the world a better way.
Temperance and Great Britain, on behalf of Ireland, a professor of politi
industry, pure thoughts and high motives, the work of cal economy to teach the art of federation. Russia shall
men done in manly ways, have prolonged their years in
receive political liberty; Spain shall receive religious
liberty. Of course we must get a thing before
we can give it, and it may be well to work a
little longer in one 01' two of these directions
before sending any of 0111' work abroad.
But
what a magnificent set of presents it will be!

all breathe of the

hardly know what to do. We are here
Boston, and of course what the newspapers

WE
in

PEOPLE YOU SHOULD KNOW.

of this modern Athens insert must

Notable

be

eminently proper.
made much of the history of the

Events.

States; should
is worth chronicling?

she

United

know what

must confess

we

to

an

in .the World." To

of the younger readers of THE
GOLDEN RULE can recall the time when

fEW

not

And

hardly

so

occasional

the Boston dailies to learn
on

BENJAMIN FRANKLIN JACOBS.

Boston has

our

glance at
"What is Going

town

dis

same

amazement

we

course

covered that for the entire week just closed
little has been going on except John L.

Nancy Hanks. We are heartily
glad that the first named, the prize prophet
of Boston, will no longer bring this fair city
into unenviable notoriety.
Our joy would
be unalloyed, did we not know that his down
faU meant merely the elevation of another
bundle of muscles for fools to worship. But
what are we to say to Nancy Hanks, whose
speedy hoofs have carried her over a race
quarter of

a

mare

has

ever

a

of

study,

school

schools in the

Sunday
be

to

following

second faster than any
a mile?
What

before trotted

lessons,

were

studying

tened

not been

has

of his

he

IT

well

is

which looks

to

even

Cholera

raging,

of such

a

the cholera.

as

disposition
things,

terrible

it is

undoubtedly

was

sion

plague

B. F.

Whatever may

true that this nation will be

What

a bailing out of noisome pools, and burning of de
caying refuse, and whitewashing of reeking walls, and
cleansing of foul garments ! Nay, bow many human bodies

have been cleansed for the first time ill. months!

How

many boards of health have been reanimated!
ceased to be intemperate in work, because

have

Men have

they

heard that overwork and worry make one an easy victim
to the plague.
Men have looked carefully to the purity
of the water

they drank, have taken more exercise, have
plugging up of decayed teeth, lest the
should find lodgment therein. That little

to the

dread germ
is a terrible scourge, but if even the devil should
have his due, let us give cholera the credit for all the

slayer
good

it

accomplishes.

AMERICA and the world have met

personal loss this
And yet
noble one, crowning the
a well-spent life.
Surely
a

week in the death of John Greenleaf Whittier.
that death

The

Quaker

Poet.

was a

noble old age of
America's great
and

poets have lived

truly

than

their

psalm
epics,
ist of freedom. His has been a life beautiful in its quiet
none more

JACOBS,

Chairman of the Executive Committee of the International

benefited by its approach,-provided it stops at our doors.
What a scouring of alleys the week has brought forth!

even seen

went irito the wholesale fruit

slothful, and
diligence. But

reaped

was

the reward

in the

Sunday

school business from the start.' In two years
from the time when he reached Chicago he

be said by the poor people in
whose midst the dread disease

Blessings.
is

the

man

fifteen years later he became
interested in real estate.
In bnsiness he has

side of

bright

different series

business, and

name.

cultivate

the

on

same

and when

the young

euphonious

same

when different classes in the

are we to say, when all the world wonders?
We may at least be permitted to wish that
the new maker of history had been chris
a more

the

classes, and even schol
ars in the same class, that were using the
same series, were at different stages of pro
gress. Yet, while the face that appears in
the next column has nothing very patriarchal
about it, it-represents the man who was prom
inent in bringing about the change that has
made it possible to speak of the Sunday-school
lesson, in this country and others.
The son of a Baptist Sunday-school super
intendent in Paterson, N. J., at the age of
nineteen B. F. Jacobs went to Chicago, which
also was then iu its youth, in 1854.
There
of

Sullivan and

track

any two

happened

our

ness, and especially beautiful when contrasted with the
storms that have raged around it.
Out of his calm years

THE GOLDEN RULE will contain next week

the land.

portrait

Sunday-School Convention.

of

Whittier,

with

an

account and

a

careful esti-

ciated in
after the

superintendent
Sunday school

of the first

in the

Baptist mis
city. A year later

another young Sunday-school worker was
being heard from in Chicago, Dwight L.
Moody by name. The two were closely asso
the Young Men's Christian Association; and,

war

broke out, in the work of the Christian Com-

mission, Mr. Jacobs being the secretary for the Northwest.
�
�
His position required him to spend much time at the
WE have much sympathy with athletic contests that front, and he was not seldom on the battlefield. At the
close of the war these two, with a few associates, divided
spur men to develop their bodily powers in useful ways.
Many a boy has received the worthy ambition among themselves the State of Illinois for systematic
Backward
to be a good walker by reading of or seeing Christian work, and held in Springfield a meeting that
the feats of such men as Weston and was followed by a marked revi val.
Walking.
In 1867 steps were taken towards a better organization
O'Leary. But as soon as anything worth
doing meets with men's applause, straightway springs up for Sunday-school work in Illinois, and in the following
some brainless man who seeks notoriety by doing the
year Mr. Jacobs was placed at the head of the movement.
same thing in some different and entirely useless way.
Various circumstances bad impressed him with the
Having two good hands, he learns to write with his toes. advantages to be gained by a uniform system of lessons.
He practises writing on type-writers in the dark, and rid He became interested in a Sunday-school magazine then
ing a cycle with one wheel. It is very hard for some in charge of Dr. John H. Vincent, in which were pub
folks to understand that there are in the world abundant lished helps on courses of lessons for which Dr. Vincent
had succeeded in winning a wide circulation. In 1868
avenues to fame outside of the grotesque and valueless.
Moreover, the fame one gets by doing some new and Mr. Jacobs wrote helps on the lessons, which were pub
useful thing endures as long as the use of the thing lished in the Baptist papers. Different denominations
endures, while the applause of the gaping crowd, wide and publishers were interested in continuing the use of
mouthed in wonder at some absurd feat, lasts only until whatever series each had adopted, but at a meeting of
they can get their mouths closed again. We are prompted representative publishers and workers in 1871 consent
to these reflections by noting that a throng of over five was gained to the adoption of a uniform series of topics
thousand wise New Englanders recently watched a man as an experiment for the following year.
When he had
plod from Lynn to Nahant and return, walking backward won so much, Mr. Jacobs pushed forward with yet
all the way! He is the world's champion in this line, greater energy; and a� a national Sunday-school conven
and long may he retain the honor uncontested!
tion held at Indianapolis in 1872 the national uniform
mate of his work.

system

had

Meantime, plans

formally adopted.

was

been made for yet further extension; and together Dr.
Vincent and Mr. Jacobs persevered until the system that
was

national became the International Lesson

untiring zeal of

The

the wider and

the

Mr. Jacobs is

equally shown in
of Sunday-school

spheres

narrower

of

charge

class attended

a

Saturday

on

noons

hun

by

dreds of teachers and officers. His school enjoys the
reputation of having three- fourths as many men and
a proportion that
boys as it has of women and girls,
unfortunately does not hold good everywhere.
As a public speaker, Mr. Jacobs is much in demand
for Sunday-school gatherings, where his large experi
ence, ready command of anecdote and illustration,
abounding good humor, and infectious enthusiasm make
him most effective.
Of late his sympathy has been
greatly drawn to the McAlI mission, -and he has aroused
much interest in the movement.
By this he has strength
ened the ties between two countries, as he had before
been Instrumental in bringing into closer fellowship the
young people of all lands through the introduction of the
uniform system of lessons.
-

no

no

warning,

the future

is

man

a

line,

invi

no

with

a

pur
well

pose in it, directed by what lies behind, and aiming
at something ahead.
Paul forgot the things that were

behind,
him; but

said,

and

yielded
blessing.

pressed

be

we can

it had

he

sure

on

to

things

that

plodding,
of

one

work like

day's

lay

done,

eye trained to note
brain quick to see how the

with

and beauties, and a
piece of work may be free

Increase these beauties.

an

from these defects and

This last is the

only kind of
-the only work

work that grows, and work that grows is
that endures. Aimless repetition of tasks
as much as aimless idleness
as

another's,

The second looks

possible progress.

at what he has

defects

thing

death

There is such

it.

means

means

a

in work.

stagnation

God's labor is permanent in its results because it looks

before and after, is cumulative, has its solid foundations
and its spires of desire. And if we wish our life-work to
have any

measure

great works,

of the firmness and

it must be

made,

like

success

his,

of God's

to grow with

reasonableness out of the past, and look with purpose
toward the years to come. There are no times so appro

priate for this wise and linking meditation as the begin
nings and endings of things-the start, when purpose has
action, all fresh and unsullied, before it; the close, when
reason has action, with its lessons and promptings, be
hind it.

And yet, if we are already in the midst of affairs upon
we have entered with no thought of whether they

which

worthy continuance of the past and lead toward a
worthy future, it is best to stop in the midst of thin_gs;
are a

How do you think it could have honored God or edified
to have spent ten minutes in proving that" to fear

man

does n't

God, but something else;
unmeaning phrase that
might well be relegated to the Middle Ages; and that what
some of us old-fashioned people, even in these days, ven
ture to call a change of heart is an "antiquated misno
God"

that" to

come

_

best in his past, and with his purest hopes. If not, he
retrace his steps wi tit thanksgi ving for' a great escape.

can

You may have a mission in a theological seminary as
interpreter of German exegesis, though, if you are only
a critic, and a destructive critic at that, I should pity tbe
seminary. But in a quiet little church prayer meeting,
among simple-minded folk like the other good brethren
and myself, you are decidedly more out of place than the
traditional bull in the china shop.
It is not so much that we fear for our china, or feel that
our Bible and our future hopes are so frangible that you
will smash them all by your ruthless iconoclasm, but we
do not wish to be put on the defensi ve. We do not go to a'
prayer meeting to defend our faith, or to destroy that of
We do not go to wrangle or to find fault
other people.
with others' opinions. We do not go even to be instructed
by your superior wisdom. But we do go for comfort, for
peace, for inspiration, for loving service, for holy commun
ion, for joyous fellowship; and if you have none of these

elements to
talents

on

add,

hire

is, he will plod

on

with

a

confidence that will

glad

than pay for the loss of time.

An Open Letter from Parson Mossback
DEAR SIR:

-

so

a

Prayer-Meeting Critic.

to the

mission,

if

you have

perhaps

mosquitoes and
it could only be

even

a

mission in the

prayer meeting; but, I must say, we are in the same un
blissful ignorance of what your mission is, as we are in
case

of

the afore-mentioned

mosqnitoes and gypsy

moth.

quiet

meeting, and

His work is intellectual, consisting of
part of his natu"
The student has
reasoning, rI- .rlrninattng, judging.
n amount of strength, and as he devotes all
only a ce
his st· .igth to the intellectual Side, the spiritual side is
left to famish.
This is a peril of college -Iife,
Many
parents find that their sons or their daughters; on return
ing from college, do not have that warm emotional
interest in Christianity which they had on leaving home
for college.
The parent is disappointed and made sad:
he has some reason to be made sad; for the student should
not only keep the eye of the mind open toward God and
truth, but also the eye of the heart open toward God and
.•

toward truth.
But spirituality has a wider interpretation than that
just given to it. Spirituality may not refer simply to the
heart and the emotional nature, but may also refer to the
attitude of the whole man toward God. Spirituality is
more the atmosphere of the character than the condition
of anyone part of the character. It is part of the spiritual
Therefore the college student is
to know truth.
ministering to his spirituality when he is using his mind
in discriminating, judging, reasoning.
man

The young Christian should know that there is as much

wisher,

A. MOSSBACK.

man

so

has his honored niche in the prayer
The
more exuberant man.
.

has the

particularly wel

sorrowful and the broken-hearted

are

come, and the blithe and

are a

gladsome

the prayer service; the old

man

is

a

genuine tonic in
benediction, the

man is a tower of
strength, and the little child is n.
sunshine; but the critio is a cold, damp, dismal,
unpleasant fog.

young

ray of

did y-ou think it

was

necessary to inform the

and

parent may lay down certain
obey. They are precise and

The

"principle."

rules which the child must

I endure too

compleisantly the sorrows ot others. clear; the child must do this and must not do that. If
ready, but not always the pitying he breaks any of these rules the penalty follows.
heart; and when my condolences do not cheat me,
This method of government in both the college and
I wonder if they ever deceive another.
Is not sorrow home has
advantages. It has the advantage of clearly
too sad a thing to be saddened still more by hypoc
indicating what the duty, and especially the negative
The disadvantage of this
risy? If my heart is not tender, is it well to soften duty, of each member is.
And then, the wretched selfishness of it; method is that it does not develop large and strong
my voice?
when a petty worry of mine dulls my ears to a neigh characters.
The other method is indicated in the word
bor's calamity, and a pain in my finger occupies me
princi ple." The parent or the college lays down certain
more than his loss of his child.
Is this loving my principles which are to be heeded; such principles .ltS
0 Christ, thy way is hard, thy these: you are to read the best books; you are to choose
neighbor as myself?
precepts are high, I cannot attain to them! I grovel in the best companions; you are to endeavor to make the
The

pitying

word is

-

"

my

mean

yet 1

am

and petty self-love, which is hateful to me,
Have pity upon
slipping back into it.

ever

that pity which I grudge to others. Strengthen
sorrow of mine, that it may spend itselt away:
from itself. Thy woe upon earth was greater than all

wisest

who

of your time.
What the best books are, or
the best companions, or wherein lies the wisest

use

are

me, with

use

this weak

mine in

of time, the child and the student are left to deter
part for themselves. To get light upon each of

these points the child and student would naturally go to
pain, and it was woe that men bore so lightly the parent or to the college officer.
the pains of their brothers. Forgive me, 0 Christ, that
This method of governing through prlnciple has
I thus grieve thy heart.
Forgive me, that I thus mar advantages and disadvantages. It has the advantage of
thy image in myself. And teach me, that serving others promoting independence of judgment, and largeness and
after thine own blessed way, I may lose, in the divine
strength of manhood and womanhood. It has the disad
sorrow of sympathy, the sorrow and shame of my
vantage of prompting certain members of the home and
unfeeling heart.
the college to the indulgence of selfish or base habits.
But the method of government by principle represents
that freedom of action which belongs to men in the

earth's

DANGERS IN COLLEGE LIFE AND HOW TO

world.
The

AVOID THEM.

college

Therefore

By

Rev, Charles P,

Thwing,

D, D"

THE college

is

a

agency for the training of
training of character the intellect

place

character. In the

an

or

A share at
has for its

least, therefore, of
source

the intellect

The intellect is the chief tool which the

student uses in his college training. Its function is to
It is the
think, to reason, to discriminate, to judge.
duty of the stndent to use his thinking powers. It is
therefore' at this point that one danger of a college life
lies: it is the danger of so using the intellect that the
spiritual part of the student's nature may be dwarfed.
This danger is at once less and greater than is usually
The common interpretation of the word
supposed.
"
spiritual" relates to the heart. It is supposed to refer
to the emotions. It is alsq supposed that it has special
relation to the receptiveness of the being of man to the
Spirit of God; this receptiveness is supposed to be in no

so

has been called the microcosm of the world.
far

as

it is

possible

to make the conditions

like the conditions of the world, the less
risk is found in the transfer from the college to the world.
of the

President of Western Reserve University and Adelbert College.

important part.
the dangers of college life

It is said that

gypsy moths have

discovered, and

Why

hall and exercise your critical
to hear you.

come

Your well

bears

THE MOSSBACK CORRESPONDENCE.

The

a

those who will

of the student.

the

an

my deal' critic, in all seriousness, let me ask you
to turn your critical energies in some other direction.

workman consider whether his life is in line with the

MY
1 '1.

fear

Now,

as

more

to

mean

to Jesus" is

mer"?

the surveyor stations his instrument between the
stake just passed and the new one to be set, so let our

If it

some

GOLDEN RULE MEDITATION.

no sense

eagerly
next

just repeated has a marginal rendering which
meaning?

what alters the

can

monotonous

with

Newbegin

never

you tell the ignorant laborer and the skilled
mechanic? The first goes about his tasks with an air of
How

which timid Susie

verse

[4]

These two methods run into each
younger members.
other, but may be indicated by the two words, "rule"

stimulus and

But the life of the wise

he

not the

..

let go of the past till
up to him its last drop of instruction and

THE
has

had

and

or

1892

before

LIVING BY DOTS.

tation.

spurious?

gained so much comfort was probably
what earthly difference could it make

September 15,

ChIistianity in trying to think God's thoughts after him,
ill trying to learn God's truths, made manifest in star and
stone and human history, as in all his inner communings.
The heart indeed does minister to the intellect; "the
heart," as Pascal well says, "has its reasons which reason
knows nothing about;" but it is important for the reverent
young student of divine things to know that the intellect,
also, has its spiritual side.
Another cause of many perils of college life is the
This peril belongs
freedom allowed the college student.
more to
some colleges than to others; but in those
colleges where the peril of freedom is less, the peril
which comes from slavery is more.
The college, like the
home, adopts one of two methods. for governing its

brute lives in the moments, a life of disconnected
dots. S6 does the brutelike man.
For him the

past

assembled brethren and sisters that the text from which
Deacon Trustful

whether

System.

enterprises. While chairman of the World's Executive
Committee, chairman of the International Executive
Committee, chairman of the executive committee of his
own State, for more than thirty years he has been a
superintendent, and for more than ten years has had

and

GOLDEN RULE

THE

936

coilege

The young man or woman trained by rule finds,
entering life itself, a great change. The young man
woman who has been trained in this freedom finds

on
01'
no

college has proved a fitting preparation
a peril in this freedom of college
life. Some students under it make shipwreck of them
selves.
Coming from homes at too early an age, or
such

change.

for life.

from

The

But there is

homes in which

reliance, and flung
are

into

they

have not been

taught self

in the

college, they

independence

not able to withstand

temptation.

Under this condition of freedom there

are

two

or

three

special perils which beset young men. The first is the
peril of indulgence in coarse vices. One of the enigmas
of human nature is why nature has so heavily loaded the
sexual appetite.
This appetite is stronger at no time of
life than in the early prime of manhood.
Before its stress
and onset not a few go down to hell.
College men are
small degree the function of the heart. In this view is no more tempted than other young men, but they are
To overcome this temptation the great help,
God has defined himself to us as love, and tempted.
much truth.
outside of obedience to the laws of healthful living, is a
the manifestation of God is the manifestation. of love.
"God is love," says the apostle in his epistle, and he also constant appeal to God. The divine grace is offered to
says in his gospel that" God so loved the world."
every young man, and the divine grace he mnst 113\'e to
Now the duty of the student of devoting ten hours a live a pure, white life.
This condition of freedom l\-llilQ allows ovcr-lndulgeuce
day to intellectual work may tend to dwarf this spiritual

in athletic sports. These sports have assumed a very
large aspect in our American colleges. On tile whole

they promote health of body, vigor of intellect, and the
development of all the cardinal virtues in college men.
a few men give
They forget the great

But not

Although foot-ball
oome to college to

is

great heed

too

to these

sports.

purpose of coming to college.
game of brains, yet one does not

a

his brains

chiefly in playing foot
proposition that foot-ball
is a game of brains that brains playas important a part
in it as they do in studying trigonometry or in reading
ball.

Nor can

one

use

infer from the

Demosthenes.
The athletic interests should
intellectual and

to the

eminence in

of the best

and also the

ever

be

kept subordinate

But the rewards of

spiritual.

and the

college athletics,

general popularity

the" nine" or" eleven"

men on

interest of

downright

an

the crew,
engagement in a
or

game, prove often to be too strong temptations. Against
such temptations each young man is to hold himself. He
is

to fasten his

ever

thought more and
college life, and he

of his

great 'purpose

GOLDEN RULE

THE

1892.

[51 September 15,

upon the
is to make his

more

will obedient to that supreme purpose.
Cleveland, O.

of the lake

into

completely, transforming the placid

expanse of black,
half-mile from the camp.
must be at once.
an

choppy

I

waves.

surface

was a

If I returned that

937

good

night

it

was

not know where I

was

helpless,

travelled

many hundred miles in

a

canoe,

always with a trusty canoernan.
Canoeing on the Maine waters is safe for the average
tourist only when he is accompanied by a good guide.
Many a man, expert with the paddle on smaller lakes
and streams, has come to grief in the wild rapids of the
Penobscot, or among the surging waves of Moosehead or
Chesuncook. But with the proper outfit and a strong,
experienced guide, a canoe trip through the Maine
wilderness is to a genuine lover of nature the ideal
vacation pastime.
September is the month for such a
Then the black fly is old and feeble, and the
trip.
mosquito is tired out. Then the woods are aflame with
autumnal glory, the river fringes look like fallen rain
bows, and the streams are well filled by the latter rains.
Then the ducks and partridges are abroad, the trout are
active and hungry, and the deer and caribou betake
themselves to the openings.
Start out from Kineo. There you will find everything

but

TRUTH.

By
"

HAT is truth?" the

W

haughty Roman asked
judgment-hall.
him, calm, sublime, unmasked,

In the

Truth before

Answered not at all.
"

What is truth?" the

.(louting sceptic cries,
Weary of his quest.
Back from cold, impenetrable skies
Echoes only jest.
"What is truth?

"

the humble student cries

Reverently to-day.
In

thy breast the

final

answer

lies:

Listen and obey!

Cambridge, Mass.

that is needed for

CANOEING

Pastor of

MAINE.

when

man

who follows it

literally!

bnt alas for

unless he be

-

an

the

expert

very easy matter to propel the
little shell through the shimmering waters of the

canoeist.

jaunty

It

seems

lake or along
guide sitting

a

the swift current of the river,

are

You

see

the

store,

camping-list

check off such

provisions

ney,
fried trout

toes, and such canned fruits

fishing-tackle,
enough; for

and

be

ful

man

your

guide

is.

You

put the thin blade into the water as you have seen
do, and, with a feeling that you are about to be
At the first stroke the
upset, try to move forward.
canoe begins to describe a circle; and before long you
become disgusted, and call for help, or else by a series of
him

you will need for the

jour
meal, for
flapjacks";
and johnny-cake; eggs, butter, sugar, pota
as

flour for bread and"

-

branch of the Penobscot.

wonderful

provide tent,

which you will find at the Kineo
and with the advice of your guide select and

Take the

for the first time wha.t

erect and

a

First engage a good
of them at Kineo.
You will

scores

working his paddle so easily
that you say to yourself, "Anybody can do that;" and
so perhaps you steal away qnietly from the camp some
afternoon when the guide is asleep or occupied with his
culinary duties, push the canoe from the shore. and
attempt to step into it. If you are a skilful rope-walker,
YOI1 succeed fairly well in establishing yourself in the
centre of the fickle thing, otherwise the chances are that
you will land waist-deep in the water.
Once in the canoe, with paddle in hand, you realize
so

trip.

pay him three dollars a day, and he will
canoe, and camping utensils.

canoe," is very good advice

pADDLEgiven metaphorically;

There

guide.

Berkeley Temple.

own

your

Do not try to
It will cost you more in the
canoe

take your outfit from home.
end, and will not be so satisfactory.

Rev. Charles A. Dickinson,

By
Ii

IN

first-class

a

there

corn

Look over YOI11'
you like.
you have leaders and flies
some big trout in the Maine
as

sure

are

waters, and you will doubtless lose
And

now

for the

start.

one or

two leaders.

The shrill whistle of the

of Kineo's little steamers, calls you away
Twilight,
from ci vilization, your canoes are taken aboard, and in a
few minutes your party is steaming off briskly for the
one

northwest carry of the lake, from which point your out
fit is transported by teams some two miles to the west

experience

of your

Here

unlike any other trip.
Its novelty, its exciting

begins

the most

The other members of the party were amusing
themselves in various ways after the mid-day meal. I
said to
alone

myself,

across

yonder."

"Now

the little

The lake

for

a

delightful

trip

canoe

all

to that gem of an island over
in one of its happiest moods. It

bay

was

contemplating the cloud-dappled sky
above, that it had quite lost its identity, and had appar
ently become a duplicate sky, a vast inverted vault; and
was so

as

absorbed in

I shoved the

canoe

from the shore and tumbled into

it, I felt very much as
machine, and banging

if I

were

embarking

in

a

flying

in mid-air between two firma

ments.

After

swinging around the circle several times, I
managed to get headed for the island, which after a
prodigious expenditure of energy I finally reached, quite
fagged out, and wondel'ing how in the world I should
get back again. Upon landing I sought out a delightful
nook in the rocks, and, spreading my blanket, lay down,
and was soon in the misty mazes of an after-dinner nap.
Suddenly I was aroused by an ominous sound in the
tops of the neighboring trees. A Moosehead squall had
come down from his lair 011 Mount Spencer, and in less
ihan ten minutes had succeeded in changing the aspect

SIT DOWN, YOUNG MAN I

By

Rev. Edward A. Rand.

Carey died, he was known as a very
missionary. What a humble start he

William

WHEN

successful

had, though! He was poor in purse, but rich in the
desire for knowledge. When a man, he cobbled shoes
on Saturday, but preached on Sunday.
"Second-hand
shoes bought and sold. William Carey;" that was the
sign under which. he worked, when thirty years old.
Something besides old shoes, though, could be found in
his shop.
Look at the wall! On it was a map roughly
sketched, the work of Cobbler Carey. Various items in
the world's stattstics were spread out on this rude
drawing. On a heap of scraps of leather were some of
Cobbler Carey's books. Look at them l What, French,
Latin, strange characters in Greek, queerer ones in
Hebrew? Yes; all in this rude cobbler-shop.
He had a burning desire to get the light of the knowl
edge of Christ to the dark heathen world. He expressed
bis opinion to a meeting of preachers.
They did not
give him sympathy. On the other hand, he met with
rebuke. The presiding officer flung the title" miserable
enthusiast" at him.
It is said that they shouted at him,
"

"

Sit down!

and to sit

Carey was not the
down; he was the very

persisted

in his

But William

and William

one

to be

one

to stand up.

He

Others at last stood up with
destiny turned a corner.

him,

Carey's

In connection with

gratefully
What

a

silent

show,

it in

keep

month with

a

not that kind of

[lave passed it.

Your

guide

seems

to have grown to the canoe.
It has become a part of
himself.
He manages it like one of his own limbs,

it when and where

he will.

Your fear lcaves

you, and you hail the white caps of the next rapids with
delight. Chesuncook greets you in her usual blustering

and

a

breeze make you hold
craft emerges from the river

spanking

your breath as your light
and begins its exciting voyage
lake.

The

big

Side, and dash

voice from behind says, "No
quietly and feel safe.

The
your

across

the head of the

thumping against the canvas
the railing, but again a reassuring

waves come
over

dumbness, to be
padlock on it!

a

a

block,

He

was

Carey.

a

The world wants young

and young

men

women

also.

those, however, with a purpose, with a tongue
to express it, and resolution to maintain their position.
Oftentimes the only difference between one man's success
and another's failure is simply thls: not a difference of
ability, but the first man will not" sit down," and the
second wiII. One has energy and persistence; the other
It wants

lacks energy, while he possesses an abundance of per
sistence in keeping still and doing nothing.
God wants

people not only ideas, but their active, enthusiastic
interest, and their refusal to "sit down."
Watertown, Ma88.

in

A HAUNTED HOUSE.

By

S. L. Mershon.

house in Evanston is haunted! A short time ago
I was sitting alone in myroom ; it was dark, and

OUR
I

lost in

was

a

sitting
it.

when

reverie,

It startled me, for
in the next

no one

room

danger;"

and

so

you sit

days are all too short and too few. The most of
trip is over placid waters and through marvellous

a

else

said, "Tnt, tut."
there, and my wife,

voice

was

with the door open, did not hear
once before in that

A similar incident had occurred

house.

A young

opened our front
said, "Now we
are Off;" but a voice said, "Don't go."
She heard it,
and thought that an unseen hand had been placed on her
arm.
The young man wondered why she hesitated, as
same

lady visiting

when I felt conscious that

sea

will. always be

difference, though, it would have made if he

almost takes your breath away as you go shooting down
the breakers.
Look out for that black rock! But before

rough

his labors

India,

remembered.

had taken his seat to
a

suppressed

ideas.

door to go into the street.

A

All around you is

the woods.

beauty. You can travel as far as
you like, and every day will be worth ten ordinary days
in opening to you the marvellous secrets of the Creator,
and in restoring your physical powers. A canoe trip in
Maine is somewhat expensive, but it pays.
Boston, Mass.

See, far ahead, how the white caps rise and fall !
Rocks, rocks; and around them the broken current
swirls and dashes in a mad fury.
You are not going into
that boiling cauldron, are you? "Yes," says the guide
No danger.
Keep still."
grimly, "straight ahead.
Ugh! your heart gives a big thump, and the spray

way.

you

nature in her wildest

its

roar!

turning

as

delight

aU tend to make it

you have said it you

Deer start

-

surprises,
seeming dangers,
intensely enjoyable.
Sitting ill the prow of the canoe, paddle in hand,
trusting implicitly to the strength and skill of the
awkward alternate side-strokes manage to work yourself brawny backwoodsman behind you, you glide noise
back to the shore.
lessly out into the current of the river. Are you moving?
On through the gorgeous banks,
My first experience with a canoe came near being my Yes, very swiftly.
last.
We were camping on the banks of Moosehead over the reflected sky, on to the rapids.
Hear them
Lake.

bushes; a
rock, and slinks off into

your first canoe trip. It is
It has a fairy charm about it.

life,

bank.

leafy

river, and bound away into the
scowling lynx spies you from the top of a

driven to the other end of the lake,
overturned by the spiteful squall.

then I have

Rev. Frank Hyatt Smith.

from every nook in the
some bend in the

with the

prospect before me of being
or possibly of being
Fortunately, how
Above the
ever, I was saved from suffering either fate.
roar of the wind I heard a loud hollo,
The guides had
discovered my plight, and were putting out after me in
the other canoes.
They overtook me, and before long I
was laughing over my adventure by the camp fire. Since
I

canoe.

round

evidently brewing, and my friends did
was.
I jumped into the canoe, and,
without realizing how high the waves were running, or
even thinking of my inexperience as a canoeist, tried to
paddle shoreward.
Instantly the squall demon spied
me, and with a shrill laugh of derision pounced upon my
fragile canvas shell, turned it about, and drove it on a
wild chase out into the great lake.
I plied the paddle
frantically, but in vain. My canoe was like a weather
vane.
Turn it as I would, it flew back with the wind.
A storm

ivory cups under the prow of
The cranberries flaunt their crimson clusters

Lilies open their

scenery.
your

he did not know of the
We

were

the

dropped
heard

occurrence.

all seated in

library

our
an

a

certain

evening

gazing at me. I
was reading, and glanced
silent, when I distinctly

eye was

magazine that I
family were

All the

about.

us

Her escort

voice say, "Go!"
Those present with me did
This made me uneasy, and I commenced to
pace the floor, when my wife asked me why I was so
nervous.
I answered evasively.
a

not hear it.

I remember

that at another

time,

I

as

was

passing

and decided not to go into the
street, but to return to the library, just as I wheeled
"
about I heard a voice say, "Remember, rernember l

through

My

our

front

hall,

wife is very

positive that the

peatedly spoken to her,
frequently enough to

not

as

often

convince

same

as to

voice has

the

her that

writer,

our

re

but

horne is

haunted.

Our little

house

was

boy
quiet,

was

nestling asleep in his crib. The
was sewing while I was

and my wife

busy
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books, when the child made

with my

outcrv.

an

We hurried upstairs to find him talking in his sleep as
if some one had spoken to him. A big tear was on his
cheek,
This

but out

voice follows

piercing

a

voice about

not

us

about the

invisible

an

eye,
Shall

us.

only

down the street.

the lawn and

on

conscious of

mystical

hi m!" We both heard that.

said, "Kiss

A voice

strange

we

move

on

them, and

to note that

us

their words have

we

are

never

harmed

by

always been kind.
peculiar circumstances

He has also discovered certain

connected with each
reverie I

related above.

occurrence

to avoid

duty.
"Tut! tut!"
The young lady was going to the theatre.
It said "Don't go!" The magazine was telling of the
IJ,wful sorrows of the heathen world. It said, "Go!"
When I turned about in my front haH, deciding not to
attend

was

planning

In my
The voice said,

a

Endeavor

meeting, it said, "Remember, re
member that pledge!"
Our little boy had been put to
bed with a little impatience, father in a hurry and mother

t;red,

an

litttle bundle of weary nerves with
"Kiss him," said the voice.

a

ache.
Turn

on

the

Can you

light.

outline in the web of your
the voice oj conscience.

a

heart

it?

Trace its true

daily life,

and

It is

remember,

Evanston, Ill.

NO HARM

Clara 0, Farnham.

.2\ MILL. A deserted saw-mill. The brook by its
1 \.. side runs noisily over rocks, around stumps, leav
ing everything green and fresh after its cool touch.
Patches of grass, crowded with white violets and
me-nets grow close to its edges.

forget

mill;

Martyn Summerbell,

mill be

run

A saloon.

people read

without
Not
over

a

logs?
saloon, however. Clear-eyed

deserted

the door:-

ALCOHOL

MANUFACTURERS
In the windows

they

OF

see

decided to be inconsistent for Christians.

other, "I

one

As the discus

asking myself

whether it

see.

For much of the world's mischief is

cautiously

a

test the structure.

arrived at such discretion.

It is

a

For in his nati ve wilds the black

ancestors?

has

and then

of

covering

comfited.

name

and drive him from the field dis
he

the hidden

Lord has led, or where he is certain that the Lord would
smile on his going.
Joys enough are there, about which
there is

no

question

blossom there

are

or

and the flowers that

compromise;

free from "Suspicion of

songs there are the
triumphs of Jesus.

same

that

are

poison;

and the

to swell the endless

TO

THE

CORNERS.*

J. p, Oowan.

CHAPTER XXIV.

UNHAPPY HOMES WE MAKE.
afraid

of

mothers'

their

prayers need not apply.

WANTED,-BOYS.-Those willing
ginning,-sweet cider and cigarettes.

to

begin

W ANTED,- GIRLS.- Those fond of brandy
jellies, and frozen puddings preferred.

at the be

sauces '

wine

price, happiness.

new

styles

of

carefully concealed and enticing poisons.
Warranted to kill.

ON HAND.-A large quantity of remnants of conscience
and honor, at reduced prices.

Miss

saloon,

Curiosity
men

watches

and

who walk and talk

sees, coming from the
strangely, men careless

of their appearance, men whose eyes and faces show the
finger-marks of sin.t--quarrelsome men, foolish men. She

asks, "Why

don't

they stop

the saloon?"

manufactured article makes her wonder that

Seeing
we

the

do not

stop the supply.
Do you wonder also?
� some one has

ply?

Will you not

tersely put it,

all over, an' the sheaves shocked up
in the church, jest like they'd orter be after any

WHEN

it

was

revival, an' when they come to sing the last doxology,
an' close up the meetin', I own right up, I was lookin'
for somethin' to happen. I never see a man more mel
lowed down than Parson Kawshus. He actually called
the Widder Trainer's Mary" our ycmng sister" that nigh t,
an' I was predictin' a thaw an' gineral break-up.
Jest

doxology, when he stood there so solemn an'
melted like, I listened for him to say somethin' about
how much help in the meetin' we'd been, an' how he
was glad he'd been mistaken in us at first.
But what
did that there preacher say but, "Give God the glory" ?
Of course that was right; but it took some grace to
not hear somethin' else, nor to have some sign that Par
son Kawshus had
changed his mind about the Endeavor
society.
But Jerushy, she see that I was frettin' about it an'
kinder took me to task.
Says she, "You want to have
this thing done in your way, now, don't you? You want
to have the prayer read, 'The will of Jonathan Hayseeds
before the

COME AND EXAMINE
Our

I wrote to D'rius about

he asked
I

was

me

help stop

the sup

"It takes

logs

to

•
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It

was over.

that you could
't no more meetin's

it; an' when he wrote me back
sayin' to him, the last tim;

if I remembered

out to his

house,

.

had discovered

that he need n't to think that he

way of havin' revivals in his church all
An' he wanted to know if what he'd

a

the year round.
said about a Christian Endeavor society bein' an all-the
year-round revival, wa' n't true; an' I jest had to take
my pen in hand an' sit down an' tell him it was every
true; an' it could n't be done in one sheet of paper,

wor�

two, though I'd got rheumatics in my writin'

nor m

hand

it

so

was

than when I

tougher job

a

was

at the

Hotel de Bowser.
The tables

jest turned

was

We'd been mostly
we td

now.

'sociate members an' not many actives; but now
lots of active members an' not many left for 'sociate

bers.

Nearly

lum gang, on
from the first

mem

all of the gang that I had called the hood
the night that Jerushy an' I was goin' hum

meetin',

converted an'

was

But how

of the churches.

some

was

we

brought in to
goin' to keep

'em active in the way Sally spoke of? I guess the devil
ain't got things more to his likin', than when the church

gets

victory that it forgets it's got to
get 'em.

flushed with

so

work harder to
He ain't

its converts than it did to

keep

about makin'

perticular

everybody

so

dretful

jest spoil 'em for bein' Christians, by a
mushroom experience.
There. was them committees; what was we goin' to

bad,

if he

can

There

ers; what

goin' to give 'em to endeavor at?
things about it was that Smallgain's

was we

One of the best

barrel of hard cider

was

bung knocked outen
tipplin' in his store.
it

to

come

it.

was

all of them

Endeavor

commit to 'em?

new

rolled out into the street an' the
There

wa' n't to be

no

more

for miles round to drink his hard

called; but I allers had my notion, an' so
c�der,
did some others, that it was somethin' a degree 01' two
harder than cider that some of 'em got there. In fact,
the travellin' man had told me so wunst hisself, an' he'd
had a chance to sample it, an' so had LiJe.
There

Killin' Off the Cider-Barrel.

when it

knowed,

one.

as

ENDEAVOR DOIN'S DOWN

work

more

keep on havin'
inquirers, an' we all kept on workin' for
them which wa' n't seekers, an' we was all jest as full of
the Spirit an' of rejoicin', in a month after it was closed
by the preacher, as we was right in the height of it. Par
son Kawshus had to go to another 'pintment to begin

They used

Me.

lots

meetin's for

his' trap with sticks and

To reach this

was

to do after that there revival

say it was closed an' then there wa' n
conversions nor rejoicin'.
We had to

that it looks for all the world like the solid

him "in Christ's

society

nor

a

path.
"No harm in that," one might say; but the elephant,
wise creature, has learned to look well to his goings.
And the arch-enemy, when he sets about seizing a de
voted Christian, is far too canny to attempt his task with
the violence of an open and fierce temptation.
In a
struggle of that kind the young Christian would meet
so

for the

over, if anyone could tell
wa' n't like any other I'd ever

prudence

man

better believe there

you'd

ever

was

wonder how he

Has he inherited

THE

low

An'
than

way of excavating a pit in the track of the elephant, and
of planting at the bottom a great stake with an ugly

CALL AND EXAMINE

a

too bat for del' dances an' loafers?"

elephant has learned this fact, and when
bridge is shrewd enough to pause and

By Rev.

FOR SALE.-At

"

systematically

As life goes, it is frequently the innocent in appearance
that is the most mortally deceptive.
to

an' the roads'are

Jake, he looks up at him with a stare, an' says he,
pobtail cow, she haf del' mos' sorrow in fly-time."
Parson Kawshus looked at Jake as though he might be
goin' stark mad. "What do you mean?
"Vy," says Jake, "Ish mean if we not haf some work
to fight Satan, we be like dot cow.
Ven pees der roads

about the opium. The mint julep does not whisper about
the fiery poison which lurks behind its seductive fumes.

comes

done,

up."

"Del'

hidden from open vision.
The vender of tobacco soaked
opium, to be rolled into cigarettes, does not explain

he

that the work's all

to break

An'

were

in

Somehow the

now

beginnin'

wholly safe for the young disciple to trust himself in a
path because there is no harm in it, for all that he can

RUINED CHARACTERS.

W ANTED,- BOYS.- Those

of yours,

said of this thing and the

harm in that."

see no

Since then I have been

Lewiston,

placards:-

re

Hayseeds leadin', but would wait to see what way
Spirit led.
The only word the preacher did let drop further was a
leetle remark he made to Jake, sort of twiuklin' his eye
as he said it, "I 8 'pose you'll disband that there society

my

sion waxed warm, the

BROTHERS,

the

purty sharp; but when I

me

the

chance, the other day, to heal' two young
conversing about certain amusements and
recreations, which by common consent the world has
was

"

by others' youth.
Miss Curiosity asks, "Why was the mill stopped?"
Because the supply of logs gave out, and how can a saw

a-comin' at

was

than

D, D,

a

ened in return

still an'

have go my own way, an' how it had all come out, I made
up my mind that I wa' n't a-goin' to risk no more Jona

IN THAT.

disciple,
digs
pit
and hopes to entice him where he will go confi
long, shed-like building, clings to the bank, fall,
"I see no harm in that."
while, all around, beauty-loving and economical Mother dently, saying,
Such tactics were in vogue as far back as the day of
Nature has covered the huge sawdust piles with the
Solomon, and the author of the Proverbs found them so
waving, far-reaching streamers of raspberry bushes.
mischievous to the Lord's people that he lifts up a warn
the
have
filled
their
the
After
baskets with
berry-pickers
and in a second chapter repeats the warning in pre
berries, they find the inside of the mill a delightfully cool ing,
the same terms.
There is a way which seemeth
cisely
in
eat
their
lunch.
which
to
place
unto a man, but the end thereof are the ways of
When the children are tired from wading in the brook right
death."
they rest under the shelter of the mill, and watch the
When it reaches the point where the Christian, as he
swallows sweeping in and out; or perhaps the mother
enters a path, must struggle with his conscience enough
swallow watches them, with suspicious eye, from over
to say, "No harm in that," though the Mastel' may have
the edge of her plastered nest under the rafters.
It is
set up no sign of prohibition, and though bluebells and
only the solitary and quiet visitor who catches a glimpse
line the wayside, and the birds in the boughs
buttercups
of the chipmunk hurrying over the few bits of board
overhead pipe sweetly, the astonishment of the world to
that still lie around the floor.
find him there should warn of the peril which Satan
Plainly, a ruined mill, but not an unpleasant spot. Not
he may not discover till all too late for remedy.
unlike an old man, after a useful life, sitting in the quiet hopes
The safe path for the Christian is the one where the
Bess of old age, a shelter to younger hearts, and fresh
The

That

IT people

earth

By

Rev,

By

point,

A MILL-A SALOON.

bY' standin'

waitin'."

from the mistakes and misfortunes of the friends of his

see

the Lord's will is done in heaven.'

as

membered about that other meetin' that I wanted to

the first of

may discover them in each case ' and
likeness of them by a peculiar process. This

earth

on

You ain't willin' to trust the Lord

"

a

we

may catch a
expert directs

be done

-

are

and

May, or shall we remain? They say that this voice will
certainly follow us if we move.
A certain man has been making a careful study of this
phenomenon. lIe says that many more homes are occu
:pied by these inhabitants than is generally supposed.
He adds that

It takes boys to run a saloon.
saw-mill.
The only
Ours
question is, 'Whose boys,
your boys or mine?
or our neighbor's?'
East Saugus, Mass.

run a

house,

We

hand,

September 15, 1892. [6]

was

was

tlement,

lots of

men

that used to

money away
for winter.
It wa' n't

there,

long

down in the Potato Bottom set
an'

come

squander

their time an'

an' leave their famblies without shoes

after

Smallgain

had

dumped

his barrel

gutter, that some feller had his eye on
He had a notion that
startin' up a job for the devil.
there was enough material in Potato Bottom, which
had n't been reached by the revival at all, with what
of cider into the

there

was

to the Corners that the revival had n't changed,

get the people to vote for
him, I s 'pose, as though too much
good money was bein' put into bread an' clothes, that
might have been spent in pizen to man's stomach, if
there was only a chance for it. So he begun to work the
if he could

to set up

a

license.

It looked to

saloon,

wires for the town election.
It

was

Bottom
money

a mighty hard winter, especially on the Potato
people, an' some of the people could hardly get
enough to pay taxes, an' keep soul an' body to

gether.

The relief committee had somethin' else

mitted to it besides cross-cuttin' an'
haulin' it to

Liddy

an'

Sary,

larger than when Jake an'
all in it.

Them

people

com

splittin' wood

an'

an' the committee was some

me

an'

Polly

an' Nance

down to Potato Bottom

was

got the

[71 September 15,
most of

our time an' things, but some of 'em was so
cross-grained 'bout t'other matter, that they would n't
even hardly let us come into their houses.
They was
coal-miners, most of 'em, mighty offish an' peculiar.
Sence the revival, Parson Kawshus had got so young
an' spry an' full of zeal, that he'd took up a 'pintment
there, 01' tried to. But 'bout the only use they had for a
preacher was to marry the young folks an' bury the dead;
01' if there was a baby sick an' goin' to die, they'd send
in a hurry for the preacher to come an' baptize it; 01' if a
man was hurt by a fall of slate or a rope breakin', they
thought all he needed to get him into heaven was to
have the preacher get there before the last breath was

Sometimes the
gone an' administer the sacrament.
father was took away sudden, an' leavin' nothin", not so
mnch as a loaf of bread to keep a dozen children.
But

'em, an' somethin' to spread on;
an' sometimes the preacher would jostle agin one. of our.
young chaps with a basket, goin' into the very place be 'd
been sent to come to; an' more than once he run into one
of 'em in the room read in' from the Bible, an' said pray-

there

loaves left for

was

coffin that had

ers over a

"C. E." card
the

an'

posies,

it with

on

little

a

never leton a syllable
any such doin's, though he eyed an' eyed
once somethin' got the matter with his
But he

to it.

pinned

that he'd seed

wreath

a

throat when he went

speak of what the love of
to do; but I 'lowed he'd
been exhortin' too loud down to t'other 'pintment, an'
strained his Adam's apple.
Another thing that kinder s'prised him was when
Auntie Adder come to preachin' one day with a brand
new ear-trumpet that she could hear every word of the
sermon with, which she had n't of done for ten year or
on

Christ would constrain

to

a man

She rushed up with tears in her eyes to tell him
how much she'd enjoyed his sermon, an' how she thanked
more.
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I did n't know what made

which end

streak of soot aerost my face, or like
might
I'd left my ear-muffs on ill meetin'; Jerushy 's

so bad that they won't never know
they stand on?'
I could see by the way his eye glistened that he was
in for it to wunst, for, as powerful as Smallgain does love
money, there's one thing he nacherally likes better 'n
"

"

Now my idea is to run him, as I said, an' shove him
right into the fight agtn them fellers an' the devil, so's 't

give him no chance to backslide. There ain't
nothin' like pushin' raw recruits to the front to keep 'em
from gettin' scart an' runnin' away.
They'11 fight
better'n veterans when they've got to 01' die."
The school-teacher he see the pint to wunst, an' I must
say it to his credit, there wa' n't a man in the hull place
that was more sot agin the saloon idea, when he come to
find out what was in the wind, than was Parson Kawshus.
He 'nounced to wunst that he'd preach a sermon agin
license, an' that he'd have the hull church to fightin' it.
But it wa' n't long before he found he'd run agin a snag
it won't

Whetstone

both

was

the 'ficial

board, an' John Wattles was
another.
The younger members, like Jake an' Sam
Scraggles an' Smallgain an' the rest, had n't been took
into full membership yet, an' had nothin' to say in the
'ficial doin's of the church. But Uncle Peleg called a
meetin' of the 'ficial board, an' them three had their own
way, except some plain talkin' which I managed to do
my share of; an' they made up their minds, 'ficially,
that the preacher was goin' too fast when he said he'd
have the church on the side of no license.
They'd
talked the matter over, so they claimed, with leadin'
citizens, an' found that the sentiment was in favor of
gettin' some money to lighten taxes, outen the sale of

that worked him up so, but I see somethin' glistenin'
in his eye, an' his lips shook so's't he could hardly speak
back.

farm in' business an' the merchandise business an' every

whether it

was

bein'

new

praised

I could

heariu',
for his

n'tjest tell

preachin',

what it

or

was

I did n't

s'pose

that bein'

could of made

mon

complimented

much

so

on a

difference

good

in

ser-

always held that preachin' was dispensin'
the bread of life, an' I could n't see no call for passin'
resolutions of thanks every time the bread is passed.
But there's no mistake, Parson Kawshus did put more
I'd

preaohin";

life into his

preachin' after I followed

other business.

This took like

man's

a

did n't

I allers

So

they

matter

preacher to come round and talk the
They wanted him to understand
opposed to drinkin' as he was, an' that was

they was as
why they favored taxin' it.
"
But," says he, "you can't ask the Lord that two an'
two sha' n't make four, by prayin' for one thing an' doin'
another."
"

"

a

But," says they, "prayin' won't header it bein' sold."
But this ain't a question of henderin'," says he; "it's
of

question

An' when

consentin'; no Christian
they'd exhausted their

harm,

an'

a

good

deal of

the cider barrel after

away with it

means

profit, if he'd a-kept on with
he jined the church, now that doin'
that there's goin' to be a saloon

by

the wisdom of the

from the

"I says to

Smallgain,

sal'9on here?'
'Why,' says he,

'Who says there's

goin'

to be

easy

answer

fire,

bound to cut off his
interests of

gettin'

some

or

on

the church

effect than

on

without the 'ficials of the

church;

agin

forgot,

'them Potato Bottom fellers is

an' dried for the town

election,
can make the riffle.
Then, if the
along with it, I'm done up.'
see

the devil

Smallgain

to

was

backslide,

a-makin'

a

an' that he

an' almost know

feller

keeps

a

Parson Kawshus

on

his

own

for

him an' would

jest

they
store

a-doin'

a

foolish

his

last six months,
wuth rnentionin'

had been inbred in the man; an' so I made up my mind
that the only way to correct it was to set some stronger

backin'

thing agin it; so says I to Smallgain, 'It's mighty
ltandy to us as isag+n this thing to know jest what their
plans is, so's 't we can defeat it all the easier.'
"Says he, 'Do you think you can?'
"Says I, 'Why, of course we can. We're jest layin'
ourselves to do it, but ain't makin' any fuss about what
we intend to do.'
'"

How do you 'low to do it?' says he.

'"

Why,'

,

honest

I, by puttin' up some strong man for
the man they 're 'lowin' to run, an'
agtn
supervtsor
taokin' the "dry" platform onto that. Now,' says 1,
'how'd you like to be the candidate, an' have the fun of

the

in

there'd

sence

such;

as

revival

church had had

sence

he

I

s'pose

next

man

been

was

was a

usually about
look than I

more

come

him

in

public

preachin'-days, though

could n't

I

figger

to read

sence

sence

ever

he'd

jest what

out

nutice

we'd been holdin'

the revival.
it meant unless he

would have to

disband;
jest a-goin' to pop up an' demand his reason
for askin', before anyone else could speak up; when
goin'

was

us

we

was

me, like she does when she means,
do be careful."
Then she rose to her

Jerushy nudged
"Now, Jonathan,
feet.

I

rose

to

mine,

an'

did

so

nearly

everyone in the

room.

Then he looked kinder half mad an' half pleased, I
thought. Anyway, he sot his lips together, an' says he,
again, after we'd sot down, .An' now I'd like to know
how many of you are determined still to keep what you
call your pledge, let what will come?"
I was onto iny feet in a minute after that.
I was de
termined to let him know. that we was here to stay.
That time his eyes did flash, an' before we'd time to
"

sit down he says, "Wait a minute.
Now I want to know
how many of you think that there pledge is good agin
whiskey, or consentin' to the sale of it by licensin' it."

No

one

sot

down,

hand to show that

everyone held up their right
jest the way they felt about the

an'

was

pledge.
Then," says he, "I want to say this: I've never took
jest eggzaktly such a pledge, an' maybe I'm not as good
a man by it; but let bygones be bygones, I stand here
to-night to pledge myself with you agin ever consentiu'
to have a licensed saloon in this place, an' by this sign
you promise to stand by me an' it."
Then some of us put up our other hand, an' some
wanted to give three cheers, if it was a prayer meetin';
"

but the others held 'em back.
But that night was the beginnin' of one of the hottest
fights agln wiskey that the Cornel'S had ever heard of, or
Hardscrabble County either; an' there wa' n't a move
made or a thing done or thought of but that there society
did n't stand right by that preacher jest as firm as though
he'd took 'em by the hand when they was leetle an'
weak, an' nussed 'em, an' helped to make 'em what they
was.

An' them 'ficial

an'

members,

fellers did n't count for

as

much

their arguments about
Pittsburg, Penn.

did,

nor

them Potato Bottom

they thought they
light'nin' taxes.
as

�.
A Choice Thought To Live by Every Day of the Week.

1892.

majority of

the

a

so

True worth is in being, not seeming;
In doing, each day that goes by,
Some little good,-not in the dreaming
Of great things to do by and by.
-Alice

'nounce to the

if there

ever

a

was

only

to the

A

of

us

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 21.
There's many a rest on the road of life
If we only would stop to take it,
And many a tone from the better land
If the careworn heart would wake it.

gettiu'

his

blessin' the

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 22.

circuit, an' that

sence

with

a

Cal·Y.
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 19.
We have not wings, we cannot soar;
But we have feet to scale and climb,
By slow degrees, by more and more,
The cloudy summits of our time.
-H. W. Longfellow.
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 20.
great deal of talent is lost to the world for want
little courage. -Sidney Smith.

meetin'

prayer

thought
come, he

I'd been

solemn than the kind that

regard

the first time he'd

was

society

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 18.

prayer-meetln' night

him. He looked at

ever see

This

of the

an'

a

kind of solemnitude about him durin' that

was

name

responsibility

the

eye that had never been there before
member of the Endeavor society.

There

started.

was

walked into the meetin' with somethin' in his mind an'

mcetin' that

us

our

that must of been about the way he

ont; for when the

how

society?"

from the start,

had gi ve us courage enough to think of peepin' a word
about a church; an' where he would likely get his backm'
to build a church.
it

to-night jest

to the Christian En

church of

a

where he'd been

that

I'd like to know

present belongs

forth in the meetin'-house

helps to feed.
s'pose it sot him to thinkin' where he'd been gettin'
backin', anyway, in the prayer meetin' durin' the

� llsteniu' to him, but was determined that he
should n't take no mean advantage of the stinginess that

is

as

to my house to talk with me about it when it first
started. He had n't never give out a notice of our meetin's

blue blaze the saloon

was

a

come

An' them black eyes· of his flashed fire when they
told him to go ahead, but without any backin; an' if it
was a kind of blue blaze in 'em, it wa' n't the kind of
I

"

Says he,

mentioned the

off.

purty strong bid for

or

Some of

one, an' of the kind of stuff that you could n't move
from what he thought was right if you'd cut his head

thing

says

an

was

but I had n't.

things;

he had somethin' to say that he had
It was the
else that he did n't like to say.

many of them
deavor

not

as

always

all over, an' he was goin' to
minute, an' kinder cleared his

was

bring forth no
whiskey" blood

the community an'
good subscriptions to build

was

thought

though

as

last kind.

by opposin' the best
spilin' our chances of

head

own, he'd have to do it

'ficial board

by

informed him that if he

own

throat

him,

no more

I

could n't

than to call license

money," they jest coolly

a

bound there shall he one; an' they've got the thing all

"I

reasonin'

that had stood

men

an' it had n't had

beginnin',

When the meetin'

public.

here.

cut

consent."

man can

an' their cautions to go slow an' not be led away by hot
heads like Hayseeds an' Scraggles an' the rest, but abide

more

much

feller's

a

with 'em.

Says I, "I'd orter know when I've jest been a-talkin'
SmaUgain, an' he's on the anxious seat for fear he's
made a mistake in throwin' away his cider, when it's
likely to be follered by somethin' so much worse. The
so

to have

was

suspect that when

asked the

over

to make his eyes flash

devil's a-tellin' him that it would n't of been

of the farmers who

business

put his head into a poke, there's somethin'
jest beyond the poke he's reach in' for.

line?"
with

some

whiskey

anxious to

so

up Auntie Adder's

plan, an' begun to look for the good pints, an'
passed it round to the rest to do it.
Another thing that might of helped him some in his
preachin', was the purse we made him up in the society,
to swell his salary out some.
He had another of them
husky spells in his Adam's apple, jest like when he see
the .posies on the coffin, an' when Auntie Adder was
tellin' him about us gi vin' her the ear-trumpet. I was
downright worried 'bout him losin' his voice; but Jerushy
smiled one of her knowin' smiles, jest like when she's
read somethin' in the papers that she thinks is goin' to
turn the world upside down.
One day Mr. Jaxon come to me, an' says he, "Do you
know- how things are workin' along the cider-barrel
little

tax voted on it.

a

with

sixty

how willin' the

see

it;

a

holdin' dretful warnin's 'bout such

an' I

in that there leetIe programme.
Uncle Petersnyder an' Squire
members of

be

dismiss us, he hesitated

money, an' that's honor.

whiskey, which was bound to be sold, an' allers had
been sold, an' allers would be sold in the town. It was
hard times, an' other places all had their license outen
the whiskey business, an' it wa' n't no more'n fair that
the whiskey business should be taxed along with the

the Endeavorers for her

at first there

defeatin' them fellers

a more

the young

was

searohin'

people

before.

\

You must desire to improve your heart, and so
become good. Yon must desire to improve your head,
and so become well informed.
But vou must desire
first to become good. That is the first and great end
of life. That is what God sent you into the world
for.
Cluirles Kingsley.
-

�

FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 23.
There is always a hest way of doing evervthtng, if
it be to boil an egg.
Manners are the happy ways of
doing things; each one a stroke of genins or of 100'e,
now repeated and hardened into usage.
-R. W. Emerson.

SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 24.

�
�
��ee.ee:ee;_���
Be

prepared

to find some

good

in every

one.
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THE

GOLDEN RULE

hundred times in the past.
The pledge,
the consecratiou meeting, the lookout com

let the

mittee, the roll-call, the different classes
of members, the social gathering, and the

Ques.
society

many other lines of committee work are
of them worn out.
They all have

tional

fOR CHRIST AND (HE CHURCH."

spiritual side, and the discussion can
be made not only intensely interesting,
but intensely upliftiug at the same time.
Let me also urge you to stick to princi
ples, to have little to do with organizations

pastor.

A
From

FAMILIAR

the President

of

their

LETTER
the

United Society.

The Pall Conoentions.s-Bome Hints Born

of
Programme.

the

Experlence.s-Urouuiinq

Hear front the Floor.-The old
Endeavor Ideas.-Principles, not
the

tions.-Raising

I

Christian

01'ganiza

Jfoney.

AM

thinking very much in these days
about the fall conventions in the States

and

Provinces, which are always such im
portant meetings, and so productive of
As my mind recalls the
I have

blessed results.

delightful State conventions which
attended during the past year, and

I think

of the dear friends among the officers and
members of these conventions, it is one of
the

disappointments of the year that
I cannot attend them, and renew these
pleasant associations; but I have had a list
sore

of the dates of all the conventions sent me,
and I shall think of them and pray for

them while

they

being

are

You will allow

carried

on.

few hints which the

a

experiences of the last years have brought
to me in regard to these meetings.
They
be made either the most useful and

can

as

such.

send

us

Our pastors and churches do not
to these conventions to indorse all

issues, however good they may be in
themselves, to pledge ourselves to parties
or to
organizations or schemes which desire
to make capital out of Ohrlstlau Endeavor,
Do not Itlt the Society or the convention be
used by schemers who want to crowd their
particular ism upon us.
Have just as little business as possible,
and it is possible to have very little in a
sorts of

Christian Endeavor

usually given

business,

to

with

our name a

Take in all Christian

evangelical denomiare simple Christian
or whether they unite

denominational name,

as

"Epworth Leagues of Christian Endeavor," and "Baptist Unions of Chris-

the programme. The
to have three speeches

where two would be
one

would be

better,
all-sufficient, to

two where

or

chop

session into little sessions of ten

or

up the
fifteen

construed
the State

tax or that can

Let the

tax.

as a
01'

offering

Provincial work be

offering

without

even a

amount

desired

from

will be

be mis-

even

for

free-will

a

suggestion of
each society.

the
It

to raise sufficient

money
very easy
Now, while there should
at the conventions to meet the legitimate
be plenty of variety, there should also be
While many cities very kindly
plenty of time for important matters. 'expense.
offer their hospitality to a certain number
Remember that there is another conven

minutes each.

coming, and it is not necessary to get
every possible phase of the Christian En
deavor movement into this one.
It will

of

be well to have

in the

tion

ammunition left for

some

In the second
as

much

debate

place,
possible,

as

hear from the floor
not in the' way of

discussion

or

or

parliamentary

for all

these things are as unnec
essary as they are out of place at a Chris
tian Endeavor convention, but in the way
of helpful suggestions, free parliaments,
open meetings, terse and pithy reports of
what tho societies are trying to do, the

quibble,

methods and

which the year has
some good leader

plans

Have

etc.

developed,

who knows how to manage such a thing
and will keep things moving and not
allow anyone to monopolize the time, and
let him conduct a free parliament on some

important phase

Christian Endeavor

of

In all these

work at each of the sessions.
ways the convention

can

be varied almost

indefinitely. Make the gathering a meet
ing for everybody, in which everyone as
far as possible may have some part.
Another thing. Make the convention a
genuine 'Christian Endeavor convention.
This has been' the secret of the

alCthe meetings
reason

why

like the

of the past.

success

of

This is the

International Conventions,
at New York, have been so

surprisingly interesting. There has been
some underlying principle, some unity of
The conventions have not been

simply

a

who had

them,

conglomeration

of young

people

purpose animating
but Christian Endeavor has meant
no

something

to

common

them,

Do not be afraid to discuss the old

ciples,

even

if

they

prin
a

long

run

plan

for

much

are

01'

ANOTHER MEMORIAL CHURCH.

Endeavorers among the Disciples
the Methodist Protestants are

THE

and

hard at work

are

money for memorial
the young Lutherans
turn.
The Lutheran

raising

and

churches,

now

to have ,their

Boards of Church Extension' and Home
this young
monument shall be in San Diego,

Missions have

people's

that

Appeals are being made to
Young People's Societies of

Lutheran

Christian

decided

and all other young
societies among the Lutherans.

Endeavor,

The church will cost about

$10,000.00, and

has members.

A

pretty souvenir,

consisting of a picture of the beautiful
bay of San Diego, together with a picture
of the church, will be given to all who
make

a

contribution above

dollar to

one

the work. All money is to be sent to the
Treasurer of the Board of Church Exten-

sion, Mr. Jere Carl, York, Pa.
We

certain that all Lutheran En

are

deavorers will rejoice in this opportunity
to vie with their fellow-laborers among the

Disciples and
Let

us

see

the Methodist Protestants.

which will work the

hardest,

and do the most in this noble cause.

.f&)

a

Read Theml

have

(IOU

been

taking

we can

to

vincial

help

want to do

everything

you in your State
during -the

convention

twelve months.

or

Pro

coming

Please feel free to let

us

be of any assistance that we may.
Your friend,

Where

the

are

We shall try to do better by you during
next winter than we have this summer,
we

want to

improve right along;

but if you take the numbers for the last
ten weeks and glance at them, we think
will be surprised at the variety of
reading matter, the brilliancy of the con
tributors, and the number of practical
helps bearing directly on your Christian

Endeavor

work.

vVe

have

time to

no

Tear off the wrappers of those
vacation copies, and see for yourself.

�

specify.

QUESTION-BOX.
Is it

right for any Christian Endeavor society to give an entertainment
with curtains and tableaux if the pastor
of their church is not in favor of it?
c.
Ques.

Ans.

Most

certainly

The

not.

pastor's

wishes in all such. matters should be

re

spected.
Ques. Is it right 01' proper for a Chris
tian Endeavor society to take from its
treasury to pay the expense (either wholly
or in part) of a picnic for members of the

society?
Ans.
the

c. P. M. C.

The

society

members

so

has

a

right

vote, but

to do

we

so

believe

that the money could be used to better
advantage for missionary purposes, and

another."

anxiously,

as

one

this last

To

"How about

some

one

meeting

a

Christian Endeavor societies of

"The

The National

Presby
petition requesting
organizations to unite in asking

Denver, Col.," says

terian, "have issued

a

board of commissioners to close

police

the theatres

Sunday." The plan might
by unions in all large

on

well be taken up
towns.

One of

RUI.JJ: to

correspondents hesitated a
offering THE GOLDEN
barber shop every week, fearing

our

time

long

a

before

refusal, but was astonished to find it
He
promptly and, gratefully accepted.
drew

the conclusion that" the

ready

for

enough

if

good,

we

will

only

world is

be brave

to offer it."

A writer

in

The Religious Telescope
Partington's solution of the

recalls Mrs.

old question about the irresistible force
brought against the immovable body:
He thinks
Somethin' would give way!"
that when the Endeavor hosts crash up
against the vice abroad in the world "some

give way," and he is not" doubt
splintered.

people's societies amount
they affiliate with
every other branch of church work. They
should be to the church what regiments
are to an army; all working for 'the same
If

to

our

young

anything,

end,

it is that

and under the

no reason

for

and

body;

foolish,

a

it

same

bead.

..

PAGAN

NEW ENGLAND."

view of the discussion

over

never

sensitive,

starts it.-The

occurs

unless

thin-skinned

of New

Baptist.

be a restraint upon the participation
of their children in Endeavor prayer meet
ings, as it sometimes is, if the parents held

never

familiar

religious

children at

conversation with their

home.

And

as

to

restraint

upon other young folks, Miss Rich utters a
wise sentence when she says, "TI{e fathers

dren,

gladly received
people's children."

will be

Rev.

J.

S.

superintendent

aroused

by President Hyde in his now
article, especially significant are a
few sentences from an essay by C. H. Mer
rill, published in The Vermont Chronicle:

homa, says, "I

famous

the

"District work is claiming a prominent
place in discussion of the needs of rural New
England just now, and among the Christian
agencies to be used in meeting these needs
the Young People'S Society of Christian En
deavor may be made prominent.
"It has been the experience of our dis
trict evangelists' that in many cases the

are

people

own

in the

chil

society

Ross, Christian Endeavor
of Payne County, Okla

England"

•

some

person

Alice Hamilton Rich, in The Interior., sug
gests that the presence of parents would

of other

the "im

There is

clash of any kind, with any

and mothers who live with their
GHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR IN

IN pending paganism

you can
brother

"

sister?

thin' must

you

�<G.�

meets

asked

ful which will be

copies

because

convention; and the

were, "Just as often
have good ones," "Whenever
answers

vacation,

the wrappers on?
Down cellar in the
kindling-box, still unread? If so, rescue
them, and see what you came near missing.

we

This

"

the Colorado State

has been

a

but THE GOLDEN RULE

plodding righ t along.

next to his heart."

can wear

paragraph is evidently appreciated
by the editors, and is going the rounds of
the press.
Well, it's true, anyway.
Socials; how often?" was discussed in

"

your convention, if your pro
gramme is not altogether filled. During
my journey and his enforced absence from
the conventions

a man

little

the

it

as

many dollars

as

THE VACATION GOLDEN RULES.

attend

wife of truth,
innocence, and love is the prettiest flower

the various

at least

leader in Christian Endeavor work

or some

to

secretaries.

society will give

best, and

Society

so

ciety, at Frederick, Delaware, reports to
Our Young People a weekly attendance of
forty at the church prayer meeting. A
good thing, this, to watch carefully, corre

the young people are asked to contribute
half the amount. It is expected that each

otherwise

of the trustees of the United

Protestant Endeavor

MetllOdist

"A Ohrlstian Endeavor

that the faithful postman has left
at your house each week? Up attic, with

one

A

sponding

far the

If you will correspond with Mr.
I think he will be able to persuade

POINTERS.

"to

give' weekly
they
willing
monthly.
Pledge-muds and envelopes
be procured from the Publishing
can
Department of the U. S. C. E., 50 Brom
field Street, Boston.
as

prevail;

by

must

become.

if

have been discussed

who may come to the conven
to me that the principle of

conventions will sometime become

Baer,

We think the best

No.

money is the weekly or monthly
Let members pledge as
envelope plan.

seems

burden upon the community where they
are held, which we never want them to

and the Conventions

have shown the world what it meant.

it

self-entertainment is

0111'

one

purpose.

delegates

tions,

our

next year.

Ans.

California.

a

the

or

secretary,

results of their work can be gathered up in
no other way than by starting a Christian
Endeavor society. Thus have their converts
been led to wake a pledge of personal loyalty
to Christ, and assume responsibilities for
Christian service openly. In some instances
these societies have kept up the only services
that nave been held iU their communities
for months. In others, they have kept up
the only prayer meetings held in their
churches.
"Workers are to come forth from these
societies in due time if our ranks are to be
recruited. The future pastors, evangelists,
missionaries, and lay workers are in training
here. Mr. Moody's offer of special terms ill
his Training-School at Northfield was not
taken by many last year, but it is beginning
to bear fruit this."

raismg

Have it understood that every Christian
Endeavor society in the State 01' Province
has as good a right to come to the conven-

like

societies the

Is it customary tor Christian
Ques.
Endeavor societies to have fines or dues?
Do you think it is better to raise money
w. J. D.
by a monthly collection?

people's

seems

some

president

a special delegate is ap
Each
pointed whose duty it is to report.
society decides this question for itself.

tian Endeavor."

helpful of convocations by careful plan
ning and preparation and humble depend
tion as any other.
Do not have any reguence on the Higher Power, or by slipshod
lations about a formal application for
methods and carelessness in making the
the State union, or formal mernbe joining
necessary arrangements they
may
in the State union, as a bar to conbership
robbed of half their value. The splendid
Let it be understood that
local committees of arrangements which vention-goers.
that takes our principles and
every
society
we have had in the past have been very
them with our name really
largely responsible for the wonderful sue acknowledges
to the union, whether formally
belongs
cess of these meetings.
voted in or not. Do not levy anything that
In the first
But here are a few hints.
place, don't crowd
tendency always is

111. A. F.

the

Usually

and in others

You cannot have

Endeavorers of every
nation, whether they
Endeavor societies

the

at conventions to

devotion.

too much of that.

for

reports

meetings and denomina-

gatherings?
In

a

Devote

convention.

the time

Or let

taken for that purpose.

usually

at union

Ans.

none
..

for itself.

picnic pay
special collection be
Who

September 15, 1�92. [8]

see

in THE GOLDEN RULE

in the East think it is

a

hard

way for lIS to serve the Loyd by going to
our conventions in lumber wagons.
'flIey
mistaken.

Even to live in tents and

worship where centipedes and tarantulas
visit us is not the worst thing in the world;
but, rather, the hardest thing is to see
ways and means of providing literature
for our societies and Y. P. S. C. E. workers."

CONSECRATE SOME
deavorers

the

of

MONEY.-The

make

Methodist

after hard

Protestant

registered. Beside it was a basket for
"snggestions," ill which each of the guests
placed a slip of paper giving one answer
to the qnestion, "How may om' society be

a

the best of terms with the

on.

wholly

to-day,

desk in the hall, and here the Endeavorers

thank-offering of money
Why would
every consecration evening.
it not be well to make this a regular feature
of every society II
Christian Endeavor
should be

his life

made

En

church of Stockport, 0., says Our Young

People,

which Rev.

Lloyd Darsie is pastor, were
happy reeeutly by a Christian En
deavor "rally"- at the pastor's home.
There was a pretty. "rally-book" on a

A FEW HINTS.

made

CIRCLE.

Here

-

is

a

idea for the social committee, com
those. wide-awake Canadians,

from

Some Endeavorers up there have
among the ladies of the church

organized
a "hospi

tality circle," each member of which
promises to entertain at her home, at least
one evening 'every month, some homeless
man or woman.

young

BOOKS

TEN

:MISSIONS.-Do

ON

remember the vote when Mr.
had read ten books
not

a

on

flattering

vote.

at

least,

you

asked

Speer

at the New York Convention

Endeavorers,

how many
It was

missions II

We know of
who

well

are

some

on

their

way through their ten books for this year,
and I think that they will be able to give
a

satisfactory

"

vote at

Montreal,

Christian

Endeavor

read

union of

who will be in attendance this

year, and promising to meet such young
people, introduce them to Christian folks,

and help them in every way possible.
Especially, they will give them cordial
invitations to join Endeavor societies, the
churches of their preference, and the Y.
M. C. A.
The Endeavorers of college
towns have great responsibilities. God
grant they may all meet them as efficiently
as this Berkeley Union of California!

readers of twenty books on missions should
be called for.
Ten books on missions this
year.

begun

How many of your
inspiring task II

society

have

A

the

SUNDAy-SCHOOL
S. C. E.

the

of

BLANK.

The Y. P.

Lafayette Park

Church of St. Louis has
committee whose

"absentee list"

a

E.

M.

WE
Now

Sunday-school

successful
was

Rev. J. W.

By
-

use

noted in

number of THE GOLDEN RULE.

a

of

an

had, from wide-awake societies
seeking new ideas, so many applications
copies of the list, that it seems best
publish the printed form they use:-

our

to

land,

�
�

r:.l
�

By Mary E.

;:!l

I

WISH to tell of

one

from the work of

little

�

68L····························'lirJpunS

0

:01 �

0

fJ3

00

�
'J[oog-SS'll(:) u! aA'IIa( ptre
-e�'IIO ano

AlInJ

Are you
Let

fellowship

-

Some societies

of

are

their

and encouragement to other societies who
More societies
may need these helps.

should do these

things. Such letters are
They should not be

great inspirations.

Pattern after Paul's letters

to tile churches,

Share your

a

good things

with others.
A CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR RA.J.I,Y.-TIHl
Endeavol'el's in a Cleveland, 0., society, of

on

consecration

Bound

his countenance

was

a

kind and

a

By George S. Avery.

was

for

food,

cursed is the

ground

would be

in every

society,

to the individual

to

they set them up images and groves
high hill, and under every green
tree.-2 Kings 17 : 10.
I have seen the-wicked in great power, and
spreading himself like a green bay tree.

member,

that, the weekly reports
bring more closely together

was a

committee of

r». 97 :95.

2. With

redemption.

And the Lord shewed him

a tree, which
when he had cast into the waters, the waters
were made sweet.-Ex. 15 :25.

whom

come

A

steam-cars.

inspiration to
when, at the

as

a

natural for them to

flower to unfold
up.

and it

The

was

speak

as

for

a

fountain to bubble

is the

key-note of this
The conditions were favorable,
impossible to remain dumb.

Experience

narrative.

a

or

same

conditions made their words

effective.

Can you not imagine impulsive
Peter's response to the glow in Andrew's
"

face and words?
I have

at once!

tist's

preaching,

Yes; let us go
repented under the Bap
but I must see and hear
Go?

still the best committee work possible in
the church.
It is the Lord's own plan for

was

running down

struggle, and the giving
plans, he decided to give

Him

fore

able

was

It

Saviour,

was

to

bring

not

Simon

to

the

argument, but testi

mony: "We have found the Messiah!"
In a day famous for organization, this is

Each soul, filled
munion with him, seeking, and

reaching

men.

to others.

Conventions and

by com
speaking
organization

a

on

Jesus,
tree.

90.

:

from the

us

curse

of

law, being made a curse for us; for it is
written, Cursed is everyone that hangeth on

brought
example.

was full.
That expefew hours spent with One in a
little hut in the Judsean wilderness made

it

hanged

the

a

tree.-Gal. 9: 19.
Who his

body
.

own

self bare

the tree, that

on

our

we

healed.-l Pet. 2:

3. With

sins in his

....

own

should live

whose

righteousness; by

unto
were

of which each heart
rienee of

fathers raised up

and

Christ hath redeemed
when

They held no convention,
suggestive.
adopted no resolutions, appointed no committees.
They simply went and told that
County

our

ye slew

.Acts 5
one

he found his brother and

John followed his

....

thy sake; in sorrow
the days of thy life.

And

Besides

serve

her; and he

Gen. 9: 17.

the

to

did eat, and

...

for

shalt thou eat of it all

threefold benefit:

she

...

Because thou hast eaten of the tree

at the next semi-annual convention he

a severe

good

gave also unto her husband with
did eat.-Gen. 9: 6.

slumber, but that a "travelling men's
membership" may be established, and
It
every Christian travelling man join.
of

good

and evil. thou shalt not eat of it.-Gen.!l: 17'And when the woman saw that the tree

would

I

Andrew
of whom you tell me."
brought the Saviour to Simon, and there

After

N. J.

1. They are associated with sin.
But of the tree of the knowledge of

By Rev. William W. Jordan.

the

up of cherished

hearts

our

A Bible Reading.

Christian Endeavor pin, although
even a word has offered.
I

NDREW

one
young man
and gave testimony,
fairly luminous. He

the first person to greet us,
a hill to meet our carriage.

in the chain II

with Christ till

TREES OF THE BIBLE.

chance for

only Christian young man in his
native village, and he had" never heard
young men speak before."
When he returned home, he immedi
ately began a correspondence with us in
relation to Christian Endeavor work, and
was

Brook,

The God of

meeting,
arose

missing link

a

us commune

of those he met

A COMMITTEE OF ONE.

year ago a young man,
up in the heart of the

his first ride

world, would

of the

burn within us, and then go tell our
"
brother, We have found the Messiah!"

would

Palmyra, N. J.

the hours of the convention his

after another

sending, throngh
secretaries, letters of advice, experience,

patronizing.

and

population

be Christian.

the work of different societies.

fruit that has

eager, earnest face was an
those who saw him; and

S!q� IlY lI!M .xaqOllaJ, aqJ,

SOCIETY I"ETTERS.

in the habit

than

brought

village,

During

�

...

than the

"

every twelve

my heart has often
warmed and cheered by even the

would

kingdom

Penobscot

one

to Him who has

the bar with the word" Travellers'

contact.

Punnton.

0111'

one

"Christ

me nearer

and to those with whom he is thrown in

country, attended 0111' county union. It
was his first trip beyond the narrow limits
of the

::;i

':il

more

born and

00

�

saying,

every Christian brought
and each new disciple but

yearly,

months, within twenty
five years 1,600,000,000 people, or 'more

everywhere," keep
said, ":My
The pin
grace is sufficient for thee."
shows that the wearer is trying to live a
higher and better life, and the addition of
ing

home

Christian Endeavor Union in Maine.

00

letters

that if

more

to

ONE RESULT.

0

soul

us

And the naturalness of their actions is

�

:J

looked at the Christian Endeavor pin upon
my coat, and they have seemed magic

I trust that this idea will not be allowed

,_

�

�

The .possibilities of this plan fur
year.
nish the inspiration. Dr. Schauffier tells

him to Jesus.

�

com

to stray into forbidden paths.
speak from personal experience. Many
times when tempted tQ turn aside I have

I

spreading o'er the earth.
Hail to the King whose wisdom
Revealed its priceless worth.
Hail to the coming seasons,
Ripe harvest-fields for all
Who heed the voice of Jesus,
And spread the gospel call.
Lockport, N. Y.

Ul

a

twenty-five

apt

Is

....

himself

regard

This year, at New York,
thousand young Christians pledged their
efforts to bring one soul to Christ during the

upon himself is of great importance. Away
from home and home influences he is more

word in addition to its silent influence.

The Lamb for sinners slain.

�

by

dislike very much to part with mine.
It
has been the cause of many a cheering

Ul

r:.l

be done

travelling

You little know its influence.

peals their voice of thunder,
Proclaiming Christ at hand.

but his name,
Our theme is Christ the Saviour,

III

can

man; but aside from
that the influence of such a membership

no

Confessing

�z

truth, and, amid many committees,

let every member
mittee of one.

great work that

a

in

outgrow,

never

Let Christian Endeavorers welcome

tian.

is indeed

sight of

Forth

Praise be to Him whose

shall

we

this

would urge upon every active Christian
Endeavor member the wearing of the pin.

souls

One song in every mouth.
In diverse rank and order

::i

a

Christian

More

be

church, the committee of
one.
No amount of organization removes
responsibility from the individual Chris

travelling man
the suggestion

in THE GOLDEN RULE for March 24. There

a

man."

a

the work of the

Christian Endeavor

I heartily indorse
travelling men's membership' in the
Christian Endeavor Society as explained

of

sent

not to

oj his disciples.

Therefore

We all know the effect of

commingle,
The North and sunny South;
The eye of each is single,

�

work

Wing.

sympathetic word, and

victorious

The East and West

tn

]\s

is

of like faith.

hymn triumphant,
tribute bring.

And rise for true endeavor,
A million in a day.:

-

F. D.

By

sympathy

His word tluJ,t faileth never
They hasten to obey,

j0

THE TRAVELLERS' Y. P. S. C. E.

a

committee, he

a

brought to
Christ as European heathen were brought,
by nations, to baptism, but by the addi
tion of ones, led through the personal

A host no eye can number
Is marching through our

fJ3

heart contact of

-

his brother.

with

over, the world

displayed.
Declare our watchword glorious,
"For Christ and Church arrayed!"

living

to

-

send

Andrew

Me.

Bangor,

our

a name

hand-to-hand, heart

work.

been

In

mittee has
for

sing

ultimately the masses
by the house-to-house,

to be

are

college

also show that he is away from home and
associates, and would commend him to the

of God exultant,
We daughters of the King,

God hath

com

HYMN.

Bailey.

sons

And here

recent

The

ENDEAVOR

CHRISTIAN

necessary, but
reached

are

service; and

he is in

Hugh Price
Hughes says, "When God wanted his
people delivered from Egypt, he did not

The

-

if

even

study,

preparing for the ministry, and working
Sundays and some evenings in a mission
in one of the lowest quarters of Boston.
And thus God is blessing us in our county

by

Berkeley,
Cal., has been doing a very good thing.
It has been sending out, far and wide,
among present and prospective students
of the University of California, a circular
asking for the names of young men and
women

to the Master's

Toward the end

answers were

ENDEA VOH lN COLLEGE TOWNS.

A HOSPITALITY

ing

these

evening
the pastor.

contribution-box.

bright

effect! ve ?

more

of the
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[9] September 15, t892.

stripes

yu

24.

spiritual life, service,

and

reward.
'I'hat

they might
.be called trees of rightplanting of the Lord, that he

eousness, the

might

be

gl�rified.-Isa.

He shall be

like

a

61: 9.

tree

the

planted by

rivers of water.-Ps. 1: 9.
The trees of the Lord

Ps.

104:

She is

are

full of sap.

16.

a

tree of life to them that

lay

hold

upon her.-Prov. 9: 18.
The mountains and the hills shall break
forth

before you into Singing, and all the
the field shall clap their hands.

trees of

u«. 55: 12.

Even so every good tree bringeth forth
good fruit.-.Matt. 7: 17.
For every tree is known by his own fruit.
=Luke 6 :44.
To him that overcorneth will I give to eat
of the tree of life.-Rev. 2: 7.

In the midst of the street of it, and
either side of the

river,

was

011

there the tree of

Iife.-Rev. 22: 2.
That

they may have right to the tree
and may enter in through the gates
into the city.-Rev. 22: 14.
of

life,

Berkeley Temple, Boston, Ma.,s.
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-aLFRED MOORE PHILLIPS, whose
j \._ face we present to our readers this
is

week,

of the leaders of young people's
and it is due to him, per

o ne

work in

Canada,

haps, more than to any other oue that the
"Epworth Leagues of Christian Endeavor"
have been

United Society of Christian

so BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.

of the

our

concerned, the

Societies.

solved.

1111881
In 1882
III 1883
III 1884
fug�
1111886
In 188;
III 1888
In 1889
III 18HO
III 18111
In 1892 (Oil record
•

"lSIlIe

•

is

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

July 1)

.liDastet,

'!lOUt

;
56
156
.3
�O

"

eeen

tunately he

his

<tbmst; allb all '!le

duties, he

is

imperatively

to go near

tion. He must not undertake

his

seeking

help

ordained at

for

interdenomina

tional

fellowship,

mained

that the young Metho
dists of Canada need

I

terms

world.

The

Church?"

"Positively,

yes."
At the successful annual convention of the

Whiteside County Union held at Fulton, Ill.,
Aug. 24, 25, the principal address was by
Rev. W. S.

Marquis, on the topic,
living?" In the presence of

attended,

..

Conventions

said he, local unions

held,

twenty-five papers will
give a hundred young people an intelligent
idea of what is expected of them, and will

A club of

make their work easy and successful." That
good doctrine. Thank you, Mr. Floyd.

is

The
is

organization of

soon

a

for
_

we

take the

look at the great tele

was

time to stop

en

route at Palo Alto

brief visit to the Leland

Stanford,

Jr.

being introduced
to a meeting at! "Mother Endeavor Clark,"
that the title was not quite so objectionable
as one by which she had recently been intro
dnced,-" Mrs. Fa.ther Endeavor Clark 1
remarked,

on

"

At Work.
Rev. J. F. Cowan lias made

be

to

given

to

beautiful

a

the

The Endeavorers of

Upton, Mass.,

have

paid for the renovation of their church ves
try. They have no pastor just now, and the
prayer-meeting committee takes charge of

regular

church prayer

meeting.

The Y. P. S. C. E. of the First

Presbyterian

Church of Boise City, Idaho, has adopted the

plan, and during the last year has
sending the money of ODe quarter to
foreign missions, and of the next to home
two-cent

been

missions.

They

are

from the pen of that wide-awake Endeavorer,
Mr. C. Z. Merritt.
We Pacific Erideavorers had been
forward to this visit for months, and

looking
certainly

usqd

to

faithful" f"w."
State

L. L.

Corresponding Secretary

of Kansas writes:

increasing rapidly

Roby

"Christian Endeavor is

in this State.

Sixty

seuior

-

-

Belle P. Nason, California superin
work, wrttes us that a

Miss

tendent of Junior
Junior
at

rally has lately been held in Oakland,
Long Beach, one at Los Angeles, and

Junior city convention is to be held at San

a

Diego. "Over two-thirds <.If all Junior socie
ties were organized the past year," she says;
"what may

not

we

expect in '92 and '93?"

Meetings To Come.
Mr.

George

C. Stebbins is

Christian

at

worthily

Endeavor
He is to

so.

New York and New

a prime favorite
conventions, and
Sing at the coming

Hampshire State

last

(Coun.)
Society
held.

meeting

Union
was one

of

held

New

the

the

with

Among the speakers

at the

coming Connec

ticut State convention will be Rev. Josiah
Strong, D. D., Rev. Nehemiah Boynton,

Bishop Brooks, Dr. Parkhurst, Rev. J.
Collins, and Rev. J. W. Chapman, D.
Surely a strong list.
Massachusetts

Endeavorers

will

assistance

con

morning service for him. Such
the part of Endeavor societies

on

becoming

ever

held

con

was

sisting entirely of committee conferences.
The principal address was given by the Rev.
W. G. Fennell, of Meriden, upon "The
Need of Practical Evangelism."
Quebec comes the news of an inter
meeting of the Endeavorers of
three counties held at Granby, August 18,
which was addressed by Mr H. A. Moulton,
of Montreal, secretary of the Provincial
Union, and others. The meeting resulted
From

union

..

in the formation of

a

local union for the

a

Chicago, July 18, 1893, during the
progress of the World's Fair. Apartments
for this purpose have been engaged at Hotel
Endeavor, and it is hoped that every En
expects

to

attend the Fair will

plan so far as possible
to be in Chicago July 18. Many have already
engaged their rooms, and have planned to
take the excursion to Chicago from the Mon
treal Convention.

The managers of the hotel
will make every preparation to receive the
Massachusetts delegates on that day, and

they hope

to

see us

there at least

one

thou

sand strong. Secure your accommodations
at once.
Rev. LAWRENCE PHELPS, Pres.

GEORGE W.

COLEMAN, Sec.

society of the First- Congregational
Church of Danbury, Conn., took charge of
the Thursday evening prayer meeting during
the month their pastor was absent.
The
society of the Christian Church of the same
town, during the absence of the pastor, con
ducted the Sunday morning service, holding
their regular meeting at that hour instead of
in the

evening.

The Christian Endeavor societies of the
Christian Church of Indiana assembled in
annual convention at

Bethany Park, August

addresses were
very excellent
delivered by Rev. Carey Morgan of Wabash,
Two

6.

and Rev. J.

H.

O.

Smith of

Committee conferences

were

Valparaiso.

held and

re

ports made to the convention. Miss Eliza
beth M. Wishard, State secretary, conducted
of these conferences.

Mr. E. H.

Clifford,
of Indianapolis, was elected State superin
tendent for the Christians (Disciples), and
$100 was raised for work during the coming
year. The day was full of grand things for
one

Junior Crumbs.

The first -Iunior union in the Province of

Ontario has

been

organized at Hamilton,
prospect of many

with five societies and the
more.

rally of the young and vigorous
Angeles (Cal.) Union of Junior societies
was held in the Christian Church, Sunday,
August 21. There were 125 Juniors, from
The first

Los

Notices.

Sept. 16.-Los Angeles County Convention,
Pomona, Cal.
Sept. 16.-Santa Clara County Convention,
Los Gatos, Cal.
Sept. 20-22.-Third Annual Convention of
the Texas State Union, Austin, Tex.
Sept. 22.-Butler County Union Meeting, in
Presbyterian Church, Butler, Penn.
Sept. 22.-Mystic Union Quarterly Meeting.
in the First Congregational Church, Mal�
den, Mass.
Sept. 22.-Baltimore (Md.) Union Quarterly
Meeting.
Sept. 27, 28.-New Hampshire State Conven
tion, Milford, N. H.
Sept. 29.-Contra Costa County Convention,
California.

Sept. 29-0ct.

1.

-

Convention,

The

common.

Tehachpi (Cal.) Methodist Society
cleared thirty-five dollars at a recent enter
tainment, of which sum nearly half went
towards the furnishing of the new church,

hold

C.
D.

reunion at

Britain

Plainville

of the most successful

An afternoon session

.•

His two Endeavor societies

con

ventions.

Unions, Unions!
The

recent Sabbath

ducted the

The

one

the year at this rate."

Christian Endeavorers.

is

Dauphin, Penn., occu
Sunday of their pastor's vacation
very profitably. A Junior led in the morn
ing, and a native Japanese Endeavorer from
Kobe
a lady
gave an interesting address.
The collections gave a scholarship in a Jap
anese seminary to some Japanese girl.

pied

and fifteen Junior societies have !Je"n organ
ized within three months. We hope to finish

morning the pastor of
Reformed Church in Lebanon, N T., was
a

absent.

Clark's stay in
embarking for Australia

pacagrapha.

purchase Bibles for
the lise of the society.
"'Ve are working
against many odds," writes our correspond
ent, "for we are few, and it is 'popular' to
be wicked here," but her report proves that
earnest, wise work is being done by the

Methodist

Protestant conference union which does the
best work along certain lines.

the

speakers

district of Bedford.

Mrs. Clark

On

account of Dr.

following

a

University.

the

an

and the rest W!)S

esting

local union at Belleville

More Notes from California.
From

a

of the

New York Conven-

We believe that many of our readers will
hear him and know him iii the future.

if

Observatory, only twenty miles
distant, on Mount Hamilton; though

or so

to come.

California before

we

scope in Lick

and above all THE GOLDEN RULE should be

read.

could

how

so

of that great tree.
Not so much as

there

VIas one

heard at the

tion, representing the Methodists of Canada.

are celebrated, and gave our
hint of what California could give

a

banner,

At largely attended meeting-in Belleville,
Canada, Rev. W. B. Floyd gave an address
on Christian work among yonng people. He
urged each society represented to become
acquainted with the spirit and methods of
must be

But

midsummer.

Chris

must have been.

work.

in

them,

"Is life
a

a

Endeavor

our

they would give her half a
enjoy
chance.
I think it was thirty-nine who,
upon their arrival at Felton, gathered within
the living walls of old" Gen. Fremont" (the
tree within which the real general once en
camped), and dedicated it to Christian En
deavor uses by a hymn, and a prayer by
Dr. Clark, in which he prayed that God's
love might surround them as the living walls

tian Endeavor audience we know what the

Christain

Mr. Phi ll i ps

was

That faithful Junior and senior Christian
Endeavor societies of

deavorer from Massachusetts who

disappoint

them to

meeting of the Lansing
district of the West Michigan Methodist
Protestant Conference, Rev. George Gillett
read a paper entitled, "Is the Christian En
deavor Society Essential to the Prosperity of

answer

ship

Cruz mountains

At the sub-district

worth

segregated and
Quarterly."
kept by themselves,

away (rom the fellow
of Christian Endeavorers ad over the

who

redwood-sheltered roads for which the Santa

the Jefferson Park

was,

now on

and

not be

of" The Canadian Methodist

General

everybody
help it?
The drive to the famous "big trees"
of Felton was along one of those beautiful,

Presbyterian Church of Chicago were fortu
nate, this week, in obtaining the services of
Mr. John G. Woolley to address them before
he leaves for Europe.

substance

PHIL1,IPS,

Conference, and is examiner in New Testa
ment Exegesis in Toronto Conference.
Mr.
Phillips, from his first efforts, was marked as
a very bright
and promising man in the

wanted

The Congregational Society of Burlington,
Kan., celebrated their fifth anuiversary, Au
gust 5, and listened to an address by a former
pastor, Rev. B. D. Conkling.

of the paper

REV. ALFRED M.

St.

at

his second term in Toronto in the Toronto

visitors

the. Methodist Protestant

three

journey

Recent Speakers.

can

be united with

to shake off the dust of a trans-continental
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recognized as one of the first men in his
church, as well as a most successful preacher
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September 15, 1892. [10J

at

Quincy District Annual
Payson, III.

Oct. 4.-Fifth Annual Convention of Catta
raugus County(N.Y.), at Salamanca, N.Y.
Oct. 4, 5.-Connecticut State Convention, at
Hartford, Conn.
Oct. 7, 8.-Twelfth Indiana District Conven
tion, at Anderson, Ind.
Oct. 7 9.
Nebraska State Convention,
Omaha, Neb.
Oct. 5.-0range County (Cal.) Union Meeting,
at Buena Park, Cal.
Oct. 8-10.
Second Annual Convention of
Quebec Provincial Union, Sherbrooke,
-

-

-

Quebec.
Oct. 10.-0maha (Neb.) Local Union.
Oct. 11-13.-Penllsylvania State Oonventlon,
in
the Second Presbyterian Church,
Altoona, Penn.
Oct. 12, 13.
Minneapolis (Mtrm.) Local
Union.
Oct. 13, H.-Lane County Convention, at
-

Eugene,
Oct.

Or.

14-16.-0regon

State

Convention,

at

Eugene, Or.

Oct. 14-16.-Minnesota State Convention, at
St. Cloud, Minn.
Oct. 18, 19.-New York State Convention, at
Binghamton, N. Y.
Oct. 18, 19.-Milwaukee (Wis.) Local Union.
Oct. 18-20.-0ntario Provincial Convention,
London, Onto
Oct. 20.-Chicago (III.) Local Union.
Oct. 21-23.-Third Columbiana County Con
vention, New Lisbon, O.
Oct. 21-23.-Wiscollsin State Oonventlon, at
Racine, Wis.
Oct. 24-26. -Vermont State Convention, ill
Bennington, Vt.
Oct. 25-27.-·Iowa State Convention, at Oedar
Rapids, 10.
Oct. 28-30.-Missouri State Convention, at
Marshall, Mo.
Nov. 16, 17.-Massachusetts State Oonven
tion, at Lowell, Mass.
Nov. 17-20.-Sixt,IJ Illinois State Convention,
at Decatur, Ill.

[11] September 15,
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than the

happier

old;

GOLDEN RULE

free,

more

more

satis

Then ask all to rise who have found

factory.
the

new life better in these ways.
As the
members stand, let them say reverently, with
bowed heads, some such sentence as "Thanks

be to God for his
This is

unspeakable gift."
Draw
"Contrast Meeting."

a

the

line, hard and firm.

TOPIO fOR THE WEEK BEGINNING OOT, 2,
THE OLD LIFE AND THE NEW.
Acts 9: 1-22.
Arthur W,

By

Kelly.

FOR ANSWER IN THE MEETING.

being wrought by

are

science every day, but no cun
ning of man has ever given life

IIARVELS
the

to

to

reason

of that

human

will

dead.

There

is

fancy that the
be fathomed

change
mind, however wise.
ever

secret

call

we

life has remained hidden from the keenest
and most curious eyes.
Mighty as is the
power that formed the worlds out of nothing
stir itself in

that which is

action, far greater is
shown by calling into life a

soul that

dead in sin.

was

No other

parison than that to a new creation
enough to describe the change.

is

equally

undeniable

as

are

of the natural

mystery to

a

but

quickening;
man.

as are

those

are

also

Whence the

new

God is apparent in the effects.
The new life is one of obedience, and of

loving obedience,
eral bad
than he
new

It is not

God's will.

to

has. broken off

one

bad habit

a

What

habits;
before; he

What

The

old, for

new

life did not grow out of

entirely opposed to that.
The new life is one of joy. The man who
is now for the first time truly alive had
sought for joy; perhaps that search was the
one purpose that he
kept in view, but he was
obliged to own that he did not succeed. Now,
so changed is his nature that he delights in
the things from which he used to shrink,
ami loathes the things that he thought he
A caterpillar
never should cease to love.
and a butterfly are no more alike in their
it is

than

are

the natural heart and the

renewed heart.
new

life is

of constant

one

growth.

'fhere may have been progress in the old
career, but it was the progress of decay; with
new

which

life

the

begins

that transformation

ple,

Be

Christ

of

followers

then into the likeness of his

new

life

never

What

first

are

glory.

SUGGESTIONS FOR LEADERS.

meeting

THIS

the

life

with

Christ and the life without Christ,
The
leader should try to elicit from everyone an
answer to this

been to you?
Make this

question, "What

has Christ

ing which do

especially

infinitely

meeting

a

to catch

Show them that "active"
more

them what

they

than
are

"associate."
Let

missing.

your prayers. Ask
various members to shape their testimonies
in

freqnently

especially

with

a

view to

bringing them

into

Let the leader mention in his

particular

knowledge

What
the

not

are

of the characteristics of

some

changed life

that

assure us

that it is per

of the

pleasures and

manent?
What have been

some

of the hindrances you have found in
the new life?
some

-

only

one

-

of Christ has

opening

talk

in his life which

changed for the

Then let him ask others to no the

Call for

series of sentence prayers, each
thanking God for some one blessing

which he has found in the Christian life.

Invite the associates who

are

present

to

SLANT LIGHTS ON THE TOPIC.
Rev, W, H, G,

By
Pastor of

ence of the new. The natural heart is enmity
A
bad
man's
against God and good.
favorable comment on that which is noble is
an unsupposable thing. It is the good in him
every time which sees the good in others.
The new life as seen from the standpoint of
the old must always be prohibitory, and
therefore repulsive.

The New Life as Proved by Experience.
Sunshine, victory, liberty, unspeakable joy!
It is like standing in the blaze of the morn
ing light and seeing the night phantoms
skulking into obscurity, like planting the
standard of righteousness upon the ramparts
of a routed foe, like walking unshackled
in the glory of the truth, like singing
anthems of praise all day long. If you would
gather inspiration for your own spiritual life,
study the new life of this same Paul. It was
Exhaustive work only
continual rapture.
brightened its lustre. Opposition strength
character.

purpose. Persecution purified its
It was rainbow-hued, for he often

through

treat

erences

While

our

Scripture

ref

contrasts

new life of Paul,
speak of the change from one to the other
as "conversion," it is evident that his case
must al ways stand by itself as entirely unique.
There was a strong element of conscientious
Three other ingredients
ness in his old life.
made his equipment complete: ignorance,
false training, and prejudice.
These four

between the old life and the
and

things

will make

a

persecutor out of almost

anyone. There are,
in which the old life,

however,

unregenerate, carnal,
The

self, demands compliance

with self-asserted

standards, grows violent
forcing compliance, and

and vindictive in

a vicious, not a teachable, mind.
In
addition, it is in conscious opposition to the
divine will, and goes on in its iniquity ignor
ing or defying consequences. Its soul is self
ishness; its acts, sin; its attitude, rebellion.

shows

The Old

Life

in the

the New.

Light of

him, in the words of Peter,
of bitterness, and the bond of

was

to

The

illumined

more

his

mind

through the Spirit, the more he
declaimed against the old life. He counted
former gain present loss, former righteous
ness unavatltug, because of merit, not of
grace, former motives unworthy because not
centred in Christ. That which he loved he

hated.

His conversion

turning around.

Have

we

was

a

thorough

not found it so?

Our career, before grace renewed our hearts,
light of our present state, full

seems, in the

of condemnation. The

nearer we

get

to

God,

the farther off from the past we want to run.
Reformed drunkards, gamblers, libertines,
the best reformers of others simi larly

are

know

hy experience

the character of the

crime, and
whole soul loathe its bondage.
looks

so

radiant

black

as

when

seen

It is

with their
Sin

in the

never

light

of

Christianity.

Life thl'ough the Eyes of the Old.
always a caricature. The rationalist

looks upon it as fanaticism.
The
views it as prudery.
considers it asceticism.

to

otherwise

It

will

associate

set

does

them

gtve

a

reason, kindly and frankly answer it.
Ask those to rise, if there are any in the

room, who have not found the Christian life

an

Its

innovation that

fidelity

The sensnalist

pleasure-seeker

The Pharisee thinks

ought

to be rooted onto

is called finical ness, and its

bad

men,

as

cant.

who

can

aims;
object.

a

confla

yourself;

now

con

Sometimes,
never

say

enough in the way

of ridicnle against Chris
tianity and those who profess it, have a lucid
moment or two, when they see its beneficial
effects upon individuals and cowmunities,

knowledge, gain,

now

were

love should be your

your

and you looked upon it as the storehouse of
all your treasure; now you should turn it in
to your workshop, and lay up your treasure
in heaven.
back a single hour
Of that old life;
seem loss; its pleasures pale;
'T was full of strife.

I would not

Its gains

summon

But I would

grandly grow in faith and
Since born anew;
And prove, in my reconsecrated life,
His promise true.

The stand
but relatively.
changed from without Christ to
within Christ; and therefore the whole view
old
point is changed. "The old things"
aims, old methods, old maxims, old habits,
old standards, etc.-" are passed away; be
hold, they are become new;" the visible
become invisible, the invisible become visi
ble; the near recedes, the far approaches;
the vast dwindles, the small expands; the
precious depreciates, the worth less en hances;
wisdom becomes folly, folly becomes wis
dom; gain becomes loss, loss becomes gain.
G. D. Boardman, D. D.
Not

absolutely,

point

-

-

Out of my bondage, sorrow, and night,
Into thy freedom, gladness, and light;
Out of my sickness iuto thy health,
Out of my want and into thy wealth,
Out of my Sill and into thyself,
Jesus, I come ; J esns, I come.
God only can
God only
lurking evil; he

strengtheu us to cast out
enlighten our eyes to see
only can gi ve energy to our
wills to root it ::p, though we drag bleeding
fragments of our hearts with it; he only can
give the positive goodness which is more than
sin.

by

L, Adela.ide

�

vn

freedom from evil, and fill the empty
chamber with a guest strong enough to keep
out the returning demon and all his crew.
Alexander McLal'en, D. D.
mere

-

Come, earth-bound spirit, leave the depths
of sin and doubt and care;
The Saviour calls thee to arise, and pure,
white garments wear;
Fear not to lift to him thy prayer; strive
nobly to be free.
The nearer thou dost come to him, the more
he'll strengthen thee;
A welcome gi ve him, and his love will circle
thee around,
And raise thee up to life and light, with
heavenly beauty crowned.
-J. A. B. Greenouqh:
�

The secret of life for you and for me is to
lay our purposes and our characters continu
ally before Him who made them, and cry,
"Do thou purge me, and so alone shall I be
clean. Thou requirest truth in the inward
parts. Thou wilt make me to understand
wisdom secretly." What more rational be
lief? For surely, if there be any God, and
he made us at first, he who makes can also
mend his own work if it gets out of gear.
What more miraculous in the doctrines of
regeneration and renewal than in the mere
Uluirlee Kingsley.
fact of creation?
Not all in a
How does the soul grow?
minute:
Now it may lose ground, and now it may
win it;
Now it resolves, and again the will faileth;
Now it rejoiceth, and now it bewaileth;
Now its hopes fructify, then
they are

blighted;

Now it walks sunnily, now gropes benighted;
Fed by discouragements, taught by disaster,
So it goes forward, now slower, now faster,
Till, all the pain past, and failures made

whole,
It is full grown, and the Lord rules the soul.
Susan Coolidge.
-

Suggested Hymns.

love,

"

A ruler once came to Jesus by night."
"Once I was dead in sin."
"
Free from the law, oh, happy condition I"
"
Sin no more, thy soul is free."
"Empty me of self, dear Saviour."
"0, now I see the crimson wave."
"0 happy day that fixed my choice!"
"
Lead, kindly Light, amid the encircling

gloom."

ILLUSTRATIVE QUOTATIONS.

Selected

is

-

one

Then you despised restraint and scouted
control; now you should submit to discipline
and be loyal to duty.
Then this world was your chief delight,

Ask

Paul how his past looked to him even after
he had put in all his pleas of false education,
Pharisaical pride, and conscientious convic
It

chief

unre

claimed life exalts

secration is sneered at

private or public.
If any
thinking.

like

was

second nature?

many ways

resembles this of Saul of Tarsus.

in

they may speak,

It

now

Boston.

exclusively of the

cordial way,

that

tears.

gration, for his zeal burned and his devotion
kept its altar-fires always kindled. What is
this new life to you? Is it progressive, and
have you taught anybody else to climb? Is
it intense, and have you inspired any other
heart? Is it practical, and can you see any
Is it indomitable,
good accomplished?
and do you go boldly on in your sublime
service? Has it so thorough Iy taken the
place of the old that it has now become

Then power,
THE OLD LIFE.

it

so

in their

Then you depended on your own powers;
you should rely on divine assistance.

Temple,

Phillips Church, South

any reason why they hesitate about
joining the church. Invite them in a frank,
name

the evidence

are oases

Then you tried to please
you should try to please God.

The New
a

acknowledge

But these

Then and Now.

same.

one

preaching and teach
insist upon this change of

depraved, because they

the-church,

better.

the

life?

now

"

associate members.

a

men

to

sterile lives when the power of the old life
loses temporarily its control before the influ

smiled

ways of showing
life?

new

became

is to show the members

the difference between

one

the

What is the result of

gall
iniquity.

Show

of the

willing
senses.

ened its

really begun

be ashamed of it?

are some

the

them be

from them"?

to know when he has entered

one

upon the new life?
Why will one who has

tion.

means

carryover?
applications of the princi

separate

How is

by

into the likeness of his character

changed

and

"

or sev

"

the

many wish to

are some

may have restrained him be

policy, pride,

The

change

Christian?

old habits and character

some

ferred, yet that

by a
Prudence,

motive in all that he does.

tastes

change?

radical

a

is influenced

was

before.

a,.e

a

undergo

are

of their

it is not that he is better

fore, but the heart was in rebellion against
God, and hated God's law. Now the whole
course is. ruled by love that makes it a delight
to do God's will.
The changed man's first
question is, "Lord, what wilt thou have me
to do?
He does not merely love God more
than before, for he did not love him at all
the

be

istics that may be transferred to the new life?
What are some that may not be trans

spiritual

they

a man

when he becomes

strong

influence comes, how it comes, one may not
be able at the time to tell; but the finger of

that

must

Why

happiness

The fact and the result of the

quickening

com-

the contrasts

tween Paul's old life and his new?

and that makes dead matter thrill with feel-

ing and

of

some

How did Christ describe this

any

Even the exact

nature of the wondrous force that

WHAT

no

by

are

and
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Bible References.

Wallingford,

that hath not the Son hath not life;
but he that hath the Son hath Iife,
a new and distinct and supernatural
endowment. He is not of this world. He is
of the timeless state, of eternity. It doth
not yet appear what he shall be.
The differ
ence between the spiritual man and the nat
ural wan is not a difference of development,
but of generation.
It is a distinction of
It is an old
quality, not of quantity
fashioned theology which divides the world
in tbis way, which speaks of men as living
and dead, lost and saved,
a stern theology
all but fallen into disuse. 'This difference
between the living and the dead in souls is
so unproved by casual observation, so impal
pable in itself, so startling as a doctrine, that
schools of culture have ridiculed or denied
the grim distinction. Nevertheless, the grim
distinction must be retained. It is a scien
tific distinction, "He that hath not the Son
hath not life." =-Professor Drummond.

HE

....

CHARACTERISTICS

18-20; Luke6:24;
8: 5-8; Col. ii: 8-10;
CHARACTERISTICS

OLD LIFE.
Matt. 15:
Rom. 1:21,22,25; 6:16;
1 John 2: 11, 15; 3: 10,17.
OF

OF

-

NEW LIFE.-Ezek.11:

19,20; .Tohn 15: 5, 8; Rom. 5: 1,2; 6: 4-1,
11-14; 8: 1,2; 12: 1,2; 1 Cor. 6: 11; 15: 58;
2 Cor. 3: 8-11, 18; 5: 7,17; 6: 17, 18; Gal. 2:
20; 3: 27-29; 5: 22-25; 6: 14,15; Eph.2: 19-22;
4: 25-32; 5: 8-11, 18-21; Phil. 2: 5; 3: 20, 21;
Col. 1: 10--13; 3: 1-3,12-17; 1 Pet. 1: 13-16;
2: 11,12; 3: 3,4; 1 John ;3: 2,3,10,24; 4:
12--16.

-

Heart-work must be God's work. Only
the great Heart-maker can be the great
Heart-breaker. If I love him, my heart will
be filled with his spirit and obedient to his
R. H. Baxter.
commands.
-

Teach me to live for self and sin no more;
But use the time remaining to me yet,
Not mine own pleasure seeking as before,
Wasting no precious hours in vain regret.
Teach

me

Looking

to live and find my life in thee,
from earth and earthly things

away.
Let me not falter, but.

untiringly

THE TRANSFORMING POWER.
Ezek. 18: 31,
32; John 3:3--7; Rom.l:Hi; 13:12-14; 1 Cor.
2:14-16; 5:6-8; 9:24-27; 2Cor.3:1B;4:1,2;
7:1; 10:3-5; Gal. 5: 1; Eph.2:4-6; Phil.2:
12,13; 1 Pet. 2: 1,2.
-

DAILY READINGS.
First

Day.-Counted

faithful.

1 Tim. 1: 12-17.
toward the mack.
Phil. 3: 5-14.
Third Day.-" By the grace of God."
1 Cor. 15: 1-10.
Fonrth Day.-" Put on the new man."
Eph. 4: 17-24.
Fifth Day.-Preaching the faith he once
Gal. 1: 13-24.
destroyed.
Sixth Day.-Not Jacob, but Israel.
Gen. 32: 24-29.
Seventh Day.-The old life and the new.
Acts 9: 1-22.

Second

Day.-Pressing

Press on, and gain new strength and power
each day.
-From" The Chamber of Peace."
"That. he might create in h i mse lf a new
"Not" new" in point of nature or
substance, bnt "new" in point of character
or
quahty : a "new man" beeanse "in
Christ.." "If any man is in Christ, he is a
new creature
[creation] ; th" old things are
passed away; behold, they are become new."
man."

"Lord, to whom ahal l we go? thou hast
the words of eternal lire."
Peter knew that
a sonl who was changed was not for chang
he
There
a
hetter
cannot
ing.
thing for us
than for us to bp. with the Lord; and shall
those who have torsuk .. n all to follow him,
forsake him agai u to ColInII' noth i ng ?-Secker.

GOLDEN RULE

THE

944

great Commander had
waiting for him as a reward for his
good service, and as he talks about it he says
that the crown is not for him alone, but for
Paul knew that nis

a crown

all who love Jesus and love to have him
and dwell in their hearts.

come

Is

not

this

worth fighting for? Read about
often, my Juniors, and learn how to be
brave, honest, obedient soldiers, so that each
a

reward

Paul

TOPIC .FOR THE WEEK BEGINNING OCT, 2,
WHAT

LIFE

PAUL'S

DOES

US?

TEACH

Act.s 9: 1-22.
Aunt Ruth,

By

in their Bibles,
by the children:

,\,ERSES to be marked
V and learned each day
First

of you rnay win this

one

TOPICS

Day.-Acts
Day.-Aets 8: 1,3.
Third Day.-Aets 13: 46.
Fourth Day.-Aets 20: 22-24.
Fifth Day.-2 Cor. 11: 24--27.
Sixth Day.-2 Tim. 4: 7, 8.
Seventh Day.-Topic. Acts 9:
Second

16.

going

are

to-day,

music, to carry the guus ? Yes,
this would be great fun for you all. But how
many would like to go into battle where you
might be shot? How many would like to be
in the

miles

woods,

Ah, being a soldier means
procession, you see.
But Paul

fought
and
all

from

more

he suffered

a

and he

bravely,

so

so nobly, that after
perhaps we would be will
be. soldiers if we only could be like

think that

to

ing

him.

In

this week and in many
read of his brave warfare,

our verses

other

places we
where he fought against temptations, and
sin, and the enemies of Jesus wherever he
met them, and in one place he tells us that
we too, not only may but ou.ght to
fight
the good fight of faith." Let us see if in the
'"

story of Paul's life
hints about how

And,

mustered in

just

we can

as

well

some

be Christian soldiers.

in this army the

know,

you

may not find

we

girls

the boys, and

as

are

fight

Girls and boys, and
many battles.
and women are together here.

as

men

First,
How

how

are

Christian soldiers drafted?

Peter

was

called?

and

James and

John? How did the Lord call Paul? In such
different way, you see, from the disciples.
Does God call everyone now in one way? 0,
a

person is called through a sermon;
another by his mother's loving words;
one

no;

by the words of a friend; and yet
by means of. trouble and sorrow. But

another
others

remember that in whatever way God has
called you, you are drafted into his army like
Paul, and you all are fighting for the same

object: against
As
"

soon

as

the wrong and for the right.
Paul was drafted he said,

What wilt thou have

we

There is

say.

me to

do, if you, like
sohllers. What is it?
yon to

haps

you do not

you.

Listen for
do

speak?"
Through

you

our

do?" So should

for each

something
Paul,

are

to be

of

good

I do not

know, per
but Jesus will tell

know,

his voice.
ask?

Bibles,

one

in

"How will he

In
our

ways.

many
hearts

as

we

pray, through our pastors and teachers, and
He will surely
in our Junior meetings.

speak, and
hear him.
orders.

you must listen so that you may
And remember that Paul obeyed

So should you.

But Paul's orders at

time

to go
where he knew he would be
one

were

Jerusalem,
persecuted and perhaps killed. Did he go?
Yes, just as straight as he COUld. So your
orders may also be to do hard things. Not to
dia.probably, but to bear being laughed at
to

because you won't do wrong; to be honest
when you are afraid of being punished; to
be faithful if you do miss some good times by

doing

duty.

your
orders?

Paul

Are you

persevered to

willing

to

obey

the end of the war; that

is, as long as he lived. He did not make a
good beginning, and then soon get dis
couraged and stop fighting. No soldier ex
pects to be promoted unless he has done
faithful work wherever he has been

placed.

Paul could say, when he
have

came to die,
"I
good fight." At the end of
can you honestly say that you
your best to do right, and that

fought

each week
have tried

a

you know you have failed some
times yet with Jesus' help you have been a
good soldier? I hope so.

although

about your sunshine

us

good

She wrote it for

whether

an

having

a

senior" adviser" for each oounult

a

capital idea,

is

tee

elected member

care

Browning.

The men ran into the house with all pos
sible speed to save the men from being
burned. They dragged Mr. Browning and
the other men out, and then stood in the
yard to watch the burning house.
Mr. Browning was badly burned, and was
in bed three weeks. One day he called Ethel
to him and said," Ethel, I think I know how
the fire started
it was all my fault.
We
were sitting there, playing cards and smok
over
and
when
I
excited
a
let
ing,
game
got
my cigar drop from my hand. It fell under
the table on a pile of loose paper. The paper
caught, and soon the fire had a good start.
We drank about two quarts that night, and
were very sleepy, so we all went to sleep,
and you know the rest. But the.t ends it;
I'm not going to disgrace my family and in
sult the Father in heaven by selling such
stuff. I'm going to have the house rebuilt,
and instead of a saloon I 'Il have a temper
ance hall where you can have your meetings.
And he kept his word.

BOYS!
boys?
WHAT

number, it looks as if the methods were not
the right ones, and changes should be made
until the boys are brought in.
Everyone knows. that they will be the
most tempted in life, and on us will fall the
condemnation if they are ruined. If we
allow boys to escape from the helpful influ
ences of the church, we can in no wise be
certain of their future; there is little proba
bility, however, that they will become strong,

BOYS!

matter with the Junior

is the

You need n't

sing out the com
for they
refrain, "They're all right!
are not.
They are lazy, or they are unenter
prising, or else they do not read this page of
"

mon

Just think of it!

THE GOLDEN RULE.
teen

the

Four

",

"bright sayings sent in this week for
prize by girls, and only two by boys!
is two better than

week,

last

so

take courage; but really, the boys must
come to the front better than that, if they
want us to feel

of them.

proud

'1(.
this week from
Ernest A., Grace

K., Mary H., Jessie B., Fannie P., May K.,

Good for Ernest A;
Now let the Junior

the

until

and

boys join
girls in

boys equal the
'1(.

the

give

boys, Charles
Dennis, Mass.

prize

1.

have

not

if

one

of these

Underwood, Jr., South

M.

Papers

not over 250 words

long.

punctuation.
a prize of one dollar.
The writer of the best paper published from July 1 to
October 1, determined by vote of the Juniors, will receive a
gift-book. Accounts a,'e wanted oj b1'ight and st1'iking
sayings, whether famous or not.

buse them of

'1(.
FROM

BEING

Gov

ERNOR."-The story is told of Robert Inger
soll, that he was once conversing with a
one, it seems, who

was

not

over-tnt],

him, but sufficiently acquainted to
talk freely with him about his private affairs.
mate with

happening to drift on
Ingersoll, in a question which
was meant to be direct and to the point,
asked, "·What has your religion done for
The

conversation
Mr.

religion,

Without

Illinois?"

replied,

his friend

moment's hesitation,
kept you from

a

"It has

The

being Governor."

ready

wit of this

lady

is exhibited in this answer, which combines

great humor. and

a

compliment

in

a

short

Dear Aunt Ruth: I belong to the Junior
of the First Congregational Church
of Aurora. Our committees never did active
work 'until it was thought best to have as
chairman of each committee some member
of the senior society. These chairmen are
uot expected to dp active work but to in
struct the Juniors.
My mamma, who is our
superintendent, noticed in one of your re
in
the
plies
Scrap-Bag that you asked what
sunshine committees did. Miss Kate H.
Haus of St. Louis suggexted this committee,
and we have one. It has for its object the
preventing of all quarrels among the J uniors,
to restore peace as far as possible where
children are seen to be disagreeing, and to
report any of its members who need help or
comfort. We have also an order committee,
whose duty it is to try, in a quiet way, to
keep in order any in attendance at the meet
We thank you very much for the
ing.
Junior page. We all hope to become better
and
boys
girls by this work, and more fully
prepared to be earnest, active senior work
ers when we are old enough.

Lovingly
Aurora, Ill.
Good for the

society could

advantage.

YOIUS,

PANSY MAY ·WOODS.
,;

use

order committee."
such

a

Many a
good

committee to

But I would

call

attention to

"in a quiet way."
It is
important that such work should be
done qu iet.ly, very, 01' it would cause dis
order, instead of order. Thank you, Pansy

the

ve-ry

little clause

CHARLEY M. U.

sentence.

*
"

You ARE JUST

FOR."

THE

MAN I WAS LOOKING

At the battle of

Eutaw, Manning,
legion, was pursuing
the retreating British, when suddenly he
found himself surrounded by the British,
and not an American officer in sight. En
dowed with quick intellect, and not hesitat
ing a moment, he seized a British officer by
the collar, and keeping him in fronJ; of him as
a protection, he backed off a short distance.
The officer, on finding himself so harshly
treated, began immediately to enumerate his
t.itl es : "I am Sir Henry Barry, deputy' adju
tant general, captain in Fifty-Second Regi
ment," etc. "That is enough," replied his
captor; "you are just the man I was looking
a

-

noted soldier of Lee's

LAURA II G.

for."

WINNING

BOYS.

By Mrs,

(AN

tel's?

Alice

May

Scudder,

be interested in
Most

religious
certainly they can,

and

easily. Jesus Christ did not give
us a religion that could not in some way meet
If it can be
the spiritual wants of boys.
snited to women and girls, Japanese and
Chinese, the African and Laplander, it cer
tainly can become a part of every boy's ex
perience, and if you are finding that your
boys are not seeking for it, something is the
matter with your mode of presenting it, and
not with religion itself.
If you find in your Junior society a prepon

girls,

pathway;

so

must disa

we

this, by making religion

very

careful

study, too, of the
winning boys,
and see if any of them can be used by Chris
tian workers.
Through fancy cards on
cigarettes and through bad stories he ruins
so

let

us

a

employs

-in

bait

hooks with pretty

our

offset that

department of his work. He uses
candy as a hait, making it up in forms of
whiskey bottles, cigars, and cigarettes; let us
use candy, too, and furnish a little at our
Junior sociables to

ing

serve

attraction to

as an

boys.
should be

I have

a

changed

nothing

but sermoniz

Junior Endeavor hook; bnt
my mind mightily, for I have

found that many a boy can never be captured
by it. He is n't religious, and his family are
not

religions,

viands

as

and you may set out the gospel
as you please, and he

attractively

will not "taste and

that the Lord is

see

good."
If you can get him under your influence,
you may in time teach him to like these new
dishes, but unless you can get acquainted

with him you
whatever.

are

sure

We must therefore

have

to

no

chance

adapt ourselves,

as

far

can, to the tastes of each
can gain his love and confi

consistently

as we

boy, until
dence, and

we

then he will follow

our

leading.

It is often putting the cart before the horse
to place the religious part before the social,
and anyone can
in such driving.
If

religion

manly;

see

is to

that there is

capture boys,

it must be

logical

no progress

it must be

and

attractive.

Any leader who tries to crowd upon the
boys a whining religion will utterly fail. I
have been in meetings where I felt nauseated
with the stuff presented in the name of the
Lord

Jesus;

what

and how

thing,

a

counterfeit of 'tbe true

repellent

it is to

a

boy's

na

ture!
In

some

would

be

meetings
too

the methods

mournful

for

a

employed
funeral,

"

hymns without spirit,
preachy" talks on
impractical thenies, great long prayers, and
an air of sadness that would depress the
most happy-hearted. Boys do not want such
religion, and they will not have it. They will
be turned for life against spiritual things un

no

mat

that very

derance of

boy'S

der such management.
Boys dislike also pions stories that have

I.-How Not to Do It.

boys

the

I used to think that

You

This is the first
their

across

and attractive.

methods Satan

our

friend,

places

Scripture cards and good stories, and thus

The best paper each week receives

KEPT

good time.

to reach

we are

some,

OV01' 15 years old.
3. Give age andfull address.
4. We consider spellin(j, urritituj,

Writer not

"IT HAS

a

Satan

snare

We must make

this week to

Read over, before you send
in your contribution the rules of the contest:
2.

men.

Boys do not seem to be naturally as relig
ious as girls, hence it requires more artifice
to draw them into religious meetings.
The
tackle and bait for catching boys should be
quite different from that used to draw in the
girls.
Most boys before they are ten years old get
the idea that if they are religious they can

bright

number.

We

useful
.

-

society

note the propor
ought to

know that there

same proportion in your Junior
If you find after such computation
that your boys fall far short of the required

them

stuff.
One night Ethel went to bed feeling very
sad and downcast because her father was in
the saloon with about four other men, play
ing cards and drinkmg and smoking. She
cried herself to sleep, and dreamt Alcohol
came in the form of a great giant, and carried
her father off to be his slave.
She screamed
and wakened herself.
At first she could hardly get her breath;
the room was full of smoke. What had hap
pened? She called to her mother. Her
mother hastily dressed herself, and ran down
stairs with Ethel.
Soon the whole town was awake, and men
were running in and out of the house, trying
to save some things from the burning house.
"We 'Il have to let the house go," said a
neighbor. "The fire was all over the first
floor before it was discovered."
"Where 's papa?" said Ethel, suddenly.
"
Oh, he must be in the saloon," said Mrs.

boys, and

of the

each, and

be about that

Charles M. U.

Ethel Browning lived in the town of Bev
erly. Her father kept one of the largest
saloons in the. neighborhood.
Ethel was
thirteen years old, and was a Christian. Her
mother had taught her to shun alcohol, and
they both prayed, and tried to think of some
plan to make the father stop selling this

names

tion of

society.

Charles M. U.
BY EDITH BEHRHORS1'.

girls are born than boys,
expect to have equal mem

more

cannot

list of all the families in your church, put in
column the names of the girls, in another

of Tlte Golden Rule.

will like it.

A TEMPERANCE STORY.

UD

Statistics

oue

the
Ruth,

deeply

each, but you can readily fiud the
members you should have by taking an
account of stock.
Take a book containing a

women.

Send letters to Aunt

that

we

(12)

bers of

God grant that

too.

us

hence

this Junior work may make you all, not only
better boys and girls, but better men and

Maud E., ·Mildred H., Nettie M. T., Laura
H. G., Addie B., Mamie H. R., May R.,

Here it is:

show

That

not.

or

Bright sayings received
Margaret W. W., Bella B.,

a temperance meeting
society and then seut it to me; but I
think it is too good to keep all myself, and I
am going to share it with you.
I know you

your pastor, and search long and
til you find where the fault lies.

com

to

one

6f her

me.

gay

he bore his troubles

we

a

home?

than

genuine soldier,

was a

well, and

so

out of my scrap
little temperance story that one of my
Juniors in a society in Pittsburg, Penn., sent

bag

a

we

and ill and homesick out in

hungry
or

Scrap-Bag.

This week I have taken

to talk about soldiers

war like

the fields

-

'I'he Junior

How many of you would like to
be soldiers, to wear the uniform, to march to

cold and

-

telling
It is

Well, that

1-22.

children.

the

of Dorcas. Missionary
Acts 9: 36-42.
Lessons from the Life of Peter.
John 21: 15-19; Acts 10: 44.
What Must I Do To Be Saved?
Acts 16: 27-31.
The Difference Between ·W ords
and Deeds.
Matt. 7: 21-27.

Story
Meeting.

-

30.

NEXT FOUR WEEKS.

The

-

23.

Outline Talk.
We

9.

FOR THE

for

have, but I hope
that every member of your society feels that
he or she can be serving on it all the time,

References: 1 Chron. 19: 13; Ps, 27: 3; Luke
3:10,11; John 10: Hi; Acts2:37,3il; 16:30;
Rom.15:5; 1 Cor. 12:13; Eph. 2:19; 6:10,
i3--17; Phil. 1:27; Col. 1:10; 1 Thess.5:8;
2 Thess. 2: 17; 1 Tim. 6: 12, 18; 2 Tim. 2: 3, 4;
Jas.1: 12; 1 Pet. 5: 4; Rev. 2: 10.

Oct.

7: 58.

for himself.

crown

May,

mittee.

1892.

September 15.

you would better consult

How many hundreds of such there
It does not follow that because a story

point.

are!

good for a Junior
plenty of fine ones,
and no leader should be lazy and take what
is near at hand because it sounds pious.
I believe that above all other things, boys
hate goody-goody stories which are not true
is in

a

it is

religious paper

meeting.

There

are

a

to nature and reasonable in their conclusions.

I feel sometimes that

men are

better leaders

boys, because women, nn less careful,
will give the milk of the Word so diluted as
to be received only with contempt by the
boys.
Jersey Oity, N. J.
for

[is] September 15,

THE

1892.

face of Christ flashed
eyes. There

again

at last the

were

GOLDEN RlTLE
his bleared

on

calm, faith-filled

prayers of the Christian philosopher, confi
dent of God's mercy and strong in the power
of his might.

Hath

Acts 9: 1-20.

By
GOLDEN

TEXT.-Except a man be born again, he
kingdom of GOd.-JOHN 3: 3.

Yet

breathing threatening
Paul

(v.1).

was ever

and

fervent in

slaughter
spirit, dili

gent in business. If he had not been so
zealous a persecutor, he would not have
been so well worth converting. It is a fine
art so to convert

to carryover into

a man as

life all his good qualities and none
of his bad ones., The Holy Spirit alone is
the

new

fit artist for this art.

Asked of him lette1's (v. 2).

Paul

al

was

ways a man under authority. He believed
in commissions. Everything was to be done

decently

and in order.

his also

was

good quality of
apostle
'ship, on-ly his orders then came from a higher
carried

This

into his

over

source.

Any that were of the Way (v. 2). There
was nothing m isty about the new teaching,
is customary with unfamiliar doctrines.
It had well-defined boundaries,-as sharp as
as

the division between

right and

kingdom

wrong, the
of the world and the kingdom of

heaven.

It

clear-cut

was a

for

Way

men

to

walk in.
As he

journeyed (v. 3). What thoughts,
what wrestlings with God, what memories
of Stephen's words and glorious death, must
have clashed

through that great brain dur
ing that journey!
A light out of heaven (v. 3). There never
lived

earth

on

whose

man

a

better able to establish
If there

Paal,

truth of the

than this

gospel

were

have heard

Fools that

A chosen vessel
reduce

not

There

only the backslider

It is

that finds the road

hard one to travel.
W7tat wilt thou have me to do? (v.6.) Paul
a

believed in, believing.

He

did

that doctrine could be divorced
life

or

life from doctrine. 'Yet

cant that his first

doubts

were

to

think

safely from
it is signifi

after his mental

rest,

was

plea

a

for

He knew that the doers ,uf doctrine
know it.

action.

'best

question,

laid

nut

come to

It 8hall be told thee (v. 6).

Sealed orders

us, when we want open ones, when we
It shall
want our route all laid out before us.

given

be given us, step by step, "in that hour,"
what we shall do, what we shall say.
He
had

And yet he saw in
To see what he

nothing (v. 8.)

sat»

finitely

more

seen

than before.

such

a

man

as

Paul would

gladly
Indeed, his

have given his earthly eyes.
great scrawling penmanship and his con
stant use of an amanuensis suggest that the
vision did cost him the

partial

loss of eye
Such

Paul did not write that down.

sight.
matters

were

of small

importance

to

him

days without .�i_qht (v. 9). Every
wait with Christ forty days
in the wildcrness hefure he begins his great
work. It is only the little men that can
plunge without the discipline of waiting
into their little taska, What a wrench was
Paul's, out of the old life! During these
three days he was striking root again.
Behold, I aUl, here, L01'd (v. 10). And so
Three

man must

Ananias

to

Christianity does

for

gerous task, let us count it an honor, as it is
the soldier's chief glory to stand at the post
of

peril.

How many thing.� he must suffer (v. 16.)
Paul counted the cost. At the very thresh
old of his

sufferings

he

misgivlug,

for existence.

rible spasms 'i)f

accurately

as

did in his letter to the Corinthians.

as

awe

and

There

remora-

as

wild

the old

were

he

But to

a-spirit like Paul's hard things were no hard
ship.
Be filled with the Holy Ghost (v. 17). We
may know which promise Paul valued most
highly,-regaining of sight or gaining of the
Holy Spirit. The latter was the seal both
of his pardon and of his new commission.
He arose and was baptized (v. 18). Paul,
baptized with the inner reality of the Spirit,
was yet eager for the outer symbol of baptism.
This apostle will make outspoken converts.
And st1'aightway
he proclaimed Jesus
(v. 20). He did not wait to consult Gamaliel,
...

return his letter to the

or

let the dead

when the

new

preach

to

Sanhedrm.

their dead.

bury

it.

He

where

Right

truth burst upon
Paul, the model

him,
con

vert!

ter

the sad

began to hear. Do
reading the chapter, what
Saul?

to

He

THE

LESSON

FROM

he

where

street

And he knew that he had

Saul of Tarsus,"
"

prayed; Behold, he prasjetli." What! had
never
prayed before? No, never. All
done before went for

had

ever

was

not prayer.

tleman who

he
it

nothing;

I have heard of

when

he

an

can

"Pray
and he

kept

was

on

praying

the

a

thing

same

for

seventy years, when his parents were both
dead. After.that it pleased God, in his in
finite

led

mercy,

to

to touch his heart, and he was
that, notwithstanding his con
his forms, he had not been praying

see

to

stancy
at all.

prayed.

He often said his prayers, but never
So it was with Saul. He had pro

nounced his

magniloquent orations, but they
were all good for nothing.
He had prayed
his long prayers for a pretence; it had all
been a failure. Now comes a true petition,
and it is said, "Behold, he prayeth."
Spurgeon.
as

Vs. 17, 18. Two things Ananias announces
the purpose of his misaion, and connects

with the

laying on of his hands. One, the
receiving again of bodily sight; the other,
the being filled with the Holy Ghost. The
latter, we have already learned, refers only
to his extraordinary and miraculous gifts;
for his quickening power had been already
exercised at Saul's conversion, At once the
for

exchanged

was

persecutor became
of

the

a

understand.

inveterate

And all with
enemy a devoted adherent.
"An apostle," he said,
out human agency.

Selected by Mrs. F, E. Clark,

"

abrupt introduction of Saul
deeply stirring and suggestive. Here is
V. 1. THIS

is
a

by the will of God, sent not from man nor
by man, but by Jesus Christ." -Butler'8

thought,

knew, by destroying those who, he
Even
were overthrowing religion.
a persecutor, Saul boldly acted out

then, as
.hie belief.

Butler's Bible Work.

-

V.2. The

object

of Saul's

journey was to
belonging to the way.

discover any persons
This is an expression often met with in the
True

Acts.

religion,

it reminds us, is not
not sitting still, but

have

must

wonderful

FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS.

By

WHO

death?

of

of the seventy

one

of

who

men

death?

How many know what
When a man wants to make

Stephen's

that shall

make

natue

put him
a

been

the

hear

to

and told

light,

from

voice

But he

saw as

standing

in that

men

afterward he

seen him.
He knew it was Jesus, now
heaven, against WilOIU he was fighting.
Think of that proud, angry man, now hum
ble as a child, led, for he was blind, into the
Think of him, for three days and
city.
nights in his darkness, without food, think
ing over and oyer the wonderful thing that
had happened; asking,
Can I, with all my
learning, wealth, high place, be a disciple of
Jesus, of the man despised, crucified?" Now
think of the good Ananias, full of wonder at
what had been told him of Saul's changed
heart, going to him, laying his hand on the
head of the blind believer, and praying that
his sight might come back, and the Holy
Ghost might come to him!
Was it not won
derful? But another thing was more won

derful.

In the very churches where Saul had
capture men and women, he was

hoped

to

preaching of Jesus,
Greeks, Romans, to any
soon

to

violin is?

a very fine
the sweetest

telling

-

to

who would

Jews,
listen,

how Jesus had met him in the way. Ought
we ever to say we are too sinful for Jesus to

Ought

forgive?
for

a

to break our sinful

us

more

to say anyone is too
Christian? If it is hard

we

wicked to become

do

we

self all to

need Jesus's

habits, so
help, Give

much
your

him, and he will make your soul

give forth

sweeter music than the most

derful violin that

was ever

won

made.

POINTS.

QUESTION
Saul?

(Acts 21: 39 j 22: 27, 28 i
What education
23: 6; Phil. 3: 5.)
did he receive? (Acts 22: 3.) What position
had his teacher taken as to Christianity?
(Acts 5: M-39.) For what had Saul become
noted? (Acts 26: 10, 11.) How came his
was

WHO

What
16:

Who remembers the

God;

had

26:

Gallagher,

remembers the story

Jesus

in

acter?

Mrs. Fannie H,

the

the Son of

was

heaven say, "I am Jesus."
well as heard; he saw Jesus

to be

teacher?

LESSON

Remember,

that

believed that he had risen, nor gone to
heaven.
Only think how astonished he

posttlon

Bible Work.

of intense energy, with a soul on fire
with a purpose of serving God in the only
man

way he

believed

never

clear vision.

disciple and

the

persecuted,

ne ver

00

old gen

child to pray,
taught
God bless my father and mother,"

leader

MANY SOURCES.

knew the

He knew his name; it was Saul. He knew
the place where he came from; "Inquire for

So the

LIGHTS ON

you not notice, in
attention God paid

lived; "Go to the street that is called
Straight." He knew the house where he
resided; "Inquire at the house of Judas."

darkness

so

What

(Gal.

Of what
How far

this

was

was

general char
6; Acts 23: 1.)
persecution? (Acts
afulfilment? (John

Saul's'

14; Phil.

1:

his motive in

was

9.)
2.)

different from that of his
was

3:

he sincere in his action?

How far did his

sincerity make him guilt
ought he to have fol
lowed?
On what ground did he receive
forgiveness? (1 Tim. 1: 13.) For what pur
pose? (1 Tim. 1: 16,)
What

less?

course

idleness, but exertion;

violin,

going forward. We are all on our way some
whither; and in that way we have a Master,

music and grow better as it grows older, he
uses only the very best of wood.
Then the

salem?

Guide, a Leader, under whose care and
protection we shall find salvation, we shall

wood is

glued;

13.) What words did he hear? How had
persecuted Christ? What directions did

a

find rest and

home at the

last.

O. J.

-

D. D.

Vaughan,
He

a

came new'

Damascus

The

(v.B).

danger

which threatened the Damascene Christians
for their enemy was at hand,
which God, affords is most glori

imminent,

was

but the

help

ously revealed in the most severe trials.
When Saul reached the spot in which he
hoped to celebrate the victory of his zeal, he
was himself subdued by the Lord.- Lanoe.
Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me? (v. 4.)
was the indictment which was spoken
to him.
Only when God speaks to us out of
This

heaven do

we come

earth

are

not

\Vhat

we

heaven.

people

do

to know that heaven and

their relations.

divorced in

on

earth

is, in

The attitude of

a

sense, done in

toward the

men

of God-toward the Word of God

invisible

world

of Jesus

The

Christ penetrates

thil:l at every point, and we are dealing with
God always when we are dealing with men
and

things

down here.

-

Pentecost.

one

carefully dried, cut, bent, polished,
long months, even years, perhaps,

pass before the violin is finished, but when
it is finished a king might be proud to own it.

God wanted

a man

His father

was a

rich

it

supernatural event,

in the

and therefore

very naturally answers the heavenly voice
with the term "Lord." He was far more

likely

to

expect

an

indorsement than
-

a con

Standard Eclec

tic

Oommentm·y.
Lord, what wilt thou have

\Vould every

man

and

me

woman

to do?

go

(\'.6.)
morning

work,
speak

man

who had done
were

so

the Jews'

masters, yoo know -that he and his son
were
called Roman citizens. That gave
them power. Saul also could speak Greek,
so he could reach
the foreigners in all the
countries
many

was

wise, too,

in

But Saul's good birth,
ways.
learning, would never have fitted

power,
him to be
of

around, and he

other

a

disciple

strong will,

when he

was

all

his

if he had not been

a man

courage and earnestness. Even
persecuting Stephen, he did it

him trouble them

was

wonderful

much for the Romans-who

him, for we have no reason to suppose any
psychological preparation of Saul for this
But he realized that he

a

preach to the Jews about him, to
to Roman kings and rulers of him, to seek
out strangers and heathen and tell them also
the glad news.
Neither Peter nor John
could do this work, for they were plain,
uneducated men.
Philip could not do it.
God chose Saul to do it, Saul, his enemy.
And why Saul? Saul was a Jew, carefully
taught all that a wise Jew ought to know.

with

event.

to do

-to

And he said, Who art thou, Lord? (v.5.)
He hail no thought yet who was addressing

demnation of his mission.

were

have

might probably

enumerated them almost

stance of those prayers.
yearnings of doubt and

fighting

hard and dan

some

us

level.

If God honors

gifts.

midst of

'l'here

in

Does

monotonous

a

was fit to be sent on that high
errand, because he did not say" Coming
by and by."
He p'l'ayeth (v. 11). We can guess the sub

life

or

is their attitude toward God himself.

thenceforward.

great

re

that

thistle head when it is stroked

way:

forgotten;

thy way."

(Y. 15).

men

by appointing

us

began

...

as a

"Go

di versities of

are

was

enough.
Why perseeutest thou. me? (v.4.) Precious
proof that Christ is -ever with his followers,
persecuted when they are persecuted, suffer
ing in their sufferings, rejoicing in their joy.
Who art thou, Lord? (v. 5.) That is the
right attitude. It recognizes Christ's author
ity, but does not profess to understand him.
It was Paul's way of crying," Lord, I be
Iieve; help thou mine unbelief."
to kick again8t the pricks (Y. 5).
Hard
The brambles, the stings, the swords along a
Christian's way all point onward. If we go
about our Fatl_ter's business they are as

right

are!

we

be

harmless

would

we

God take counsel of men?

he

thing

Or

we

foolish argnment will bring up an aspect
of the case that he may have overlooked.

he

one

How often

(v. 13).

our

Paul saw, and that produced sucil amoment
ous change in his life, that evidence would

the

own.

my

mind him of what he has

is

other evidence of the

were 110

hat!

God

a

than that of

witnessing

a case

the smallest

cause.

Now I shall read you out of the Bible, in
OWJl words, just what happened; even

if it

mine

take,

Saul's

crucified at Jerusalem

than

higher insight

to

side, meaning

to Jerusalem all Christians

V. 11. Poor Saul had been led to cry for
mercy, and the moment he began to pray,

of

man

think to tell God news!

cannot see the

make the utmost sacrifices for his

his

by

bind, carry back

vision of my conrse of conduct, it be
hooves me to fulfil that vision as carefully as

a

Lord, I

Amos R, Wells,

(v. 12).

that he found.

"

Saul

has

SAUL OF TARSUS CONVERTED.

Ananias

named

man

and friends

by morning to Christ, saying, with Saul,
Lord, what wilt thou have me to do this
day?" there would be no difficulty in get
ting any amount of money for Christ's cause,
any number of people to do his work, or to
Guthrie.

When

Fourth Quarter, Lesson I., October 2, 1892.

a

seen
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heart.

And

after

death Saul's hatred for Christians
more.

As

On what errand did he set out from Jeru
What

happened to him on the way?
day was it? (Acts 26:

At what time of the

receive?
been in

he

What purpose may there have
his hlindness? Who was sent to

him ?

'To

26:

What

5.)

he

what sect did San I
was one

belong? (Acts

of their characteristics.?

Why, then, is it mentioned
praying? Vvhat reason may
there have been why Saul should receive his
instructions from a disciple rather than di
rectly from the Lord? What reason may there
have been why it should be ordered so that
he was first received by some one else than
What significance is there in
an apostle?
the greeting given by Ananias?
For what
special work had the Lord chosen Saul?
(Gal. 1: 16.) What fitness had he for this
(Matt. 23: 14.)

that Saul

was

work?
What

was the change wrought in Sanl by
experience at Damascus? Of what force
is this in proving the deity of Ohrist and the
truth of Christianity? What did Saul at
How was it that he was so
once begin to do?
soon prepared to do this?
What is the true
way of making amends for a bad past?

his

Stephen's
only made

he

saw

the

young church grow, su his desire to kill all
who believed in Jesus grew, and as the

disciples hur-ried away from Jerusalem, he
longed to hasten after them, take them, bind
them, perhaps stone them also.
Damascus was a city nearly a hundred and
There, Saul
fifty miles from Jerusalem.
thought, he would find many Christians; so
after the priest had said Go, lie started oil
his long journey to that city with soldiers

INTERNATIONAL BIBLE READING
ASSOCIATION.

Sept.

Saul of Tarsus converted,
Acts 9: 1-9.
Saul of Tarsus converted.
27.
Acts 9: 10-20.
28.
Paul's declaration. Acts 22: 1-13.
29.
Paul before Agrippa.
Acts 26: 9-23.
30.-Manasseh converted.
2 Chron. 33: 9-16.
Call1',1 hy grace.
Gal. 1 : 11-24.
1.
of
2.
Riches
grace.
Eph. 2: 1-10.
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CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR IN ALASKA.
J. E. Connett.

By

A
1 \..

BRIEF

report

from this

far north-

west land may be of interest.

far

as

but

one

know ledge

our

At

So

there

extends,

is

of Christian Endeavor in

society

Alaska.

little Quaker mission

our

Douglass Island
composed mostly

have

on

live

society,
of nati ve children, every
one of whom makes manifest a precious
Christian experience, praying and talking
in good English.
These dear children act, talk, sing, and
play, as well as think, in very much the
same

looking

and

kindness and

Saviour's love.

a

Here is

a

field for the Y. P. S. C. E. to enter with

possibilities for grand results.
requested to communicate

the
are

quite pretty, and delight
presentable.
out a delegate from this
International Convention,

very-much increased thereby.

that it would do

sure

of

some

Eastern Christian Endeavorers

our

to

good

step in some evening and hear the fervent
extemporaneous prayers and testimonies
of their fellow-Endeavorers in this far-off

land of the

State,

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR IN FRANCE.

FEW weeks ago, "Professor Caleb
Uobweb" stated, in answer to an

'j\
1 \_

that

inquirer,
Endeavor

least,

societies

no

existed in

of

France,

THE

one, and is
usefulness.

the
new

great and extended
As all our readers know, it
was inaugurated on the New Jersey coast,
through the instrumentality of Rev. S.
Edward Young of Asbury Park, N. J.,
who has just secured from Congress better
wages for life-savers, and meetings have
already been held with encouraging suc
cess.

by

a

field of

The movement has been indorsed

Hon. Sumner J_

Kimball, Superinten
dent of the Life-Saving Service of the
United States, and the cause was heartily
espoused by the thirty-five thousand dele
gates at New York, who appointed the
committee to look after this work, whose
names
have already appeared in THE
GOLDEN RULE.
There

life-saving stations in the
United States and a large number in the
British Provinces, manned by thousands
of noble fellows.
No braver, no more
worthy, no more neglected, men than those
engaged in the life-saving service can be
found in all the world. Debarred, through
out a large portion of the year, by the
isolation of their lonely tasks, from home
and religious influences, they would ap
preciate an effort to provide at each station
occasional

prayer.
What

short

services

of

song

and

organizations could take charge
so effectively as the Christian

of the matter

Endeavor

societies?

Let

local

unions

McAll Mission in France is

quote

we

One

the

Quarterly lJecord of
an

article from

few sentences.

a

delightful

feature is the Christian

societies which are springing
Sunday schools in certain places.
Mr. Greig says:-" A school is incomplete
without meetings for young men and

attached to it.

Some progress has
been made in this direction, as also in the
formation of

better

singing unions, and,

of Christian Endeavor societies.

still,

The

interesting of
these last, at St. Quentin, in the depart
ment of the Aisne, engage to come to
church, bring their hymn-books, and help
in the singing; and they spend the Sunday
afternoon in visiting outlying cottages and
members of

of the most

one

farms in the

neighborhood,

whose

occu

pants are too far off, or perhaps too indif
ferent, to come to church. Those who are
alive

thoroughly

are

to calIon the

sent

indifferent, and those who

will

directed to

some

who

them

warm

a

experienced Christian,

little of their fervor
earnest and

losing

are

are

up and

send them

out

renewed energy.
Miss Johnstone
also has a lively Christian Endeavor society
with

the

to

and

Ternes,

girls' meeting at
several others might

Les

instance, akin to
Madagascar, of

the

be

named."
notable report from
the
springing lip of these Endeavor societies
all
a

over

the

world,

because

they

answer

to

The seed is planted in
Nay, it is already growing, and
plant has began to bear the same

universal need.

France.

the

blessed fruit that it

bears in America.

live Christian Endeavor in the land

Long

of the lilies!

CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR

IN

SOUTH

AFRICA.

among both the natives and the colonists.
I wish to thank the person who sends me

in

keeper

of each station

person,

with the

regarding

the most

convenient hour for himself and the crew,
the understanding that
with
stormy

weather annuls

the

appointment.

the service very brief.
A Christian Endeavor local

senting various churches
nominations, can easily
unsectarian

Make

home in

Natal,

ment is to find

a warm

THE GOLDEN RULE.

It is

one

of the best

and liveliest of

good

friend

friends, improving,
does, on acquaintance.

a.s

one, too, for the report of the
Minneapolis Convention. It was like a

thank

some

it with

I read it and reread it,

I carried

make

keepers

me

on

over

the

bar, and

I

(saloon)

have

put

it

being held with some where I trust it will awaken new enthu
society in the Hollywood siasm and kindle new fires.
It has been a year of unusual blessing,
Local Union of New Jersey, and are at
tended with great delight by the surfmen and I believe this is due in no small degree
and keepers.
Why not extend this move to the earnest prayers which Endeavorers
have been sending up to God for this par
ment to all life-saving stations throughout
the world? Let the work begin early in ticular field. We recognize it as a won
derful privilege to have secured the sym
September.
Asylums have their chapels, armies their pathy of that great Minneapolis Convention
chaplains, penitentiaries their devotions, even for a moment.
and Congress always opens with prayer:
You may well believe we have been
shall these deserving, faithful men in the earnest in prayer for the Endeavor cause,
Such services

regularity by

are

a

time without

spent

we

at Amah

We

missionary.

a

a

long

were

two miles from

sirably isolated,

commanding hill,
tive lines, erected
the steamers

de

white

a

house

we

kept

the

family altar,

Wild beasts

do,-Sunday services and meetings almost
every day, huts and kraals to visit, a day
school where we had a chance to help,
occasional opportunities to speak or preach
to white people.
There were meetings every day, at sun
rise, sometimes earlier, and in the after
On Sundays the chapel was crowded,
mostly by heathen with their beads, head
rings, feathers, painted faces, anklets and
armlets, skins, snuff-spoons, and other
finery, while some of the children were
absolutely naked. But the Spirit can
move such hearts; about forty were ready
to confess Christ, even though it meant
ridicule, opposition, and perhaps a beating
noon.

at home.

For about

seven

weeks

sunrise prayer meetings.
Not many were
present, but all present were much blessed.
Earnest prayers went up daily, not
men and
women, but from the

only
boys
study of

from
and

a

Death

dog.

and

been asked to

speak

the

on

God.

For

example,

messengers of
woman refused

the whole church.

Amanzimtote, Natal,

CHRISTIAN

South

one

the

snake, leap back,

and

are

grope my way, I touch the
bi tten, I die."

saved.

I

I arh

snake,

ENDEAVOR ARTICLES

[Christian Endeavor workers may obtain these articles
by writing to the addresses given, naming the article, and
enclosing usnally live cents for a paper, and twenty-five
or thirty-Jive cents for a magazine.]

A Pastor's Aid
E.

Clark,

D. D.

Rev.

Francis

Homiletic

Relliew,

Society.
The

New York.
the

and

Men

Young
Edwin N.

Hardy.

before in her life.
"0 God! When

It

we

was

get

to this effect:

into trouble with

a

person here, we are taken before the magistrate and fined and then set free; but you
do not want money in heaven; you want
our hearts.
I give my heart to thee; take

king's

It made

simple,

C.

P.

Coler.

A Christian

brary.

daily

there

and from

were

unusual heathen testimony," We

afraid."

Conscience,
find in a native heathen, was
existent and deeply moved.
we

are

of

new

came

this

reports

all sides

are

so

polygamist.

He

was

The Y. P. S. C. E. and Home Missions.

Pittsburg,

Our

Fisher.

in earnest.

He seemed to talk with almost all he met

this

great theme,-even with coolies.
He tried to reach some teamsters one day.
White and black laughed at him.
He
got the attention of the black man by pull
ing out a schoolbook and reading about
on

one

kings. The
black listener was impressed by his
superior knowledge, and was then willing
Cetywayo,

to hear the

one

an

story

of Christ.

Then he

con

Christians had any medicine to take this
Nkotyana told him "yes," and
away.

taught

him about the

help

of the

Holy

Finally the Zulu threw up his
hand with resolution, and said," I believe,"
and seemed to go on his way as happy as
the Ethiopian eunuch.
Nkotyana spoke eloquently one morning
Spirit.

Endeavorer.

V{. E.

Advocate, Portland, Me.
Our
Ohristran Endeavor Missionary
Methods. V. F. P. Sunday-School Times,
Philadelphia.

Zion's

A Veteran
Mr. Joseph Hem.
merich, 529 E. 146th"

St.,

City, in 1862,

N. Y.

at the battle of Fair
Oaks, was stricken with

Typhoid Fever, and
after a long struggle in

hospitals,
JOB. Hemmerich.

was

discharg

incurable with
(loD8umptioo. Be has
lately taken Hood's Sared

as

�:;���s iSJ���,�e��t!i'':�i;>t:�H�:

as a general blood purifier and tODie medi.
doe, especially to his comrades in the G. A. R.

HOOD'S PILLS are hand made, and are per
composition, proportion and appearance.

f-act in

IT

WON'T COST YOU A CENT

To go to

Chicago and the World's Fair, and

you will

���fU':;I't�"la�,;rg��u�?a'/?btBY:;f;e��:J\�'Btft���

worth, and Ridpath. 850 pages. 500 illustrations.
Cheapest hook III the world. Sells at sight, Agents

of the Zulu

fessed the lust in his heart, and asked if

Young People,

Penn.

She Also Became
Mann.

shown to be

intensely

Missionary Li
The Evangelist,

New York.

to

One of the most active workers had been
a

Reading Courses.
Standard,

Endeavor

afraid;

hard

Chautauqua.

Our Young Peo-

Rev. S. W. Pratt.

prayer in Hamlet, though more
and winging "words and thoughts,"

converts,

at

Rev.

Mir"or,

Christian

The

think of the

me

Church,

The Christian

O.

Cincinnati,

Rev. S. A.

Another welcomed the message, and was
asked to pray. I suppose she never prayed

Africa.

Found in Last Week's Exchanges.

as

the message.
She said, "We are in dark
You walk on,
ness, but you have a light.

I have

subject

same

next Sunday in Durban.
I believe the
principles of Christian Endeavor are just
what we colonials need.
They will rouse

and

sometimes received

ended all.

for Christian Endeavor literature.

They enjoyed the
Portland, Me.
began to build themselves
Christian
Endeavor
with the" living stones."
Several went
Anna Pierpont Siviter.
after
to
the
kraals
to
or
day
day
preach
ple, Pittsburg, Penn.
teach. Sometimes they were ordered away,
A Plan for Y. P. S. C. E.

girls.
Nehemiah,

soon

terror in those

days,
carrying off children. Cannibalism
was practiced in the little ravine near our
cottage.
Sunday evening, whileyou were taking
New York by storm, I had the joy of tell
ing the story of Christian Endeavor in the
Congregational Church at Inanda, The. e
is a felt need of just such amovement.
A
beginning has been made. There is a call
a

were

even

continued the

we

urove

he had been

work upon the hearts of the people.
We
lonesome; there was plenty to

and beat the poor fellow with
him to the ravine as if

ran

sticks.vand

primi

the

on

the kraal

watched

on

were never

every

I must

the addresses I read to canteen

service

touch

we

station which has been

a

Almost
move

of different de
a

The last five months

Iongwa,

Rev. Charles N. Ransom.

my journeys, and read it
wherever I could find a listener. Some of

to doctrine and methods.

as

By

TRUST the Christian Endeavor

cyclone.
union, repre

It

King.

on the subject of giving, after we had been
studying 2 Cor. 8: 9. He enforced the
duty and privilege from two standpoints.
Ftrst, they were willing to give their witch
doctors so much, and they ought to give
for Christ's sake freely; second, God bad
done so much for them as a people in the
last few years, they ought to give freely.
He drew a graphic picture of Al'aka's
time, and a scene in his mother's garden.
To this garden a poor, starved wretch
crawled on hands and knees, and began to
eat corn like an ox.
One of the boys from

I feel sure, to heaven.

subordination to the convenience of any
individual or society. It would be well to
or

the

the hands of the earnest hosts at home.

away my sin."

I

by letter,

put this fair

can

for the conflict when

nerves us

see

This is but another

along the ocean and lake fronts arrange
monthly visits to the stations within their
bounds, always remembering that the men
are engaged in a work too important for

confer

know

and observed the hand of God ion its divine

these records are, in this
behind the times. In the last

number of The

attached

250

are

of

at

far,

SOCiety

But

particular,

women

ings among the keepers and
surfmen at the life-saving stations is a

border land

mightiest foes of Christianity.
that nothing but a mighty and

Christian
so

out of the

meet

we

the

on

of the

grand old ocean high
way between Durban and the Cape, studied
the stars and Zulu and the book of Acts,

the records of the United

as

showed.

"

holding religious

and

heathenism,
some

land under the banner of

the

Endeavor

work of

advancing tide of enthu
beating heart. Plunged into

a

man, six miles from a white settlement.
In a little stone cottage on the top of a

sun.

WORK WITH THE LIFE-SAVERS.

siasm with

with

Territory, or Province, with reference to
the local meetings, and all communications
on the general subject are to be sent to the
secretary, Rev. J. Lester Wells, People's
Palace, 188 Grand St., Jersey City.

Alaska.

Douglas,

and watched the

well-sustained movement

member of the committee from their

which

midnight

September 15, 1892. [141

Societies

cousins.

are

to the

here will be
I

Caucasian

trust that the interest in the work

we

am

a

life-saving service be excluded from all
religious attention? Heroic souls are the
most easily touched by Christian
ones

neat and

Alaska sent

society

we

their

as

way
Some of them
in
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wCe;;R��'sit& FITO'M:i!A��:
:d���:;n�l�:wEi{
18th
St.,

10 South

Philadelphia.

Christmas Books!
We lead in tbe manufacture of
trated

JUVENILE

HOLIDAY

gold mine for agents.
territoru. Address
A

J.

H.

Write

beautifully

illus

BOOKS!

quick /01'

terms and

&. CO.,
St., Philadelphia,

MOORE

300 and 302 Chestnut

pa.

In answering advertisement!! you will confer
a favor on the publishers and advert.ist'r by

stating that

you saw ad. in The Golden

Rule.

Sons.

Charles Scribner's

[New York:
$1.25.]

the mind.

128.

Pp.

Italian Child-Life.

Ambrosi, the
daughter of an American lady, but born
in Tyrol, tells the story of her early
years in sunny Italy. Tile work and the
sports, the dress and the food, the feasts
and the religious observances, are all de
In" this

Old Shrines and Ivy.

William Winter
most

is

of

one

and

delightful essayists
.His books

critics.
talk of

scholarly
like the graceful

are

at his fireside.

poet

a

America's

In this

beautiful little book Mr. Winter visits ten

history and ten shrines of litera
ture. The first are places in Great Britain
and France, especially those associated
with that greatest of all poets, of whose
shrines of

works Mr. Winter is such
dent.

The second also

ardent stu

an

chiefly

are

There

cerning Shakespeare's plays.
than the tribute to

does that

nothing
..

Longfellow,

a

tribute

yet so discriminating that
before one that great American as
and

loving

it sets

is,

finer in the collection

however, nothing
so

con

we

have

ever

read:

the

grand poise of his being, his never
ending, stlll-begtuntng labor, his pensive
gay, his meek
but manly acceptance of the events of life."
[New York: Macmillan & Company. Pp,
ways neither mournful

nor

scribed.
of

gi ven

Quite an extended account is
the raising of silkworms.
The

narrative is written

D.

[Boston:

The Bible Doctrine of Prayer.

The

Scripture passages touching on
prayer have been here brought together,
not without careful attention to their con
text. and exact
more

study of the Book.
Stock, has taken up

The writer, Sarah G.
the prominent objects

in the

such

as water,
Bible,
wings, arrows, snow, nails, seed, dew,
nets, and has made exceedingly suggestive
outline sermons from each, gathering to
gether under each head of each subject
the Scripture passages that would illus
trate that head.
Moreover, she has bound
together the subdivisions of each topic
with bright running comment.
Such a.

help

even more

useful

as a

tion of ways of working than as
of material already arranged.

F. H. Revell

a

sugges

A First Family of Tasajara.

long story by Bret Harte opens in
sleepy, lazy, poverty-stricken California
The sudden transformation of this

town.

village into a wealthy, ambitious city, with
the accompanying effects on the characters
of the "first family of Tasajara," make
There is much
lip the plot of the novel.
vivid, effective, brilliant description, that
makes the plains and forests of that beauti
ful Pacific State very real to one.
There
is an abundance of not too sensational in

cident. There is a little healthy preach
ing, to one who can read between the
lines; and Bret Harte sketches three very
suggestive characters in the idyllic John
Milton, the overreaching Harcourt, and
the weak 'Lige Curtis.
Unfortunately, as

depicted a �harac
tel' from which a good moral may be
drawn, he makes him do something that
soon as

Bret Harte has

takes all the point out of the moral, as if
he were afraid to be caught sermonizing

incidentally.

even

modern

Mifflin and Company.

ful

author, Charles E. Sim
mons.
Other busy people will be helped
by these eight brief chapters from the pen
of a busy man.
[N ew York and Chicago:
Fleming H. Revell Company. 75 cents.

study by

their

Received from Charles R.

and

chaplain,
services
on

were

the

stand side

only

by

so

sonnet

many noble poems,
America, should

to

side with others that

of the effeminate

the

pictures of

every line flashes forth a
portl'ait, should be marred

tka�fol'

all

speak

that power
and land, the

Orient;

ful songs of heroism on sea
quiet meditations of a Christian

pher, and

sermons

read

composed by

been issued under the

The Word

title,

of

the Lord upon the Waters.
Four of the
are based on Ps, 104, and five

disconrses

the fifth

of Luke.

One of the

chapter
suggestive. is that entitled" Signalling
at Sea."
[New York: John W. Lovell
Company. $1.00.)
on

most

Booth follows up the line of
she followed in "Wanted

••

Great Offer for the Next Thirty Days

••

Write for

The Brodix

to

publ'ng Co., Washington,

D. C.

PUBLISH A PAPER FOR YOUR CHURCH!
Use the LOCAL MONTHLY printed insides publlsbed by
The Golden Rule Company, and print items of local in.
terest on first and last pages.
HICKOK & Co., publishers,
30 VESEY STHEET, N. Y., will make easy terms and low
rates to any Endeavor Societu or Church organization
in New York and viclnity, and supply the Local Monthly
partly printed sheets, if desired.

Wortb

MUSIC

ENDEAVOR

CHRISTIAN

having, is found in ASA HULL'S NEW
PRAISE BOOK'

Gleanings
OF

CARNERED CEMS
....

SONG

SACRED

$30 per hundred.
35 Cents per Copy.
This is the largest 30 cent book ever published, having
about four times as much available music as found in the
average praise books that sell for that price.

Just Issued,

$3.60 per doz.

By Mail,

factory,

Young People's

a

(hOZ
��,;'
.� �:W:r:n�l��n·co���:���.tin�o::���
celebrated sacred
that have made Mr. Palmer's
:" i
����!�����fcU�1:�:I�P�
�:.m�t�:'��� �f�r,�1��
bound in boar
and
songs

handsomely
legibly printed,
Price 35 cents postpaid.

Praise Book Extant.

Address

150 Nassau

HULL,

St., New York.

A

THE BEST HYMN BOOK
For

Evangelistic

Service,

Sunday Schools and Prayer Meeting,

GOSPEL HYMNS NOS. 5 and 6
438 HYMNS.

CO.,

47 West 4th St. Cincinnati.

I

and most appropriate

co llection

of songs for

happy faculty of writing songs that please the chird
reu.and shows to the best advantage in this.hi. latest
work in that direction. 160 pp. bonnd in boards.
Price 35 cents l'ostl!aid.
CHOIR LEAuERa: Send 10 cts. for sample of Mu.
sica! Visitor, containing new anthems each month.
-PUBLISHllD lIY-

THE JOHN CHURCH CO., Ci.ncinnati, O.

Music, 860 per 100; 70c. each by lIlail.
Words, $20 per 100; 22c. each by matt,

THE JOHN CHURCH

For LITTLE SINGERS .... R::J;;.ay.
new

!���r!�:!�l:�������t,���rc� s'4h�"��ft��otasNte�

COMBINED
400 PAOES

.. "

LITTLE SACRED SONGS

trial lot, use them one month and if not sans
our expense. and we will refund

the amount received.

ASA

-By H. R. PALMER.A superb collection of new and standard Sund"y

return them at

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.
76 East 9th st .New York.
.

Ro!!�!��!����.' T�"l.�}:���$:.1.
A

_Sheaves."

Company. 178 State

,st

..

Chicago, Ill.

, .. , ...

,

Ready

Harvest Home service

for the S. S. Sample free also special
i
Antnems," and
pages "Triumphal
"The ::'ew Song."
GEO. �'. ROSCHE &

........... ,

thought that
Antiseptic
Christians," by pointing out analogies be
tween the work of curing the body and
that of curing the soul.
She gives some
excellent and discriminating counsel to
those who wish to be able wisely to guide
inquirers, and clearly points out the danger
in some advice that is frequently giyen to
those that are seeking the way of salvation.
[New York and Chicago: Fleming H.
Revell Company. 35 cents.]

in October.

THE NEW LAUDES DOMINI.

-

The Latest

Hymn

and Tune Book.

of the Rev. Dr. Charles S. Robinson's
unparalleled
hymn and tune books is well known. Of his "Songs for the
success

THE

Sanctuary" (1865), "Spiritual Songs" (1878), "Laudes Domi
(1884), and others, more than two millions of copies have been sold.
With" Laudes Domini" he expected to rest, but suggestions came to
him and were filed away; new tunes appeared; new wants arose among
the churches. A year ago he began to gather together his material
The revision grew
with the thought of revising "Laudes Domini."
on his hands,-the publishers made new plates from new type.
The
result is THE NEW LAUDES DOMINI, now in press, to appear in
October. Unquestionably it will be the best all-round hymn and
tune book ever planned.
The congregation having the highest musical
taste will be satisfied,-the little country church will find its wants
fully supplied. It is a broad, catholic collection of hymns and music.
Melodious tunes for young people's meetings are here,-stately church
chorals find their place also, and there is nothing in " The New Laudes
Domini" which cannot be sung by the whole congregation.
Send for terms, sample copies (free to pastors and committees), ese,
Address The Century Co., 33 East 17th St., New York.
ni"

EpiC.

Mr. Samuel

Jefferson, F. R. A. S., F. U. S.,
has written an epic poem on Columbus.
He has an epic subject, but hardly the
epic manner. The volume could hardly
described otherwise than

as rhymed
undoubtedly the book would
prove pleasant reading to many, and would
give a clear impression of the exciting
scenes of Columbus's eventful life.
[Chi
cago: S. C. Griggs & Co. Pp. 240. $1.25].

prose.

..

GEO. A. MAClIETH &00.

pages of The Curse of Septic
Maud Ballington
Soul-Treatment
Mrs.

be

the
the

Hct QUICk
����o��:t�!�:.;
Prospectus FreeConfidential
Terms

the draft upon the flame.
They cost a little more than
rough and wrong chimneys 01
common glass that break con

the

A Columbus

by

Temperance Union," by Frances
Barnes;
Chautauqua Circles," by Kate F. Kimball.-1�
Books in One.-Profusely Illustrated.-Por
traits of Leaders.-Handsome Illuminated
Cover. AGENTS ARE COIN.NG JUONEY.

rect

Spiritual Surgery.
In

The Epworth League,"
Christian Endeavor,"

..

SECOND EDITION Now IN PRESS.

milky; they
fit and stand upright; shape
and proportions are right to di

Pittsburg.

..

by
Bel'r:p
�r:i�;.Y.b�����j. Af��b;��P.W�'
!
�����ft}i�
and
J.

not

parent, not misty or

tinually.

DICKINSON,

A Fun Account of
Rev. J. F.

tough
do

LOWE

Geu'lSecretary" King's
Daughters and Sons."

break, except from accident.
They are also clear, trans

Dr.

army chaplain; and a transla
tion of them by John R. McIiraith has

Yet

International

tl�eir'beautr!

a

philoso

poet whose

landscape
by descriptions

leave

or

a

Cyclopredia.

REVISED EDITION OF 1892.
Titles aU Under One

in Fifteen Volumes.

Complete

Alphabet.

NO INDEX NEEDED.
Editol'in Chief, H. T. PECK, Ph. D., L. H. D., Professor in Columbia Colleg'e, N. Y.
H. PEABODY_t Ph. D .. LL. D., Ohief of Department of Liberal Arts, World's Columbian Exposttion,
1 ors,
A SSOCla"
t Ed't
C. F. RICHARDI'lON, A. M., Professor in Dartmouth College, N. H.

{So

.

shunned because of the power of its de
scription and the beauty of its language.

pity that

Sunday

Richter, the

THE

book its title should not be given to young
people 1Ib read; it is all the more to be

as

The

shipboard.

on

lOy �'ARY

[Boston: Houghton,
Pp. 301. $1.25.]

publication of a new volume by the
author of" The Light of Asia" and" The
Light of the World" is a matter of much
interest, but" Potiphar's Wife, and Other
Poems," will hardly sustain Sir Edwin's
The poem which gives the
reputation.

a

pearl glass"
against heat; they

are

Order

the

conducted

these occasions

Poems by Sir Edwin Arnold.

It is

Magee.]

On some of his recent voyages the young
Emperor of Germany acted as his own

The

such

to

objections

prayer are briefly met; and the pages give
evidence of much meditation and thought

source

[Chicago:
Company. Pp. 130.60 cents.]

This
a

meaning.

prominent

"

Onward Christian
Sid'
0 lers

Some of the

Sermons at Sea.

This little volume will open to many a
new outlooks into the great

is

Lothrop Company. 75 cents.]

GOOD AGENTS WANTED FOR

The annoyance of breaking
lamp-chimneys need not be
borne.
Get tough glass chimneys.
Macbeth's" pearl top" and

Best

Bible student

Bible

child's

a

be interested in the experiences, amusing
and otherwise, that befell the author.

Windows.

mentioned

largely

from

of view, and American children will

point

75 cents.]

296.

Marietta

book,
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We have purchased the INTERNATIONAL CYCLOPlEDIA tor
that wearies. commends it for the use of onr students.
were

Staff of More than One Hundred and

lise

in

Cyclopredia

Fifty Writers.

the

English

Language.

in the state Normal

College. Its thorongnly comprehensive treatment of subjects. without the prollxtty
W. J. ItlILNE, Ph. D., LL. D., President State Normal College, Albany, N. Y.
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fellow
till
finds
E. H. BOYER. Principal Gl'anllllar
New YOl'k City.

others

a

must look

it."

he

School,

SOLD BY SUBSCRIPTION ONLY.
The whole set delivered at
features.

describing special

once

and

monthly payments received, bringing the

DELIVERED FREE ANYWHERE.
work within the reach of all.

Write for

more

detailed information and for Circulars

a

smirch 011

DODD, MEAD

& COMPANY

-

SUBSCRIPTION
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in

STARTLING.
This Has No Uncertain Sound.

:1�

Christ's
their

year bas

Great and Grand

Are

into the

a

of

a

NEWBURG, N. Y.-A telegraphic dispatch

new

man!

"I ad vise all to use Dr. Greene's N ervura
"
blood and nerve remedy!
Surely this wonderful remedy is a most
marvellous health restorer, and, without
doubt, the greatest medical discovery of
the age.
If it can thus give back health and
strength to an old man, weakened and ex
hausted by disease, how much more surely
and certainly will it cure the thousands
who are run down, weak, nervous and
prostrated, who suffer from poor blood,
weak nerves, dyspepsia, indigestion, con
stipation, malaria, kidney and liver com
plaints, etc. For debility it is a speedy
restorer of strength and vigor.
If you are
run down in health and need a medicine
to strengthen the nerves, invigorate the
blood, tone up the stomach and' regulate
the bowels, kidneys, and liver, Dr. Greene's

Nervura blood and

nerve

remedy, which is
harmless, is the

purely vegetable and
best remedy known in the

world.
Use it, for it will restore your health and
strength. You can get it at any druggist's
for sr.
It is the discovery and prescription of
the well-known and successful physician,
Dr. Greene of 34 Temple Pl., Boston,
Mass., the eminent specialist in the cure
of nervous and chronic diseases, who can
be consulted free, personally or by letter.

home

is to be

Wuhu, in central China. It
be provided for by a worthy lady

is

to

in

Illinois.

girls.
THE merit of Hood's

Sarsaparilla

is not

accidental, but is the result of carefu l study
and

experiment by educated pharmacists.

priests

have gone into Zululand, where but twelve
American missionaries were occupying the

ground.
English Baptists have opened a �ission
Mousernbi, on the Upper Congo.
It is among the Bangalas, a progressive,
prosperous people.

station at

It is said that mission work in Manchu-

being wonderfully successful, the
people there being much more teachable
ria is

than other Chinese
The

are.

miles into the

1,000

missions

English Baptist

hundred

extend

Congo interior,

miles further

mission, Protestant

now

or

than

two

any other

Catholic.

Norwegian Missionary Society has
established a leper settlement in Madagas
A number of the lepers have been
car.
baptized, and there is a church for lepers
only.
The

majority of inhabitants deter
matter, Jerusalem is again a
Jewish city. What a magnificent Christian
capital Jerusalem will make, some glad
day!
The' pledge of the Student Volunteer
So far

as a

mines the

has been taken

Movement

by

six thou

sand persons.
Over three hundred have
already entered upon their work, and
others

under

are

appointment.

Lepers in India has now
leper asylums, and three homes for
untainted children of lepers. It also aids
sixteen other institutions, and supports
seven

untainted children in two other homes:
in

foreign lands,

statistics

giving way in India. Whereas
years ago it cost a man one hun
thousand dollars to be reinstated

Caste is

upon
been
A

losing his caste, of
purchased for three

lady

late years it has
hundred dollars.

who arrived in Persia last Novem

bel' had treated four hundred and fifty
patients by the February following, and
had read
the

a

chapter
Her

women.

in the Persian Bible to

name is

Dr.

Jessie

The Finnish
a

Missionary Society

is main

successful work at

the west coast of South

Ovambo, on
Africa, although

its work has

often been hindered, and
several times broken up, by wars among
the natives,

The mission

Baptist

car

Publication

that

given

was

Society

is

now

to the
in

his

his

faith,

Christian

A Japanese student at the University of
California, who was formerly a Buddhist
priest, has recently been converted to
Christ.

His school

expenses

have been

paid through his contributions to a Bild
dhist .magazine, but since his conversion
earn

any

more

The Arabian missions

are

about to

money

in this way.
oc

Busrah, just below the
meeting of the Tigris and Euphrates
Rivers. It is a city of sixty thousand in
habitants, an important export station,
the centre of many caravan lines, and con
nected with India by several steamship
cupy the

1I!r;:::-:-�;:;;-�:-:-__ <.:hildren, the CUTICtmA

Gtiotlr�
J

and other

city

said,

of

churches, and the

eight Sunday

schools.

Dr. John G. Paton, the famous mission
ary to the New Hebrides, is coming to the
United States

soon on a

errand.

will seek to

He

government

to

genuine missionary
persuade our
joiu the other great nations

J:alnful

ana

disfiguring skin and
scalp diseases, cleanse
the scalp of scaly hu
mors, and restore the
halr, Absolutely:pure,

of

they appeal to mothers as the best skin purifiers
and beautifiers in the world. Parents, thinl[ of this.
save your children years of mental as well a8 phys
ical suffering hy reason of personal disfigurement
added to hodily torture. Cures made in childhood
are speedy, permanent, and economical. Bold every
where. POTTER DRUG AND CUEM. CORP., Boston,
Afii"" All about Skin, Scalp, and Hair" free.
Skln and Scalp purified and beautified
CUTICDBA SOAP. Absolutely pure.

BABY'S by

If

ACHING SIDES AND BACK,

Hip, Kidney. and Uterine Pains and
Weaknesses reUeved in one minute
by the Cuticura Antl.Pain Plaster.
the first and only pain-killing plaster.

SANFORD'S
Cinger
A

STOMACH without

Here's

sensible

word, spoken at a
recent convention of United Presbyterian
young people in Ohio, and spoken con
cerning the folly of keeping up a number
of little, struggling churches, which might
unite in one strong body that could be a
power in missionary work: "There is not
a

much Christian seed in the world that

so

afford

we can

to

it in

put

in any

heaps

place."

at

of SANFORD'S

this

posed

season

to

a

bottle

panacea

is

a

GINGER

stomach

ex

many and serious dan

This

gers.

unfailing

cures

household

cramps and

pains,

colds, and chills, assists diges
tion, allays nervousness, promotes
and wards

sleep,

contagious,

and

off

malarial,

epidemic

in

The question often arises; Is there greater
need of men, or of money, in the mission

fluences.

field?

Containing among its ingredients the
purest of medicinal and the best of im

A

partial

to that

question
Missionary
Society, which during the past two years
has sent out one hundred and fifty new
missionaries, has been compelled to formu
late strict requirements for service, to
keep from being overwhelmed with appli
answer

is the fact that the

Church

cants.

Mr. L. D.

Wishard,

whom all

ported ginger, it is vastly superior to the
cheap, worthless, and often dangerous gin
Ask for SAN
gers urged as substitutes.

FORD'S GINGER aud look for owl trade
on the wrapper.
Sold everywhere.

mark

Unlike the Dutch Process
No Alkalies

readers

our

the earnest young man
who with Mr. Grant has just made a Y. M.
so

well

as

C. A. and Y. P. S. C. E. tour of the

are

world,

appreciation of

the

Y. M. C.

Ohinese.

at

A.,-that

work for Alaska.
must

remember,

sions."

The

That

far-away land,

school at

mission

has had within six months
for admission

we

under" home mis

comes

which is absolutely
pure and soluble.

Jaffna, Ceylon,

The Presbyterian Board of Home Mis
sions has met with great prosperity in its

Juneau

fifty applications

the

BreakfastCocoa

Out of

fourteen others have grown.

in

W. BAKER & CO.'S

of

practical points

used

preparation of

says -that in all his travels he has never
met young
men
with
more thorough

It has more than three times
the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or
-loiIiIIioIIi.
Sugar, and is far more eco
nomical, costing less than one cent a cup.
It is delicious, nourishing, and EASILY

.

DIGESTED.

Sold by Grorers everYlfhere.

W. :BAKER &; CO., Dorchester, XUIo

than it could grant,
and the Woman's Executive Committee of
the

more

Presbyterian
$5,000.00

to raise

Board
to

are

enlarge

now

seeking

this work.

How much of modern missions would

be

impossible

without

American Bible

modern science!

Society

is

making plates from which

the Bible in

the

and of the Gilbert

now

to

at

print

languages of the Zulus
Islanders, and is engrav

ing the plates by the cheap, speedy,

and

This
photographic process.
makes five foreign languages the society
is printing this year.
What secular pub
lishing house SllOWS such enterprise?
accurate

Liebig Company's::::::::
................

use

It has been the means, it
of five hundred conversions, of the

establishment of ten

speedily 0 u r8 itching
and burning eczemasl

(I

·Extract of Beef

I

BEST

in California.
is

RElIlEDIBSwilldo. They

�es

,

ri

lines.

work

taining

abroad

heroism.

The

Wilson.

has

and treated

strengthening

publishing

one

eighty
dred

had the effect of

re

port, American missionaries, their wives
and assistants, to the following numbers:
Presbyterians, 1,817; Baptists, 1,860; Con
gregationalists, 2,980; Methodists, 3,783.

Islam

with every indignity on account of his
religion. But all the persecution only

Christian work than the
are

Everytblng that is cleansing, purifying aDd beau.
tifying for the Skln, Scalp, and Hair of Infanta aDd

agreeable,and unfailing,

from

convert

a

recently been arrested, beaten,

know

The Mission to

There

those

What Can Cuticura Do

alone.

England

he has declined to

organization
SEND your daughter to Oxford College, at
Oxford, Ohio. There is no better school for

has

second

erected at

Three hundred Roman Catholic

from Newburg, N. Y:, reveals the fact that
a most marvellous change has taken place
in the person of one of. its oldest and best
H. S. Shorter, Esq., is an
known citizens.
old man of 75 years, and lives at391 Broad
It appears that.
way, Newburg, N. Y.
Mr. Shorter, who was an extensive lumber
to
dealer, began
grow languid, got tired
easily, was nervous and debilitated, until
at last he became so weak and exhausted
that he was just able to drag himself
He lost flesh and strength so
around.
rapidly and became. so alarmingly pros
trated that his friends and relatives de
spaired of his life.
Now came the marvellous change.
Suddenly Mr. Shorter was transformed
from his condition of extreme weakness
to one of strength; his nerves grew quickly
strong and steady, his muscles became
vigorous, his blood was revivified and
enriched, he gained 15 pounds in weight,
and to-day is in sound and perfect health.
Such a remarkable transformation in a
man of his age was a nine days' wonder.
Of course the cause was eagerly looked
for.
Your correspondent, determined to know
the truth for the paper's readers, listened
to the following astonishing facts from
Mr. Shorter's own lips:
"I feel now like a new man!
"What do you think of taking an old
man of
75 years, physically weak and
broken down, and making him feel like a
boy again! Giving him new life, health
and strength, and adding 15 pounds of
solid flesh to his weak and debilitated
frame!
"And all in two months, with three
bottles of Dr. Greene's N ervura blood and
nerve remedy!
Well, that is just what
has taken place in me. Instead of being
weak, debilitated, and exhausted, just able
to drag myself around, I feel now like a

gospel

Dublin

lady in
building

of the

Persia

In

and

has

now

A Methodist deaconess

Import to All.

past

one.

For.

A Fact of Marvellous

church of

Protestant churches every month.

mission car, and a
offered $500 fur the

Thousands

Seeking

Japan
people are baptized

The north of Ireland

Hope.
Something.

four hundred

the most loathsome and dis

world,
lepers
unfortunates, are now being served
twenty-five missionaries from the

by

show that about

from

Reports

a

the

foreign missions during
been nearly $500,000.

seek, with

to

moves men

The

The income of the Free Church of Scot
land for

People?

is

embassy

an

terrible

Missionary Committees.

Notes for

gospel

Master,

eased.
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A shame to

needed!

MISSIONS THE WORLD OVER.

Rings With

civilization that such

our

and

to traffic in slaves

stop

a

with the New Hebrides.

rum

-----

It

putting
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Summer Tours in the Rocky Mountains.

THE" scenic line of the

world," the Denver
and Rio Grande, offers to tourists in Oolorado,
Utali, and New Mexico the choicest resorts,
and to the transcontinental traveller, the
grandest scenery. Double daily train ser
vice, with throngh Pullman sleepers and
tonrist cars, between Denver and San Fran
cisco and Los Angeles.

PUREST

BEEF TEA

CHEAPEST

INVALUABLE
in the Kitchen for

Soups, Sauces,

Made Dishes.

and

[17] September 15,

in all

CONCERNING MOSQUITOES.

[Feelingly

dedicated to their discounted

A

ing

HuMOROUS

in

B., I am told that you are very
and quick at repartee, it must be
so nice to-"
"
All, no," she interrupted. "I have no
such reputation.
Absolutely, to-night I
feel quite next to a fool."
"Indeed," he said, demurely, "you are
surely beside yourself."

HOMES
AND
RESORTS

"Miss

bright

instance of dialect teach

Pennsylvania
it

cause

is

given

It is all the

Journal.

to

MERCHANTS, 1II'F'a's,

and at offices.

Valley Extension of
THEtheSheyenne
Soo Line is opening ter
ritory for thousands of New Homes.
Special Harvest Excursion rates
in
and
September.
August
Charming Resorts in Michigan,
Wisconsin and Minnesota

IN THE

line.

NORTH
WEST

Soil

comes

from

in the School
be

amusing
State of good

more

the

NOT

schools:-

on

tbis

superb.

Write for

particu

lars to

C. B.

HIBBARD,

G. P. A. Roo Line,

Exactly

)Iinneapolis, Minn.

10° Below

ZERO,

BUT

that rascally mosquito!
He's a fellow you must see to;
Which you can't do if you're napping,
But must evermore be slapping

0,

your features;
For you '11 seldom hit the creatures.
on

But the thing most aggravating
Is the cool and calculating
in which he tunes his harpstring
To the melody of sharp sting;
Then proceeds to serenade you,
And successfully evade you.

Way

When a skeeter gets through stealing,
He sails upward to the ceiling,
Where he sits in deep reflection
How he perchedon your complexion,
Filled with solid satisfactton
At result of his extraction.

Tiny form attenuated,
By my life-blood stimulated,
Reckless in your perseverance,
Heedless of all interference,
You can yet command my favor
If you'll only bite my neighbor.
in The Union

_WE

WANT rou VE�TIS��lf a�:

CHI N E

�� SPLENDID EMPLOYMBNT. BIG PAY. Enclose 6tamD.
�
,\RC GR. lIFG. CO., RACJ�E, WIS.

Climate, Fisbing, Sbooting, and

Feasting on my circulation
For his regular potation.

Gordon.

she, a quick, flashing beauty, who de
lighted in deli vering her wit at the ex
pense of others.
They were conversing in
medium tone at table, when he remarked,

THREE KINDS OF PIG.

Would I had the power to veto
Bills of every mosqui to;
Then I'd pass a peaceful summer,
With no small nocturnal hummer

-.Anna .A.

directions, and, finding no dog any
where visible, picked up a broken piece of
brick and scribbled underneath the warn
ing, "'Vare be the dog?"
"Well, I'll tell you whatitis, my boys,"
said Charles Mathews, "I can't decide
between two such jokes as those, and,
what's more, I'm not going to try; so we
had better all go and sup together. and
each pay his own share."

bills.]

SKEETERS have the reputation
Of continuous application
To their poisonous profession,
Never missing nightly session,
Wearing out your life's existence
By their praeticaL persistence.

Quite promiscuous
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Signal.

She stood at the blackboard, a blooming
maiden of twenty years, before a mixed
class of little girls and boys, elucidating
some mysteries
in reading and writing.
She seemed a trifle embarrassed by the
presence of half a dozen picnickers who
had fled to the log schoolhouse for refuge
from a sudden shower, but this embarrass
ment only served to heighten the bright
ness of her cheek and eye, ana to increase
the earnestness which she threw into her
demonstration.
With a piece of chalk she traced on the
blackboard the letters:

�\.WAYS COLD.
LIFTERS.
ALAS KA STOVE
POKERS& KNOBS.
Heavily Niekel Plated. On sale by all
Stove and Hardware dealers. or sample by mail,
ALASKA KNOBS are used only
on first-class stoves, and are cold in use.

30 cents.

MADE ONLY BY

TROY NICKEL WORKS, Troy, N. Y.

"

P-i-g."
Then, addressing

her pupils, she asked,
"Vos is dos?"
The class responded instantly, in loud
chorus, "Pick!"
"
"Yes," said the teacher proudly, I gif
How many kindts of pick?"
you reighdt.
There was a pause, and then a little
black-headed urchin spoke up, "Three
"
kindts!
"Ah, yes, I gifyou reighdt again vonce,"
responded the fair schoolmistress, smiling
with evident satisfaction at her pupils'
creditable showing.
"First? "-and she
waited with wooden pointer in air for an
answer.

OUTWITTED.

A MAN'S

yet·

theory

not stand him

may be first-class and
in good stead to the

bitter end.
An Irishman, who had provided himself
with a huge horse-pistol, and taken to
"the road" to replenish his exchequer,
met a farmer returning from the market
with a bag of money.
"
Your· money or your life! " demanded
Pat, presenting the pistol in tile usual way.
The farmer chanced to be a Quaker, and
he essayed to temporize.
"I would not
have thee stain thy soul with sin, friend,"
said be; "and didst thou kill me, it would
be murder. But hold! A bargain is no
sin, but a commerce between two honest
men.
I will give thee this bag of gold for
the pistol which thou holdest at my ear."
The unsuspecting amateur highwayman
made the exchange without a moment's

hesitation.
cried the wily Ephraim,
"
levelling the weapon, give me back my
gold, or I'll blow thy brains out!"
"Blaze away, then, darlint!" said Pat.
"Sure, there's niver a dhrop of powther
in it!"

"Now, friend,"

TWO FAMOUS JOKES.

HOOK

and

Hood,

the

two

English

hUIDQ,rists, were strolling along one
ing in the suburbs of London with

even

their

friend Charles Mathews, and there perpe
trated the following jokes, which have
become famous:"I say, suppose we have a match which
us two can make the best joke on the
spur of the moment? Charlie Mathews
here shall be umpire, and the loser shall
Btlhld treat for a supper for three."
"
Done!" said Hood; and scarcely was
the word uttered when they espied a sign
board, the owner of which, wishing to
advertise that he sold beer, had unluckily
worded the announcement, "Bear sold

"Von wot grunts," suggested several of
the children at once.
"Yes," nodded the teacher, with a ris
ing inflection
denoting her pleasure; "and
second? "
"Von pick to dick [dig] with," answered
a yellow-haired little fellow.
"Yes; and the thirdt kindt?"
Another pause, and then the answer
came from a thin-faced little girl, wearing
glasses, "Von to pick up!'.'
"Ab, yes." cried the teacher, triumph
antly glancing at the visitors, and pro
ceeded to write down the definitions in
order on the blackboard.

JACK'S JOURNAL.

THE naivete of this

good enough
carry

a

to

moral to

journal of .Jack's is
keep, and withal it may
other impulsive Jacks:-

January 29. I hurt myself sliding down
the banister yesterday, and could n't go to
school to-day.
.Iim and me was upstairs,
and Jim was foul' steps ahead of me com
ing down, when he said," "I'll beat you
down, Jack," and I said, I bet you don't,
I'm going to jump on the banister and
slide down quick," but jumped too far and
went over and down on the hall floor, But
I beat him.
February 1. I have to go to school to
morrow, and I think I got over my tumble
down into the hall awful quick. I did n't
think, at the time, that I could go to school
again for a month.
Went to school to-day,
February 2.
and have my lessons very good, but the
teacher knows that I've been sick.

of

here."
..

Oho,"

said

Hook,

"I suppose

that

beltr is his own Bruin! "
"
Well done!" cried Charles Mathews.
"
You'll have hard work to beat that,
friend Thomas."
"I dare say he'll do it, though," said
Theodore; "he carries more than two
faces under one Hood, don't YOIl, Tom?"
At that moment they turned a sharp
comer, and came in sight of a small tumble
down bouse standing ill the midst of a
wretched little plot of worn and trampled
grass, just in front of which was displayed
abug.eboard with the Inscripflon, "Beware
Ute dog." Hood looked warily round him

LOVELY 'WINTER FLO'W"ERS
at
be
onc!��ro:l�t��b����i�� iril�o�"rn:i�lo':��rtf:;X:adi·;��:�I!�����J� ��"r�;���I�l!'t����n':!'y potted
Bulb Bermuda Easter tily, the grandest winter flower, enormous white, sweet scented blossoma.
Bulb Roman Hyacinth, bears several spikes of bea.utiful white blossoms, very fra.grant.
Bulb Gra.pe Hyacinth, produces spikes of the most bea.utiful blue flowers.
Bulb Freesia., very fra.gra.nt, luge white a.nd yellow blossoms, in wonderful profuaion.
Bulb Tulip, Duo Van Thol, beautiful intense sca.rlet; blooms very ea.rly.
Bulb Allium N ea.p la.rge clusters of snow-white blossoms, free bloomer.
Bulb Giant Snowdrop, grea.t, drooping, waxy-white flowers of unsurpa.ssed bea.uty.
Bulb Scilla, spra.ys of deep sky-blue blossoms of grea.t beauty.
Bulb Spa.nish Iris, a lovely flower of va.rious colors and a. profuse bloomer.
:Bulb Glory of the Snow. long spra.ys of large, light-blue flowers with white center.
Also our Superb Catalogue of Bulbs and Plo.nts for Fall planting and Winter blooming, and a. sampl" copy
ot THE MAYFr.;OWER with two elegant large colored pla.tes. All the above for only 30 cents. pOBtl'aid. Tbese
10 rare bulbs (worth 75 cents) are grand bloomers either for the house or garden.
We Bend them for SO cents
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

.•

�f.� t'D\�:��e,':.�ef�':,'::itu<:i�ln'tu;ifi���t��.

to send with you and

we

.vill send4 of these collections for

ALSO THE FOLLOWINO SPECIAL OFFERS BY MAIL POSTPAID.
12 MlzccJ Tulip •• double orsingle
40c
J6 ..
Giant Bermud .. Free.la •• mixed
60 ..
12 Mixed Parrot Tulip
6 Gr"nd Lilie., 5 sorts, including Auratum
3i;c
60 ..
G Fine named (Jaeti. different sorts
6 Mixed Jly_cinth., double or single
GOc
4 New Perpetual Blooming Plants, fln8wlDter bloomera, 600
6 Pompon lIyacinthl!l, mixed, elegant
Soc
6 Lovely Everbloominc Rose .. 6 BortS
25 Fine Mixed (Jrocn., all colors
20c
600

16

.•....•...•..

OUR FALL CATALOGUE for 1892. "::!,�e��lrg�lr;,��llcH�n�!'-��ll,!!,":��gfr��n'
l.��oW�
of

TUlillsicrocus,larcissus.

ra.re new Bulbs
offer the finest stock of Hyacinths,
Lilies. FreeSias, ete., and scores
and Plants for fil.1l planting and winter b Doming, also choice Shrubs and Fruits. It is the most beautiful and
complete Catalogue of the kind ever issued. We want arrenta in every town to take subscribers for our be ..u
tifuIMonthlyHorticulturalPaper(3zp.a�es), THE M.\YFJ.OWEU, DO cents per yea.r. Liberal premiums.

Bamplecopyfrae.

Ac1dress

.JOnN LEWIS CHILDS, Floral Park. N. y

..

VAUTION.-Beware of deale1'8sub.

W L DOUGLAS
FOR
E
HO
GENTLEMEN.
S
Ob·S3
se�:��]:�or:1ri!'i�e�'A��t��fn�r���:'iJA��I:,n.:t�lt!f�

�;l�iR�:fJ:!
:��!�:d��:e:r����::'
rraudulent and
Sncll
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subJect

��!aw
��i�f::e:i.�!�;
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pretences..

for

•

•

•
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BRIGHT AND BREEZY.
A COLLECTOR wrote to General Sherman
for his autograph and a lock of his hail',
and received in reply: "The man who has
been writing my autographs has been dis
charged, and as my orderly is bald I can
not comply with either of your requests."

Edith: "Have you written all the invi
tations to my party, mamma?"
Mamma: "Yes, Edith."
Edith: "But the best part will be when
the acceptions and deceptions begin to
come in, won't it, mamma?"

Riding along
sees

many

our country highways one
signs placed in conspicuous

places forbidding trespassing. On one
northwest of the town of Beverly, Mass.,
is found the following: Any person ketched
on

these

grounds,

01'

cows,

be liabul two fine itself in
He

with

or

tWO

soles, securely sewed at the outside edge (1\8 shown in cut).
which gives double th� wear of cheap welt shoes sold a.t the
same price, for such easily rip, having only one sole sewed
to a narrow strip of leather on the
worn througb are worthless.

edge, and when once

The two soles of the W. L. DOUGLAS 53.00 Shoe
when worn through can be repaired as many times 8S

necessary'��ha�!¥sn�teg�p��irOO���kfn� \�e �EJ':�
lIliZe,
s��'f����g::. ��s:J'f�g�nll���I:3
��I���1�Pa��!::ri'�:�I��:!"�
them. 'V. L. DOUGLAS ill ell's
..

"

84 and S;S Fine Calf, Ha.nd
Police and Farm
Sewed
ers; 52. 0 Fine Calf; SZ.�;S
and
2.00 Workingmen's'
Boys' 5Z.00 and YoutllB1
$1."'!i School Shoes; La.dles·

'�3.;S0

$3.00

,����e�'
i,� SJi���
Best
$1." ;S

Dongola,
high

are of the same

standa.rd ot merl�

wimin will

skrape."

a quiet, subdued little fellow,
vein of humor in him sometimes;

was

a.

a

price.
�n�Jsu:;�tgJ���d��ho��h�5st��'
h�i:�:�d$�tcomplete
�be only 83.00 Shoe made with

Will riye exclusive sale to shoe dealers and geueral merehal!ts wbere I have
aOall'ents. Write for catalogue. Ifnot for sale in your I!lace send direct to
ass.
.�inllr kind. size "nd Widtll wlUlted. l'oliltage free. W. L. Douglas, BrocktoD,

Faru"tflry.
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(Our readers are invited to ask q nestions of the editor
of this department, and give answers to puzzles he may
be unable to solve. All questions must be accompanied
with postage stamp, that the answer may be given by

:��r!�is�a��stl�Yieau��t��� �g{�1��lS�e�\��alh�I:��8:'ot�1;:
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!teLl', Boston, Mass.)

vote this week

THEing
come

on

the time of hold

meeting has
United States, and

the consecration

from all

over

the

has

been/our to one in favor of the last Sun
day night of the month. Here are some
arguments: "We think it is a help to us
for the next four weeks to summarize

our

and failures of the

preceding
ground, so to

successes

month, leaving us a clear
speak." (From Virginia.) "We look at
the failures of the month just closing, and
pray for grace and strength to live better
lives the coming month."
(From Michl
gan.) "I think it is more fitting to have
this service precede our going to the
Lord's table at the communion

come

a

li.ttle

better

at the close of

for examinations to
a

powerful chief of the
during the Revolutionary
any good history of the times.

War.

Sce

43. Will you please tell me what is the
meaning of the words "arl'ectis auribus" <1
11:1. G.
Falmouth, Va.
"

\Vith

stuck

ears

term than at the

of effort

would live your
seven days in the week.

Our Campaign.

[The

Central

mittees have

The

is too indefinite to

question

give
Possibly

by Mrs.
Stephen Menzies, published by F. H.
Revell, Chicago, would meet your need.
You do not refer, do you? to the article by
Mr. Chace in THE GOLDEN RULE for N 0-

vember 19, 1891.

I believe he has

not, but precisely

you kindly tell me the
improving the memory?

46. Will
of

think,

best
It
seems to me that I have read that Mr.
.Joseph Cook, while lecturing at Chautau
qua, spoke of a certain method by which
a bad
Can
memory could be made good.
c. M.
you tell me what it is ?
Ay?', Ontario.

to

plan,

work for

to

banners

begin the

Master

our

we

Sound the advance all

are

up.

fight.

most earnest

have

along

ever

done.

the line.

It Takes the Earth!

[The Philadelphia Press.]
The whole orb of the earth is
to the

given

over

and the Y. P. S. C.

Endeavorers,

E.,
society runs,
sign by which the

the abbreviated title of the

is

clearly

churches

the

are

new

to be recruited and conquer.

"The Best Method."

[The Westminster Endeavorer.]

his

on

organized,

shall be in the thick of the

we

How goes the Endeavor campaign? Are
we
under the weather?
It is time to

as

45. Can you tell me if Professor Harper
has a series of studies that help the Sunc. H. B.
day-school lessons?
Plainfield, Conn.

mea-ns

Soon

Congregationalist.]

political campaign has begun. Com

saw

much clew to what you want.
"How to Mark your Bible,"

every

There appears to be a growing disposi
tion on the part of the evangelical denomi

1892.

[18]

Pennsylvania Tours to the South.

know it is

we

face; but if you
religion, you must carry

place

it

The

44. If I am not mistaken, at one time I
"directions for reading the Bible"
advertised in your paper. If so, will you
please tell me how to get the directions?
L. E. w.
Boston, Mass.

September 15,

your part, for

on

difficult to

up."

general plan is "Fifty Inductive Studies
on the Founding of the Christian Church,"
season,
by Clyde W. Votaw, published by The
gather Student Publishing Co., Hartford, Conn.

just as we do our regular church
ings, the covenant meeting, preparatory
lecture, etc." (From Connecticut.) "The
original plan for this meeting, I believe,
is that it be also an experience meeting,
a kind of review, perhaps, of the month.
Is n't it

the most

was

Nations

Six

Ube eeteen lRule Uelepbone £!cbani.le.

GOLDEN RULE

For several seasons past the announcement
of the Pennsylvania Tours to the South bas
been looked for with interest, and the pleas
ant anticipations of those who have partici
pated in them have been more than realized.
For the present early autumn the Pennsyl
vania Railroad Company announces two per
sonally conducted pleasure tours from New
England to the mountains of Maryland and
Virginia and the two most prominent cities
of the upper South. The specific points cov
ered by the tours embrace the Gettysburg
battle-fields, Blue Mountain, Luray Caverns,
Basic City, Va., the Natural Bridge, Grottos
of the Shenandoah, Richmond, and Wash
ington. It would be difficult to plan a tour
which embraced a more interesting group of
places, everyone of them with an individual
interest that cannot fail to enlist wide and
favorable attention. The scenery of the en
tire route is picturesque and attractive, and
the season is so well timed as to present the
The first
scenic beauties in their best form.
tour will leave Boston on September 30th,
and the second on October 14th, 1892. The
entire round trip covers a period of twelve
days, and the excursion tickets, covering all
travelling expenses, will be sold from Boston
at

$65.00.

For itineraries containing complete infor
mation as to routes, special train service,
descriptive notes, apply to or address Tourist
Ageut Pennsylvania Railroad, 205 VVashing
ton Street, Boston.

nations of this country to accept Christian
as the best method that has yet

Endeavor

been devised for

people's

societies.

organization of young
It has been

adopted as
organization of the
Reformed Dutch, Cumberland Presbyteri
ans, Methodist Protestants, and others,
the

denominational

Some Careless

People

and the Toronto Presbyterian Review says
of the Presbyterian Church of Canada:

beginning of the next, while the subject
I do not know what particular method "There are many among ourselves who
have made poor invest
is fresh, and new interests and duties are
Mr. Cook would advise.
I doubt if he are well prepared to settle the question of
ments in the West.
So
not demanding attention?
Penn
(From
would advise any cut-and-dried method. the organization of the young people by
have others in the East.
sylvania.) The polls are not closed on One of the best of these latter is by Pro the adoption of the Y. P. S. C. E. pure
this question, but it is pretty certain which
There are good and poor
fessor White, of Xenia, Ohio, who has and simple, or with slight modifications."
way the vote is going.
in both regions.
Our
often lectured on the subject at Chautau In 0111' branch of the church there is some
Mr. E. K. Young, Jr., son of Rev. E. R.
a
division
of
I
am
much
to
C.
M."
for
but
book
contains
some
inforsentiment,
qua.
very large
obliged
Young, writes us that his father's book, suggesting a good matter for discussion majority are in favor of the interdenomi
mation which may help
and
Canoe
"By
Dog 'I'rain," inquired from The Professor's Ohair, and I will national feature of Christian Endeavor.
I t is
about in question No. 25, may be obtained
you.
give my ideas on memory-training soon,
A Mighty Force.
from him, 7-3 Spadina Road, Toronto, Can
from that end of THE GOLDEN RULE.
[The Cumberland Pr-esbyterian.]
ada, for $1.25, postpaid.
47. Can you tell me whether there is
In a school population of thirteen mil
Rev. James A. Lawrence, president of
such a sentence in the Bible as "In every
36 Bromfield St
lions, nearly five millions of young people
the Kansas State Sunday School Associa
place and time offer me a pure sacrifice" ?
Boston, Mass.
are enrolled as members of societies for
tion, telephones me that in my list of mis
Please mention The Golden Rule.
s. M. J.
Richmond Hill, N. Y.
Christia.n work, and the number is rapidly
sionary books on India-which was not, of
Mal. 1: 11 i.:; the nearest I can find.
Over four hundred Christian
growing.
I
course, intended to be exhaustive,
IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT.
48. Several times in the last six months Endeavor societies were organized in a
missed one of the very best, namely, "Our
THE GOLDEN RULE has mentioned a Chau recent week. Never before in the
history
India Mission, A Thirty Years' History of
tauqua Christian Endeavor Reading Circle, of the church were there so many boys
the Sialkot Mission, by Rev. Andrew Gor and
yet to the best of my knowledge has
and girls and young men and young women
$2.50. United-Presbyterian not in that time given a single address to
don, D. D.
which anyone interested could apply for receiving training for practical Christian
Board of Publication, Pittsburg, Penn."
information in regard to it. Miss Grace usefulness.
the
The Sunday school,
(MRS. MOUNTFORD)
"I wot that through ignorance you did it,"
Livingston is the president of this move Christian Endeavor Society, and similar
we
says he; and that's so.
but
what
is
her
address?
celebrated
lecturer on Oriental Life and Customs,
ment,
know,
organizations are loving arms of the church THE
An Endeavorer" from Meriden, Conn.,
San Antonio, Tex.
c. w. R.
herself a native of Jernsalem, having returned to
"

.

"

free.

The Provident
Trust Co
•

-

Lydia M. Von Fil�8nst8in

"

whose

name was

letter,

sent

us

not

in the

given

original

last March two dollars with

which to send THE GOLDEN RULE to mis
sionaries.

One of those who have been

Address Miss

Livingston at Chautauqua,

N. Y., 01', when Chautauqua is not iu ses
sion, at her home, 625 Maryland Ave.,

N. E.,

Washington,

D. C.

receiving the paper has written us a letter
for the donor, which we will forward if
"An Endeavorer" will
me

WITH OUR EXCHANGES.

the address.

.·lllle, and wants me to pnt a picture of
myself in THE GOLDEN RULE! She rightly

expect to see the
mnn at the other end of the telephone
line, but that students might reasonably
ask to see the professor in class.
Well,
well! Old Caleb is immensely ·tickled;
hilt h would never do to have a photo
graph taken at my time of life,-that
says that

people

do not

-

would be ridiculous.

And

as

to

the da

guerreotype taken before I was bald and
gray and wl'inkled,-the engraver says he
never could make a good picture of that.
And as for my name,-dear me! does that

Pennsylvania

Endeavorer think that Caleb

Cobweb would sail under

an

alias, like

a

jail-bird?
41. Where did the race of Indians come
from? When and how did they reach
America?
L. E. w.
Philadelphia, Penn.

Don't I wish I knew!

42. What do you know about the famous

Indian chief, Captain Joseph Brandt?

Fostoria, O.

Wear the Badge I

E. A.

Sent

Upon entering one of the
recently, we noticed a young

street
man

cars

whom

would not from his appearance have
taken to be a_ Christian. He looked like
we

one

charge

for Christian work.

America after several years' absence in Great Brittan,
Australia, Ceylon, and India, will give a series of
her powerful and realistic lectures, splendidly illustrated
by Costumes, Tents; Furniture, Pictures, and

Household Accessories, collected
525,000. Her subjects are:
"

on

Trial

ON LY-

t5

"

Six Months for

him.

gotten somewhat the better of
thought that we could see the
dissipation upon his face. By

We

CENTS,

"

�;f i�e�a�� :.''jnOaN��& �wc��\io�::l.IM'i'f.r.

marks of

and

by,

an

old

bundles and

lady

with her

basket in

a

the

about to enter

car.

arms

une

A New

was

The young man,

And

jumping from the platform, quickly took
the packages and basket from her, and
helped her into the cal'. Our opinion of
that young

man

per cent, and when
"C. E." pin upon his coat

slow to make his
him to be

an

It does not

we
we

saw

the

were

not

acquaintance, and found

earnest, devoted Christian.

always do

to

judge by

appear-

ances.

Societies.
By Rev. E. C. Avis and A. J. Showalter.
"'.'"
Price by mail, 30 cts. per copy j $2.90 per doz.
By express, $25.00 per one hundred,
This is the only book of the kind prepared ex
pressly for League and Endeavor work.
Mr. Avis has had large experience in League,
Endeavor, and Evangelistic work, while "Mr.
Showalter's popular musical works have reached
a sale of more than a half-million copies.

Rellgton-and Memory.
[Miss

S. Laidlaw, in The Endeavor

Songs for the Harvest, No. 1

Herald.]

The social committee should know each
know

member;

not

only

meeting,

but

know

This cannot be done

them

them

for the

Christian Endeavor

increased about two hun

dred

Song Book

at your

everywhere.
without a good deal

to meet the wants of the earnest young
in the work of these useful and
rapidly growing societies. One sample copy for
examination will be sent, postpaid, upon receipt
of twenty-five cents in stamps. Address

Is

sure

people engaged

The A. J. Showalter Co., Dalton, Ga.

over

Jews at Home."

"Ecce Homo."

Harvest, No. 1

Epworth League

full of

hand

for the

cost of

"The True Life of Jacob."

If you mention where you saw this advertisement.
FARM-POULTRY Is tne name of our paper. It teaches

Songs

a

Bedouins of the Desert."

who had been in the battle of life and

that it had

at

Homes and Haunts of Jesus."
"
Life in Jerusalem."

"The Best Poultry Paper,"

[The Baptist.]

For all that is

known about this great mystery, consult
the encyclopredias.

largely increasing the number and effi
ciency of Christian workers in the coming
generation. Every wise pastor will labor
earnestly to organize the young people
under his

kindly telephone

An Endeavorer
What do you think!
from Pennsylvania wants to know my

reached out to enlist and train the young.
They promise to become instrumental in

These lectures can be

given singly or in courses, and
must not be confounded with ordinary lectures upon the
Holy Land, being unique and wholly unlike anything
heretofore presented.
They are really tableau enter
tainments, illustrating, with the assistance of persona
appropriately costumed, every phase of Oriental life In
the most vivid and accurate manner.
Mrs. Mountford is

strongly Indorsed by Bishops VIN

and NEWMAN, Rev. Mr. TALMAGE, Ex-Governor
CLAFLIN, Rev. NEWMAN HALL of England, Rev. A. E.

CENT

DUNNING, editor Congregationalist, and hundreds
others equally well known.
For terms and detailS apply to her sole agents, the

01

REDPATH LYCEUM BUREAU,
120 Tremont

Street,

BOSTON.

Do You Wish To Give An Entertainment?
Aunt Dinah's Husking Bee
Has given sat.isfaction for three years in all sorts of
societies. Price, 50 cents. Send for circular.

S. N. DUQUETTE, Lockport, N. Y.

LADY

having ten years'experiencein
City 1Ilission Work destrea poat

tion in Christian work of every
kind.
Good reference.
:Mias
Montclair, N. J.

MAY �:. KETCHAM, 126 Claremont Ave.,

[19] September 15,
Double the

Strength,

ADVANCING CAUSE.

THE

Half the Price.

Compound Concentrated Extract of

Water-White

it

the

other

of vanilla

extracts

con

The

the

churches in Ohio contributed last year to

of

mail,

the back of the spoon

spoilS it.

Each

spots.

piece

is marked

on

the

B STERLING INLAID HE"
cannot obtain these good. of your Jeweler.

rg!s�t��'::ro�· Sectional Plated Spoons and Fork�
�ge
made
and
Is

by

marked

us

..

HOLMES &: EDWARDS XIV
Read

THE

our

If

and

Guarantee Certificates.

v",OSE
�S\"BL� soNS
P IANOs �N1851.

Elegant
DeSigns, Superior WorklDanship, and
Great Durability. Sold on easy terms. Old
instruments taken in exchange. Write for
catalogue and full information.
170 Tremont St
Boston. Mass.
••

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY
to handle the New l'atent Chemical Ink

Monroe

is,

"Let

u. FJOHNsON 8&

�tn�l��O�i!l��
CO.,2600-2-4-6-8 Main St Richmnd, Va.
.•

FIRE

AMERICAN

INSURANCE COMPANY.
Office:

Company's Building,
308 and 310

Walnut Street

Philadelphia.
•

•

•

•

8500,00000

•

Reserve for Reinsurance and
all other claims
2,�86,388 �5
Surplus over all liabilities
307,152 28
•

•

•

•

•

•

••

TOTAL ASSETS, JAN. 1,1892,

53,093,540.53.
'fHOS. H. MONTGOMlmy. President.
CHAS. I'. PEROT, Vice-President.
mCHAIW

MARIJA�e£Setit�·�ot1:s�:e��tual.Y.

UNITED STATES

REALTY

CO.,

$100 PER SHARE.

oapital $2,000,000. Invests only in
Improved Business l'roperty in growing cities,

Authorized

EARNS & PAYS
Quarterly

dividends

(by ooupons)

at the rate of

SIX PER CENT.
E. B. PHILLIPB. President.
WM. APPLETON RUST. Treasurer.
Hon. J. Q. A. BRACKETT, Counsel.

otIiCl8,

and

to their churches.

as

given

Our

in

Young People,

not be satisfied with the

us

eighth

cieties.

ch

A

Higher up!

m:ch;

society

in every

come,"
Congregationalist, "for

asks The Cen

tral
many of our
Endeavor societies to have their meeting

Sunday morning instead

of

evening,

to pray and plan for
Christian endeavor

glorious

the lines of Sun

and

extension

of

day

a

along

day-school

other

depart

ments of Christian work?"

Call or write for oiroulars.
409 Exohange Building, Boston, Mass.

of that old

slander, that Christian
"
church," a church
within a church," and was tending to the
subversion of existing organizations in the
pursuit of an impractical church unity.

folly

Endeavor

"new

was a

The New York Examine!" hits the nail
the head

in its

when,

leading editorial,

"

says of Endeavorers,
They
their gatherings a Christian

and

action of the Indiana

service,

much

so

higher

on

it

experience in

unity,
and

in love

more

to

Assembly. This
Presbytery not only

does not

antagonize the union work of the
society, but seeks to aid it. The
object in view is to bring Cumberland
Presbyterian Endeavor workers face to
face in their own judicatures, that they
may learn their methods and become

both

by leading the meeting and furnish
ing a team. Each Sunday each society is
represented by a delegate appointed one
week in advance, who is expected to take
some part in the meeting, as well as to
bring home a report to his own society.
They have printed topic cards, and try to
of their

one

own

pastors

a

or

Among the resolutions adopted by the

the

were

at the New York Con

following:-

We desire to reaffirm

our

worked and

where

lived and

buried

Mary Lake, the
first to organize
Sunday school west of
the Alleghanies and possibly in America, is
an
isolated Christian Endeavor society,
faithful and zealous, though small. There
is no church for the society to be loyal to,
but the society is on its way toward form
ing a church, thus reversing the usual
order. It would be a good thing if we
could hear more from these isolated country
societies, that, without association or help
or recognition, are often doing a work of
which the largest and most fortunate city
societies might be proud.
was

STAMMERINC.

loyalty

Send for" Speech Defects. Their Causes ana Cor
rection." Refer to Rev. Phtlip S. 1\Ioxom, Boston, Mass.
E. J. E. THORPE, Newton Centre. Mass.
........................ e ••••••••

•
.

,

to the

society and principles of Christian Endeavor,
and our desire to faithfully discharge the
duties and obligations which it may place
upon us. We also desire to eipress onr grat
itude to the General Conference for the ac
tion taken in this regard; and our loyalty to
the church of our choice and our love.
We recommend that the Methodist Prot
estant societies hereby pledge themselves to
pay $5,000 toward the erection of the People's
Church, Kansas City, and that the Junior so
cieties donate a memorial wiudow in said
church.
'Ve request the annual conferences to
appoint, as soon as practicable, conference
supertntendents to orgauize conference
unions.
We recommend the holding of a national
denominational convention in U193.

In the resolution of

hearty praise

for

the Methodist Protestant young people's
organ, Our Young People, THE GOLDEN

RULE desires also to

"Recently
recei ved

Baptist society of

says The Christitm World,
unexpected call from the

Minneapolis,"
"

join.

the First

an

and the

Presbyterian society

of St.

Paul,

hearts of the visitors

were

thrilled

as

they

listened to the earnest testimonies, heart
felt prayers, and few verses of the conse
cration

meeting

selves."

The

in which

they found them

paper also tells of a
visit made by about four hundred

friendly

same

Endeavorers of

Toledo, Ohio, who, accom
panied by the Y. M. C. A. band, recently
chartered a special train to Perrysburg,
and called upon its one society there.
"They were received in the town hall by
an enthusiastic audience, and an excellent
It is hoped that
program was carried out.
Such

visit."

than

our

national

are

RECULATE THE

STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS,
AND
PURIFY THE BLOOD.
A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
IncUcestlon, Biliousness, Headaehe,
•

:
:

Observer, of the Cumber
land Presbyterian denomination, has in a
recent number this bit of good news for
the Endeavor

bytery
other

has taken

a

presbyteries,

The Indiana Pres

step in advance

of

in the Y. P. s. C. E.

passed a resolution
spring meeting
the Endeavorers throughout its bounds.

movement.

giving
to

cause:

II

an

It

has

evening

in each

�
Conatl.

potion, Dyspepsia, Chronic Liver Troubles,
Dlzzlneu, Bad Complexion, DY8entery,
Ofl'enslve

:
�
•

Breath, and all dl80rdere of the
Live�· and Boweh.

:
:
th��': I:ll��: c'i,'!tn�U�ti������[l���
: 88.§�i3��c��i:.e Tt�i�i��li:li:nt by mail :
:
:
receipt of 15 cents. Address
•
: THE RIPANS CHEMICAL CO.
:
10 SPRUCE STREET. NEW YORK OITY.
:
:
•••• O •••••�� ••••••••••••• O
..
Stomach,

•

on

�i�I*�iml�oO��

I!...

FOR OVER FORTY YEARS
high reputation. Brilliant and
musical; tone ofrare sympathetic quality; beau
titul for vocal accompanunent,
Durably con
have enjoyed

a

structed of finest material by most skilful work
men.
Exceptional in retaining original rlehne
and fulness of tone. Require
tuning less ofter,
than any other piano. MODERATE PRICES. REA.
�ONABLE

TERMS.

SEND FOR CATALOGUE.

BOSTON
174 TREMONT S!

NEWYORK
92 FI F"TH AVE.

��fREE

.

LlUG��
�11SES
n

.

A fine Uk gold plated watch
to every reader or this paper.

AOI

SIZE

delightful and profitable ex
possible under no other plan

Christian Endeavor interdenomi

fellowship.

-

�Y;ht�'�and
uOru:uaN'!,�-;::� :;n�O a':t�

we will send you
dress,
one of these elegant, richly
jeweled gold ftni�ht:l(i watches
by express for examination.
and if you think it is equat in
appearance to any 125.00 gold
watch, pay Our sample price,
$3.98, anditis yours. we send

WIth the wutch ourjruurantee
can return it at any
time within one year it not

a

The St. Louis

to any

of

one

Methodist- Protestant Christian Endeavor

vention,

sample

THE ALLSTON CO.,
143 Federal St., Boston, Mass.

in the old church.

Union, organized

free

a

sold by druggists,
PEPTONIX
or by mail, postpaid, 75 cents per box.

Sunday
and keep it

periences

Ohio,

will
mail

one

to them."

Rainbow,

These tablets are not a
remedy for every ill that
afflicts humanity.
For
gastric troubles, and for
those alone, do we recommend them.

century. The three societies lake
charge of the meetings alternate Sundays,

other societies will be the outcome of this

At

Indigestion.

over a

neighboring pastors preach
month.
They hire an organ

com

perfectly harmless, they
promptly relieve Acid Stomach,
Heartburn, and all kindred forms of

people's societies of Rocking
ham, Vt., hold union services every Sunday
afternoon in the old church there, aged

the

carefully

taste, and

The young

have

Tablets

from a prescription, the re
sult of years of study and experiment
by an eminent London physician.
Convenient in form, agreeable to the

with each other."

quainted

Digestive

pounded

ac

be desired than any formal church union,
long after the latter never occurs

that to

are

national

and

instead of devotion and consecration alone

I

General

the

in

-even

thousand societies for 1893!"

one

"Has not the time

Men of all denominations have learned

$250.00

CASH CAPITAL

loyal

place among the denominations, in the
number of our Christian Endeavor so

the

To

all

are

The motto of the Methodist Protestants

FINANCIAL.

$75.00

Christian En

are

They

eminently helpful

Celebrated for their Pure Tone,

��::��gJ��cg;,.,1f;��:"t!i�M:�, Wfs:-veek.,

of these

one

deavor societies.

HOLMES 6. EDWARDS SILVER CO ..
Brid.report. Conn.

commission.

of the thirty-fonr
Indianapolis Presbytery
young people's societies,

twenty-two have
and all but

The Herald

to

reports

that

Presbyter

churches in the

now

or

Rondthaler

Dr.

..

If yon

The Endeavorers among the Disciples
Lynchburg, Va., conduct the weekly

gelist, and conducted with his aid a ten
days' mission service, which was very help
There
ful and stimulating to the church.
were over eighty conversions.

STERLING SILVER INLAID
SPOONS and FORKS
back

probably

Last spring the
Christian Endeavor
society of the Baptist Tabernacle, in Tun
bridge Wells, England, obtained an evan

TWO WORN SPOTS

Will show no 'Worn

would

sum.

destroyed the interest felt by young peo
ple in their regular ch�rch services, in
that one church, at any rate.

cents

TUEODOBII: MET<lALF CO.
39 Tremont St.• Boston.

on

individuals

as

increase the

largely

church prayer meeting.
This does not
look as if the Endeavor movement had

F our-ounce \Iottle( double
the size of other extracts)
50 cents.
Reg;u lar size 25

���f��arcked.

(Disciple)

church purposes and missions the goodly
sum of $6,528.24 as societies. Theil' contri

moved.

10

Standard says that

Endeavorers in Christian

butions

Either srze by

the conference

schools.

Sunday

Young People's

taining impurities which in
this extract are wholly re

cents.

Ver

convention, voted

recognition before

same

,as their

only extract of which
be truthfully said that
perfectly pure ,,_ all

is

it

at their last State

mont,

Is the
can

churches of

Congregational

to accord their Christian Endeavor societies

Vanilla
"

Twenty-seven out of the forty-two Pres
byterian churches in the Dayton (0.) Pres
bytery have Christian Endeavor societies.
Naturally, their presbyterial union is a
most flourishing one.
The

spring a permanent presbyterial 01"ganization is to be effected, looking for
ward to the time when all presbyteries in
our denomination will have Endeavor Day
Next

Notes about Endeavors and Endeavorers.

Metcalf's

951

GOLDEN RULE

THE

1892.

tbatyou

��t�S:l��!O�fi� a;�?ei�l�� s��
wiJI,:riveyouOneFree. Write
at once as we sha.ll send out

samples for sixty days only.
_

THE NATIONAL M'F'O
&. IMPORTING CO. I

,

-

A TONIC
HORSFORD'S Acid

14n

Dearborn Street,
CH.CACO. 'L.L.

334

Phosphate.

A preparation of the

phosphates, that acts
a

as

tonic and food to the

exhausted system.
There is nothing like it;
gives great satisfaction.
Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25 cents
in stamps.
Rumford Chemical Works,
Providence, R. I.

DO NOT BE DECEIVED
with Pastes, Enamels, and Paints which
stain the hands, injure the iron, and burn
off. The Risir.g Sun Stove Polish is Bril
liant, Odorless, Durable, and the eon
sumer pays for DO tin or glass package
with every purchase.
.

HAS AN ANNUAL SALE OF 3,O�O

...,..1(\

I

�

952

THE
for

if ordered

$3.00,

securing

A prospectus and
page.
be sent free, if desired.

TEHlUS.
is

winter.

�;�111���rt���\\tl<:i{lai:r(\\��I\ (�.(���I��· tic:! S��l��:�ril�:r�s
Price is $2.UO

a

Th:tr�'�'�'�]'tCluh
����'�Rates.
���.

l'ostage Is Prepaid by

all

us 011

schoot

-

$1.00

subscriptions

a

in the

��::�eti\e�\�t��'e v:,���\a'u�fo�I;��O$l.On�ra��s�!���
fnr South Af"i"" add

�2.0B.

New Subscriptions may

at any time duro

commence

Xew names, however, cannot be entered
our matliug-books unless money accompanies
suhscription order.
neceipts. We do not send receipts for subscriptions
unless the request is accompanied with stamp. The

tug

the year.

upon
the

�1�!:N� 3,rr��e����la�'¥h���:-;;r�tit,�i;;��\'���I����

Prenlituns. We offer liberal premiums for new sub
Write to us for prospectus giving full
scrtbers.
informa.tion.
Changes of Address. When" change of address is
ordered, both the old and the new address must be

given.
Discontinuances.

Subscrtbers

THE GOLDEN

wishing

�tl�l�i� l���lf�e�sai�t��a�!lf��t:o��l�!r��i��', ��b:��llt�6�1�
sider it their wish to have it continued.

All

be thought of. If you're go
ing have your flannels washed in
e old-fashioned,
rubbing, twistng, wrenching way. with soap
and a washboard, then you'll
look something like this
by the time the leaves fall.
\ J
Flannel is flannel, and it
_.__···\V shrinks unless it's washed
as it
ought to be-with
Pearline.

copy will
Send for one.

sample

to

*

are

payable

year,

To pastors, Sunday
r-Inbs of rive or more,
year. payn hie strictly in ad vance,

�I)eciuJ
superinteudents. and

*

of six-

weekly religious paper

a

End of Season

or
society may desire to
paper of this kind during tile

a

arrear-

s��,�id be sent by check, draft, express
ne::�i:t'���te�e
P.
hle to The

And now, in closing, let me simply re
mind you that the offer made last week, of
"Some Christian Endeavor Saints," "Look

ing
one

Out

Life," and
for :1'2.20, is

on

year
this

forget

......

THE GOLDEN RULE

still open.
Do 1I0t
Next week's GOLDEN

offer.

RULI� will contain

twenty-eight pages, and
I think that you will find something interSTRICTLY BUSINESS.
esting from
Ten

Beginning

or
04 money order, paya
Golden
Company. Cash and postal notes should be
by registered letter.
All Mail referring to THE GOLDEN R'GLE should be

Rule

.

addressed to

THE GOU)EN UUr,E COMPANY,
47 FRANKLIN ST., HOSTON, MASS.

is the time to take action.
Make up your mind now that
your toggery shall be washed
only with Pearline (you're told
just how on every package) and
you won't have any trouble.
Look up your last year's suits
and have them washed with Pearline, too. They'll look like
new, and, if too small for you, will do for a younger generation.

To be given to mem hers of Christian En
deaver societies bv the School for Christian
Workers, Springfield, Mass., for the year
beginning September 7.
(See articles ill
GOLDEN RULE of July 7 and 14.) Address
at once J. L. Dixon, Cor. Sec.
EVERY true connoisseur of the dining table
will readily appreciate the delicious qualities
of "Manitou."

.

Mrs. Winslow's Soothing Syrup for Children

Teething relieves

the child from

pam.

t5 cents

a

bottle.

o YOU know what S. S. P. stands
If not, next week's issue
of THE GOLDEN RULE will tell
for?

you, and I am sure that you
will be interested to know. In
the

be

meanwhile,

making

a

list of the

who

not at

are

of your friends
subscribers to this

names

present

I arm confident that you will want
paper.
this list very soon.
*

*

received,

that there may be others who would like
to ask the same question, let me answer it
here.

* *

It is

for

impocsible

us

to send

premiums

unles8 they «re asked for,
The reason for
this is that we have a large number of

premiums, and, unless our club-raisers tell
I1S what they want, we do not know what
to send.
If, therefore, you are entitled to
a premium which yon have not received,
write
it at

what

us

*_2.00

Road

wagons

to anyone who

will sell Six (6) for us.
Re ular price isS65.00, we
for cash with order
for $32. If you .. re look·
ing for .. bargain in

Belfit

-rOS'�i:B'tGG�:CARrc"O�.d2�OPik��I��cin�i���tf.uo;

you

want, and

we

WALL PAPER

the

name

SAMPLES FR.EE, including his
guide, "How to Paper."
Good Paper 3C.
Gold Paper sc.
100

of

Remember
entered

a

Paper, 10, 12�
15C per roll, all with Wide borders
and ceilings to match.
Will refer you to
10,000 Well Satisfied Customers.
Agents' sample books, $1.
ALFRED PEATS, 136-138 W. Madison St.,

Chicago.

SHARES ARE TEN ($.0.00)
DOLLARS EACH AND
ARE

$2.50

A SAFE AND PROFITABLE INVESTMENT.
With the

complete operation of

our

laundries

we

will have

a

capacity

of

turning

out 100.000

laundrted shirts

�:�bvs"h'i�t fsn�\���',eyg�I��t!��J': s��I:;;",!� ����\�es ��arnluU'���);�ftyn�'.!'��t?I�s��r:b�e\���a��(i a�oLJ'?of15�JO��
to be derivel from
shirts a;'one, to say nothing about
other
week, $20,UOO month,
$240,0110 year
work and
which will be
and that
is worth 8
a

or

a

on

OUf

revenues

monev
departments,
large. 'faking this, then, as a basis,
per cent, we
would be enabled to pay a dividend of $8 on every share of stock. We <10 not believe it will be 'Iess and it may be more.
AN IMPORTANT FEATURE I-Om' improved method of doing laundry work gives better aattsfae
tion than any other process as no chemicals are used, therefore the fthre of the linen is not worn or eaten away.
Our business has been est.ablished four years; th., Company owns it absolutely; it is in
daily operation, and, better still, is paying over fifty per cent on the amount invested.

that

HOW MANY SHARES DO YOU WISH?

us

They

for
new

the

SEND

subscription.

mimes

cannot

on our

be

In connection with
wholesa.le business

money

a.ccustomed to sell

The date

on

we

a.re

the label shows to what

the subscription is paid.
If, there
fore, no money accompanies the subscrip
tion, there can be no date on the label. If

prices.

no

If there be

date, there can be
label, there can be

no

no

label.

no

paper.

societies

publishing
advantages are

are now

a

The
A
many.
paper will stimulate interest and
enthusiasm. Many items of importance

paper.

CQOD NEWS

and value

can

in this way

be

preserved.

**

The greatest

difficulty

in

publishing

to get orders for

or

select four entire pages of reading
THE GOLDEN
once every month.

has, however, unsurpassed facilities
obtaining interesting articles from the

Rl.7LE

best of writers.
.

**

compliance, therefore, with requests
sent I1S, we are now publishing a "local
monthly," with the two inside pages print
ed with helpful and interesting articles,
and the two outside pages left blank, to be
In

filled with items of local interest selected
your

own

editor.
*

*

The paper measures
cost is 100 copies for

our

celebrated

:'�:t�rJi
��de��!":de:ect��
Moss Rose ()hina.
Gold Band
a

or

Tea. Set, Dinner Set, Gold Band

Set, Watch, Brass

Lamg. Castor,
We�sii�s
8���¥·A.�r..Fll'W,��
4dE�"�0.,
P. o. Box 289.
31 and 33 Vesey St., New York.

Moss Rose Toilet

we

have now less

C���!ii;i,�:e�'!':',t ��� ��a�ull,� t�:��r: ��r.\�� s�R�'�deI�d����ht,:�;Vlo�I��:
H

or

OFFICERS AND BOARD OF LADY MANACERS:
MRS. SARAH WILDER PRATT, President, lIlember of the MISS I. F. P ARSON", Secretary and Treasurer, Manager
of the Parsons StenographiC Bureau.
Woman's Club of Chicago.
!lIRS. MARY FRENCH SWARTHOt;T, Vice-President, Author MRS. JlIAU'.J. PARSONS, of Chicago.
MRS. HALLI>: 111. �losEs, M�mber of the Papyrus Club of
of School Text Books on Mathematics.
lIIRS. ADDIK R. SCH1;YLER, 2d Vice-President. Preceptress
Central State xormal School of Pennsylvania.

Address

Correspondence

and make

l\ri!'.i���ION HARLAND. Author
the

Household,"

Drafts, Checks.

and

the

,.

"
of
Common Sense In
Dinner Year llook," etc,

:lloney Orders payable

to

WOMAN'S COLUMBIAN LAUNDRY CO.
134-142

Washington St., Chicago,

Illinois.

a

paper of this kind is owing to the fact that
but few people have the time to either
matter

LADIES.

�atestotter. Now'syourMme

10Qal

many as you can, as

"

Washington Street.

TO

local ch urch

as

The Interior, one of the leading religions papers of Chicago, says:
The energy
displayed by the officers of the Woman's Columbian Laundry Co., in pushing their un
dertaking to success, and broadening the foundations of their bnsmess, is truly remark
able. 'fhey have jnst closed" number of large contracts for Hotel. Apartment Building.
and Railroad Laundry work, that will be exceedingly profitable to the fortunate stockholders."
The work of the Woman's Columbian Laundry Co. is important, and should receive the support of every
housewife in the country."-MAIUON HARLAND.

Wholesale and Retail,

and Christian Endeavor

secure

PAPER.

JOHN H. PRAY, SONS & CO.,

**

Many churches

Better

Write to-day and send a small deposit to show us you are in earnest, state how
many shares you Wish, and we will reserve them for you any reasonable length of time.
II'uIl information sent free on application.

THIS

Corre"

spondence Solicited.

646 to 658

only 1l1i0 each.

balance of your life.

DOWN

Ca.rpets

time

there be

LAY

are

than 111,000 shares to offer at tbis price and they will be taken very fast. Orders for stock
will be filled as received, and all subscriptions received in excess of above amount will
be returned to subscribers.

YOURS

the

YOU

..

ufa.cturers'

FOR

BEFORE

our

for use in Churches a.t ma.n

**

by

GREAT INDUSTRIAL
ENTERPRISE.

��!r,a��. '}:::��fsto�ie\�111\1':�J�:��e�eio �1���d ��;. ;�i�:,!salo��I�'s�l:!,e�K3o� s�ar�so�����J�::�I:�n�13.f

Handsome Gold Parlor

subscriber without

new

mailing-list unless
accompanies the subscription.

.

$300,000.

We propose to enlarge our business, and give women of large or small means an opportunity to become
identified in an industrial and exceedingly profitable business enterprise, and to establish 100 or more Branch
laundries; for that purpose we have decided to offer 10,000 Shares of our Capital Stock To Be Sold

and

will send

club-raiser will send

a

sending payment

verv

Capital

SOLD ONLY TO WOMEN.

Alfred Peats.

send to

COMPANY, OWNED, O'pERATED,

AND MANAGED BY WOMEN.

Co.

Laundry

under the Laws of the State
of Illinois.

A WOMAN'S

A

**

for

,

Woman's
Columbian

Incorporated

once.

Occasionally

edit

I

JAMES PYLE. New York,

When You Want

last

week, from one of our
readers who had recently sent us a club 'of
new subscribers, a letter asking why we
did not send her a premium.
Thinking
We

A ROAD WACON
g'\�� FREE.
g��t��O!�ae
oftheso elegant
.

-

329

Beware of imitations.

one

of

Season

Scholarships

order,

sent

�eptembel' 15, 1B�2. (20)

must

church

publish
The Golden nlll.,

Even this

regularly.

you can meet, if YOI1 wish, by
a few advertisements for the last

expense

Your

GOLDE�N RULE

9� x 12 inches, The
$1.00, 01' 500 copies

Kindness �:n��1[ Three-Pitths of

tIe

slowly starving
through improper feeding.
Ridge's Food, used by special
ones are

directions, will

ensure

health,

to the feeblest

child.
Test it, mothers. wO�t!!�,Hnta8�.O.,
even

CAN CERn

e.

Hartman, t"almont tor Caneer. A
AddreMS Surgical Hotel, Del

book Cree.

umbue, O. Even

bopereaa

cases recover.

a

Ton of Coal
Per

kept

room

the 25

rooms

of this house at 700 all last

winter.
Fifteen tons of coal in

and every
time.
It

was

room

done with

a

Hot-Water

Heater,

powerful

apparatus

made.

Send

book, entitled

Heating.

all,

at 700 all the

Hub

the most

for

ever

special

Hot-water

Mailed free,

Smith &

Anthony

Stove

Company.

Boston. New York.

Chlcap,

·"111 ....

Tf\E

BOSTON, SEPTEMBER 22,

Vol. VI.

Capital Increased

to

$100,000.00.

and Indorsed

Owned, Managed,

by

1892.

No. 52.

Christian Endeavorers.

Located

The Hotel Endeavor.

Corner

on

Conducted

the

the

European Plan.

at Windsor

Beach,

Street and

75th

on

Bond

Avenue,

Park,
CHICAOO.

Official International Christian Endeavor Headquarters during the World's Fair, for the-United Society and the National and State OffIcers
and all Endeavorers and t+relr Friends.

NO

hlPORTANT features have been added to the
Hotel

Endeavor,

which

attractive

Beautiful

during

make it

will

places

have secured

in

a

plans
the

Exposition;

beautiful site

on

for

most

in the World's Fair

Columbian

the

of

one

City

of Lake

tance of the Fair.

'friends

are

the \Yorio's Fail'.
orer

to

Christian Endeavorers and all -their

invited to make this their home while

secure

a

visiting

It is not necessary to be an Endeav
room
at Hotel Endeavor, but it is

that all who engage rooms will be in harmony
with Endeavor work. Hotel Endeavor is to be three stories

expected

high, and

will accommodate two thousand

park

two hundred and
with

The

Chapel

Services.

forty

there will be
and concerts

in

vices, and
clergymen.

In this park
chapel, where meetings,
will be held, and where the
a

organizations will
have 'already arranged their

State

hold reunions.
dates.

It is

a

native trees.

large

different

guests,

hollow square, with a
feet square within, filled

to be constructed in the form of

Many States
chapel will be morning and evening ser
preaching every Lord's Day, by distingnished
the

meetlng-ptace,
On

and where the Endea-

Orchestra will

play daily. There
large piazza three hundred
feet long on the lake front, at the beach.
Hotel Endeavor will have a large lobby, general parlor,
ladies' writing-room, and hidies' reception room, gents'
writing-room, news stand, telegraph office, etc. Every
tloor will have ladies' toilet and bath rooms, also gents'
toilet and bath rooms. The beautiful, large Dining
Hall, and the entire house and grounds lighted by
electricity. Hallways and dining-room heated by steam.
The majority of the rooms we call "B" rooms.
Th4:'Y
will contain double spring bed, with mattress, bureau,
table, and other furnishings, with electric call-hells con
necting rooms with hotel office. This class of rooms is
designed for two persons. Larger rooms called "C"
rooms, with same furnishings, hut in addition having a
single bed, are designed to be occupied by three persons.
vor

will also be

a

FOR

in suites.

ROOMS

All

rooms

REQUIRED.

in the Hotel

The price per day for" B" rooms
$2.00, i. e., $1.00 each, if two occupy
it, or $2.00, if only one. Price of "C"

best

on

the

lake,

is

For Rooms.

rooms is $3.00 a day for one person, 01'
$1.50 each for two persons; or $1.00 Jeich if three persons

This does not include

occupy it.

prices
fee.

for those who have

are

paid

rtieals.

The

the advance

above

register

registered in ad vance, the regular prices will
be charged.
There is connected with
The
Hotel Endeavor a very large Dining
Dining Hall. Hall, 206 x 60 feet, under our own
management, conducted on the Euro
pean plan, and persons can live very comfortably on $1.00
a day for meals, while $1.50 will be all one needs to spend
a day.
Everything furnished will be first-class, and well
served.
The waitresses and maids will be engaged from
If not

the ranks of Christian Endeavorers. We need
hundred and

over one

received at any time to
fill the above positions, with indorsement and recom
mendation of pastor and president of the local society.

fifty.

Applications

Hotel Endeavor is

only

a

walk from the World's Fail'

work?

sixty

trains

a

day

to the

Pier in front of the Hotel

city, stopping

Railroad,

with

at all entrances of

the World's Fair.

The World's Fair opens May 1, and
It will be open every day,
closes October 31, 1893,
except Sunday, at 10 A. M., and close at 10 P. M. Hotel

Endeavor will be open from April 15 to November 1;),1893.
Do you wish to stop at Hotel Endeavor and enjoy
all the

privileges

reserved for you,
ready for you to

it offers ?

Do you want your

rooms

hen you arri ve they will be all
occupy? Do you want rooms in any
so

Do you want to .�top uihere no.

In

liquor of any kind 'is sold, and in q ]Jl'Ohibition district, without a saloon 01' bar?
Prohibition
If so, send $3.00 for every adult person
District.
as an advance register fee (no register
fee required for children under twelve�'S' old), remit'
to our treasurer, James R. Chapman, cashier Amer�can
Trust and Savings Bank (capital, one million dollars},
corner La Salle and Madison Streets, Chicago, 111.
Send
your advance register fee at once, and avail yourselves
of these advantages, as the number to be registered is

convenience,

limited.

At your earliest
now, write us, giving date you

unless able to do

hope to come, number
of days you expect to stay, your preference of floors and
rooms.
Same will be assigned to yon unless already
engaged; in which case we will give you a room nearest to
that you wish; if that is not satisfactory, will return yoU/'
register fee. Should you name a date, sallie can be
changed any time thirty days before March 1, '93; or,
should you for any reason be unable-to come, your regis
so

w

particular location?

Have you a choice of floors? Do
you want your rooms in suites? Do you want a light,
pleasant, and airy room for $1.00 a day? Do you want
to go to a hotel where you have fine and safe bathing, the

ticket

be

transferred to any person

designate by writing to the secretary. The $3.00 register
fee does not apply on room-rent, but secures you a room

where steamer will take you to World's Fair
and business centre of the city.
The hotel is

but two blocks from the Illinois Central

safe for children

ter

Endeavor,

grounds

perfectly

grounds (the

south line of Fair

main entrance of the Fair.

beach

a

play

few minutes'

being at Sixty-seventh
Street). It is only one block from the
electric railroad (fare, five cents), which takes you to the
World's Fair.

with

011, a place where you will meet OW" national IUtd
va1'iou,� State officer», and others engaged in Endeavor
to

door.
Rates

Near the

Around the whole building, facing the park, will be a
wide, covered piazza, which will be the grand social

The Beach.

rooms are

we

the

Street

of the

:'IIa.IlY

PAYMENT

Endeavor are outside rooms, with large windows.
All
have plenty of light and fresh air. Transom over each

the shore

Michigan, at Windsor Park, in
city of Chicago, corner Seventy-fifth
and Bond Avenue, and within easy walking dis

Location.

ADVANCE

The

can

you may

in advance, at the reduced rates. The
fee and (lUI' former membership

Register register

the

Under our new plan,
payment for rooms will be
required. Upon receipt of register fee, yo ttl' 1'00111 will be
reseroedfor you. No further payment will be required
fee

Fee.

no

are

same.

advance

until you

are given possession. The hundreds who have
already agreed to advance us room-rent. on our former
plan, need not do ,';;0 unless they prefer to. The very
large number who have paid their advance room-rent" ill

part, can have their money returned 01' leave it in trust
subject to their order, or draw it when they come" 'or
have it apply on I'('gister fees for any of tht'it� friends, If
they so prefer. "\ pri! 1 a circulnr will he sent to every
rl'gistere<l name, g-iving' the proper directions for reach
ing Hotel Endeavor from every railroad entering our
city. We would advise you to send your registertee
at once.
If you delay, it might be impossible to care
for you when

you'

come,

even

at the

regular rates.

-------------------.-----------------

Further information will be

cheerfully given.

Address

CHAS. B.
Send

Register

Fees to JAS. R.

HOLDREGE, Secretary, 100 Washington sr., Chicago.

CHAPMAN, Treasurer.

Cashier American Trust ana Savings Bank (Capital

$1.000.000), Corner La Splle

and Madison Streets. Chicago.

�

No. 52.

WHAT IS GOING ON IX THE WORLD

2

.

EDITORIAL.- Notes.- Portrait and Residence of .Iohn Greenleaf Whittier
The

.

Story of Three Scholars.- Golden Rule Meditatiou.c-The Professor's Chair: Caleb Cobweb,
Says Something About Taking Hints. .Iohn Greenleaf Whittier

1\1. A.,

-

_

..

chimney-money by using

Sensible Dressing
Inquire Within

_

..

,

_

..

Tongue
Young Makers of History

_

ENDEAVOR.

Ii

Rev. J. F. Cowan.

6

,

,

_

A Familiar

-

5

XXV

Chapter

Christian Endeavor Calendar
CHRISTIAN

_

..

"

Endeavor Doin's Down to the Corners:

etc.

'

_.

_

Marion Harland.
Rev.

_

Sins of the

-

Society.
Evangelistic Movement, -.EndeaYo'r

-

..

..

A

:

_

Preparatton of Character.i-- A Convert's Pletlge.the Money.
Some New Interpretations

Training-School.

A

How

-

.

the

course

19

News

.

••

THE BEST HYMN BOOK
For Evangelistic Service,
Sunday Schools and Prayer Meeting,

10

Week Beginning October 9, What
Kelly, lWv. W. H. G. Temple, L. Adelaide

Dorcas?-Helps by Arthur W.
Daily Readings
JUNIOR SOCIETIES.
Topic for October 9, The Story of Dorcas, by Aunt Ruth.- Scrap-Bag.
Winning Boys: Chapter II., Mrs. Alice May Scudder.
Register of Bright Sayiqgs
SU�,])AY SCHOeL.
Lesson for October 9, Dorcas Raised to Life.
Helps by Amos-R 'Wells,
Mrs. F. E. Clark, Mrs. Fannie H. Gallagherv-c Internattonal Bible Reading Association

WallingforM

-

.

_

_

-

GOSPEL HYMNS NOS. 5 and 6

_.

.....

.

BOOK REVIE'VS

reading apporttoned by

_

OTHER RELIGIOUS WORK.

The Northfield

-

WHAT THEY SAY.-" He Giveth Us

people have round the Chautauqua Circle wonderfully
inspiring and helpful. Persons, no matter how isolated,
may enjoy all the privileges of membersntp.: Andress

'I'raining-School, Rev. S. P. Cook.- Notes
Things," Rev. Charles F. Deems, D. D., LL.

All

Rich;y

-

13

.

16

D.-

_

__

Words, $20

BUSINESS

.

17

A New

And

Christian Endeavor

"

Saturday in Boston, Also thirty
Wanted for the summer,

Societies.
By Rev, E. C. Avis and A. J. Showalter.

SCholarshif,s.

��33���, )J;��I�� ��1\'1��� .opl:Sident.
b�iti�aI{IO';��r/�t,�·"J,��K��

"".""
Price by mail, 30 eta, per copy' $2.90 per doz.
By express, $25.00 per one hundred.
'J'liis is the only book of the kind prepared ex
pressly for League and Endeavor work.

H 0 RT Jot AND

S �l��n�� ti l�����'l� �����A�i�i ;��t��.�I��'N���
Ituations procllred all persons when competent.

SHORTHAND WTiting thoroughly t(ju�hI brs:mail,
COLLEGE, 1006

WHAT IS GOING ON IN THE WORLD.

Chestn�� ft���ra��l�ilia.P..l.L.IER

[Smce THE GO',DE'" Itt· LE, by reason of it$ large sub
scription list, goes to press six <lays before the date of
publication, "What Is Going Oil in the 'Vo1'ld" is re
ported lip to 8eptember 15.,

KAl.AMAZOO, lIlICH.

Mlchilran Female
her stl�elltsllmited.<

Seminary. s!Jl������������;;:;�
'Opens !'Iept. 15, 1892.

tion, address the Principal.

Ar.dover

�'or i'lforllllt
ISABEI,I,A G. FRENCH, B. A.

FmE ISI,AND.

Theological Seminary.

bor.

Work will
at
with all the cl� ..es at this date.
For Catalogue, Or
further Information, apply to EGBERT C. SMYTH, Pres.
ident of the Faculty.

York

School

of

Applied

200 West 23rd Street, New York,

,

Islam},
and

of

health

to

SCHOOL,

Building, Boston.
Prepares pupils for all collegiate, law, medical, and
scientific schools.
Its pupils entered eleven different
summer.

co-educational.

Home life

for those who desire it. Endorsed by clergymen of diJIer
ent denominations. Ninth year begins Sept. 26. Correa

spondence solicited.

Send for circular.

Dr •. Sargent's Normal School
Of Physical Training for Women,
will open Its Twelfth Session
October 20th. Instead of Soyember I, as heretofore.
at

CAMBRIDGE, 1I1AS"

,

H"U M E STU 0 Y

•

the

on

Armed forces held the

their

ships

at

and

passengers,
of health.

The

on

land and in comfortable quarters.
MOON.

Galileo,

-

on

January 7, 1610, discovered with his tele
no more powerful than
glass, that Jupiter, the
giant of the planets, had four moons.
scope, which was
a modern opera

:�f�!:�:'�::�':-?:�::::��

Shorthand, etc., thoroughly taught by mAIL at
student·. home. Lqw rates ; perfect satisfaction; trial Lessoll free.
BRYANT & STRATTON. 63 Lafayette se, Buffalo, N.Y.

Through
the

Lick

knowledge
This is

a

fifth

discoveries of
itself

fonnd

moon

other

Barnard,

added

to

our

September

on

9.

greatest astronomical
the century. and would

warrant

enormous

no

Professor

seen.

observatory,

of

one

since

centuries

has been

moon

of

the

the

the

construction
The

Lick telescope.

of

the

newly

only 112,400 miles from the
surface of the planet, over twice as neal' as
the nearest one known before, and twice
as neal' as

NEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
Founded by
CARL FAI!LTEN,
Dr.
Director.
t MUSIC
Tourjee, 0"
Eben

Tuning,

.

Iar-t,
wuilo

Send for Illustrated Calendar.

FRANK W. HALE, f-en'l Manager, Boston, Mass.

0111' moon

is to

us.

course, revolve very rapidly,
fall clown upon Jupiter.
Its

Music, Elocution, Literature, Languages, Fine Arts,
and

is

moon

,

is

only

the

12

hours

1I10nth

hitherto known i>;

of
one

and

the

It must, of
or it would

month, in
minutes,

36

nearest

clay,

moon

18 hOLlI:S. 20

bright planet

have

one

crevasse

of

who had fallen into the

man
a

glacier.

The

plucky woman
Peary, will at once

of the company, Mrs.
It heroine.
It is said that the col

become

lections' made

by this party of explorers
unprecedented, and that milch of
interest bas been learned by them.
are

THE CHOLEUA

the

news comes

we

write,

leaped

quarantine, and

all

over

LAND.-As

that the cholera has

ON

entered New York

There have been at least five deaths

from the dread

disease.
'I'here is, how
ground for a panic. Our towns
splendid condition, our boards of
watchful, and cold weather is com

in

ing

1

of the earnest young
people engaged in the work of these useful and
rapidly growing societies. One sample copy for
exa.mination wIll be sent, postpaid, upon receipt
of twenty-five cents in stamps. Address
sure

to meet the wants

The A. J. Showalter Co., Dalton. Oa.
_----

-

CHRISTIAN
Worth

ENDEAVOR

MUSIC

having, is fount!

in ASA HfILL'S NEW
PRAISE BOOK'

Gleanings.
SACRED

OF

•

•

•

SONG

$3.60 per doz. $30 per hundred.
By Mail, 35 Cents per Copy.

Just Issued.

This is the largest 30 cent book ever published, h&vlng
about four times as much available music as found in the.
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Next week's number will be an excellent one. It will contain a very bright article by Rev. J. A.
Rondthaler, D. D., on How To Win the Attention of an Audience;" a paper full of practical sugges
tions, by Sallie Joy White, on "Newspaper.Work for Women;" President George A. Gates's contribu
tion to our series on" Dangers of College-Life, and How To Avoid Them;
the first of Rev. FranCis E.
Marsten's series on "Practical Points ill Christian Living; and a delightful natural history sketch by
Leander S. Keyser.
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Mus. HAUIUSoN.-The health of the wife
of

our

honored President has been poor for
months, but the serious nature of

sickness has been known for only It
days. It is a complicated disease of
the lungs. Bronchitis, the grip, and pneu
her

few

monia

and

followed

now

prayers of all Christians will ascend for
the recovery of the lady of the Whit.e
House.
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THE GOLDEN RULE
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FITTINGLY, Mr. Whittier's name is prominent in this number. Everyone will
Dr. Banks's tribute, and our excellent portrait of the poet, with the view
of his home. How affecting is the latter, in its noble and quaint simplicity!
This
--Marion Harland, the famous author and editor, presents to our readers

appreciate

a characteristically bright and sensible article on "Sensible Dressing."--Dr. Docking's series on "Young Men in History" is meeting with
much favor. Here is another paper.--Mr. Winship is always shrewd and thought
provoking, and is especially so in his article, "Sins of the Tongue."--Mr. Black, with
the suggestive title, "Inquire Within," deftly points a moral that all should heed.
-

On the Junior page Mrs. Scudder finishes her capital paper
--We are pleased to present the portrait of Mr. Adriance.
as

the face of

an

old friend.--We call

One is Mr.

department pages.

Moody's

especial

offer of

to members of Christian Endeavor societies.

sending

$2.00

a

Year.

Park.

a

on

"How To Win

Our readers will welcome

attention to two

things on our
Northfield, for a nominal sum,
be hoped that many will avail

term at

It is to

Boys."

train delayed on the main track; a brakeman despatched back through
heavy freight train an hour behind time; these were the factors of one of the
The
most terrible railroad accidents the vicinity of Boston has ever known.
On One brakeman did not
put a torpedo on the track; the engineer did not see the
red lantern but did see the signal lights of the station and whistled his recog
Man.
nition, which the brakeman thought applied to his signal; the engine rushed on
and crashed through the passenger car, killing nine outright, and terribly wounding
fifty. One of the characteristics of this age is the handling of men in large groups.

A

all

are sure
us

that it is

on

board

century ago there were few cases in which one man had in his
hands the life of many hundreds; now, there arc millions of men,
often rude and unlearned, and upon the faithful discharge of the

duty
ance

readers will agree with
capital, and be eager to get
such fair

of each
of

a

safety of

our

ship of

a

a

A

many societies join
especially consecrated

some

PASSENGER

the fog;

and efficient member.--The other is

earthly fate of millions more. The vigil
along the coast has in its keeping the
sixty millions of people. Every switch tender

hangs

the

few health officers
over

-

The
along
you travel carries your life in his hand.
inspector of the electric wires stretched above you as you walk,
the night patrol who guards your property against thieves and
the railroad

promise.

as

the sanitary officer who looks after your supplies of food
drink, may all do you an irreparable injury by their own
slightest carelessness. Such an interlocking of human destinies is
a terrible thing from one point of view; and yet it is God's way of
teaching us that we are each our brother's keeper, and that no

fire,

THE Grand Old Man"

down

by

was

heifer the other

a

knocked

The Craze
for Relics.

should bear
have

trees

life,

and

now

a

one

Mr.

-

arms

tree upon

saved it

it!

man

and

-

RALLYING DAY has

the angry animal until rescued.
the "news" comes by cable that

dodged
Now

bits of this heifer
that the
for the

owner

hide,

for eleven

are

in

church-life.

great demand,
fifty dollars

Rallying

has refused

and that teeth

dollars and

a

are

selling

half each.

better illustration of the absurd passion
hardly be given. What

great man has touched or has
a
great man catches the con
tagion of greatness, even though it be an
ugly heifer that knocks the great man
a

touched

down.

We

must have

something

ma

terial "to remember the great man
as the phrase goes.
If memory of

by,"

and of

places depends

stone,

or

parchment,

be the minds of

some

on

bits of

On that

men

JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER.

wood,

folks when
will have

to have

quite a definite position ill
Sunday-school children are brought

back to their accustomed seats, classes are filled up,
are closed up, and, incidentally, the
grown

people must be there to care for the whole. Rallying
Day has its uses. It is much better to have a rally
than a lingering retreat, or a defeat out and out. But so far as
Rallying Day implies and promotes vacation-taking in religions
matters, it is a hindrance, and no help. Vacations should be so
spent that there is no need of rallying. By seaside or on moun
tain top, wherever the summer rest is taken, there should be
taken also that refreshing religious work that consecrates and
There should be no yawning gap in
vitalizes the summer rest.
the Sunday-school lessons to paralyze with ignorance the teacher
who takes charge on Rallying Day.
There should be no falling
away from the church-going habit, to make church-going irksome
when

they get
scant

the

choir ranks

how blank will

"Collections," assuredly,

come

day

Day.

A

for relics could
ever

dare live to himself.

his

prolonged

has

and

He

day.

sprang behind a tree
Gladstone's coat of

or

1882.

where the

Mr. Mershon?s first programme for" The
Golden Rule Missionary Journey." We

"

22,

Six days of sight-seeing will create a natural demand for rest even
spiritual appetite is lacking. For the sake of the success of the Fair,
the honor of our Christian nation, and especially the future welfare of her people, let
all Christians watch zealously the advantage gained, and take no backward step.

Exposition

it, and

themselves of
in

Company.

this week

Number.

it

Golden Rule

to the

spirit

tions

land!

we

come

back.

have been

we

If in

heartily

our vaca

about

our

Father's

space in that world.

need of

THE noble army at work for the preservation of the Lord's
soon find out that they have only won the first battle

business, there will be no
Rallying Day on our return.

Postmaster

Dny may

has done

-

General

Wanamaker

thing, which in some
long campaign. The grand alliance of saloon,
e c t s is a fiendish
asp
Only the
and
anxious
Sunday newspaper, infidelity,
capital
Postal
thing. He has ordered
First Battle. for a big per cent, has not yet given up the World's
that in all places where
Facilities.
Fair to be closed on Sunday.
Preparations are
there exists free postal
being made to bring the matter once more before Congress. The
delivery, letter-boxes may be placed
Chicago Herald, for instance, leaves a quarter of one of its large
on the doors of the houses for the
and valuable advertising pages blank on both sides for signatures
collection as well as the delivery of
to a petition which is placed at the top.
The petition prays Con
mail.
This will certainly be a great
The argument
gress for the repeal of the Sunday closing law.
convenience; but what of its effect in
there urged, stated in brief but fairly, is that the Fair will be "a
Some
stimulating letter writing?
real promoter of pure reYigi.on," that the poor people who most
people seem to think that the more
need this pure religion cannot attend except on Sunday, and that
letters written, the better.
That is
the closing of the Fail' on that day would throw upon Chicago
true, up to a certain limit. Beyond
hundreds of thousands of visitors, who "would erowd every
that limit the increase in intelligence,
brothel, saloon, and place of evil resort in that city, and multiply
enterprise, and friendliness merges
crime to such an extent that the police department, even though
into an increase of petty gossip, a
managed in the most efficient manner, could, with great difficulty,
tremendous waste of time and energy.
The Chicago police department has
cope with the situation."
WHITTIER'S HOME, AMESBURY, MASS.
We are becoming a great postagecause of action for libel against the Herald " and, much more, the
American people. Surely, a set of folks who will "crowd every
stamp nation, but not a great letter
a quiet peace and long leisure to which the
is
needed
latter
of
evil
resort"
on
would
not
be
to
seek
the
nation.
For
the"
place
pure religion"
Sunday,
very likely
writing
of the World's Fair, even if it were thrown open to them. On the contrary, the vast postman's whistle and the heavy mailbags are anything but conducive. Let us accept
and see that we do not use it over much!
majority of the attendants on the Fair will be average, respectable Americans, who, gratefully this boon from our government,
if the gates are closed, will attend church, and enjoy the great religions congresses
being prepared for the Sundays of the Fair. As to the poor people, the Heralii:« sym
WITH the passing away of the great writers of the past generation, &0 conspicuously
pathies should also flow toward the hard-working army of care-takers at the Fair,
whose only rest-day it would destroy. Why does not the Herald, with its manifest and sadly brought to our notice this month by the deaths of Curtis and Whittier,
care for the deal' people, inaugurate a movement giving all laborers a weekly half
many have been moved to inquire somewhat querulously," Who can take
Great
The fact is, it. is not necessary to fill their places.
their places?"
The
holiday with full pay during the time of the Exposition? It is astonishing how some
very good people will be misled by such arguments as these. Every Christian should Writers. "Easy Chair" iu Harper's .Monthly is to be discontinued, we understand; and
see through them.
This petition suggests that the machinery might be stopped on
that is a wise decision.
The places made peculiarly their own by the noble
Sunday, and exhibitors who wish might cover their exhibits,-only let the people in! writers and men of action now swiftly leaving this world arc to he garlanded with grate
If the gates are open, the Fail' will run full blast. Any tyro in the study of human ful affection, adorned with the i mages of tho dead workers, and dedicn ('('11 to their mem
nature knows that.' Chicago has parks many times larger, all together, than the ory. No man who is really alive can work in dead men s shoes. We tlo not wish another
of

a

a

wise

-

-

GOLDEN RULE

THE

956
Quaker poet, whose
That would

be

a

poets of Whittier's frank sincerity and houeat sympathy
with common life to sing to the needs of our time as he
sang to his.

need other citizens

'Ve

THE

songs should chime with Whittier's.
verbose repetition.
We need other

as

fearless

and

as Curtis, to meet the problems of the future iu
manly a way as he met those of the past. But the
great poet and the great citizen will not be born out of
imitation of Whittier or Curtis.
They will not arise from
broodings over what has been said or done, but from
bruodings over what needs to be said and done. And
when God is ready for them, he will produce them.

kindly
as

successful

THE

CHAIR.

PROFESSOR'S

Caleb Cobweb, M. A.,

Says Something

people

are

September 22, 1892. [4]

About

those

ened

Taking

who

can

take

a

very ancient proverb that some people think
'a quotat iou from the Bible, which runs, A word to the
wise is sufficient.
a

The successful
to whom

people everywhere

A 1V0rd is all we'll
success.

the

those wise folk

get, anyway,

help us toward
hearing ear,
preach full sermons.
to

seeing eye, out it has no time to
here, a gesture there, is all it has
would learn its lessons

we

for us, and if
must be. apt at taking

hints.

THE STORY OF THREE SCHOLARS.
was

THERE

scholars.

They

were

all anxious to learn the secret

of their master's power, a.nd become
selves.
The first

spent

III the world of business how often this truth is illus

great painter who had three

a

once

great, painters

them

all his time in the studio at his easel.

He

copied incessantly the great master's pictnres, study
ing deeply into their beauties, and trying to imitate them
with his

brush.

own

He

w.as up early, and was the last
night. He would have nothing
himself, attended none of his lec
him with any question, nor spent

to leave the workroom at

to do with the master

tures,

never

went to

any time in talking with him. He wanted to be his own
director, and make his own discoveries, and be self-made.
This scholar lived and

expressed

on canvas a

died without

single

one

notice,

and

never

of the noble character

istics of his master.

The second

scholar, on the contrary, spent little time
studio, scarcely soiled his palate, or wore out a
brush. He attended every lecture on art, was constantly
asking questions about the theories of perspective, of
ooloring, of light and shade, of grouping figures, and all
that, and was a zealous student of books. But for all
his study he died without producing a single worthy
picture, to help and delight mankind, and perpetuate his
master's glory.
The third was as zealous in the practical work of the
in the

artist

as

the first, and

as

zealous in the theoretical

as

the

second, but he did one thing which they never thought
of doiug : he came to know and love the master.
They
were much together, the young artist and the older one,
and they had long talks about all phases of an artist's
life and work. So close and continual, in fact, was their
communion, that they grew to talk alike, and think
alike, and even, some said, to look alike. And it was
not long before they began to paint alike, and on the
canvas of the younger glowed the same beauty and the
same majesty that shone from the canvas of his master.
The parable is not hard to interpret.
If the Christian
has been seeking to know God, and express God's beauty
on the canvas of his human life, it has been in one of these
three ways. If it has been by the way of practical living
merely, by attempting with one's own unaided wisdom
and power to be kind and helpful and influential, the
attempt has failed. If it has been by the way of theory
merely, if by searching of books alone the Christian has
sought to find out God, he has failed. Our search for a
noble and inspiring and fruitful basis of life will succeed
only as, without by any means neglecting good deeds or
study, we seek with all the might of the spirit God has
given us for communion, personal love and communion,
with the Spirit who made our spirits, until, in Jesus'
words, we are one with Christ, even as he is one with the
Father.

trated!

Here

man whose
stock is always stale,
always antiquated, whose prices are
a week behind the market quotations, whose advertise
ments are stereotyped, who never used a telephone,
whose tools were patented before the war, who takes
I10ne of his trade papers, whose house is mortgaged,
brow wrinkled, heart discouraged and discontented.
And at his Side, his shop in the same block, his farm
joining fences, is the business man who has been wise
enough to discern the signs of the times, who has had

eyes to

see

To-day, while all things are gloomy without, be all
things bright within. Let me oppos,e the peace of my
soul to the storm in the sky.
Why should these dull
clouds of matter, moved here and there almost hy the
breath of chance etiect my fickle spirit? Is this a nature
meet for eternity, when the pettiest things of time can
disconcert it? I am serving poor apprenticeship to those
I am preparing little save fret and fume
constant years.
to carry into their smiling serenity.
11 my temper is at
,

the mercy of a

by

a

lowering sky, yet more is it speedily soured
lowering fortune. Nay, so prone am I to this

degenerate darkness, so tied to the gloomy elements of
this world, that when all the heavens are kind, I make
from nothing a 'shadow for myself to dwell in. Forgive
me, Father of all joy.

Forgive me,

Christ ofCana. Make

ashamed for my childishness, and lift me into man
hood. Make me ashamed for the lives my fretfulness
has embittered. Make me ashamed for every spot
me

whereon my shadow has fallen.
0 dwell thou in me,
and every shadow will be sunshine.
0 dwell thou in
Come to
me, and all my sad fickleness will pass away.
me

in

this

day, thou joyous Comforter,

me, and my joy be

fulfilled.

and

thy joy will

be

a

are

and

ears

to heal' the hints

the world

man

to whom

than

a

in the

a

fact,

higher

take hints from the past,

deed of

a

is

-

life

Spirit speaking

an

comes

to

a wise and great man is
inspiration; whose reading is
And most of all, success
eyes.

to the

him, whose

to condemn

sure

can

biography, from written words; the
saying of Christ's is life-food more than

to whom

brain-food;
more

who

man

from

man

who

heal' Goel's

can

prompt and

conscience is

blame and

approve what needs

and

praise, whose will is yielded to God's slightest hints of
warning 01' of guidance.
Busy men of old heard in the midst of their toils two
words, spoken ill that clear voice which can never die out
of this world, two words, "Follow me."
And the two
words were sufficient,
for the hearers were wise,- and
led them into an immortality of usefulness and honor and
joy supreme.
So, from commonplace events, from the every-day
marvels of the natural world, from books, from friends,
from the Spirit within and above, come promptings
daily and hourly, "Follow me," to manhood and woman
hood and God.
We who have ears to heal', let lIS hear.
-

whose stock is of the

the last will succeed and the first will fail.
has had

history,

was

freshest, methods of
the newest, prices the current prices, advertisements
piquant and novel, tools of the most improved pattern,
who keeps the telephone hot, and devours the papers
and books pertaining to his business.
You all know that
giving him,

no one

system for him

to

lay

to

down

a course

He

pursue.

because he has been able to take
In social life here

And the last

for him to

follow,

has succeeded
a

hint from all

a

merely
sources.

JOHN

IT

GREENLEAF WHITTIER.

has been often told how
into

came

whcn

much

he
as

was

the

an

anonymous poem that

hands of Wllliam

editing

The Free

Lloyd Garrison,
Press, pleased him so

to lead him to search out the author and thus

to discover John Greenleaf Whittier for the world.
in

Born

the poet had spent his eighteen years
his father's farm.
His educational privileges

Haverhill, Mass.,

in work

on

people, equally good had been limited; his opportunities for reading, slight.
looking, minds equally brilliant, character equally founded He could almost have numbered on his fingers the books
on the right, yet one will have hosts of friends, be followed
that made up his father's library.
They were of a heavy
everywhere by smiles of loving approval, and the other· character, and only one of them made any pretensions to
will be a solitary, not so much disliked as ignored.
Nine be
poetical. But a copy of Burns opened the eyes of the
times out of ten it's because one can take a hint and the
young farmer as his own lines have told. Following the
other cannot.
One is sensitive to see in a shrug, a frown; advice of Garrison, he went to an academy for a time,
the expression of the eye, or the tone of voice, the disap- and
taught school for a few months that he might have
proval of those around him, and shrewd at remedying the means for a longer time of study. He continued to
whatever in himself merited their disapproval.
The
write, became a contributor to the editorial columns of
other is blind and deaf even to the most plainly expressed several papers, and had charge temporarily of a paper
criticism.
One is quick to perceive by expression or published in Hartford, Conn.; but his father's sickness
atti tude when others are ill. at ease, and ready to put called him home.
He was once sent to represent 'his
them at ease.
The other has no eyes for others' con- town in the legislature; his political influence, however,
straint.
One is a veritable spiritual thermometer, and was not exerted by holding office, but by shaping opinions.
knows instinctively whether his friends are sad or happy,
His connection with Garrison was not simply a literary
hopeful or despondent, and adapts himself to their needs. friendshrp ; it deepened into a close intimacy because of
are

two young

The other is blind to the little indications of the unhappi ness and discontent and joy and longings of his com-

the interests that

generation

were

supreme with both.

braced the beliefs of the Friends at

he cannot read the

herited the resolution

will have many
life alone.

parable

of their faces.

friends, and

And the first

the second will go

through

step

meant

The second

of Whittier's ancestors in America

pan ions, and is joyful in their sorrow, and unsympathetic
in their joy, and stolid in their times of aspiration because

liability

to

severe
as

well

a

persecution.
as

had

em

time when such

a

Whittier in

the faith of those whose

bore, and sacrificed every prospect of snccess to
He espoused the oause of freedom for
his convictions.
How conspicnous are the examples of this principle in the slave when abuse and
peril fell to the lot of all its
the world of study and of science! Bits of wood had advocates.
Nothing in later life gave him more satisfac
been pushed by eastward breezes across the mysterious tion than the part that he had had in
bringing about
Atlantic for centuries before the man was born who
emancipation. But though his indignation blazed forth
could take the hint and discover a continent.
A little so
fiercely, and his denunoiations were so severe, no man
girl, the daughter of a Dutch spectacle-maker, was play- could have shown a better spirit towards those whose
ing with her father's lenses. Holding two out before acts he felt compelled to denounce.
her she cried suddenly, "0, father! how near the steeple.
Garrison's search for the unknown poet was typical.
is !"
That may have happened many times before, but However great the fame that Whittier earned, the world
Hans Lippersey was a wise map, and that word was has always had to seek him.
Only when he beard the
enough for him. The telescope was made, to do for call of duty did he put himself forward; and when the
To cause .to which he devoted his youthful energy no
astronomy what Columbus did for geography.
longer
enumerate
all. examples would be almost to detail the needed his pen, he gladly retired to the quiet of his
history of science, for, from the fall of Sir Isaac Newton's home, and his muse rejoiced to exchange the trumpet
apple to the day when that puffing tea-kettle sang of the for the shepherd's pipe. From his retreats at Amesbury
steam-engine, and down to the present decades, when an and at Danvers his notes have come like those of some
all but imperceptible retarding of an almost invisible
shy wood-bird; and fourscore and four years have not
point of light is made to add a new planet to the system, made the sweet tones crack or quaver.
and when a minute shifting of a line of light is forced to
Naturally he has won hili greatest snccesses in his
disclose to us the rate and direction of motion of the star ballads and his sketches of New England life.
Attached
which the light left years ago, all the triumphs of the to the region in which he was born, and from which he
human mind have been won by its power to read parables, never wandered far, imbned with its spirit, he was con
to take hints.
tent to tell its homely story in simple phrase and to leave
And now may I not, must I not apply an this to the to others the celebration of more ambitious themes in
life of the Spirit, to the pursuit of things highest and more sounding words.
Following in this the example of
noblest for the sonl? Here, too, success comes to the his early leader in the art of song, he sung of the scenes
man who can take hints; who has eyes for the sunlight
that were familiar to his boyish eyes and the home on
and the sky; who can interpret the parable of the sea- which his memory d welt so fondly.
He was not ashamed
sons; who can heal' with intelligent ears the birds' morn- to introduce that humble household to the world, though
ing hymns; who finds tongues in trees, books in the their speech and dress might be plain. And the world
running brooks, sermons in stones; to whom the word has felt honored at being admitted into the circle around
of the meanest flower that grows is sufficient for uplift- that fireside; and has bowed its hea.d with reverence
ing toward the flower's Creator. Success here comes to before the pure life and the humble faith in God shown
the man who is open to the contagion of faith, open to by him who welcomed it to his hearthstone.
the contagion of cheer, open to the contagion of love;
When the nation commemorated its centennial, it was
to the man who is able to live itl.others' lives, be strength- by general consent tlHtt "our
Quaker poet" was chosen
..
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is

whose methods

to the

comes

from

done with his heart in his

The world is full of hints to the

A word
we

are

word is sufficient.

a

look
life

hint.

There is

by glimpses of their belief, gladdened by a smile
happiness, comforted and assured by a single
which speaks of their love.
Success in the spiritual

out of their

Hints,

name

he

THE
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to celebrate the occasion.
torian seeks

the

When in future years the lIis
whose verses struck

representative singer

a

of America's life in this

key-note

century, he will

find in the "Voices of Freedom" the echo of
that led to

a

great crisis in

lines of him whose loss

our

career, and in the other

we now mourn

duced the traits of character

feelings

on

he will find repro

which has been" founded

all that is best and most beautiful in

our

national life.

must be made

maintain, the better-way
the eye
"

as

old, and less like
like a becoming garb

the

fad" than

and

rational costume for

a

The

unclean, trailing

The fashion

can never

a

bargains

have almost

a

long

as

seductive to

the advertisement of
for

a

sensible

skirt has
hold

is the alternative of mud.
for
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handsome woman,

one.

already
in

a

a

half cured itself.

climate where dust

Provincial belles over-eager
monopoly of the wicked higb

brought the chiropodist's trade up to the
rank of a profession, and which bade fair awhile ago to
ruin the gait of our women.
"Second Empire" corsages,
pliant jerseys, and the all-accommodating blouse, have to
a gratifying extent done away with the expediency of
heels that have

SENSIBLE DRESSING.

By
Author of

"

Marion

Harland,

tapering waists.

Common Sense in the Household."

Excessi ve slenderness is

a

defect to be

cloaked. Embonpoint indicates health, and may be dressed
clamor of press and platform in favor of dress.
-not compressed-into comeliness. The dress bonnet is
reform does not delude clear-headed thinkers into
still the shadow of a shade, but the broad-brimmed hats
the belief that the costume of the woman of to-day is
worn by young women are an immense improvement
more iniquitous as regards health, and more nearly sub
as to beauty and. utility upon the hot sunbonnet and
versive of modest instincts, than were the costumes of
"Shaker" of a former day. Jackets that leave arms and

THE

preceding generations.

Much that is classed among the evil consequences of
modern fashions is vicarious retribution for the sins of

mistaken

The wits of Queen Anne's
time were as merciless in their onslaughts upon hoops,
cosmetics, high heels, and barbarous hair-dressing as are
our daily papers in objurgation of scavenger skirts and
women's suspenders.
Maria Edgeworth regrets almost
tearfully the criminal folly of a mother who tried to make
herself look as young as her daughter at a ball, and wore
in December only one petticoat under a muslin gown.
Elizabeth Patterson's perfect form was veiled by her
wedding-gown and only one other garment when she
stood up to be married to Jerome Bonaparte.
The girl
of our period measures from one to two inches more in
the waist than did her grandmothers at the same age.
For one woman who wore flannel next to the skin fifty
years ago, there are fifty thousand who wear it now. We
have not attained unto our ideal of health and beauty,
but our faces are turned in the right direction. The trend
of the age is ordered by humanity and common sense.
our

progenitors.

Slavish obedience to fashion is in wretched taste, and
foolish; but it is not politic, prudent, 01' even rational,

also
to

all of fashion's

defy

kind

are

most

dictates.

Changes of whatever
surely wrought by gradual advances. A

in Bloomer costume is not the fittest person
who could be chosen to lead a crusade against the sweep

fat

woman

that collect the germs of nameless abomina
tions and convey them to the absorptive cuticle of the

ing draperies

The

injunction, "Let not your good be evil
in patly here.
A sagacious mother
does not snatch a harmful plaything from the baby's
hand when she may gain her end and tempt him to drop
and forget it by dancing something more attractive before
wearer.

spoken of,"

comes

his eyes.
Corset-makers are accounted the children of
this generation in the scriptural sense of the term, by our
advanced

but their enemies

might learn
grand
mothers wore it was denounced by anatomists as only
evil, and that continually, advertising columns and shop
windows were filled with designs of "sanitary" revisions
dress-reformers;

wisdom from them here.

of the banned

made for

hips;

graceful;

and

�pacious

type.
the

so

When the corset

curves

far

as

accommodations

of the waist

glowing

as our

were

generous, yet
description could direct
were

tight

inert,

itching by impeding circulation, are" clean out."
The arms of the professional gymnast have not more
room for play than have those of the queen of fashion.
These are but a few of the gratifying indications to the
optimistic eye that sensible dressing is becoming popular.
I am conscious-and unblushingly conscious-that the
plan of action here suggested to the sincere reformer may
seem to run along a lower plane than befits the importance
of the subject.
But we must take humankind, including
womankind, as we find it. The work of centuries is not
to be unravelled in a couple of decades.
Without going
back to the age when a bride's face was coated with gold
leaf, and babies were swaddled into mummies with yards
upon yards of linen, or even to a later era, when the use of
rouge and pearl powder by every woman was accentuated
by patches of black court-plaster (so named because
sanctioned by court usage), let us, in the review of the
work of a generation, rejoice in the skilful combination
of beauty and hygiene that recommends so many whole
some changes to those whom they most concern.
"First make virtue lovely, then preach it," might be
adopted as the motto of Christian workers. Let our
teachers of bodily sanity enlist the aid of sesthetdcs, and,
without scruple, play upon the vanity of woman, declared
by some to be merely a token of the innate love of beauty
universal with the sex. A sensible woman ought to
adopt cheerfully a mode of dress that promises good to
herself and to the race.
Occasionally one is found who
ranks the delight of the eye as inferior in importance to
the pursuit and conquest of health.
The mighty majority
were built to be followers, not leaders, and see little
beyond the hero of the hour. Teachers have need of
patience almost divine. The purpose
of this article is to preach these, and to stay fainting
courage and lagging zeal by the cheery hail of a fellow
worker in

that is

gradually

and

steadily winning

a

new

one; but the children

prompter, and the fathers and mothers are not in
the classes.
It builds a new house, elects a new board of
trustees, installs a new pastor, and advertises in the
are no

papers; but still the sermons are dull, the prayer meet
are without unction, and the Sunday school has a

ings

but is dead.

names

That church needs

poster, "In

our

quire within." It is all for glitter and parade. It needs
the old hunger of the spirit.
If it will open itself to the
inflowing life of God, it will find its new life, just as the
flower finds its new life by opening itself to the morning
sun.

Yellow

O.

Springs,

WHITTIER AND THE GOLDEN RULE.

By

Rev, Louis Albert

Banks, D.

D"

Author of "White Slaves."

man, universally known through two
has stood so pre-eminently as the

public

WHAT
generations,
incarnation of the

golden rule as Jolin Greenleaf Whittier?

The life has been

as

pure

and

as

true

the

as

songs.

Henry Wilson was on his death
bed, he said: "If I had to do, to think, to act, and to
vote just as I was directed by one man, I should choose
Whittier. I believe him the purest man living on earth."
Whittier was the singing prophet of what was noblest
In him the
in New England home, social, and civil life.
Puritan and the Quaker blended into a harmonious man
hood, which was at once both sweet and strong. He
could speak the truth as sternly as Cromwell, but he
spoke it in love as gentle and tender as a Quaker maiden'S
heart.
His verse was the. outflow of his noble Christian
It is always earnest, sincere, sympathetic.
manhood.
He was throughout his life, under all emergencies, con
sistent to the true spirit of democracy.
He held him
When Vice-President

self
"Still to a stricken brother true,
Whatever clime hath nurtured
As stooped to heal the wounded
The worshipper of Gerizim.
"

him;
Jew,

By misery unrepelled, una wed
By pomp or power, thou seest a man
In prince or peasant, slave or lord,
Pale priest, or swarthy artisan.

"Through all disgnises, place,

or

name,

Beneath the flannting robes of sin,
Through poverty and squalid shame,

Thon lookest
"

He

a

a cause

bought, but the Sunday school creeps
old dying pace; Tom still comes lag

and forthwith elects

fault,

and caused intol

erable

toleration and of

same

the first song, and far into Sunday morning
Then the
father yawns and sleeps over the daily paper.
church imagines that the superintendent must be at

superseded unwieldy "circulars" in
walking-costumes; and who besides the giddiest of giddy
girls dons paper-soled shoes for street wear? The skin
sleeves that made muscles

organ is

new

hands free have

on

the

man

within.

On man as man, retaining yet,
Howe'er debased, and soiled, and dim,
A crown upon his forehead set,The immortal gift of God to him."

judged everything by

rule, and

was

attended,

in

this standard of the

golden

sensitive to detect any infringement of it.
When he read that the clergy of all denominations hall
a

sanction to its

success.
"

body, a pro-slavery meeting, lending
proceedings, he exclaimed:-

Just God I
and these are they
Who minister at thine altar, God of right!
Men who their hands with prayer and blessing
On Israel's ark of light!

their

-

Pompton,

feminine action every woman was convinced of her duty
to endue herself with one of these life-saving construc

N. J.

preach, and kidnap men?
Give thanks, and rob thy own afflicted
Talk of thy glorious-liberty, and then
Bolt hard the captive's door? "

lay

"What!

INQUIRE

WITHIN.

pictured stays may have been safe and health
By Rev, Geo, D, Black,
ful; they were certainly pretty.
Fulminations against tight lacing now-a-days are a
is a notice that we frequently see posted 011 the
waste of paper and powder.
doors of business houses.
The goods that are ex
Wasp waists went out with
fashion-makers when the sanitary and artistic corset came hibited on the outside need some one to set forth their
in; and their death-blow was in the discovery, not that quality, use, and price. Within you are to get your
lacing as formerly practised infringed upon heart and information. So," Inquire within."
I have wondered whether we do not need this notice
lungs, and displaced other important organs, but that it
muddied the complexion and reddened the nose.
It is posted on all our undertakings.
the would-be fine lady who now tightens her stays to the
We blame our bad luck and mischances. If only we
point of painfulness. Women who know how to" make could have been born under some favorable star! If we
up" artistically are learning how possible it is to sport blunder, we like to think that some one else, or some
perfectly fitting gowns without damage to comfort and thing outside of ourselves, is to blame for it. If we could
health. When the apostles of reform succeed in demon have had our opportunity at another time or another
strating this satisfactorily everywhere their work will be place, we flatter ourselves that every thing would be quite
Mrs. Jenness-Miller is an artist different with us.
We would have preached great ser
three-quarters done.
and a well-made .woman, hence a successful pioneer in
mons, or have written a great book, or have done some
this territory,
Her glove-fitting corsages follow the sup sublime deed of patriotism, or have shown a beautiful
ple and graceful outlines of her figure; her draperies lend tenderness or an unconquerable resolution.
Inquire
themselves lovingly to these; her movements are so-free within.
There we shall find the root of our bad luck.
that the tout ensemble awakens emnlation in the beholders'
It is not in our stars. The fates are not arrayed against us.
minds. The average corsetless lecturer upon Delsarte
If you are not succeeding in your religious work, do not
and hygiene is not such.
blame everybody else but yourself.
Look within.
"She may declaim against steel and whalebone while Examine your own inner life, which is the fountain of
she has breath," said :t plain-spoken would-be disciple. your outer life. See whether you do not find there'
"I have yet to see a woman who eschewed corsets whose a dilatory will, lazy thoughts, an inert conscience, a want
gowns fitted her. One and all, they have a dowdyish, of intensity, fineness, consecration.
There are no new ways out of our difficulties. There is
baggy look. Sometimes the bag hangs on a bean-pole;
sometimes it is tied about a meal-sack. It is al ways a bag." just the old, painfully slow way through the renewal and
It is not enough to expose the faults of the prevailing activity of the spirit.
The church in the town of Vain
The ncw-c-and, as we conscientiously Flourish thinks that a new organ will bring new life.
mode of attire.
tions.

The

along at the
ging in after

The

THIS

But he

detect

that

war

just as sensitive, on the other hand, to
spirit of the golden rule in unexpected

was

the

places.

When the story came home from the Mexican
some noble Mexican women had cared for the

hated Northern
bestowed

Yankees who

with

battlefield,
sang

poor?

their

on

were

wounded

on

the

the

same

own

loved ones, his heart took fire and

sympathy

and

tenderness

:-

"Not wholly lost, 0
Upward, through its

Father! is this evil world of ours;
blood and ashes, spring afresh the Eden

flowers;
smoking hell

From its

prayer,
And still thy

of

battle, LO\'e and Pity send their

white-winged angels

hov .. r

dimly

in

our

air!"

The

purse-proud atmosphere of the times never for a
moment befogged his clear vision of the superiorit.y
of manhood to wealth.

when he

No rebuke

was

sterner than Ilia

saw

"the
Harden into

dropping
gold,"

and beheld with tearful

blood of labor

indignation

"smooth-faced Manuuon
Reaping mvn like grain."

Defying

the

"

Moloch in State Stree-t." he declared

"The

chambers built
Invite the rust."

gilded

hy

wrong

Whittier's ideal of
ization of the

lines:
"

a
happy human life was in the real
golden rule, as will be seen from these

-

R"IH>tsPll from that Iraternal law
'Vllich shares the C0111nlOll bale and

bliss,

No sadder lot could Folly draw,
Or Sin provoke from Fate, than this.

The meal unshared is food unblessed;
Thou hoard'st in vain what love should
Self-ease is pain; thy only rest
Is labor for a worthy end."

And
the

GOLDEN RULE

THE

958

surely

man

no

has written

more

spirit of the Christ than in these

hymn
"

of

"Worship"

in

verses

spend;

harmony

with

from Whittier's

:-

0 brother man! fold to thy heart thy brother;
Where pity dwells, the peace of God is there;
To worship rightly is to love each other,
Each smile a hymn, each kindly deed a prayer.

"

Follow with reverent steps the great example
,
Of Him whose holy work was' doing good;
So shall the wide earth seem our Father's temple,
Each loving life a psalm of gratitude."

Mass.

Boston,

SINS OF THE TONGUE.

By

Rev, A, E,

Winship,

Editor of the Journal of Education.

� VERY boy wants a good time. A boy is
L fun, and there is something wrong when
If he feels

happy.
a

broomstick is

a

tandem

as

born for
he is not

right he can get fun out of anything;
good as a horse, a goat is better than
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profanity does those of heaven. It is the lowest range
of indecency in speech, even though it may be clothed in
a "funny" story.
Blasphemy goes further than profanity, in that it is
intentional disrespect.
It shows an absolute lack of self
respect; it is scurrilous and indecent. It is simply filthy.
It uses defiantly the most holy words of the church, the
names worshipped by millions upon millions of humanity,
and drags them into the mire with the blasphemer.
Cursing is the culmination of all the viciousness of
swearing, profanity, and blasphemy. Under the sway of
the worst impulses a cowardly man
for only a self
-

confessed coward

calls down upon another the
evils for all eternity, knowing all the

curses

-

boys are alike, and all boys differ. They are alike
they want; they differ in the ways of getting it.
They all want a good time, but what makes a good time
for one does not for all. Boys are easily influenced;
some more easily for good than are others, and some
more easily for evil.
There are three things determining
what boys will do: their impulses, the public sentiment
about them, their tendency to imitate.
Then, boys differ in regard to the relative power of

extravagant

time that it is less harmful to his enemy than one
the face. He acts as if he were firing the most

slap

in

Boston, Mass.

them.

great difference in
mostly by one or
other of these classes: their superiors, their equals, their
inferiors.
The strongest character is influenced most by
bis equals; the weakest, by his inferiors. It may be
strength or weakness that leads him to his superiors. If
he seeks those who lift him, it is strength; if he seeks
those who use him, it is weakness.
Swearing, profanity, cursing, depend for their real
character upon whether or not they represent impulse,
public sentiment, or imitative taste. It is ignorance that
over

that

some

There is

are

a

influenced

YOUNG MAKERS OF HISTORY.

By

THE

old

for

Rev, James T.

adage, "Young

counsel,"

is but

a

Docking,
men

Ph. D.

for

war

and old

men

half-truth.

Young men have fought the world's greatest battles.
They have won the world's greatest victories. Old heads
may wear the crown; old hands may hold the lines; but
young brains have often dictated where and how they
At the close of

should drive.

praise

of General Grant

"What saved

was

country

our

late war, when the
every tongue, he said,

our

on

was

the

coming forward

of

our young men; they saved the Union."
It is a historic
fact that in the great contests of nations young men have
been mostly victorious. Their trophies have been the

stars in the

crowns

The ardor of
the

as

one,"

of all nations.

has a passion for leadership. Man,
signifies, is the "upward looking
a genius for i·ule.
Henry Clay, one

youth

Greek word
is born with

that

"

-

until there is

It is

a

a

surrender of

surrender of

profanity

of

a

a

certain instinct of virtue.

self-respect.

man, he will pay

a

boy admires the
premium upon his own
If

a

taken, the

War Office went

"

field.

The young

lege does

man

who takes the first rank ion col

always take the first rank in

not

of realities.

Parliament at

in

was

even

three years younger than that.
we turn, into whatever literature

Wherever
on

whatever battlefield

we

wander,

we

are

we

still the

look,
con

nineteen, and Chatham
of whom

to

an

at

it is said that he

unprecedented height

of

in five years, was in Parliament at
prime minister at twenty-five, when he

honor and

power

twenty-one,

was

said to be the most

was

swearing is swearing and that is the end of of America's most illustrious young men, who was in the
it. There is nothing of good in it, but there are varying Senate at thirty-two, said, indeed, that he would rather
grades of evil, indicating differing shades of character, be right than be President. But we must remember that
we have had but one Henry Clay.
There is a chronic
requiring special treatment for each class.
Swearing, profanity, cursing, from impulse grow upon ambition, deep seated in the heart of young men, for'
But distinction.
one much like the habit of drinking- intoxicants.
Two visitors from the rural district, in the
the swearing is subordinate to the vicious impulse.
Peo House gallery, were trying to pick out their Congressman
I can't distinguish him," said one, after
ple with such impulses who never use oaths swear, as it on the floor.
"Of course not," said the other, "he
were, by slamming the door, throwing something, kick a hopeless search.
ing something, etc. Such impulses uncontrolled -and can't even distinguish himself." Distinction is no crite
tend to rion of manhood,
profanity is proof that they are uncontrolled
Many a young man in trying to dis
crime or insanity.
tinguish his name has extinguished his character.
No one can read the history of Rome and Greece with
Swearing because of public sentiment indicates special
weakness or lack of character. The man who swears out noticing the prominent part played by young men.
because his companions do lacks the moral courage to They were the scholars.
They were the soldiers. They
refrain, and will probably drink, gamble, and indulge were the athletes. Their brain and brawn made Athens
and Rome.
any appetite or passion in which his companions indulge.
One may swear from impulse and yet yield to no
"He is but a youth," was doubtless the criticism of
temptation from without; but if he swears because the people when Demosthenes pleaded his own cause,
others do, he will do it, whatever his style of public being only twenty, and when Cicero at twenty-six spoke
sentiment dictates.
so eloqnently for Quinctius.
Pompey, "the beardless
If one swears because some men whom he admires do, youth," raised an army and defeated Marcus Brutus
he is on dangerous ground. There is a period in every when but twenty-three years old. Ambitious young
boy's life when he declares that he is to drive a horse Julius Caesar, the first Roman emperor, who once said,
car or a tip-cart, or ride in a gig, when he is a man.
"I'll be Caesar or I'll be nobody," was famous as an
This is a harmless ambition, easily accounted for, because orator at the age of twenty-two. Mark Antony won his
of the fascination in the apparently easy life; and then great victories in Egypt and Syria when less than thirty;
there is a" horse in it."
The lips will not utter an oath and Charlemagne was master of Gaul and Germany when
assumes

to be

twenty-six. William Pitt,
raised the dispirited nation

All

boys in this,

was

general, and asked what he thought of
it. "Impossible," said the old man.
They asked the
next in rank, "Very difficult," said he.
They went to
them all nntil they came to the youngest.
I will do it
or die," said Wolfe, a brilliant young man of but thirty
one summers.
He won the victory, dying at thirty-two.
Some historic young men have been great only so long
as they were
If Napoleon, after conquering
young.
Austria, Italy, Prussia, and the German Empire, could
have fought the battle of Waterloo at twenty-six instead
of fcrty-slx he might never have been driven from the

Fox

in what

influences

Quebec

the busy world
Again, some young men are like a species
deadly 'of modern books,-echoes of what has gone before them;
modern Gatling gun, when he knows that he has not and with such the fire of youth pales away with advanc
even a toy pistol.
He simply shows how diabolical is his ing years.
Some trees have abundant and plentiful
wish, how cowardly his attitude, how hypocritical his blossoms to beautify the orchard in spring, but little or
position. He says by his curses that he would like to be no fruit to glorify the autumn or gladden the fall. They
as much worse than a murderer as hell is worse than the
"blossom only to wither."
Of our twenty-three presidents, one-fourth were elected
grave, but 'that he dares not even pluck a single hair
from his enemy's head. But for his cowardice he would before they were fifty. When we turn to legislative
be worse than the man who should set fire to a city, turn halls, there we find the young men, like young Saul,
loose a kennel of fierce dogs, or spread pestilence.
head and shoulders above all others.
Charles James
most

four-in-hand.

or a

When

first to the oldest

uncrowned head in

powerful

When young Pitt made his first appearance
at Cambridge after his election, all the clergy were gap

England.

for lawn sleeves and other

ing

good things

in the

gift

of

their

representative. A witty doctor preached before
the youthful premier from this text: "There is a lad
here which hath five

but what

barley loaves and

two small

fishes;

"

among so many?
Wilberforce was in Parliament when but
are

they

twenty. He
slavery question, and for
years at each session of Parliament he brought forward
his bill to liberate the slaves. He is a type of what any
He stands out
young man can be in his chosen sphere.
in a period when piety was stigmatized in all aristocratic
circles, with a courage and consistency worthy an apostle.
He is forever a standing rebuke against the corrupt,
weak, and shallow-minded young men who are the vic
tims of political expediency.
Thomas Jefferson was but thirty-three when he wrote
the Declaration of Independence, out of the fulness of
his own mind; and Webster at thirty was the peer of the
ablest man in Congress.
He declared that he never
knew how the bread of idleness tasted.. but that he had
worked more than twelve hours a day on an average for
fifty years.
Think of that enth usiastic young Frenchman, Lafayette,
all

attacked

England

on

the

full of ardor that he resolved to offer his services to

so

the

of America before he

cause

was

nineteen.

One of

interesting characters in our early New Eng
land life was Sir Henry Vane, who was governor of
Massachusetts while but a youth.
the most

We may
the young

sneer

men

at the conceit of young men; but it is
advantage of instincts, moods,

who take

impressions, ideals, dreams, fancies, and flashes of light,
and who worked fervently while under their influence,
that have

fonght

themselves

the bravest battles and have

crowns

won

for

in two worlds.

Dunlap, Io.

ENDEAVOR DOIN'S DOWN

TO THE

eORNERS.

By Rev. J. P. Cowan,
CHAPTER XXV.
Bob Ginn's Surprise.

NOTICED Jerushy lookin'

1

one

"No,"

as

solemn

as a

Poll parrot

an' I says to her, "Is butter fallin' off?"
says Jerushy, "but I was thinkin' of some thin'

day;

degrees of debasement in the use of oaths. stant companions of young men" doing men's work with I read in the
paper t' other day, 'bout the way they did
Swearing, profanity, vulgarity, blasphemy, and cursing boys' hearts."
in one place to close the saloons."
signify different things.
William, Prince of Orange, sat as an expert diploma
"Let's hear it," says I, forgettin' how I'd tormented
To swear originally meant to answer, but has come to tist among the fathers when but eighteen, a.nd at twenty
her 'bout quotin' papers.
mean ejaculating something senseless
and practically one was placed at the head of the administration, says
Why, some one said to sow the country knee-deep
insulting in place of answering. "Gracious!" "0, my Macaulay. Gustavus Adolphus ascended the throne at with
temperance printin', an' they did it."
stars!" are mild words for swearing. They may not be sixteen.
When the temperance campaign begun to get warm,
Alexander the Great was called to the throne of Mace
oaths, but they are ejaculations that are silly even when
we sent for Tom to come down; an' it was jest fun for
not deemed vicious. Swearing always indicates weakness.
donia at twenty, captured Greece, invaded Persia, crossed
him. He pitched into it jest as though he was drummin'
Profanity means primarily desecration, and implies the Hellespont at the head of forty thousand soldiers,
He made tiptop speeches,
up trade for coffee an' sugar.
ignorance of the proprieties of life. It is a species of defeated Darius, extended his empire from the Mediter an' held meetin's an' had committees at work all over
baseness, a violation of courtesy and etiquette, a kind of ranean to the Indus, and died in his thirty-second year. the town. The
temperance committee was a-flyin' round
rebellion against the true and good. It is pollution. It Thus the greatest military victories ever won by one
like a nest of hornets that had been stoned; only we
is the use of the name of God 01' Christ in a vile man were gained by a youth who reigned but twelve
wa' n't tryin' to hurt anyone, but jest to protect the
manner.
years and eight months.
nest.
But they answered our speeches as fast as we
Vulgarity is to virtue and purity what profanity is to
Napoleon Bonaparte, "the child of destiny," the last could make
'em, an' it begun to look purty jubel'ous, I
the true and sacred. It dishonors and rebels against of the Caesars," was general-in-chief of the whole Italian
virtue. It profanes the most sacred things of earth as army when but twenty-six.
Copyright, 1892, by Rev. J. F. Cowan,
ruin. There

are

"

*

tell you.

But the minute

.lcrushy mentioned what she'd

sidewalks an' street

readv-«
"

.

Good!"

Tom; "almost everybody can read;
things is to put into print what you want

to say, an' let everyone in this town know what the

sequences of openin' a saloon will be."
An' that was the line the temperance

for the Corners would n't feed

lamps

Uncle Peleg an' the Square voted to protect their dol

away an' left him without tryin' his hand on brlngin'
him to his senses, like he did the woman at the well or

lars,

Lije an' Ceph worked

but

they thought;

as

temperance ticket.

Lije had his

day.
Another thing

worked

along. They got the list of voters,-that is, Sam
Scraggles did for 'em,-an' then they commenced mailin'

that

helped

Bottom fellers that had been

us

was,

helped by
they could

you call it, to the President or head post-office man
for an extra bag to carry the mail in; an' the man that

their old friends rather than do it.

had the job worked his little
pilin' such heavy loads on him.

when the

ever

It

death

to

which

to license

up the next mornin' we ups an' had a
subscription paper to buy him a hoss,

sun was

feller out with

a

It

they

surprised
It

come.

an'

took hootin'

n't go back
from

was

cursin'

enough sight decenter than a mule anyway.
night the feller was glad in his boots
mule died, because it was wind-broken an'

but it

too wet to

a

was

that all

hustlin'

to

the men's addresses to the

where

they
envelopes. I

was

some

a

young fellers snickered more 'n a
little at the motions of my tongue, an' I did wish for the
masheen
was

Smallgain

how his

com

on postage stamps rolled up, an' declared that it
would be the best year the office had ever known since it
had been started.

mission

I clinched him
to the

to serve the

there for consecratin' his increase

right

.

an' he 'lowed it

Lord,

Lord,

an' he made

him purty well
hard struggle, an' got

a-payin'

was
a

grace enough to add five dollars onto his subscription for
the preacher an' ten dollars onto his subscription to build

spoke

The

in the

men

stores had

nights, whether it was a-goin' to
day when the election come off.
l'ainy, the license
could n't

be

a

wet

They

a

dry
was

for

carry;
'em

give

day

'lowed if 't
the

or

farmers

chance to

a

come

get

done an' tend

as

terbacker an' the

an'

town

to

arrants, such

would n't

an' 't would

plow,

drawin' straws of

been

they could

their grindin'
plough-pints an'

to little

like;

jest as well as not. An' a full vote
liquor men would be beat.
But if it should be a nice, dry day, they 'lowed that
the heft of 'em, 'cept the Potato Bottom fellers, would
stay to hum to get their spring work along. The Potato
Bottom fellers had no crops or nothin' in particular to
keep 'em, they'd be out in full force an' get the license
through.
It does 'pear to me that about the queerest specimen
I mean the men
in all this country is one of its rulers.
that God made rulers, an' not the office-holders that the
How cheap them rulers
rulers makes by their votes.
rate themselves, swappin' a day's work on .a farm for
their sovereignty, is more 'n I can tell. Talk about ex
kings! This country is full of 'em. Every stay. at-home
an'

vote

meant that the

voter is

But it's

one.

bad

a

bargain.

In the end it turns

out that diamonds an' sealskins ain't nowhere

on

luxuries,

to what the

compared
home

as

election

tax-payers has to pay for stay in' at
dayan' lettin' machines an' rings rule

the

country.
Jest a day or two before the town meetin', Smallgain,
who'd kept his spirits up amazin', considerin' that what
the other fellers

right

was

a-talkin' of

now was

to build

a

store

the road from hisn an' put the groceries in
an' the whiskey in t' other, come to me with a

across

one room

cloud a-hoverin'

over

his

face

that

was

considerable

bigger 'n a man's hand; an' Smallgain's hand was oncom
mon big, he "dbeen graspin' for the dollar so long.
"
Says he, They're a-buyin' up votes, an' they'll beat
us that way.
'I'hey "re offerin' to pay men as won't agree
,to come an' vote for license, to stay to hum, an' they're
hlrln' teams to bring out the almshouse voters."
I see that Smallgain was excited, an' so I jest kept as
cool as an ice-wagon; a.o'. says I, "I've heard of that.
We'll give 'em a little of their own medicine. They had
been a good deal surprised when Jake sided with us.
They told him ont of spite that he did n't dast to vote
because he was a Dutchman; an' we'll challenge every
man's vote that ain't got his tax receipt along. There is
an old law that reads that way; maybe they've forgot
it. "

An'

enough, they had.

only had
lengin' him.

Jake

sees

a

posted

on

it, an'

it to shut 'em up about chnl
We did n't need to challenge anyone.

to mention

The farmers had been a-readin'
does take

was

Hayseeds

it, you

false alarmin'.

a

good

papers; an' if it
while to see a point, when
our

can't flustrnte him much

They

see

that

a

by

shammin' an'

little license money for

some

from the

come

like

a

decent man' ?

-

The fellers all 'lowed that

way

Lord,

to

in his wheel.

we

a-here,"

says

"
"Why," says I, I mean that the kind of a jollification
we'd ort to have over this election is a Christian Endeavor

jollification.

"

"What's that?" several of 'em wanted to know.

"Why," says I, "if you'll follow me, I'll show you,"
got up from where I was settin'.

an' I

Some

too,

as

back

more

of 'em got up from where they was a-settin' ,
I meant to go to Smallgain's

though they thought

01' other; an' then
they knowed it I had

for somethin'

room

An' before

us

pray."

on

their knees, an' I declare if

meetin's,

of the best little

store, that I almost
We had

ever

says I, "Let
'em all down

did n't go an' have

we

right

there in

one

Smallgain's

'tended!

singin' an' prayin' an' some talkin' about
how we'd walloped 'em; but I would n't 'low no one to
say anything hard about the fellers that had been
walloped, an' specially about the saloon-keeper that had
been so sure of gettin' the job of makin' sots outen the
boys of the Corners that he'd even bought his stock of
liquors, an' rented a room, an' all ; an' there he was in
the worst kind of a pickle.
"Now," says I to Smallgain, "if you feel thankful to
your friends an' want to give 'em some little token of
your appreciation of the way they've stood by you, let's
some

had

liquors

a

nice snug

sum

an' make him

a

was

about it, an' in

made up,

nice

enough

to

time

no

buy

all his

present besides.

humor to receive us, I can tell
He would n't believe to the last minute the license

The feller wa' n't in

no

you.
had been snowed under
a

pleasant day, too;

knew who

so

late in the spring, an'

an' he

begun

to

on

such

curse as soon as

he

was, an' order us offen his premises, an'
need n't to come 'round him with any of our
we

say we
cursed sing-in' an' prayin'.
"
Look a-here, Mr. Ginn,"

says

I,

for the rest 'lowed

-

-" we

don't ask a man to
mouthpiece,
make merry unless he's got somethin' to be thankful
for. Things have gone agin you to-day; an' though it
jest suits some of us to have it that way, an' we was
honest enough in opposin' you, I guess you'll 'low that
men have a right to protect themselves against a thing
they know '11 hurt the community; an' we don't want
Now, as
you to think we wish you any harm as a man.
you have n't much use for that stuff you've got barrelled
an' bottled an' kegged up, we've come to offer you a fail'
price for it ; an' here 's the money."
You'd orter have seen the feller'S color change while I
He'd 'a' served
was a-rnakin' that there little speech.
for a star-spangled banner, if it had only run in stripes.
But his eyes snapped greedy when he see the money; an'
I'd have to be

he

come

to the conclusion that

we was

in airnest.

He took the bills, but not in very good humor; an'
when it was done, an' the boys begun to roll the barrels
he looked

out,

advantage

a-goin'
him,

or

on as

though it was some kind of
him, an' he 'spected

we'd taken of

to make

else

we

more

outen the

a mean

we was

liquor than we'd paid

bought it.
pourin' down

would n't of

But when he

tho gutters, he
see it go
knowed what to say 01' think. After it was all
gone he looked at me, the picter of surprise, but surly
still; an' says he,--

hardly

"Well, what
Ain't you

you hangin' round here now for?
with your foolishness yet?"

are

through

Pittsburg, Penn.

go at it an' make this a Christian Endeavor treat."
"Is that anything like a Dutch treat?" one feller

wanted to know.
"

You'll

see,"

says

I; "how

many

cigars

did you pro

pose to set out free?" I wanted to know of Smallgain.
TlWl feller looked as if he was ashamed to answer, an'

begun to kinder clear his
"Well," says I, "you

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR CALENDAR.
A Choice

throat.

1892.

"

Smallgain
"

about what

you're willin'

I've

buy

up that there

more

to make

saloon-keeper's

purse to
stuff an' pitch it into
lip

a

the streets; how much will the rest of you gi ve ?"
Some was ready right away to go into the thing, but
some

wa' n't.

They 'lowed

that the feller did n't deserve

He'd gone into the thing with his cyes open,
no pity.
an' he '<1 gone into it knowin' that if he WOII he would n't
show no mercy if one of us had gone to him an' asked
careful how he exerted any influence that

him to be

would

damage

our

boys.

"Let him
sorry

smart," says they, "tllOUgh we do
for his fambly; for they say it'll ruin him.

let him learn

a

feel
But

lesson."

jest

as

much

as

anyone,"

says I; "an' that's what the Mastertd 'a' been in for if
he'd 'a' been here to-night.
We'I'e a-tryin' to do the

things

that he'd like to have

down here

there Bob

to-night,
Ginn, an'

liS

do.

Now,

do you s'pose he'el look
say, 'He's 'nongh sight

if he

over

was

at that

worse

than

the cross, an' there ain't no room for snell
he in heaven, an' pass him by on t' other side?"

the thief

on

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER

26.

"

a

got five dollars

near.

-Margaret J. Preston.

to

Christian Endeavor treat, an' I reckou a
box of them there cigars is worth about five dollars to
you.

What time thou drawest

shook his head.

Then," says I, "that's

do towards

Thought To Live by Every Day of the Week,

SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER W.
I would be watching, Lord,
With lamp well trimmed and clear,
Quick to throw open wide the door,

box; an' judgin'
frOID the number here that burns the weed, you would n't
be much punished if you'd got only the empty box
back, would you?
sot out the

"That's what I'm in for
sure

he

he

perfect gifts

to be sprung upon him.

church.

a

dry
dry

I; "it's all right to give cigars
to your friends if you want to give 'em anything so nasty
as that, an' they're willin' to accept; but as for this here
victory we've got over the Philistines, there ain't a-goin'
to be no glory give to no one but God."
"What do you mean?" says Smallgain, lookin' up
scart, like a man that's forgot somethin' important jest
for the minute, or that's afraid there's somethin' goin'

T' other room, where they
up to the hotel.
a-foldin' the things to put in 'em, looked like a bank.
see

an'

good

"Look

girl

chuckled to hisself when he

too

Some of the boys dropped into the
night, an' begun to talk about settin' out the
cigars, an' all that; an' as near a man as Smallgain had
always been, I could see he was ready to do it; but I put

the

myself, though

was a

more

"Don't you s'pose that if he'd a-gone to that there
man's house for supper
an' none of us can say that it
would n't 'a' been like him to 'a' done such a thing

store that

a-puttin'

tackled

seed

him humble.

keep

seen

wrttln'-school,

a

service.

that there temperance committee
the documents ready.
Our settia'-room

get

looked like

'

to sell

man

office that I seed he'd have to be minded in

more

ever

was

that the

an' too old to of done much

,

-

was

You orter have

s'pose he might even of said to him, as he did
Zacchasus, I 'm comin' round to your house to supper
to-night,' sayin' it in such a way that the feller would of
stared back an' thought to hisself, I must go an' get that
there whiskey cleaned out an' try to shape my affairs a
to

little

lot of fellers you
a wet day, an' it

An' before that

spavined

the rich Pharisee to whose house he went for dinner?

plough,
whiskey; an' you never seed that he'd left him somethin' to comfort him for the loss
of his whiskey, an' to take the sting away? an' what it
a happier man in your life than Tom Ikleberry an' Sam
Scraggles an' the preacher an' all of us, for that would of pleased the Master to do if he'd a-been here
matter.
to-night, ain't that the thing he'd like to have us do?
Smallgain was so proud of his success in gettin' into an' would n't that be a Christian Endeavor jollification?"

The Potato Bottom fellers took this up, an' raised a
big hullabaloo over it, when it. first come out. But be
fore the

day

too.

day,

An'

the most

was

when sickness

in their homes said

was

Endeavor.

on

of the Potato

some
us

an' death

mule

haulin'

team

own

Don't you

tracts an' circulatin' letters an' the like to every man of
'em, until Smallgain had to make an acquisition, or what

wheezy

for the

voters all

committee

to 'low that Christ would of done

no one

in that way; an' so I put it at 'em again: "An' don't
you s'pose he'd of looked hard at him before he'd gone

whiskey

.

con

There wa' n't

would make.

the paupers an' try the criminals
The farmers was out

says

of the best

one
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as

That is best/or us which is best/or our souls,"
For our souls are the best part of us.-Spurgeon.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27,
Whoso neglects a thing which he suspects he ought
to do, because it seems to him too small a thing, is
deceiving himself; it is not too little, but too great
for him, that he doeth it not.-Pusey.

WEDNESDAY. SEPTEMBER 28.
Impatient people water their miseries and hoe up
their comforts; sorrows are visitors that COllie with
out invitation, but complaiuing minds seud It wagon
to bring their troubles home in.-John Ploughman.

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER

29.

'I'here's nothing so kingly as kindness,
And nothing so royal as truth.
-Alice Ca111.
FRIDA Y, SEPTEMBER 30.
AR God leads me will I go,
Nor choose my way;
.Let him choose the joy or woe
Of every day.
-Uplands

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 1.
I would be working, Lord,

of God.

Each nay, each hour, for thee :
Assured that thus I wait thee well
Whene'er thy coming be.
-1If arqaret J. Preston.
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Such

a committee
would have a very
honorable and important work to perform,
and should be chosen Iro m the best busi

talent in the convention.

ness

fact that the accounts

were

the exact concessions made
..

fOR CHRIST AND THE CHURCH."

were

LETTER

FAMILIAR

From the President of the

An

Matter.

Important

United Society.

A

-

Transportation

Committee.-Have the Accounts Audited.

Let the State Work Be the Gainer.
time I have had

some

fOR

the railroads

by

known, would prevent any possible
from

damage
A

The very
audited, and

unfounded

Will

slanders.

you not think of this, my friends, you who
are going to the next State or Provincial

convention; and if your judgment approves
of the suggestion, will you not see that it
is carried out?
Your friend,

important

an

upon my mind, which I
would like to share with every Christian
matter

Endeavorer who attends
ci ul

d uri ng the

con venti on

that is in

regard
to

portation
a

little

in

change

our

methods of

come

for

managing

Hitherto it has been left to

this matter?

individuals who have the time, and who
are willing to take the responsibility and
trouble of managing the excursions. Many
of these persons have put much time and

strength into the matter, and have done
everything that could be done for the con
venience and economy of their Christian
Endeavor friends throughout the State.
I have

only words of praise for those
so conscientiously and painstak
ingly given their time to the work of get
ting large delegations to the conventions
who have

and of

looking after

any individual

thing simply
from the

work,

But if

individuals manage tliis

individuals, charges

made that

to be

sure

or

as

their comfort.

receive

they

are

gain

however false these

charges
may be.
charges
have been correct in a single case, certainly
they have not been so far as my knowledge
I do not think that the

goes; but rival railroad companies are sure
to start these rumors, and even make
definite
his

charges that
pocket out of

own

some

the

one

is

pockets of

lining
those

who go to the convention.
The railroad
companies, in pure spite, on account of
losing the business, have often started rival
excursions and

and

infamous

uttered
stories

concerning

other

for this?

It

very

to

seems

and that is to
Provincial

a

me

convention

that there

and to the next State

conven

excursions should be desired

for the State convention.

Have it under

stood that this committee will have full

charge,

that it will procure the best possible
railroads, and, if the rail

rates from the

roads make

any further concessions, or
give any bonus for the business, that all
such profits will go into the State treasury
for

the advancement of the work in the

and

audited

The accounts should be

State.

printed,

so

that

may

changed?
Ans.

Rev.

F.

J.

of

Marsh,

Walpole,

everybody

shall know

how much is made and what the money is
used for.
In many cases the lowest possible rate
be secured for everyone who attends

can

the

convention, and at the same time some
thing additional can be obtained from the
railroads for the sake of the business, with
out in any way coming out of the pockets

criminations and
he

no

"stock taken

slanders,

which

would be

no

in the annual railroad

are now

rival

circulated. There

excursions; and

if there

It would be

appoint

them this fall.

an

excellent idea to

are on

the associate list?

2. In case both the president-and vice
to be present at the regu
lar monthly business meeting of the so-

president fail

ciety, who should preside?
Ans. 1.

According

not

willing

L.

Church members

Ohristians."

are

out of

shown the falseness of their

position, and

should be

to the

list.

If,

not

keep

urged

to

change

active

because of other
the active

duties, they
pledge, they should

can

become affiliated members
2. Either

..

the chairman of the lookout

tary call the meeting

or

let the

secre-

to order and elect

all

of

ers

especial

Christian

to Mr. Mershon's

attention

work-

Endeavor

bright

article

on

the

It outlines a plan which
page.
will be found exceedingly effecti ve in arous-

found who would be

that in every

willing

to

give

the

necessary time and strength to this work
for the sake of the Christian Endeavor
cause, which

they love,

and for which

would do far more, if it

were

they

necessary.

the

us

power

It has been

urged that this be a mission
urging contemplated home
well as foreign missions. Begin

That
as

None but

at Jerusalem.

The number of this

paper for September 8 contained an article
which gave many additional suggestions.
you have

now an

opportunity

interesting your societies in missions
such as will not soon occur again.
You

for

thus

abiding

give

to missions

attracti veness.

It

personal and

Will

you

hundreds of thousands of youundertake this course of study?

COMMITTEE

of

zealously

clergymen,

prominent
Endeavorers,

seven

Connecticut Christian

all of them

presidents

have addressed to

of Christian Endeavor local.

unions in that State

a

seems

an

to urge any

ripe

for

movement in that

They ask for sug
methods, but do not desire
uniformity of method upon all

without their
as

important letter.

that the time is

general evangelistic

gestions

to

eon sent.

'the

his

in

Taylor,

temperance

Colorado State convention
shut

your months

and open your eyes.
We have had too
much of the devil's Mother Goose, 'Open

mouth' and shut your eyes, and I'Il

your

give

you

to make you wise.'"

something

evangelizati on are permanent enth u
foreign evangelization. Oh, that
this trumpet call from Connecticut may

�

siasts for

awaken many another ringing summons
all over the land lOur town for Christ,
this year lOur land for Christ, this decade I
The world for Christ!
The world for

Who knows how soon?

Christl

�ervg jot lJUt

COMMITTEE MOTTO.- The Iowa En
tells about

deavorer

this excellent

ENDEAVOR JOTTINGS.

committee, have you
Sunday school for recruits

the

canvassed
to Junior

and senior societies?

society

a

which has

Each committee

custum.

which

motto

a

watchword

Lookout

'l»o�ietg.

SOME BRIGHT NOTIONS.

A

selects

is used

their

as

their term of office.

during

In

that

society, at the first meeting after
election, the officers first, and then each
committee in turn rises while the president
reads the part of the constitution describ
ing their particular duties, and prayer is
offered.

In

Victoria, Australia,

one

of the most

successful societies is in connection with
the

Protestant Episcopal

Church.

:/(;

Chautauqua this year was all districted
work, and Endeavor confer
ences and receptions were frequent.

for Endeavor

Every Thursday evening, this season, an
Endeavor prayer meeting has been held at
Chautauqua, in "The Hall in the Grove."
The Emmanuel

Congregational Church
of Watertown, N. Y., is to have a "Chris
tian Endeavor bell," given by its loyal

A HINT

Continent.

PASTOR.-Miss Emma

FOR THE

Morning Star, tells of a
society whose pastor once' gave to all who
were willing to help him in any line
of

Smalley,

in The

.work to which he

them adapted,
prescribed their
tasks. This was a good method. It brought
the matter down to a razor edge. But your
pastor, Endeavorers, might well be bash
ful about starting this little scheme.
Would n't it be agood idea, for your society
to ask him, as a society, for these little
slips of paper?

slips

of paper

on

thought

which he

AN INITIAL MEETING.

-

Christian En

deavor workers may find this plan useful
for a variety. Ask the members to choose
Bible

A

texts

with the initials of

beginning

their names, and, at

meeting repeat
them, giving reasons for the selection.
This good idea is sent us by Miss Carrie K.
Storms, of Ithaca, N. Y.
some

LOCAL CHURCH HISTORY.-The Urbana

Every church that has adopted the En
deavor plan has found it easy to adapt it.
-Rev. L. F. John, in The Religious Telescope.

The Lord bless
narrows

and

in

us

growing

Rev. Levi Rees

on

coming
into

out of the

the broads.

Christian Endeavor Day

at the Indiana Bible School

Assembly.

'#

not

AN EVANGELISTIC MOVEMENT.

A
J \.

=*

Rev. L. L.

enthusiasts for

genuine society of Christian Endeavor
will. find nothing human foreign to it.
Rev. D. C. Milner, D. D., in The Mid

can

B.

F.

said, "Young people,

given

ing missionary interest in any society.
The eight remaining programmes will
appear in THE GOLDEN RULE at regular
intervals, and full directions will be given
with each. If missionary or prayer-meet
ing committees wish for further informa
tion, let them write to Mr. Mershon, or to

Endeavorers,

=*

Walker, of the Richmond
Street Christian Church, Cincinnati, says
his Endeavor society has gone through the
church as a discoverer, fluding everywhere
unexpected talents. Every Endeavor soci
ety that is alive is a Livingstone.
Rev.

with what God has
to do l

Endeavorers,

THE GOLDEN RULE.

month.

address at

opposite

State, under Christian Endeavor auspices.
They urge the unions to consider the mat
ter prayerfully, and consult earnestly with
the pastors of the State, doing nothing

sure

committee could be

a

'*
wish to call the

ceivable

a

are

a

OUR MI3SIONARY EXCURSION.

WE

Mr. Marsden

night.

much in the past to bring souls into the
Kingdom, but it is so little when compared

most

place on that list. In the
first place, they ought not to have been
allowed to join as associate members; but.
now that they are there, they should be
decidedly

To them it

am

We

you?

to be considered decided

any objection to this plan myself, while I
do see objections to almost any other con

I

to

army.
Why not have an advance
the whole line?
We have done

those" who

are

the

plan.

approve itself

to the" Model Consti

tution" associate members
are

that

home

Ques. 1. What steps would you advise a
society to take regarding those young peo
ple who are members of the church and

VI" ere
any profit, the State Christian En
deavor work would gain it.
I do not see

State and Province

At

convention, undoubtedly, much
will be heard on this subject.
Now, Endeavorers everywhere, and State
officers especially, does not this plan from

missions,

no

.,

matter, and consult with the officers.

not heard of similar officers in othe .. State
unions.

Presbyterian church
went, and at the
meeting heard this interpretation, the
truer one, "You People See Christ with
your Eyes."
Cents to Eat" at the

the State

ary year.

meetings. In that
"talking back," no
charges, and there would

there could be

in

will perform that office for members
Union, but we have

of those who attend the
case

suc

recently

or

of the Massachusetts

Mnss.,

is,

transportation

a

where pro
be ex

place
meetings

a

simple remedy

committee to arrange for railroad rates and
for excursions to the next International

Convention,
tion, if such

Que.�. Is there
grammes of union

at every State and

appoint

have

who

the State, and propose that
societies, if they wish, obtain
such men to aid them in the work.
Espe
71cially, they urge the young people to go to
The energetic visiting committee of the
work themselves in evangelistic services,
and this not merely in their own commu Endeavor society belonging to the North
nities, but to branch out into other less Presbyterian Church of Geneva, N. Y.,
favored districts. And the committee offer wisely systematizes its work, assigning"
to appear before any union, explain the certain streets to certain members for the
worked

unions,

along

chairman pro tem.

excursions.

Now is there not

QUESTION-BOX.

slanderous' committee should preside,

most

They
evangelists

mighty

State and

Has not the time

mention various

unions.

cut

coming

conventions,

.

that stalwart Endeavor State of Connecti

Provin

or

year; and
to the matter of trans

our

International.

State

a

the

cessful

September 22, 1892 .[8]

to

the

social committee of its church that

they

Methodist

Endeavorer

a
historical entertainment, the
object being to collect and give to the
society as many facts regarding the ,laut
ing and growth of the Methodist church
in Urbana, Ill., as may be obtained.
Surely the idea is an excellent one for any
society, especially those connected with

prepare

old churches.

One

English society has an "endeavor
committee," tb at has done admirable work
in the line of "odd jobs."
That is good;
but is not every committee
"
committee?
'*

an

"endeavor

suggests

Let the Endeavorers search

books and papers, but the memo
ries of the aged among the congregation,
not

only

and

see

they

how much

can

interesting

information

collect.

BIBLE READING.
A society in Polk
as we are informed by its
City,
Iowa,
The Christian Endeavor Echo reports a
Mr A. C. Huston, has found
club of Christian Endeavor wheel men. president,
much pleasure and profit in carrying out
Why not? Bicycling may easily be made
the following plan. They read at home
to minister to Christian Endeavor, and
one chapter in the Old Tes
surely Christian Endeavor will hell) bicy every evening
tament and one in the New, and then at
cling.
the Endeavor meeting on Sunday evening
Mr. Ed ward Marsden, the Alaskan' En there is a special leader who reviews the
deavorer whom all attendants at the New readings of the past week.
-

..

will" remember, got his
regarding the Y. P. S.
Irishman, who explained

York Convention

THE CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR LADDER.

first information

We find it mentioned in The Iowa Endeav

C. E. from

an

the cabalistic initials

by saying

that

they

on an

invitation card

meant" You Paid Six

orer.

"It is

a

card

containing

a

ladder,

each round of which is labelled.

The lad

der rests upon the words. 'Our

atartlng-

THE GOLDEN RULE

[9] September 22, 1892.

I promise.'
The first morning, gh'es the topic and refercnces
point: Trusting
the
step is, 'Silently praying;'
second, 'Sug for the Endeavor meeting in the evening,
gesting aHymn;' third, 'Reading a verse;' and (with credit) THE GOLDEN RULE'S
fourth, 'Quoting Scripture;' fifth, 'He questions on the topic. At the close arc
marka;" sixth, 'Offering Prayer;' seventh, these words in big italics: "We want it
Leading the meeting, Phil. 3: 14.' At the distinctly understood that we should be
top is the pertinent question, 'How FAU pleased to see YOll, and have you take pert
in these meetings."
UP AUE You?' How far up al'e you?"
8. 'We have never heard of a society that
MISSION
TREASUHERS.
A
circular
uses a printed letter of invitation to honor
sent out by the New Haven Branch of the
Woman's Board of Missions makes a good ary membership. Hereistheformadopted
by this wide-awake society:point when it urges the appointment of a
-

,

-

..

permanent mission treasurer, "the livest
member

to

extant,"

_

Prof. Nash.

quote

"The mission treasurer," says the circu
-II
lar, is needed to ensure prompt monthly

payment of pledges, and to give each
society an officer who shall make the mis
sion treasury his special responsibility.
That treasury has sometimes served as a
sort of clearing-house for small surplus
Should it not rather be made

funds.

prominent objecti ve point of
Endeavor?

a

true Christian

"

TWELVE IDEAS FROM ONE

ent time.

\Ve think if the older members of the
church will take an interest in the society,
and endeavor to interest their young friends
in it, much more could be done.
To this end we invite you to become an
honorary member, which may he done by
signing the enclosed card and handing to
Your name
some member of the society.
will then be acted upon by the society, and
the
will
be
asked
to
constitution.
you
sign

of the Endeavor

so

First

Presbyterian
Church of Kansas City, Mo., is the right
kind of corresponding secretary.
He has
sent us a very bright budget of ideas
marked "t and p," tried and proved by
his society.
See how many of the follow
ing you might adopt for your society.
1. On pasteboard, the pledge, with below
it this summary: "The object of this so
ciety is to lead souls to Christ, to study
the Scriptures, and to cultivate a healthy
Christian spirit among its members. All
active members are in duty bound to take
Below this,
part in every meeting."
separated by a perforated line for tearing
off, is a blank application for membership,
promising, with God's help, to keep the

pledge.

I desire to become

honoral'y membel' of
eocietu,
promise
try to inte"est my
you-n.q friends in the society, to pray for the
good of the society, and occasionally attend its
ineetirui»,

the article in the

pasteboard, also,
constitution concerning the duties of asso
ciate members, and below it the perforated
line and a blank application lor associate
membership, promising, with God's help,
to fulfil every duty and privilege named
in the constitution.
3. A card
very useful

like

this, which

be

must

Name

Dated

..

-

..

·

·

..

-._

·

..

·

..

_

·

189

_

·

-

..

..

·

by members who remove to other
places. The sheet is divided by perfora
tions, and on the second half, which is to
be filled out and returned by the society
in the other city, is a statement that the
used

member has been received.

11. This is

slip of paper to be kept in
the pews as a standing, general advertise
It states briefly its
ment of the society.
object, and invites investigation.
12. A printed programme of what must
have been a lively annual meeting.
This
society is two and a half years old.
a

This little article has
over

it.

a

moral.

It stinks

It is this:

USE PRINTER'S INK!

Endeavor

OF

FIRST P�ESBYTE�IAN CHU�CH.

ISOLATED CHRISTIANS.
From

stramqer in this city 0" Otiureh,
without a Ctuirch. home, and would like to
become acquainted, please fill out the foUowin.q
blank, deposit it in the collection box, and you
will be called upo n.

If

you

Rf4sidence
Date

__

_

..

_

or

Place

_

of Business

............•. "

_

to

society:

see some

mittee,
corner

a

All

_._._._

strangers

are

whom is

..

_.

__

meetings

requested

member of the lookout

list of

..

_

_

4. A card of invitation to the
of the

.

_

placed

com

in

a

of the card.

5. The

following capital

and inclusive

TEl\IPERANC:E PLEDGE.

-

Trustinq in the Lord Jesus Christ for
strenath, I p"omise him that I will drink no
-illtoxicatin.q liquor; that I will use no tobacco;
that I will u.�e no profane lanquaoe ; that I
wilt never listen to 01' repeat an impure story
(read Matt. 5: 8; 1 -00". :J: 16,17); and I
will pray each clay that the saloon may be
banislied fron: our land, anti just as far as I
know how I will uiorkfor what I prtn), and I
wilt also vote
to

help
6.

new

I prm), and do all in my power
kill" Kin.q Alcohol."

'I'his

is

as

a

printed letter,

arrivals in

the

cordial invitation
and

to he sent 1.0

city, giving'

to

the various

them

a

church

society meetings.

7. A very suggestive slip of paper, pvi
dently to be distributed ill the pews in the

Home

Missionary.

By Rev, Charles

are a

Name

a

A FEW years ago a
.L \. who grew up in

E, Ohase,

New
a

England girl,
family,

Christian

and

early gave her heart and hand to
Christ and the church, married a man
somewhat her senior and not

and went with him to take

a

a

home

loving girl
day came,

111

remote from

list have been

longed had come.
Occasionally our home missionaries, as
they ride over the great western plains,
find such isolated children of the King as
this one, who, like exiled David, long for
the tabernacle, the amiable tabernacle,
where in other days they loved to worship
the Lord God of hosts.

his brothers and sisters, and his spiritual
and thus it is that Christian

pioneers have

privations so hard to
they call their
religious privileges, by which is generally
meant the opportunity of association with
others of their kind.

opportunity to help such persons is
by the loyal home missionary
great privilege. It is then his heart

The

welcomed

on

as

each Lord's

the first

Christ.
In the third year of this frontier
just. as a few more settlers and

life, and
a

unconscious

asked,

"

of which the

apostle speaks.

Then is the time of need in which he tries
friend indeed.

and that

a

When it is

through

the

All aboard!

Rule," and

will be served

Regular meals

an

"The Golden

dining-car,

elaborate bill of fare will be

regularly furnished each month under the
An extra
heading of "Programmes,"
inducement will be offered to all chairmen
of

missionary committees

articles

friends in their

ready

own car.

The Golden Rule

All aboard!
is

to take whatever

desire from this feast for their

they

Company

for your tickets.

The

Itinerary.

half-dozen families

radius of

twenty miles, they

gathered together on Sunday at the
most accessible place for Sunday school,
preaching, and prayer meeting. But when
are

they live

too far

apart

for

this,

Programme No. 1.- Boston to San Francisco.
Programme No. 2.-A Cruise in the South
Seas (San Francisco to Australia).
Programme No. 3.- North-Northwest (Aus
tralia to Japan and a side trip to Korea).
Programme No. 4.- China.
Programme No. 5.-The Straits of Malay
(with a side trip to Siam and Burmah),
Programme No. 6.-India (with the burial at
sea of Judson).
Programme No. 7.-Syria,
Programme No. 8.-Turkey (with a caravan
trip through Turkey).
Programme No. 9.- Continental.

possible,

a

when

means

live within

PROGRAMME- No. l.

Across the Continent with President

The World's Tour of Missions.

is often

as

Clark,

COMMENCING

the case, they must be seen in their homes.
I once found a man" baching it," as he

BOSTON

at least ten miles from any other
person, who would scarcely let me go,
after a full hour's talk about his old home,

friends, and the church of his child
hood, "in the beechwood back in Buck
eye." Once I stayed all night with a family
with whom I held a regular service, the
and

same

in

I would

as

a

church

and for

-

SAN FRANCISCO.

nouncements and collection.
it

thought

play,

was

about the

Will it

PRAYER.

Responsive Scripture Reading.
(Isaiah, Chapter 40).

SONG.-"

NEW YORK

Paper:
Cities.

of

having

a

soon

be

PITTSBURG

-

TlJe

Power

-

CHICAGO

and

-

Peril

OMAHA.
of

Great

I

SONG.-" America."

but the others did'

pleasure

Speed Away." QUARTETTE.

(C. E. Edition Gospel Hymns, No. 131).

The children

not, for I heard them talking long in the

night

Service.

lntrotluctof\2.- Song

a

large congregation, with the Bible lesson,
hymns, sermon, all, indeed, but the an

The "West Point of Missions,"
Moody's Bible Institnte, Chicago. 2

Paper:

reg

or

"

SON G.- I love to tell the story."
meeting once more, and how they
"keep it up" by having Bible
Paper: Western Prairies and American
reading and prayer every day.
destiny. 3
So, while I have been able by the good
SONG.-"Great Jehovah, Mighty Lord."
grace of God to preach the gospel in new
(c. E. Gospel Hymns, No. 112).
in
and
lumber
towns,
railroad, mining,
camps, I have always felt it to be a matter
Reading: A "Snap Shot" at an Indian
of no less importance to find my lonely
Squaw and little Pappoose. 4
brothers and sisters on the plains, or in
the forests of the great West, and give Outline
by the Crayon Club. 5
them such
Christian fellowship, such
brotherly love as I could. And I will just Salt Lake
City and the Rocky Mountains, or
add in closing that I have been able to
Mormonism in Nature's Strongholds. 6
make many eyes sparkle, by the gift of a
bright clean copy of THE GOLDEN RULE, A Letter from President Clark. 7
as I said good by, and God bless you.
SONG.-" Blest be the tie that binds."
ular

meant to

Sonoma, Oal.
'Oallfornia,

or

Wealth and its Fruits. 8

SONG.-" 1 gave my Iife for thee."
THE CHRISTIAN

ENDEAVOR

<Ilos1ng JeIetc1ses.

EXCURSION ABROAD.

By S,
cal'

THEpulled

L, Mershon.

with Dr.
out

Clark and

some

trip around the world.
The Endeavor Society
in

a

second

section

of five

or more

is to follow them

of

may club

the

together and buy

(Sleepel',� not in
subscription
GOLTlEN RULE properly

The usual form of

blank for 'I'me

signed and mailed at once
trip. We tnko wi t.h us

will insure the

cal',

connects

our

FOR THE MISSIONARY COMMITTEE.
1\Jake yonr papers

short.s-Arrange

a

strong mnstcal Iead,

H
"
Our Country," dlal)w.r,
Perils of the City."
1. See
2_ Write for" report to 1I100dy's Bible lnstitnte, 80 In
stltute Pluce, Chicago
h
u
'Vestern Suprem
3. See
Our Country," chapter,

acy."

LiitleI'i�lj����, fi��S;���S .t)n::��.�\\)SB����g c�l? l\��������

La Salle and \Yashmgton srs., ('hkago.
Select some amuteur n rtists and let them ropy the
5.

�\�;I;�l�ef�:\\;J��ft�l.���'Tl';ICE'
::�i��I.l�i,�:I�e���uX��l��:B�'d3JWlt�;�

on the same Dr. Clark's route,
"'\\"'1111£:', Xpw York.
:l short
sritenu-ut from the uontline," Let this
Crayon Club" ('011\' til(-> sketch of" One Littlp Injun"
rt"fl'rretl to, n s an Hlustrutton of the reading which accoin
panies the sa rue.
see
tl.
Our Country," chapter, "rerils of 1\1 or
monism."
UfO'hl extracts from the vartons
Farnihur Letters"
I.
from Ill'. Clark to Tm: (;OLl>F.' HrLF. on his journey
between Boston and San Frunctsco,
�_
S"e" 0111' Country," chapter.
Jlloney and The
Kimnloru."
Platform (iPl'orntinn: A large l'n:lp of the United statea
will! an Americuu flag: fpst()tllwtl at pac'h end of the map.
The book" Our Couutry" is pllhhslwtl by The Baker&
Taylor Co., New York City. Price, tweuty.nv s cents.
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A STENOG HAPHEU,
A TELI·;SCOPE.

telephone

Programme

••

KOTlAK,
A nIDIF:OGHAPII,
A CRAYON CLUB,
A CHOHAL CLASS,

A

the above

with

A

Dr. Clark's

on

excursion.

tickets for $1.00 each.

cluded.)

Notes

family

time ago for the

Tickets at $2.00 for the world tour. Parties

home

missionary c.une into the country, she fell
seriously ill, and after a few days' severe
pain was taken to rest, and 1.0 be forever
with the Lord.
During the very last day
the missionary came.
She greeted him
with a pleasant smile, and though appar

eutly

with the tender affection and broth

erly kindness
a

both

ours,

in the Endeavor

Their

day of each week,
with cheerful, congenial friends, to sing
the deal' old songs of faith and praise, to
heal' the Word, and enjoy the best of all
fellowship, that of brothers and sisters in
meeting,

no

loss of what

the

as

as a

and

steamship

kindness of THE GOLDEN RULE.

The true Christian

birthplace,
bear

trumpet for communication between his

remembers with sincere affection

always

a

let those say who can imagine
themselves deprived of the sweet delight
of

The Sabbath

homestead of

church, or
indeed any place where religious meetings
were held.
There were no near neigh
bors, and even the post-office was so far
away that more than weekly access to it
was impossible.
How lonely this Sunday
was

mo

for which she

Clmstian,

government land in the far West.
new

some

said,

.

10. These young people have a formal
printed letter of recommendation to be

out all

of Christian

-

--_._._

_

Young People's

Society

to

Address-»

a

one:-

an

and

silence of

her last words.

were

to be

new

2. On

These

To the Young People's Society of Christian
Endeavor of the First Presbyterian Church:

the

a

whispered, "This seems like
Suuday ; please Sing." Then came a little
longer time of quiet, when she again
spoke, this time audibly, and in such tones
as one would think an angel might employ,
"Why, this is Sunday! Siug l Sing!"

warms

blank

a

After

she

ments

application for honor
ary membership, and is as follows, with
some suggestive promises:9. This is

CHURCH.

M R. C. B. DART,
l' 1. ciety of the

For Christ and the C:lUrch."

Deal' Friend:-The Young People's Soci
ety of Christian Endeavor was organized to
interest the young in the spiritual work of
the church.
To a certain extent it has succeeded. The
Wednesday evening prayer meeting and the
Sunday evening services were never so well
attended by the young people as at the pres

"

Sunday?

961

sect.ion with

We have also

a

speaking-

Evanston, Ill.

GOLDEN RULE

THE

962

]\F

ACE

S.

Rev.

our

readers will be

more

g.

lad to

than almost any other is that of
W. Adriance, whose portrait we

see

present this week.

It is difficult for the

one

who pens these words to write of a dear
friend with the moderation and conciseness

which such

brief sketch

a

as

this

requires.

He would like to describe Mr. Adriance's

United Society of Christian
50 BROMFIELD

FRANCIS E.

WILLIAM

Endeavor,

STREET, BOSTON.

SHAW, T reas.

D., President.

D.

CLARK,

JOHN WILLIS

Sec.

Societies of Chris

Young People's

In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

1881

l\Iem bers,
68
481

2

1882
1883
1884
1885
1886
1887
1888
1889
1890
1891
1892 (on eeeord
•

•

•

•

.

7
.56

2,870
8,905
10,964
50,000
140,000
310,000
48.5,000
SliO.OOO
1,008.980

156

253
850
2.314
4.879

7.672
11.013
•

16,274
July 1) 21,080 1.370,200
.

"@ne is \?our master,
are

.

.

.

(tbrlst;

eeen

anl>

all \?e

:lSretbrell."

A Familiar Letter from

Coming Events.
Rev. J. A. Rondthaler, D. D., will be at
the coming South Dakota convention.
At the

Rally Day of the Peru (Ind.) Union,
speak, and at least twelve
who were present at New York will take part.
Miss Wishard will

The

coming Southern California Union
meeting at San Diego promises a good time.
There is to be an excursion around the bay,
and much fine speaking. There are 10,000
members in the six counties of the district,
but it will be a delegate convention, one
The

Disciples of Christ in New England, as
everywhere else, are most enthusias
Christian Endeavor work.

At the

annual meeting of Disciple
churches in New England, held at Haverhill,

twenty-seventh

Mass., Sept. 30-0ct. 2, liberal time is to be
given to the Endeavorers, the speakers being
Mr. G. W. Lewis, Mrs. E. W. Darst, and Mr.
Edwin

rio is to be held in

London, Oct. 18-20. Al
ready great preparations are being made by
the Endeavorers of the Forest City. The
number of societies in Ontario is now 827, an
increase of nearly 300 over last year. At
least 800 delegates will meet at London.
There will be a special choir of over one hun
dred voices, and the best speakers.
In the West.

meeting was that held on Sep
the Presbyterian Society of

tember first by

Nevada, 10.,

in its new church.

Fifteen counties

were

represented

District Union of Kansas, at Larned, August
25-27 j and much enthusiasm was aroused by
the address of Miss

prayer

of

Junior

meetings

Nash,

the State
The

work.

were

marked

superin
morning

by good

at

tendance and great interest.

Presbyterian Endeavor Society of
Lyons, Kansas, celebrated its third anni
versary September 11.
Among the pleasant
features was the reading of many messages
The

from old-time members.

At various times

the programme the society gave "The
Alphabet of Doing," "The Alphabet of Be
ill

ing," and" The Alphabet of Giving."
An enthusiastic and

largely attended meet
iag of the Cass Connty Union was held at
Union, Neb., Sept. 2. Addresses were giveu
on" The Young Man at Work" and" The
Young Woman at Work;" there was a free
parliament discussing the subject, "What is
the Society Doing?" the question-box was
very interesting; and a report of the New
York Convention was received with great

enthusiasm.

The devotional services

excellent and

deeply spiritual.

The fourteenth

claims

Dartmouth

and Andover
and

were

too
was

to reconsider

continue, and he
his determination,

and

with the

however,

g

appeared on many
platforms, and al ways,
until his health

were

quarterly convention of the
Alameda County (Cal.) Union was held at
Irvington, in a large tent erected for the

con

e

was a most

important

and

useful

leader

the

work.

in

About two years and a
half ago, as the result

speak

a

on

the New York

their communities.

A

newimpetus

moreland

was

given

to work in

West

the second semi

County, Penn., by

annual convention, held at Delmont, Sept. 8.
Seven denominations were represented on
the programme. The
"Junior
Societies,"

topics presented

were

Consecration

"The

Meeting," "Proportionate Giving," and
"Every Christian a Foreign Missionary."
Reports from New York were given by sev
eral delegates, and excellent addresses were
given at the evening session by Rev J. H.
Weber, D. D., of Sunbury, and Rev. W. H.
McMillan, of Allegheny. The societies in the
county number more than four times as
many as they did two years ago.
In the South.

by

in

act

was

The

for

life was
danger
days, his eyesight was
impaired, and for a
time his general health

can say
knew his

much affected. He

Unusual devotion breathed

through -all his ministrations. His
meetings were noted far and wide,

prayer
and a

to work for many years to come" for Christ
and the church" and the Christian En-

deavor

cause.

Endeavorers

Church

of the

Seventh

of Baltimore called their

Baptist
meeting

hearing Convention reports their
meeting: "New Yarns from

for

Y.

N.

N. Y.
New

York."
Even

REV. S. W.

low

to engage in

versal favorite.

address

an

presldent, Rev. G. A. Ooricbear, on the
opportunity the Endeavor movement offers
This nnion has organized
to young people.
during the past year two societies in locali
ties in which there are no regular pastors,
and these societies have become flourishing,
and have imparted new religious interest to

of very serious illness,
reason of which his

In all these

ADRIANCE,
is now recovering, how
word, or
Former General Secretary of the United Society.
ever, and hopes before
anything
that was unworthy a
long to resume active
Christian gentleman. After graduating at work again. In all the affliction of these
Princeton Seminary, where he spent the last last two years he has manifested a spirit of
year of his course, Mr. Adriance was settled patient resignation, as rare as it is beautiful,
over a Presbyterian
church in Highland,
and has taught his friends even more lessons
N. Y., and afterwards over Congregational by his quiet, uncomplaining manner of bear
churches in Woodford's, Me., and Lowell,
ing God's will than in his years of active
Mass. In each place he was very successful, service. All our readers will join with us,
and greatly beloved by all his parishioners.
we are sure, in the hope that his health may
Especially among young people was he a uni be fully restored, and that he may be able
or

Woodrom gave

Couveution, followed by remarks from the

.•

ventions he

presi

a mean

failed,

international

at

ciety, and his roommate
during the two years at

friend to do

sev

He

dent of the United So

never

was

Christian Endeavorers.

at

Seminary,

classmate of the

or

ered from the love of

Y.,

e

He

Society.

lost his interest,

never

College

the colI

was

to

but the

to allow him to

He took courses

lived.
at

in Lowell.

as

her e he afterwards

Florida

a

has

summer

not

been

able to lessen the attendance and interest in
the

Presbyterian SOCiety of DeLand, Fla.,
is making good progress, one sign
being the adoption of the two-cents-a-week
plan of giving for home missions.
which

The societies of six
in

neighboring

cities met

district convention at

Batesville, Ark.,
August 27-29. Although there were only a
few delegates present, still the meeting was
one of great blessing both to those delegates
and to the entire community. The district
was organized by electing Mr. W. J. Miles,
of Searsy, president, and Miss Mallie Rod
gers, Searsy, secretary and treasurer.
a

The
It

meeting.
vention

was

ever
a

the most enthusiastic

con

held by the union.
It was
missionary session. The news

papers say that the first special train ever
to a county Christian Endeavor conven

union has

with

1300

sixteen

are

thirty-three societies,

members.

Of

the

societies.

Methodists, twelve Presbyterian, two Bap
tist, two Congregational, and one Disciple.

tion in the world
was

ran

the first train
without

R. R.

were

grammes
of cardboard,

to

this, and that this

ever run

over

smoking car.
prettily printed on
a

bound

together

the S. P.
The

pro

six circles

with

blue

ribbon.

trict

Kansas

Christian

Endeavor

Union,
comprising Douglas, Johnson, Miami, and
Franklin counties, was held at Lawrence,
25 and 26.

About two hundred dele

August
gates registered, making
ference

ever

it the

held in the district.

largest

con

Prof, E. O.

Excell, of Chicago, had charge of the music.
The deep spiritual attitude of the delegates
promises a grand revival in the Third Dis
trict.
Reports showed that there were
thirty-three societies in the district, with
nine hundred and ninety-nine active mem
bers. Junior work seems to have gained a
new impetus.
In Canada.

The convention of the York

County (Onta
rio) Endeavorers, held in Toronto, Septem bel'
2 and 3, was a capital meeting. Two hundred
and fifty delegates were present. Greetings
were received from Maryland, Manitoba, and
The prayer
the Victoria County Union.
meeting was discussed. under the three
heads, "What to put into it," "What to
keep out of it," and" What to get from it."
Bishop Campbell conducted the pastor's
hour. Mr. Tozo Ohno, of Tokio, spoke on
Christian work in Japan. The Hon. John
Dryden, M. P. P., spoke on Our Marching
Best of all, a substantial York
Orders."
County Christian Endeavor Union was
organized. Long life to it!
"

Canada is

now zealously forming county
Among the latest is that for Limcoe
county, Ontario, formed at Barrie, September
1. There were 128 delegates. Among the
hearty testimonies of the pastors' hour was
one declaring
that the Endeavorers had
killed the old-fashioned prayer meeting, in
the speaker's church, at least. An unusual
number of pastors spoke cordially for the
Dr. Dickson, president of the
movement,
Ontario Union, gave an eloquent address.
Of the new county organization Rev. George
l\lcKullock, of Allandale, is president. The

unions.

in

Maryland societies held, the last week
August, their annual mountain outing and

reunion at beautiful Pen-Mar.
more

In the East.
The

convention of the

Johnson County
September 7 was
addressed by Governor Chase, who spoke on
Among other
aggressive Christian work.
capital subjects of papers presented was this:

(Indiana)

Union held

on

"Untilled Fields of Christian Endeavor."
The resolutions

adopted

at the New York

Convention, especially the

one
protesting
against Sunday opening of the Columbian
Fair, were ratified lately by the N;orth Re
formed Society in Brooklyn, N. Y., which
also pledged its aid to "any and all action
to secure the respectful recognition of the
Lord's Day."

meeting of the Norfolk
held, September 5, at Walpole,
The
Mass., the birthplace of the Union.
reports from societies; the committee confer
ences; the addresses by Rev. F. A. Horton,
D. D., of Providence, R. L, and by Mr.
Walter Shnmway, of Newton; and the con
secration service all kept attention on the
one thought of loyalty to Christ in service.
A very successful

Union

was

delegates drove thirty-six miles to
meeting of the Allegan County
Union, at Martin, Mich., August 30 and 31.
Allegan reported the first Junior society in
Some

attend the

the

county, with eleven members. Accounts

given of the international and State
conventions; papers on practical topics were
presented j and an especially valuable ad
dress was that by Rev. F. Z. ROSSiter, of
Plain well, on "Two Decades, Backward and
were

Forward."
The North

Union held its

second annual meeting at Ashland, August
30, with an interesting programme, among
whose speakers was Rev. W. H. Sloan, of
Toledo. The features of perhaps the most
interest were the reports from the societies,
twenty-two out of twenty-seven reporting.
Almost all have

adopted the two-cents-a
plan. Of great interest also was the
report of the. "extension committee," who
have been blessed in the work of forming
week

new

societies.

the Westerly (R. L)
quarterly meeting with the
society at Clark's Falls, September 8. It W!lS
an
enthusiastic gathering.
Rev. W. H.

The

eight socteties of

Union held its

over a

From Balti

thousand went. President

happily presided. Among the speak
Rev. E. H. Delk, pastor of the
Lutheran church at Hagerstown, and Rev.
Messrs. Ainslie and Bagley, pastors
of
churches of the Disciples in Baltimore and
Washington.
were

Notices.

23.-Aurora
tional Church,

Sept.

Union,

in the

Congrega

Geneva, Ill.
Sept. 24--26.-Convention of societies of the
German Evangelical Synod of N. A., at
Detroit, Mich.
Sept. 25.-Rally of Peru (Ind.)
Sept. 27, 28.-New Hampshire

Union.
State Conven

tion, Milford, N. H.
Sept 29.-Colltra Costa County Convention,
..

California.
Sept. 29--0ct. 1.

Quincy District Annual
at Payson, 111.
Oct. 4.-Fifth Annual Convention of Catta
raugus Connty(N.Y.), at Salamanca, N.Y.
Oct. 4, 5.-Connecticut State Convention, at
Hartford, Conn.
Oct. 6.-Union of Montour and Columbia
Oonnties, at Danville, Penn.
Oct. 7.-Fonrth Annual Meeting of Greene
County Union, at Centreville, N. Y.
Oct. 7, 8.-Twelfth Indiana District Conven
tion, at Anderson, Ind.
Oct. 7 9.
Nebraska State Convention,
Omaha, Neb.
Oct.7-9.-Payne County Quarterly Conven
tion, Stillwater, Oklahoma Territory.
Oct. 7-9.
First Woodford Connty Conven
tion, at Eureka, Ill.
Oct. 8:-0rallge County (Cal.) Union M,·pt.ing,
at Buena Park, Cal.
Oct. 8-10.
Second Annual Convention of
Quebec Provincial Union, Sherbrooke,
-

Convention,

-

-

-

-

Quebec.
Oct. 1l-13.-·Pennsylvania State Convention,
in
the Second Presbyterian Church,
Altoona, Penn.
Oct. 13, H.-Lane County Convention, at
Oct.

Central Ohio

alone

Perkins
ers

run

at the

third annual convention of the Thirteenth

tendent

N.

one

the General Secre

was

to sever his connection

The fourth conference of the Third Dis

Keay.

The Fourth Endeavor Convention of Onta

A blessed

w

essentially

to ten members.

as

tic in

educated

was

Poughkeepsie,

of this sketch

preSident's work in Australia.

well

ance

move

in his church

its first incumbent j
of his church in Lowell

that office

than

less

that he

Honolulu will appear next week.
Let us
all pray earnestly that God will bless our

delegate

Born

pervade the

taryof the United Society, being chosen

obliged

ers.

society

and afterwards

few weeks he

necessary, for the
place in the hearts of

Australia.

Sydney,
His party made pleasant and profitable visits
to the Hawaiian Islands, the Samoan Islands,
New Zealand.

a

strong

announces

Dr. Clark's safe arrival at

and

Woodford's,

For

to

called to minister.

in the Christian Endeavor

yea r s of in t i ill ate
acq uai n tance the wri ter

last week

cablegram received

at

but that is out of the

Andover.

In Australia.

A

two-volume

biography,
question; nor is it
subject of our sketch has a
a

was

ment he established a

forty years ago in St.
Louis, Mo., Mr. Adri

Societies.
Iu
In
In
In

in

churches in which he

thousands of Endeavor

BAER, Gen.

OUR GROWTH.

Membership of the
tum Endeavor:

good qualities

spirit seemed

constant revival

Very early

September 22, 1892. [10]

Eugene, Or.
14--16.-0regon
Eugene, Or.

State

Convention,

at

Oct. 14-16.-Minnesota State Oonvention, at
St. Cloud, Minn.
Oct. 18, 19.-New York State Convention, at
Binghamton, N. Y.
Oct. 18, 19.-Milwaukee (Wis.) Local Union.
Oct. 18-20.-0ntario Provincial Convention,
London, Onto
Oct. 20.-Chicago (Ill.) Local Uniou.
Oct. 21-23.-Third Columbiana County COIl
vention, New Lisbon, O.
Oct. 21-23.-\Visconsin State Convention, at
Racine. Wis.
Oct. 24--26. -Vermont State Convention, in
Bennington, Vt.
Oct. 25-27.-·Iowa State Convention, at Cedar
Rapids, 10.
Oct. 28-30.-Missollri State Convention, at
Marshall, Mo.
Oct. 28-30.
Fifth Annual Conventton of
South Dakota i,j "Iuil, Yankton, S. D.
-
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Aggregating

in Value More Than $1 ,000.
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READ THIS UNPARALLELED OFFER:

HAVING

made special arrangements with the manufacturers,

most valuable premiums

five

lists

or more new

the

on

ever

intend to give

offered by any paper published in America.·

subscriptions will receive any premium' he may

foflowlng

we

pages; and to the six sending

us

our

Every

workers six of the

person who sends

us

choose. to which he is entitled, from the

the largest lists,

before March 1, 1893, the following

Special Premiums will be given:-
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Sixth
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These beautiful Premiums will be given free to the persons sending
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Note the

us

the six

largest lists of

following Privileges

Only subscribers may compete for these Premiums.
your
subscription will be counted in your club.
2.
Subscriptions need not be limited to the members of
any person living within the limits of the United States or
I.
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WHITNEY"S HOME GYMNASIUM.
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If not

already

a
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subscribers before March 1, 1803.

new
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subscriber, however, you may become

one, and

own

3.

your society, or to residents of your
the Dominion of Canada.

own

town, but may include

Christian Endeavor Societies that may d-esire to compete for these Premiums may do so by appointing one of their
a correspondent
through whom all SUbscriptions must be sent. This rule is necessary in order to avoid confusion.
With many of the premiums given on the following pages is a note, stating the price of the Premium with THE

members
4.

GOLDEN RULE for

covering
as

You are privileged to use these offers in securing
year.
cost of Premium and THE GOLDEN RULE subscription, we will send the

you may

one

direct, and will give you credit for the subscription

subscriptions. Upon receipt of remittance
premium at once, to you or your subscriber.

sent.

Read the following pages for further information in reference to these Premiums:
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•

regular subscription price of THE GOLDEN RULE is $2.00 a year, but to clubs
$1.00 a year is made.
.Any person, therefore, who sends us a club of at least five
premiums, and may send us subscriptions at our lowest club rates of $1.00 a year.
The

.
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.

Conditions

.
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•

of five

or

more

the

special

subscribers is entitled

to

rate of

compete for

.

for new subscriptions only.
No credit will be given for renewals, or for the transfer of a subscription
is
these
to
increase
premiums
offering
object
permanently our list of subscribers.
No premium will be given for anything less than yearly subscriptions at '$1.00 each.
2.
As the $1.00 rate is restricted to clubs of five or more,
persons competing for the premiums must send at least five subscriptions.
3.
Subscriptions may be sent as secured, but must be accompanied with the cash. By this means your subscriber will receive the paper at once, and
you will be given credit for the number thus sent until the distribution of the premiums is made.
As these Special Premiums are intended especially for our workers, the competition is not open to
4.
newsdealers, publishers or subscription
agencies. This rule is necessary in order to protect our workers..
Remember that all subscriptions sent us by persons competing for the Special Premiums must be in our hands
5·
not later than March
I, 1893.
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from

These

one

Special Premiums

person

to

another.

given

are

in

Our

'

First

Special Premium.

Oiven for the largest list of

Mehlin
Height,

4 feet 11

new

subscribers sent

Second Special Premium.

before March t

us

,

t893.

Given for the second largest list of new
subscr'b
I ers

sen t us

before March f , 1893.

Upright Orand Piano.

% inches; width,

5 feet 4

inches; depth,

2 feet 4 inches.

Net Cash Price, $550.00.

The

Century Piano Company, manufacturers of the "MehIin" piano, now
operate two factories, one in New York City, and the other in Minneaijolis.
By this means they are eminently fitted to produce not only pianos of the
highest grade, but, also, instruments peculiarly adapted to the atmospheric
conditions of the various sections of this country.
Mehlin's whole "life has been spent in the manufacture of pianos in
Germany and the United States, and the many wonderful patented improvements
Mr.

that

are

found

only

in the

"

Mehlin

"

prove that it has been

a

life well spent.

It will be almost

impossible to give a complete idea of the beautiful instru
ment that will be given to the one sending us the- largest list of subscribers,
but the following is a brief description:

Estey Orand Cabinet Organ.

-

Scale.

and

grand overstrung scale;
grand plate
unisons; patent end-wood string-bridge; patent Bessemer
grand agraffes;
steel action-frame; patent touch-regulator; full grand iron frame, extending
over the tuning-pin block, and rigidly bolted around its entire rim to the
Patent

7 1-3 octaves.

Height,

three

-

wooden back and

sounding-board

of the instrument.

The Patent Grand Plate and Grand Scale

are

Patent

piano

muffler.

the latest and most notable

in the construction of the

Upright Piano, being precisely as they
wonderfully enhanced, and it par
takes of all the beautiful qualities of the Grand Piano, making it eminently
adapted for the concert hall; while its durability and capacity for standing
in tune is remarkably improved.
Case.
Beautiful new design; double veneered, with patent grand fall
board; patent cylinder top and tone-reflector; patent finger-guard and pedal
guard; extension music-desk; handsome carved trusses; nickel-plated con

improvements
are

in the" Grand."

tinuous

By

their

use

the tone is

hinge; ivory keys; latest design, with elaborately engraved panels
cylinder
Notice. The person securing this grand piano will be privileged to select
an ebonized, walnut, or
mahogany finished case, whichever may be desired.
and

6 feet 1

inch; length,

3 feet 10

List Price,

inches; depth, 1 foot 11 inches.

$235.00.

Estey Organ Company, of Brattleboro, Vt., have attained a world
Whenever" Estey"
wide reputation for the superior quality of their organs.
is mentioned, it stands as a synonym "for experience, probity, progress, and
superlative merit. The completion of their two hundred and fifty thousandth
organ was recently celebrated in a most fitting manner, the governor of the
State and other distinguished officials taking part in the ceremonies.
The
organ that will be given to the person sending us the second largest list of
subscribers is one of their latest, best, and most popular
styles. The following
is a brief description:I
three-octave set of diapason reeds; 1 three-octave set of vox
jubilante
reeds; 1 two-octave set of melodia reeds; I two-octave set of viola reeds,
with octave couplers, grand organ, knee swell, vox humana, etc. ELEVEN STOPS.
The case may be of black walnut or oak, as preferred, and in either instance
is provided with an elegant, especially selected, bevelled plate mirror in the
The

centre

of the

figure-head, imparting

a

very rich and striking appearance.

THE GOLDEN R1JLE

PRE�nUM LIST.

Third Special Premium.
OlveR for the third

largest list of

"

new

subscribers sent

us

3
Fjfth Special Premium.

OiveD for the fifth largest list of

before March 1. 1893.

new

subscribers sent

us

before March 1.

1893.

Eclipse" Pneumatic Bicycle.
Price, $13S.00.

Eclipse" is manufactured at the well-known Eclipse Bicycle Works of
Indianapolis. Although a comparatively new bicycle, it has already attained a
reputation for being" the strongest wheel ever made." No bicycle manufac
tured has a better record for strength, workmanship, finish, symmetrical design,
and durability.
The bicycle that will be given to the person sending us the
third largest list of subscribers will have the frame of weldless steel tubing,
with drop steel forgings; fitted with Morgan & Wright pneumatic tires, which
are among the most popular used by any manufacturer j having a Humber
chain with rear adjustment; ball bearing in top and bottom of head, and in
crank-wheels and pedals; gun-metal hubs, rust-proof; tangent spokes, thirty
six in the front wheel, and forty in the rear wheel; detachable steel cranks,
In every particular
and steel mud-guards.
It is geared to fifty-four inches.
this bicycle is first-class in material and workmanship.
The"

..

Fourth

Special

OlveD for the fourth largest list of

new

Golden �ule"

Premium.

subscribers sent

us

before March 1, 1893.

Sewing=Machine.

Price. $40.00.

A

highly

finished and ornamented machine, with
self-threading shuttle.

a

positive feed,

automatic

bobbin-winder and
This

machine,

of

quartered oak,

is named" The Golden Rule."

especially for us, and
design. The stand is

has been manufactured

It is made in the latest

strong and highly finished. The machine is so set that you can sew with
It has a self
any thread, from the coarsest to the finest, without trouble.
needle
and
the
for
device
on
hand-wheel,
setting
loose-pulley
winding bobbins
extra

running the machine. It is the quickest machine to thread, being self
It is adjustable in all its bearings,
threading except the eye of the needle
and is very quiet and easy running.
A large assortment of attachments in a
plush-lined box is also given with the machine. Machine is warranted.
without

Sixth Special Premium.
Glven for the sixth largest list of

The Franklin

new

subscribers sent

us

before March 1, 1893.

Typewriter.

Price, $65.00.

typewriter is comparatively a new candidate for public favor. While
radically different from other typewriters, it is believed to embody the latest
Health,
and best ideas regarding machinery for writing, and combines in an exceptional
Physical
manner the three essentials of a perfect typewriter,
and
simplicity, durability,
Culture
Strength,
speed. It is simple in construction, easy to operate, perfect in alignment, and
at
Fine
every Jetter is in plain sight as soon as printed.
By referring to the cut, it will be seen that it has the standard or universal
Home.
Development.
key-board, enabling professional typewriters to bperate The Franklin at sight.
It has forty keys and eighty characters.
The manufacturers claim the following POINTS OF SUPERIORITY;
Simplicity, durability, speed, and economy combined. It has the standard
or universal key-board;
the-alignment is perfect and permanent; the type prints
on top of the cylinder, hence the writing is always in sight as soon as written;
all corrections are made easily and instantly; it makes less noise than any
other typewriter; it is an unequalled manifolder
one to twenty perfect copies;
it makes perfect stencils for mimeograph work; it prints eighty-one characters,
Whitney's Home Gymnasium.
capitals, small letters, et'c.; the ribbon feeds automatically, horizontally across
Wall space required, 32
60 inches.
the type; the type is easily cleaned in a few seconds; its touch is light, posiPrice, $24.00.
is
limited
the
of
and
its
skill
the
elastic;
tive, even,
speed
only by
operator;
The gymnasium consists of a quartered-oak cabinet. elegantly finished. comit has half as many parts as any other type-bar machine; it is constructed
and
it
is
the
neatest
most
of
and
the
and
most
metal,
compact,
lightest
plete with brass curtain-rod, double set of noiseless compound chest-weights,
entirely
i
durable. It is made by The Franklin Typewriter Co., of Boston, Mass.
rowing-weights, lifting-weights, and dumb-bells of assorted weights.
This

-

-

x

THE
•

I.

•

GOLDEN Rl1LE

PREMIUM LIRT.

HOW TO OBTAIN A CLUB

•

•

•

•

sample copies, and when they have been received, show them to your fri�nds. that they may better appreciate the paper, and realize
entertaining reading is given at so Iowa price.
the announcements that are frequently appearing in THE GOLDEN RULE, that you may more fully understand the value of the paper.
to such special offers as you think may interest your friends, and show them how they can secure both THE GOLDEN RULE and a

Send for free

how much valuable and
2.

Carefully

read

Call attention
3.
valuable premium at about the cost of

one.

Send in your names as you obtain them.
subscription with the name. We cannot enter

You need not wait to

4.

5.

In

15.

Send remittance

Letter.
7.

sending

please give

names,

name

Bank Check

by

subscription

new

Draft,

or

the entire number.

secure

Always

be sure,

books unless payment is made
and address of each subscriber in full.
a

P. O.

on

or, when

Money Order, Express Money Order,

If you send your money in any other way, you do it
Send all mail, and make all remittances payable, to

at

own

your

none

however,

of these

be

can

:

procured,

in

a

Registered

risk.

�-IKl--=_=_

=

Boston, Mass.

-==_�--- •

SPECIAL NOTICE TO OUR WORKERS

•

•

•

is sent.

subscription

THE GOLDEN RULE COMPANY, 47 Franklin St.,
•

payment of each

send the

to

the time when the

at

our

•

•

•

We confidently believe that the Special Premiums that are advertised on the preceding pages are the finest ever offered by any religious paper.
They are well worth trying, for. We realize, however, that not all of our workers can secure one of the Six Special Premiums. For this reason
from which anyone who secures a club of five or more subscribers may make a selection.
we give a list of specially selected premiums,
These
premiums have been selected with the greatest care, and are without exception standard goods. We are resolved that those who work for us
shall be well compensated fa! their trouble, and we unhesitatingly commend this list of premiums to our workers.
If, therefore, you do not receive
one of the Six
Special Premiums, you will at least receive a valuable premium worthy of your efforts. Is it not worth your while to try? If' you
do' not wish the premium to which you are entitled, you may make a combination of premiums; for instance, for twenty-five subscriptions, you may select
five of the premiums given for five subscriptions, or two of those given for ten and one for five.
Further information will be given in "Strictly
Business" in future issues of THE GOLDEN RULE.

A Cluster of Pearls.
Newman Dorland.

Compiled by W. A.

Given for five

A

'beautifully bound
compiled for Christian

book

new

and

just issued,

Endeavor Workers.

part,

It is, [or the

tions

clearer

a

tile

to

understanding
and more glorious to the imagination. Beautiful and interesting

"CI.V.sTe,f\

"''YE''!'\l§

as

are

and
sink

many

of

the

anecdotes

allegories, however, they
into

oblivion

beside

the

grandeur and magnificence Of
special fundamental truth
which they have been called
the

upon to illustrate.
This is a volume rich in valu
able and
such

as

Christian workers in all lines, and
'

appropriate

selections

will meet the needs of

helpful and in-

prove

Sfjiring.
A Cluster of Pearls and The Golden Rule (01'

51.60.

one year,

C. E. Solid Gold Scarf Pin No.3.
Given for five
These

pins are

throughout

the

now

being

worn

This is
sure

of the most

one

to prove of

Here

are

Life.

great benefit

Given for five

of Dr. Clark's

books, and is

to the young women of

the day.

straightforward and
of subjects

that need

be

to

young woman's
talks wisely and

and

helpfulness there

Looking Out

on

can

and

En

be found

few books for

Words to the

given

one

year, $1.60.

Addresses

and

Key Words to the King's Treasury.
Both books given
Professor
to

for five

new

for five

King's Treasury.

new

subscribers.

Henry Drummond's works
They have been

need comment.

most

read

by thousands.

them

for

The book which

his
we

se

library.

offer

con

336
neatly
pages, is
bound in blue and gold, has

tains

gilt top,
following

and

comprises the

eight addresses:
The Greatest Thing in the
World, Pax Vobiscum, The
Changed Life, "First," How
To Learn How, What Is a
Christian? The Study of the
Bible, A Talk on Books.
"Key Words to the King's
Treasury" is especially in
tended for busy people who
find Iitt.le time for

ing study

of God's \Vord.

truth about
choice

a

single

extracts

word.

from

a

search

It endeavors to cluster divine
The book also contains

the letters

of

Samuel

some

Rutherford

and

poems

ornaments.

trated edition

"Gives an excellent
and oomprehensive
account for popular
reading of the ancient
manuscripts of t 11 e
Bible."
The Chris
tian World.

of

"It ought to find
its way into our training-colleges, Bib I e

in

the

before

ever

Success in Society.
Given for
A
few

as
a

minded
know.

a

poem, as a col
of the book-

_
making art.
"Key Words to the King's Treasury" is the same as
given with Drnmmond's Addresses, and a brief description
of it will be found in connection with that premium.
We
feel sure that anyone securing these two books, both of
which will be given Ior five new subscribers, will feel well

By Lydia E. White.

subscribers.

manners

high

have been written, but
as "Success in

commendation

glide,

ter," grows
of American

but breedin' 's bet

into

the consciousuess

people with eV'llry added

year. 'I'he average father and
mother have come to realize more

than

ever

before that to

give

manners and fine behavior is

a

child

to send

him out into the battle of life with
more

certainty of

success

than with

bag of gold in his fingers. In speaking
rially Ttie Watchman says: Besides its
a

of this book edito
rules aud maxims

and direct instructions, it abounds in authentic anecdotes,
in which example adds force to precept. This feature makes
a very readable book, which cannot often be said of
uals of etiquette.

it

pleased.

Both of the above books and The Golden Rule
Special offer.
for one year, 51.50.

Special offer.

-

Both

one year,

of

the

$1.50.

above books

and The Golden

year

YOllng person desires to
The old Scotch
saying,

Birth's

pub

product

as

seven new
on

one

Society." It does not tell young
people how to carryon parties and
conduct themselves in the ball-room,
but tells them jnst what every pure

illus

Every home in the
ought to have a copy of

the volume, so charmingly beautiful
lection of artistic illustrations, and as

have received

work

million!
land

great many books

No

been

,

in schools."-Ecclesiastical Gazette.

How We Got Our Bible and The Golden Rule for
for $1.50.

this

lished at less cost than $1.50.
The book ought to go by the

Rule for

� JAMESPOTT�CO. �EWYOR�

"This little volume is indispensable to the Bible reader
who wishes to have in small compass an account of ancient
manuscripts and early versions. It supplies a felt need."
The Christian,

"

has

written about two hundred years ago.
-

famous

language, has indeed proved
a
It is
popular premium.
certainly a beautiful book,
handsome type, numerous and
excellent illustrations, very
fine and heavy paper, gilt
edges, remarkably beautiful
cloth binding, with gilt title

too well known

are

Every Christian should
cure

beautifully illustrated aud charmingly bound edition of
Longfellow's" Evangeline," the most popular long poem
ever published by an Ameri
can author, and one of the

subseribers.

BY

classes, and upper classes

A

Drummond's

is

volume

-

one.

Both books

N['VV EDITION WITH IlLUSTRATtON� 'i�

it, and
would be
the
for
better
thoughtful study of
it."- Christian Advo
cate.

Life and The Golden Rule for

Key,

,

everybody

keen, practical

to compare with this.

glow of
My in
flagged

....

iusight, for frank and open djs
cusston, for general suggestiveness

....

understand

is to go
unnecessary it
through this life" Anxious and

girls

It has the

story

"This

how

For

new

partly historical,
part I y bibliograph
ical, and partly criti
cal
Anybody can

"Frivolity and Flirtation;" he
gives some sage advice about
"Getting Married," and shows

Aimless."

interesting
questions suggested by the
It is scholarly, but not dry.

Derry.

wrongs; he
well
about

a

subscribers.

to

answer

terest never
from the first page to
the last."-Bishop of

Clark shows his

new

New Edition.

revision.

a

discussed, and
sympathy
with young life by his bright,
interesting, and helpful manner
of treating them. He tells what
are a young woman's rights and
Dr.

An

"

discussions

manly

How We Got Our Bible.

subscribers.

new

popular

ByRev.F.E.Clark.

Longfellow's "Evangeline"

by thousands

Every Christian

country.

deavorer should have

subscribers.

new

on

Given forfive

especially

group of illustra
designed to make truth

main

Looking Out

subscribers.

Success in Society and The Golden Rule for

one

year,

man

.1. ')' 5.

Christian Endeavor Saints.

Beyond.

This is Dr. Clark's latest book, and it already has attracted
much attention from the literary world. It is composed of

short, spicy biographies

of those

ideal characters that

likes to

meet

one

with its

character.

The

stories

doings of these saints
fascinating, and Dr.

the

of

most

are

Clark

de-

gratitude for the attractive way in which he has
how to be good to some practical end. The volume
neatly bound, and should he in every library.

for

every day

the homes out

in

fa1'

off,'

us

is very

Cbristian Endeavor Saints and Tile Golden
year, 81.75.

Rule

for

one

-

34

new

Beyond and Tile Golden Rule for

Christian

one

Individuals

By Wasllington Irving.

for five

new

year,

81.50.

Christopher Columbus is one of the recogmasterpieces among the works of Washington Irving.
a

masterly

Christian

Christian Endeavor societies can, in' this
a large amount of Christian Endeavor liter-

the

A

Given for

seven new

easily

and

than

of

fllus

satisfy the

history of the famous navigator. Beginning
early life of the great voyager, tbe author
follows him step by step through his vain attempts at secur
ing a patronage which should make possible the carrying
and one

in the

particulars of

new

the first voyage and his thousand
and experiences; taking up the

world and the return to

landing
all the

Spain; giving

his second voyage and return; the
decline of his popularity; the disappointments in the prepa

ration for his tbird voyage, and so on through the couutless
episodes of a most eventful career, to his death and burial.

Ail these constitute a work more fascinating than fiction,
full of instruction, and replete with historical facts.
Tbis book contains 735 pages, is illustrated and
bound in cloth with gold-embossed cover.
Life of Columbus and Tile Golden Rule for

So many valuable articles are constantly appearing in TliE
GOLDEN RULE that many of our readers have expressed the
desire for a suitable binder in which the papers can be either
permanently or temporarily bound. Such a binder we now

present

fifty-two numbers.

It will hold

to our readers.

It

has stiff cloth covers, with the words" The Golden Rule"
embossed in gilt on front cover. Each issue can be inserted
as

received,

are always clean and easily
Every subscriber should have one.

and the papers

found when wanted.

The Bindel' and The Golden Rule for

81.65.

one year,

nicely

Scarf

81.50.

one year,

or

Catch Pin No.2.
Solid Gold.

Given for

E. P. Roe's Works.
Any volume given

Probably
can
a

novelist has

gained

greater hold upon the
of

bearts

the

public

E. P. Roe.

than

sales of

copies.
of

lis h

e

his
bee

d.

geography,

and natUral

A

colors.
cludes

one
new

pub

The yare

The

list

His Sombre Rivals, A Day of Fate, Nature's Serial

Story,

A Face Illumined, He Fell in Love with His Wife, A Knigbt
of the XIXth Century, What Can She Do?
Driven Back
to Natnre's Heart.

.... na\,blbaftrecloealld

thM,lbnaallod\heeb7\1lJ
.... lthov.U1�'"'slILL

.IU .. '.

81.60.

Given for six

tries

the

new

housewife

subscribers.
more

The meal is first in

the

than

day,

success, and the book will be
found to answer the question to the satisfaction of the

housekeeper who has little or much to work with. It not
only tells, in full and varied details, "what to get for
breakfast," but also how to get it and how to serve it,
the housewife at every point, laying down for her
great variety of breakfast plans, with directions, the order
of her dishes, and complete details, how to prepare and cook
the various dishes. It talks also practically about" Summer
and Winter Breakfasts," "Genuine and Counterfeit Break
fasts," "Times for Different Kinds of Diet," etc. Substan
tially and richly bound in pebbled cloth, designs in gold
and ink, interleaved.

relieving
a

one

year, 81.60.

Old Testament Characters.
By Cunningham Geikie, D. D.

Tbe

work

by

Wm.

Given for ten

Smith,

'contains

every

will

surprise

one

with

over 500 engravings,
complete guide to the pro
nunciation and signification of Scrip
tural names; the solution of difficulties of
interpretation,
authority, and harmony.
a

a

'history

and

description

of hiblical

customs, manners, events, places, persons, annuals. plants,
minerals. etc., and comprises a most complete encyclopredia
of the

It

surprises
to find,
upon looking at the
"Contents," no less
than fifty prominent
almost,

characters bet
and

Bible and The Golden Rule fOI'

one year,

82.00.

wee n

Nehemiah,

of which the average
Bible student knows

little.

comparatively
The

book

is written

an entertaining and
helpful manner, while

in

the

numerous

illustra

tions make it addition

ally interesting

of biblical information,

Dictionary

brief history
prominent char

tament.

Noah

It contains

and is

chronological

a

one,

which it contains.

This work contains

of the

Printed

fine paper. Maps of the
Land. An examination of this

subscribers.

This book seeks to

give

acters of the Old Tes

on

new

480 pages, with seventy-one illustrations,
tables, and an index.

in the Bible

the abundance and accuracy of the
references to chapters and verses

Smith's
Rule for

Edited

great work

the

Earth

Burr, From Jest to Ear
nest, \Vithout a Home,

and The Golden

Ill)' lOul UId

with

of the countries mentioned in the
Bible. Full-page ill u s t rat i 0 11 s,

Holy

in

following:
Trembled,
A YonngGirl'sWooing,
Opening of a Chestnut
The

ADyone volume

W1to

... LII&.,I.

..011111.

Wllat To Get for Breakfast and The Golden Rule for one
year, 81.60.

subscribers.

respecting which
anything can be said. 1 vol., 8vo,
776 pages.
Beautifully printed on
fine paper. Large, double-page map

works
n

history.

name

bound in cloth in two

Eden, Neal'

nlab

importance,
the entire day feeling the influence,
according as the breakfast is appetizing,
bright, and happy, or poorly prepared,
unattractive, and depressing. It must
be in good taste, satisfying to the appe
tite, simple in preparation, and inex
pensive,- a morning repast which will
send the household out happier and
better fitted for the day's care and labor.
The author has kept this eud in view

subscribers.

new

LL.D.

The

printed on heavy paper,
in good type, and neatly

to

'.'TlI.
Draw

fIClIMIII1\.

Tile Gol<ten Rule for one year,

question, perhaps,

Edition," comprising antiquities, biography,

already

over

edition

just

"'Vorker's

alone of

seven

million
has

Given for ten

Ameri

no

amounted to

E·P·ROE

seven new

Smith's Dictionary of the Bible.

his books have

•

distance of

Fourteen Volumes.

for sixnew subscribers.

OPENING'Of}\
CHESTNUT- BURR

a

on

what to get for breakfast.
and, for that reason, first in

accurate

plans; following
discouragements

be read at

Mounted

By M. T. Colbraitll.
No

with the birth and

out of his

in beau

letters, which

What To Get for Breakfast.

demands of all who desire
an

printed

clear

Daily Comfort and

the subject,which

on

�inks.

prove a "daily comfort" to those
who follow its admonitions.

subscribers.

trated pages, forms an ex
haustive and comprehensive,
more

81.90.

one year,

subscribers.

This wall-roll should be in every
Christian home, as it will surely

work, this Life of Co
lumbus, covering 735 beau

will

seven new

Bound in Cloth.

the

treatise

Size

vol., 8vo,

valu

a

publication

tifully printed

1

Society of

the United

of

appendix containing
developments of later

the first

inches.

Very Popular Wall-Roll.

ten feet.

years, and additional facts
which had not been secured
at

re

rollers, with
cord to hang up in usual style.
The passages of Scripture have
been very carefully selected, and
are peculiarly adapted to the hour
of morning and evening prayer.

The literature referred to above

publications

Golden Rule Binder.

eighteen parts, each one
treating of some particular
epoch in the life of the dis
with

origtnal Ianguages.

7 1-2

x

tiful, large,

subscribers.

Endeavor.

into

able

carefully

a

much extended list of

This wall-roll is

sub-division of the material

coverer, and

This

Con

contains

Given for

$1.25

With the most careful attention to detail and

edition.

of Cruden's

complete

Daily Comfort in Fourfold

or

manner, secure
ature with but little effort.

The Life of

in

are

be found

Cruden's Concordance and The Golden Ru1e

Literature

Endeavor

includes all leaflet

nized

of

-

to the value of

subscribers.

are aware

subscribers.

betical index to the Bible.

reader what the pen pictures of travellers in the East does
for people at home."
Denim/ Baptist.

can

Given for five

new

cloth, 856 pages.
A perfect dictionary and alpha

that is

very
this book does for the

Giyen

leo f C 0 I um b US.
L'f

eight

They
only to

are

edition

in the

ing
9

serves our

told

ByAlexander

original life of tile author,

the propel' names of the Old and
New Testaments, with their mean

every path from the
open gates of the Celestial City.
"
For those who turn their eyes
'land

the

vised and

ath wart

the

Cruden,

cordauce

gone deal' ones, may have in
them more of tbe ligbt that falls

toward

of

popular

which have

of

Few Bible students

an

the great value of tbe notes scat
tered through the unabridged edi

valuable, but

_

I

Given for

tion

bope of making that
land
and
life
"Beyond"
more real in tbe daily care, that
tbe hearts smitten by loss, and

of the Christian graces embodied
in flesh and blood. There are St.

Grace, St. Neighborly, St. Sweet
Temper, St. Considerate and numerous otbers, and each one is
made representative, in a short
little fable, of hut one ray in the
glorious spectrum that makes one
a perfect reflector of the perfect

chapters

with tbe

day, eacb little
enlarging upon some one

Witll

ou

month, has been issued

of the

every

article

Cruden, 1'11. A.

subscribers.

new

heavy calendered paper made specially for it.
Beautifully bound in white parchment cloth, silver stamp
and silver edges. This volume,
Printed

subscribers.

seven new

Cruden's Concordance.

By Hervey Newton.

Given for five

By Rev. F. E. Clark, D. D.

Given for

5

THE GOLDEN RULE

PREMIUM LIST.

to old

and young.
Old Testaillent Characters and The Golden Rule one year,

82.

GOLDEN RULh

THE

6
The World Photographed.
This fine
corner

of the

new

Given for

twenty

new

The Peerless Atlas.

subscribers.

We

a vast collection of photographs gathered from every
enamelled paper, bound in the most durable manner in
fine silk cloth,

book, containing

globe,

is

printed.

on

very

For

scribers.

glad

to be able to offer this

as a

premium for new sub
price it is considered

tbe

the best atlas in the world.
of 130 pages, each 11
heavy manilla paper.

large maps and

x

It contains

over

maps of every State in the Union and every
country on the globe. It also contains a

There is

a

vol

ical account of all countries in the world

canoes, lake and
mountain scenery,

and of the seperate States of the United
States, statistical tables of all kinds, his

r

ii

i

v e r

0 n s

,

b rid g e s,
fountai ns,

memorials,
pyramids, ruins of
temples, t r 0 pic a I
scenery,
an

torical
.

information with regard to
general and special interest.
good, well-illustrated, geograph

tables, general

astronomical infor

mation, postal facts, and
useful

should
almost

an

lists for reference.
be

in

every

abundance of
A

good atlas

household

as

it is

indispensable as a dictionary and
occasions for consulting it arise many
times a day in one's reading.
as

huts, and

The Peerless Atlas and The Golden Rule for

taneous

Given for ten

new

66 inche ••

subscribers.

the four hundred years of American history.
On the other side are
printed the pictures of all presidents of the United States, including Grover Cleveland and
Benjamin Harrison; a diagram showing all the political parties for the last century; the
names of all the presidents and their cabinets, and also the following:A diagram showing the political complexion of each Congress,2 x 66; a diagram show
ing the creeds of the world, 13 x 10; a diagram showing the standing armies of eaoh nation,
13 x 10; a diagram showing the naval tonnage of each nation, 13 x 10; a complete map of the
world, 13 x 20; a map of Central America, 10 x 13; a map of Alaska, 10 x 13; a map of South
Africa, 10 x 13; a map of Upper Nubia and Habesh or Abyssinia, 10 x 13; a map of Persia,
Afghanistan, and Beloochistan, 10 x 13; a complete diagram of the solar system, 13 x 10.

bappened during

Map of American Politics and The Golden Rule for

one

The" Rapid Writer" Fountain Pen.
new

year,

82.00.

Simple and dnl'able.

snbcribers.

We claim superiority for this pen in simplicity, durability, perfect execution, and easy
adaptability to a writer's wants. It is fitted with the finest quality of diamond-pointed
gold shading pen of regular pattern, which, with proper care, will last a lifetime. We
unconditionally guarantee every pen, and will exchange or refund money in every ease
where it does not give satisfaction.
The" Rapid Writer" is adopted by the United States Naval Academy, and used in
many United States Government offices and large educational institutions throughout the
country. Read the following testimonial.

for ten

new

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
SECOND AUDITOR'S OFFICE,
WASHINGTON, D. C., March 21, 1892.
THE FOUNTAIN PEN Co.
,
Gentlemen; I have tested the" Rapid Writer" thoroughly, and am using Underwood s
Stylographic Ink in the pen, which works satisfaotorily and copies very nicely. It runs
smoothly and nicely and uniformly, and requires no shaking In order to l?e �eady to URe at
any moment. I have used other fountain pens for many years, and thIS 1S the first one
that I have seen which works satisfactorily at all times.

No.1 Solid SUver Souvenir Teaspoon and The Golden Rule for

one

The Fountain Pen and The Golden Rule for

Given for twelve
This

subscribers.

of

Christ," by Canon

is too well known to need any
comment from us.
It stands at the

Farrar,

head of this class of

books, and is uni
versally recognized as one of the most
interesting lives of Christ that has
It was first pub
ever been iss ned.
lished in 1874, and reached its thirty
eighth edition within six years. The
edition which we offer is called the

new

Edition, illustrated with
large number of magnificent full
page engravings, designed by Holman
Hunt, Gustave Dore, Alexandre Bida,
Prockhorst, and other world-renowned
artists. It also contains reproductions
in original oil colors of wonld-Iamous
paintings by Raphael, Rubens, West,
and other master painters.
It con
tains five hundred large royal quarto
pages, !l x 11 inches, equal to 1,000
pages of a large octavo book. It is
Premium Art
a

bound in the most durable and hand

style,

embossed in
one

extra fine

gold.

year,

82.50.

cloth, design

new

By Rev. J. G. Wood, M. A., F. L. S.

subscribers.

large Oyclopsedia of the Animal World consists of over eight hundred pages,
luxuriously. The binding is in fine cloth, and is embossed in silver and brown
ink from a new and original destgn,
Size of book, 8x% inches, 2 inches
thick. It contains eight hundred pages
of clear print, on good paper, with five
and is bound

Life

year, 82.50.

82.00.

New Premiwn Art Edition.

"Tbe

one

year, 82.75.

one year,

Wood's Natural History.
By Canon Farrar.

F. H. GOODALL.

Very truly,

subscribers.

No. 2 Solid Silver Souvenir Coffee Spoon and The Golden Rule for

Rulp fol'

x

lUanufactured
ill two Rizes.

beautiful and artistic souvenir spoons can be fonnd. No collection of souvenirs is com
plete without them. For Christmas, Birthday, or Wedding Presents, no more desirable
gift can be found. They are made in two sizes and styles. No.1, teaspoon, has a picture of
Williston Church engraved in the bowl of the spoon; No.2, coffee spoon, hu "For Christ
and the Church". neatly engraved in a scroll on the handle. We will send the No.1 solid
silver souvenir teaspoon as a premium for eighteen new subscribers. We will send the

1:he Life of Christ and The Golden

46

This map is 46 x'66 inches in size. On one side is printed Rand, McNally, and Co. 's lateilt
map of the United States, and a list of over three hundred important events which have

We think that many of our readers will desire to secure one of these beautiful Chris
tian Endeavor souvenir spoons which we are now offering as premiums-in connection with
THE GOLDEN RULE. They are made of solid sterling silver, very heavy, and no more

some

81.75.

Map and History of American Politics.

Given for twelve

Solid Sterling Silver.

new

year,

Views,

year, $3.00.

Christian Endeavor Souvenir Spoons.

Given for fifteen

one

array of instan

showing the life of
the people in the
various portions of the world, gathered from North America, South America, Europe,
ASia, Africa, Australia, and the Pacific Islands; also copies of paintings taken from the
great galleries of the world, forming a beautiful collection of photographs in one volume.
A tour of the world, commencing at Washington, journeying south and west to California,
thence eastward, showing the picturesque Rocky Mountain scenery, Yellowstone Park,
Chicago, Niagara Falls, Boston, Philadelphia, New York; thence through Ireland, Scotland,
England; then the various lands of Continental Europe,-Belgium, Holland, Norway,
Sweden, Russia, Germany, France, Spain, Portugal, Switzerland, Austria, and Italy are in
turn visited, to the decaying ruins of Greece and the crumbling empire of the Turk. The
great capitals and art galleries of London, Paris, Rome,' and the marvellous mountain
scenery of Switzerland are treated with ample fulness.
Egypt is traversed from Alexandria
A journey in Palestine includes the holy city of Jerusalem and the most
to the Upper Nile.
sacred places of the Bible, like Nazareth and Bethlehem. The traveller passes through
Syria to Damascus, and wanders eastward through India, China, and Japan; the islands of
the Pacific, Australia, the wonders of old, the charms of modern, Mexico, and the planta
tions of South America pass before him, the circuit of the earth being thus completed. This
book will prove especially helpful and interesting to those desiring to follow Dr. Clark in
his journey around the world.

The Life of Christ.

subscribers.

200

of noted

c a

new

illustrations, including

of

people,

seven

book

subjects

towers,

premium

a

vast fund of

geysers,
par k s,

as a

It is

Given for

Inches, bound in

14

mosques, churches,

lochs, falls,

No.2 solid silver souvenir coffee spoon

Larg'e Maps.

temples, observato
ries, castles, homes

scenery,

one

are

Peerless Atlas

stamped i u gold,
silver, and colors,
top edge gilt. Views
of cit i e !I, public
buildings, cat he
drals, street scenes,

The World Photo&'l'aphed and The Golden Rule for

PREMIUM LI8T.

hun d red

excellent Hlustrationa.

It

abounds in

charming descriptions, and
delightful anecdotes of all animals, both
domestic and wild.

authority

in the land.

It is the greatest
It gives minutely

and in the

simplest language the habits,
haunts, diseases, and peculiarities of the
entire animal

descriptive

kingdom.

The clear and

text of the writer is embel

lished with five hundred

It is

impossible

to

ment more than

engravings.

give in this announce
a slight idea of the

magnitude of this great history, with
its myriad pictures and accurate de
scriptions. It virtually goes into the
haunts of all animals, and shows them
as they live.
The work is a veritable
treasure-house of valuable information

interestingly told, and replete with hun
dreds of accurate and artistic illustra
tions.
Wood's Natural History and The Golden
Rule for one year, 82.25.

THE GOLDEN RULE

PREMIUM LIST.

of History.

Cyclopcedia
Complete in

7
Christian Endeavor Books.

The Pleasures of Life. sirJob!lubbOCk.

Just issued.

Two Volumes of About 1,000 Pages.

Given for five

new

Given {or ten

subscribers.

new

It is with great satisfaction that
we
find it in 0111' power to offer
every subscriber to this paper,
upon terms such as -every one can
afford, a work which every home

to

library

wants as a matter of course,

firat-class

-a

history of

the earth, ancient
(except the United

nation

Every

on

modern

and

the world.

States, which will form a separate
volume), is treated in its alphabeti
cal order. You have ancient history
as far back as B. c. 5004, and modern
history down to 1892. All countries
are described in their physical as
pects as well as historically, so you
have the equivalent of a book of
travels round the world.

Statistics

concerning modern nations particu
larly are most elaborate and impor
tant.

There

are

none

for

tions,

illustra

numerous

ornamentation

or

display, simply, but all of historical
or descriptive value.
As a work of
reference the Cyclopredia of History is unexcelled, and de
serves a place in every well-selected library.
The

Cyclopwdia

of History and The Golden Rule for
year, 82.00.

By Thomas

Given for five

a

so

a

work that has borne

a

the

test of

nearly five centuries, and is
prized by many a Christian' next to
his Bible. As a help to religious
meditation it still firmly holds its
unique place. If any of our workers
do not now own a copy, they will be
glad of this opportunity to secure
use

for

The book which

one ..

corners

we

offer is

a

presentation edition, bound in
gilt edges.

fine

aud full

Imlu.tion of Christ and The Golden Rule for

Given for ten

one

year,

81.50.

Literature

Given for ten
The literature referred
offer the

to

subscribers.

new

In order to aid in

making
following suggested premium:

a

Christian Endeavor societies.
"It is filled with

25
25
25
25
25
25

The

new

Winslow.

subscribers.

some

as

to wander."

It is

uniquely bound

in

of the

follies of the

day.

true life

a

cloth,

with

are

liable

gilt title,

frequently written us, asking if we
Missionary Books as premiums in connection with

senting

We therefore take great

to our readers the

of books that

A Decade

of

Cards
"

One copy each of ten different leaflets and cards.

pleasure

new

subscribers.

By

Rev.

invaln

F.

E.

Christian

Our Country.
five

William

By Rev. JOSIAH

Carey,

Given for

new

the

as

In

Brightest Asia.

for ten

D. D.

By Rev. H. C. MABIE,

Given

American Heroes

on

Mission Fields.

Given for ten

HAYDN, D. D.

new

Given for ten

Given for 'ten
and I ;

new
"

A Home

in

Missionary Story.

Forty Years among
Given for ten

D. D.

new

societies, children's meetings, and home teaching.
duction by Rev. Francis E. Clark.

the Sioux.

new

new

Christian Endeavor Stories.

to all workers for the cause."-Portland Tran

script.

"This is

By PANSY. Sequel
$1.50.

TON.

Given for ten

"The

name

new

By

Chrissy's

of the richest of Pansy's inspiring books. It
work of the Christian Endeavor Society
along unaccustomed lines, and its portraitures of character
are unusually fine."
Christian. Advocate.

Our

grand

By

subscribers.

Town.

MARGARET

By

SIDNEY.
,

Our Town' illustrates what
the Ohrtstian Endeavor Society
is doing to solve the problem of
bettering communities, and the
book is full of brightness and
actioll."-The Morning Star,
A Modern Exodus.

By FAYE
powerful ex
emplification of the good that
can be wrought in an Irrelig
ious commu nity by a few strong,
HUNTINGTON.

subscribers.

A

earnest natu res.

LOUISE SEYMOUR HOUGH

temperance

The Christian

cause

the

both find

an

able advocase.

subscribers.

of the author at

once

suggests

a

connection

with the wonderful work of the McAli Mission in

disappointed,

to"

Illustrated.

12mo.

one

treats of the

subscribers.

Mystery.

Intro

Chrissy's Endeavor. By PANSY. 12mo. $1.50.
"This charming story of Chrissy Hollister's experience ill
her labors for Christ, the beautiful truths herein illustrated
and emphasized, cannot fail to be of great benefit and en

Many Lands. By Rev. DANIEL MARCH,

Given for fifteen

this world

Attractive Truths in Lesson and Story (for Junior so
cieties). By Mrs. A. M. SCUDDER. A Y. P. S. C. E. text
book for Junior societies. A aertes of outline lessons,
with illustrative stories for Junior Christian Endeavor

Joseph Hardy Neesima. By ARTHUR

Given for fifteen

Morning Light

Rev. EDWARD JUD

subscrlbees.

01',

RIGGS,

S. HARDY.

By Rev. H. C.

subscribers.

new

King's Guards.

of

birthplace

"The book is one which Endeav
will be glad to read and to own;
and all who are ignorant of the his
tory and scope of the Society should
take this means of informing them
selves." -The Interior,

subscribers.

By

illus

orers

"

The Life of Adoniram Judson.

by

-

subscribers.

new

enhanced

organization.

Endeavor."

Seven Years in Ceylon. By MARY and MARGARET LEITCH.
Given for six new subscribers.

M.

of this inter

Her Associate Members.

subscribers.

faults and

En-'

DWIGHT

The value

couragement

the Father and Founder of Modern Mis

Given for six

sions.

D. D.

STRONG,

subscribers.

new

Rev.

estingvolume is

in pre

sionary literature.

at the

trations of Williston Church and

selected list

following carefully

France;
story of the cruises
coasts of Normandy and

on

the

Brittany, given with historic exactness, although interwoven
with a pretty plot which has action enough to suit the most
exacting. We have the author's assurance that every char
acter is studied from the life, and every detail of their reli
gious experience is true, and in nearly every case the very
words are quotations."
Ohristian Advocate.

Gold

Solid

for this is the

of the McAll Mission Boat

Printed in pearl type.

simply

"-Ch1'istian

By

PRATT.

considered among the very best in mis

are

The Cruise of the

Application

are

Intelligencer.
"Full of sound sense and wholesome advice, and perme
ated by a most kindly spirit. The frequent 'hits' will be
keenly appreciated, especially by Christian workers."-The
Inquirer, New Y01·k.

byways

and contains 325 pages.

nor are we

Given for ten

Correspondence.

Endeavor movement and

Active Pledge Cards.
..
Associate"

Bible.

Mossback

wide

will,

D. D.

Invitation
P. M. Committee
Lookout"

helpful hints that

able."-N. Y. Obsel't:eJ·.

-

Constitutions.
\York of Committees.
What It Is.
Lookout Committee.
Social Committee.
Hints to Leaders.

Bagster

library.
ByRev.F. E. CLARK, D.D. A history
of the Christian Endeavor movement from-its beginning to
the present time; with valuable suggestions for the prayer
meeting, the committees, and all lines of work adopted by

Ways

the author says, " point out
into which earnest-hearted seekers after
and

Life and Letters of

publications
selection, we

every Christian Endeavor

parsonage, Portland, Me., well
known to Christian Endeavorers

Rev. ELIAS

includes all leaflet

subscribers.

and Means.

very interesting manner, and the incidents interwoven into
the lives of each point out many profitable lessons. We are
sure that this book will prove very helpful to our workers,

"Mary

to the value of $2.50.

new

deavor.

SON, D. D.

Endeavor

workers, and should be in

ten

written for Christian Endea\'or

Knowing that among the ChristiatJ. Endeavor hosts there
are also many King's Daughters, we take great pleasure in
offering as a premium this latest book by Miss Winslow.
The experiences of this representative Ten are told in a

Service in the

25
5
5
5
5
5

By Mar.raret E.

Miss Malcolm's Ten.

The Golden Rule.

It ill needless to say
word in description or in praise of

given for

specially

are

"Plain, pointed, and graphic thrusts

Our workers have

so widely circulated,
languages, as has this

These books

CLARK, D.D.

offered

subscribers.

many
little' volume.

of the U. S. C. E.

51.50.

Missionary Books.

Kempis.

new

has been translatp(l into

Christian

year.

one

No other book of its class has been

seal, with round

nne

.

The Imitation of Christ.

or

Few books of essays published this century have been as
popular, and deservedly so, as this book by the famous Eng
lish naturalist, Sir John Lubbock. They are familiar talks,
yet enriched by rare treasures of learning and quotation.
They treat matters of permanent and universal interest,
such pleasures of life as books, friends, conversation. One
can hardly read these essays without becoming a wiser and
a happier man.
The book itself is a beanty in mechanical
make-up.
The Pleasures of Life a.nd The Golden Bute

book

Any

subscribers.

Illustrated and Bound in Cloth.

Given for ten

new

The Christian Endeavor
are

throughout

worn

Charm.
subscribers.

Badges and Charms

the

civilized

Wherever you see one, it tells of
Christ and the church.

world.

loyalty

to

-

This

edition, when
side margins of leaves

open, is 5% x 3%. inches between out
not covers. The superior excellence

Seven Years in Ceylon.

-

of tbe

"Bagster" is seen in
Comprehensive Helps to
Bible Study," which are found

II

The

in the back

These

part of

comprise

Given for six

Life of Charles H. Spurgeon.

the hook.

Pastor of Tremont

of the most valuable character
to fil1 four
In

the

good-sized

12mo vols.

"Contents"

of

give

an

1860.

are

This will

idea of the fulness of

information

given.

-

Editorial

Advocate, Nov.
29,1888, by the Rev. S. McGerald,
D. D., Ruffalo, N. Y.
in The Oh1'istian

"The

book

is

a

marvel

seven new

Profusely

Boston.

Illustrated,
Bound.

Beautifully

subscribers.

the

"Oxford Helps" there are 582
subjects noted; in the "Bag
ster" there

Given for

Temple Church,

subscribers.

Bright, Entertal ning,
Instructive,

By George C. Lorimer, D. D"

sufficient matter

new

By the
Misses Leitch.

of

lithogra.phical perfection, and the new feature of the Bible
Helps is itself worth several times the prioe of the book."
Bishop J. H. Vincent.
It has gilt edges and titIe,l'nd' flexible leather cover with
round corners and overlapping edges.
A Basster'. Blbl., (COlnpl'eh.,nsive Teacher's Edition) and The
Guldt'n Rule for one yeal', 8�.OO.

Contains

an

account of his

last illness and death.

An

No

one

who

exceedingly interesting and inspiring record of the" Elijah
of his age."
The study of such a life and career, at the hands of one so
specially fitted for the work as is Dr. Lorimer, is at once a
f�scination and an education. Knowing Mr. Spurgeon well,
and as well the times and oonditions, he has certainly given
the world in these pages a life-portrait and study which will
go down the ages as a very classic in biography, charming
as it is profound.
Dr. Lorimer began work on this volume
months before the death of the great preacher, and put into
it some of the best work of his life. Elegant 12mo., with
portraits. Printed on Cumberland paper made specially for
it. Bound in dne silk cloth, with full gilt edges. Regular
price, $1.50.

heard the heart

Life of Spul'geon and The Golden Rule fol'

Seven YearH in

one

yeaI', 8�.OO.

stirring address
of

Miss

Mar

garetW. Leitch,
at

Minne

the

Conven

apolis
tion,
at

with
in

who is

or

all

familiar
the

work

which

she,

her

sister

with

Mary, is

gaged,

en

will fai I

to be interested in this

delightful story

of life in

Vt'yloll aud The Golden Rule

one

Ceylon.
year, 81.60.

THE GOLDEN RULE

8

My

Sermon Notes.

Christian Endeavor Books.

Four volumes.

Any book given for five

By Rev. Charles H. Spurgeon.

Given for thirty

new

PREMIUM LIST.

We take

subscribers.

in

pleasure

new

commending

Sesame and Lilies.

subscribers.
any of the

Given for five

of

books to Christian Endeavor workers:A selection from outlines of discourses delivered at the

with anecdotes and illustrations.

Metropolitan Tabernacle,

"In these' Notes' you may see
the mechanism of the sermons of
this great preacher, like the works
of a clock under a glass shade."

The London Christian,

"Speaking of these' Notes,' to
praise Spurgeon is like praising
gold."

National Baptist.

-

"The 'Sermon Notes'
cellent. Mr.

Christian Advocate.

"

terial has

over

what

see

mao

My Sermon Notes and The Gol(len Rule for
(price of books alone).

By

Rev. F. E. CLARK, D. D.

A book showing how children and young people should
be trained in the work of the church, and also giving a
history of the very beginning of the Christian Endeavor

Aids to Endeavor.

-

Selections Iroui standard authors.

"

I desire for this excellent volume the largest usefulness
and success, and heartily commend it to societies of Chris
tian Endeavor everywhere."
Rev. F. E. Clark, D. D.

84.00

one year,

The

Gospels

BARROWS.
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But he should also throw the door wide
open for similar suggestions from others.
They will have noted lacks that he has not
seen, and

has not

suggest remedies that he

will

they

thought

of.

Let the outcome of this

TOPIO .FOR THE WEEK BEGINNING OCT. 9.
WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM

DORCAS?
Acts 9:

6-8.

36-42; 2001'.9:

By Arthur W. Kelly.
OPP A'S "first families" in the

days

of Peter

knew

probably

but little of such

a woman

as

Dorcas.

Many of her neigh
bors were very likely in the
saying that she was" queer," and

habit of

meeting be some
thing definite. If there are existing agen
cies for the aid of the weak and needy in
your town, let the meeting result in some
definite asslstance pledged to these. If there
are llO such agencies, let the meeting, through
some of the committees of the society, set
such agencies on foot.
This is a Dorcas meeting, not a DOUbting
Thomas meeting.
This is a meeting for those who wish to go
about doing good, and not for those who
wish to go about with
over every brave and

a wet

blanket to throw

hopeful plan.

ship-owners, were doubtless very impor
tant people; but that anybody outside of
Joppa should have heard of Dorcas, or that
the

she should be remembered after her

might well

would have been

probably,
at such

an

surprised

more

She

idea than Dorcas herself.

have heard of those

might

one,

men

seven

that

had been chosen up at Jerusalem to look
after the poor, and she would think of them
very high place; but we kna.w
what Dorcas did, while of most of the seven

holding

as

FOR ANSWER IN THE MEETING.
must have been back of Dorcas's

WHAT
sewing,
What
sides

to make

people

Dorcas-like

are some

ministries, be

can

bring

we

shall remember

it about that

after

us

we are

people

dead?

What is it to be full of good works, and
what is the difference between that and
half full ?

being only

How many different rewards did Dorcas

reap?
What sort of Dorcas work could this

so-

we

What

are some

of the mistakes of

charity?
give cheerfully?

How

can we

Why

is it not necessary to be rich in order

learn to

to be charitable?

How should

evangelistic and charitable

she had she gave; and that was, her strength
and her sympathy.
Those who have no

work go hand in hand?
What are some proofs that Christians

other property than that must be their own
executors while they live, and so they may
do the best benevolent work. We do not

away too little?

What
that

our

give

of the

sorrows

charity might help

to

of

our

town

friends who felt their loss:

we

Societies and committees do
in these

but

days;

a

sometimes feels that he

supply

can

not know of any

society

do

a

to

just

that

Dorcas went ahead with the work of

want.

which she

need; and the societies
have been springing up ever since. Even if
one cannot do very much, it is better to be
the means of setting others to work in imi
saw

a

tation of one's

there

example than to wait until
enough ready to do all that is

are

required.
Almsdeeds

are

better than alms

alone;

but almsdeeds will neither qutet one's own
conscience

nor

give the

most

help

to

the

poor unless they are done for the Lord's
sake. If done in his spirit, they may open
the way by which those who are helped will
obtain salvation. Peter drew hearers by his

miracles; Dorcas had but

loom and

needle,
the garments that

but as a consequence of
she made many are now clothed in the white
raiment that is the righteousness of saints.

SUGGESTIONS FOR LEADERO.

THE

practical

first thing for the leader of a Christian
Endea\'or meeting to consider
In this meet
..

ing

members

are

to

sought

be

is evident: the

incited

to

works

of

charity.
Let

what

leader

the

consider first, therefore,
or the neigh

the needs of the town

are

borhood.

What lines of charity are called
Are there, neal' at hand, families with

for?

insufficient

bring

clothing,

so

that the

boys

may
fashion it into

the cloth and the

girls
garments, or so that a ministry of second
hand clothes may be organized? Are there,
close

families whose

by,

lack is for food?

dreary and dull,
and whose lack is for cheerful games and
families

whose lives

are

intellectual stimulus? families of shiftless
ness

in

and

work,

sloth,
a

whose need is for direction

spur to

indnstry

?

It is necessary for the leader to have in
his mind a clear-cut idea of a definite need
and

a

definite work that may be done to alle
He must be ready to present

viate the need.

forcibly, with evidence and argu
pleading. He should be really to
suggest practlcal, well-consldered measures.
the matter
ment and

The

and

coats

made

their

Dorcas

No wonder the widows

benefactress

was

Her

gone.

beauty would then appear to them all the
more beautiful, because of her self-forgetful
ness.
She evidently had a taste for needle
She did not think the

work.

work of

dressmaker beneath her.

or

Dorcas found out she had

...

servient to her

obliged to
everything sub

we are

conclude that she makes

personal attractions,

write her down

as

weak and vain.

we

must

There is

sincerity of life and kindliness
of bearing which eclipses all mere facial or
classic beauty. Don'·t depend, girls, on your
good looks. With age they may fade. Good
acts never perish. Learn the lesson.
a

charm about

woman was

full of good ioorks and
(Acts 9: 36). She

almsdeeds which she did

a practical woman.
She materialized
good wishes and pleasant words. Our
religion ought to be spiritual. Our Chris
The more
tianity should be practical.
spiritual our religion is, the more practical
our Christianity will be,
Religion is Chris
tianity on its knees; Christianity is religion

was

her

with its

and its hands busy. Love
be best expressed by sympathy

apron

to God can

on

and help for man. There are plenty of peo
ple who talk well, oh, so well! Yes, even

glibly!

They

feel

so

interested in the work

of the Master.

They would like to do so
much for the destitute. They do so feel for
them in their necessity.
But It is all talk,
talk, talk, talk, talk, TALK! I fancy from the
record, that Dorcas was not this kind of a
The beauty of her face, the grace of
her step, and the sincere expressions of her
lips were followcd by practical helpfulness
woman,

fOr others,

There

are some

young women
of the society so

who pray in the meetings
beautifully one would think the millennium

really dawned. Ask their
they are living that sweet life of
daily consecration, the petition for which
in their homes had

mothers if

the

talent in that

a

for the dear Lord's

sake, used
menial,
or even unbecoming for the highest lady in
the land. We leave too much to societies,
for the work of which women are employed
by our contributions, This is. of course,
necessary to a large extent. More good is
doubtless done in this way. More needy
poor

But there is also need of

reached.

are

personal

contact with the

olence

the

on

work of benev

part of the givers.

Dropping

one

way. It

good way. But going into the homes of
the deserving poor is a better way. Looking
into the scanty wardrobes, making a list of
necessities, hunting up the articles, and see
ing them delivered, and so getting a personal
hold on the persons helped, is a better way.
Let both methods go on together. We have
is

a

circles

heathen.

Why

in

for

societies

our

the

not Dorcas societies also for

We have

poor?

-

Be careful to go strewing in and out
Thy way with good deeds, lest it come about
That when thou shalt depart,
No low, lamenting tongue be found to say.
The world is poorer since thou weut'st away.

But make

Thy house

so

of

fair and sweet
some dusk shall

clay,

spread

about
When death unlocks the door and lets thee
out.
-

Alice

Oary.

In the book of Matthew, where the judg
ment day is depicted for us in the imagery of
One seated upon a throne and dividing the
sheep from the goats, the test of a man then
is not, "How have I believed?" but" How
have I Ioved r
Not what I have done,
not what I have believed, not what I have
achieved, but how I have discharged the
common charities of life.
The withhold
ing of love is the negation of the spirit of
Christ, the proof that we never knew him,
that for us he Iived in vain. It means that
he suggested nothing in all our thoughts,
that he inspired nothing in all our lives, that
we were not once near enough to him to be
seized with the spell of his compassion for
the world. It means that
"

,

..

.

,

"

a

,

I lived for myself, I thought for myself,
For myself, and none beside,Just as if Jesus had never lived,
As if he had never died."
Professor Drummond.
-

Words and Works.
are

those who talk

a

great deal and

do little.

disciple named Tabitha, which
(Acts!J: 36). The former was her
name in Aramaic; the latter was the Greek
form.
Both words signified beauty and
In
grace, being names given to the gazelle.
those days names were more significant than
they are to-day. Now we perpetuate the
names with little idea of their original mean
ings. We have seen some Dorcases who
did not impress us as being remarkably
But this Dorcas evidently was,
beautiful.
Let our daughters who resemble her in this
respect imitate also her exceeding good sense.
She did not rely upon her beauty and grace.
She was not willing to be known merely in
this regard. A beautiful girl conscious of
her charms spoils them all: When, looking
at her dress and manner,

em

No work done for the Master is

There

South Boston.

A certain

a

There

acre, but will not stoop to remodel a dress, or
cut down a sack, for some deserving person.

it.

The poor are always with us. The way
farers come to us conti nuul ly, and they do
not come by chance.
God sends them
One man sends them ent.irety away. Another
drops a little easy. careless, uncunscient.ious
Another man
money into their hands.
washes and clothes them. Another teaches
them lessons. 'I'ha.uk God, there are some
men and women here and there, full of the
power of the gospel, who cannot rest satisfied
till they have opened their very hearts and
given the poor wayfaring men the only thing
which really is their own, themselves, their
faith, their energy, their hope in God. Of
such true charity-givers may He who gave
himself for us increase the multitude among
us every day.
Bishop Brooks.
....

which

garments

(Acts 9: 39).

wept;

Temple,

Phillips Church,

is Dorcas

This

end to be attained is the

the end to be

Pastor of

person

nothing

that meets

Rev. W. H. G.

By

great work

because he does

recognized need,

a

a

result is that

More deeds!

words!

SLANT LIGHTS ON THE TOPIC.

mourners

at the funeral.

Like star-beams over doubt;
Each sainted memory, Christ-like, drives
Some dark possession out.
-J. G. Whittiel·.

.

make them

do not hear

about any hired

anything, either,

is

some now.
Why not
regular thing? 0 how many
dark homes would be gladdened!
0 how
many givers and workers would be blessed!

left, except what
making for others, and the

been

sbe had

Are there any poor fed, any shelter
housed, any ragged ones clothed? This
practical. More humility in prayer! Fewer

less

the

assuage?

hear about what Dorcas

Still shines the light of holy lives

also?

mission

are some

not be much the
poorer; but to lose till, uucouuted faithful
nesses of the mi l lious of c·IIII1IDon lives would
leave this earth a cold a nd dreary place
indeed in which to live.-J. R. Miller, D, D.

home travel in other directions

at

begins

money in the box for the poor is

ciety wisely undertake?

great, brilliant deeds. and

many extra steps her household cares de
Does that charity which properly
mand?

direction, and,

love her?

sewing?

How

a

only know the fact of their election.
Like Peter, thi,s woman may have said,
"Silver and gold have I none;" she had not,
so far as we know, Peter's healing touch or
power of eloquence; but, like Peter, what

so

as

society belles who will work
broidery by the mile, and point lace by

death,

No

preposterous.

seem

they

are some

thought her tastes" very
common," she seemed so much to prefer

association with the poorer classes. Some of
the chiei merchants of the port, or some of

trippingly from the tongue, Are
regardful of mother's feelings? Do
they listen respectfully to mother's advice?
Do they endeavor to save mother some of the
drops

tailoress

may have

some

963

Better be of that select company
who say little and do much,
Talkers become workers when their words
are

to

uttered for the purpose of

duty.
Words,

to amount to

calling others

anything,

must them

volubility

is

always

when his contribution of cash

outweighs

It is not

Let

sincerity
A

a

have

us

excusable

or

conduct

his talk.

Silence may be mistaken for
unless actions find tongues.

indifference,

question of words or works.
both, the latter the proof of the

of the former.

service for our Lord and Master!
Be that the aim of every ransomed soul;
To clothe some needy one, to make disaster
Seem just a little easier to control;

lifelong

To say kind words to those whose eyes

are

glistening
With newly formed and anguish-bidden
tears;
To speak as

though
listening

we

knew

our

as

were

it appears;

And thus

by work and word
mornings
And evenings boundaries
days,
our

God

to

make

our

of

ministry and

grateful

ILLUSTRATIVE QUOTATIONS.

by

L. Adelaide

WaJlingford.

live well in the quiet routine of life;
to fill a little space because God wills
it; to go on cheerfully with a petty
round of little duties, little avocatious : to
smile for the [ovs of others when the heart is
aching- who does this, Iris works will follow
him. He may not be a hero to the world,
but he is one of God's heroes.
Arcluieacoti

To

precious

day,
No longer thine to use in any way.
Hast thou been faithful to the truth and

right?
Hast helped to make another's burden light?
Art thou a better heart than yesternight?
Alas, alas! But wilt thou sometime be

Good, noble, earnest, grand

in

ministry?

To-morrow's sunset gun may knell for thee.
Paul Pastnor,
-

Suggested Hymns.
"Work, for the night i1l coming."
"Death worketh; let me work too."
"

Fading away like the stars of the morning."
"Let us gather up the sunbeams."
Is thy cruse of comfort failing?
"There are lonely hearts to cherish."
"

"

0 scatter seeds of loving deeds."
Are you sowing the seeds of mercy?

recurring

ings

Selected

say
What thou hast done in this most

"

life shall find their best adorn

Through loving
praise.

Look thou within, my thoughtless heart, and

"

To every utterance

In which

....

-

sel ves be lived in service.
A man's

The cloud of our beneficence we are likely
to suspend at such a point that when it falls
in rain we shall be found standing under
some little corner of it, and absorb some
inconspicuous moiety of the baptism
Investment without thought of dividend,
that is love; that is gospel love, better than
faith and better than hope, the first among
the graces, the fulfilment of the law. And
"he that loveth is born of God."
O. H.
Parkliurst, D. D.

"

Bible References.

WORKS,-THE TEST OF DISCIPLESHIP.
Lev. 25:35; Dent. 24:14,15; Job 31:16,17,
19-22; Provo 3:27,28; 14:31; 19:17; Isa.1:
16,17; 58:6,7; Dan. 4:27; Matt. 5:13-16; 7:
19,20; Luke 3:9-11; 6:46; 8:19-21; 11:28;
12:33,34; John 9:5; 13:13-17; 15:8; ROlli.
2: 13; 2 Cor. 8: 7, 9; Gal. 6: !J, 10; Phil. 1: !l-ll;
1 Tim. 2: 9,10; 2 Tim. 1: 16-18; Heb.13: 1-3;
Jas.l: 22-27; 2: 14-26; 3: 11-13, 17; 1 Pet, 2: 12.
LOVE,-THE TEST OF WORKs.-PrO\·. 11:
24; Matt. 7: 21-23; John 12: 341; 13: 35; Acts
3:6.7; 1 Cor. 3:13; 13:3; 2Cor.8:12; Phil.
2: 25-30; 1 Thess.l: 2,3; Reh. Ii: 10.
REWARDS.
Ps. 41: 1; Provo 11: 24; 22: 9;
Eccl. 11: 1; Matt. 10: 40 -42; 25: 34-40: Mark
-

!J:41; Luke 7:4-10; 2Cor.9;6; Rev.

14: 13.

-

Farrar.
It is not from conspicuous deeds of life
that the blessings chiefly come which make
the world better, sweeter, happier, but from
the countless lowly miuistrres of th« every
days, -the little faithfulnesses that, till long
Earth's lowly ones keep the light
years,
of IO\'e burning where it guides and ch",'rs
all II blesses others,
By the simple bpaut,.\' of
their OWII lives, hy their quiet deeds 'If s,df
the
sacrifice, by
songs of their cheerfu. faith,
and by the ministries of their he lpfn l hands,
they make one little spot. at least, of this
dark, sad earth brighter and happier, \Ve
could lose out of the world's life its few
...

DAILY
First

Day.-"

READINGS.

Maintain

good works."

Titus 3:'1-8.
Second Day.-" Open thine band wide."
Deut, 15: 7-11.
Third Day.-Consider tile poor.
Prov, 29: 7-14,
Fourth Day.-All she had.
Mark 12: 38-44.
Fifth Day.-Love one another.
1 John 3: 10-H.
Sixth Day.i--Love in deed and truth.
1 John 3: 17--24.
What can we learn Iroui
Seventh Day,
Acts
!J:
Dorcas?
36-42; 2 Cor. 9: 6-8.
-

964
to be

a

Dorcas whom the poor

and who would go about
the dear Master did.

TOPIO FOR WEEK BEGINNING OOTOBER 9,
THE STORY OF DORCAS.

96-42.

Oct. 16,

(Missio.nary Meeting.)

"

their

the children.

To-day, children, we will talk about the
people around you that need to be
helped by you as the poor people in Joppa
were helped by the good Dorcas.
But first I want to tell you about a poor
I once knew. He lived in a large, beau

man

furnished house in the midst of fine

'handsome stable

a

in

elegant carriages and beautiful
horses. He had a plenty of money to buy
and to care for all these things, and he could
were

travel wherever he wished.

Would you have

1 call him poor because no
one
loved him, though his children and
grandchildren lived near by; and I pitied
called him rich?

him because every one despised him, he was
wicked and ugly. He was poor in love,

so

honor, and in everything that
happy except his money.

could make

alone in
dren

a

old

an

little, bare

She has

room.

grandclnldren, and

or

who lives

woman

no

no

chil

money except

glven her. Is she poor, should you
think? No, indeed; she is rich in friends
who love her, and gladly do for her all she
what is

will allow them to do.
love and his
soon

her

live in

promises

of the" many mansions" in
heavenly home.

do you

now

her,

Jeslls'

she will

and

one

beautiful,

So

She is rich in
to

who

see

I think

"poor people"?

are

we

meant,

can

by

put it in

this way: anyone who is unhappy is poor
and needs help. I do not think that Dorcas
went simply to those who were poor in
I think she must have goru- to
money.
those who were in trouble, who had lost

(h.ar

friends,

.1 .. sus and

rate,

any

or

had

known

never

about

about God's love to them.

At

know that Jeaus himself went

we

rich and poor alike if they only needed
him, and so we should do. We should be

to

home missionaries, and

help wherever

Scrap-Bag.

Dear Aunt Ruth:-Our society has about
and is growing very fast.
When we started we had only twenty mem
bers. bnt now we have as large a SOCiety as
any ill our county. We have just earned our
gold badges. The Y. P. S. C. E. said that if
we would
learn the commandments they
would give us german silver badges; and
when we learned the beatitudes we would
get silver badges; and when we could say
the books of the Bible and the command
ments and the beatitudes without making
a mistake or putting on an s or taking off
one, they gave ns gold badges, They are very
We could learn only one command
prett.y.
ment and one beatitude and four books of
the Bible a Sunday.
When we hear of any
one in town being sick our relief committee
takes some fruit or books to him, I am presi
dent of the lookout committee, and would be
glad to hear from some who could tell me
how they have helped their society.
Ever yours,
Le Sueur, Minn.
GEORGIA A. TAYLOR ..
I wonder if the Juniors
of

Georgia's

tian work.

we

how this letter

gets hold of both ends of Chris
There's the learning part, and

gold badges stand for; and
doing part, and that's what their

relief committee is up to.
Dear Aunt Ruth :-Although you receive
letters from so many Juniors, you have
never had a message from us, so I want to
tell you about our society, in the First
Methodist Church. We hold our meetings
Sabbath morning.
Sometimes we take
the chief word in the topic of the senior
society, have a little talk about it, and then
each one reads a Bible verse. with it in.
We also have taken up the birds, fishes, and
plants of the Bible. We read our pledge at
consecration
Whatever
every
meeting.
money we give or make is uaed for five ob
jects: (1) foreign missions; (2) the church
debt; (3) the sinking fund of our Sahbath
school; (4) our senior Endeavor mission; (5)
our own society.
When we find out what
the sunshine committee does, we would like
to have one.
Your Junior friend,
ALMA GAYFER,
Hamilton, Onto
Few societies have their

meetings Sabbath
seem to enjoy

but those who do

morning,

them very much. Why do you not learn to
recite your pledge instead of reading it? It
it would be much better if you
YOII make a good division of your

seems to me

should.

money, I

can.

see

that's what their
there's the

him

But I also know

-

-

sure, and I

am

am

glad

you

put

have. Do YOIl wish that YOIl were rich
that you could have something to give?
Remember that Jesus accepts the mites

society lust, though of course it
place. Let me explain to some
who might not understand that a "sink
ing fund" is money that is laid by to draw
from when needed. Look up Pansy May
Wood's letter Iroru Aurora, 111., and that will

given for his dear

gratefully

tell you what their sunshine committee does.

the hundreds of dollars, if the mite is

Dear Aunt Ruth:-We have a nice society,
rather small, but we hope it will in
We are in the same position
crease in time.
that many of the other societies are; and that
is, in failing to keep the boys interested in
the meetings. We begin our meeting with
a song, after which we have sentence prayers,
verses Irotu the Billie, etc.
Our superinten
dent, Mrs. Leavitt, generally tells us a
story. Hereafter we intend to have 'a topic
for each Thursday, and we hope that our
meetings will be made more interesting in
this way.
We remain yours,
Waterloo, 10. Lucy M. AND HENRIETTA C.

How, then, can we be like Dorcas?
First, we can use our money to help those
WJIO are suffering for the very things that
we

so

as

all you

give.

can

sake

just

Perhaps

as

some

day

you

can

and then he will expect you to
give more; but not till then.
But, second, even if you are not rich in

give

more,

.

money, there is much that you can do. That
man that I told you about did not Heed any
one's money to help him.· He needed, 0 so

much!

a new

that you can invite to
to church and to the Junior society to

Perhaps
come

heart and Jesus' love to fill it.

there

are some

learn about .r esus, and that will

do them

good than much money.
Then, third, you have ten good fingers and
some spare time. Many a poor mother in our
cities, and in our country towns as well,
more

would be

glad

so

to have some one take some

stitches for her, her hands get so tired, and
her time is so filled up with other duties,
Cannot the

help of
and

girls get together, and,

some

with the

older person, make some" coats
for these people

garments," like Dorcas.

who

are

poor in time and

And the boys might
for the

opportunities?

earn some

money to pay

materials, perhaps.

Fourth,

there

are

the

in love and sunshine.

people who are poor
Every .Tunior might

carry this help into some life not far away.
Find these" poor people" and see what you
can do to help them.

There
every

are

day.

your

own

must have its

though

Trouble to
that's hard

Carry

out

boys
boys!
good friend

the

Why,

Read the two
Mrs.

Scudder,

week's number.

what she says, and you'll have
in

your society than you will
boys
know what to do with J
more

Dear .Aunt Ruth :-This spring the senior
SOCiety gave the members of our Junior
society some seeds,-the girls flower seeds,
and the boys vegetable seeds.
'Ve have had
flowers from some of the seeds, ever since
to
The
hloom.
they began
vegetables raised
are to be given to the poor at Thanksgiving.
We had a picnic about three weeks ago. We
had a very nice time. We have about thirty
members in our society, We have a conse
cration meeting the first Thursday, and a
thank-offering meeting the last Thursday in
Yonr lovl ng niece,
every month.
EMMA SANBORN, PRES.
Berea, O.
What

I wish every Junior would learn

meeting

poor

on

interested?

articles by your
on this page and in last

people all about you

enough

keep

the

a

capital idea.

every mouth!

that

thank-offeriug

And then that great

September 22. 1892. (12}

vegetable thank-offering that they are getting
ready for Thanksgiving Day! And, by the
hear from other Jnniors

way, let

me

point.

What

are

Thall ksgt ving

Day

planning

you

make

to

Send letters 10 Aunt Ruth,

some one

this

on

do

to

on

happy?

a

the head Satan's strong argument, that

on

"you cap't be rellgious and have

of The Golden Rule.

care

push a swing, tum ajnmping.rope,
high kick, cheer a tug-or-war com
bat; for, while you are helping the boys to
develop their bodies, you are also knocking
when you

praise

a

good

time."

happy fellowship a teacher doubles
of saving the boys under ber
care.
I never go away from these happy
gatherings without wishing myself a child
that I might have church life under such
happy auspices.
"But," some will say,
fitting up gymna
siums is expensive work." It is, there is no
denying it. But there never was a better
expenditure of money than aaving boys.
In such

her chance

WINNING

NEXT FOUR WEEKS.

Sixty-six members,

poor

and he had

Nov. 6.

FOR THE

'I'he Junior

Outline Talk.

which

-

Bibles,

First Day.-l Sam. 2: 7, 8.
Second Day.-Job 29: 12,13.
Third Dayc--Mark 10: 21.
Fourth Day.-Gal. 2: 10.
Fifth Day.-Jas. 2: 5.
Sixth Day.-2 Cor. 9: 6-8.
Seventh Day.-Topic. Acts 9: 36-42.

tifully
grounds

23.
30.

"ERSES to be marked in
\{ and learned each day by

love,

eveu as

Lessons from the Life of Peter.
John 21: 15-19; Acts 10: 44.
What Must I Do To Be SaYHd ?
Acts 16: 27-31.
The Difference Between Words
and Deeds.
Matt. 7: 21-27.
Earnest Prayer.
Gen. 32: 25-2S; Acts 12: 5-8.

-

Aunt Ruth,

By

wou ld

doing good

References :-Ley. 25: 35; Dent. 15: 7.10, 11;
Ps. 41: 1; Prov. 14:21; H):17; 22:9; 28:27;
29: 7; Matt. 19: 21; 25: 44, 45; Luke 3: 11; 14:
13,14; John 13: 34; 15: 12; Acts 20: 35; ROIll.
12:13,15; 1 <.:or.13:1-7; 16:14; 2 Cor, 9:7;
Gal.. 6: 10; Col. 3: 14; 1 Thess. 4: 9; Heb.6:
10; Jas.2:15,16; 1 John 3:17; 4:20,21.
TOPICS

.Acts 9:

in

GOLDEN RULE

THE

BOYS.

II. How To Do It.

By Mrs,
you

Alice

going

are

IF imagine yourself

Scudder,

May

..

you must

capture boys

to

be a boy. From see
ing boys select toys, YOIl will know that they
want a drum, and a hammer, and a bicycle,
and a kite, and all the rest that boys like; and
this ought to teach us that boys like noise,

Take this for your motto, if you desire to
teach your children in this way, and you will
be successful: "Where there's a Will, there's

and

a

to

things that go. Make a note in your
book, and when you have a sociable,

Junior

introduce

little of each of these elements.

a

like rni litary

Boys, too,
on

methods;

80

follow

If you want such

way."

church. in most
and

you

an annex
can

to your

get it.

Try

see.

Jersey Oity, N. J.

If you teach Scripture, select
military verses, and divide your boys

that line.

some

into

A and

Company

them

charge

B and

Company

let

on

Christ."
Have also two anti-saloon

brigades, and
temperance verses back and forth, inter
sp-ersing temperance songs. Have occasion
ally a ten-minut.e debate by the boys on the
hurtfulness of the use of tobacco, liquor,
opium, on the demoralizing effect of gam
bling, often early started in marbles, lottery,
candy stores, and so on.
Let the boys be monitors and choristers,
and letthem have in their breasts the feeling
that the society could not do without them.
Watch their failings carefully, and correct
them, not with a long preachment in a trem
nlous VOice, but by a story formed or made
over to fit your particular need. One sentence
(after the story) such as "We should be
sorrv to have such a spirit creep into our
lovely society," is better than forty long
toss

drawn-out

a

as we

entirely new tactics which
have been most successfully tried in the Jer
sey City Tabernacle. It is different from all
methods, hut if it catches boys don't shrink
from it, and call it impractical. It looked at
first impractical, very impractical, to us, but
it has proved an immense success.
I speak of our gymnasiums (one for boys
and one for girls), and to them we repair at
the

mention

conclusion
So

meeting.

of

each

helpful

.Junior Endeavor

they

are

without them I should feel
man

P., Harry M., Florence G., Georgia C.,
L., Howard F. C., Florence I. N"
Louise N., Sadie E. P., Ira K. G., Mary G. T.,
Lucy S. H., Emma B" Ethel M., Bertha C. R.,
and Ruby G. The prize this week goes to
Annie Lyack, of Hightstown, N. J., whose
father has preached in the very church from
which Parson Caldwell stripped the books.
A.

Annie

�

Brlght sayings wanted, Juniors! They are
coming in capitally; keep it up. Sooner or
later we will print all the good ones. If you
don't get a prize one week, "try, try again."
Read
I.

the conditions:-

over

Papers

not over 250 words

without

arms.

Write,' not

ove,'

The writer of the best paper published f"om July I to
October I, determined by vote of the Juniors ••eill receiue a

gift·book. Accounts a,'e wanted, of bright and strilring
sayings, umether famous or not.

For

as

one

to

that

us

maimed

as

a

hour each week

"GIVE

GIVE 'EM
WATTS, Boys!
WATTS! "-During the Revolutionary War,
in the battle of Springfield, N. J., where our
'EM

army needed more wadding for their guns,
and the British were close at hand, Parson

Caldwell rushed into his church,

'em Watts, boys!
Give 'em Watts!" And
they gave them Watts. The result was that

the British army

"To

THE

KINGDOM

they first

them, have

my

helpers aid them

in

finding

Bible verses, use all means not too conspic
uous in supporting their activity, and wonder
all tbe time if

They

are

such

they

can ever

boys

as

be

spiritnalized.

would distribute Bar

num's band-bills if your back were turned;
who would pull another boy's hair in prayer

time, and keep your nerves on the last strain.
full of life who need

gY"lJnasiltm in
which to work off their surplus energy.
Do such boys become spiritual? Of course
they do, and much sooner than you think.
First, their manners improve, then they
seem a little drawn towards yon, then they
become eager to answer questions, next they
come ear.ly to aid you in preparing for the
meetings, soon they lead the meeting, and at

boys

a

last stand at the altar to unite with

the

church.

What

wronght

this

one

school.

Soon after his arrival

cOIII<1 have

caught those

nor

the teacher

gay lads with

an

empty hook.
Remember that it is

and

a

a.

class

was

llright little lass

called up that tIle Kaiser

might
questions. Taking a rose from
a vase near by, he asked the child to what
kingdom it belonged. She quick ly replied,
"To the vegetable kingdom." Then he drew
from his pocket a beautiful jewelled watch
and charm, and held them up to her gaze
with the same question. Not a donht arose
in her blue eyes as she again qulck ly an
swered, "'1'0 the mineral, sir, if you please."
The Kaiser smiled at her quaint answer, and
was soon

some

then asked her if she could tell him of what

kingdom

he

was

a

member.

The

child

up at the Kaiser, and it sorely
her to know to which of the three

looked

puzzled
kingdoms he belonged. She had seen �le
ph ants and tigers and even lions, awl she
quickly tell their kiugdom; hut a
Kaiser, surely he could not belong with the

could

rose or

the watch

suddenly a light
Kaiser repeated

or

the

huge elephant.

But

sprang to her eyes as the
his qnestion, and looking

up into his eyes she sweetly and innocently
.,
To the kingdom of heaven."

landing

in

reformatories. There is

than you
tried it, it:

more religion
understand, unless you have
meeting your boys in a gymnastnm.

can

little

MAyK.
'*

know the influence you

exert

My little sister, fi ve years
lady friend on receiving two
am going to put these in my
box." 0:1 being asked what a

�, PUDDING."

old, said to
pennies, "I
self-denial

thes� happy-go-lucky

lads who stand the best chance of

You

him,

The Lord

change ?

but neither the Lord Jesns

or

HEAVEN."-There

replied,

Jesus Christ, undoubtedly, aided by a gym
nasium and an earnest Christi au teacher;

jails

OF

buzz of excitement among the clri ldren
day, as the Kaiser had come to visit the

ask her

to watch them when

defeated in that hattIe.

was a

but for this attraction.

funny

was

ANNUl E. L.

stationed before

come, for they are far more restless than "a
cat in a strange garret." I smile continually

stripped the

pews of their hymn-books, fan to the army,
flung down the books, and shouted, "Gi ve

I have under my training many boys who
would never come into the Junior meetings

It is

long.

15 years old.
3. Give age andfull address.
4. We consider spelling, writing. punctuation.
Tlte best pape»: each week receives a prize of one Milar.
2.

'*

great many boys. But not all;
should aim to have them all, I

will catch
will

n RIGHT sayings (and they were bright)
U have come in this week from Eunice

sermons.

Have illustrated talks, bright new 'facts,
varied programmes, and you have batt that

and,

REGISTER OF BRIGHT SAYINQS.

each other with

Scripture
For example, A will recite, "Fight
verses.
B will respond
the good fight of faith."
with, "Quit you like men, be strong." A,
"Through God we shall do valiantly." B,
"Endure hardness as a good soldier of.J esus

at

cases

-

a

self-denial box was, nhe said, "We do with
ont pudding twice a week, and put money in
our

does

boxes."
self

-

thoughtful

But the

denial
for

"Pudding."

a

lady asked,

mean?"

She

..

sat

What

very
few moments, and t.hen said,
HARRY M.

[13] September 22,

How many myriads
did, and like him

Tabitha, arise (v. 40).
have knelt down

in

because the heavens

not

the heavens

cause

importunate peti

the dead breathed not

tion, yet

remain in

Pourth Qua.rter, Lesson II., October 9, 1892.

Peter

as

their soul

out

poured

deaf, but be

are

our

what

Socrates

or

they burned

to

GOLDEN TEXT.-This woman was full of good
works and almsdeeds which she did.-AcTS!J: 36.

knowing

throuqhou: all parts (y.32).
now
0111' story-the story of the church

word of revelation from Dorcas, or
Lazarus, or from Jarins's daughter.

As Peter went

-

Irotu Paul tu Peter.

twel ve,

all

busy
imagine with
Peter would speed on
were

we

no

course

the

burning zeal

what

can

No dis

his travels.

great for him,

tance too

Of

these troublous fruitful years,
"
throughout all parts;" but

during

too

path

no

hill-hamlet too small.

Ever

rough,
ringing

was

ears those gentle words, "Feed
sheep."
Kept his bed ei,qht years (v, 33). The better
fitted you are to live, the more you will un

in Peter's
my

derstand the terrors of this life

on

of

Yet to

a

long sick-bed
lEneas

compensation.

saints which dwelt at

disease

the

abused

which

wrested 'tnanfu Ily his

Jesus

Christ

healeth.

He

him.

victory
thee

and

well,

as soon as

had

Sick,

the Sun of

right

keep

the

body heaithy. Who will say that miracles
of physical healing are gone by? Yet all
this is truly trivial by the side of the spirit
ual healing which this bodily healing typifies.
Arise, and make thy bed (v. 34). All heal
ing is miraculous, in a sense; we cannot un
derstend it. And yet all healing, spiritual
and physical alike, needs to be supplemented
by human exertion. God gives us the power
to rise from our sufferings, but we must our
selvesfold them up and lay them away.
They turned to the Lord (v.35). The con
version of an entire town, with the country
around it!

Such

mop, will be

things should be

zeal becomes less

more com

common, when

more

Many

rare.

a

Peter's

man's Chris

tianity is discredited by his village and his
neighborhood.
Full of good toorks (v. 36). Full! It takes
very few good works to fill some Christians.
We are quick, in dealing with our conscience,
to slip 011 the pound weight and call it two
pounds. Good measure, pressed down and
running over, God pours into our stores. We
put

false bottom in the

a

half

service;
And

of

our

Yet God is not cheated with

work for God.
selves.

measure

long, except
miserably living

nor

anyone,

our

we

are

half

whole

lives, telling

untruths, and getting
Let us give all our

entire dissatisfaction.

mind,

our

strength,

our

Let

soul!

good works!
�he. fell sick and died (v. 37).

us

befull

of

It is fortu

nate indeed that

good health is not the inva
riable reward of goodness. That would tie
soul to body with too close a bond. Good
people die untimely deaths to teach us that
death is not

rewards,
and

an

evil.

Goodness has material

but if such rewards

were

prominent they would be

they would withdraw

our

certain

curses,

minds from

for

spirit

ual

things.
Delay not to come on unto us (Y. 38). Men
run for doctors, but seldom run for clergy
men ; post-haste to the medicine chest, but
the Bible gathers dust.
They alone find
God to whom it is a matter of life and death;
who pant after him, long for him, faint for
him, and endure no delay.
If
Garments which Dorcas made (v, 39).
we should die to-night, what garments that
we

have made would

show

our

friends have to
What

with

no

that,
own

language

..

not

or

with

,

a

men
...

work

for.

in such

think.

purposes than we
Rev. J. D. Burrell.

-

is

can

prohable

to comfort

is

It

that

A

had not been restored to life, we have no
authority for assuming or supposing that
any such

they had formed

expectation.

Barnes.
And all the widows stood

LIGHTS ON

MANY SOURCES.

Selected
As

Peter

quarters

A visitation of distant churches

(v. 32).

by

Her eyes with longing tears grew
She never can COIDe nigh
To work one service poor for him
For whom she glad would die!

ministers is of very great
Peter did not wait till all Jerusalem

prominent

more

was

all

passed throuqlunit

converted before he went to other

Indeed,

places.

could be done for the church

more

Jerusalem

by going 011 these evangelizing
by concentrating all energies on
alone. Work beyond its borders

named ./Eneas

man

We

(v, 33).

about this

except
know.anything
Lydda, and had been confined
to his bed by palsy for eight years.
Whether
he was one of the saints or an unbeliever,
we do not know.
He is not spoken of as a
disciple, and yet it seems most likely that he
man

We do

one.

was

sought thli healing,
and

a case

the

wrought

healing

but

In any case, Peter
Holy Ghost to work

by the

happiness of the poor
man himself, for the strengthening of the
faith of the saints, for the conversion of
many unbelievers, and for the glory of God.
this miracle for the

This

not the

was

first

miracle Peter

He would

bed."

that it

once

self,

that

was

Jesus

wrought

the

have

man

Christ,

the miracle.

know at

and not him

Pentecost.

-

A"ise an.d make thy bed (v. 34). Or, more
exactly, "Arise, and spread (thy bed) for
thyself." The last word is evidently em

phatic: "Arise from thy bed, and spread it
for thyself, instead of having another adjust
it for thee."

He

to do this in order to

was

show the

reality of the miracle. May not
the sense be, not a command to do this, but
an assuranoe, ill the form of a command, that
he would make his

President
36.

V.

own

At

there

Joppa

of eminent

woman

bed for the future?

Woolsey.
was

piety, her

Christian

a

life

one

con

tinued succession of charitable and benefi
cent

deeds.

This

woman

was

full of good

work» and almsdeeds which she did.
her

own

With

hands she ministered to the bodily

lived

in

a

and instructive
of

woman

place

not

all

picture

ti mes!

of

She

larger, probably,

in her deeds of

Peter put them all forth (,-.40).
What he
was not to be seen of men,
Only ill that

did

wonderful deeds

dono, whether

in the closet,

The miracle

In

prayed (v.40).

spirit came again. And joy takes
of mourning. In all this, not Peter,
Peter's Lord, is glorified.-B1ltlel·'s Bible

unnoticed

or

felt. In

sorrow was

upper

Were the

gathered, weeping.

were

an

lay cold and still, her

rich and great people of the town there? No,
but those whose love she had won by her

kindness to them,-women whom she had
clothed, for whose children she had made

garments, little children, without father or
mother, whom she had loved and helped.
No wonder they wept and mourned. 'Where
would they find another Dorcas to clothe
them? But

remembers Peter. He is

some one

off, only a few miles; it may be he
can help them. What if he could bring back
life again, as his Master Jesus had done
not far

when he

was

on

earth?

How

the

quickly

messenger runs, returns with Peter, brings
him to the upper room filled with weeping
women, who show him the coats and gar
made by Dorcas, that he may know

ments

But Peter needs to be

she was!

good

as to bring
body. And
she opened

Come next

long time?

Sunday and

hear

another story of his life.
One thing more to remember is that it is
mourn at

If

mourn.

loves the poor, and lias helped them, he
has been following Jesus, and Jesus will not

forsake him.

POINTS.

QUESTION

what mission did Peter set out f.rom

and

dead,

ciples

wonders

same

show�

the

his dis

reality of

on

favurable one?
tion do? What

heaven, and

through

he himself had done when

as

It

(3)

still alive in

was

could do the

Jerusalem?

this condition?

tion to the fact that Jesus had risen from the

earth.

immortal life.

How

came

Who

32?

LESSON FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS.

included under that

are

and biblical

meaning

FrOID

as

to

What

one

known?

happened

great thing

since then? I think it

was

Saul's conversion

that caused Luke to say, "So the church had
peace." Saul, the persecntor, was gone; no
one

else

so

hated the

it had peace
The church is now ten

chnrch,

and grew very fast.
years old, and Christians
the

of the

found wherever

have been

disciplea

remember how

sight

are

so

preaching.
Philip disappeared

Do you
from the

He

stranger whom he had just bap
was

found

along the

shores of

Jesus.
the head of the

Well, Peter
church, you know; and just

as

was

he carne to Samaria to
so

see

now

how

Philip's

What did Peter do while at

How

glad

those who believed in Jesus

of the church below.-C. J.

Peter.

Jesus

Lydda where

was one

man

that I know

lEneas the man's
Christ
What

maketh

good

name was.

thee

news

was

urged to go?

Peter

Is charitable work
is considered

most

useful

place of
or when it grows out of one's relig
ion? Whut is one way in which true religion
manifests itself? (Jas. 1: 27.) What is needed
besides almsdeeds ?
(1 Cor. 13: 3.) What
had

as

the

taking

been Tabitha's motive in her work ?

What did Peter

see

when he arrived? What

When had the power to raise
the dead been given to the apostles? (Matt.
did he do?

8.) What, cases of raising the dead are
recorded in the Old Testament? In the New
10:

Testament?
ble?
of

What

What
are

difference,

difference?

ple
one

now

the

and

What

case

does this

one resem

points of Similarity
what accounts
was

changes

the
are

effect of

wrought

that lead to like results?

to be the means of

and

for the
the

in peo
How is

working the changes?

the
were

was

glad

see him.
He had he en waiting for him
eight years, lying on his bed. Are any of
It seems a long time,
you eight years old?
Think of lying ill so long as
does n't it?

that.

What followed?

he visits the

must have been to see this brave man!

There

of the word

use

what should be true of all

miracle? What

And what about Peter?

name as

What do

For what had Tabitha been well

Why?

mOW one more lesson about Peter. Who when it
1"'1 can remember when we last heard of religion
has

him?

good did the persecu
did Peter visit? How

there to be believers in other

Christians?

Gallagher.

What

a

brought about

it is used in the New Testament?

Lydda ?
Mrs. Fannie H.

What had

places

there in the

was

places? What is the natural tendency of
Christianity? (Matt. 13: 33.)
What name is given to the disciples in verse

suggest

By

What

long was this after the crucifixion? To what
place had the work been mostly confined?

the

Peloubet,

it is neither needful for others, nor good for
themselvea, that they he paraded in the book

Vaughan, D. D.

friends

of

the poor, and show forth the character the
gospel seeks to produce. (2) It called atten-

as

are

great

It

Dorcas continued to work for

Christians.
.

disciples were,
along the coast.

nnregarded in heaven. If they spring out
of genuine love, first to Christ and then to
his people, they are all written there, though

woman,

ON

young
cities

on

a

situation of the church that made the time

charity; but with God great
names unknown, and it has

him to leave

was

And many believed in the Lord (Y. 42). The
restoration of Dorcas blessed not only the

to

are

where

A woman named Dorcas
great mourning.
was dead, and, because she had been so good

place

moment that her charities

our

pride-dispelling questions,

and small

the town

city called Joppa, there

a

Work.

at

any time than many an English town; and
there was nothing magnificent, in any sense,

lEneas lived, in

right.

from

way

one

What

simple

do

we can

little

a

better to have the poor and needy
one's death than to have the rich

the great sea, and wherever he went you may
be sure he preached and people believed iii

a

Now

a

tized?

the Christian

that

strength

Do you wonder that many believed in the
Lord in that city, and wanted Peter to stay

wants

of the poor. She busied herself in
providing clothing for such as were in need.

ourselves,
only through Jesus'

and remember that it is

the power came; at Peter's call
her eyes and sat up; and he called in the
friends, and gave her back to them.

(1)
people of Joppa, but all the ages.
brought into notice the kindness and love

had

wrought, as we know from the earlier record
in this book; yet we see the same absence of
self in it, and the same reference of all power
to Jesus Christ.
"lEneas, Jesus Christ
maketh thee whole; arise and make thy

word did he say about him

must learn to hide

and her
the

as an

of Christ.

gift

moved

was

was

a

We, too,

for power to do so great a thing
hack the soul of Dorcas to her

response to his faith, immediately upon the
utterance of his word, she opened her eyes,

Peter, moved by the Holy Ghost,

in which

suggested
unasked

whether it

or

And kneeled down and

self.

said, "Jesus Christ maketh thee

Not

he has turned them all out,
he kneels and prays to the Lord .J esus Christ

And Jesus' poor arrayed.
She died; they wept about the room,
And showed the coats she made.
-George Macdonald.

he

know whether

not

see

is that Peter

whole."

would; and all the people
hi in and rejoice with him,

man

alone; and when

Home, home she went, and plied the loom,

that he lived at

any well

how

dim,

"The King shall answer, Inasmuch
As to my brothers ye
Did it even to the least of snch,
Ye did it unto me."

Notes.
A certain

wrought

He speaks a mighty word:
She harketh now indeed!
When did we see thee naked, Lord,
And clothed thee in thy need? "

"

always aids the home church.-Peloubet's

do not

weeping,

But, hark!

at Jerusalem

tours than

him

showing

She saw the woven, seamless coat,
How envious for his sake!
"
0 happy hands," she said, "that
That honored thing to make! "

Mrs. F. E. Clark.

by

by

the coats and gW'ments which
Dorcas made, while she was with them (v.39).
and

FROM

LESSON

THE

up his bed

See, he rises, stands, walks, lifts
as

chamber where she

they expected he
would restore her to life; but as this is not
mentioned, as the apostles had as yet raised
up no one from the dead, as even Stephen

women, would the world be poorer for

,,"'11'1, .. 1' .has to do with God alone.

can, and

possibly

better

certainly possible

saints,
called,

or

we

and sustain them in their affliction.

record for all ages
the history of this humble yet bright exam
ple. Let no Christian woman think for one

spirit are all
in '1\ tbrong

removed?

They sent unto him (v. 38), It
they desired his presence

pleased

are

necessary to God's
God loves his work

that

weeping eyes?
positive
accomplishments can we con nt, of useful
toil, of gentle ministry, of spiritual comfort
and ins.piration? In just what particulars,
and with reference to just what men and
death? TIII�se

are

has

possibly

They

(v. 43).

that God chose

one

judgment, are

our

events

believe in them?

tanner

in

better than

And yet no
from

tanners.

value.

do wonders to make and

have

be

But he did it, as they pres
ently saw, for a good and glorions purpose.
Is there not a lesson here for us when lives

significant sentence, when we remember
what next befell Peter; for the Jews despised

(v. 34).

has risen upon us, with healing in
The Spirit of God in the human
his wings.
can

He abode

the

eousness

soul

we

careless whether

out of defeat.

everyone of us, wofully sick though in per
fect health, until we learn this truth; aud

strong

what

seen

the veil.

behind

the

was

Yet

easily

to take away.

Many believed on the L01'd (v, 42). It does
not say, "on Peter,"-note that; never" on
Paul," or "on Barnabas," or "on Philip."
Are modern Christians quite
sufficiently

of "the

one

He had used

Lydda."

had

angels

come

was

dispensed with,

office.

special

that could least

one

bed

a

aching limbs laid helpless while the eager
brain is planning and the eager spirit urging
and the dull body a constant, masterful re
straint.

hid

secret

it for this

prepared

soon

Solon, and
know, the

or

and many whu had nut be lieved before now
turn to Jesus. OIW t.hi ng for us to remember

that life, the

we

matron, than Plato

in the town

the poor, one would suppose God. would have
spared such a life after having raised it up.

were

did not gain our desire.
He presented her alive (v.41). Alive, from
Wiser then, this humble Hebrew
the dead!

R. Wells.

She was sick, and died (v, 37). The early
Christians, especially those of Palestine,
If anyone was able to help
.were very poor.

and

Who would

foolish prayers
And how glad we shall be

I-that

-so soon

Acts 9: 92-43.

turns

It is

again?

wise.

are

heaven, if

answered?

DORCAS RAISED TO LIFE.

By Amos
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"lEmms,

whol ... .'

"I'ipd

for this sick man!
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Oct. 3.-Dorcas Raised to Life. Acts 9: 32-43.
"
4.-Care for the Poor.
Deut. 15: 7-11.
"
5.-The Good Samaritan.
Luke 10: 25-37.
"
Gal. 6: 1-10.
6.-Doing Good.
"
the Poor.
Joh 29: 11-16.
7.-Helping
"
8.-Rich in Good Works.
1 Tim. 6: 17-21.
"
9.-Poor for Our Sakes.
2 Cor. 8: 1-9.
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A

PREPARATION OF CHARACTER.
vigorous Christian character is a gradual
"p EV. C. C. CONNER, of Hamilton, 0., growth, of which conversion is but the
1 \. has this to say about an important bursting seed-vital, it is true, but only
preparation for an ideal young people's the indispensable beginning. As an agent

meeting: "There must be a preparation
of character, a preparation of spirit, by
daily reading, by daily prayer, daily aspi
ration,-a preparation that is at once indi
rect, but cumulating, day by day, waifs of
sentiments into wealth of

capacity of spirit.

If

a

with

resource

union

its

neglect

in the

Christians, the
SOCiety is positi rely
peerless. Try it." A good many are try
ing it. This SOCiety, born in a revival, has
training

of young

Christian Endeavor

the motto of

good, working Endeavorer,

a

it is "a revival all the time."

ideal Christian Union meeting.
On the other hand, if they read and think

member of their Y. P. S. C. E.

an

and work and pray, they will have many
meetings which will approach the ideal or

All of which is

attain it."
the

meetings

of

just

true of

as

Christian Endeavor

a

so

ciety as of a Christian Union meeting.
Study of the topic for the evening, com
mitting of Scripture verses, preparation of
testimonies, method, organization, prompt
ness,-all are worth nothing without char
As

acter.

soon as one

Christian Endeavor

meeting is over, preparation for the next
must begin, and it must continue all
through the week.

HOWE, of
pledge, pre
pared by Rev. D. T. Fiske, D. D., and
signed by the young people converted in
his church, in Newburyport, Mass., during
a revival of religious interest.
It will be
found suggestive and helpful. Such forms
of confession are frequently useful:Convinced that I am a sinner, and that
JAMES

LEWIS

sends

this

us

"

Jesus Christ

sinners, and

into the world to

came

that he is able and

save

willing

to

all who come to him, I do now come
penitently confessing Illy sins, and do give
myself up unreservedly to him to be his
wholly and forever, and I do take him to
be my Saviour, and do trust in him, and
in him alone, for pardon and salvation;
and I do solemnly promise him that, with
the aid of his Spirit, I will lead a Christian
life, forsaking and avoiding all known sin,
and conscientiously doing what I believe
to be his will in all things.
Especially do
I promise that I will daily pray and read
the Bible, and whenever practicable will
attend religious meetings; and will en
deavor to do good as I have opportunity;
and will aim to cultivate and always mani
fest an humble, kind, forgiving spirit."
save

HOW THEY EARNED

THE MONEY.

Ch urch

of

in debt.

A

First

Presbyterian
THECanton, Penn.,
$400
was

suggested

that each person should earn one dollar or
more, in some way aside from his usual

business.

adopted by both the
Christian Endeavor society and the King's
Daughters, about sixty in all, many of
whom were children who agreed to earn
twenty-five 01' fifty cents. The result was
an experience meeting, to which an ad
mission fee of ten cents was charged, ice
At
cream and cake being served to all.
the calling of the roll of all those who had
This

tried

plan

to

was

earn

this way,

in

money

some

responded simply by announcing the
amount earned, but many told the various

they

had earned from

one

donal'S, and the ways were amus
ing.
Mending umbrellas, grinding scis
sors, sewing, baking, sweeping, cleaning
gloves, shampooing, cutting bangs, sharp
ening pencils, crocheting, combing hair,
running errands, washing dishes. making
candy, cleaning house, and chopping wood
were
Quite a number
among these.
answered by telling in rhyme the work
they had done and the money they had
earned.
One reported among her earn
ings the writing of three poems for the
meeting, at ten cents a poem. Over $72
earned in these ways.
The fever of
giving spread through the church, and the
was

editor of The Cumberland

THE

terian, after detailing

revivals followed

by

the

Presby

a

this,

is to

put young converts

most natural

thing in

the

a

by

the

Y. P. S. C.

organization of a working
E. The practice of some

Christians to strive until the sinner is

strengthening exercise and con
straining ami encouraging influences is
unwise, if it is not also sinful and cruel.
without

The

new

least,
a

as

sense

convert

pure as a
as weak

is,

for the

babe;
as

training

to harden

muscle.

He

a

moment,

at

but he is also in

babe.

He

needs

his

needs

forming spiritual
sympathy and kind

words and deserved commendation to

en

able him to stand and walk alone.

He

needs all the

help Christian people

can

give bim to make him what every Chris
tian should be, a veritable religious giant.
Conversion

may

be

instantaneous,

but

before offered

so

fine rewards to its agents.
remarkable one.

a

l\

spoke

a

recent convention

follows:

as

until this
to

seems

me

re

afternoon.

to address

It

certainly
mystic letters,
appropriately stand for

that

G.

was

may be called upon to do at
moment's notice. And as far as I my

self

what

we

concerned, they have now a higher
meaning still, which is, 'Confoundedly

all interested to

the following list of
conspicuous value that have ap
our pages already this year:-

articles of

peared

in

the

speaker

from

that

happy

and

was

most

warmly

point on, and
telling speech.

made

most

Every Day," by Rev. T. L. Cuyler, D. D.
"Training for Service," by Dwi&'ht L. Moody.
Christian Citizensbip," by Hon. A. W. Tourgee.
Hints for

"

"The Golden Rule and the Drink Problem

"

and "Around

the Evening Lamp," by Frances E. Willard.
"Elocutionists from an Author's Standpoint," by Will

Carleton.
"

Livermore.
a Tobacco-Smoker Be

"Can

a

Gentleman?" by Hon.

Neal Dow.
"On the Satisfaction of

Owning Books," by Colonel

Thomas Wentworth Higginson.
Occupations
Girls,'; by Sallie Joy "\Vhite.
"Head-Workers, Hand-Workers, and the Golden Rule,"
by Rev. Louis Albert Banks, D. D.
Earth Feathers," by Horace Luut.
"
My First Sermon," by Rev. Ohas, F. Deems, D. D.
"What a Girl's Library Should Contain," by Annie H.
Ryder.
"Clara Barton," and other biographical articles, by
Sarah K. Bolton.
"Suggestive Helps for the Sunday-School Teacher," by
Rev. Francis N. Peloubet, D. D.
"How To Study Natural History in the City," by Mrs.
Olive Thorne Miller�
"

for

"The Golden Rule in

Society," by Rev. George D.
.

Hel'ron, D. D.
Character," by Samuel C.
Bartlett, D. D., LL. D.
The Incarnation," by Bishop H. W. Warren, D.D.
Dangers in College Life, and How To Avoid Them," by
President Charles F. Thwing, D. D.
"Helps to the Study of Old Testament History," by Rev.
Jesse L. Hurlbut, D. D.
Three articles all the Glacial Period, by Professor
G. Frederick Wrigoht, D. D., LL. D.
..
Two Methods of Bible-Study," Prof. E. W. Work.
"The Golden Rule in Shop and Factory," by Rev.
"\Vashington Gladden, D. D.
"Uncle Jason's )loon Signs," and other articles, by
"Books That Have Moulded

"

"

Helpful ill Prayer

-

Meeting Work," by Rev.

stories.

promptly and effectu
ally overcomes THAT
TIRED FEELING,
as to conclusively prove
"make;

theweakstrong." J. r.
Emerton, a well known
merchant of
Auburn,

IIIr. J. B. Emerton. Maine, had Dyspep8ia
complicated with Liv .. r
and Kidney troubles. He took IIOOD'!!t
SARSAPARILLA and it �ave relief and
great comfort. He says: "It UI a God-send
to anyone suffering as I did."

'l'he

Doctrine

of the

A Series of

Papers
Young Preacher.
Rev. Francis E. Marsten, D. D. Points in Chris
tian Living.
Rev. W. J. Darby, D. D. A I'hase of Cllristian Ex
pertence.
J. L. Gordon, Secretary of Boston Y. M. C. A. Seven
Seven-inch Papers for Young Men in Business
President Merrill E. Gates, LL. D. Dangers in
College Life.
Rev. Louis Albert Banks, D. D. The Golden Rule
with Artisans and Employers.
Rev. Frank Hyatt Smith. Six Talks on the Choice
on

tile

of a Proresston.

"Jonathan an'

the

Jerushy Down

to

to his

Convention," a sequel
Rev. J. Z. Tyler, D. D.

A

present serial story.
Paper on Christian Expe

rience.

President.J. W. Bashford,D.D. Dangers in Col
lege Life.
Rev. Charles A. Dickinson. The Golden Rule be
tween Layman and Pastor.
President George A. Gates, D. D.

Dangers

in

College Life.
Prof. Luther T.
of

Townsend,

D.D.

The Miracles

Lord.

our

Camp," Ernest Ingersoll.

Rev. W. E.

A Second series.

Books.

Fonr

Popular Papers

First

Newspaper Experiences," W. C. Gray, Ph. D.
"Columbus Day," by Hezekiah Butterworth.
"Women Doctors," by Elizabeth Stuart Phelps
Ward.
"Midsummer

and other

Melodies,"

articles, by Rev.

Temperance Sermon," by John G. Woolley.
The Atonement," by John Henry Barrows, D. D.
"
Canoeing in Maine," Rev. Charles A. Dickinson.
Fritz at School," by Prof. Charles D. Adams.
"Why Wait?" by Bishop C. E. Cheney, D.D.
U

Went to the Convention," and other
stories, by Grace Livingston.
"How To Study the Acts of the Apostles," by Rev.

Smith Raker, D. D.
"

He that \vinnetl! SOIlIs Is

Chapman,

The Doctrine of the

Rev. David J. Burrell, D. D.

Trinity.
Rev. George C. Lol'iUler, D. D.
Men. Four Brigbt Papers.

Talks with

President W. R. Harper, Ph. D.

Dangers

Young
in Col

lege Life_
John G. Woolley. Car-WIleel Talks;
B. F. Jacobs, Faith Latimer, Rev. A. S. GUDl
bart, Marion Lawrance, Eugene Tappan, five
prominent Sunday-school workers, on Different Phases
of

Sunday-school

The

Work_

Regular Features.

really determine the paper more than these
special features, and yet they can be learned only
a
by regular reader. Here is a brief summary of
them. As to their excellence and helpfulness, we
These

refer you to any of

subscribers.

our

Editorials and Bdltortal Notes.
straightforward.

The Mossback Correspoudence, The Professor's
Chair, Th:l Golden �ule Meditation.

Unique editorial features.
Portraits each week of eminent Christians
With sketches of their lives.

Familiar

The

Worth

"

"How Adelaide

A Bit of Christian

Experience.

Leander S. Keyser.
"A

Singing.

on

Prof. W. W. Andrews, Ph. D.

Fresh and

Vacation Books," by Rev. James L. Hill, D. D.
Several articles oy Rev. Wayland Hoyt, D. D.

Heroes Not Down in the

Griffis, D. D.

Frederick H. Hovey. Lawn Tennis.
Rev. W. W_ Sleeper and Prof. H. D. Sleeper.

"

Letter.

rIethQds

Transplanting.

By President F. E. Clark.
especial interest in

Two features of

connection

with the round-the-world tour.

The

Wise," by Rev. J. Wilbur

Secretary's

To be resumed at

D. D.

Corner.

once

by Secretary Baer.

"

How To Make the Bible Real," lJy Prof. H. C. King.
"A Chapel Talk," lJy President G. A. Gates, D. D.

The

Prayer-Meeting Page.
With

That is the past.

promise

mouths?

So

D. D.

"

In

a

What does THE GOLDEN

line for the coming
few weeks we shall present

in this

brilliancy, giving

medicine

Gordon,

Incarnation.

Rev. J. F. Cowan.

Smoke," by Robert J. Burdette.
Bicycle Tours," by Thomas Steveris,
"Some Noble Women 1 Have Known," by Mary A.
"Don't

to our readers a fall

this

Rev. A. C. Dixon. Why the Ministry Sbould Attract

.

..

RULE

Hood's
Sarsaparill a

How To Hold the

Rondthaler, D. D.

Atteution of an Audience.

received
a

of Zion's

Young Men.

pudding is in the eating."
GOLDEN RULE has done during

the past six months may be taken as a guar
We invite the attention
antee of its future.
of

(editor

Y.M.C.A.

Rev. J. A.

Rev. Theodore L. Cuyler, D. D.

am

Embarrassed' at the great company I am
so suddenly called upon to address."
But

D. D.

Parkhurst,

Herald). Writing for the Press.
Rev. Wayland Hoyt, D. D. Several Valuable Papers.
Prof. James McConaughy. 1'he Progress of tile

What THE

those

E.,' may very
something beside the words with which
they are usually coupled. To us ministers,
at least, they are beginning to mean,
'Constantly Excited,' for we never know

Rev. Charles

Rev. A. J.

..

cei ve official notice that I
you

"{ did n't

Rev. George H. Gutterson. Two Articles on India.
William Mathews, J,L. D. Uow To Write a Good
Letter.

prove its merits?
"The proof of the

"Notes froma Naturalist's

SPEAKER at

con

verted and then leave the new-born soul

never

THE

With it should go some account of the
paper which these premiums are to advertise.
Is it a paper that canvassers can zealously
recommend? What can they say about it to

SOME NEW INTERPRETATIONS.

organization

successful revival should be fol

is that

lowed

unusually

S. Winchester Adriance.
"How To Read a Story," by Pansy, with several Junior

a

world, therefore,

were

subscription list
had not earned,
$200. Now they
good works until

an

Premium List.

and such

"Books

of

The

a

seud out

Prof. Charles H. Chandler.

now

to work.

and

purpose to eontinue in
the entire debt is paid.

of

young people's societies of Christian En
deavor says, "This is exactly as it should
be. The design of the Endeavor Society

to

passed to those who
swelling the amount to

cases

two

concert and sugar social

receipts of
added

we

attractive

The list is

,

A TRAINING-SCHOOL.

and

GOLDEN RULE has

to five

PROF.
Kentucky,

With this number

large
many

ways in which
A CONVERT'S PLEDGE.

Past and Future.

been the consistent promoter and conser
vator of revivals ever since.
Indeed, in

pledge, or the intention of it,-if its mem
bers neglect the daily aids to Christian
thought, impulse, and cbaracter---In other
words, if they neglect to read a little of
the best literature each day and think a
little of their best thoughts each day, they
will be very sure to come continuously
short of

The Golden Rule.

an

prospectus

of unusual

outline of the

course

on

the topic.

Sunday=School Page.
All needed

helps

for a

mastery of the lesson.

The Junior Page.

of

children's letters.

The

the paper for 1893. We content ourselves
here with mentioning a few of the special

A

monthly story by

Hints for workers by the best Junior
writers. A weekly composition contest.

Pansy.

articles to be
the

given, as far as possible, during
remaining months of 1892.

complete helps

Joseph Co·ok.

Inspiration of the Bible.
Rev. Theodore T. Munger, D. D. Four Papers on
How To )llake One'. Way in the World.
III1·s. Sallie Joy White. New Occupations for Girls.
'Vill Carleton. Some Poets of the People.
Robert J. Burdett e, Talk with a Young Man About
His Clothes. To the Young Man Who Aspires to Office.
Mrs. Mary A. LivermOl·e. Some Noble �len I

Other
An

Religious Work.

interesting weekly

What Is Going
A

summary of
on

weekly summary

religious

news.

in the World.
of secular news,

Christian Endeavor News.
A crowded

department; news from the whole world.

Have Known.

Rev.

Russell H.

Conwell, D. D., LL. D. The
Beginnings of Mtssions. How To Have a Itevival AU
the Time.

Mrs. Alice Freeman Palmer, Ph. D.
Girl's Chance for an Educatton,
Rev. Edward Everett

Hale, D. D.

A Poor

My Boyhood,

Hello!
Professor Cobweb's

What
A

question department.

They Say.

capital page

of fun and

common sense.

editorials, with an introductory chap
gi ving the occasion that called them

brief
ter

forth,

now

are

collected

in

volume.

a

[Boston: Universalist Publishing
25 cents.]

House.

Matter, Ether, and Motion.
Professor A. E.

of 'I'ufts Col

Dolbear,

has sent forth under this title

a

use

fuland

fasclnating book, Few people who
are not fresh from college have any inkling
of the" new physics."
They hardly know
how to define the

with

ether, and

heat, sound, and light,

gravitation, they
arouse

of

have

electricity and
guessed.

to

never even

a

such readers-a breathless

us are

class it

page of this book that would
in such a reader-and most of

There is not
not

even

The relation of this ether to

myths.

surprise,

the

edge of an unex
pected ocean. The possibility that atoms
are nothing but whirling masses of ether,
and that matter gives the impression of
solidity because of this intense motion, is
enough to take one's breath away. The
marvellous changes whereby all forces are
convertible into motion and it again into
as

all

one

standing

forces,

on

amaze us

they simplify
phenomena.
cially daring

to

at the

same

time that

apprehension complex

our

Professor Dolbear is espe
in the mechanical illustra

tions with which he tries to make clear to
the reader abstract

physical conceptions.

The exact scientist would scoff at these
bold

comparisons, but

the

commonplace

reader will be very grateful for them. In
short, this book will be of the greatest aid

all, young and old, who wish a faithful
and charming introduction to the auda

to

cious ideas of modern

[Boston:
$1. 75.]

phers.
334.

physical philoso
Shepard. Pp.

Lee and

view, through
American eyes, of the present residence of
the descendants of the Jewish captives,
who there still sing the songs of Zion, and
quote the prophecies of their seers. Wil-'
lows continue to grow by the Euphrates
as they grew when the forlorn strangers
hung their harps on them, and wept for
their beloved Jerusalem.
Daniel, Ezra,
and Ezekiel spent their lives chiefly in the
us

a

regions covered by this book. Twelve
miles from Babylon our author went to
look upon the tomb of the prophet Ezekiel.
.

Je w S b e 1·revmg everyw 1rere
that the kingdom of Israel is to be re-

He finds the

established, Mount Zion restored, and that
All schoolover it the Messiah will reign.
boys who have read Xenophon's Anabasis
will enjoy the account of the author's visit
to the ruins of the ancient cities that

stood

the

near

Euphrates

and

Tigris

once

rivers.

Our author travelled two thousand miles

by horse to survey the ruins
places, perchance the oldest
inhabited by man. The author aims to
take his reader with him, and enable him
by

river and

of historic

to

see

and feel what has been most pro-

foundly interesting to a thoroughly accomplished scholar in this untravelled
part of the world. [Boston: Universalist
Publishing House. 75 cents, net.]

men

open letter to the Boston clergy
the editor of the agnostic Boston In

vestigator challenged

the ministers to

George

give

for their belief in the existence of

God and in the divine

Bible.

In
H.

answer

authorship of the
request, Rev.
D., contributed to

to this

Emerson, D.

the editorial columns of the Universalist

organ, The Christian Leader, of which he
is the editor, a series of articles taking up
the subjects proposed. The circumstances
under which the articles

claims for his work historical accuracy.
The lines give evidence of the writer's

facility in versification, and are marked by
much picturesque description.
The his
torical purpose is kept prominent, and
notes supply information on many points.
[New York: The Daily Investigator. $1.]

most

entertaining trip
mouth, Mass., is the opening

appeared affected,

A calm and

Ply-

practical

view of the lines

which" Social Betterment" must

along

be made is

given by

Nicholas P. Gilman in

The

story

without

a

of

Napoleon's

son

Throne."

centenary missionary celebration

furnishes the theme of two papers in The
Missionary Review oj the World, which

also contains
of his

The

an

leading
azine.

estimate of Neesima

by

biographers.

vicinity

of Ex-President Cleveland's

home furnishes the

summer

subject

of the

article in the New England Mag
Other profusely illustrated papers

that

historic

on

and

Deerfield,

Pres.

Andrews's" Rhode Island."
The

face

Dvorak,

of

the

of

famous

composer,
interest to Ameri

special
music, figures in The Oen
tury's
frontispiece.
Picturesque, but
slightly known, corners of our continent
now

lovers of

can

are

described in articles

on

Labrador and

Alaska.
A

$5.00

Frank

McLaughlin's
New

special

interest attaches to Whittier's

last poem. written for Dr. Holmes's birth
day and published in The Atlantic Monthly,

England

Thorne Miller will

will

graphic study of that remarkable
institution, a New England town meeting,
is contributed to Harper'» by Anna C.
Brackett. Julian Ralph's admirable sketch
deals with the" Evergreen State j" Low
ell's paper on Chapman appears j and
Laurence Hutton commences a description
of his unique collection of death-masks.
A

Satisfaction
money refunded.
Sent

C.O.D.

guaranteed

Magazine oj Christian

Great

effect on the system that
cannot be duplicated by any
combination man can create.
4th.-1t is the most spark
and effervescent of all
an

or

Address SOLE AGENTS

Scovill &' Adams Co.,
<123 Broome St., N. Y.

ling

gas taken out of the

own

OUTFIT FREE, $50 per week easily made selling onr
Holiday books i four of them, DAISIES, retail

with its

being charged

waters,

ACENTS WANTED

same

Jnvenile

sprmg.

��<£'K �� ��i�K�W.L$�.�l.0RlE\1�J' 0$J·O�HJ8gN.r,
rr2·;�·u w'XTAddress,
���!eS���&i,Z��.n '¥�t�s��s�����\� r:[t:�i
prepaid.

sth.-Recommended by all
physicians who have tried it
as
the best remedy known
for indigestion and stomach

-

I110NARCH BOOK COMPANY,

Philadelphia,

(Mention this paper, sure.)

Pa.
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By Rev.
"

He is

a man

F. B.

�!�

Meyer

mighty in the Scriptures."

"

A small hook but

mighty
-

troubles.
..

�

-D. L. Moody.

in
power.".
The lnterzor.

•

�r:

THE SHEPHERD PSALM
"Worth its weight in gold."
i�
The Cmtral Baptist
....
PRESENT TENSES OF' THE
BLESSED LIF'E
..
He always has something to say that
is suggestive."
The Sunday School Times. !�
The above three volumes, cloth, 5OC, each:
...
in neat box. per set, $rso; white vellum
cloth.60c. each; in neat box,per set, $r,75.
OLD TESTAMENT HEROES
!�
ELIJAH: And the Secret of His Power
ABRAHAM: Or, the Ohedience of Faith �
ISRAEL: A Prince with God
!�
JOSEPH: Beloved-Hated-Exalted
...
III! OSES: The Man of God (in press)
i�
Each of the above, cloth. $r,oo.

RECULATE THE

-

�c

STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS,
AND

PURIFY THE .BLOOD.

-

�
A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR
IniU&,estlon. Blllon.nes .. Heailache, Constl. :
potion, Dyspepsia, Chronic LiveI' Trouble.. :
D1zzlnes.. Bail ()omplenon, Dysentery, •
Olfenslve Breath,' and all iII8order. of the
:
•
Stomach, Llvet' and Bowcl..
•
Ripa.ns Tabules contain nothing injurious to

�r:

=.nttotake, :
�em.:'t�.f."teG��:���I!te
A trial bottle sent
mall

take up with
whatever bears
the name of this author."-The Standard.
TRI ED By FI RE: Expositions of First
to

eagernes.s

'THE r��� AND

LIGHT OF' MEN:

by
receipt of 16 cents. Address
THE RIPANS CHEMICAL CO.
10 SPRUCE STREET. NEW YORK CITY.

on

�i�
...

.r

ENVELOPE SERIES OF' BOOKLETS
Two packets containing twelve each, per
r,

2OC.

Sent post

� Fleming
..

free

H.

on

Office:

Company's Building,
308 and 310
Walnut Street

je

Philadelphia.
CASH CAPITAL.

receipt ofprice.

Revell

$75.00

B, F, JOHNSON &

$250.00

•

•

•

Surplus

�

•

8500,00000

•

•

Reserve for Reinsurance
all other claims
•

and
•

•

all liabilities

over

2,286,388 25

•

307,152 28

"

TOTAL ASSETS, JAN. I, 1892,

�l
���.�.�.�.�.�:�
To

$3,093,540.53.
THOS, II, MONTGOMERY, President.
CHAS. P. PEROT, Vice-President.
RICHARD MARIS, Secretaru and Treas.
JAMES ll. YOUNG, Actuary.

��l�'I��or��Yo�

Co., 260024-6-8 :>'Iain St., Richmond,Va.

Subscribe at

once

to

"THE QUEEN OF FASHION."

The monthly indicator of the style in dress, A necessity in every household.
afford to be without it. The present annual subscription price is

No

lady

price will

be raised to fifty cents next January.
Our present circulation is 300,000,
WE WANT A MILLION SUBSCRIBERS.

EXTRAORDINARY INDUCEMENT.
If you enclose a two-cent stamp with your subscription, we will mail to you an ORDER good
for the following:.30
1st. Any one of McCall's Bazar Glove-Fitting Patterns. Value from 25 to 4(). cents-say
.20
2<1, Any Novel selected from a list of 1!l0 which will be enclosed, Price
'3(1. A copy of "The Kitchen, John and I, or Leaves from a Young Housekeeper's Journal,"
.25
Belle
Olcott
by
.
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Lite1'ature

illustrated series

on

"

The

Philanthropies," with an outline of
Darkest England" scheme, from the

peQ of Arcbdeacon Farrar i and �

topiC

of

can

CENTS.

30
The

:

INSURANCE COMPANY.

�
�
Company �
S�uare, East!�

I NEW YORK, 30 Union
i CHICAGO, 148 & IS° Madison Street

:

FIRE

AMERICAN

Ex_i�

�

?, packet,

•
•

......... �� .......•.............

...
positions in John's Gospel
, "These expositions have the character of !�
all Mr. Meyer's writings, He rises above
;»1 the common mistake of devotional
...
writers,
who assume that the same rules will suffice, je
and the same experience is required of
'every believer."-Sunday School Times.
t
;»1 Each of the above. cloth, $r.oo.
...

�•

:

Soid by druggists.

...

THE EXPOSITORY SERIES
"We have learned with not a few others, I

�l

.�
�

.

t
�

THE CHRISTIAN' LIFE SERIES
CHRISTIAN LIVING

.•.••..

The

liver and

This is the best hand Camera
for the price ever produced.

lovers of

to

birds, and one by Horace E. Scudder
especially attract teachers.

the"

by the clear
apt jllustJ,'ations, The seven

appeal

properties to act on stomach,
kidney. Prepared in
nature's laboratory, it produces

Rattler.

��

King

edi

an

Hand Camera.

�l

Jenks tells the

and

Christian En

$5.00

The greatest natural bridge in the world
is pictured in St. Nicholas, and Tudor
in" A

College j"

to "The

superior toall others:
Ist.-1t is a pure water and,
unlike most ofthe table waters,
is unadulterated by salt or any
other ingredient.
2d.-1t is a.fresh water from
a mountain
spring, and has
the pleasant taste and refresh
ing quality which can only be
found in moun tain springwater.
3d.-A chemical analysis
shows it contains the best
is deemed

deavor Crusade."

The New World.

and difficulties

removed

around

attraction in

very attractive number of Wide Awake.

are

Girard

torial is devoted

being

the poem may affect the heartiness with
which it will be received, but he at least

commences an

are

Columbus,

portions of which are to describe the ex
plorations of other discoverers. In his
preface, the author, Kinahan Cornwallis,
expresses his suspicions that the length of

one

"

scribed in

confined to his chief voyage, and is de
signed to be the first part of a poem, later

of course, to some extent, the statements
presented j but many common objections

treatment !!>nd

not

:fable 'Kater

portrait of Gladstone accom
panies an article on his position as to the
Irish question j a peculiar school is de

with which the poet has been associated
A contribution by Olive

an

reasons

of

in the

Livingston

from its start.

God and the Bible.

In

career

Grace

A

Song of America and Columbus.

the whole

a

of

name

Hearth."

This volume of verse, inspired by this
anniversary year, is devoted to celebrating

A

and Nineveh" Sullivan H.

Babylon
M'Collester gives

song-book for young peo
Sunday schools, and social

a new

ple's meetings,
worship. Its editors, W. A. Ogden and
Charles Edward Prior, have written a
large part of the music j but the work of
other composers is sufficiently represented
to ensure variety. The music errs, if at all,
on the side of extreme simplicity.
The
words, in the main, are fresh and good.
The various themes usually treated in
social meetings are well represented in the
songs selected, and the tunes will be
learned readily. The mechanical appear
ance is unusually fine.
[Boston: Silver,
Burdett, and Company. 35, cents.]
The

(Reasons '1fhy

of the Old Testament."
The

September Magazines.

Footprints of Prophets.
In"

exceptional importance at this time is to
be discussed in Bishop Ellicott's "The
Teaching of Our Lord as to the Authority

table of contents of The Uhautauquan will
cause many to turn first to "Majority's

Our Best Endeavor.

This is

lege,

967
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The Sons of

Temperance

THE NORTHFIELD TRAINING
SCHOOL.

Rev, S. P. Oook,

By

Read What He Says, for His Words Are of
Great and Peculiar Interest.

rrH1S

school of

for Christian

training

nearly if
entirely from the young people's soci
eties.
Its spirit and its courses of study
are in close harmony with the usual distri
work draws its students

order, at New York, Sep
Cuyler is to speak, and
there will be addresses. also by Ex-Gov
ernor Sir Leonard Tilley and Mr. Ed ward
Carswell, of Canada, and. General Casey,
General Wagner, and Mr. B. R. Jewell, of

knows better than the faithful
pastor
great value of sound physical
and nerve strength.
The strain upon
brain and nerve, the physical exhaustion
following excessive work, the responsibil
ities and sympathies with afflictions, and
the myriad. cares make the earnest preach
er's duties arduous and wearing in the
one

the

ubtion of committee work.

work,

the young
as

women

This he offers if the societies will

term.
send

students

twenty-five

the school.

to

The session opens with October 1, and the
first term continues during thirteen weeks.
The tuitron

price includes board, and room
lighted. There must be many
young people who could well

warmed and

MEACHAM,
Baptist Church, Townshend,Vt."

afford to send

their

of

one

number to

school, and who would rejoice to be
instrumental in putting a new worker, well
equipped, into their own or some other
field where he might be widely useful.
The home missionary societies of the
land have already noted the success with
this

,

Greene's Nervura blood and nerve remedy,
but we take more pleasure in giving to
the world Rev. Mr. Meacham's own words
in regard to the wonderful benefits he re
ceived from this valuable remedy because
we realize that the earnest words of a
minister will have great weight with suf
ferers from 'disease, and everybody who
reads his convtneing words in regard to
the sure and remarkable curative powers
of this medicine will lose no time in secur
ing a bottle, and thus obtain a cure.
It is purely vegetable and perfectly

which

a

ton

fully as possible
special training of

as

:I:

,most of smoke

:1: clinkers

! fire

-

-

all coal gas,

-

quick

have
fire

Grocers sell

teen package
: enough to treat
Co
'"
easy to apply as
-

-

your grocer

hot

-

for

coal

ton

water

harmles�
hasn't

It,

-

-

-

E""

Standard Coal & Fuel Co., 59 :Milk 8t.
Boston.

of

SANFORD'S

a

corpora
tion to be called the Provident Loan Com
pany, to lend money to those who are in
need of charity.
Its business will be a
kind of

like that done

pawnbroking
Mont de

famous
visions

Piete ; and
made as to

to be

Cinger

by the

such pro

borrowers,
stockholders, and dividends as to keep the
enterprise strictly charitable and not allow
are

fall

to

would be
An

the hands

into

to make

seeking

and

interesting

of

gational
Harvard

Christian

in

the

by
Congre
Cambridge, Mass., who
bringing the students of

iii

city. An introduction
appointed,· which
correspondence and personal infor
has

invites

Cambridge

in

been

college

among the

building

are

the

crowds who

will

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE
RAILROAD COMPANY,

new

will afford accommodations for
Mr.

men.

as

ushers

in

a

a

Cincinnati

Dr.

Talmage

England

is

gathering

about him in

one

hun

P. O. Box

Moody expects

spend a large proportion of the year '93
in Chicago, and is trying to secure leading
men from the old country and America to
preach the gospel in English and other
languages, and also to gi ve instruction in
the Institute, in addition to the regular

and Scotland crowds of unpre
The common people still

cedented size.
hear

the

old

when

gladly
gospel,
preached in its purity and power.
Anyone
postage to
New York,

American Bible

may have
annual report.

sixth

interesting volume,
by every Christian.

is

a

Society,

copy of their sixty
It is an intensely

and should be owned

The class of '92 at

Chautauqua bas over
twenty-five hundred graduates. Add this
to past classes, and you have oyer thirty

i

thousand who have
this

i�

:1n(1

completed
What

our

If!

at

a

especial

attention of

readers to the notice elsewhere ill this

num bel'
•

courses

freshening
people's college.
enlarging of life this means!

We wish to call the

...

of the lecture tour

contemplated

by that devoted missionary of the
north, Rev, Edgerton R. Young.

far

His

vivid talks at the New York Convention
will not
A

soon

be forgotten.

beautiful

"House of

downs,
nished

\"ith

of the Presbyterian
completed. There are

in existence in this

charity is the English
Rest," established on breezy

cheerful rooms, a well-fur
library, games without on the

Bonds will be received' for exchange into
Mortgage Bonds, Class A, until October I, 189'2, by
the following appointed agencies:
Second

country twelve bodies

census

many may like to
Here they are: the

Presbyterians, and

see

a

list of these.

of America

95 JUilk se., Boston.
UNION TRUST CO. OF NEW YORK,
80 Broadway, New York City.

I

Income Bond
the
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STUDY LAW
AT HOME.
TAKE A COURSE

1M THE

SPRAGUE CORRESPONDENCE
SCHOOL OF LAW. (Incorporated.)
Send

(stamps) for
particulars to
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real

minister

twenty-one members scattered

even

Exchangeyand applicatiuns

Presbyterian body, which, having
organization, could not be formally in
cluded in the tables.

any class will be received for
the bonds, in amounts not less

Script of

same as
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Reformed
no

and

BROTHERS & CO., LIMITED,
Bisbopsgate-witbin, London, E. C.

(exchange,
Northern), the Cumberland than $100, and in

Presbyterian, the Cumberland Presbyterian
Colored, the Welsh Calvinistic
Methodist, the United Presbyterian, the
Presbyterian Church in the United States
(Southern), the Associate Church of North
America, the Associate Reformed Synod
of the South, the Reformed Presbyterian
Church in the United States (Synod), the
Reformed Presbyterian Church of North
America (General Synod), the Reformed
Presbyterian (Covenanters), and the Re
formed Presbyterian Church in the United
States and Canada.
They have in all
13,400 organizations, 12,462 church edi
fices, with a seating capacity for 4,033,725
persons, church property valued at $94,876,2:33, and 1,278,815 communicant mem
bers,
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among its ingredients the
of medicinal and the best of im

FORD'S GINGER and look for owl trade
mark on the wrapper. Sold everywhere.

stories upon the
about completed. These

'Two

and

Christian

aggressive

vast

to

as

Containing

towns.

especial reference

in

well

as

ported ginger, it is vastly superior to the
cheap, worthless, and often dangerous gin
gers urged as substitutes. Ask for SAN

Moody's Bible Institute in Chicago
(80 Institute Place) is making great prewith

households,

ships, factories, public,

pnrest

Mr.

need there will be for

that it

educational institutions.

Such" introduc

next year.

potent

so
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so

de

so
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committee

saving
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composition,

doctors'
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to
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wish to aid

of

preservation

pure in its

out of it.

valuable
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main

school at Northfield bas
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send:t
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Charity Organization Society

work

Moody's
$20,000, to be used in erecting
building for scientific purposes.

•

of grocer and six 2�:t
*
we will send �
:a: cent stamps
trial
package.
you
name

The

visit the Fair.

may

received

25'"
of Kem- Rom

ts

labsolntelY

no

the

New York bas decided to form

such

Northfield, Muss.

Mr.

...

lllore- consume

delightful
religious condition of
sixty or seventy years ago!

it

RHEUMATIC PAINS
In one nlinute the Cuticura. Anti.
Pain Plaster relieves rheumatic, sci·
atic, hlp, kidney, chest, and muscular
pains and weaknesses. Price, 25c.

contrast this furnishes

a

in this school
as

Jl

became members

to the

of

hair cured

to

coal worth

and

What

dred additional

You Can I
=:
Save Coal i
I
quarter-generally
ton of

Men's Christian Association.

Young

parations

wish to enter it.

+++:

a

thirty-niue

of the

rough hands and fall.
CUTICURA SOAP.

blackheads,red,
PIMPLES,
tng
by

One

hundred and

before the young women of the young peo
ple's societies; and Mr. Moody wishes to

East

attendants.

nor

in all churches in all

provide

Of

tion committees" should be in active work

Baptist church," says an exchange. Well,
why not? Who could do it better?

Make

neither members

opportunity
promises to be very wide. It is a door,
great and effectual, apparently, set now

for the

Its discoverer is the well-known Dr.
Greene, of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass.,
who gives consultation and advice free to
the sick, personally or by letter. The sick
should use immediately Dr. Greene's
Nervura blood and nerve remedy, for it is
notonly the best remedy ever discovered,
out those using it have the privilege of
consulting Dr. Greene concerning its
effects, their health, etc. This fact alone
guarantees the assurance of cure. If you
need a medicine, do not fail to take this
best of all remedies.

504 in all.

these, 270 were
at church, 146
were
attendants but not members, 14
members but not attendants, and
74
were

members and attendants

country fields, and the

and the demand for such work

$1.00.

Tbere

few young Women taken from this
School have worked in some

waste and difficult

at

significant are the religious sta-.
year's Freshmen at Cornell.

V cry

mation from students who intend to be in

Training

CUTICURA SOU', an exquisite
skin purifier and beautifier,
and CUTICURA RESOLVENT, the new blood purifier
and greatest of humor remedies. In a word, thel
are the greatest skin
cures, blood puriflera, and
humor remedies of modern times, and may be used
In the treatment of every humor and disease, from
eczema to scrofula, with the most gratifying and
nnfailing success. Sold everywhere.
POTTER DRUG AND CHEMICAL CORP., Boston.
"
How to Cure Blood Humors" mailed free.

tis tics of last

much

and he offers to members of

possible,

societies of

druggists

as

Endeavor, who are
willing to have the expense of sending one
of their own number, a reduction in the
tuition. from fifty to thirty-five dollars a

"Rev. C. D. R.

kept by

of the societies

societies of Christian

stantly increasing.

harmless,

they

people's societies, and have led them into
missionary enterprises which they have
not ventured to undertake until encouraged
by some of their own age and range of
experience.
Mr. Moody wishes to put the opportunity
of the Training School within the reach of

We do not wonder, therefore, at the
strong and ringing words of praise which
the eminent divine, Rev. C. D. R. Meacham,
gives that most wonderful of medicines,
Dr. Greene's Nervura blood and nerve
remedy. When he was run down in health,
weak in nerves, prostrated in strength,
and with his blood badly impaired, he was
restored to sound and vigorous health by
this marvellous health renewer.
Here are the exact facts in his own
words:"I am very glad to say in regard to Dr.
Greene's great remedy that when my
blood was badly impoverished by an old
scrofula humor, and my nervous system
was greatly Impaired, Dr. Greene's medi
cine gave me wonderful relief.
"At the present time my health is as
good as at any time in my life, and my
confidence in Dr. Greene's remedy is con

all

graduates,

have gone out into Christian
have had a close alliance with young

when

extreme.

and is

Its

CUTICURA
RemedIes, consisting of
CUTICURA, the great skin cure,

the United States.

not

We have published the testimonials of
vast numbers of people who were cured
by the use of the great discovery, Dr.

a

versary of their
tember 29. Dr.

STATEMENTS THAT ARE TRUE AND
STRAIGHT TO THE POINT.

"Pastor

to huld

are

in honor of the fiftieth anui

grand jubilee,

No

MANLY PURITY

summer

home.

Prominent and Eminent Divine.

a

gymnasium, and all such delights.
540 tired shop girls were
a
fortnight's holiday at this restful

lawn,
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finest 01
new,
with
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l

on

Plales the

jewelry good

as

all kinds or tnttal

gold, silver or nickel.
No experience. No capital.
Every bouse has goods need·
fn� plaring. Wholesale to
agent!' $S. Write torclrcu·

��_E�::;':;;::�!iI.I�:;&:aJ!:-r.?'"

THINGS."

WHENCE

the soft and mi lky

A CAPITAL discourse

Whence came the clouds that hang aloft
O'er earth their grand pavilions?
The herds in meadows and in croft,
That feed earth's hungry millions?

Whence came the father-heart in man,
The mother-heart in woman?
The love throughout the cosmic plan
Which makes God's children human?
These never came: what'we control
Is good because 't is given,
And It II made better to man's soul
By the sweet touch of heaven,
-The Independent.

d�es

woman

enviable

WOMEN.

not

seem

to

posi

be

an

one.

In Tokyo, when the grass grows long,
yon send to the gardener to come and cut
it, and awake some morning to find your
lawn covered with old women on their
hands and knees.
Armed with enormous
pairs of shears, the old ladles clip and
chatter' all day.
Another employment for
this same class of humble laborers is the
picking of moss and grass from crevices of
the great walls that enclose the moats and
Hair-dress
embankments of the capital.
ing-, tnllortng, hotel-keeping, and fortune
telling are mentioned as the alternatives
to domestic service in the list of employ
ments for women.
Theil' lives being so toilsome, it is small
wonder that the Japanese women look
forward to old age as a period of sunny
calm, when they can Jay their heavy bur
dens upon younger shoulders and attain
freedom from bondage. Far from desiring
to conceal their age, the details of Japan
ese dress and coiffure are expressly ar
ranged to show the age of the wearer.
The baby girl is dressed in bright colors
and gay patterns, like a tropical bird 01' a
butterfly; as she grows older the colors
quiet down, and the stripes become nar
rowel' so that the age of the wearer can be
told with considerable accuracy by the

sophisticated

eye.

GOING TO 'SCONSET.

No class of

willing
than

to

are

people

are

tile farmers

and

travellers

they pass along
But they resent an

country roads.
imposition as quickly

Companion

-

as

our

Youth's

ready

more

accommodate fellow

on this subject has
Housekeepiiu), whose

Guud

editor chats about telltales ill this wise:-

Whence came the rays so swift and bright,
On sea and land so glorious?
A.nd that unseen imperial might
Which makes mau's will victol'ious ?

tion of

in

appeared

Whence carne the flowers that fill the air
With perfume and with beauty?
And whence came all things pure and fair
Which win men unto duty?

IN the land of flowers and fans the

Faint

The
anyone.
tells of a native of
as

Of course you
does? And yet

don't like them! Who
make telltales of our

most tntirnute

Ernestine draws her feet up under her
skirts.
No use, Ernestine; the ragged ends of
shoe-thread where the buttons ought to be
are yuw' telltales, though you do put them
out of sight so cleverly.
Letty, thereBut Letty is already gathering up from
the window-sill the cores of the apples
that she ate an hour ago.
"
My turn," says Midget, with a satisfied,
glance at her :::�.i,n finger-nails and her,
complete set of shoe-buttons.
Go to the mirror, Midget, and take a
look inside your mouth; there you will I
finn the telltales that say, "Midget
her tooth powder, and Midget forgets to I
use her dental-floss."
"Oh, dear!" says Midget. "I do believe
my telltales are the very uiorsiest;"
No doubt of it, my dear; for buttonless
shoes and untidy nails and a cluttered
room can be much sooner remedied than
neglected teeth.

All

was

HE TOOK THE COAT.

owner

example of Irish

well

was

observed

the Emerald Isle.

wit

by

a

While he

serving

was

me

with

disgusted

a

"Hullo, hayseed!" cried the foot-pas
senger, turning around as he heard the
rattle of wagon wheels, and standing still
until the farmer drove up.
"Can a fellow
get a lift to "Sconset ?" and, without wait
ing for It reply, he vaulted into the wagon.
"{might as wellride with you as to walk,
I guess.
Now, then, start up your nag."
The farmer looked at the young man a
little sharply, but said nothing beyond :t
"Git-ap !" addressed to his horse.
After two or three miles had been trav
ersed, the young man paused for a mo
ment in his inconsequent chattel' and

remarked,

matchless

Sunburn.

rifty

For sale

,ioand

by Druggists,

"It's

more

of

a

distance to 'Sconset than
,

I

supposed."
"It is quite

farmer, in

a

a

distance," responded the

noncommittal tone.
twent.y minutes passed, and

Auot.liN
then the young man inquired,••
Ahollt. how far is it to 'Sconset?"
..
..
keepin'
WI'II," replied the farmer,
stl'aight ahead, the way we 're goin' naow,

�
••

blue

each lable thus:

Broadway,

New

\fork,

use

of darl< room

on

main floor of

Years Established.

Salem. Mass.

Dr.

BOSTON
HEATER
heating

warm

air

only,

or

JUDD, Detroit, Mich.

IMPROVED H:'LL TYPEWRITER,
The best aud most simple rna;
chine made,
Intercnaugeabla
'J.,'pe inti? all Ieusuuges. Dur
a�le, easiest TlUUlIUg. rapid as
Endorsed by the
any.
Cler�y.i:_
ar.d litf'rnry people.
Senu

FU'R.'N' .A.CE.
with

store.

for Catalogue.

FREE

mail,35c.

Sample by mail, roc.
C. H. &. J. Price,

for

our

Send

Dr. Judd's EI."tric Belt
and Battery Combined,
sent to anyone on trial,
free.
Prtee, �3, ss, $10.
Cures
$15 if satisfied.
Rneumatism, Lame Back, Effects of La. uril1l'e, Weak
ness of euher Sex, other diseases.
Headache Relieved In
One Minute.
Free Medical Advice.
Electric Trusses.
Give Size. Agents Wanted.

25 cent bottles.

Small size by

in

.

COMBINATION with HOT WATER,
as shown in the cut below. is
DESERVEDLY POPULAR.

for�

ti
��:��;�dAJd::.��)we�pt;:i�!�
Wash. St., Boston, Mas
ce.,
en

The Mass. Charitable Mechanics Association
awarded UNLY GULD MEDAL. 1884, Gold
MedalCertificatefor continued superiority in 1887.
GOLD MEDAL 1890.
No other makers of
STOVES OR FURNACES ever received such

••

CONTINUED EIUlORSEMENT.
MAY WE SEND YOU A DESCRIPTIVE CIRCULAR
WITH REFERENCES-LETTERS FROM USERSP

•

Young America
Long Distance Safety
e�cels

all others in lightness, strength,
durability. It is a triuinph of Ameri
can ingenuity, simple in
construction
and wonderfully effective. Its beauty at
tracts the eye, while its general wearing
qualities make it the best possible ma
chine for the young people from 6 to 16

and

Lady: "No."
,.

Now,

pos

sihly ?"
No."

the watch closer to the
now, at all events?"
a sonnd."
Lady: "Not
••
Auri.�t:
Why, you must be all but
stone-deaf! You surely can't understand
what I am saying to you."
"
Lady: "Indeed I can, I assure you!
Aul'ist,' "But, upon my word" -. He
looks at the watch, then puts it to his ear
"Ob, I beg' ten thousand pardons! The
watch has not been wound up I"

Aurist

GENUINE.

and View Cameras In great variety of styles
prices. Lenses, shutters. dry plates, etc" etc.
THE BEST TERT BOOKS ON PHOTOGRAPHY.

and

•.

"

from the

l)etective

Takes the
fire out of

Aurist,'
We'll see directly what your
of hearing: arises from.
Can you
heal' this tick?" holding out his watch,

L'ady:

�

APPARATUS,

HEARl

nearer):

I.L

Materials, Chemicals,
and Supplies.

Free

in Wex

(placing

patient's ear): "'Veil,

-

Liebig's
in

Witch
Cream

difficulty

it

M?

/.1). -"
a:.7�

_"

PHOTOGRAPHIC

mysteries of the medical profession
finding out to common mortals,
but occasionally the mystery is not all on
the side of the patient.
Witness the fol
lowing:-

(holding

.

See Baron
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past

Aurist

�,�j.L.
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/---��
CJ

Manufacturers and Importers of

THE

are

-

E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,

b'y!"

HEARl

air.

II

It. <.If sent

signature
011

Hillville who

plodding along

:,eH

.YNN, )fA8S.

The---

was going along with an
empty wagon, and was accosted by a
smartly dressed young man who was

a

faint feel
gone"
ing, while working,
walking, calling, or
s
hop pin g. The
some derangement,

Incomparably the best,
Pure, palatable, refresh
ing. Dissolves clearly.

toilet article.

I

feeling is
irregularity

made

a

"Fhwat do ye want?" said the man in
the cart.
"
Are ye goin' to the town?"
"
That I am."
'The man who had called him came out
of the cabin, and approached the cart.
"I have It co-at to sind to the town,"
said the man who had come out of the
house. "Wad ye moind takkin' it fer me?"
"Not at..'l.ll," said the man In the cart,
"if ye till me the addlrriss I'm to lave
it on."
"Niver moind the addlrriss," said the
other, with his hand on the wheel. "Sure
it's mesilf that's goin' insoide the coat!"
He leaped into the cart, and the drivel',
without a change of expression upon his,
face, went submissively on with him
toward Wexford.

"

or

Do yon want a cup of
BEEF TEA? See that it is

ford, he one day observed a peasant passing
along the road in u cart well laden with
market produce.
Suddenly from a cabin
neal' by the road there was heard a voice
saying,"Dinnis,

taken

are

hat

t

Extract of Beef.

its

traveller in

every

Lieoi[ COMPANY'S

I

GOOD

or

nfU�g:i..;t�

r

neglects:

A

women

with

by mad, 111 tonu uf Pifla or
Lozenges, 011 rl"celptofSt.OO.
Liver
25e.
CoreePills,
spoudeuce freely answered.
Address in confidence,
LYDIA E. P[NKIIAM MED. Oo.,

in the time of Cromwell, we be
soldier contrived to
lieve, that an illiterate
••
spell the word
usage" without It single
He wrote
letter properly belonging to it.
it "yowzitch," and, when told that the
spelling was incorrect, declared that no
body could spell with a quill pen from an
irish goose.
It

companions,
"Why-e-e," says Bright Eyes, while the
rest look their surprise.
There are several
telltales this very minute, Bright Eyes, at
the ends of your fingers.
Hold out your
hands, my deal', nails upward. See?
Bright Eyes laughs and blushes, fumbles
in her pocket for a penknife, and presently
slips away to the bathroom.

an

occurrence;

incident to her sex.
I t matters little from what cause it may arise;
instant relief may always be founel by using
Lydia E. Pinkham's V�gdable Compound,
I t is the only Positive
Cure and Legitimate
Remedy for those pe
culiar weaknesses and
ailments of women.
It
acts in perfect harmony
with the laws that gov
ern
the female system
under all circumstances.

weakness,

down."

we

.

Feeling

of this

cause

A citizen went into a hardware store the
other day, and inquired, "How much do
you ask for a bath-tub for a child?"
"Three dollars and seventy-five cents,"
was the reply.
"W -h-e"w!"
whistled the customer.
"
Guess we'll have to go on washing the
baby in the coal-scuttle till prices come

TELLTALES.

Whence hawthorn blossoms that adorn
Our lonely country alleys?

i day

or

"Now, remember the direction," said
"
his wife.
It ?s 011 the southeast corner
when you go down street, and on the
southwest corner when yon come up
street."
Commend us to the nicely dis
criminative topography of feminine direc
tions.
Syracuse Herald.

corn

This is

i

AII=Gone

-

Enriching lowly valleys?

THE JAPANESE

That

"Don't trouble yourself to stretch your
mouth any wider," said a dentist to his
patient. "I intend to stand outside when
I draw your tooth."

Oharles.F, Deems, D, D" LL, D,

came

969

BRIGHT AND BREEZY.

Ish 'd say 't would be It matter 0' twenty
five thaousand miles or so ; but ef so be
you was -Javorable t' gettin' aout 0' Illy
wagon an' hoofi n' it back, it ain't much
above eight miles."
The young man got out with great celer
ity, and proceeded to "hoof it" in the
opposite direction.
"I cal'Iate," said the farmer, telling his
"
wife the story nfterwanlv-->
I cal' late his
mode of addressi n' th' next man he meets
will be some diff'rent."

"HE GIVETH US RICHLY ALL

By:Rev,

GOLDEN RULE

THE
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years of age, for whom it is constructed.

We Guarantee it to Give Perfect Satisfaction in
EverI Particular if Properly arranged and used.

OUR ART CATALOCUE
gives full detailed description of both the
Boys' and Girls' patterns, and is sent
Free of charge to all applicants.

THIS FURNACE, the MAGEE MYSTIC
RANGE and PARLOR STUVES, wherever
exhibited have received HIGHEST AWARDS.

MACEE FURNACE

The l��7lD1"srr:���a $15

CO.,

32-38 Union �t,. Boston, Mass., 117 Beekman
St., New York. 86 Lake St., Chicago

Is manufactured and

I!xclllsZVl!ly

Safety

sold

by

BRADSHAW MFG. CO.
615 Walilhington Street, BOSTON, MASS.

.

a

I

In answerillJ: adveetfsemerrts you \\ ill conrev
favul' on the publishel's and advt>l't i.t>,· by

stating- that

you saw ad. in The Golden Rule.

GOLDEN RULE

THE

970

ttbe eeteen '!Rule ttelepbone 15�cban(le.
Prof. Caleb

M.

Cobweb,

A., Manager.

[Our readers are invited to ask questions of the editor
of tilts department, and give answers to puzzles he may
be unable to solve. ..\11 questions must be accompanied
with postage stamp, that the answer may be given by

��h�r��\s�3�rls��Yiedlli;t��� �;;l�l ��lS�e!��alh�l�e:r�S;'
Ofl;l::
for

questioner should always he given, though not
pub.
"Call up" CALEB COBWEB, office of 'I'HK
GOLHR� RuLE, Boston, Mass.]

lication.
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for those consecration

meeting votes,
-only one, this week, voted for the
first Sunday of the month. The question
is being settled, with a vengeance. One
Endeavorer said that they held consecra
tion service on the first Sunday, but would
probably change to be in harmony with
the others. The questions are accumulat
ing. The exchange wires are getting hot.
I III ust proceed at once to business.
49. Which is the most, a plurality or
majority, or is there a difference?
w. D. M.
Norwich, Conn.
There is

a

difference, which is not often
observed in common speech. Suppose 500
votes are cast; for A 50, for B 150, for C
C's

300.

a

majority,

or excess over

the

many articles that appeared in
about the time of his death.

candidates, is
received 100 votes,

Bnt suppose A
C would not receive
175, and C 225.

magazines

53. There are a number of young people
in 0111' Y. P. S. C. E. who desire to study
the Bible, this winter, by subjects (such
as
prayer, faith. etc.), and they have
desired me to write you about it and ask
Can you suggest a good
your ad vice.
method?
E. K. c.
Waterbury, Conn

REV. EGERTON R. YOUNG,
who gave over a hundred addresses to Chris
last
tian Endeavor Societies ill Hlinois,
winter and spring, and spoke at -the great
in New
Christian Endeavor Convention
York, last July, will be available for lecture
engagements after November 1st; on his re
turn from his summer tour among the Indian
Tribes in the Wild North Land. For Dates,
Terms, etc., please address Mr. Young at 73
Spadiua Road, Toronto, Ont, Canada.

SEND your

to Oxford

daughter

There is

Oxford, Ohio.
girls.

College, at
better school for

no

.

study the Bible by
subjects if you have already a good gen
eral idea of Bible history and Bible char
not unless.
acters,
SUPPOS!l, for in
stance, that you were studying what the
It is

a

to

good plan

EVERY testimonial

parilla

is

honest,

an

regarding Hood's Sarsa
npurchased statement

n

of what this medicine has

actually done.

-
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51. What is your opinion of the method
raising money outlined in the letter I
send you? It seems to us to be at least
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too doubtful a way to be sanctioned by
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I inclose a little calcu
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STING in the Lord Jesus Christ for strength,
promise Him that I will strive to do whatever
He would like to have medo,' that I will make
it the rule of my life to pray and to read the Bible
every day, and to support my own church in every
way, especially by attending all her regular Sunday
and mid-week services, unless prevented by some
reason which I can conscientiously give to my Sav·
'iour; and that. just so far as I know how, throuahout
my whole life..I will endeavor to lead a Christian
life. As an active member I promise to be true to
all my duties, to be present at and to take some part
aside from singing, in every Christian Endeavor
prayet meeting, unless hindered by some reason
which I can conscientiously give to my Lord and
Master. If obliged· to be absent from the monthly
consecration meeting of the society I will, if possible.
send at least a' 'verse of Scripture to be read in
response to my name at the roll·call.
a
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will get the piano, the organ, etc. Remem
UPI' my prescription. Don't worry.
You
have jnst as j:;'Ol)C au opportunity as any

YOUR SAVINGS IN OLYMPIC PARK FOR A PROFITABLE IN
VESTMENT. Interest yourself in this great young city. the coming
metropolis of the Pacific Coast. It will be safer and more profitabltl
than depositing in a savings bank. Olympic Park is within one mile
of the State Capitol building and Post Office. All lots are2i)xlOO feet.
All lay well. not a bad' lot in the whole addition. Inside lots ara $120
each; corner lots. $150. Terms, $10casb. balance, $Ii per month; or
one-third cash. balance in two equal payments running one and two
years, Ten per cent. discount for all cash. Deferred payments draw
six �er cent. interest. Warl'anty deeds given, title guaranteed. By
haVIng lots reserved you will seCUl"e better location. Lots ordered
by telegraph will be reserved a reasonable time for remittance to
reach us by mail. Send us $10 and we will select fOl" you the best lot
do
unsold. we will send you a plat showing the lot selected.
not like the lot selected you ('an exchange for any lot unsol,
We
will reserve lots 10 days upon payment of a small amount per lot,
which amount will apply as part of first payment. Send money by
express or P. O. order or Chicago draft. payable to order of Russell &
Russell. As to our reliability we refer you to
The Corn Exchange National Bank of Chh'lago. Ill ..
Any bank or business man of Olympia, Washington.
The Merchants National bank of Seattle. Washington,
The Globe Loan & Trust Co. Savings Bank. Omaha. Neb.,
The Boston Na.tional Bank of Seattle. Washington,
The Bank of Hope. Hope, North Dakota.

The above is a splendid and very true sket.ch ofOlyrnpia. the Capital
of the wonderful State of Washington, showing thl' relative pOSItion
of Olymyic Park Addition. OLYMPIA is a growing, thriving young
city of over Il.OOO people, situated at the bead of navigation on Puget
Sound; possesses unrivaled transportation facilities. both rail and
watel". resources great and inexhaustable. such as Lumber. Coal,
Iron, Tin. Gold. Silver, etc., etc., and abundance of natural advantages; one of the greatest water powers west of the Mississippi River;
a harbor second to none in tbe world. which fioats the largest vessels
and is headquarters for a great many- steamboats. Olympia's population bas more than doubled during the past 18 months. and is growing faster and making moro substantial improvements according to
her population than any other city in America. OLYMPIA has four
railroads, besides these the Great Northern and Union Pacific are
now actively engaged in building, and will be running trains into
Olympia in a few months. MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES OF
ALL KINDS ARE LOCATING AT OLYMPIA. The combination of
unlimited resources and great natural advantages, capital and enterprise is pushing Olympia to the front and will keep her there. PUT
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Endeavor at the World's Fair.
�

Official

for President Clark and National and State Officers.

Headquarters

CAPITAL STOCK, $100,000.00.

Location, Corner Bond Avenue and 75th Street, Chicago.
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BEACH

AT WINDSOR

PARK.

Hotel

Plan of Hotel Endeavor Similar to Grand Union

Building, Saratoga.

Stockholders, Leading Christian Business Men of Chicago and other cities.
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European Plan.
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THE JOHN CHURCH CO.,
47

THE BIGLOW & MAIN CO.

I

West 4111 St. cincinnati.

Among the good things which we can promise for the .next number is an article in our series,
Ohristtanity." It is a stirring paper by the famous Baptist preacher, Rev.
A. J. Gordon,D. D., on the intluencesof the Holy Spirit. Dr. Clark will contribute the first of his travel
sketches, "The Pacific vs. the Atlantio." The well-known naturalist, Ernest Ingersoll, will give us a
bright article on "The Southward Flight of the Birds." The first of Ml·S. Clark's papers on "Little
Folks in Lands Afar" will appear, and the second of Mr. Mershon'S splendid missionary programmes.
Our front-page portrait and sketch will be of Dr. Talmage.

76 East !)/il SI.New York.

.'

Songs for the Harvest, No.
A New

Song Book

for the

Epworth League
Christian Endeavor

And

[-

Societies.
By Rev. E. C.·

The Reasonableness of

"".""

by mail, 30 ets. per copy' $2.90 per doz.
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This is the only book of the kind prepared ex
presxly for League and Endeavor work.
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The A. J. Showalter Co., Dalton, Ga.
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THE FRENCH

A new and most appropriate collection of Bong. for
tho Primary Department of the Sunday school. New
lind staudard words and music. The Editor has the
hl1PPY fl\�ulty of writing songs that please the chi ld
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aeronaut has invented

strain for future

an

navigators

above the balloon in such

placed
The

prudent

nervous

a

apparatus

which will mate
It is

of the air.

parachute

a

way that if the balloon should burst

the escaping gas would be conducted, by a funnel, under the parachute,
thus swelling it out, and insuring a gradual and safe descent. The
invention has been tried and found perfectly satisfactory.
Now if some

Parachute.

ingenious mechanic

would

only

contrive

a

safety parachute

for

enterprises

even more

gaseous than a voyage tbrough the air! There are the trips our
times takes through the dizzy regions of theory. If only a safety

government some
parachute could be
applied to let the nation down easily! There are the flights of theologians amid the
clouds of controversy, the soarings of social reformers who investigate everything ex
nature of man, the wild swoops of speculators,
not note the rent in their balloon,-will not

cept the

kind

some

chute for

philosopher invent
such as these?

a

safety

so

intent

on

Company.
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DR. RONDTHA.I,ER, the "free parliament man," the "Indiana Cyclone," as he is
called, surely knows" How To Hold the Attention of an Audience," and our readers
will agree, after they have read his article, that he knows how to give
This
advice on the subject.--Another of Mrs. White's practical and helpful
articles on occupations for girls,-this time concerning newspaper work.
Number.
--Mr. Keyser has a charming bit of bird-Iore.--President George
A. Gates, D. D., gives some stimulating thoughts in regard to the dangers of a college
life; in our" College Series."--Dr. Marsten's paper, "Lip and Life," should set us
all to thinking.--Notice what we have to say on page 8 concerning a World's Fail'
petition, and act upon itl--Mr. Temple's portrait will be eagerly welcomed, and
the noble face of Bonar, the hymn-writer, appears on this page.--Our next number
will be exceptionally good.
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Arbitrage
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refused to do this.
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dead

cheaper

than in New York.

mate
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bling,

business, and

probably

so

on

can

It

the

From

a

Photograph by

by

the diffusion of that

the broker in another

city-as

Christianity

one's self.

deadly oppressive standing armies,

no more

destructive

internal commercial wars, no more clashings of rival kings and
scheming diplomats! It is a glorious dream. But the writer

Europe.

to the conclusion that it is all

a dream, impossible of ful
monarchies, constitutional monarchies, and
republics ; what is to be the form 'Of the confederate government? Europe is a medley
IIf languages and nationalities. Poles and English, Greek and Dutch, Frencli and Rus

comes

is

a

medley

of absolute

It is a greater medley of conditions and customs, of
enlightenment; what central government could Lind t.ogether
these diverse elements? There is no community of history, of ideas, or of wishes.
And yet, for all these gloomy arguments, we believe in the coming United States of
Europe. MiraCles greater than that have been wrought in the world's history. The
The wise
common people of Europe will not forever be patient under oppression.
men of Europe will not forever endure inferior forms of government.
The pure relig
ion of onr Lord is sure to conquer all false religions at last, and by it the hearts 01
men, however diverse, will be bound together in an enduring United States of Europe.

sian; what language

religions,

and

is to rule?

degrees

of

came

two writers who

were

in 1837 that Horatius Bonar entered

Training

under Chalmers and

devoted himself to his chosen work.

was

need of

Europe

Fry, London.

hard to suppress.
be suppressed except

AN interesting article in a recent Italian journal discusses with longing the possi
of a United States of Europe similar to the United States of America. No more

filment.

Elliott and

was

ministry.

spiritual

bility

of

Next

perfectly legitimate

even

few years ago, to send lists of what

association with McCheyne strengthened the
enthusiastic consecration with which he had

.REV. HORATIUS BONAR, D. D.

like all stock gam

neighboc-c-

The United States

a

represented by five hymns. One of these
was Cowper, and side by side with the Olney
psalmist was a poet of our century, Dr.
Horatius Bonar.

harvests followed his

Great

sowing.
tidings as

He

far
eager to extend the glad
and as "Th'e Kelso Tracts" went to other

is very

never

which loves one's

a

is not the first of

N. English periodical invited its readers,

tioned.

total of human posses
pleasures. It is not a legiti

it is based

McNulty

each

sum

or

in the eyes of

John

concerned,
happiness
the angels in

or

-

they thought to be the hundred best hymns.
Nearly thirty-five hundred such list� were
received, in which were included the lines of
fifty- five poets. As might have been ex
pected, the favorite authors were Watts, the
father of, the English hymn, and Wesley, the
sweet singer of the great revival in the last
century. Seven hymns by each were men

-

business, though,

his usefulness is

as

HORATIUS BONAR, D. D,

_

sions, powers,

legally dead,

The

employer on the floor of
His employer
exchange.
signals back ordering him to buy a certain
amount of stock in Philadelphia: Then, as
quick as a flash, the hard-working broker
sells the newly acquired stock which his
assistant is buying in Philadelphia. He sells
it, of course, at the higher New York rate,
and pockets the difference, the fruit of
honest industry.
This is not "business,"
it is brigandage.
In the end, the common
people, who are not members of the stock
exchange, pay the bills. Manifestly, they
must, because these men grow rich, and
they do nothing to earn the monilY. They
do not produce wealth; they merely appro
priate it-by telephone. Yes, it is laborious,
brain racking, nerve killing; but it adds
to the

is

his kind.

New York

nothing

McNulty

happiness giving

receiving, dead
heaven,

from his box to his

-

John

sees

far

to

private telephone operator signals quickly
the

so

he

so

dead

message is flashed over the wires to Broker
A that a certain stock is selling in Philadel
little

The time set for the

matched in reality by the life
history of many a man who now walks the
earth legally alive, but practically dead,

Philadelphia. Here isarbitrage is. Private.loug
distance telephones connect the broker in
New York with his correspondents in the
exchanges of Boston and Philadelphia. The

a

and have the

judge again

but to be

Bos

what

phia

still in the land of the

was

before the

man

the sun; and will probably
live for many years an existence unrecog
nized by the State.
That is 'a curious story,

ton and

"Business."

It

and he

passed,

hung,

the governor
The time set

reprieve

had come and gone, said the judge,
and the man, so far as the law was concerned,
had been hung. His honor had no more to

movement

between New York and

sentenced to be

hanging

para

the New York

on

organizing

was

In this

reprieve.

a

to say when the criminal should be executed.

at first drew

was

He

in San Francisco.

granted

though

A

Year.

lately asked Mr. Gladstone's testimony in regard to Christianity.
thereupon set down this decisive sentence: "All I write, and all I
think, and all I hope, is based upon the divinity of our Lord, the
The Testimony
one central hope of our poor, wayward race."
In connection with
this matter a religious paper asks whether the young man' might
ot the Wise.
not just as well, on such a point, make inquiry of his washerwoman
as of the premier of England.
Undoubtedly, as this editor says, personal experience
is the test of Christianity, and the humblest may have as real a personal experience as
the most eminent. And yet it is assuring to know that a great statesman, a man
accustomed to look coolly on all sides of a question, an eminent scholar and profound
historical critic, has examined such matters as the authenticity of the Bible records,
the reality of the life of Christ, his miracles, his resurrection, the story of the early
church, doctrines difficult to understand, like the atonement .and the trinity, ana
heartily accepts them all. The essence of Christianity is witnessed to by the heart,
but a not nnimportant portion of it must be confirmed by the head before the intelli
gent believer has much satisfaction in his belief. We have a good right to glory that
the wise scholars of the world are Christians, without in any way setting up the intel
A

The

say.

Stock

a

possible; so the pastor became the author;
lands, many an awakened soul blessed God for the man who stood in Kelso's pulpit.
For Horatius Bonar, fortunately, a firm stand for the Free Church of Scotland at
its formation did not involve, as it did for so many, a sacrifice of his position; and
he remained with his people until in 1866 he became pastor of the new" Grange"
For some time he edited The Presbuterian ; a
Church in his native city, Edinburgh.
much-needed vacation tour through the Holy Land resulted in two books of trn vel;
as

and his

study

of the Bible bore fruit in

helpful

enlisted in behalf of the McAll'Mission, in
Rev. G. Theophilus Dodds, did so noble a work.
were

volumes.

His

connection

sympatldes and

with which his

The comfort that he

was

his pen

son-in-law,

called upon

give to sorrowing hearts prompted the" Night of Weeping" and" Morning of Joy."
Among his published works are sermons to children, which bear witness to the
warm affection that he always had for the young.
There was a kinship between his
nature and theirs; for to a wondcrful degree he kept the simple, humble, childllke
heart. In style and in voice he was winning, persuasive, and unostentatious. His
manner was the badge of his modest spirit,
It was his wish that no biography of him
should be prepared, and he attached so li tt.le importance to his hymns that he never
He may have inherited from his
recorded the time or the place of their composition.
grandfather some of his poetical ability, but his verses welled up out of his own
His aim in
heart and life.
Most fitly are they styled" Hymns of Faith and Hope."
The simple gospel is heard in
all he wrote was God's glory and the profit of souls.
every line, -the sin of 1I1an, the sacrifice on the cross, the loving invitation, the glad
to

THE

976
acceptance, the tender cummunion with the Redeemer,
the perfect trust in him, and the eager looking for the
time of meeting with him again.
Into the singer's life
came. the calm for which he prayed; and from the bed
where, after weeks of suffering, he fell asleep on the last
day of July, 1889, after eighty beautiful years of life,
there fittingly came as his parting hymn, "In me ye
shall have peace."

ABOUT JUDGING OTHERS.

IT
of

our

on

most

matters, to obey that commandment

Saviour which forbids

each other. "How

us

to form

judgments

of

I help it? the rebellious inquiry
compelled to classify my friends and
this good, that
acquaintances and the people I meet,
bad; this lazy or selfish or vain, that helpful or ener
getic or modest? No. We are not put into this world to
classify men and women. We can get along, and the
world can get along very well if we leave it to Him who
comes.

can

Am I not

-

made

our

friends to cast the balance of their virtues and

GOLDEN RULE MEDITATION.
A

craven

disciple,

a

faint-hearted

follower,

a

things

cowardly
that day

I have heard Christ

myself more
listened to

of

Christ; this
own

I

am

you have
reward.

sure

exceeding great

Your friend and

What will my Lord say to me in
speaks his praise and utters his terrible blame?

Christian!
when he

the

found to be its

already

A. MOSSBACK.

brother,

reviled, and my silence condemned

than it abashed the

blasphemers.

their wilful

sceptics parading

I have
HOW TO HOLD THE ATTENTION OF AN

doubts, and

AUDIENCE.

mute as unfaith.
When testimony
my faith has been
to God's love and power has been wanted, my lips have
been dumb.
When others have been tearing down the
as

By Rev.
1. HAVE

witness-bearing

was

easy

hung by my side. Where
and to be applauded, I have
places where men scorn the

lifted up my voice. Into
name of Christ, into drunkards'

dens,

have I suiiered for

What

who

am

indignity

ures

And thou hast loved

rare

Say

it.

Stop when you

few

can

speakers.
good extemporaneous speakers;

make

an

entertaining

But there
that

are

is, those

and instructive address

on

nine times out of ten.

Now and then there

come

speaker is carried along on tIle
crest of a great thought, when without previous careful
study he surprises himself and everyone else. But it is
dangerous to depend on sudden inspirations. Tbey do

And thou hast

rich in all

hast called others to these

to say.

the spur of the moment, without previous preparation.
The majority of those who attempt it make dismal fail

heaped thy kindnesses upon me. I
things, except in service. I quiet myselt
with the thought that no cbencc for heroism has come;
but it has. I quiet myself with the thought: that thou

me.

.Rondthaler, D. D.

We hear of extemporaneous

really

the hovels of out

0 Christ?

thee, 0 Christ?

.

have said it.

casts, prisons, and haunts of vice, I have not gone.
What sacrifice have I made for thee, 0 Christ?
What

hardship have] borne for thee,

something

J. A

not

tasks; but thou hast called

occasions when

come

a

when you want them most, and you are left
in inanities when you ought to be sailing on

floundering

It is true of public speaking as it
I persuade myself that at some future time I will the wings of thought.
"
Whatsoever a man soweth,
thy will; but I will not, because I am not about it is true of everything else,
that shall he also reap."
He who has sowed no thoughts
now.
As thy apostles of old prayed to thee for boldness,
in quiet study will reap no results when he stands before
so do I, out of my craven tear and indecision, 0 Lord,
Christ of Gethsemane! Grant that I may speak thy his audience.
Careful, laborious, conscientious study is
word with all boldness, while thou stretchest forth thy the price of success on the platform.
After due preparation, say what you have thought out.
hand. And as thou didst shake the place wherein they
I mean by that, be direct, concise.
Use as few words as
not" means? Not at all.
were, in testimony of fulfilment, shake thou my very
Lift my spirit, 0 possible to express your ideas. School yourself to short,
A distinguished American preacher once said, "I lite from its foundations, if thou wilt.
terse sentences.
Be very sparing in adjectives.
Avoid
thank God that I love the good ten thousand times more Lord, into thy places of power.
the superlative degree, except in extraordinary cases.
than I hate the evil." That is the secret of the whole
matter.
Anglo-Saxon words are jewels. Derivatives are a drag.
If a man has this spirit it is safe for him to jndge his
Audiences now-a-days are always in a burry; they always
sit on the edge of impatience.
brother; it is safe for us to accept his judgment. But
They can read beautiful
THE MOSSBACK CORRESPONDENCE.
not unless. If you are a teacher, this principle advises
words, strung together in tinkling cadence, in poets'
An Open Letter from Parson .Mossback to Rev, Moses Beadyhelp,
corners in the newspapers.
that you should more eagerly and frequently commend
They want from a speaker
"that
should
strive
to
behold
in
than condemn;
you
every
MY DEAR BROTRER:-Through THE GOLDEN RULE ideas, thoughts that are so well and so tightly packed
tlcholar all the good you can, seeing only the evil you 1 1. I wish metaphorically to grasp your hand and together that they can be easily carried away.
must. .It teaches that the best way to build up manhood give it a good, vigorous shake in view of your unselfish
After you have said what you have to say
stop! The
and womanhood is not so much by destroying the evil in help.fulness to every good cause. Many men, I have hardest task for some speakers is to let go of an audience.
others as by developing the good, and letting that dri ve found, are willing to help a cause that will help them.
Have you ever seen a cat worry a poor mouse? That's
out the evil.
They are always ready to attend a convention of which the way some speakers treat their audiences. But some
If you are a scholar, on the other hand, this principl e they are to be the chairman or the chief speaker.
They times audiences have their revenge. They simply leave
are-not averse- to a cause that gives them a fat office or the man to himself. Their bodies are there, but he no
means for you that if there is a teacher "you dislike you
should seek above all things to" become thoroughly gets their name before the public, but as for going to a more has their attention than a dog barking at the moon
acquainted with every good quality that teacher pos public meeting simply for the good they may get and the controls that far-away luminary. It is a wretched sight
For all of us it means that each bit of fault-find good they may do, without any thought of posing on the to see a speaker vainly trying to hold an -audience when
sesses.
it has long ago shaken him off.
Blessed is the man who
ing in which we indulge should be offset by a score of platform-it never enters their heads.
He is a joy to himself, a benedic
Of taking a laboring oar, instead of commanding fi-om knows wben to stop,
glad and kindly appreciations. It means that our memory
is to dwell, not upon the few cross words or unjust the bridge, they have no notion. In fact, I heard one of tion to those who hear him, and a delight to the next
deeds of a schoolmate or a teacher or a friend, but upon these gentry say not long ago that he should accept no man on the programme.
2. To hold your audience you must, as much as lieth in
his many noble and upright actions and words.
public appointment that was "not likely to add to his
Why, most men, most institutions, most parties, most reputation as an orator." But with you, my deal' friend; you, preserve your naturalness. Strive after the conver
Some people
papers, all church denominations, contain more than half the question always is, "What good can I do?"- not sational in words, in tone, and in manner.
The principle before us simply
How conspicuous can I be ?
as much good as evil.
change their phraseology entirely when they come to the
For instance, you went to that little local-union Chris platform. If they would but use the same forms of sen
Ijays that no one is a competent, or helpful, or wise, or
Christian critic of a man, an institution, a party, a paper, tian Endeavor meeting in Cranberry ville not long ago; and, tences they use in ordinary conversation, they would,
a church, a denomination, unless at the very start he
though YOIl were the leading minister in all the region, every now and then, at least be interesting, even if they
and a speaker of no mean power, you took your seat in missed being eloquent according to the rules of rhetoric.
sees and is ready frankly to confess this half and more
than half of goodness that exists in what he is criticising. the audience with the boys and girls of your own church,
Do not be so elated when you stand before a crowd
A that you think you can do justice to the occasion only by
"I thank God that I love the good ten thousand times as if you had never been on a platform in your life.
more than I hate the evil."
Young men and women, green young man was presiding over the meeting, -vho walking on stilts.
So it is with tone.
We are always apt to speak much.
who, in this world of confusing claims and clashing in had never attempted such a task before; and, though you
terests, of bigoted opinions and prejudiced half-state were moderator of the last synod; you did not think it londer than is necessary. It is not the volume of sound
ments, are seeking to hold an honest, self-respecting unworthy of your position to help out the poor youth, that carries farthest. It is clearness of enunciation, care
course through it all, see in this your guide. Approach to make the necessary motions and set the parliamentary ful pronunciation of consonants, and distinct separation
every question that calls for judgment as to the truth or machinery a-going, and all in such a delicate, friendly of word from word that make one to be easily understood.
falsity of a belief, a man, a party, a paper, an institu way that the aforesaid youth thought he was doing it all A man with a polypus in his nose finds it hard work to
tion, a religious denomination, a scientific hypothesis, a himself. When it was found that the leader of the sing hold the attention of an audience. Then as to manner.
reltgious creed, with this spirit of love which Christ ing had failed to put in an appearance, and a volunteer Naturalness and ease always win. The easy speaker
came to put into the world.
Form your judgments of was called for to take his place, you did not think it rests his audience, and human nature likes to rest.
all these things by seeing what good is in them, not what beneath your dignity to go to the platform and use your Practised motions are always tiresome.
If a motion
evil they contain.
We estimate trees by their highest rich baritone in leading the gospel hymns at which so comes of itself, let it come; but make no motions just to
branches, not their lowest. Even so judge your erring many singers turn up their noses.
give the impression that you are an animated speaker.
comrade by his best deeds and all you can learn of them,
Never try to imitate some one else's manner; that will
Moreover, you did not take your hat and run for a train
rather than by his meanest. Whether Republican, Dem as soon as you had patronized the convention for a little become mannerlsrn, and an audience treats that 'With
ocrat or Prohibitionist, con the strong points, noble w hilc; but you stayed through the three sessions, morn contempt.
Be on the platform what God meant you to
achievements, honest aims of the opposition parties even ing, afternoon, and evening, and did not seem to consider be there and everywhere else, -yourself. If Providence
more faithfully than you study their defects.
Whether the time wasted, either. It was fortunate that you did, had designed you to be somebody else, you would have
Methodist, Presbyterian, Congregationalist, Protestant, or so far as the little convention was concerned; for one of some one else's temperament, mould of thought, and
Catholic, be far readier to repeat the grand deeds and the evening speakers missed 11 is train, and you were manner.
Few
3. Skilful illustrations always hold an audience.
godlike purposes of men of diverse faith than to rail at drafted into the service to take his place. Nor did yon
their heresies, their bigotries, or their lack of charity. protest and give the young folks to understand that you people have patience to follow long, ponderous, elaborate
But a quick, bright illustration always
Carry with you a love of truth ten thousand fold more were not going to be used as an eleventh-hour convenience, arguments.
Be careful, however, not to be tedious with
but just went to the platform and did the best you could; captures.
passionate than your hatred of error.
This course will not please all.
In politics you will and your best is not second best, either.
your illustrations. Sometimes an audience will see the
not please the machine men, in churches you will not
Now, dear brother Readyhelp, you have part of your point 01' the bearing of your illustration long before you
please the bigots, in daily life YOIl will not please the reward as you go along. The young people in your own get through with the telling of it. When your audience
unchristian, but withal yon will gain the approbation of church love you; all the others admire you. In fact, you must wait for you to catch up with it, it is apt to become
One whose approval is worth more than these, who will are a universal favorite, for young people have their eyes like children in school who have finished studying the
and ears open and know a true friend.
measure out to us the measure of loving charity which
But, better still, lesson before the hour is up. Make your own illustra
we shall greatly need at his bar, and which we shall have
Those yon get from books and from other people
you have cultivated, and have come to possess, a meek tions.
meted to others.
and genuine spirit of devotion that seeks not its own, but are apt to fit your address as other people's clothes would
vices.

He is much better able to do that than

September 29, 1892. [4]

idols of error, my hands have

is very hard for men and women of good judgment,
who are in the habit of making up their mincls very

positively

GOLDEN RULE

But did Christ

that

we

are.

through the
world blind to men's good and bad qualities, taking men
good-naturedly at thilir own estimate, accepting 'institu
tions, denominations, parties, and papers at their own valu
ation,-an each-man-for-himself way of living,-an Am-I
my-brother's-keeper? way of living,-is that what "Judge
mean

we

are

to go

me.

do

-

.

-

"

"

"
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fit your body. Get yourself into the habit of finding
your illustrations as you go along your every-day work.
They will soon c'."owd upon you, and you will have more

commanding officer, who

than you

the best

Illustrations

always hold an audience,
provided they are quick, sharp-cut, apt, and easily under
stood. High-school graduates only should be allowed
flowery illustrations.
4. Be filled with your subject. No one is the master
of his audience until he is under the complete mastery
of his subject.
If he would hold the people he must
himself be held by his theme.
If he would control his
audience he must himself be dominated by his thought.
If. you would be filled with your subject you ,must go
down to its roots to find how deep and far-reaching it is,
climb up into its heights to see in how many directions
it looks, measure it, test it. look at it from every side.

Sometimes the task is

a

city 01' managing editor.
pleasant one, sometimes it is

is your

reverse; but if the paper needs it and you are
to do it, you are set at the task, and woe to

quite the

in most

people

to

ensure a

drift,

if

things

are

allowed to

If this danger is
take their course, in wrong directions.
great everywhere, it is tremendously emphasized in col

lege life, and for this reason: a -wrong choice of com
panionship is more difficult to remedy in college than in
There is a hearty
any other place of which I know.
staffs are usually given work that is the pleasantest for loyalty in college associations which it seems almost
them to do, and they are always considered" in making brutal to despise and forsake.
I have in mind' some
up the book," which, being translated, means giving out students who are giving me great anxiety.
My fear rises
the assignments for the work.
from what I most sympathetically know to be the moun
Sometimes, however, there is a careless or malicious tainous difficulty of "pulling out of" that companion
editor, who seems to lose his sense of propriety, and his ship. It would be easier if the companionship were
natural chivalry, which makes a man instinctively shield worse.
Then the necessity for change would be obvious.
a woman from what he knows to be
The stagnation of success is another danger.
This is
unpleasant or unfit
ting. I heard of one such in this city, who, during the one form of what is acutely expressed by the colloquial
last session of the divorce court, sent the woman on his term, "big head." This is not a general danger. The
Aim to interest and capture those who do not care for it. staff to report it, unheeding the fact that every other notable successes of the rank and file of college students
Be ready to convince those who are opposed to your posi paper had men for the work, and that the filth of some are not sufficiently overwhelming to be supremely dan
That is an excep gerous. A goodly number of classroom failures aids the
tions an-d views. Determine to win the prejudiced. It of the cases was also unprecedented.
is only as a speaker is carried by his theme, that he can tional case, I am happy to say, and it is seldom that a growth of modesty in most students.
But the very point
hold his audience. Be so filled with what you have to woman is called upon to do such work.
of this danger is that it besets the strongest.
It is quite
can use.

tell, that you forget yourself.
forget you, too, and be held by

Then will your audience
what you say.

To the credit
you if you fail in willingness or endeavor.
of the Boston editors be it said that the women on their

There is

it is

"

Business Openings for Girls."

would

manifestly be very unfair not to say a word about
newspaper work, although my experience for the last
half-dozen years or so warrants me in saying that any
suggestion to young women to take up this branch of

altogether superfluous.

list of "professions," it is
large number of young women who
have an aversion to work, and had rather starve on the
outskirts of what they call" genteel" employment, than
live comfortably by means of anything that comes under

Coming

as

it does in the

eagerly seized by

.

a

the head of "labor."

As

offices

an

besieged by

are

istic honors who have

profession,
nervous

the

no

mental, physical, and
expended before one has even

force that must be

slightest foothold,

or

the smallest

'I'o the outsider it all

cess.

it is

a consequence the newspaper
army of aspirants for journal
conception of the needs of the

of the amount of

nor

all-absorbing, taking

of

assurance

suc

To the insider
easy.
the whole of one's energy and
seems so

vital force.
1

am

refuge

always sorry for the woman who attempts to seek
from hard work Inside the newspaper office. She

must of

necessity. be bitterly disappointed.

sometimes

as

sort of

if outsiders

It

seems

the newspaper office
who having lost health

regarded

for

inefficients,
avocation, turn to this as a sort
of place where they can recover both, and at the same
time earn the money to support them while they are
as a

hospital

and heart in

completing

some

the

other

gi ve

the idea

a

you

an

great
"

a success
a

keen

to write is

ability

in newspaper
to be told that

success

surprised
The

who wishes

woman

profession must be sure that she
of values; that is, that she under

of this

sense

instinctively what will be valuable news. She
must be able to get at the kernel of the lectill'e or sermon
that she is sent to report; she must be able to govern her
temper under the most trying circumstances, remember
ing that she is not in her" own person, but is the repre
sentative of her paper, and she must, as much as possible,
put herself to one side, and recollect that she is only a
part, and that a small one, of a vast machine. Private
piques or personal friendships must not enter into her
work, and must not influence her in bel' writing. She
must be able to set ·these to one side, and be perfectly
fair and just if she expects to be valuable to her paper.
If there is anyone thing that the upright and conscien
tious editor hates, it is to feel that his paper is being
made use of by any of the employees to further any ends
of their own; and the result usually is a vacancy on the
staff, that need not have existed- had there been a. little
consideration and wisdom used by the former incumbent.
I. am afraid YOIl will think that this is a chapter of
"nots," and carries little of encouragement in it. But
sometimes there is a good d.eal conveyed in the negative
side of
least

a

question, and

in this

and that is

understood;

one

why

the

..

nots"

I have

seem

given

the

them

so

much prominence in this article.
If a young woman has the taste and

ability for this
recognition,
I do not know a nobler or a more satisfactory one in all
the long list, and no one' would more cordially bid her
welcome than myself; but if she is not sure that she has
all the requirements, let her take any road than this to
preferment, for this will prove a rough and thorny one.
Boston, Mass.
profession,

and the

patience

to work for her

extract from

one

of the

letters,

are con

country.
to show

newspaper, and hardly know
I am a school teacher, and during

AVOID THEM.

failing,

and it is

neces

sary that I should seek some easier means of earning a
livelihood, since my needs are such that I must work. So

thought of newspaper work, as one of the easiest and
pleasantest modes of bread-winning, and I want you to
tell me where I had better apply for a position. I can
write good English, and am very fond of literary work,
I

and think I could excel

book reviewer

Rev,

By

George

A,

Gates,

D, D"

college
THE phrase"
places
livelier

life" is

than

which the student is in

a

live

good. There are few
collage. The age at

is the time when

college

physi

an

office

as

writer

on

general

expenditure of nerve and physical force."
only one out of many such letters, and it is a
hopeless task to convince the writers that they are mis
taken in their ideas of the work, and my most unselfish
efforts at setting them right are usually met with the sug
gestion that it is jealousy on my part, that makes me
discourage them, and that the successful woman is very
apt to try to bar the door hy which she has entered, so
that others may be kept from sharing her success and
bel' opportunity.
To the woman who has tact, untiring energy, and the
best of health, there is no profession that is pleasanter
than this of newspaper-making.
It is fascinating and
delightful, although it has its hard side, and the trying
times are numerous.
The discipline of the office is as
strict as military discipline.
During certain hours you
must hold yourself ready to obey any call, and do
without question whatever is set for you to do by your
less

That is

aspira

nothing without
before him

plain

some

day.

ambition leads

True

purpose.

to belief that God has a work for

to

one

college

is to

fling

students

one's self

in

self, and who

do,

which will

True ambition will set

preparation

To fling that away
years for that divine work.
Too many
away the very divinity out of life.

seem never

Another subtle

to possess it to

danger

fling

is that of

a

away.
tacit refusal

to

accept generously the advantages of the college life in its

than in

be very real.

the years from sixteeu to twenty-five.
The
intellect is just opening into maturlt � of function, not
to be ripened, however, till twenty years 01' more later.

college roommate to me, as we chatted by our
evening in junior year, "What a different world
we are living in, and are to live in, from that which we
two raw country boys would have had had we never

I would enter

If it be

cal power is at the flood. The pulse never will beat
stronger, the tide of vigorous energy will never be fuller,

know the remuneration is generous, and I am sure I
could earn the equivalent to my present salary with much

or

patient

leadership among men for personal ends of selfish
ness and pride, then it is devilish and not divine.
That
is the ambition that Wolsey charged Cromwell to fling

the soul afire with consecration to the toil of

Moral and spiritual unrest is waking. Ambition is push
ing out. Boundless new worlds are opening.

or

But this ambition must be defined well.

in

art critic,
topics. I

as a

to leave the

sure

tion to

lie

PresiL'."lIt of Iowa 'College.

on a

how to get a position.
the past year my health has been

Even if not, it is very

permanently maimed. When once the disease gets a
good grip on the system, the poor victim is likely to go
through life with a swollen head. It is a barrier to
growth. For if one is so able, why exert one's self?
Just to move about with dignity and exhibit one's self is
enough. When a man begins to bank on his attainments,
his usefulness is largely at an end.
The danger ought to be easily avoided by sensible reflec
tion on the few things yet unattained, unlearned, undone.
Past successes may be a fatal clog; they ought to be
spur or Wings.
They should be ground of confidence
The really
that great things can be done in the future.
great things lie always ahead. In the thought of the
right soul, only little things have been done; the great
A practical method
achievements are always yet to be.
of avoiding this danger is to seek out the companionship
of superior minds.
This recipe applies to all students of
a college except one.
He might find relief in association
with the faculty.
A third danger lies at the exactly opposite extreme.
However it may be
It is contentment with mediocrity.
in other colleges, I fear this danger much more than the
If I may adapt
others. It affects a far greater number.
a well-known phrase, I would reverse the original senti
ment, and say, I charge ye, students, fling not away
ambition.
You ought to aspire to be leaders of your
fellow-men. That is why these advantages of higher
education are given you. Too many students cannot be
roused out of the lethargy of an ambition merely to get a
better living, 01' to get it more easily by means of their
But that is not ambition; that is
better education.
degradation in the literal sense. It is a grading down of
the soul to a lower order of being.

makes
DANGERS OF COLLEGE LIFE, AND HOW TO

many have of the requirements of news
I write to you," the letter says, "because

paper work.
I want to go to work

fatal.

True ambition represents faith
away.
because of faith in God who made the

cure.

I base my belief upon the applications that
stantly coming to me from women all over the

I will

a

stands

� INCE THE GOLDEN RUI,E is considering the employ
\-) ments and professions that are open to women, it

work is

that the

I dare say you will be
one of the essentials.

possesses

By Sa.llie Joy White,
Author of

prevalent notion

only

to make
NEWSPAPER WORK FOR WOMEN.

a

what is most needed to make
work.

Ind.

Indianapplis,

one

Said my

fire

one

bestirred ourselves and' gone to college'!"
ent world" is an expression profoundly true.

The entrance
ments.

upon college life means
It necessitates new adjustments.

tastes feel

a new

sensation.

"A differ

new

environ

Intellectual

Social attractions

are

strong.

Spiritual visions abound. All the instincts are flounder
ing about, quite ready to attach themselves to almost
any chance object.
This condition occasions the first, and
wrong

leadership
preference

in

perhaps

the

the danger of choosing
college life,
companionship, and of subjecting one's self to the

greatest, danger

of the worst.

-

There is not often deliberate

for that which is low and

drift of human nature is

mean.

But the

easily downward. vVe must
climb to get up. Some natures instinctively" flee youth
fullusts" of every sort; but there is enough of the low

This is not

totality.

women are

an

imaginary danger.

I know it

to

One would think that if young men and
to give up four or five of the choicest of their

seventy years, they would not be much exposed to this
danger, or, at least, would successfully despise it. But
alas! many fall into this badly disguised pit.
It is only
a modification of conceit.
It is a species under the genus
pride. It is one expression of the nil admirari spirit.
When young manhood or womanhood loses the frank
enthusiasm of delight in the ever new experiences of life,
there goes out of the life one of life's choicest charms
and surest grounds of promise. The blase spirit might

about
I

as

am

well be dead, sometimes better.

pleading

here for the frank

student of the infinite value of the

recognition by the
college opportunity,

consequence, for the best lise of all that
can give.
They may open new
worlds on
knowledge. They may discover
realms of ideas never dreamed of before acquaintance
with the college curriculum.
They lead the willing- fol
lower into the great fields of human history, where golden
harvests of judgment are to be gleaned for application to
the problems that OUl' times must solve.
Of wl.at use is
and,

as a

those

the

fight

years
worlds of

and sacrifice and toil and heroism of human life

past, unless succeeding generations can profit by
mighty experiences? Thc race will get on largely as

that is
the

natural

glorious

it knows

The

history.

to those who

college

just corning

are

course

into the

must open

nistory
responsibilities of
the college course

making its next pages. This is what
does for all those who with ingenuous minds and hearts

accept its benedictive ministry. This is the meaning of
The story of civilizations yet
the study of the classics.
supreme in some lines of philosophy, poetry, and art is a

completely. The life from cradle to
peoples lies on the open page. Their
are so plain that he may run that readeth,
The great thoughts of the raee in the history of phil
osophy ; the great hopes of men as the poets have sung
them and the seers have recorded their visions of them;
the great deeds of men in the long struggle for' justice,
liberty, purity, and truth, as the story of the nations in
their institutions and laws is told again to the learner,
such is the mission and possibility of the college course.
Here is its earnest and pathetic plea.
Riches, compared
with which gold and silver are dross, are freely offered in
exchange for the four great years of glorious youth.
Here is the possibility.
It is real and tangible, realized
in thousands of men and women of the passing genera
"tale that is told"

grave of those
teachings for us

But in the face of it young

tions.

men

in shoals drift

aimlessly through college. Some even seem to look npon
college mainly as giving a chance to learn the art of being
a bummer most successfully.
How shall these dangers be avoided? The sum of all
cures of all dangers is a high, pure, divine purpose.
Let
me guard against being misunderstood.
By" purpose"
I do not mean the choice of a profession 01' line of life.
H seems to me unwise to hurry that choice or to be
anxious about it.
Adequate data for such a choice are
often not yet at hand. Ultimate adaptations may not be
evident before the faculties are more fully developed.
The high purpose, which is a sine qua non in the avoid
ance of these and all conceivable dangers in college life,
means the choice of the sort of life that one wills to have,
in whatever work he lives it. It is the choice of the high
It is all summed up in the choice to
worthy child of God, with a son's or

against

the low.

become

an ever more

daughter's loyalty to the Father. The choice must be
full of passion. It must be a consuming fire in which
the ore of meaner passions shall be transmuted into
noble service. The choice must be so full of will, as
over against mere willingness, that the wild enthusiasm
of it will keep one strong against all temptations to that
which will in any

measure

hinder the realization of the

purpose.

Stern, deliberate, mighty choice in the dignity and
royalty of divine self-determination is the only ultimate
safety for any soul of man anywhere or at any time. If
the college faculty is what it ought to be, and what it
most often is, the personality of the instructors will be
an immeasurably potent factor in forming and developing
such
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a

purpose.
Grinnell, 10.

of her zeal to do

some

have
to

it,"

see

I

Mr. W."

This

"H

OW

that

can

man

be

so

Christian II" asked

a

Marsten, D.

D.

inconsistent, and yet be

plain, practical

man

a

about

noted for his

piety, prayers, and benevo
lence, yet of whom frankness compels the statement that
who

was

was a

very

one

he
the

profession

are

too often

might

mean

man.

The inconsistencies between

and practice, the

a

stumbling-block

lip

and

life,

of Christians

in the way of those who
We have paid a deal

otherwise be led to Ohrist,

of attention to creed and the exercise
service does not

cease

when

of what

we

close the

call

prayer-book

Life at home and in business should be

hymnal.

we

often unmindful that divine

distinctively religious duties,

a

or

divine

service.

The merchant should love his brother in the
not

forget

to

Lord;

and

love. him if that brother chances to be in
I know a Christian man who, every year,

his employ.
gives large sums to foreign missions, and yet is in the
habit of employing boys at boys' pay to do men's work,
holding out the inducement that, when acquainted with
the business, and so more useful to it,. they will be ad
vanced in position and wages. But they never get the
advance. A neighbor of this pious merchant says he can
always tell just how long a boy will stay with Brother X.
It will be nntil his good clothes are all worn out.
The writer
The

good

once

had

woman's heart

poor lad who was
his horse, and do odd
of

a

a

call from

was

a

burdened

employed by

city missionary.
by the condition

a man

to take

care

of

jobs around his house. The boy
privilege of attending school part of the
year, and his employer promised to furnish him his cloth
ing. The missionary wanted the buy to go to church and
Sunday school, but his clothes were too tattered. "No
boy," she said, "could keep his self-respect and appear
at church in such rags."
And what made it all the
worse, the man who employed him was a very rich man.
As the good woman talked, my own heart burned with
was

to have the

had

always responded when,

circular

Even in the darkness I

flight.

recognized that

my uncanny companions were night hawks, and felt con
vinced that there must be a nest in the neighborhood, or

they would

much

anxiety. It was too
evening, and, besides, I
claim, Why, he is the very man the boy works for!" really felt a slight chill creeping up my back, with those
Needless to say, we did not visit the brother on that dark, ghostly forms wheeling about my head, and so I
went reluctantly home.
particular errand.
Two days later I found time to visit the marsh.
On
Alas, that good men show such inconsistency between
profession and practice! "Love not the world," and reaching the spot where I had seen the two birds on the
"Beware of covetousness," are the warnings of Holy evening of which I have spoken, presto! a
dark, feath
Writ.
How strong the Bible is in denouncing -the little ered form started up before me from the ground.
It was
sins that mar the conduct of life!
How may we expect the female night hawk; and there on the damp earth
the natural man" to apply the things of the Spirit, when without the least trace of a nest or a covering of any
they who claim to have the mind of Christ fail to show kind, lay two eggs. At last I had found a night hawk's
it in their minor acts? How is the man of the world to nest! The ground color of the eggs, which were quite
see a difference when the man who says he is enlightened
large, was of a dirty bluish-gray cast, mottled and clouded
of the Spirit and a follower of Christ exhibits the same with darker gray and brown.
The behavior of the mother bird was curious. She
tone, temper, and disposition of life in his daily transac
tions as a man whose God is money, and who lives the had fluttered
away a few rods, pretending to be hurt,
slave of the powers of this world?
and then dropped into the grass.
When I drove her
These things tell more on others than long prayers and from her hiding-place, she rose in the air and began to
fervid exhortations.
"I don't want to heal' his testi hover about above my head, and then, to my utter sur
mony," said a silent man of one whose talk flowed forth prise, she swooped down toward me savage., as if she
like a small cataract.
really had a mind to attack me. As I walked away she
"What's the matter with him?" asked another.
seemed to grow angrier and bolder, making a swift dash
The reply came quickly: "He is all lip, and no life."
at me every few minutes, and actually coming so near
Then the silent man, with a few sharp, incisive words, my head that I involuntarily raised my cane in self-de
told why he expressed himself as he did.
"F. is a rich fence.
I confess frankly that I felt a quaver of 'uneasi
man, you know.
Well, when we were at the Colosse ness. I really believe she would have struck me had I
Convention, the chairman of the meeting at one of the given her sufficient provocation. There was a brisk
sessions called for donations to foreign missions.
Many shower falling at the time, and so, fearing the eggs
The enthu might become addled, I hurried to the remote end of the
warm speeches were made on the subject.
siasm ran high.
Qur pastor ealled a council of our dele marsh.
Suddenly my feathered pursuer disappeared.
gates. "What can our church gi ve ?" he asked. "N ot Wondering if she had resumed her place on ·the nest, I
one cent; we cannot pledge anything," cried F.
He was sauntered back to settle the doubt, but presently espied
But the pastor and we poor her sitting lengthwise on a top rail of the fence, while
even rude in his opposition.
fellows did pledge something, nevertheless.
Well, the her eggs lay unprotected in the rain. Her dark, mottled
sum was raised; the chairman, boiling over with good
form and sleepy, half-closed eyes made a quaint picture.
feeling, called upon some one to start the doxology. I slowly withdrew, and as long as I could see her with
The first man on his feet was the man who would not my opera-glass, she kept her perch on the rail without
give one cent. Praise poured, rolled, and bubbled out moving a pinion.
of him; his voice led the throng.
He is always just that
On the 23d of June I again called on the night-hawk
way. I noticed the pastor hung his head, and was stilI." family, and found two odd-looking bairns in the nest, if
This was a great effort for the silent man.
nest it could be called.
They were covered with soft
Truly, lip is good, but life is better. Lip without life down, the black and white of which presented a wavy
is dead, being but emptiness. Beware, bubbling Christian! appearance.
Their. short, thick bills were covered with
a speckled fuzz, except the tips.
I stooped down and
Columbus, O.
smoothed their downy backs with my hand. but there
was no expression of fear in their sluggish eyes.
A PAIR OF NIGHT H.A WKS.
Both parents were present on the twenty-sixth of .June,
not

display

so

late to discover their secret that

"

..

"

By

Leander S.

Keyser,

when I visited the nest.

A uthor of "Bird-dam."

THE night

hawk and the

It is

by

whippoorwill
of

persons

sued his mate

true, both birds

are

inaccurate
are

often

habits of

members of the

For awhile the male bird pur
the air, as if venting on

savagely through

her his angel' at my intrusion, and then, mounting far up
toward the sky and poising a moment, he plunged toward
the earth with

that made my head dizzy,
wont, with a loud, resonant
The female pursued me, swooping so near
a

velocity

is his

they belong to entirely different
genera, and are, therefore, of much more distant kin
than many people suppose.
The whippoorwill is a forest
bird, while the night hawk prefers the open country.
Besides, the whippoorwill is decidedly nocturnal in his
habits, making the woods ring at night, as everyone
knows, with his weird, flutelike melody; whereas the
night hawk is a bird of the day and evening. Then
another peculiar feature of the night hawk is the round
white spot on his wings, visible on the under surface as
he performs his wonderful feats overhead,-a mark that

checking himself,

does not

sequent visits while the young birds were fledging. By
the first of July the bantlings hopped about in a lively
manner when I approached their domicile, and wheezed
in a frightened way, spreading out their mottled pinions.
On the seventh of July neither of the parents were to be
seen, and the youngsters sat so cosily side by side on the
ground that I had not the heart to disturb their slumbers.
As I approached cautiously on the tenth, I almost stepped

goatsucker family,
E.

man

on

his pastor, I had presented cases of need to him.
Judge of lily astonishment to hear the good woman ex

observation.

By Rev. Francis

put

as

confounded

LIP AND LIFE.

"I
for this poor lad.
my hat and go with yon

something

"I will

said;

September 29, 1892. {6}

but

distingtiish

his woodland relative.

b-o-o-nlrm

..

my head two

or

as

three times that I

am

confident I could

I
have reached her with the stick I held in my hand.
may say here that the cock bird never .displayed so much

courage, but kept at a safe distance.
On the twenty-ninth the young birds had been moved
about a half-rod from the original site of the nest, and

hopped

off

awkwardly into the grass when I tried to clasp
Oddly enough, the benedict was

them with my hand.
absent this time, and I

never saw

him

on

any of my sub

As a rule, the gloaming is the favorite time for the
night hawk's wing-exercises; then he may be seen whirl
ing, curveting, mounting, and plungmg, often at a dizzy
height, gathering his supper of insects as he flies; but I
have often heard his petulant call at other hours of the
day, perhaps at noon when the sun was shining with
fierce warmth. Even during a shower he seems to be
fond of haunting the cloudy canopy, toying with the wind. on the mother bird before she flew up. At the same
His call, as he tilts overhead, is difficult to represent moment both young birds started from the ground and
phonetically, both the vowels and consonants being pro fluttered away in different directions on their untried
vokingly elusive and hard to catch. To me he seems wings, their flight being awkward and labored. A few
usually to say Spe-ah. Sometimes the s appears to be weeks later I noticed four night hawks Circling about
omitted, or is enunciated very slightly, while at other above the marsh, and have no doubt the quartette com
times his call seems to have a decidedly sibilant begin prised the family I had been studying with so much zest.
ning. On several occasions I have thought that he pro What was my surprise when one of them resented my
nounced the syllable scope.
presence by swooping down toward me, as the female
I had

often watched

birds,' but·they

the

marvellous

flight

of these

always seemed so shy 'and unap
proachable that, prior to the summer of 1891, I had
despaired of ever finding a night hawk's nest. However,
one evening in June, while stalking about in a favorite
marsh, I suddenly became aware of a large bird fluttering
uneasily about me in the gathering darkness. Presently it
was joined by its mate, and then the two birds circled and
hovered about, often coming into uncomfortable proximity
to Illy head, and muttering under their breath, Chuckle,
chuckle. Several times one of them alighted for a few
moments

on

had

the rail fence

neal'

by,

and then resumed its

had done

a

few weeks before.

referred

incidentally to the night hawk's
booming," as it is called. This sound
is always produced as he plunges in an almost perpen
dicular conrse from a dizzy height
or, more correctly,
at the end of that headlong plunge, just as he sweeps
around in a graceful curve. There is something almost
sepulchral about the resonant sonnd. How it is produced
is a problem over which there has been no small amount
of discussion in ornithological circles.
But, after patient
study of this queer performance, I am persuaded that it
I have

already

curious habit of

"

-

is

a

vocal

outburst, produced

etther tor its musical etfect

[71 September 29,
it is far from

(though

THE GOLDEN RULE
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musical)

the bird's exuberance of

else to

or

feeling

vent to

give

he makes his swift

as

members, that will work against us-if it is reported that they have more 'n half of what is
needed promised. Our new 'ficial board, consistin' of
to-to-build, or any thin' ?
Why," says Sam, "I understand they've got more 'n Brothers Hayseeds, Scraggles, Smallgain, Whetstone
half enough subscribed now to build a church i au' they
[Ceph], an' Sister Trainer, has decided to make this soci
was takin' subscriptions right along on the day of the
ety of the church the committee for raisin' funds; an' we
election, an' got lots of money that the church never Lope that every member an' every friend of the church
would of got if it had n't of took this stand on the liquor will respond generously through 'em, so's t' encourage
'em in the good work they've undertaken, which ain't
question."
"HuILI,-who did I understand you to say had half the only thing for which the church owes them a debt of
enough money subscribed for to build a church? not the grati tude."
'flcial board?"
I declare, if Gabriel had a-come down that night an'

blood among

thick, curved bill seems admirably adapted to pro
sound, as do also his arched throat and neck.
It has seemed to me, too, that his mandibles fly open at
the moment the boom is heard, although I cannot be
sure such is the case.
Besides, the peculiar chuckle to
which I have previously referred had about it a quality
of sound suggestive of kinship with the bird's resounding
boom.
The hollow, wheezy alarm-call of the young
birds, which I heard on several of my visits to the nest in
the marsh, corroborates my theory.
But I have still
further proof that this hypothesis is correct. I have often
seen the night hawk make his headlong plunge without
booming at all, but merely uttering his ordinary rasping,
aerial call, which I have translated by the syllable spe-ah,
His

duce this

Then he sometimes combines the two calls, and
occasions both of the sounds are uttered with

on
a

such

dimin

ished

loudness, as one would expect if both are vocal
performances, and as one would not expect if the booming
were made by the concussion of the bird's wings with the
resisting air, as some ornithologists suppose. The female
sometimes booms, but her voice obviously lacks the
strong, resonant quality that characterizes the voice of
her liege lord.
Springfield, O.

..

ENDEAVOR DOIN'S

By

DOWN

TO THE

CORNERS.'"

You
he

signed,

'bout that.

quite done," says I; "here's a leetle
bit of money yet, that some of us felt like usin'
thankofferin' to the Lord, for givin' us the victory
An'

don't know of

we

that the Lord would like to have

us

give

it to

no

more

one

than

you; so I hope you'll take it an' use it fOL' your fambly's
An' I stuck the roll into his hands, an' turned
sake."
to leave him.
He looked

Not that the 'ficial board had

re

but 'bout the money bein' raised so quick. an'
I think he'd made up his mind that the stand

easy.
he'd took

agin whiskey was a-goin' to ruin the church
tooth an' nail, an' he'd 'bout concluded to go up to con
ference an' report it in that way, an' superannuate.
But
he did n't say nothin' more then.
When Sam told me of that talk, I
if he

was

was half mad; for
all, that was his time. Least
been mine. Jerushy noticed I could n't

comin' 'round at

wise, it would of

eat much supper that

some

night, though she

had

some

of the

that would almost fall apart themselves

biscuits,

for butter when you laid 'em on your
of the nicest smellin' sauerkraut.

"I ain't a-Ieelin' any too

The Preacher Comes Round.

boys.

took back in your life than

never see a man more

was

plate,

an'

says I to her

gumptious,"

question.

'RE not

homes an'

The Christian Endeavor

No.

of the election."

Rev, J. r, Cowan,

CHAPTER XXVI.

"W-E

'ficial board?

The

ready

our

"

society. There ain't no 'ficial board as I can see now,
'cept Brothel' Hayseeds; the rest has resigned on account

whitest

for

our

to want

we was
"

descent.

as a

979

though he did n't know whether to knock
cryin', but more like the last when
fambly. An' I 'low that's what made him

Jerushy ain't a prophet, nor the son of a prophet, but
you'd almost as well live next door to a prophet that
would read you a chapter or two of your own private
affairs that you'd thought out on your piller, every time
you said "Good-mornin'" to him over the back-yard
fence.
She's got a way of knowin' what you're thinkin'
'bout from the way you eat.
"Now look a-here, Jonathan," says she; "there ain't
much in feelin' pious when you 've had every thin' your
own way.
I've read in the papers 'bout robbers that

blown his

trumpet, I would n't 'a' been much

more sur

prised; though it would n't probably of peen so calm an'
dry a kind of surprise, It was more than I'd expected,
even in my dreams; an' I had dreamed many an' many a
night 'bout jest such a thing happenin', an' Jerushy had
laid my kickin' an' thrashin' round so in bed to eatin'
three pieces of mince pie outen the cupboard jest before

goin'

to bed.

But what he said 'bout
wa' n't all.

good work,

buildin' the

our

He

church,

wiped his glasses

an'

our

wunst

or

twict,-not the green goggle glasses, but the silver-bowed
ones the society had given him when his horse switched
his old ones off, fightin' flies, an' broke 'em,-an' then
he hemmed, an' went on, more meller than before.
"I 'low it ain't

had

to

swallow

no

'n square for

more

to

me

own

I've

purty stiff prejudices agin that

some

society, an' I'm a man dretful sot when I take up with a
notion; but they're all gone, an' I hope God has forgive
me for 'em, an' you young folks will, too.
If he spares
me long to tell it, may I ever be found praisin' him for
havin' raised up such a band to the salvation of Zion."
I don't know whether it was the way he said" Zion,"
with a sort of a weepin'-willow quaver an' a gurgle in his
throat at the
the

through

end, or whether it could of been a draught
window, but I had to whip out my handker

chief an' blow my nose three times
horses to stampin' outside; an' I
my head, nuther,
thresh in' -masheen,

nor

hard that it sot the

so

never

had n't been

had

no

workin'

cold in

'round

a

You'd orter seed

preacher

corne

Jerushy's eyes snap at the way the
day. She was as good as a
an' kep' on of pilin' the sugar into my

round that

joked at their victims after they'd got all their
pocket-books.
"Well," says I, "maybe you've read somewhere in a
newspaper 'bout a preacher that you half-way had to
think wanted to do right an' be fair, goin' to heaven
without ever ownin' up that his prejudice had got away

sweetheart to me,
tea, after I'd told her wunst

"I told you

so,"

with him wunst?"

teased her

leetle to

But she did n't.

been to'a first-class Christian Endeavor treat, no mistake.
But the best part of it was the way Smallgain acted

peekin' out on the bag before, but
that there jest split the bag clean open.
cul ti vate patience.
Land sakes, Jonathan!" says she,

of somethin' else she'd read in the paper, though.
May
be it was a new recipe for makin' that there pan of

'bout it next

way

I've read in

cookies,

of lookin'

was

down

me

I

spoke

as

bust out

or

of his

conclude to take the money. He tried to mumble out
somethin', but none of us could n't understan', an' I told
the
on

boys

it

time honest folks

was

was

abed an' thieves

the way; an' so we did n't hang round to hear what
But we'd
comin' after he'd cleared his throat.

was

day. He seemed to be struck with the
at things as though the Master hisself

here an' would of done

an' so, an' what does he do
that feller the next mornin' an' offer to buy his
so

but go to
stock of groceries an' notions, an', when he'd done that,
he turns an' asks the feller, " Now what are you goin' to

do for

li vin' for

yourself an' fambly ?"
"That's more 'n I know," says be; "this here was all
borrowed money, an' I ain't got nothin' of my own, sence
I don't know how to do
my prospects is cut short here.
nothin' 'cept to sell liquor or groceries."
"Then," says Smallgain, will you take a place in my
store as clerk?"
An', actually, the feller was too took
back to get his breath for a full minute.
"Take time to think it over," says Smallgain, namin'
what the wages would be, an' a purty fail' figure; "an'
a

"

come
a

'round this afternoon an' let

know. I'm needin'

man."
An' that

it's
a

me

as

was

curious

as

word of it if it

Corners.

thing ended; an' I 'low that
a story-book, an' I would n't of believed
had n't of happened right here to the

the way the

Though

if it had a-been in the Bible I would n't

a-doubted it, an' 1. don't see why the same things that
was done in them days can't be done now, when the
Master said, "Greater works than these shall ye do."
Anyway, Bob Ginn is a sociate member now.
'fhe preacher, he acted mighty curious for a while
after that election, when lie 'd meet any of the Endeavor
society. He looked like he'd like to rush up an' shake
hands an' say, "Did n't we do it up fine, though?"
An'
then he'd kind of hack off, an' mumble words' in his
throat, an' not say much of any thin' ; bnt wunst in a
while he'd forget.
One day, he could n't hold hack, an'
lie says, "How do you do, Brothel' Scraggles? How do
you feel sence the victory? Wn' n't it a glorious fight?
Did you ever see God's soldiers stand closer together?"
"
Do you mean the Endeavor society?" says Sam, sly
like (for they had been the heft of the fighters, if not of
the voters).
"WIlY, that's our doctrine. 'We pull with
'

anyone an' for any thin' that's the Lord's work."
"Hum, yes," says the preacher, clearln' his throat an'
the subject; "do you think, Brother Ser:lggles,
that the excitement of the election has caused any bad

changin'
•

(,'opyrlght,l892, by

Rev. J. F. Cowan.

smiled an'

"

The cat had been

"

"

.

"Well,"

paper somewhere that patience is
says I, "I ain't a-hankerin' after no
a

a

jewel."

jewelry;

justice."
"Well," says she, "I've read in

a paper, somewhere,
gods grind slowly, but they grind
exceeding-how is that? exceeding-exceeding-"
"Never mind," says I, "how that mill grinds. This
mill that I'm interested in ain't turnin' a wheel; an' the
pond's dry."
"Ain't it?" says she; "jest you wait until next
preachin'-day." An' the way Jerushy looked at me, an'
her tone never falterin', I did n't dast say there would n't
be any thing to wait for. How did I know she would n'·t
find somethin' in a paper that would give her inside
pointers?
So I did wait, an' when I went to preachin', Illy heart
beat a leetle faster than its regular gait, when Parson
Kawshus got up to make his 'nouncements.
He'd been lookin' round over the church, I noticed,
an' was still; an' my eye kinder followed his 'n as it
rested on Aunt Adder's ear-trumpet a minute; an' then
sailed on to where Lije Petersnyder was settiu', slicked
up; an' on to Smallgain's hatchet face, that, some way,

that the mills of the

usual;

an'

on

so

much like

round to Jake an'

copper cent as
Sam Snipes an' Zeke
a

Zimmerman an' Bob Ginn an' the rest; an' then, it 'peared
to me, he was a-lookin' clean over the heads of all of 'em,
like he used to
the
his

preach,

an'

contemplatin'

somethin'

nigh

ceilin", or maybe beyond that; an', from the look on
face, it might of been a glimpse of heaven, for that

matter.

He had n't moved his

lips

all this

an' everyone

time,

waitin' for to heal' him 'nounce the next

was

it;

an'

quarterly

to tell 'bout the

president of the
conference, or the missionary secretary, 01' some big gun
or other, was goin' to edify us down to the Corners, which
would 'a' been like angels' visits-that is, the first angel's
some

good

news

visit,

it, that preacher had
a

or

goin'

to say.

says he:
sistcrn, that
an'

'bout the

quarterly

He kinder leaned

meetin' he
the

pulpit,
encouragin' to state, brethren an'
Endeavor society has been takin' the
over

on

"It's
0111'

come

'I'here

if

see

twict to stop or she'd
an' Jake. no less than
mistake 'bout

was no

'round.'

a-looked

Maybe

or
me

If she'd

only a-said,
it, I'd 'a' been tempted to
she'd forgotten to be techy.

'twas because she

was

thinkin'

which she would n't have to make.

I wa' n't thinkin' 'bout the

cookies, pertickler, myself;
promise I'd made to double up on what
I'd 'lowed to pay Jerushy back with, for suspicionin' so
dretful mean 'bout her, that night she'd spoke of gettin'
'sociate members.

The time had

Pittsburg,

arrove

matter in hand of raisin' money for buildiu'

a

church ;

an

for

payin'

that

score

off.

Penn.
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A Choice Thought To Live by Every Da), of the Week.
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SUNDAY, OCTOBER 2.
You have not fulfilled every duty.unless you have
fulfilled that of being pleasant.
Charles Buxton.
-

MONDAY, OCTOBER 3.
We get back our mete as we measure;
We cannot do wrong and feel right,
Nor can we give pain and gain pleasure,
For justice avenges each slight.

-Alice Oaru.

�
.

TUESDAY, OCTOBER 4.
Allow thyself to complain of nothing,

not

even

of

the weather.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 5.
Love's secret is to be always doing things for God,
and not to mind because they are such vel'y little
ones.-F. W. Faber.

THURSDAY, OcTOBER

6.

is so utterly, hopelessly lost as "lost
time." It makes me unhappy when I look hack
and see how much tnue I have wasted, how much I
might have learned and done if I had hut understood
how short is the longest hour. -H. H.

Nothing

FRIDAY, OCTOBER

7.

If the power to do hard work is not talent, it is the
best possl hl« suhsttt.ut« for it. Things don't turn up
in this world until somebody turns them up.
-James A. Garfield.

SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8.
Did it

But it wa' n't nothin'
was

to

'pie

three times hand-a-runniu'.

meetin', 'an' did n't know, from the way he looked, but
he had

the

passed

but 'bout the

all I want is

seemed broader an' not

ruin

strike you that goodness is not merely
It beautiful thing, but the beautiful thing? by far the
most beautiful thing ill tohe worId ? and that badness
is not merely an ugly thing, hut the ugliest thing in
the world? so that nothing is to he compared for
value with gootlness.- Charles Kingsley.
ever

�
����@e.���ee�

the

answered
aboard

LETTER

A FAMILIAR

From the President of the United

Sea.

-"

-

You."

-

you may read this letter, my
deal' friends, is a matter of con

WHEN

I

it

uncertainty.
writing
breezy deck of the Ma1"iposa, six days

the

am

San Francisco

out from

of Honolulu.

and within

on

one

tropical air is mild
and balmy; the bright tropical ocean,
which looks like a huge tub of bluing fleck
ed with soapsuds, to use a homely figure,
is ruffled with just breeze enough to make
white caps; the passengers are reading
and writing and napping, and some of
them, I am sorry to say, betting on the
probable run of the past twenty-four

day

the

hours;

waves

The

flying-fish

sometimes make

diversion

by skimming

momentary
the

in their haste to

a

over

get away from

enemy; and amid the peace
my heart turns back to the deal'

some unseen

ful

scenes

Christian Endeavor
have

whom

many of
the last

friends; so
during

told

few weeks that

me

every young man, and your eagerness to
be mildly wicked, to take a chance in the

they

schemes, and

one-sided

little

a

whom I know have

when

three Famil

01'

ial' Letters left behind with the

managing

editor may have appeared since you read
what was last written.c=the kindness of our

California

of which I wrote yon
to the very water's edge,

friends,

before, followed us
so to speak; and from the end of the wharf,
so long as the eye could see and the ear
could

hear,

the white

came

meet

we

fluttering

of

"God be you till

handkerchiefs and the

again."
when

Then,

went into

we

state

our

we were

It would take

a

chance before the mail

and

Letter,"

a

I will add

closes,

a

postscript to this letter at Honolulu
to-morrow; but in any event, whether ab
sent or present, whether on sea or land,
I

am

your devoted

friend,

A beautiful

P. S.

morning (August 26),
Kind friends met

in beautiful Honolulu.

at the steamer and took

Unfortunately, it
Honolulu, as it is in
Boston; and

I

to their

us

is vacation time in

York -and

New

afraid I shall not

am

much of the island

Endeavorers,

of them

town, I

are

out of

told.

am

At

any rate, I must close this epistle before I
see them, for a man-of-war sails very soon

Francisco, and will take an
unexpected mail. At five o'clock this
afternoon we sail again for Samoa and
Auckland and Sydney; and thence I will
send other letters and articles, if you care
San

for

for them.

F. E. C.

§)
QUESTION-BOX.

But at last the last white handkerchiefs

found in the pledge. Does it mean every
meeting held during the week, or only the
meeting held in the middle of the week?

our

became invisible, the last strains of Dr.
Rankin's hymn inaudible; and we were

fairly on our way. Soon the Golden Gate,
always set wide open for departing friends
as well as incomi-ng strangers, was entered
and passed; the pilot slid down the rope
ladder and left

; an unfortunate stow
away who had been discovered was sent
after him; the last headland faded out of
and

sight;

fluttered

us

only

the

noisy gulls which
served as connecting

us

over

if such inconstant creatures

links,
called

links,

can

and friends and Christian Endeavor.
homesickness
there is

going

a

a

at such

comes

comfort in the

around the world

a

of

feeling

time; but
that in

thought
always

we are

on

way home, and that every revolution
of the steamer's screw brings us nearer
our

and

a

little

And,

nearer.

after

study right

all,

here

there is

a

little world to

on our own

steamer,

a

Ans. It

the regular church prayer
during the week, and is
called the" mid-week" meeting to distin
guish it from the Sunday services.
means

held

church
become a member of a Y. P. S. C. E. which
he may himself organize,--by joining as a
charter member in the. organfzation, by
election as in the case of anyone else, or
is he an active member ex officio 'I

Ques. How does the pastor of

a

J. B. K.

be

with the dear land of home

Over the stoutest-hearted

A. s.

meeting

"

aboard just before

gay young

man

we

say to

sailed?" I heard
one

of the

.•

case

they

charter member.

honorary

members

ex

officio and also members of the nominating
and executive committees, thus having
When
general oversight of the work.
pastors join as active members after the
society is organized, they usually prefer to
go through the regular form of admission.

girls" on board, whose devoted mamma
was evidently very anxious that she should
make

an

impression

on

it mattered little who.

some
.•

young man,
were those
..

.•

than New York.

Fair

at

once

and

is

World's

the

let

in

Sunday,"

the

on

�

A native of

Mrs.

Syria,

Fattosh,

in

now

this country, declares that the zeal of the
young Syrian Endeavorers far excels that
shown in this

country.

cold affects attendance
the young
the Bible.

people

to

Neither heat

there,

so

nor

eager

are

learn of Christ and

All honor to them.

Young People's Union takes The
Christian Union to task for suggesting that
the Baptist Young People's Union is aux
iliary to the Christian Endeavor movement.
"Every Baptist Christian Endeavor soci
ety," says The Young People's .Union,
truly, "is taught by its constitution to be
loyal to the Baptist church of which it is
The

simply

a

department."
�

If your

corresponding secretary is not in
correspondence with the officers of the
local union or the county union, he is not
doing his duty. Get him to take a step in
evolution. According to scientific' slang,
a
perfect being is. one who corresponds
The
perfectly with his environment.
"environment"

Endeavor

Christian

�orresponding secretaries
wider than they seem to think.
most

Sunday opening

circulated

of

is much

active endeavor of church

petition

by

The Chi

organizations,

and missions all

over

the

world-no voice from the other side hav

ing

been heard."

From the other side!

circulating endeavor! That·s what
circulating library the society
Earlington, Ky., has started.

A

at

call the

'*

August the first Christian Endeavor
meeting was held on famous Mackinac
A Chicago Endeavorer led it.
Island.
Other meetings are to come, of course.
In

*

The

Christian

"patent

self-

RULE is not.

Endeavor

binder,"
This is

pledge

is

a

but THE GOLDEN

simply

to

suggest

of

the Y. P. S. C. E. committee
The

Fair

President

new

has said:

'If the

closed

Sunday,

Other directors

talking

in

you present your

The

editor

of

of

ad vance movement in his

speaks

an

Iowa Btuieaoorer

State which may well be imitated in every
State: "The societies of the Christian

hundred additional societies for the

church alone.

What do you say to this

plan, Presbyterians, Baptists, Methodists,
and Congregationalists? Don't you think
you might try it, too?
"

in a long article in
Standard, outlines a
plan for Y. P. S. C. E. reading courses for
his denomination, the Disciples of Christ.
It includes courses in six lines of study,
the recommendation of lists of books by
central denominational authorities, and

G. P.

COLER,

The Christian

complete

one

graduation
or

more

to those

will

close them.'

commissioners

quite the opposite way.

are

Hon.

favoring Sunday closing
coming winter.
proposed action

may be reconsidered this
We do not see how this

be secured.

can

We cannot believe that

the House will reconsider.

did,

And

even

if it

the Senate and President would stand

in the way.

It is

tile question

will be

certain, however, that
agitated. The spirit
of certain of the Directory and commis
sioners is not reassuring. We should have
this matter settled at once, if possible.
The Directory and Commission should take
action in harmony with the aetion of

Congress.
a meeting of the Com
Chicago, we are informed, on
October 18, when this action might and
should be taken.
It is proposed that
individuals, churches, Endeavor. societies,
conferences, presby teries, synods, and other

"There is to be

mission in

write letters

01'

send resolu

Commis

tions to the two United States

sioners from the State from which these

letters

or

resolutions emanate, urging these
use their influence and

commissioners to

cast ehelr votes in

the late

action of

that the

gates

harmony with
Congress, to the end

of the World's Fair shall be closed

Sunday.
Arrangements

on

have been made

by

the

managers of the World's Fair to sell intoxi
cating liquor upon the exposition grounds
it is sold at
seems

Illinois.

of

hotels; namely,

to be

a

It is

WIth meals.

violation of the statutes

plainly immoral.

The

commissioners should veto any proposition
In order to encourage the
to violate law.
commissioners to do their whole

duty in
following resolutions
proposed as a guide to churches, Chris

these respects, the
are

tian Endeavor societies, conventions, etc.,
to be passed and sent to commissioners

before October 18:"To The Columbian

Commission, Chi

cago, Illinois:
The following resolutions

were

adopted

of

by

..

Resolved, Tliat we rejoice in the recent
action of Congress directing that the Wor-ld's
Fair, to he held in Chicago, shall be closed
on the first
day of 'the week, commonly
called Sunday.
Resolved, That we urge the Columbian
Commissioners to veto any proposition for
the sale of Intoxicants winch would in any
sense be a violation of the statutes of the
State of Illinois.
Attest

who

of the four year

we

and

end that the action

............

certificates of

Higgenbotham,
people want the gates

yet been heard from, it will doubtless
permit us to open the Fair.'
"Arrangements are being made, it
'would seem, to bring a systematic and
powerful pressure upon Congress to the

This

*

World's

the

of

Lyman Gage, a director of the World's
Fair, is reported to have said, 'Petitions.
will probably be circulated among those in
favor of Sunday opening, and if we can
convince Congress that the public has not

as

petition!

the

Hon. H. H.

Directory,
on

on

of the World's Fair:-

"

side, opposite to churches, Sun
day schools, and missions all over the
world! Quote this, Endeavorers, when

.

we

every reader to the following
important communication from Rev, R. V.
Hunter, of Terre Haute, Ind., the chairman

The other

The

PETITION.

wish to call the earnest attention

organizations

the

cago Herald says that the disastrous act
of Congress "wa.s precipitated by the

Sunday schools,

FAIR

of

Sunday closing

printed
staring
envelope inclosing the petition
for Sunday opening of the Fair sent out
by The Chicago Herald. If any Christian
gets such a petition let him send it back
blank I-pointblank!
ters

on

WORLD'S

WE

,.

"Open this

MR.
1 1.

POINTERS.

Wilo

I hoped
pretty girls?" he repeated.
they were going all the way with us.
0 they were Christian Endeavor girls,"

a

greater

Y. P. S. C. E. READING COURSES.

a

summer

If so, it will be

second New York?

be

Montreal

Will

accommodations.

one

are

a

lit

sorry to say, is this on the Mariposa.
Who were those pretty girls that came

The Montreal "Committee of '93" has

which

By joining .as

A

pushed.

Endeavorers. Some Work ]!'or You!

Church at their recent State assembly
pledged each to organize one society dur
ing the coming year. That means about

Ans.

hopes and fears and
joys and woes and goodness and badness
represented in tile bigger world outside.
Not much of a Christian Endeavor world,
am

of THE

Some pastors, because of other duties, do
not wish to become active members, in

tle world with all the

I

of the editors

one

already received from eager Endeavorers
9,000 requisitions for hotel and boarding

for

friends for

that, to thank
their repeated kindnesses.
at

one

by

GOLDEN RULE.

*
The circular sent out.with

Ques. Please explain in your" Question
Box" the phrase" mid-week services," as

long

conducted

be

plans

The Missionary Review of the World
now devotes three pages each month to a
"Department of Christian Endeavor,"

see

most

as

denomination, ann in religions mat
generally. Steps ill this direction

Let the

*

�tS.�

in "The Golden State."

whole"

conscience and

their
ters

have been taken in several denominations.

binders.

afraid

am

very
even if

more

September 29, 1892. [8]

that it will pay you to see how cheaply
you can
buy the new GOLDEN RULE

not strike

gers in this little world of ours, but I am
afraid that you would not be so much
If I have a
interested in them as I am.

rooms, there were very material proofs of
this kindness, so often demonstrated be

fore while

I

all,

steadfastness than have you yourself.
I might tell you about the other passen

us

off,

them

into your shallow little soul,
you were an associate member once; and
I am glad that most of your fair sisters

home.

I left

gambling

deep

Letter."

begin where
wrote,- though two

other

Endeavor did

Christian

chat with their friend of the "Familial'
To

and

dance with the loudest

to

and coarsest of

should turn to this

column each week for

last I

Alas! poor little summer
captivating smiles for

with your

maiden,

"Calcutta sweep"

lulu.

siderable

Clark."

Mr.

to

to

at school."

was

Society.

God Be with

Tropical
The Summer
California'« Benediction.
Gil·l.-A Rare Kind of Endeavorer.-Hono
a

"come

maiden,

summer

say good by
"Indeed," replied the young man, "I
did n't think they looked like Christian
Endeavor girls."
(Query: How do Chris
tian Endeavor girls look?)
"0 well,"
said the aforementioned maiden, "you
don't have to be so awfully religious, you
know; I used to be one myself when I

"FOR CHRIST AND THE CHURCH."

On

GOLDEN RULE

THE

980

.!

·

...

·

..........

..

1892.

Let this action be taken at

once

and

adjunct to Christian
Endeavor societies might well be orga
nized=-will, probably, be organized, in

the result forwarded to the United States

tIme-in every denomination.
It would
add vastly to the interest of the Endeavor

societies to send to the commissioners of

courses.

ers, not

Such

merely

an

in their

society, but

in

Commissioners at their homes in the State
where
their

they live.

It will be better. for

respective States than

commissioners of other States.

to send

to

Let these

[91 September 29,

THE GOLDEN RULE

1892.

people know

what the mind of their
stltueuts is concerning this matter."
Now THE GOLDEN RULE wishes to

these words: "Name

slip containing

con-

phasize

arguments

only one member present failing to re
spond. After the meeting one member said,
"That was good ; give us more like it."

em-

might

and

urgings

be done.

missieners is the
Let

thing
com-

OPENING

the nail.

of

clinching

large

a

the two commissioners for your State. It
will be much more effective thus sent than
if sent to the
THE

general body at Chicago.
GOLDEN RULE will publish next'week

the revised list of commissioners for each
State .. Do not wait for the
and

once,

address

the

list, but
envelope

act at
after-

wards.
In addition to the action of your society,

PRAYING

get all the men and women in your church
and community to sign a second petition.
If there are any men and women of special
prominence in any department of work,
get their names on a third petition, and
call especial attention to it in your letter

the

to do

this, Endeavorer,
Here is

a

This call

chanc.e to do

important work for God and
and do it

means

Do

man.

it,

now.

Some New Ideas for Prayer-Meeting
Committees.

VISIToRs.-From
the

comes

that

urging
be

committees

Prescott,
prayer

keep a
Such a list,

up;

them
with

will

fore

many hints as to persons who
should be members of the society, or who

supply

willing

to

on

and

mostly

read

even

a

eminent in the

can
one

board,

a

n
1 l

bulletin

to other societies."

deavor society in the

Disciples'

a

he

read

It would

this plan

verses,
and

try

mour

once

in

a

while,

at any

try;

be for

Carey;

Magnolia;

Bartlett's

Life of Robert

rate, if

not every month.

A lInIN SEHVICE.-The Endeavorers of
:

Moffat;

Life of

Sketches;

Onr Coun-

Moravian Missions.

Speer himself

all this

self-denial,

these

preach

he asked various

Life of William

why, why

the gospel to every creature," are
you to interpret that "ye" differently?
Will you accept the promises and not obey
the commands?

book" vote at the

Convention,

Mr. Robert E.

try

Liseomb, 10., says Tile Iowa Etuleaoorer,
wishing to have a change from the regular
prayer-meeting topic, concluded to have
what was called a "hymn service."
The
week previous, each member was given a

of

Mackay;

to do better next time.
to

always

cludes you; when you read the command,
"
Go ye therefore into all the world and

Mr..

Miracles of Missions; Crisis of Missions;
Life of David Brainerd; Life' of Alexander

nothing
probably be

be well for committees

with

Burns; Life of John G. Paton;
Mills; Life of Adoniram
Judson; Life of John Williams; Life of
Joseph Neesima; The Night of Toil; Gil

part during the

will

-

line

Life of Samuel J.

statement

but

ashamed,

taken

in

William C.

,

If he has done

carry a little heavier load that some
else may be spared.
Your influence

you rest," you are comforted and strength
ened because you feel that the "ye" in

always

are

Dr. Arthur T. Pierson recommended the

.

just how he has
preceding month.

famous "ten

following:

Hrs RECqRD.-This idea for the prayer

of

readers

sent in.

meeting is sent us from Cincinnati by Mr.
Henry Appleton. They have tried it in
his:society, and it works well. At the end
'of each month the prayer-meeting coma

can

"

our

missionary leaders to make out lists of
twenty books suitable for Christian En
deaver missionary libraries. Our readers
will be glad, we are sure, to see the lists

come

mittee sends to each member

our

Working

New York

regular programme
with advantage as
meeting
often as once a fortnight, but few societies
have such carefully prepared meetings too
often, and many not often enough. A
programme committee for such special
meetings will often be a useful adjunct to
the prayer-meeting committee.
could

.PRA!T,

columns

Speer's

Church of

a

We doubt whether

MISSIONARY LIBRARY.

Examiner.

En-

programme committee.
Fowler, Cal.,
'I'hia committee prepares from the topic a
suitable programme every second Sunday.
has

missionary.

How then

efforts, these sacrifices? When you read
Come nnto me, all ye that
the invitation,
labor and are heavy laden, and I will give

I d t see, a bl y con d uc t s th e CI·
11·IS t'Ian
gao
Endeavor department of The New York

but it pays better.

A PROGRAMME COMMITTEE.-The

how you can be a
An all-wise Provi

foreign missions. You
may try to be intelligent on the subject.
The missionary page of the paper must
not be skipped.
If you once ever so feebly
try to find Otlt how, your search will not be
may

heartily

whose articles in

sent the

following: The Evangelization of the
World, by B. Broomhall ; The Crisis of
Missions, by A. T. Pierson; In the Far
East, by Geraldine Gninness; Encyclopredia
of Missions, by Fnnk and Wagnalls; Short
History of Missions, by George Smith; Life
of Li vingstone, by Blaikie ; Life of Hannlngton, hy Dawson; Life of Mackay, by
his sister; Life of William Carey, by George
Smith; Autobiography of John G. Paton,
2 vols.: China and the Chinese, by J. L.
Nevius ; Life of Necsima, by Hardy; Medi
cal Missions, by John Lowe ; The Mikado's

she

the

a

foreign

Minneapolis Convention,
us

of

a woman

Miss

in Lowell whom

became

personally knew, who

much interested in missions.

very
She heard

a

native

a

teacher

certain school in India.

Is there anyone in all our
Christian Endeavor societies who has a

a

you be one? You can be one in sympathy,
in purpose, in prayer, in benevolence. You

But
A

trial; be

fair

poorer chance than this

Waterburi.

fruitless.

EV. S. W

At

Leitch told

:

The Bible is a missionary book; yes, a
How many of
foreign missionary book.
its heroes were strangers in a strange
country! Joseph certainly was; Abraham
also; and Jonah, by God's express com
mand. The Lord Jesus Christ was aforeign
He said that the disciple is
rmssronary,
not
are

are

greater than his Lord, and you, if yon
really trying to lead a Christian life,
trying to follow his example. Is there

anything unworthy in his life that you may
pick out and omit? When was he more
grand than when, Lord of all as he was,
he taught the woman at the well, doing
foreign missionary work? His Huly Spirit
which he sends to strengthen and guide us
in right ways is a foreign missionary in
our

hearts of sin.

If thjs

man

Christ Jesus

ideal, you must be a foreign mis
sionary.
In early times Rome conquered England,
and afterwards Introduced into the insig
nificant island the new religion, Christian
ity. When Roman ci villzation crumbled,
Christianity survived, If Rome had lost
its power before Christianity had become
established, results would have been sad
is your

in the extreme.

For afterwards

England

woman

had to be

foreign missionary?
Polo, Ill.

dence may never direct you to foreign
shores. You may not have the patience and
other godlike virtues that must be pre

tian Endeavor

harder work than to establish

Esther

ask

Canadian Chris

society to visit the hotels
each Sunday morning, and leave a written
invitation for each guest, asking him to
come to
the ohurch services, Sunday
school, and Endeavor society. This is

a

missionary, before bringing in your verdict.

that $50 would educate

yourself
fIRST
foreign missionary.

lead in prayer. Practice begets
It has made our meetings
I would most

this case? Give it

in

MISSIONARY.

part beyond reading a
in the meetings,

interesting, and
recommend this plan

the evidence of the persons who have tried
Why should not the rule hold good in

it.

David

By

regularly

more

So,
missionary work in England, we might be
living in all the darkness of a Chinaman or
a Hottentot.
I owe to these, my heathen
brothers, a great debt of gratitude.
Some people do not believe in foreign
missions, or say they do not. Who are
they? I never heard of a foreign mission
ary who did not believe in foreign missions.
Concerning any matter we usually accept
peace.

Moffat,

"I wish to

confidence.

A WRITTEN INVITATION.-It is the reg
ular duty of one member of a prayer

John Williams, Alex
Livingstone, J. C. Pat
Alexander Mackay.
of select missionary books pre

no

ander

Duff,

barbaric

by

such message of
had it not been for this early

brought

son, Robert

the series of

our

took

talk

now

century: William Carey, Henry
Morrison, Adoniram Jud

Robert

and controlled

overrun

from darkness.

We have sent

words.

the

WHY YO.U SHOULD BE A FOREIGN

your

own

of missions in

was

tribes who

By scraping
and saving for months she managed to save
teson, and
The list
Not satisfied, she did it
$50 and send it.
pared by the Students' Volunteer Move ,again, and again, five times. It does not
take long to tell, but it means a lifetime
ment contains all the names given above.
A sorrowful life,
Mr. Pratt estimates the cost of such a of toil and self-denial.
library as about twenty-five dollars. Any think you? Judge fOI" yourself. When she
of these books that are in print may be became an old woman, over sixty, such a
obtained through the United Society. The longing came over her to send one more
best way to get them, if the society cannot that she took a cheaper room higher up in
purchase them outright, is for separate the building, and got work from the stores,
members to buy each one book, and then -from stores which did not pay so very
well, and at the end of six years she had
exchange volumes among themselves.
the fifty dollars. Why, she gave seven
lives for Christ,-her own, and six saved

answer

to

Sunday-school Times Mr. Pratt
of ten great men whose lives

good history

nineteenth

young lady members,
wonderful results. Those who be
never

verse

join.

committee in

us:

list

a
a

Martyn,

MEETING."-Mr.

Wilson writes

himself in his

to

sure

record of all visitors present.
carefully scanned and followed

meeting

give

prayer-meeting page
In
in the meeting.'
the First Baptist SOCiety of Rahway, N. J.,
we have adopted
,the plan of cutting these
questions out and sending each one to
some one who is unused to expressing

TRY THEM.

OF

THE

the usefulness of

headed' For

may be

takes

"

testify to
questions

Ontario,
meeting

From the

says the Christian Endeavor
"and sometimes
repeat the

Albert B.

A LIST

of

Psalms,"

"FOR ANSWER IN

Foreign Missions; Pierson's
Missions; Dorchester's Problem
Religious Progress.

Crisis of

we ever prayed a Psalm?
Dise, pastor of St. Luke's Luth
eran Church of Roaring
Spring, Penn.,
says that to get the members of his society
out of the verse-repeating rut they are
requested to kneel in prayer and to open
their Bibles at the twenty-fifth Psalm.
Then each one prayed a verse of this
beautiful Psalm, each verse of which is a
petition. 'All prayed, some ere they were
aware of it,' writes Mr. Dise.
'It was a
feast of good things. Let others try it.'

noble and

a

and Success of

Rev. B. S.

This will take very little time, very little
energy. Its results will be of incalculable
Do not wait for some one else
moment.

Christ

Foreign Missions; Mur
doch's Indian Missionary Manual; Cum
mings's At Home in Fiji; The Condensed
Life of Patteson; Liggins's Great Value

Monito'r,
Psalms, but have

of communication.

you.

PSALM.-" We often

A

this list:

lieb's Protestant

McCauley, president of the Ohio
Union, sends this suggestion to our workers:" It is not advisable always to open
with a song service, nor even with a single
Tardiness is often cultivated by
song.
such a method of opening a meeting.
Persons say, 'I need not be there on time;
they'll just be singing, anyway.' Why
should not a prayer meeting sometimes
begin with prayer, or with a passage from
A heartfelt prayer will
God's Word?
often give a spiritual tone to a meeting
that a song would not give."

way.
sheet of paper and copy the
resolutions here suggested, or any other
Send it to
your society is moved to pass.

Get

Dr. Ellinwood added

PRAYER MEETING.-Rev.

THE

the Hermit

Moravian

Missions,
by A. C. Thompson; Life of Duff, by
George Smith; Master Missionaries, by A.
H. Japp; American Heroes on Mission
Fields, by H. C. Haydn; Faith Working by
Love, by D. T. Fiske.

F.

W.

stop half

not

us

that this

The action of tile

Griffis; Corea,

Nation, by W. E. Griffis;

or more

this request by every means iu its
power. If it would do any good, we
should like to fill a whole number with

W. E.

Empire, by

one

of your favorite hymns. Wlly do
How have they helped
you like thern ?
you?" It proved to be a decided success,

981

SOME SPANISH ENDEAVORS.

Isabel Alonzo t

By

IT
It

Lopez.

is almost six years since a society was
founded in a school of Spanish girls.

was

not

as

then

large

it commenced thus.

It

as

it is now, but
that the

happened

had not any money to put in the col
was taken every Sunday at
church, and they wondered what to do to

girls

lection that

At last, one of the older
for it.
girls thought that she would gladly give
up the cake they had at supper, just one
night in the week, and have the money for
the collection. She proposed this to the
other girls, and all liked it, arid said they
would ask permission from the directress
of the college, who consented gladly.
It was a secret then, and only the older
girls were permitted to form part of the
society, for they thought that the· cake
.was a liard sacrifice for the little girls; but
very soon the li ttle girls noticed what was
going on, and asked to know why they did
that, for they also wanted to do it.
At last every girl was permitted to be a
member of the H. L. society, as they call
it, which means "Hijas Leales" (Loyal
Daughters), and now every lady in the
house belongs to the SOCiety, and is glad
to give up the cake not only one night. but
every night, and year after year, until they
have money enough now to put in the col
lection every Sunday morning and evening,
and are able to do some other things for
earn some

the love of Christ.

For instance.
came

Once

little

a

to school had to recite

Christmas

night,

but he

a

boy who
poem

could not

on

come

because he had not any good clothes, so
the teacher proposed to the society that

they could buy

some

for

him, and they

So the poor boy carne and recited
his poem and was very glad.
did

so.

On another occasion

church

was

a

ill, aud they

member of the
sent her some

And
money and clothes for her children.
now for almost a year they have been pay
ing the tuition in the school of a little girl

years old, so that she may learn to
sacrifice herself when she is older, like

eight

those who
her

are

sacrificing

now.

San

Sebastian, Spain.

themselves for

982

readers have

OUR

and

United SocieW of Christian
FRANCIS E.
WILLIAM

Endeavor,

CLARK,

JOHN WILLIS

Treas.

SHAW,

BAER, Gen. Sec.

OUR GROWTH.

Membership of the
tian Endeavor:
1881
IR82
IR83
1884
fuffiM
fu_S
In 188i
In 1888
In 18R9
Iu 189U
In 1891
In 1892 (on record

iIIlne

•

.

.

.

is '!lollr

Members,

Societies.
2
7
56
156
�3
gO
2.314

In
In
In
III

•

Societies of Chris

Young People's

68
481

2,870
8,905
10,964
50,00U
140,000
310,000
48.;,000

4.Bi!1

,.6,2
11.013
•

.

.

•

July 1) 21,080

Master,
are

I.UU8,980
1,370,200

(tbrist; anti all '!le

even

moved to

:I1lretbrell."

called meeting of The United
advertised for three weeks in THE

GOLDEN RULE, the number of trustees of the
United Society was increased so as to pro
vide for representation from several denomi
nations which have taken up Christian

Endeavor

work

with

especial zeal, but
representative among
the trustees, though nearly all evangelical
denominations are there represented. Two
hitherto have had

no

members have been elected in accord

new

provision. One, Rev. J.
F. Cowan, of Pittsburg, will ably represent
the Methodist Protestants, and the other,
Rev. William Patterson, of Toronto, will
represent as ably the Canadian Presby
with the

ance

new

Both of these denominations

terians.

are

rapidly advancing along Christian Endeavor
lines. A cordial greeting to the new trustees!
Union

Gatherings.

Many precious experiences were related
delightful and profitable meeting of

at the

the Centralia District Union

at

Nashville, Ill.

from the New York Convention

Reports
occupied the

attention

of

the

South Union at its meeting at
tember 12.
Rev.
terian

Worcester

Douglas, Sep

Edgar L. Williams, of Grace Presby
Church,' Peoria, Ill., conducted the

consecration meeting and was one of the
delegates who reported the New York Con
vention at the recent

meeting

of the Peoria

Union.
"A Thirteenth

Disaster

and

Century
Century Triumph" and "Only
a Crooked Stick," were the suggestive sub
jects of the addresses by Mr. James A. Cruik
shank and Rev. J. A. Davis at the rally held
in the Presbyterian Church at Roslyn, N. Y.
This was a "powerful and prayerful meet

a

Nineteentli

ing

"

A

pleasant

visit to

Endeavorers

the

the church which
the fresh and

vigorous

progress of the Chris
tian Endeavor move

ited his

fine liter

own

ary taste and ability.
Mr. Temple was only

strain

him

from

gospel.
do

work

have

REV. W. H. G.

lay preacher, and preached regularly on
Sunday, while attending to his secular busi
ness the remaining six days of the week.
In
1885 he decided to devote himself wholly to
a

He

was

ordained the

next year, and became

pastor of the Congre
gational Church of Sheffield, Mass. His pas
Mr. Temple
torate here was very successful.
early determined never to preach anywhere

Large delegations from

society in
quarterly
meeting of the union of Grafton and vicinity,
at Saunders ville, Mass.
Rev. Henry E.
Barnes, D. D., of Worcester, in his address
sald, Our pledge is one of the grandest ex
pressions of grit and backbone ever framed'."
May the Eudeavorers, not only of this union,
but of all our unions, prove this.
were

present

every

at the last

"

A report from each committee and a five
minute talk to each committee were features

Orange County, New York, held its first
quarterly meeting, September 17, at Port
Jervis.
Forty-three societies were repre
Prof. Reuben Frazer, of Montgom
president, made some most practical
suggestions regarding the work of the union;
and Mr. J. W. F. Carlisle, of Newburgh,
made a strong plea for systematic giving,
saying that" we are not owners of anything
on this earth; we are only managers, and
some day.we will be called upon to account

sented.

ery, the

for the money God has intrusted to us."
A "Dr. Clark Souvenir" !twas the happy
thought of the Oak Park Division of the
Chicago Union, which held its union meeting
upon September 12, his birthday. This took
the shape of a handsome souvenir programme
containing a good likeness of Dr. Clark with
a record of the significance of the date. Rev.
W. A. Bartlett spoke, during the evening,
concerning this great Endeavor movement
and its founder.
"Suggestions for the
Winter's Work" were also given by Miss

During

the absence of the Nebraska First

delegates

of

the

reports.

district

to New

arranged

Those who

were

York, the officers
for a delightful

present feel better

prepared to. enter heartily

into the

coming

State convention.

A

great

The enthusiasm and Christian

spirit

of the

second annual convention of the Fourteenth

�\istrict of
far in

Kansas, held

excess

The convention

hour

praise

at

Kingman,

were

of the number in attendance.
was

characterized

services before each

by half
session, an

W. Coleman.

was

conducted

The consecration

by

Mr. Chas. E.

of the Boston Union.

has commenced

i!t

Since the loss,

ser

vigorous

Allen,
society
campaign.
This

fall

than

a year ago, of the
beloved pastor of the Central Presbyterian
Church, of Auburn, N. Y., Rev. C. C. Hemen

more

way, the young people have in various ways
proved themselves loyal to the church. A
been

held,
rallying meeting
recently
after the comparative inactivity of the sum
mer, and Prof. Hoyt, of the theological sem
inary, presided. Rev. Mr. Maar, of Sand
Beach Church, also spoke words of help and
good cheer. The new pastor will find his
young people in good working order, we are
has

sure'.
Personal Mention.

Mr.

president of the
(N. J.) Christian Endeavor

Hammond is

Halsey
Boonton

new

'

Union.

There

are

Californians

250 members.

certainly enterprising.

are

We have received
shot"

nice set of six" snap
taken of Dr. Clark, Mrs.

a

photographs
Clark, and Eugene at various times,-at the
wharf, and as they were sailing away. These
are
for sale by E. A. Sherman, Jr., 568
Eighteen.th St., Oakland, Cal., at 25 cents
each, or five for one dollar. Tlie proceeds
for the

are

of "The Committee of '95."

use

Bradford and Sullivan Counties, Pennsyl
vania, lives, of course, at Le Raysville of that
State, and not of Kansas, as our types made
say two

us

accept
A

our

three weeks since.

or

apologies, Brother

correspondent

assertion that

no

Please

Bronson.

writes: "We venture the

convention

was

reported by

ever more

one

who

was

personally present than was the New
York Convention by Rev. Benjamin B.

Pushing Ahead.
Atlantic

County,

earnest effort to

New

set

a

Jersey,

is

making an

Christian Endeavor

Le

Raysville,

a

gain

seventy-seven

year's record.

Atlantic

field for action in the

reported
City affords

a

last
wide

summer season.

Broadway Baptist Society, of Cam
bridgeport, l\Iass., observed its second anni
versary by making Sunday, September 18, a
Christian Endeavor day throughout.
The
pastor, Rev. A. E. Reynolds, preached, in
the morning, a grand sermon on Christian
Endeavor nrinciples ; and in the evening an

Mr.

Keefer put his

In the Future.

in numbers of more than
over

Pentt."

heart and soul into the reports that he
found in the secular and religious press.
own

meetings that have greatly
throughout the

per cent is

The

Keefer, pastor of the Methodist Church of

the societies

strengthened

the

Pennsylvauia Rail

only upon presentation of
card orders, which can be obtained from the
State transportation agent, W. A. Gillespie,
913 North l:ltlt

Street, Philadelphia, Penn.

Fine

have

speakers

been secured for this

meeting, among whom are Rev. Sylvanus
Stall, D. D., Rev. W. H. McMillan, D. D
Rev. J. Wilbur Chapman, D. D., Rev. J. H.
Weber, D. D., Rev. A. L. Reynolds, Mr. J.
Howard Breed, and Mr. W. Henry Grant,
Several free parliaments are to be the feature
of the convention, and a grand meeting is
confidently expected.
..

From Here and There.
The

Presbyterian Society of Albion, N. Y.,
at its recent business meeting not only re
membered the coming State convention in
the sending of a delegate, but also in a free
will contribution towards the State work,
both substantial and important tokens of
interest.

The Seventh Street Methodist Society of
Philadelphia tendered their pastor, Dr. Webb,
a reception upon his return from his sum
mer's vacation, and presented him with a
pocket communion service. This was a com
plete and pleasant surprise to the pastor, and
the evening was much enjoyed by all.

During the summer months the Presbyte
Society of Petersburg, Ind., has organ
ized a flourishing society in the African
Methodist Church of that place, and has

rian

formed

a

Junior society in its

church.

own

This society is using the two-cents-a-week
for-missions plan, and is doing good work all
the line.

Much has been

accomplished this year by
Chicago Union.

the West Division of the

Eight

senior and four Junior societies have

been

organized by its earnest workers, and
the active membership of the union has in
creased froin 1356 to 1662.
dred Juniors have
rolls.

It is is fonnd that

these members

are

About two hun

also been added to the
a

loyal

large
to

number of

the mid-week

church meetings, and an earnest
noted throughout the societies.
[For further News Items

see

spirit

is

page 16.]

Notices.

Quincy District Annual
Convention, at Payson, Ill.
Oct. 4.-Fifth Annual Convention of Catta
raugus County(N.Y.), at Salamanca, N.Y.
Oct. 4, 5.-Connecticut State Convention, at
Hartford, Conn.
Oct. 6.-Union of Montour and Columbia
Counties, at Danville, Penn,
Oct. 7.-Fourth Annual Meeting of Greene
County Union, at Centreville, N. Y.
Oct. 7, 8.-Twelfth Indiana District Conven
tion, at Anderson, Ind.
Oct. 7 9.
Nebraska State Convention,
at Beatrice, Neb.
Oct.7-9.-Payne County Quarterly Conven
tion, at Stillwater, Ok.
Oct. 7-9.- First Woodford County Conven
tion, at Eureka, Ill.
Oct. 7-9 ......... Southwestern Iowa Union Sixth
Annual Convention, in the Congrega
tional Church, Creston, 10.
Oct. S.-Orange County (Oal.) Union Meeting,
at Buena Park, Cal.
Oct. 8--10.
Second Annual Convention of
Quebec Provincial Union, at Sherbrooke.
Oct. H.-New Orleans Union Annual Meet
ing, in the Prytania Street Presbyterian
Church, New Orleans, La.
Oct. 11-13.-Pennsylvania State Convention,
in the Second Presbyterian Church,
Altoona, Penn.
Oct. 13.-Medina County (Ohio) Union Sixth
Semi-annual Convention, at York, O.
Oct. 13, l4.-Lane County Convention, at
Eugene, Or.
Oct. 14-16.-0regon State Convention, at
Eugene, Or.
Oct. 14-16.-Minnesota State Oonvention, at
St. Cloud, Minn.
Oct. 18, 19.-New York State Convention, at
Binghamton, N. Y.
Oct.Is -21.-0ntario Fonrth Annual Provin
cial Convention, London, Onto
Oct. 20.-Chemung County (New York) Semi
annualConvenUon.
Oct. 21-23.-Third Columbiana County Con
vention, New Lisbon, O.
Oct. 21-23.-\Viscousin State Convention, at
Racine, \Vis.
Oct. 24-26. -Vermont State Convention, at
Bennington, Vt.
Oct. 25-27.-.Jowa State Convention, at Cr-dar

Sept.

29-0ct. 1.

-

.

-

-

-

E. D. Bronson, the chairman of the
correspondence committee of the union of
Mr.

not

counties, and

reported, and the Sunday
school committee brought 147 new mem
bers into the school during the year.

George

granted hj'

rate will be sold

given by State Secretary

was

enthualastical ly

of the different denominations

was

Philip. All of
activity is based upon the pastor's
abounding energy, constant good cheer, and
direct, simple, vigorous, and eloquentpresen
tation of the old, ever-new truths of the gospel.

president

succession of

by the speakers.

Hardy, well known
circles and in the

Brotherhood of Andrew and

vice

gatherings. State Presi
Swezey conducted the question box.

celebration of the second anniversary
society in the Morris Brown Congrega
tional Church, New Orleans, La. Churches

membership

Endeavor

this zealous

dent

of the

sented

Christian

in

and international

at the

repre
gain in

operation in connection with the church
twenty-seven organizations. Mr. Temple has
for his assistant Rev. E. N.

Pennsylvania

road system, also by the Philadelphia and
Reading Railroad. Tickets at the reduced

along

society in every church at present without
'The president has been carrying on a
one.

were

Lights."

able address

gathering of the clans at the Beatrice Chau
tauqua grounds to hear an account of the
great Convention; and upon the return of
the pilgrims at the close of their summer
After supper
trip, the meeting was held.
was served in
true apostolic style to the
multitude seated on the ground came the
delightful evening song service and the

New York Convention.

its

being757. The church is
missionary en
terprises, and supports
two lady missionaries
for parish work. There
are
in active weekly

TEMPLE,

afternoon with the Juniors, and a morning
with conventions, including the recent State

Union.

evening was pleasantly spent
Church, Rev. Mr. Burns,
pastor, and among other interesting features
of the occasion were spicy reports from the

to

at

fertile in

Author of The Golden Rule" Slant

the

we

pastorate, 244 in all, the
present e nr 0 l.m e n t

Nova

has been

speak

every
communion during his

k

calling.

to

There have

membership

delegates attending

State convention at Altoona, October 11-13,
a railroad rate of OIW Iare for the round trip

historic

additions

been

Scotia. Then he became

his manifest

no room

adequately,

among the neglected
children of his town of

Yarmouth,

this

and active church

his

w 0 r

in

Temple's

successful

exceedingly

preach
He began

mission

Of Mr.

ment.

District

The

was

From her he has inher

of

in the Methodist

deal' to

where his mother died.

so

Arnold's Mills, R. I., was recently made by
about seventy members of the Pawtucket

the union

mediately preceded Mr.
Temple, and who left

Brooklyn,

Rankin.

informed.

we are

now

to direct

to

a recent

Society,

in the

him,

ily

the

At

188S, three former pastors
service, Rev. Dr. Meredith,
of Brooklyn, Rev. Dr. Alden, of the
American Board, and
Rev. Dr. Clark, who im

in his new work in

assisting

To

in

to the

favorably

so

heart's desire, to

New Trustees.

sermons

people of
Phillips Church, South Boston, that they
called the young preacher to their service
without hearing him speak. He was installed
troduced him

eighteen when he grad
uated, at the head of
his class, from a Cana
dian college. Mercan
tile pursuits claimed
his early manhood, but
they could not long re

6HU.UUO

16.2i4

.

the

have

September 29, 1892. (10]

cundidate, but his published

as a

icton, New Brunswick
June 19, 1850. His fam

D., President.

D.

on

for two years

keen, wise, and bril
prayer-meeting topic

appeared under the head of
"Slant Lights." Their title belies them.
They are very direct, straightforward rays,
indeed. We are exceedingly glad to present
the portrait of the author of these articles.
Mr. Temple is a Canadian by birth, and tirst
saw the light in Freder

BROMFIELD STREET, BOSTON.

50

enjoyed

half the

a

liant comments
which

..

GOLDEN RULE

THE

The Nebraska State convention will meet
at

Beatrice, Octo her 7-9, and

as

was

stated last week.

not at

Over

a

Omaha,

thousand

delegates are expected at this convention,
which is being planned along the lines of the
greatest practical help to the societies of the
Stat". The Junior work, which is moving
forward rapidly in this State, is to be given a
large place on the Saturday morning's pro
"A Model Business Meeting"
gramme.
will be conducted by President C. A. Murch.

Rapids,lo.

.

Oct. 26, 27.-New Jersey State Convention,
in Central Methodist Church, Bridgetou,
N.J.
Oct. 28--30.-Missouri State Convention, at
Marshall, Mo.
Oct. 28--30.
Fifth Annual Couveutlon of
South Dakota at Yankton. S. D.
·Nov.3.-Highland County (Ohio) Conven
tion, at Mowrystown, O.
-

THE GOLDEN RlTLE

[11] September 29, 1892.

Here

petition suggested on page 8.
suggested programme:1. Temperance Bible reading,
by the temperance

is

a

its

leaders,

3. Two

to be

given

GOD'S MESSAGES -. HOW DOES HE
SEND THEM?
Acts 10: 5,

6; E:eod.

8:

worker

there

Kelly.

DAILY

a

very

ear

to one

the

explaining

at the 'Vorld's Fair.

temperance

6. Another

ttdings through
many channels. A person may speak
to us with his own lips; he may send by the
mouth of another; he may write with his
own hand, or may dictate to some one else;
his words may come by telegraph, or we may
hear his voice at the telephone. The com
munication may not seem equally direct in
all cases; sometimes it might not be easy to
come

dozen tem

the temperance reform in

on

5. Another five-minute talk
status of

Arthur W,

a

politics,

(Temperance Meeting.)

By

undertakings.

each from half

perance hymns.
4. A talk of five minutes from
nest

11-14.

its

the progress of temperance
the year.
7. Another on the cure of drunkenness.

reform

on

durmg

8. Two tem perunce hymns, young men and
young ladies singing alternate verses.
lJ. Throw the

remarks

open for

meeting

In what different ways does God give us
messages to take for him?
"What are some ways of carrying God's

those that have been handed down

messages besides by word of mouth?
What· men and women of history have

in

ways; but the abiding
laws that he bas written in nature and in
IlS

supernatural

also to be reverenced

man are

sion of his

unchanging will.

have been illustrated in
those

experience of.

uncertain lesson.

seem,

the

indifferent,

history and in the
us

'I'heznore

and'

heard in them,

expres
The truths that

around

loudly

more

as an

common

no

been successful messengers for God?
What are the characteristics of a successful
messenger for God?
What messages has God for

the

more

not

When it is

us as a

How may we deliver them?
If we are in doubt whether

they

attentive,

sooiety

prompting

from

comes

God,

inner

an

how may

we

tell ?

Inevitably leads to the
ruin of men in body, mind, and soul, for this
world and the next, the message of warning
comes from God as really as if he had written
it on the heavens or spoken it with an

Why is it better that God should speak
through our consoienoes rather than audibly?
What are tile satisfaotions of giving God's
messages?

audible voice.

sages to us?
How may

course

part not only to be on the alert
for messages that God may be sending to us,
It is

our

How may

in suoh

a

we

we

way

become deaf to God's

messages to others

give God's

as

mes

to insure their

reception 7

but for those that he may wish to send by us.
Truths that may not seem to meet our special
wants

we

order that

should

may need to know
we

may

give

SLANT LIGHTS ON THE TOPIC.

be open to listen, but eyes should
be open also for opportunities. In Peter's
case a vision and a special command of the

needed, partly to overcome the
training and prejudice, and
partly to mark a new epoch in the progress
of God's kingdom; but it is not to our credit
if we wait for people to knock at our door
instead of our going to knock at theirs, if we
have what they n-ed,
There is oooasion for us oarefully to study
all of God's messages if we would rightly
divide the word of truth so as to give warn
ing to those who are careless of danger and
encouragement to those in despair over
repeated failures. In study and in speech
alike we may have the guidance of the same
Spirit that direoted the apostle, if we are as

Spirit

were

ready

of

Pastor of

OUR

the ideal

society every member is
Let

in your

society.

on a

atong committee lines. God has a message
to each committee, and a message for each
oommittee to give. To the flower committee
he says, "Be tactful, be sympathetic, be
lovers of beauty, be lovers of men." The
message he sends by the flower committee
is, "Cheer up, gloomy and sad ones! God
loves you, God is

ready

to

help

sages he thinks

by

one

are

you, and

give

the

give
mes

to be recei ved and sent

committee, and only

one.

Then let

him ask every committee member present to
give something similar in regard to his 0000-

The officers also have messages to
receive and send. Let them announoe them.
mittee.

Many

messages appropriate to various com
mittees and officers may be found in the

Bible.

Call for

visions vouchsafed the persons to be
guided, and they in turn guided others. Cor

nelius

them, and ask why they

There

in

saw

a

vision

an

angel

of the Lord

who sent him to

Peter, who in the meantime
vision preparing his mind for his

reoeived

a

visitor.

Moses heard the voice of the I AM
him in his mission to Pharaoh and

direoting
his court.

God, by

natural to him

means

self, but supernatural

prepared for

to us,

the

promulgation of his message. It is
combining of these two elements

the

mortals

we

apt

are

superstitious
on a mysterious

natures

to make mistakes.

almost

beyond

the

everything

intelligent Christian view
speak through any medium

is that God
he

because he is infinite in his
God

uses

those

means

to his purpose at the

dispensation of

which

pleas .. s

are

best

; that

adapted

time; that before the

The Temperance Meeting.

No. 5 bring forward the

all

providing

of

time,

through
removal,

disappointing months for its
and for the full completion of our idea. Be
cause he did not work in our way we thought
all was lost. Suddenly the very thing we
wanted turned up in a quarter we did not
dream of. We had been striving apparently
He bad been

against God.
ently against
the result
him and

was

working appar

In the end

us.

most

a

benefiting

we

found that

one, glorifying
Did we listen to

happy

us.

message for
our. souls. That property that burned down,
that accident that maimed its victim for life,

God's voice then?

There

was a

that

broke

bereavement

that

that

fond

heart, that sudden prosperity that
dazzled with its brightness, that wide popu
mother's

whioh

gathered about that growing
things have divine voioes

name, -all these
in them.

Let

men

the

Thro1�,qh

take heed unto them.
direct action

Spirit's

on

the

This is the most mysterious of all,
We become strongly impressed with regard
of action.

to a

proposed

our

hearts and believe

God.

The

some

known

course

they

We examine

are

the divine method

1.

God

to-day.

in many ways; let
more familiar ones.

us

speaks

is his

us

Spirit de

not misuse them.

Speak to me, Lord, that I may clearly
Thy messages of love, as they appear
In Word and

to

he

There

us

our
IS no

the record of his will.
constant

It

ought
companion and guide.

circumstnuce of

our

life in which

Sinners
may not find It of untold value.
have read from I ts sacred pages t[pscri ptions

we

of

thcurselves, and have

seen

their

danger,

All who have heard the messages of salva
tion for themselves are called to be "the
Lord's messengers," and day by day, as he
gives us opportunity, we are to deliver" the
It is a
Lord's message unto the people."
speoially sweet part of his dealings with his
that
he
'us
the
messengers
always gives
message for ourselves first. Et is what he has
first told us in darkness
that is, in the
secrecy of our own rooms, or, at least, of our
own hearts-that he bids us
speak in light.
And so the more we sit at his feet and watoh
to see what he has to say to ourselves, the
more we shall have to tell to others. He does
not send us out with sealed despatches,
which we know nothing about, and with
which we have no concern.-F. R. Havergal.
...

-

If Christ does not oome in visible form to
Bethanies, he sends his faithful servants
and handmaidens with words of warm,
tender condolenoe.-T. L. Cuyler, D. D.
our

As Saint Andrew heard thee, Saviour,
By the lake of Galilee,
May we hear, and help each other
Day by day to follow thee.

Thou dost oall us; may we ever
To thy oall attenti ve be;
Give our hearts to thine obedienoe,
Rise, leave .all, and follow thee.
-Anon.

work, and follow

hear

on, sincere.

Suggested Hymns.

"Hark, hark!
swelling."

my

soul; angelic songs

are

"Jesus calls us o'er the tumult."
"Heirs to the kingdom of Jesus the Lord."
"
Once more, my soul, thy Saviour, through
the word."
"Whosoever heareth, shout, shout the
sound."
"Pass along the invitation."
"
Preach the gospel; sound it forth."
"I love to tell the story."
Bible References.

ILLUSTRATIVE QUOTATIONS.
Selected

by

L, Adelaide

Wallingford,

AM persuaded that after earnest prayer
the mind is clearest, and the will is
freest, aud the judgment is wisest, and
that then thoughts come to us most nearly
like divine messages. And after kneeling to
God our first lew steps are almost certainly

I

Thou Guardian of my soul!

to us

usual

Hold up the banner of the Lord,
And let it ne'er be taken;
Sound forth the message of his word
To all of hope forsaken.
Hold up the banner where he leads,
Nor once forget the world's great needs;
To grander faith awaken.
-Rev. S. W. Adriance.

It may be a call to some
work for God. We answer the call

livering God's message. It is often thus
plain to us after earnest prayer. Who can
explain it? Can there be any discussion
about thewisdom of complianoe? 0, these
messages! Let us not mistake them. Let

-Samuel
but it is with

speaketh,

secret, hushed voice, a gentle intercourse
of hpart to heart, a still, small voice, whis
pcri ng to the inner ear. How should we hear
it, if we fill 0111' ears and our hearts with the
di n of this world. its ernptv tumult, its excite
merit, its fretting vatut.ies, or cares, or

passions,

or

anxietivs,

or

MESSENGERS COMMISSIONED.
Exoil. 4: 101 Chron.16: 23,24; Isa. 40: 9-11; 52: 7, 8;
40:
J er. 23: 28; Ezek.
4; Matt. 10: 27; 22: 1-10;·
Mark 16: 15, 20; Acts 22: 14, 15; Rom. 10:
13-15.

12;

WILLING MESSENGERS.-l Sam. 3: 10, 15-1l:!;
2 Kings 7: 9; Ps. 40: s, 10; 68: 11; 145: 10-12;
Isa. 6: 8; Matt. 28: 1-8; Mark 10: 4!l; Luke 2:
10, 11, 15-18; John 11: 28; Acts 26; 19,20;
1 John 1: 3-5.
"TAKE HI<:EDHowYE HEAR."-Ec(!1. 5; 1;
Ezelc. 33: 30-33; Matt. 7; 24-27; !\lark 4: 23,
8: 18; 10; 16; .Tohn II: 47; 18: 37;
Acts 8: 5, 6; Heb. 2: 1-3; 3: 7,8,13; 4: 1,2;
J as. 2: 22-25.

24; Luke

us

a

and its whirl of

GOD'S MESSENGERs.-Angels,-Dan. 9: 2023; Luke 1: 19, 20, 45; 24: 3-7; Heh. 1: 14.
Nature.- Ps. 19: 1-4; Acts 14: 15-17; Rom. 1 :
20.
Conscience.-Deut.. 30:11-14; Rom. 10:1
6-8. Christ.-Matt. 4: 18-22; 9 :·9. Holy Spi1'it:
Isa. 30: 21; Acts 8: 29. Scriptures.s-« J oh II 5:
39; 2 Pet. 1: 18-21. Disciples.-John 1: 40-46;
20: 21-23.

Reay.

to hearken
or no.
It is much, yea, it is everything, not
to turn away the ear; to be willing to heark
"The secret. of
en, not to drown his voice.
the Lord is with them that fear him." It is

He

This

...

duty.

reoount a few of the

Through his WOl'd.

-Susan Coolidge.

right with

It must have been God's

no more

think,

The dying Redeemer is the risen Lord, who
commands his disciples to go into all the
world and preach his gospel to every creature,
These are his last words, which should not,
however, be regarded altogether in the light
of a command ; they are a benediction as well,
for in them he who must now reign till
he hath put all enemies under his feet asso
ciates his disoiples with him in his triumph.
His great work becomes thus also theirs.
Thev become thus ambassadors for Christ,
by whom God beseeohes men, workers to
gether with him, that men may receive not
the grace of God in vain, ministers of the new
testament, and laborers together with God.J. H. Seelye, D. D.

and do the work, and at onoe we have rest.
Can anybody doubt the origin of that impres
sion?

think

to

wears;
In mean attire, and toil-worn, painful guise
He stands and calls beside our path, our door;
'Yeary in spirit he comes, his wound he hares,
And bends on us his deep, appealing eyes,
Which, voioeless, find a voioe, and speak
and say,
"
'T is I who call thee, ohild; wilt thou ohey 7"

haunts us, pursues us,
We oannot get
appeals to us, urges us.
It may be with regard to
away from it.

special

we

Not in the earthly form that once He bore,
Nor in the glorious shape which now he

impression

Spirit became fully recog
nized, he did communicate with men direotly
through visions and by audible voioes; that in the way of eternal life. It is after having
drawn nigh to God that our feelings. are most
when the necessity for this supernatural
nearly like divine guidanoe.- Willi'amMount
method passed away, he used another equally
ford.
supernatural but advanced method, in keep
o let me hear thee speaking
III accents clear and still,
ing with the increased spiritual conscious
A hove the storms of passion,
ness of men, speaking by his Holy Spirit to
The murmurs of self-will;
the hearts of hi� people, though at the same
o speak to re-assure me,
time using the facts of providence and expe
To hasten or control;
o speak, and make me listen,
rienoe to enforce the message; that this is
the

has left

hoped that many sooieties will adopt
this topic. It is a time of the year especially
apprepriate for a temperance mer-tang'. In

He knew it all the

He had been

course.

to use,

resources

for these.

It Is

knees and tell the Lord

on our

diffioulty.

our

of ourselves than we
if we seek not our own but
if
we are prepared to take
others' welfare,
all things as God's dealings with us, then we
lllay have a chance of catching from time to
time what God has to tell us. In the Mussul
man devotions one constant gesture is to put
the hands to the ears, as if to listen for the
This is the
messages from the other world.
attitude, the posture which our minds
assume, jf we have a standing-place above
and beyond the stir and confusion and dissi
pation of this mortal world.-Dean Stanley,

If

ought

brings

can

and most authoritative way. In the hook he
has oaused to be prepared for the world he

connection with

We go down

natural, and get
anywhere. The

of the

boundary

intimations of the divine

no

are

are

That their method

Through his Providence. How strangely
significantly things combine sometimes!
There are some providenoes that seem to be
specially arranged for us. At any rate, they
specially appeal to us. We start out in one
direction to oarry out a long-cherished plan.
We find the way hedged up. Wetryanother
door, and that is closed. We get discouraged.

form.

messages for the
associate members and the Juniors. Call

appropriate.

promised
sincere,

are

2.

So great is the
materialism of others that they never look

us

you peace."
In this way let the leader

TOPIC this week is broader than

takes

suppose that it is so
Then plan for this meeting

committee,

they

heart.

South Boston.

Phillips Church,

were

In

IN

That

guidance.

not

are

and

3.

Scripture referenoes announced
for its guidance, unless we use them to dis
oover
the two elements always found in
God's messages to men, -the supernatural
and the natural. In both, these cases there

where

The Message Meeting.

way referred

superstitious

cannot doubt.

we

Temple,

the

in

SUGGESTIONS FOR LEADERS.

H, G,

By Rev� W,

human

to heed it.

that sort of

larity

thoroughly in
Not only

to others.

ears

Influence

in the

to, consult the Word of God

these

to deliver?

is God's voice to be

should become.

we

found that any

teach

They who,

lent way.

FOR ANSWER IN THE MEETING.

that comes in any of these ways.
In many a way does God reveal himself to
The most precious truths are unques
us.

to

While the Bible treats of almost every 0011eel vable subject, its objeot is purely spiritual.

We
comfort, we do not question.
believe, however, that there is a more excel

lvl OW far may we believe that God uses
11 angelic messengers at the present day?

tionably

sought and
perusal. And as
its precious truth has been amplified and
enforced from the pulpit and in the prayer
meeting, the mighty power of God has
accompanied the preseutation, and multi
tudes have turned unto the Lord for pardon
and enlighteument. There is one danger,
however, which should be avoided; and that
is the consulting of the letter, and in that
very act ignoring the spirit, of the Word,
found divine comfort in its

them

and prayers.

prove that the message came from the one'
whose name it bears, and yet we may be
perfectly oonvinoed of the authority of any

thing

accepted his

reaved and troubled souls have

committee.

organizatlons,

verses

and

Lord,

Christians in great perplexity
have found it a lamp unto their feet. Be
deliverance.

2. Sentence prayers for the success of the
temperance reform in all its branches, -its

TOPIC FOR WEEK BEGINNING OOTOBER 16.

their

reoognized

9S3

show,

emptilless?-E.

or

B.

rivalries,

Pusey.

DAILY
First

READINGS.

Day.-An angel

messenger.

LlIkel:5-17.
Second Day.-By His ministers. Mal. 2; 1-7.
Third Day.-Unwilling to go. Jonah 1: 1-17.
Jonah 3: 1-10.
Fourth Day.-Willing to go.
Fifth Day.i--Pa.ul and Silas.
Acts 17: 10-17.
Sixth Day.-Him that heareth.
Rev. 22; 16-21.
Seventh Day.-God's messages. How (lops
he send them? Acts 10: 5, 6; Exod. 3: 11-14.

GOLDEN RULE

THE

984

said Jesus would found his
how

all,

proud

we are a

to hold those

world.

help

to

Paul

TOPIC FOR WEEK BEGINNING OCTOBER 16,
LESSONS FROM THE LIFE OF
PETER,

,John 21:

Aunt Ruth.

to be marked in

VERSES

and learned each

First

Act.� 10: 44.

15-19;

By

Day.-Matt.

their Bibles,

day by the children:

Day.-Matt. 10: 2-4.
Day.-Matt. 14: 28-31.
Fourth' Day.-Matt. 26: 31-35.
Fift.h Day.-Matt. �6: 58,69-75.
Sixth Day.-Acts 2: 14, 37, 38.
Seventh Day.-Topic. John 21: 15-19;
Acts 10: 44.

if

confess Christ before

we

God grant that every Junior may
begun by Peter and

and

built

higher

and

higher by

FOR THE

NEXT FOUR WEEKS.

-

-

'1'he Junior

Scrap-Bag.

us

Deal' .Aunt Ruth: You asked me' to write
again and tell you about our missionary
meetings. At some of our meetings our
leader talks all the time. She tells us about
the country, occupations, religion, etc, And
then sometimes each one of the members
At
reads a little piece about the country.
our last
meeting we had a missionary paper
which was rcad by two of our girls.
It was
all about papal Europe and the Mormons.
The paper was very good. At all of our mis
sionary meetings we have a map, and our
leader points out the places to us all.
Your friend,
CLARA RULE.
Wichita, Kan.

of the very first time that we hear of Peter,
the first time that we see him. Where is he,

Thank you, Clara.
There's nothing you
Juniors will be more thankful for, when you

Can you tell me
other disciples were

grow up, than that you know about the most
wonderful things in the world, the things

boat, the cock, the lamb,
and the rock and keys mentioned in the
the

fish,

outline.

Outline Talk.
How many of us feel pretty well acquainted
with Peter? We have often heard about

him, and, perhaps, read about him, so we
feel that we know him, and can easily talk
about him- this week.

Let

me

draw

some

the blackboard to remind you of
different events in Peter's life.

pictures

on

First, here is

This is to remind

fish.

a

and what is he

doing?

whether

any of the
fishermen, too? (Matt. 4:

that Jesus

21.)
willing to

was as

common fisherman
would have
doctor

or

man

disciple

been to have had

a

as

he

learned

distinguished lawyer? Why,
He might have had anyone that
a

certainly.
he wanted,
this

for his

Do you think
have a plain,

and yet he called to follow him
who was hard at work earning his

Why do you think it was Peter
that he .called iustead of one of the noted
daily bread.
scribes

or

Pharisees?

Peter would
earnest
for

a

man

while.

become.

him,

Because he knew that

make such

a

strong, brave,

after he had lived with Jesus
Jesus sawall that Peter would

When Jesus

never

asks you to follow
hesitate for one moment to go

wherever he calls you, whether he bids you
become a foreign mtsstonary in Africa, or
whether he asks you to serve him right in
your own church at home. Do as Peter did,

obey
day.

Christ's call, and live with Jesus every
Who knows how much good you may

Second; where did Peter try to go from
the boat, one morning very early, when he
saw Jesus on' the shore?
Why did Peter
begin to sink? I know a boy who had begun
to serve Christ, and did very well for a time;
but, finally, he became discouraged, and
neglected his morning prayer, and forgot to
read his Bible, and soon found that he was
not loving Jesus so much as he used to, and
that Jesus did not seem to help him so much.
Had Jesus forgotten him or had the boy for
gotten to go to Jesus to be helped? Ah!
that was the trouble. If you will only trust
Jesns, he will always help you.
cock, What does that
remind you of'! 0, that dreadful day when
Peter denied his Lord! This was an awful sin,

But, third; here

is

a

and who would

ever have thought that Peter,
disciple, would have done such a
terrible thing? But look out yourselves,
boys and girls; when you feel the surest
that you cannot be tempted to do wrong,

the brave

then is the time for you to be the most watch
ful. So long as you ask Jesus to help you,
are

safe; but

able to take

care

when you think you are
of yourself,' then will come

your trial. Remember how Peter trusted
himself too far.

for him is noble.

And, lastly,
When Jesus
upon the

the rock and the keys.
16: 16-19) told Peter that

come

(Matt.
grand words

that Pd. .. r had Just

now.

society! And I have not
Mary's letter, either. I like

that little lesson

the books of

on

to think?

Dear .A1tnt Ruth: I am a busy bee. Our
minister (my papa) has organized a Junior
society in our Reformed Church, and would
like to know if there are any other Juniors
in our Reformed Church that write to Aunt
Ruth. Just now we are busy collecting can
celled stamps. For one million stamps we
receive one hundred dollars, which will be
If any of our
sent to a Japan mission.
Juniors would help us to gather some we
would be ever so much obliged .•
I remain yours truly,
LYDIA Wn'TENWYLER.
Olney, Ill.
You will be
if you

get

a

very busy bee indeed, Lydia,
million postage stamps. I think
a

yon will have earned your hundred dollar •.
Where do you sell your stamps?
Deal' .Aunt Ruth: Our SOCiety has read
and enjoyed the Junior page of THE GOLDEN
RULE. We have had a nickel mission in vest
ment for five months.
A dollar and a half
was invested, and we have received eight
dollars from it. The money is to be eqnally
divided between home and foreign missions.
Last week the convention of the Northern
Iowa .Ohristlan Endeavor Union met with
us.
The most of the second afternoon was
given up to Junior interests. Our Junior
society held a half-hour prayer meeting durA JUNIOR.
ing the meeting.
Mason City, 10.

We have heard several times of societies

vestment,

kingdom. What was it? So Jesus will
surely forgive you if you are truly sorry,
and he will give you some work 1;0 do for
him. It may be a small work, or it may be
something great; but whatever it is, if Jesus
gives it to you it is a grand work. All work

all of

stopping

him

to do for the lambs of his

just

the Bible every Sunday. How many of you
Juniors know ,,'here the book of Ruth is,

that

great work

in heathen lands

active

an

given you
especially

And, fourth. we will make a lamb. Jesus
forgave Peter for so sinning against him,
and Peter so truly repented' that Jesus gave
a

doing

Dear .Aunt Ruth: We have a very small
Junior Christian Endeavor society,-only
eight members, but we are striving to do all
we can for Christ.
Quite a number attend
our meetings who are not members.
Their
parents are not willing for them to join.
We have a sunshine committee who care for
the bouquets of flowers that are brought.
One bouquet is always carried to an invalid
lady who has not left her bed for ten years;
the other bouquets are taken to those who
are ill.
We take a collection every Sunday.
Each member had Jive cents which he was
to increase in some way, and that is for mis
sions. For a few minutes every meeting we
have a lesson on the Bible. We are learning
its diviaions, books, and many other things
MARY E. BUCK.
about it.
Yours truly,
Upton, Mass.

without

be able to do?

you

that God is

What

were

starting

their nickels.
one

well

out in the investment of

Now

we are

society gained.

That

was

profit by

n't it?

the

g!_ad

to hear what

was

a

paying

Other unions

experience

Iowa Union, and devote
model Junior meeting.

a

in

might

of the Northern
half hour to

I

like

the

a

pro

gramme that you send very much.
Dew' Aunt Ruth: We had

a

very interest

ing missionary meeting in August, at which
Miss Fuji Tsukamoto, a native of Japan, was
Shp. wore her native costume, and
Two of these
showed several curiosities.
were a .Iapanese Bible and a hymnbook, out
which
she
read
and
Our society
of
sang.

present.

society will have

You

own

part of

Send letters to Aunt

Ruth,

ten times

missions

Janpanese

as

as

be

them, you know!

ca,',

society, to be learned by heart. With
sprinkle in two or three bits of poetry,
hints on giving, and the like. Get the music
committee to help in furnishing music, and
when all is ready tell your pastor what you
of the

them

done.

have

gift both

a

Sleeper,

"

parents. Johnnie and Mary will not,

They

are

so

odious to

not made to

difference between

a

ydllng people.

whole page to tell the
many ways in which the Missionary Fingers
of a live Junior society can keep busy
a

.

Juniors and Juniol'

something

workers,

be

and flud

sure

The Junior must be

to do.

busy;

and what is better than to be busy for others?

Beloit, Wis.

a doll.
The doll keeps still, and
nothing. The girl, the boy, must do
something. To look only at the ends of

and

girl

and to mis

churches make the words

in some

mission"

It would take

T IVE boys and girls must have something
.l.....f to do. This fact soon becomes evident
one

to your church

perhaps will think it an improvement over
hum-drum, magazine-reading horror

IV.-The Missionary Committee.

cannot, keep still.
keep still. That is

a

present your concert,

the

which

Rev. W, W,

that you have

see

to

sions; and the people will thoroughly enjoy
this real kind of a missionary concert, and

A LIVE JUNIOR SOCIETY.

By

He will

good opportunity
as

0/ The Golden Rule.

-

As each is mentioned draw on the black

board the

fore.

to their

What Must I Do To Be Saved?
Acts 16: 27-31.
The Difference Between Words
and Deeds.
Matt. 7: 21-27.
Nov. 6.
Earnest Prayer.
Gen. 32: 25-28; Acts 12: 5-8.
13. "":'Try To Be Holy. Temperance
Eph. 1: 3, 4.
Meeting.
30.

Now your

much interest in

so

References: 2Chron. 7:14; Ps. 34:22; 36:
7; 62: 8; 115: 11; Pro v. 3: 5; 28: 13; Isa. 1: HI ;
45:22; 55:6,7; Jer. 33:8; Nah. 1:7; Acts
2:38; Rom.l:6; 1 Cor. to: 13; Gal. 6: 1; Eph.
4:1,32; Col. 3:13; 2 Tim.1:9; Heb. 4:15,
16; IPet.5:7; IJohnl:9; Rev. 22: 17.
Oct. 23.

an offering of seven dollars and thirty
eight cents, to be used for the education of a
Japanese girl in Yokahama, Japan.
Your friend,
NICHOLAS H. HECK.
Heckton Mills, Penn.

made

part of his church in the

a

build the church

TOPICS

Third

keys

many good people in all these ages since
Jesus and Peter were here on the earth!

4: 18-20.

Second

part of that

and become

me n

church, think
But, after
rock, and we help

Peter must have felt.

September 29', 1�92. (UJ

does

them, you observe that they have each ten
fingers, which are perpetually in motion.
Those busy fingers must be kept employed.
Play is very good, but is not enough.
Johnnie and Mary get tired of play, and
for

plead

something

mother will find
all the

fingers

some

in her

do.

to

nseful

family.

which makes the child

a

And

a

wise

employment for
Not hard work,

little grown-up, but

pleasant, happy work, Interspersed with
plenty of play.
Just like a boy or girl, a live Junior society
must have something useful to do; and the
missionary committee may be compared to
the nimble fingers which, rightly employed,
do so many helpful things for father, mother,
and the rest.

society will not be satisfied
large meetings and merry sociables.
The children are Endeavorers, and unless
something worth while is given them to do,
they will grow tired of their society, just as
Johnnie and Mary grow tired of play.
A live Junior

with

It

work. The

Fingers of

the live Junior society

become very nimble when some
skein is given them to wind off.
A

way to

good

mittee set

for missions.
of money.

begin is

everybody
Junior

Just

missionary

to have the com

to work

fingers

give them

earning
can

money
make lots

five cents

full the

mission-treasury

will become!

The

happy Juniors will find out new and surpris
ing ways of increasing their little talent.
One wall buy sugar, make candy, sell it, in
vest the proceeds in more sugar, make more
candy, and so on, and so on. Another will
buy flowers (in the" home" market where
they are cheapest), and sell them at a fine
profit. Another goes into the pop-corn, or
corn-ball. business; another into the egg-and
chicken trade; another becomes doll's dress
maker; another buys worsted and crochets
pretty things; others make holders, pen
wipers and other marvels of needlework'.
Purchasers are quickly found, and the nickels
grow into quarters and dollars.
Another excellent way of doing mission
'work is to make scrap-books, dress dolls, and
prepare

all sorts

of useful and attractive

within the scope of Junior Endeavor,
and then send them to some mission station

things

to be used

sion

as

Sunday

Christmas presents
school. Some Juniors sent

lately given
Remember, Jun
iors: other things being equal, we always
give the prize to the most original" bright
saying." What you have heard in your own
family and among your own friends is more
likely to be interesting than a story read in
a

to several such.

prize

We notice that there

book.

Helen
fore

nearer

home.

I know

a com

pany of Junior girls who derived a great
deal of pleasure and did much good by mak

ing little garments for a children's hospital
in a great city. It was a benefit to the girls
themselves, for they learned ever so much
about sewing and something about giving.
Wide-awake superintendent
will
find
plenty of work for the missionary committee,
and through them for the whole society.
A discovery was made a short .time ago
which may prove quite useful. It has not
been patented either. It is this: the very
best sort of missionary concert can be pre
pared and given by the Junior society. Let
the missionary committee aided, of course.
by some older assistant, select a number of
interesting missionary stories or incidents,
such as can be fuund in the missionary peri
odicals, or in books devoted to the subject,
A

and prepare very short papers, one or two
minutes long, which shall contain, in simplest

language, just the interesting point and

no

Give these papers out to the members

very few

M., Robert M., and Amy F. W. Be
your bright saying, be sure that

sending

you read
1.

Papers

over

the conditions.

not over 250 words

Writer not

2.

ove,'

long.

15 years old.

3. Give age andfull address.
4. We consider spelling, writing,

punctuation.
a prize of one aoua».
Tile writer 0/ the best paper p "blished from July 1 to
October I, determined by vote of the Juniors, will receive a
gift· book. Accounts ate ioanted of bright and strilring
sayings, whether famous. or nota
Tile best paper each week receives

'*
"DON'T

THE

ANGELS CUT

Us OUT?"-

little brother is very fond of cutting.
tures out of books, and one day while he

My

pie
was

and said, "Sister,
large picture book, and
don't the little angels look at us every day,
and when we are naughty don't they cut us

doing

so

he looked up

is n't this world

a

out?

GRACE ANNA W.

�
"LISTEN

AT THE

"-

HORSE!

One

OLD HORSE

POOR OLD

-

bright afternoon

in the

autumn of last year, a small group of
were standing around
badly hurt, so much

walk.

The

day had

in the afternoon

rlstng

a

a

eal'ly
people

horse that had been

so

that he could not

been

extremely hot; and
heavy storm cloud began

from the southwest.

Tliere

was

not a

leaf stirring, nor were any of the group. All
at once the prevailing silence was broken by
a

loud

peal of thunder;

and

a

little tot,

aged

about fi ve years, exclaimed in a very sorrow
flil tone, "Listen at-the old horse-poor old
horse!

"

WILLIE L. L.
'*

a

garian Sunday schools very happy indeed.
Then there are opportunities for doing

are

bright sayings quoted from the older people
of your acquaintance.
Do' not they ever
say smart things?
The prize is given to- Mary Cherry, Grand
Haven, Mich. Bright sayings have been
received from Mittie J. S., Leonard M.,
Edith H. 0., P. L. F., Robin G., Mabel G.F.,

..

box filled with presents to Bulgaria,
and made the little scholars in several Bul

mission-work

We have

in this week.

came

the

in the mis

large

more.

WEings

apiece,

and ask them to make it grow as fast as they
can for a month or two, and then see how

glad to get so many bright say�
of smart children. Many of them

are

easy to interest Juniors in mission

is

OF BRIGHT SAYINGS.

REGISTER

GEORGE KING

TO

great-grandfather,
often

told

KING

who

GEORGE."-My
Englishm'an,

was an

stories about

'England

for

the

amusement of his

of

by the
committed

a man

had

grandchildren. One was
name of George King, who

a

crime for which

condemned to death.
the words

he

was

But he

cleverly wrote
below, which, when read by the

king, pleased him

so

much that he

to

King George

pardoned

him.

George King

Sends his humble petition,
Hoping King George will pity
'Poor George's condition.
And if King George to George King
Will grant a delay,
George King for King George
Forever will pray.
MARY C.

'If
"I WISH You WOULD GET ENOUGH Mus
COVER ·ME."-The 115th regiment of
volunteers, servipg in the Civil 'Var,
had heard, in some way, that they had not
enlisted lawfully, and would be mustered

TARD TO

Illinois

out before their term of three years

was over.

During a march, as they were passing a camp,
one of the boys said, "We're going to be
mustered out."

Some

"I wish you would
cover me."

one

in camp

replied,

get enough mustard to
EVA A.

lowly, wise and ignorant, pure and impure,
jumbled in together, yet all upheld by
celestial hands, and knit to the open heaven.
Kill, and eat (v. 13). God's parables are
taken from the commonest things, as Christ's
were.
His wisdom counts nothing common.
Why should it? His wisdom was exercised
no less in making the ant than in making the
planet.
Not so, Lord (v, 14). How often we also
and do not the things
cry "Lord, Lord!
Not �o,-Lord!
that he says!
I have never eaten anythin.g that is common
(v.14). Peter had a little of the pharisee:
"I fast twice in the week, I give tithes of
all that I possess."
Only he did not neglect
the weightier matters of the law. But how
all

Fourth

Quarter, Lesson III., October 16,1892.
PETER'S VISION.
Acts 10,' 1-20.

"

"

By Amos R, Wells,
GOLDEN TEXT.-Of a truth J perceive that God
is no respecter of persons.c-Acrs 10 : 34.

Corneliu.s

A

captain of a hundred,
and men of a little authority are peculiarly
hard to reach and move. A Roman soldier,
if weare to judge from the name of his band,
and Romans were most firmly intrenched in
their pride of power, despising the conquered
Jews. Yet a centurion had besought Christ

(v. 1).

to heal his servant, and had built the Jews a

synagogue; and another centurion had
righteous testimony at the foot of the

given
cross.

little do ceremonial observances soften the
heart and

(v. 15). Christ's touch was laid on
the teulest of disease, on the most besotted
ignorance, on the most disreputable sin, yes,
even on the most venomous bigotry. "Father,
his great love cried. After
forgi ve them!
Christ's life, what do we dare call common ?
common

What in all the world do
from contact with

we

dare shut off
Is the dis

holiness?

our

above his Lord?

ciple

love of God and the fel lowship of Christ.
and prayed (v. 2). The
Gave
alms

schoolmaster. He knows how dull his pupils
are.
We seldom learn a lesson with one

iuner and the outer life.

telling.

...

...

He
we

Evidently Cornelius
light he had.
(v. 3). He was praying,
30. A great many people
visions passed; but then,

up to the
in a vision

living

was

saw

learn from

v.

think the days of

do not pray.
There is no such clarifier
of vision as prayer. It clears up doubts, 'un

they

ravels

chases

away clouds,
brings distant near, and draws out upon the
surface of hard and forbidding duties the

perplexities,

beauty hidden within.
He was afraid (v. 4). Yes, that was prob
ably the chief thiug he lacked in his religion,
that

God which would merge
aU fear of God and celestial things in loving

-

nearness to

communion with

these; that

nearness

Ttiis

done thrice

was

Peter doubted
should

mean

•

.

God is

(v. 16).

and send out for

wise

a

'What this vision

.

It is to Peter's

(v, 17).

credit that he did not take the vision

...

great

literally,

swine's flesh straight

some

way. His spiritual mind
ual import.

sought

some

spirit

Peter

thou.qht on the vision (v. 19). And
while he thought, the undoubted solution
came.
We are not to get rid of our spiritual
perplexities by tossing them aside. We are
to

wrestle with them
To

angel.

with

Jacob

as

earnest

our

will send his

thought

the

the

Spirit

messengers.

which

Christ alone could give, saying, "It is I; be
not afraid."
What is it, Lord? (v.4.) A good answer

THE

LIGHTS ON

LESSON

FROM

MANY SOURCES.

frightened

a

often

come

to

us

man.

messengers
with terrifying and dis

heartening aspects of trial, disease, enmity,
death; but we are all right if we can bravely
say to them, notwithstanding that our cheeks
blanch, What is it, Lord ?
are
a mem01'ial, (v. 4).
Thy prayers
So are all true prayers. It Is as impossible
for God to forget them as it is easy for us to
"

"

...

...

be faithless to them.

The heathen believe

in

a God who may be deaf to their cry, or g't>
away on a journey. Christ reveals a God
who is so- far from being deaf to his people's

prayers that he even prompts them.
Fetch one -Simon (v.5). Cornelius sought
for God, and found a man. But since God
led him to the man, it was the same as find
Ing God. The Holy Spirit fell upon him at
Peter's words.
A devout soldier oj them that waited on him
continually (v. 7). A godly master will make
a godly household.
Minister's children are
not scamps.
Christianity leavens the whole
lump, or it is not Ohrlsttanity. If those im
mediately under our influence long remain
graceless, we may well begin to question
how much grace we possess.
When he had declared all these

them (v.

Another

8).

sign

of

a

thin.gs

good

master:

than their service to himself.

Joppa (v. 8). How pride
worldly wisdom must have opposed that
sending! "It's nothing but a dream;" so
we are wont to deride the heavenly vision.
He sent them to

and

Cornelius

was obedient to his.
Not such a
to pmy (v, 9).
Peter went
wonderful coincidence as at first sight it may
...

A

(lent with

likely

good many things will be coiuci
a

Christian's prayers.

to be

time of

caught praying

at

He will be
almost any

day.

...

was

though it be at season of prayer, as Christ
had taught them, breaking the wheat stalks
on the Sabbath day. Neither did the thought
of food draw down Peter's mind from its spiri
tual frame. The vision
bent

came

to him while his

dinner j and the vision

Mrs. F, E, Clark,

the

subject. It was
Peter,
apostle of the circum
cision, should be thus early committed to
the evangelization of the Gentiles. There
must be no schism in the body: it must not
he said, even falsely, that Paul and Peter had
of the first Gentile is
well that

on

its snrface

men

high

and

lIfonday Club Sermons."
Rise, Peter (v. 13).
Kill and eat.

prayer.
uieaus

of

satisfying

command

different

opinions

on

the

question whether

Jesus there shall be henceforth

in Christ

circuuicisiou

or

uncircumcision,

God of

one

the Jews and another of the Gentiles.-C. J.
D. D.

peace of soul. Let us remember that prayer
is not a sentiment or feeling, but a working

instrument, which is to do
just as a pen is to write, or a

certain

fail; prayer,

he is

the

directed to kill

without distinction among all that he sees,
divinely communicated abrogation of

this
the

law

of

Moses

the

concerning

choice

among living creatures afterwards informs
his waking mind that now all the nations
be alike included among God's
=Oambridqe Bible.

people.

are to

Vs. 14, 15.
have

in his

Peter,

recognized

vision,

the voice that

seems

spake

to

to him

.•

Lord tell Saul of Tarsus.

'Lord

Since the

gave his commission, no mortal has eyer been
told save by those to whom the Lord com

mitted that work. He

loaoeth. with

Simon,

one

(Y. 6). The more scrupulous Jews
regarded the occupation of a tanner unclean
a

tanner

because

they handled

animals, and avoided

the hides

dead

of

those who followed the

buslness. The fact that Peter made his home
with

one

shows that his .Tewish

breaking
Commentary.

were

Vs. 7, 8.

mons'

prejudices

down.- The Christian Lesson

Gladly

and

instantly

he

obeys

He selects and

two household servants and

no

hungry, and while wuitiug, f,,11
his sleep God sent a vision or

was

In

dream to him.

a

sum

soldier

16: 22.

For I have

anythin.q that is
was so far right,

never eaten

unclean.

common 01'

Peter

that he would not violate

a

command of God

at the sound or command of any voice nntil he

had

sufficient

God

from

reason

himself.

Now he is met

by the voice saying to him,
What God hath cleansed, that call thou not
Here was a new principle, 01' the
common.
setting forth of a new procedure on God's
part. The distinction between the clean and
was not inherent, but ceremonial,

the unclean

and therefore
Vs. 17-20.

temporary.-Pentecost.

Now while Peter

much per
plexed in himself what the vision he had seen
might mean. He had carried over his Jew
ish

into

prejudices

and there is

no

the

was

Christian
to

reason

intimated to

church,

think

he

had

Gentile that he

might
become a Christian except by first becoming
a Jew in practice.
A1ise and get thee down.
From the housetop. .And go with them noth
ing doubting,' for I have sent them. This
explained the rest. God's angel had given
the directions to Cornelius, and the Holy
Spirit now identifies himself with God. The
ever

a

properly

this verse, but it

verse

23.-Standal'd Eclectic

closes with

Commentary.

By Mrs, Fannie

I

H,

on

the next

day

soon after noon.-Butle1·'s Bible Work.

ready, he fell into a trance
was prepared for the vlslt

I must.tel l you that many 111111-

before, when the Jewish nation
was very young, very rude, almost like wild
men, God made for them many rules, as
did for you when you were
One thing he told them was
very young.
that they were to cat certain food that he
your mothers

called

and

clean,

they

not to eat certain

were

food that he called unclean.

Peter

saw com

filled with all kinds

him first.

You must leave

Joppa

of

a

hundred

men.

and go to

You have heard

soldiers

of the

and

Cornelius, for that is his name, was a true
worshipper of God, only his Jewish friends

thought

he could not be

a

real friend of God

unless he became like them in many ways.
Even if he did, he would still be a Gentile;

Gentile could

worship

part of the temple;
a

Jew.

no

in the innermost

Gentile could eat with

God had much to teach both Jews

and Gentiles, both Peter, John, Philip, and
the other disciples, and Cornelius also. The

�hurch

new

that Jesus had started

was

for

Gentiles alone, but for all
obeyed Christ. All could
there worship together, eat together.
Cornelius kept the hours of prayer as care
fully as any Jew. One day, when prayiug
neither Jews

nor

who loved and

usual at three o'clock in the afternoon, an
angel in shining robes appeared and said,
as

disobey the law he
had kept all his life, so he answered,
Not
so, Lord, for nothing unclean has ever passed
my lips!" God answered, "What God hath
made clean, that call not thou unclean."
..

Three times the dream

came to him, and he
awoke, knowing that God wanted him to
learn something from that dream, but what?
Before lie knew what, he heard a loud
knocking at the gate and voices calling
for Peter; and the Spirit of God whis
pered, "Go 'with the men who seek thee, for

I have

God wanted Peter to

them."

sent

know that

Cornelius, though

clean, ready when baptized

All this

by which

was

was

if

they believe and obey Jesus? Ought
people welcome, or to keep

to make such

we

far

What do you do about
away from them?
it in Sunday school?

QUESTION POINTS.
was

WHERE

Cresarea?

about whom

What person
have studied lived

we

(Acts 8: 40; 21: 8.) Who was Cornelius?
Osesarea a place where soldiers
would naturally be foiiud ? What centurions
301'''' mentioned in the Bible, and what are we
there?

Why

was

of

Cornelius?

What

What

was

the character

be concluded

might

religion

responsibility
those whom
What

wonder

Where

make itself felt

to

rests

one

two

upon

things

are

How

praying

Why
(Acts

he to be

How

was

a

11:

14)

one's

What

regard

to

especially' noted

Of what

tioned?

in

one

about Cornelius?
came

ought

first?

employs?

were

man

of

use were

they?

lbt the time men

his prayers answered?
his character taught

that he needed to be saved?

What may one expect who lives up to all the
light he has? For whom was he told to

With whom was Peter staying? Why
might that fact have encouraged Cornelius
send?

to send for him? How

quickly

did Cornelius

obey tire angel's command?

Why

is

it

necessary to act at once on God's messages?
How long did it .take to go from Cresarea

Joppa? How came Peter to be on- the
housetop at the sixth hour? What was done
to prepare him to recei ve the messengers?
Why did he refuse to obey the command

to

that

came to

Who had made the dis

him?

between clean and unclean animals?
Why? Why does God give different com
mands at different periods? What warrant

tinction

is needed before

one

may act

command that God has

once

contrary to any
given?

What was the purpose of the vision? 'What
is the purpose for which God sends auy one
a special message of any kind?
What might

founding our prejudices

thon shalt be saved."

Gentile,

Are any too poor, too low, too
wicked to be taken into God's church to-day

lie shall

words

a

to be taken into

his church.

have made Peter

unto thee

Even in

his dream he could not

"Corneliu.;, thy prayers and thine alms have
gone up for a memorial before God. Now
send men to Joppa and call unto thee Peter;

speak

which he

kill and eat!"

said, "Rise, Peter,

under him feared God?

another town, thirty miles away, on the sea
coast.
You are to see a Roman soldier, a

captain

of animals

voice, the voice of God,

A

from the fact that his household and soldiers

Gallagher.

TOLD you that you should hear of Peter
again, to-day; so you shall, but not of

thir ty miles'

Joppa, arriving

now

told about them?

LESSON FOR THE LITTLE FOLKS.

commit the peen liar errand and message.
on the same afternoon, the three men

And

And

dred years

called unclean.

ful

of Peter

could

one

no

Peter had had

part of his reply with his remonstrance, al
most in the same words with Jesus, in Matt.

hand, all in sympathy with his devout
feeling and life, to whom he could therefore
fully unfold the vision and intelligently

the

so

done there.

was

ing down from heaven a great sheet, fastened
by each corner to a rope, making a great bag,

of his

start for

wall about t.he side

a

what

being the voice of the Lord, and so, Peter
like, he at once and promptly enters his
protest, -" Not so, Lord."
Compare this
as

no

The angel did
Joppa (v. 5)
how to be saved; 1101' did the

men to

tell him

things,

knife is to cut.

But pens and knives sometimes
never.-Hurlbut's Commentary.

not

a

dinner,
asleep.

the

And pmyed to God always (v, 2). Contin
ually, a man of prayer. Multitudes to-day

Send

or

Here is

nearly
before,
Boman
always that they were harsh, cruel, hating
the Jews, and hated by them; but the man
whom you are now to know is a good man,
would regard him as a first-class Christian;
one who fears God with all his family, who
yet he was not a Christian, but without' gives to the poor, and prays to God always.

Vaughan,

I would not go to such a place for
thing, would we? but in those days
the house-tops were very pleasant places,
covered with vines to keep off the sun, and

You

such

with

presented
hunger, and by

Peter goes to the top of the
lives, to think and to pray.

Joppa,

house in which he

see

his

which

in

far from

From his attitude of

our

8trtlteb, and

built up on those thoughts.
A gl'eat sheet (v, 11). The world, with its
four corners toward which the gospel was to

give into the

-

"

the

by the vision at the ninth hour of
(lay, and Peter, even while the uien
whom Cornelius had sent were rapidly

on

does this

ministry of St. Paul. He was to be the
to the Gentiles; and the con version

was

were

What

of beasts.

manner

apostle

While they made
(v.l0). Cornelius

thoughts

all

insight

way in which God's purposes are intertwined
one
with another!
Rev. P. E. Clark, in

to

THE

the divine direction.

would have eaten (v. 10). There
nothing of the ascetic about any of the
apostles. When they are hungry, they eat,

He

by

history which comes before us to
day may be regarded as the prelude to

unto

he could confide in hiR servants, and he was
wont to speak to them of matters higher

seem.

Selected

God's

of

marvellous

a

exigencies of space have limited the lesson

-

for

sheet full

quicken the conscience!

What God hath cleansed, that call not thou

infinitely less happy than devout
Christians, because they do not know the
are

approaching the tanner's house, was being
prepared to recei ve them by the vision of the

"

"

The gospel sufficed, even against centurions.
A devout man (v.2). He had hardly got
farther than fearing God. Many get that far
The devout
who do not know Christ.
heathen
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was

this

unwilling to go? How far
unwillingness in obedience to God's

commands?

How

were

How

are we

in

danger of con
ordering?

with God's

Peter's doubts removed?

Cornelius, but like a true soldier
he obeyed, sending two trusty servants,
and a soldier who was also a good man, a
he

to

glad

to

Bnt thi nk

a

journey

see

for Peter,

thern ?

1II0nH,nt.

to

come

'ViII Peter
with t.hern ?

Can he eat aud drink

Cornelius, who is a Gentile? Can he
baptize a Gentile, or receive into the church
one who is called a heathen?
God, who had
heard Cornelius's prayer, is getting Peter
really for til" [ournev.
The next. day, w lu-n the three men are not
with

INTERNATIONA L BIBl.E READING
ASSOCIATION.

Oct.l0.-Peter's Vision.
Acts 10: 1-20.
"
11.-What is Defilement? l\Iatt 15: 10--20.
"
12.-Inward Cleanness. Luke 11 :33-41.
"
13.-Life for the Gentiles. Acts 11: 1-18.
"
Gal. 3: 7-14.
H.-By Faith.
"
15.-The 'Voman of Samaria.
John 4: 1-10.
"
16.-l\Iade Nigh.
Eph. 2: 11-22.
..
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CALIFORNIA NOTES.

By H.
Alameda

THEsixty
eight

H.

J. Waters.

County

Union

now

has

societies, and about twenty

hundred members.

is the foremost

county

Alameda

County

of this State in the

number of societies and

membership,

also

Leavitt,

of North

Andover, whose

Christian Endeavor

theme

was, "Lines wherein the Christian Endeav
or Society has power."
We all voted this
a

pleasant
Day.

and

to

were

also

was

such

"come

do likewise?

00

a

all

D.

As

D.,

As

the programme. The assembly
success that it was voted to

people

will be

were

".

in

pushed

lieved that when

welcomed the Inter

we

national Convention in '95 the Methodist
star would shine

brightly

as

tian Endeavor world

as

in the Chris

that of any other

denomination.

society of the First Baptist Church
adopted the Fulton pledge as a society,
thereby pledging over one hundred dollars
to their foreign missionary board.
They
are growing, numerically and spiritually.
The Alameda County Union have recom
mended, and all societies belonging thereto
have adopted, the first week in the month
The

has

as

consecration week.

BOARD.
Rev.

George

Methodist

THEAdvisory

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR ARTICLES

T. Lemmon.

Christian

Board which

Found in Last Week's Exchanges.

Endeavor

Methodist rally during the New
Convention, met in New York City,
Friday, September 16, and permanently
at the

York

The

organized
Charles Webb, D. D., Philadelphia, as
chairman, and Rev. George T. Lemmon,
Schaghticoke, N. Y., as secretary. The
board fully considered the needs of our
Methodist Christian Endeavor societies,
decided to issue

finally

a

Junior Societies.

del'.

are

Frank R. Stutzman.

circular let

brightest
Schaghticoke, N. Y.

in its

Our

Editorial in

Providential Movement.

CHRISTIAN

ONE

ENDEAVOR

The Endeavor Movement: Its
A UNIQUE" ECHO

ROBABL Y

Toward

MEETING."

Smither.

and

as

Christian
The

Union.

Christian

By

Annie L.

Sargent.

A LMOST every club and labor union
.L \. plans to have a day in the woods or
at the

seashore

workingman,
dent of

the

on

this

holiday

for the

and it occurred to the

Andover

Christian Endeavor

(Mass.)

that

a

presi

Union of

similar

plan

might be adopted by the Union. All invited
societies favored the plan, and on Labor

Day

between five and six hundred Endeav
from

Lawrence, Lowell, Methuen,
Haverhill, Georgetown, and the Andover
orers

Union that includes the societies in Ando

Ballardvale, and North Andover,
gathered at Shady Side Grove, Haggett's
Pond, to enjoy a day together.
The plan, old but still good, of having
everyone wear a card bearing his own
name and the name of his society,
was
used to aid all in becoming acquainted
with one another.
The morning was
passed in enjoying the beauties of nature,
rowing on the pond, and in general socia
hility. One society brought its own tent
and spread it, and had its own headquar
ters for the day.
ver,

places, Ithaca, Cortland, etc.,

that

Floating Societies of

counties

by

of the most

mated

striking
singing of the

features

was

Wm.

A.

profit.

Keese,

Early

of

Lawrence,
Importance of

Send to

or

call at the office for information.

one

hundred

Cin

Christian Endeavor,

Union,
DO NOT BE

DECEIVED

with Pastes, Enamels, and Paints which
stain the hands, injure the iron, and burn
off. The Rising Sun Stove Polish is Bril

liant, Odorless, Durable, and the con
sumer pays for no tin or glass package
with every purchase.

.

HAS AN ANNUAL SALE OF 3,000 TONS.

Does What You Eat
Distress YOU?

I\.� .\'�1'�.'\i!�
'j

'I�

Acid

Stomach,

and

all

relieved
use

of

Heartburn,

Gastric
and
the

�I.

Flatulency, Gas,

Difficulties. are promptly

effectually cured .by the
digestive tablets, Peptonix.
r----,------------------�

(ffi

Hon. CHAS. J. NOYES, Ex-Speaker Mass. House
of Representatives, says: "Peptonix have
been thoroughly tested, and I have experienced such delig�tful
by their
use, from the dyspepsia which has so long
afflicted me that I write to commend them
I have ,_
to anyone with a like trouble.
not known them to fail in a single instance of

Convention

hymns by.
boys and girls
from Five Points and" Little Italy," New
York City, who had been especially drilled
in the songs for this meeting. The services
were
closed by a consecration meeting
led by Rev. E. S. Wright, pastor of the
Terrace Methodist Episcopal
Windsor
Church of Brooklyn. As the camp is a
permanent thing, in all probability, it has
been voted to hold a large" echo meeting"
over

C.

A.

Mrs. M.
Missionary Committee.
Midland, Omaha, Neb.
Cleveland as a Convention City for '94.
Rev. William C. Covert.
North and We8t,
Minneapolis, Minn.
Snpply Virtue. Rev. Edwin C. Brown.
The Christian Min'or, Portland, Me.

the ani

..

rvpton I

relief,

street

\If

are

sold

by

druggis,�� A�s�b\ic8�Sifo�\�'n�M:;8�ipt

,

........,....__�"!!

affording

We will mail free to any address
Peptonix

a

immediate relief."

sample

of

Peptonix.

of price, 75 cents per box.

CHOLERA AND SrlALL POX
be carried by the sanitary Hartman
Steel Wire Mat.
Cocoa mats are disease
breeders and" smellers." Ours are not.
can never

of this character after every International

Convention.

HARTMAN MANUFACTURING CO., Beaver Falls, Pa.
Branches: 102 Chambers st; New York; 508 State si..
Chicago; 51 and 53 S, Forsyth St., Atlanta, Ga.
Catalogue

and testimonials, mailed

PRESBYTERIAN

ENDEAVORERS

Our Mats have brass

IN

jree,

tag attached

stamped" Hartman."

KANSAS.

in Forest

Rev.

no

1885.

Stock offered for sale at SI08 per snare,

The

the

the

pleasure

IN

5% per annum for 4lh years.
Paid Dividends of 7% per annum since July, 1890.
Average Dividend since organization over 6% per ann.
Surplus at close of last fiscal year over $100,000.

S. McClennan. The

secretaries, in
A large and
viting them to the rally.
enthusiastic meeting was the result.
One

boring

and the interest is increasing. They have
just closed a week of delightful meetings

all

and

day

ORGANIZED

Paid Dividends of

New York.

the great Convention. Notices were then
sent to the different societies in the neigh

afternoon the company was called together,
and after singing several gospel hymns,

not intended to have the

52,000,000
1,300,000
100,000

Tendency

Mrs.

Antoinette P. Jones. The Christian

Convention, asking them to give two
minute reports of the different sessions of

in the

was

growing oities.

cinnati.

were

KANSAS Presbyterians believe in Chris
�) Han Endeavor. They stand first in
the number of their societies in the

But it

7

Per Cenl.

Capital paid in
Surplus

Portland,

Standard,

in attendance at the Eleventh International

UNION SPENT LABOR DAY.

The

Rev. 1. C.

The Christian Mil'ror,

street children at the camp, determined to
invite all the delegates from the near-by
HOW

mild, gentle, painless,
Always reliable. 250.

a

Invests in Central Real Estate in

Presbyterian, Toronto.
Young People. Editorial
in The Christian Standard, Cincinnati.
A. F. C. E. frOI\). Another Standpoint,
The Morning Star, Boston.
Bumpus.

his head.

Washington St., Boston.

Dividends

Young Folks,

The Era of the

A

on

Me.

P

been

246

The

Canada

history.

and

Authorized Capital

Christian Endeavor.

large, far-reaching,
Baptist Church
interesting a Convention" echo meet
doing missionary work this
summer.
One of the girls went to the ing" as has been held since the great
at Madison Square Garden was
mountains, and told the minister of the gathering
Mr. W,
little town of the Junior work, and asked held recently at Freeville, N. Y.
The hint was acted R. George, vice-president of the New York
him to form a society.
Local Union, and president of the
upon and a society of only four members City
Junior union of the same city, was super
organized, which has already grown to
fourteen. Another, a boy, went to work intending a large camp of "Fresh Air"
As that portion of
while at the seashore and organized a children at Freeville.
Junior society. This beats Dr. Deems's central New York is full of Christian
Endeavorers, Mr. George and the Christian
two girls on their vacation.
Endeavor attendants from New York City,
Cal.
Oakland,
who are aiding him in his work among tile
Two Juniors of the First

have

Andrews.

B.

St. Louis.

confident that every Metho
society will work to make

this year the

Mina

especially severe
legs, back of his

his

Mass. Real Estate Co.

Convention.

Cross, New York.
Mrs. Alice May Scud
with Young Christian

Word and the Work, Bangor, Me.
Internal Growth of the Y. P. S. C. E.

encouragement to Metho
dist Endeavorers. The chairman, secretary,
and Rev. Wallace McMullen, of Springfield,
Mass., were appointed to draft this letter.
dist Endeavor

A Little Talk

Endeavorers,

ter of advice and

The board

Endeavor

Christian

are

safe and ell1cient cathartic.

Editorial in The Silver

with the election of Rev. William

and

HOOD'S PILLS

[Christian Endeavor workers may obtain these articles
by writing to the addresses given, naming the article, and
enclosing usually five cents for a paper, and twenty-five
or thirty-five cents for a magazine.]

appointed

was

the

Joseph Ruby.
the sores commenced to
heal up; the scales came 01I and all over his
body new and healthy flesh and skin formed,
Wilen he had taken two bottles of HOOD'S
SASSAPARILI,A..he was free from sores."
HARRY K. RUBY. Box'356, Columbia, Penn.

THE METHODIST ADVISORY

By

were

I gave him Hood's sarsaparilla. In two weeks

All the societies of Oakland have been

reaping a great harvest of members since
the meetings held by Rev. B. Fay Mills.
A very large pel' cent of the associate
members have been brought into the fold.
The Oakland societies united in a grand
farewell service to Rev. Dr. E. R. Dille, of
the First Methodist Episcopal Church, fill
ing the tabernacle with fully foul' thou
sand young people.
He has been a true
and faithful Endeavorer, and the societies
presented him with a beautiful gold Chris
tian Endeavor pin, which he says he will
weal' as long as he wears his G. A. R.
button.
In closing he said that he be

on

ears

of the State.

parts

Large

dollar

a

scrofula sores on my
poor little boy, sicken
ing and disgusting. Tiley

Next year it will be in
In the meantime the orgauiza

tion of the young

in the number of Junior societies.

Worden,

again."

August.

Andover, Mass.

Miss Kate

meetings."

Hans and Rev. James A.

spend
profitable way
Why may not other unions

Labor

September 29, 1892. [14]

How Your

Society Can

-..

State,

>-._Publish Its Own Paper.

....

Park, Ottawa, in connection with
synodical assembly. The Christian

the
spoke briefly on "The
FOUR PAGES, EACH 9 1-2 BY 12 INCHES.
Individuality in Christian Endeavor." The Endeavor eventide prayer meeting was a
Two Outside Pages Blank for Your local Items.
Two Inside Pages Printed Monthly by The Golden Rule Company.
following question was then brought daily attraction enjoyed by everybody.
forward: "Are our societies accomplishing September 3 was entirely devoted to a
100 Copies, One Dollar.
in the churches the good they ought to ?"
Christian Endeavor programme, and was I
Rev. Wm. E. Wolcott, of Lawrence, led the red-letter day of the assembly. Among
Send for prospectus and further information to
the affirmati ve, and Rev. Mr. McCartney, of the speakers were Rev. R. V. Hunter, of
of
the
Mr.
Terra
who
told
"The
ve.
Georgetown,
negati
Allen,
Haute, Ind.,
THE GOLDEN RULE
president of the Boston Christian Endeavor Modern Crusade," and Rev. W. F. Crafts,
then
followed
Rev.
theme
was"
in
H.
D.
whose
Franklin
47
Street,
Boston, Mass.
Union,
spoke,
by
D.,
Bible-training

r
'

COMPANY,

,

[15] September 29,

have
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large results of study brought within a

small space.
[Chicago and
Fleming H. Revell Company.

York:

New

THE Massachusetts Real Estate
which

owns some

in the

$1.00.J

Company,
buildings

of the finest office

Frank Leslie's

for sale in

East, advertises its stock

this paper. Parties desiring a good invest
ment should investigate this company.

A Picnic in Palestine.

POPULAR MONTHLY

The admirers of Rev. H. 1\'1.

Wharton,
D., of Baltimore, who have followed
him through his earlier writings, knew
just what to expect in his pleasant review.
of the visit to the Holy Land by a party of
thirty persons, of whom he was the ftatural
D.

Dreams and Days.

Lathrop can hardly be
g.reat poet, and these beautiful
Parsons

George
called

a

pages of beautiful verse do not contain a
great poem; but We do not quarrel with
them for not

being

tend to be.

There

strains, such
"

they do

what
are

not pre

here many

manly

as

many

sane,

pictures, like

cameo

in travel
The

depict.

color.

'Mid all commotions calm,
Yet filled with quick, enthusiastic fire;
Give me the man
Whose impulses aspire,
' "
'
And all his features seem to say, I can!
are

see

"God has breathed in the nostrils of
"
And behold it is day!

night,

A

definiteness
which

and

4.

"

6.

winds

this of the

"

bluebird,

A darting, azure-feathered arrow
From some lithe sapling's bow-curve."

There is many

with such

spirit

a

of

poem

patriotism,

as

"Come to us, mountain-dweller,
Leader, wherever thou art;
Skilled from thy cradle, queUer
Of serpents, and sound to the heart!
Modest and mighty and tender;
Man of an iron monld;

Honest, fine-grained,
Amertcan-souled t

our

"

defender j

Indeed, the range of Mr. Lathrop's verse
is remarkable, passing from lofty battle
odes to dialect poetry, and from tender,
pure love songs to rhymes of the sea,
.

funeral

dirges,

of nature.
this

the most graphic sketches

The birds have full honor in

which

volume,

bobolink and
and blue

or

the

sings

praises of

and

bird,

even

Scribner's Sons. Pp.

188.

This- account of

Vermont" is put together by the daughters
of the author, Henry Hall, from the incom
notes

plete manuscript

of
a

general taking things

for

what is otherwise
book.

What

a

their

father.

sketchiness and

That fact accounts for

esting

of

an

granted, that
intensely inter

romantic life

was

For

and

All down but four.

seas

March 9.

read;

sentence

or

'Behold,

0

ljowels

very appropriate.
and only got through with

a

section from

No

one

of Scott's

who has the

magical
opportunity should fail to add to his brain
company this sturdy old hero of the Revo
lution.
[New York: D. Appleton and
Company. Pp. 207. 75 cents.J
romances.

one

Among Many Witnesses.
This is where the evangelist,
Williams, places Bible students

Mr. M. B.
who take

up his book that bears the name given
above.
His first chapter is devoted to

opinions respecting God's revelation.
of them are very striking.
Then
follows a study of the history of the Book,
many

Many

and

next

its

structure.

The

sketches of the books of the Bible

ceptionally

well

done.

The

outline
are ex

by

a

two, but it

Lord,

for I

enough,

was

am

in

distress;

is

my

troubled,
Whenever, in Palestine, a
described, almost unconsciously

the author touches it up with a homiletic
point or two. Noone can peruse this
volume without acquiring a large stock of

capital

stories.

book is

The

Spurgeon,

is

This

the Rhine.

a

to the stories of

bright book.

very

[Baltimore: The Wharton and
Publishing Company. $2.00.J
Marjorie's Canadian
This is

a

pretty story

thirteen who is first

travels with her

a

feel

We

that

Fall

our

bear the closest

to

religious

in its

influence,
written, as

public
private schools of the upper grades. The
compiler, N. B. Sargent, A. M., evinces
fine musical

taste

in

bringing together
selections of excellent merit and of pleas
ing effect. Some fine patriotic hymns are
found in the volume, such as
Land of Our
Fathers" and "The Star-Spangled Ban
ner."
This last-named piece, although so
familiar to Americans, is often hard to find

Stock

in the

books upon
to have

a

our

place

music-stands.

in the

new

as

to

Publisher,

itO Fifth Avenue, New York

A

co.,

City.

This is

am

Chambers, and Rev. W. A.
the song with the refrain,

Scriptures'
have been made by our author the subject
"But the bird with the broken pinion
Never soared as high again,"
of ardent, sympathetic, searching study,
and the results are creditable to him, as is well worth the price of the collection.
they are inspiring and helpful to his read The selections are intensely pointed and
ers.
The book is not so peculiarly adapted piercing. and give no quarter to voters
to clergymen who have large critical libra for license, or to persons who show in
ries as it is to Christian workers who are difference upon the great subject of prohi
itud1iD� the Word of God and Wl1>nt to bition. (Warnock, Ohio; W. A. Williams.]

daily

a

event

mills, shops, facto
ries, etc. It is the

not Well

point where

C. E. Principles

Book
-

House,

•

•

639-641�3 North Broad Street.

ATCHISON, TOPEKA & SANTA FE
RAILROAD COMPANY,

nature

endure no more.
Then the poor suf
ferer, worn with toil
and broken in health,
stands aside to make

to Work."

for another. "Quick Consumption"
they call it. To this class of women and
girls we proffer both sympathy and aid.
When those distressing weaknesses and
derangements ass a i I
you, remember t hat
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound will
relieve them. We have
on record thousands of
such cases that have
been restored to vigo
rous health.
room

_

All

Dru�gists

by mail,

111

sell it.

form

or

sent

Pills

of

or

�;i::�Jgephl�: J'e����t$�o':::�
spondence

freely

DUE OCTOBER 1, 1892, ON SECOND
BONDS, CLASSES "A" AND" B" of
this Company, covered by Coupon No. 1 of each issue,
will be paid on and after that date by the Agencies of
the Company.
I:NTEltEST

MORTGAGE

can

Enough

'.YNN. MASS.

National Bank of North America, Boston.
Union Trust Company of New York, N. Y.

Baring Brothers & Co., Limited, London.
Holders of CERTU'ICATES OF THE UNION TRUWf
COMPANY and BAlUNG BROTHERS & CO., LD.,

issued for Income Bonds
SECOND MORTGAGE
ceive

payment

�

deposited for conversion into
..
BONDS, CLASS
A,-' will reo

of interest upon

cates at either of the above

presentation

of the Certifi

Agencies, which payment will

there be indicated

by endorsement on such certificates.
Mortgage Bonds Class "A" will be
ready
delivery in exchange for Trust Certificates
shortly after October. Ist, and those delivered for certifi
cates upon which October 1st interest has been paid will
be Ex-Coupon :l'I'o. 1.
Interest payment on SECOND MORTGAGE CLASS
"
B
BONDS will be made upon fLlIl-paid Subscription
Receipts, which 'should be presented at either of the
Agencies named for such purpose. Announcement will
follow when the new Bonds will be ready for delivery.
The

new

Second

for

"

J. W.

�.-f'

anBwered.;-._.../r

Address ill confidence,
LYVIA E. PINJUIAM MED. co.,

REINHART, Vice·President.

�

C) /.Z).

#A

a; �

In answering advertisements you will confer
favor on the publishers and advertiser by
stating that you saw ad. in The Golden Rule.
a

Do you need a magazine
for the children?
ST. NICHOLAS," edited by Mary Mapes Dodge, i&
universally considered "the best 0/ children'S magarines."
c c

Try the October
"ST. NICHOLAS."
-

tions.

E.

Subscription

on

95 MILK ST., BOSTON, Sept. 22, 1892.

in

It

[Boston and New York: Leach,
Sanborn.]
In "Silver Tones," a new temperance
and prohibition song-book, by Rev. C. H.

C. E.
Run

By C. E. Men.
during the next three months to
new and beautifully illustrated
Religious Juvenile Holiday Books. Write at
once for territory and full information.
Specia! terms
and liberal premiums to readers of The Golden Rule.
Address
C. R. PARISH & CO.,
PENN.
E.
PHILAD�:LPHIA,
(0.
Department.)

BOSTON.

publica

Shewell &

Mearl, G.
Williams,

information

win

163 to 169 Washington Street,

"

ought

giving

Mrs. FRANK LESLIE,

Rugs.

inspection.

&

reader

tory of early French settlers, from "the
Professor's" stories told to Marjorie and
other young people
It is a book both
and withal is very pleasantly
might be expected since its

circular

--------------------------------------

home, at
father,

becomes familiar with the sports of this
northern city, and learns much of the his

instructive and

price.

pr�:iil�nf�r

"'.'"

Joel Goldthwait
"I

and there

Montreal,

CAWEIN,

•

Barron

the

ABBOTT.

I>coi:':�i��;vrJ�r�!��, )X�'g:sg�
J�:�rt����e:,
RICHARD J. HINTON, and others.

We want live agents
handle our splendid

young miss of

Later

by CLINEDINST and HAMILTON.
Our Neighbor Mars. By ARTHUR Y XCGHAN

Patterns

Hammersmith

Winter.

in her

Washington Correspondent's Note
Book. Hy GEORGE W. HAn:s. Illustrated

In CARPETS and

the return of her

editor.

New York

of

seen

and

A

of

illustrated,

and in its mechanical execution is very
A chapter is devoted to Mr.
attractive.
and another

A. CROFFt;T.

sai� g�aE'::'e����ale�:,ag:�:,�\b���4�!Y3oe�ec��

within me.'"
scene

By W.

Th�voSO����<1'
if.he\Vi�;x:,f�rJKg
�fr��icl{::e�
others.
by GIACOMELLI,

us.

mine heart is turned

are

Also

RA>ION PAEZ.

Furnisher,

Morris'

magazine.

The Quoddy Islands.

full line of the famous London'

William

a

Women Painters in France.
By AnTHeR
With numerous portraits, auto
HORNBLOW.
graphs, fac-similes, and pictorial productions.
The City of Caracas, Venezuela.
By DON

.

THESE ARE ALL OUR OWN PATTERNS.
Also

pul>lished in

Letter from a Monastery. By FRIEDA
VOF.LTER REDMOND.
Illustrated by !<'IUTZ
VOELLMY.

a

half

this reads like

Ever offered

I under

author is
rough old American, half hero,
brigand! The story of the' Green Agnes Maule Machar. It will be of special
Mountain boys and their struggle for own interest to Endeavorers as it deals so largely
ership of the" New Hampshire grants" with the city where the next Convention is
against the-claims of New York's lawyers, to be held. [Boston: D. Lothrop Com
of the bold capture of Ticonderoga and pany. $1.50.J
luckless attack on Montreal, and especially
Two Song-Books.
the narrative, given in Allen's own vigorous
The collection of secular and sacred
prose, of his terrible voyage to England in
songs, entitled "The Hour of Song" is
the prison ship, and captivity there,-all
intended for the use of both
and

that of the

Axminsters, Wilfons
and Brussels Carpets

exam

heavy

Ever

A

better.

No

5.

Very
blowing

Jeremiah;

took to

a

the "Robin Hood of

are

secured

thus

low.

evening, waiting
Ethan Allen.

Yet there

elusive.

STORY OF COLUMBUS

The finest line of specialties in

Storm grows worse. Many relapses. Very
feeble. Scriptures opened at Lamentations

of song sparrow
of the jay.
[New

$1.75.]

mars

Strong
for days.

phoebe-bird,

York: Charles

is

personality

interest

otherwise

are

too much local

ple, the author's feelings are thus por
trayed: "We left New York City Satur
day, the last day of February. March 1,
Sunday. Sick. March 2. Miserable. March
3. Ditto.

But let the flying fringes flout
Their drops against the pane,
And the gurgling throat of the water-spout
Groan in the eaves amain."

on

of

deal

allowed to reveal itself.

or

or

they are glad to have
only adverse criticism on

good

Gontains the most interesting and best illus
trated

nothing

Every page
pictur
Dr. Wharton is a rhetorician, and
esque.
so is such a master of statement that what
others

Fine Carpets.

is

the book is that it takes

Give me the man of sturdy palm
And vigorous hrain;

There

dull in the book.

him

Hearty, conpanionable,

There is

and the chosen leader.

FOR OCTOBER

It contains articles
tl

on

Reckoned,"
Learning
pages of pure fun. It is

beginning

in

((

a

November, the

John G. Whittier,
Edmund C. Stedman,
Frank R. Stockton,
George W. Cable,
Prances Hodgson Burnett,
Thos. Wentworth Higginson,
George Kennan.
Charles Howard Shinn,
Laura E. Richards,

contributors to which will include:
W. O. Stoddard,
Harriet Prescott Spofford,
Susan Coolidge,
Mary Hallock Foote,
Kirk Munroe,
Hezekiah Butterworth,
President Gilman,
Rev. Or. Lyman Abbott,
Mrs. Kate Douglas Wiggin,

The October St. Nickolas is for sale everywltere, price 2.5 cents. A

Pu!)lished

«

Earthquakes," How Columbus
Weather-Prophets," etc., etc., and not a few
good sample of what the coming volume is to be,

Volcanoes and

to be

Howard Pyle,
Col. R. M. Johnston,
John Burroughs,
H. H. Boyesen,
Nora Perry,

Poultney Bigelow,
Charles F. Lummis,
Edith M. Thomas, Ilnd

Mary Mapes Dodge.

year' s subSCriptiotl costs $3.00.

by THE CENTURY CO., 33 E. 11th st, New York.
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BABY'S BLOOD AND SKIN
Cleansed and pnorlfied of every humor,
and diBease by the celebrated

eruption,
The

Congregational

Society

Francisco, Cal., would like

to corre

Plymouth

of San

spond
B. Hopps,

The

and sleep, aud point to a
permanent and economical (be.
cause most speedy) cure when
the best physicians and all other
remedies
fail.
Thousands of
grateful testimonials attest their wonderful, un
failing, and incomparable efficacy. Sold every.
where. POTTER DRUG AND CHEM. CORP., Boston.
"
All About the Skin, Scalp, and Hair ,n mailed free.
rest

National W.

U.

C. T.

sends out

every year over 100,000,000 pages of read
ing matter. And this reading matter is
not

either.

wasted,

M. Pasteur states that when bitten
mad

Skin and Scalp purified and beautified
by CUTICURA SOAP. Absolutely pure.

dog

is

cating spirits
a

temperate

by

who

a man

habitually

uses

difficult to

more

by

a

intoxi

cure

than

Yes, and when bitten

man.

any other disease.

In 1891 there

retail

240,797
liquors.

in the United States

were

dealers

in

hundred

Two

forty regi
rather, in the

ments in Satan's

United States

intoxicating

and

army!
brigade of

or,
that army.

other societies in
com

obtained.
If any workers in insane or other hospitals
wish to know how to establish and maintain

Christian Endeavor SOCiety among such
let them write to A. L. Warner,

a

patients,

M. D., of the State Insane

kee, Ill.

temperance reformers than Parlia
The temperance
has ever seen.
question will probably take a prominent
place in its discussions. May England set
a wise example to the world!
more

ment

He has sent

Hospital,

us

Kanka

of the

one

pro
grammes used at a recent Endeavor service
among his patients, and it speaks for a very

beautiful and

helpful meeting.

J. S. Ross, of Stillwater, Ok., Christian
Endeavor Superiutendeut of Payne County in

territory, writes us that hardly one
society ont of ten in Oklahoma has topic
cards, and almost none have any literature.
The territory is three years and one-half oid,
and has forty-two societies, ten being in the
smallest of the counties, Payne County. Can
not some rich SOCiety spare literature for
these struggling bands of young Christians?

The

OUTDOOR
You learn in

making of intoxicating liquors is a
comparatively easy process, and gives em
ployment to few laborers. Where twelve
men formerly made beer in the Walruff
brewery at Lawrence, Kan., one hundred
people are now busy making shoes.

HAPPINESS.

day-it's easier than walk
ing-more fascinating than tennis takes
you near to Nature's heart-gives you acme
of healthful happiness.
a

-

Finest cycling catalogue free at Columbia agencies. by
mail for two 2·ct. stamps. Pope Mfg. Co., Boston, New

Miss Willard makes

York, Chicago.

finds that if-a street
New York to

stretched from

was

it could be lined

Chicago,

with saloons without

calculation and

a

a

break

by using only

those in existence in the country. What
a pity they cannot all be "lined up" in
that

way!

Wales

2,747

denomination
total

are

This

ministers of

a

England and
abstainers.
Twenty-five
in

of them

632

only

years ago
abstainers.

we

total

were

learn from

an

English

paper. This shows progress; but alas for
the 685 of the present time who do not
A St. Louis

physician asserts that there
city not less than twenty thou
sand victims of the morphia habit, the
great majority of them being women of
in that

the well-to-do classes.

H ote!" keepers, grocers, drug
gists and private people have
tried imported and domestic
mineral water, and all with one

After

all,

the tem

perance warfare will never be ended with
the quelling of alcohol or any mere sub
The heart must be won.
stance.

Ireland groans over her heavy rents, and
all England for years has been set at vari

voice agree that

but the real

anent the Irish

question;
question is of whiskey. Says Pro
fessor Barrett, of Belfast, "The Irish
ance

•

Denver, Col.,

Father Endeavor Clark's

was

mother to

was

ehurch, so they
Bayley."

call him" Grandfather Endeavor
The

Congregational SOCiety of Sturgeon
Bay, Wis., had a very interesting and appro
priate farewell meeting, Aug. 15, for Miss
Morrison

Jontz, who started

and Miss

on

the next morning as TD issionaries to the freed
men of North Carolina.
The

Poheta

(Kansas) Society has been
by the death of Miss Belle Shier,
the original members of the society,

one

of

and

year more on alcohol than on all
their rents."
One good thing: the Irish

Table Water

with

:;0

24

Restaurant

100

an

months.

The

"

"

48

Address

Manitou Mineral Water Company, Manitou Springs, Colorado.
Sold by all first class �roeeries.
Also by all druggists.

First class

Van 8are .. St. 8

40

Chi_

A free book on all diseases gf the
E:re, by Dr. Hartman. Address
Slll"Klcal lIote!, Columbue, O.

has sued The London Lancet

on

of the"

bichloride-of-gold

enness"

Sewing

)rachines shipped anywhere to anyone at
wholesale prices. All latest improvements.
Warranted five years. Complete set or
Send- Cor catalogue.
attachments FUR!!.
Standard Singer Machines. $9.50 to $15.60
1-'>0 Arlington Sewing Machine for $19.r,O
160 Kenwood Sewing !tlaf'hine for f23�50

Keeley

for libel

account of the famous

published

lawsuit will be

eo CAYS FREE TRIAL

EYE

saloon for six

saloon-keeper met him in
the street one day, and said, "Why don't
you come round to my place any more?
"Thank you," replied his former victim,
"I have been shingling my own roof
lately.

use.

f

a

cure

analysis

for drunk

that paper.

in

The

most

interesting- one.
Pittsburg Dispatch

And, by the way, The
is authority for the statement that eleven
graduates of the Keeley Institute are now
inmates

of the Illinois

Eastern

Hospital

for the Insane at Kankakee.

the

weak and delicate.
"
Our local doctors gave her up, saying
she could not be cured.
"But thanks to a wonderful medicine
she is now perfectly well and healthy,
This remedy is Dr. Greene's Nervura blood
and nerve remedy, and it has completely
cured my little girl."

active worker in the

Sunday school.
Sunday evening following _her death
she was to have led the meeting on the topic,
"

How

a

Christian

can

die."

The work of the New York Convention

proved

too severe a strain on

the health of

Wolfe, of Iowa, and he became a
His
sufferer from nervous prostration.
resignatton was accepted with regret. At a
meeting of the executive committee at Des
Moines, Rev. D. W. Fahs was elected to fill
the vacancy.

Two well-known Endeavorers

were

united

marriage recently, in Oakland, Cal.,-Miss
Ida B. Smith, corresponding secretary of
Alameda County and chairman of the corre
spondence committee, and Mr. B. L. Spence,

in

secretary of the Christian Endeavor societies
of the Christian Church in the California
Union. We offer

hearty congratulations

our

.

Growth.
The

society of East Schuyler, N. Y., sends
the cheering word,
Sunday school increased
one-third since the organization of the En
deavor SOCiety."
"

Miss M. Phcebe

ard did not return to the

Dr.

CAllII BUYERS' UNION, 180 IV.

of

suggestive story is told by Chaplain
McCabe about a drinking man who, being
in a saloon late at night, heard the wife of
the landlord say to her husband, "Send
that fellow home; it is late."
"No,
never mind,"
replied her husband; "he
is shingling our roof for us."
The drunk

Quarts.

in your own home.

Bands

A

Pints.
Pints.
Convenient forms for Dealer and Consumer.

Quarts.

25,523 members.

Hope,
hope

indeed!

"

or

a

Methodist Church has 288 Bands of

is the best.
It is bottled pure
as it flows from the famous
just
Manitou" Soda Spring,
It
has more sparkle and effer
vescence than
any other known
mineral water.
It is a splen
did aid to digestion, and a
panacea for the stomach, liver
and kidney troubles, and as an
appetizer it has no equal.
People like it. If they use it
once they want it
again.
Unexcelled for Family, Club
Packed in cases of

in

story.
"My little daughter, Ethel May, was
She had
terribly and alarmingly sick.
twenty-six convulsions in two years. Her
nerves were very weak, her appetite very
bad; she could not sleep nights, her limbs
would draw up, and she suffered, oh, so
much! She was as yellow as saffron, and

On the

Irish

spend

The most beautiful and lovable thing on
earth is a little child; is it any wonder
that the heart aches hardest when the
little one, the brightest star in the world's
ornaments, suffers in the grasp of a terri
ble disease?
All can therefore understand the bitter
and heart-felt grief of Ml·S. H. H. Watson,
of 153 Bloomingdale St., Worcester, Mass.,
when her darling little four-year-old child;
a child of most singular sweetness and
beauty, was seized WIth severe and serions
nervous disease; and parents
alone can
appreciate the depth of her joy and thank
fulness when the little idol of her heart
was suddenly
snatched back from the
grave, as it were, after doctors ands friend
had given up all hope.
We will let the happy mother tell the

President

practise prohibition!
are

of

Bayley,

of the church which

Beyond All' Hope and Skill of the Doctors.

afflicted

All but 685 of the
certain

About Some Endeavorers.
Rev. F. T.

pastor

STARTLING AND ALARMING CONDITION
SUDDENLV DEVELOPED.

copy of their Manual may also he

that

Parliament contains

This next British

Newark, N. J.,

of

reference to the work of the different

A

Well-known

President of the Third

Slaight,
Presbyterian Y. P. S. C. E.
desires to correspond with
mittees.

a

lady.

1719 Webster St.

David D.

Along Temperance Lines.

The Beautiful Child of

Address Janet

with other societies.

These great skin cures, blood
purifiers, and humor remedies
afford immediate reIlef in the
most torturing of Itching and
Burning Eczemas and other Itch·
Ing, scaly, crusted, and hlotchy
skin and scalp diseases, permit

BABY'S

A MOTHER'S PRIDE.

Endeavor Correspondence.

REMEDIES

CUTICURA

September 29, 1892. [16]

Keeley

cure

insane than

At any rate,
could not make them more

rum or

delirium tremens,

Jones, corresponding secre
Orange County (Cal.) Union,

tary of

the

reports

Endeavor

churches hut the

the M. E. Church South has

State convention in

May

one.

of

their

these,

Since the

their Junior socie

ties have grown from one to
are

all

in

societies

Methodist; and

four, and there

two more in process of formation.

September 25, 1891, a Christian Endeavor
society was organized at St Paul's German
Evangelical Church, Detroit, Mich. This
..

was

the first Y. P. S. C. E.

organized

in the

Evangelical Synod of North Ameri
Through the efforts of several of Its

German
ca.

members

two

societies

other

have

been

organized, at Sandusky, 0., and Ann Arbor,
Mich. They are endeavoring to organize one
at Buffalo, N. Y.
These societies are going
to hold

a

convention in Detroit.

Aroostook county, Me., is awake to Chris
tian Endeavor. On September 7 representa
tives of the
met at

eighteen

societies in the county
with some aid from

Houlton, and,

President H.

W.

Rowe of

the

Penobscot

Union, organized the Aroostook Union. The
reported rnemberahip, with two unreported
societies, makes a list of 450 active and 250
associate.

Active

taken for the

measures

spread

will at

once

he

LITTLE ETHEL MAY WATSON.

Another grateful mother is Mrs. Henry
Fry, who resides at 4 Flint Place, South
Boston, Mass. She too had a daughter
who suffered tertiblyfrom St. VitusDance,
an alarming nervous affection, but by the
same marvellous remedy, her child has
also been restored to perfect health.
Here is what she says:
"My daughter, twelve years old, became
I at once
affected with St. Vitus Dance.
placed her under the care of physicians at
the Boston Dispensary, where she was
She grew worse
treated for three months.
until she entirely lost her speech, and the
right arm became useless. I tried other
remedies without benefit.
"Finally I began the use 'of Dr. Greene's
Nervura blood and nerve remedy, and
before finishing one bottle she could talk.
She has now used six bottles and she talks
as well as ever, has perfect use of her ann,
and is wonderfully improved in all re

spects.
"The effects of this wonderful medicine
in her case has excited great interest in
many neighbors and friends who arc ac
quainted with the facts."
With such evidence of the marvellous
power to cure disease that Dr. Greene's
Nervura blood and nerve remedy possesses,
no mother who regards the welfare of her
child will hesitate for an instant to give it
this great medicine.
A cure is sure.
The
remedy can be got at the druggists and is
purely vegetable and perfectly harmless
to give to children of any age.
It is the
prescription and discovery of DI·. Greene
of 34 Temple Place, Boston, Mass., tho
eminent speclalist in curing nervous and
chronic diseases, who can be consulted
free in regard to any case, personally or
by letter.

of work and the intro

duction of Junior societies.

Mrs. Winslow's Sool"'fng Syrop III the beat
,', mentes for Cbildren reethtng,
� cents a !loWe.

ot i.I
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of the race a certain narrow passage
in the Law Courts where his competitor
could not get past him.

BRIGHT AND BREEZY.

scene

HE WAS INQUISITIVE.

SOME clerks learn the lesson of
WHERE ARE THEY?

their

What has become of the cast-off coats
That covered Will Shakespeare's back?
What has become of the old row-boats
Of Kidd and his pirate pack?
What bas become
That came with
What has become
That must have

of the mutton bones
Sam Johnson's meat?
of the cobble-stones
bruised Milton's feet?

the scarfs that Lord Byron wore?
Where are poor Shelley's cuffs?
What has become of that wondrous store
Of Queen Elizabeth's ruffs?

Where

are

Where are the slippers of Ferdinand?
Whflre are Mark Antony's clothes?
Where are the gloves from Antoinette's
hand?
Where Oliver Goldsmith's hose?
I do not search for the ships of Tyre;
The grave of Whittington's cat
Would sooner set my spiri ts 'bn fire;
Or even Beau Brummel's hat.
And when I think that there are spots
In the world which I can't find,
Where lie these same identical lots,
And many ·of this same kind,
I'm tempted to give a store of gold
To him that will bring to me
A glass of earth's mysteries to uufold,
And show me where these things be.
-John Kendrick Bangs,
In Harper's Magazine.

own

Chicago

business

slowly

Tribune tells

teristic adventure of

a

minding

and hard.

story of

a man

a

The

a

store and asked the clerk for half a

drug

Bottles?" he asked.

"Yes, bottles," responded the
"

man.

With or without corks?" he inquired.
"vVith corks," was the response.
"Want 'em empty?" he inquired,
"

"

Certainly."

TOOK

WOULD that everyone, whether

man or

boy or girl, might learn the im
portance of regular, well-ordered exercise.
Rev. J. M. Buckley, LL. D., has made
these good points on this subject in an
article in the Chautauquans-«
woman,

"

And new?
"Do you suppose I want bottles you've
"
been keeping strychnine in ?
The clerk said such an idea never entered
his head, and then asked:
"
What (h) you want them for?"
"To break," responded the impatient
customer promptly.
"
"What?
The customer beckoned to him to lean
over the counter, and then caught hold of
the lapel of his coat and whispered:"I would n't want the neighbors to get
on to it, but I rather like to hear them
crack.
Just a whim of mine.
It's better
than breaking windows, and gives me just
as much pleasure, but my supply has given
out, and I want a few to hold me over
until another carload arrives."
The clerk looked at the customer doubt

Only systematic exercise prepares us for
those emergencies upon which the pro
longation of life often depends. A citizen
who despised exercise was awakened at
midnight by a cry of fire; hastily raising a
window and looking out, he saw the build
ing next his own was in flames. He hurried
about the house gathering his valuables,
carried them into the street, and fell dead.
A clergyman, finding himself left by a train
and liable to miss an important appoint
ment, carried a carpet-bag the short dis
tance of three miles, reached his destina
tion breathless, and in a few moments
died.
No one can foresee when an unusual
exertion will be demanded of him, either
in self-preservation, or in aid of those whom
he loves, or in some deed of common
humanity, or jointly with his neighbors
and townsmen in preserving their homes
from destruction by fire.
Had exercise
no other value than that of keeping men in
condition to endure unusual strain, it
would be an ample compensation for the
time and exertion it requires.
But it is a pleasure, it is the best im
provement of leisure, it is a promoter of
good. morals, and closely connected' with
health and longevity.
William Cullen
Bryant continued his exercises till he was
past eighty; Mr. Gladstone never omits his
bath and exercise; John Ericsson, though
working twelve or fifteen hours a day,
always walked the streets of New York
from ten o'clock in the evening- until mid
night for exercise.

THIN MAN'S MISERY.

THE whole

of any race depends
Is the boat light and
upon the conditions.
shapely? Is the horse well and in good

training?

success

Are

the

matched for skill?

tennis

These

players
are

well

important

questions. The slim barrister, in a recent
story, forgot to investigate the conditions
before accepting the challenge.
Of Mr. Murphy, one of the counsel for
the Times. in the Parnell Commission, an
amusing story is told.
Mr. Murphy, who is a stout man, was
once in the company of some younger men
of the law, among them a slim barrister.
The talk was of the barrister's fleetness of
foot; and, to the general surprise, Mr.
Murphy maintained that he could race any
man present if he got a yard start, and was
allowed to select the race-course.
When it was seen that this was no mere
joke, the barrister smilingly accepted the
cJlaUenge. Great was his humiliation,

however,

tor 1\11',

Murphy chose

as

the

for

the

OF

OUT

WIND

best

remedy
Constipation,
Jaundice, Headache,
Biliousness, and
Dyspepsia,
for

SAILS.

HIS

Housekeeper: "Bobby! Bobby! Where
boy?
Tramp: "Please, mum, that big watch
dog 0' yours just swallowed sometlilng
wot looked like a boy.
Maybe it was n't,
but you'd better get rid ol. that dog any
how, mum, an' get a nice quiet cat."

digestion.

Try

it

"

in the world is that

Easy
to

on

cure

"

Every Dose Effective
NOT

Exaotly

10° Below

��

HORSFORD'S Acid

Heavily Nickel Plated. On sale by all
Stove and Hardware dealers. or sample by mail,
ALASKA KNOBS are used only
on first-class stoves, and are cold in use.

30 cents.

Phosphate.

MADE ONLY BY

'J:ROY NICKEL WORKS, Troy, N. Y.

agreeable and benefi

An

cial tonic
nerves

food for the

and

and brain.

"OSE
t�S't � soNS
��1851.
P_lIfIA�\os
J:

A remedy

of the highest value in Men

some

....,-'II AY SCOLD.

LIFTERS.
ALAS KA STOVE
POKERS&KNOBS.

IV ervousness.

tal and Nervous Exhaustion.
Trial bottle mailed on receipt of 25 cents
Rumford Chemical Works,
in stamps.
Providence, R. I.

Celebrated for their Pure Tone,

catalogue

and full information.

170 Tremont St
THAT it is wise to know your man be
fore you impart unsolicited information is

Unlike the Dutch Process

following:-

"

W.hat do you work at ?

once
are

preparation

Lincoin,

lady sending

stamp and address

to

CLEVELAND BAKING POWDER
81
Please name
ikis papw.

Co.,
& 83 FULTON ST.,
NEW YORK.

Extract of.Beef."
Genume only with signa.
Invaluable in im

ture,

proved and economic
cookery. For Soups, Sauces,
and Made Dishes.

-

DIGESTED.

Sold

by Grocers everywhere.

W, ::BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Ma...
of

Valley Extension
THEtheSheyenne
Soo Line is opening ter

HOMES
AND
RESORTS

Wisconsin and Minnesota

on

this

Climate, Fishing, Shooting, and
Soil

superb.

Write for

parttcu

lars to

C. B.
G. 1'. A. soo

HIBBARD,

Line, Minneapolis, Minn.

��I*�1Im�oo�JlI
-

ban)

enjoyed

LATEST

line.

NORTH
WEST

-

BARBER'S�

ritory for thousands of New Homes.
Special Harvest Excursion rates
in
and
September.
August
Charming Resorts in Michigan,

IN THE

and other teacners of cookery.
A book for every day use.

to any

"The very soul of cook
stock-pot, and the finest

It has more than three times
the strength of Cocoa mixed
with Starch, Arrowroot or
....
"'\iiI•• Sugar, and is far more economical, costing less than one cent a cup.
It is delicious, nourishing, and EASILY

Mrs. Dearborn,
Miss Parloa,
Eliza R. Parker,

Mailed Free

Boston. Mass.

Liebig Company's

which is absolutely
pure and soluble.

recipes by
Marion Harland,
Mrs. Rorer
:Mrs.

wrote:

ing is the
stock-pot is

I

"

contains 400 recipes by practi
cal housekeepers, also original

the
of

BreakfastCocoa

,

I 'ID a telegraph operator at the Hazel
Switch Station, sah."

CookBook

in

W. BAKER & COo'S

"

Cleveland's

used

••

A Famous
French Chef

No Alkalies

One of those good-natured persons who
are always bent on imparting information
was humiliated not long since.
A negro was seated on a rail fence in
Arkansasl intently looking at the telegraph
poles. A gentleman passing said,
"Watching the wires?"
"
Yes, sah."
"
"Waiting to see a message go by, hey?
The negro smiled and said, "Yes, sah."
The gentleman kindly told him that
messages were invisible, and explained
the work of the electric current to him at
length. Concluding he said,"Now you know something about it."

Elegant

Designs, Superior WorklDanship, and
Great DurabiUty. Sola on easy terms. Old
instruments taken in exchange. Write for

INFORMATION VOLUNTEERED.

"Yes, sah."

ZERO,

:BUT

time."
Then the customer walked out, and the
clerk shook his head and tapped h'is fore
head. But he has asked no questions
since.

well shown in the

Take

all disordersof the Stomach,
Liver, and
Bowels.

"Your visits remind me of the growth
a successful newspaper,"
said Uncle
Jabez, leaning his chin on his cane and
glancing at William Henry, who was sweet

Angelina.
Why so?" inquired William Henry.
"Well, they commenced on a weekly,
grew to be a tri-weekly, and have now be
come daily, with a Sunday supplement."

to

sW'e

of

"
0, well, of course it's nothing to me,"
he said.
"
"
Then what made you ask about it?
demanded the customer.
The clerk made no reply but got the
bottles. As he was making the change,
however, the spirit moved him to ask:
"What do you do with the corks?"
"It's
"Chew 'em," was the reply.

good

THE

Waggs (to young matron with the per
ambulator): "Good-morning, Mrs. Full
bloom! Are you taking the son out for
an airing, or the heir out for a sunning?
Mrs. Fullbloom: "Neither, Mr. Waggs.
Baby is a girl."-LiJe.

Pills

the

A poet sends us a poem beginning, " I
That's
gaze at the moon in the sky."
right, young man, that's where to gaze at
it.
Don't try to gaze at it under the bed
or in the coal-cellar.
Stick to the sky.

fully.
SYSTEMATIC EXERCISE.

Ayer's

"

dozen six-ounce bottles.
"

"That remains to be seen," as the boy
said when he spilled the ink on the table
cloth.-London Answers.

charac

who entered

989

RlTLE

FOR OVER FORTY YEARS

a

high reputation.

Brilliant and
quality; beau

musical ; tone of rare
sympathetic
tiful for vocal accompanunent,
Durably con
struoted of finest material by most skilful work
men.
Exceptional in retaining original rlohnc:
and fulness of tone. Require tuning less ofte ...
than any other piano. MODERA.TE PRICES. REA�
�ONABLE TERMS.
BEND FOR CATALOGUE.

PRODUCTIONS I�

Residence

Architecture,
"

Cottage Souvenir,
'i1:':'O���1,1?t:!"
Edition
Illustrated.
Revised
(1892)

This book is

Superbly

8�"xll in.;

iso pages, and contains

ArlisliG Dwellingb
���r:�n����s $15,000
reliable estimates oj
costiIl9/rom$500 10

with

cust.

Hints to Home Builders
and other information contained in this work
makes House building truly easy and relieves one
of many knotty problems, Price �.OO post paid.
Beautiful. Prospectll3 and Sample Pages Free.

GEO. F. BARBER. &. CO., Architects,
KNOXVILLE, TENN.

GOLDEN RULE

THE

990

Missions;" or where I can get these books
at the price mentioned in THE GOLDEN

HELLO!
ttbe eotcen '!Rule ttelepbone JC!cban!,le.
Prof. Caleb Cobweb, M. A.,

Manager.

RULE of July 28.
South Oil City, Penn.

N. c. 111.

advertised at that price by
They
The United Society of Christian Endeavor,
werc

[Our readers are Invited to ask questions of the editor
of this department, and give answers to puzzles he may
be unable to solve. All questions must be aecompamed
with postage stamp, that. the answer may be given by

���r�is��S�i�an��t��:� !.I�l�lJI l �lS�e�Ti�all �I: a��S:'O��l��
a�����er..s��i\ldu�l�va(;���eB giC�����:lgg�l�: f�[ �l!�b�
GOLIIEN

RULE, Boston, Mass.]

week there

THIS

votes

on

meeting, but,

were

fourteen

only

the time for consecration

to my

surprise,

six of these

favored the first Sunday of the month,
several of these, however, merely because

they

were

accustomed to it.

Caleb Cobweb has

He wants to make it loud
one

to hear.

to make.

request

a

for every

enough

Your receivers close

against

DON'T ASK ME
your ears, now!
ANSWER RIGHT AWAY!
There!

TO

Did you hear?

calm.

54. What is the attitude 0'1. me Episco
Church toward the Y. P. S. C. E.?
Has any official action been taken with
reference to it by any body of that denomi
nation?
Have. any prominent members
of the denomination championed it? Have
any opposed it? Who? Can you name
any Episcopal churches where it exists?
A MARYLAND ENDEAygRER.

palian

I know of no' official action yet taken by
the Episcopalians. In THE GOLDEN RULE

28 may be found
account of the enthusiastic

July

"rally';

at the

Rev. I. O.
Was

York

of Pine

Adame,

chairman.

He is

an

Besides his

deavorer,

.

New

excellent

an

Convention.

Bluff, Ark.,

enthusiastic En
socie

society,
ties were reported from Episcopalian
churches in
Baltimore, Chicago, and
others.
Four out of the seven EpiSCO
palian churches in London, Ontario, have
Endeavor societies.
At this meeting
Bishop Gilbert of Minnesota, Bishop
Graves of the Platte Mission, Bishop Jack
son of Alabama, and Bishop Brooks of
Massachusetts, 'were reported favorable to
the movement. Bishop Brooks has spoken
before the Massachusetts State convention,
and

speaks'

this year before the Connec
ticut State convention.
It has always been the custom in
our society at the close of each six months
for the retiring president to appoint a
nominating committee, with himself for
chairman. Should the president appoint
himself on that committee, and if so, as
chairman?
(2) Is it right that anyone person should
be an active member of two societies of
the same denomination but not the same
church, of course, if it is possible for him
to attend the prayer
both?

55.

.

(1)

meetings�f

M. H. T.

(1) It would certainly be unwise
presiding officer to appoint himself

in any
on

any

I

not be

person should
member of two societies of the

see no reason
a

why

denomination, provided he
fully and heartily to his duties in

attends
connec

tion with each.
56. Is Isaac Pitman's system of phonog
in use?
What systems are
AN ENDEA VORER.
preferred ?

raphy still

The systems
extensively in use
improvements of

of
are

phonography

Isaac Pitman's

Graham's and Munson's

are

system.
used by the

of skilled

reporters, though there
are two or three others quite as
good. To
become able to report verbatim requires

majority

about

"grit"
57

as

as

much steady appiication
anything I know about.

C'o{.!,MAKERS"BiYt-mR"BELL
FOUNDRY!
•�iNCi"NATI
ClN"NNATI.OHIO.

JI1!;;I..'OFTHE

Double The

t.�

SCHOOL. FIRE

FOR CHURCH

ALARM ..C.

eatalogue With 2500 testimonials. Prices and

terms fREE.

Please mention this paper.

to the

Strength

lives

breezy

town of

in the

Beverly,

catalogue

her

portrait

Vanilla.

12, 1492, Old Style, is October
21, 1492, New Style. For explanation see
any astronomical text-book, or any ency
article

on

A.B.& E.L.SHAW,

cents

Successors to

SHAW, APPLIN & CO.
Manufacturers of

St., Boston.

pU��llts

Who wants them?

Who knows of

REDUCTION IN GAS BILLS
be

can

secured by

using

From $4,8.00 upward.

27

our

as

with

don't deMothers , lay
the

ADJUSTABLE CHECK.

use

of Ridge's Food if your little
one is puny or lacking in vi
tality. Observe special direc
tions and send for pamphlet OP
the rearing of children to
WOOLRICH & CO PALMER.
Maes.

good

Mr. DeBoie has

done 'I

6�. Should Christians when away from
their home church and in other denomina
tions partakp of the communion, unless
invited to do so by the pastor?
B. E.
Cedar Falls, 10.
It would be better not to
communion

without

a

partake of the
general iuvitation

unless you are
the customs and beliefs of the

from the

pastor,

sure

of

church

•

Patent

applied

TWO WORN SPOTS

for.

on

where GAS

i's

used.

Size of tips from 2 to 6 feet.
Price per gross, $2.00.

Send 25 cents for sample dozen

been omitted.

525

STERLING SILVER INLAID

.

Washington St., Boston, Mass.

Montreal in

ENDEAVORERS, READ THIS!

HO!

The New Game: Wheel of Knowledge.
Amusing aud popular (selling fast). Recommended by
pastors; endorsed by prestdents. Just the thing for an
evening at home or a social. Postpaid, only 50 cents. Sure
to please.
E. W. COE, Sta, E, Cleveland, Ohio.

'93, and Cleveland in '94.
want it, and nobody

places

EDUCATIONAL.

SHORTHAND :.:ri��:;;��W;�hlVXt�kirs��n�
LEGE, 1006 Chestnut �., Philadelphia.

Farmer.

Andover

Theological Seminary.

'p��f:s;;':
TJeheo�!��:e¥,'
��t�ley��ftlb��inJeliv���JsW
Bartlet Chapel
4 P. M. Work will begin
Taylor
in

at

with all the classes at this date.
For Catalogue. or
further information, apply to EGBERT C. SMYTH, Pres
ident of the Faculty.

JOHN F. GOUCHER, PresidEmt.
Programmes and application blanks will be sent upon
request.

..

us

and marked

HOLMES &. EDWARDS XIV"
Read

THE

our

Guarantee Certificates.

HOLMES &. EDWARDS SILVER CO••
Bridgeport. Conn.

Aunt Dinah's

Husking Bee

Has given satisfa.ction for three veal'S in all sorts of
societies. l.)rice,.1O cents. Send roi circular

Scholarships
To be given to members of Christian En
deavor soci .. tios hv the School for Christian
'Workers, Springfield, Mass., for the year
(See articles ill
beginning September 7.
GOLDEN RULE of July 7 and 14.) Address
at once J. L. Dixon, Cor. Sec.

BANGOR THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY.
Course of study complete, thorough, Biblical, and prac
Special instruction in New Testament Greek and
advanced Semitic Studies. Term opens Sept. 17. Address
Prof. F. B. »EXIO .. Bangor, 1\le.

H0ME

at

STU D Y. �!�i�o�:: ����:��"r.:

LA D I E S

who will flo wriLingfor us at their
own
horn-s will make good
wages. "'''ith· renlv enclose self

addressed. stamped enyelope.
South Bend, Ind.

LIL Y LOTION CO.,

FINANCIAL.

$75

per month and la"ge commission to Men and
Women to work for 11S.
'l'HF. HE�RY BILL

l'UBLISlilN(; CO_, Norwich, Conn.

$75.00

less

proper nourishment and wholesome food.
The most successful and reliable of all is the
"
Gai I Borden Eagle" Brand Condensed Milk.
YOllr grocer alit! druggist keep it.

$250.00

�!l�I��or�I�Y.�

Co., 2600 2-4-6-8 Main St., Richmond,Va.

Book-keeping, Shorthand, etc., given by BUlL

student's home.

Low rates.

Tria.l Lesson Free.

AMERICAN

FIRE

INSURANCE COMPANY.

Write to

The

New

York

School

of

Office:

Company's Building,
308 and 310

Applied

Design, For Women,
200 West 23rd
Affords

Walnut Street

Street, New York,

thorough mstructton in Wall Paper and Carpet
Designing, and makes a specialty of the

ARCHITECTURAL DEPARTMENT.
For further information apply to
Catalogue free.
1\1ISS ELLEN J. POND, Secretary.

Philadelphia.
CASH CAPITAL

Reinsurance
all other claims
•

The Berkshire Hills
Sanatorium
cure of Cancer in all it" forms, without the nse
Book with complete information mailed
of the knife.

For the

free.

DR. W. E. BROWN & SON, NORTH ADAlIS. lIiASS.

over

$500,00000

•••••

Reserve for

Surplus

times, but is largely avoided by giving

To

B. F. JOHNSON &

BRYANT & STRATTON, 63 Lafayette St., Buffalo, N.Y.

Sickness Among Children
more or

S. N. DUQUETTE, Lockport. N. Y.
----------

tical.

Ten

prevalent

Is made by

--------------------------------

Last week, Messrs. Morse Bros., proprietors
of the well-known Rising Sun Stove Polish,
filled orders from two customers in the 'Vest
for twenty-three car-loads of stove polish.
As each car contained 400 gross, weighing 15
tons, the shipment t( these two houses was
9,200 gross, or 345 tons. The immense bnsi
ness done by this firm is a monument to the
industry and high grade of goods for which
they have earned a reputation at heme and
abroad.

is

se¥g/g!sft�"i1gg':,�· Sectional Plated Spoons and Forks

THE WOMAN'S COLLEGE OF BALTIMORE.

Train Loaded With Stove Polish.

Especially infants,

E STERLING INLAID HE"

If you cannot obtain these goods of yonr Jeweler,

.

Foolish is a mild term to describe the
farmer who buys land remote from market.
He is working for the railroad company in
stead of himself.
The rich, loomy soil of
Michigan produces big crops without any
fertilizing, besides being near a big and con
stant market.
A letter to O. M. Barnes,
Land Commissioner, Lansing, Mich., will
tell you how to get the best of these farms
on long time and easy terms.

at all

Each piece is marked on tho

'Will show no worn spots.
back

Do You Wish To Give An Entertainment P

knows!
A Foolish

FORKS

SPOONS and

NON-CORROSIVE GAS TIP CO.,

..

In '95-10ts of

the back of the spoon spoils it.

L1V-E AGENTS wanted in every place

which you are visiting, and know that
through inadvertence the invitation has

63. I should like to be informed whether
the International Christian Endeavor Con
vention for 1893 will be held in Cleveland,
w. H. F.
0., or Montreal, Canada.
SaUna, Kan,

Sudbury St.,·

8entllorO_uue. BOSTON

NEW GAS TIP

channels in which to send such literature?
who will do

Street.

Washington

the calendar.

quite a number of good reli
gious papers on hand, such as THE Gor,DEN
RULE, Christian Herald, etc., and should
be glad to send them to anyone who
would like a lot of good reading matter.
Anyone who wishes these papers will
J. W. DEBoIE.
please address
Riverdale, Mo.
61. I have

..

Wholesale and Retall,

THEODORE METCALF Co.
3Q Tremont

man

prices. Corro
spondence Solicited.

Four-ounce bottle (double
the size of other extracts)
SO cents.
Regular size 25
cents. Either size bymail,
10

are

Carpets

in Churches a.t

ufa.cturers'

646 to 658

�a�i�r��ar.acked,

use

our

we

JOHN H. PRAY, SONS & CO.,

appears.

October

clopeedia

a.ccustomed to sell

Water-White

why

me

wholesale business

Extract of

She her

and by what
authority our President decided that
October 21 is the day to be celebrated for
the discovery of America, when all histories teach October 12 ?
A. E. G.
St. Louis, Mo.
60. Please tell

Compound Concentrated

for

can

trated

I

In connection with

Metcalf's

beautiful,

Mass.

HOOK &

Established 1827.

Correspondence Invited.
HASTINGS, Boston, Mass.

Price.

tell you about her photograph.
In Houghton, Mifflin, and Company's illus
self

CH U RCH
ORe A N S

Half The

59. What is .Lucy Larcom's address?
Where can a photograph of her be obtained?
c. D. s.
Syracuse, N. Y.

and

Please tell me who are the publish
ers of
"Seven Years in Ceylon" and
.,
William Carey the Father of Moden.
..

BELL

\!;

questions about Christian
"Question Box."
If you want Caleb Cobweb's opinion, how
ever, I should say emphatically, Yes. Chris
tian Endeavor societies, not a few, have
been organized in churchless communities,
and' churches have grown out of them.
work

most

all modifications and

Oe�rLY:' 15 CENtTS,

If you mentIon where you saw this advertisement.
FARM-POULTRY is the name of our paper. It teaches
how to make money with a few hens. Sample copy
sent free. I. S. JOHNSON & CO .. Boston, Mass.

Please send all

Endeavor

a

same

JOSEPH RUBY, of Ool u m lria, Pa., suffered
from birth with scrofnla h uuior, till he was
perfectly cured by Hood's Sarsaparilla.

"The Best Poultry Paper,"

Mass.

committee whatever.

(2)

SEND your daughter to Oxford College, at
Oxford, Ohio. There is no better school for
girls.

58. Do you think it right to. organize
and conduct a Christian Endeavor society
where there is no church organization?
B. s.
Wagar, Ala.

Episcopalian Especially,

own

St., Boston,

Miss Larcom

Why, some
times you bright Golden Rulers, in your
lordly, ruling way, shout to me for a long
list of books that I must telephone all
over the country for, and add,
"Please
answer within a week."
A week, for
sooth! When I'll have to strain myoId
voice till it cracks, and wear out my tele
phone bell so that I have to get a new one,
in order to get tho answer for you in a
month! Be patient, Golden Rulers. Keep

of

50 Bromfield

September 29, 1892. [18]

•

•

and
•

•

•

all liabilities..

2,286.388

25

307,15228

TOTAL ASSETS, JAN. 1,1892,

$3,093,540.53.
THO�. II. "O)\'l'nO�mRY, P"",;dPJIt.
(·IIAS. 1'. PF.ltOT, Vice-President,
1(1 C II.\lW 111

ARlfAi{ESI�:"f>'ifN�t��t"a,.".

[19] September 29,

TWO I·MPORTANT LETTERS

and singiug

higher

Thelllllelves.

W,hich Explain

of tone,

quality

especially

in the

notes,

offer, given last week,
following letters. It is not
that is fortunate enough to be
a Mehlin piano and an Estey

The fillg ... r-guard protects the part of the
piano dir"ctly hack of the kevs from being
scratched hy the fiuger-na! Is. The Bessemer
steel acticu-Iram«, hy reason of its e-xtraor
diuary resistance to atmospheric iurlueuces,
secures all uncoruurcu ly firm anti accurate

organ as a club premium without any
reservation.
Read j you will be interested.

condition of the action and its parts in rela
tion to the rest of the piano, aidiug it in

(IOU

will better understand

reading

the

mium

.

every paper
able til gi ve

BRATTLEBORO.',
Gentlemen:
take

pleasure

our

preafter

withstanding the effects of extreme climates.
touch-regulator renders it a simple mat

AUGUST 12, 18H2.

The

ter for any tuner to alter the

In

-

in

organ such
deliver to you

au

VT.;

reply to your letter, we
giving below description of

as

on

should be

we

receipt-of

pleased

piano's touch
terial

party who is entitled

No. E 32 ill

is furnished with the customary
and iH in every way complete.

'rile

we

great

of

that you and
of.

one

wiil

that this iustrum .. nt

securing

success

0111'

he the

subscrip
wishing you

very many new

in your

RUL��, a1111
good work,

CENTURY PIANO COMPANY.

Jessie.-"
so

very

Expel'ience Teaches.
No, I won't go i'll, my shoes

truly,

ESTEY ORGAN COMPANY.

MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., AUGUST 10,1892.
are in receipt of your
requesting a description of the
Mehlin
piano, which we are to ·have the
pleasure of presenting to the Christian En

Gentlemen:- We

late favor

"

Old
Worn.Out

Many

Won't Produce

Profit.

1a��,:nUi�dfe���!f!��
FARMS rg��11'
��tt��Cthi�Y:�Ip���e�f �!c:::ra�a��:.'�J',;g��C��!'i£��I����
a

of climate and freedom from cyclones. blizzard_, together with aood society, churches. etc., make Michi
gall Farms the best In the world. Write to me and I will tell you how to get the best farms on long
O. M. BA.RNES. Land ()om .. 188Ionel·, Lan.lnJr, M.Jeh.
time; low 1'ate of interest.

Now

are

Ready.

muddy."

Mautl.-" Oh never mind that, here's a
mat."
Jessie.-I didn't notice it. Why, it's a Hart
JUan; that makes all the difference in the
world; one can hardly walk across a Hart
man Wire
Mat without leaving the mud
behind,"
Maud.-" Yes, it makes a great difference
in my work. I don't have half the sweeping
now I did."
Jessie.-·" That isn't all- you know you
are not inviting disease or vermin, and cocoa
mats are so dangerous-I wouldn't have any
mat but the Hartman."
Comparison will convince you, too, reader.
When you buy a mat be sure it is a Hartman
Flexible and has brass tag attached, stamped
Hartman.

large

:

proud

Very truly yours,

number of customers.

"

ma

perfectly seasoned, and
most thorough manner,

tions to THE GOLDEN

The organ

knee-swell,

organs, but with none of them have we been
better pleased than with this style j and this

Yours

is made of the best

is

and will be

can

Hoping
means

250,000 Estey

a

"

present will be

selves

bevetled mirror-plate in the centre of the
figurehead, imparting a very rich and striking

be the verdict with

of the

It stands in the very forefront of high-grade
pianos, and we are sure that the instruurent

may be of black walnut or oak,
as preferred, and in either. instance is pro
vided with an elegant, specially selected

seems to

depth

few minutes.

throughout,

case

appearance.
'Ve have manufactured over

a

constructed in the

our

tremulous effect to the tone.

01'

in

Every" Mehliu

to

the address of

to it.
It is styled
catalogue, and contains
one three-octave set of diapason reeds, one
three-octave set of vox jubilante reeds, one
two-octave set of melodta reeds, one two
octave set uf viola reeds, with the vox
lnuuana or tremolo, imparting a wave-like

the

091

THE GOLDEN RULE

lS92.

THE OFFICIAL,--

•

CONVENTION REPORT.
Contains portraits
of many of the speak
and State and
ers,

Pro

v

inc i a T

officers.

Union

Nearly

hundred in all.

deavor member who procures the most subto THE GOLDEN RULE he fore March
1, 1893, and we are happy to reply to it.

two

•••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•••

Full

Stenographic Report.

MAKING A VOLUME
PRINTED ON FINE

OF 300 PAGES.

CALENDERED PAPER.

INVALUABLE FOR FUTURE REFERENCE.
A LIMITED EDITION ONLY HAS BEEN PRINTED.

scriptions

A little

____

ago, our city was
brightened by the presence of thousands of
Christian Endeavorers, and our factory, just
across

over

a

Your Income is
Too Small.

year

the street from the

Exposition. Hall,

The
visited by
hundreds.
many
Mehlin" was used upon the Exposition
stage, and in many ways we were brought in

Price 35 cents, PoHtpaid.

if you

contact with QUI'

3%

city's visitors, and have
brightest recollec

.

we

feel that

we

have

a

free)
.

our

first

50 Bromfield

your in
sent'

A

you in
your income and

help

may

crease

double claim

upon yon, or you on us.
Your Convention here christened

Royal

•

case

The
have

planos

Mass.

TheA.rrleanKoJaPI_t.

Cure for Asthma.

in Congo, West
IS
Nature's !:lure
Guaranteed or No

()ure

��!i.aEl<P*'.!t�i"�:a�!SU�::�aIia���l����s
lWoRTING 00.,152
Bt"OiIlCilluti.Ohio.

KOLA

Ville

prefer.

the latest and most notable im

piano recently, being almost exactly like
grand." By their use the tone
is wouderfully enhanced, and it partakes of
all the beautiful qualities of the grand piano.
'I'he grand fall-board, covering the keys of
the instrument, is a very ingenious arrange

Buy of your grocer a 25Dcent
package of Kem-Korn-c-dissolve

those in the"

a minute's stir
it in water
ring does it=-sprlnkle your coal
in the bin
your
coal gains 25 per
-

-

When open, it lies back under the
-xtenston music-desk and entirely free from

cent.

it, gi v ing the player more room than ordinary,

there's

ment.

avoldtng any clumsy appearance, It
also permits us to curve the edge of the key
Hlip, exactly as in the grand piano. The
cylluder top and tone-reflector perforins the
same duty in Out' upright pianos that the
larger lid does in the square or grand.
The piano muffler is a merciful attachment,
both for the listener who is annoyed by con
stant practising and also for the instrnment

ers-lit-

�

in sound,
facilitated,
the perfectly clear, bell-like,

"I"�

I.m;lucillg

of

a

theory
are

�

�...

tie smoke
and soot

-quick, hot fires
-absolutely harmless-If your
grocer hasn't it, send name of
grocer and six 2-cent stamps
we will send you trial package.

..

waves

�j!.
•• r.r

wear anti preserves
the plano's full and
round tone, adding materially to i t.s term o.f
IIseruhll'lIS
The end-wood string-bridge is

the sound

.,

."

itst'lf, the hammers of which it protects from

",1 ... 1, .. 11,.

or more

no coal
gas-no clink-

ami

practival apptlcatton

OF

QUEEN VICTORIA'S IUTCHEN AT
WINDSOlt CASTLE.

provements in the construction of the upright

a

served

on

the

Royal

before the fife.

of

SMITH &: ANTHONY STOVE CO.,
VIEW

grand plate and grand scale which we
introduced into our upright grand
are

spit

roasting.
The Wire Gauze Oven Door
takes the place of the spit in American kitchens,
and allows a circulation of fresh, pure ail'
through the oven, and over the food.
The Wire Gauze Oven DOQ1'is used exclusively
on the Hub Ranges, and the nub Ranges are
used excualvely by the Boston and other Cookillg
Schools.
Send for descriptive circulars.
cess

should the

member entitled to the instrument

joints

on a

shutting it up in a tight oven where
the stifling atmosphere ruins the delicate pro

AS th madiBc.overe.d
AfrIca,

patented improvements that

mahogany

cooked

The whole secret of the process lies in sur
the meat with a circulation of live air

appear in the HMehlin." We would suggest
an ebonized finish for the case, but will sup
or

are

rounding

Please mention The Golden Rule.

We propose presenting our style" H,"
engraved case, which contains the grand

walnut

All the roasts and

Table

Bromfield St.

her.

a

Kitchen

'secure the principal.

The Provident
Trust Co 36Boston,

But in case we should not, we will at least
be visibly bound to you by the "Mehlin"
that is to pass from us to one of your num

ply

DEPARTMENT,

Street, Boston, Mass.

instead of

year's business in Minneapolis, ani then fol_'
lowed us to New York lor its last meeting;
and we may yet have to build a third factory
in Montreal to greet you this coming year.

scale and all the

on

Our little book,

This year your Convention was held in the
city wherein is situated our Eastern factory,
that

4%

or

vestments.

the very pleasantest and
tions. of them.

so

receiving only

are

PLEASE SEND CASH WITH ORDER.

U. S. C. E., PUBLISHING

was

"

OR DE R NOW_..,;,_.-.,

I
I

+H..+<4....HI++04....H++>4Jo+�H+1+

Makel's

of Hub Stoves, Ranges, and FUl'Da<'f'S,
48 to 54 Union St., BORton.

And don'l forget to mention t.he fndthis is UI'!I important, and it. will

,

now
,

! reading

THE GOT.])!'::S Rn.E, YOI1 note thn t
pamphlets can he obtained Iree.

these

.J1[Plition

n((me,
that you belong to

TImMS.
The Golden Rul., is

weekly reljstons pap�r

a

we

am-

family,

���:: �';�����l'���I�l � i�I:�3�.��c��·e
P01p':l�� I�t���P�!�,,:i�:��nMa;����srl�I���0�11 i�tf,I��

don't want you al ways to feel that through
this column yon have got to be clubbed to

a

.

�I",dal Club RateR.

pastors. �l1nday. sehoul
01' more. $1.00 a

add

for

$1.04
postage;
���I����':/�U:.\�;i:���2���on
Ner.;g���;!:.:-:.p�i.?,�l�"r::.��.r������;�c!�;�l
b�'!'t;t�i��
unless money accompanies
�\\;?�nf.���,�i:��\':;;::I�'I��kS
�.��.;;r;��:t��
Re��lW�ih:;;'q�:�;n�
,!�rhs�'�.';:;�:�)t\f.l::
uddress lahel will in!lirntp
change of date upon

Changes
change
Hl'tlt"I'pd, botn the old and the new address must he
given.
Hiscontinnance!i. Snhscl'ihers·wishlng THE GOWEN

�l�'l�� ���1(:�}8�� tlliai!���tt;io��l�!r�!li��. ���}:g�llt��\�l�
sid"r it th�lr wish to have it continued.
"tl:t's must be

All

arrear

paid.

Re ... lttan('.es shonld be sent by check. IIrl\ft. express
onler, or I>. ·0. money order, payable to 'l'he Goldpn
Rnl" Company.
Cash lind postal notes should be
sent hy "eglst"red letter.
All Mail referring to 'I'm: GOLDEN RULE should be
,u\,\l'essefl to
'rHE GOI.])EX ltU".: (,OMPA!'<Y.
47 FRANKLIN �·I· ••

BOS1·ON. MASS.

to anyone who
willselll"ix (6) for us,
R�lZlIl� r price ist65.01l. WP
sell it for cash with ortl�T
for $32. If YOIl are look
illl! for a barsaln iJ"

walZons

.

.

*

�os'TWBUGG�&CARrCO�.'\�op,k�B,��n�r���tf.uO:
STAMMERINC.

'"

�e",l for"

If you want to stay ten days, we arrange
for you for twelve Ut'1V subscrlptions, but
I shall have

H

a

lOOI'(,

plan

-----------

When You Want

well, all combined in Oil!', provided YOIl
willing' to co-operate. Hilt there is time
enough ahead for giving' yon details. The
Rix speeial premtum» n.ppoul to your best
interest, just now. STI!IC'TLY BnHNEss,
as

Catalogue of the publications of Paine's
Company. Illuatrated. With
prices. Sent to any applicant on receipt
of amount affixed to each, to pay for post

W.ALL PAPER
send to

packing:

Handsome Gold Parlor

Wood Mantel Catalog-ue. 48 pp
General ratalogne, 288 pp
Folding Furuiture, 32 pp
Rattau Furniture. 96 pp
Piazza and Lawn Furuiture

Refrigerator Catalogue, 32 pp
Office Furniture. 48 pp
;
Invalid Furniture. 32 I'p
Church and Lodge Furniture
"Suggestions to Those about To
with many large plates.
.

..

..

Two 2c. stamps.
Five 2c. stamps.
Two 2c. stamps.
Three 2c. stamps.
One 2c. stamp.
Two 2c. stamps.
Two 2c. stamps.
Two 2c. stamps.
Three 2c. stamps.

and

....

..

..

.

:

:

·

to

you to

adopt

It

suggestion.

plan whereby your quill,
though "pusbed" in It style that will
eclipse the jlolln in its hrilliancy, will bring
no

of

quilt send totheSpeJ.ilcel'ian Pen Company,
Broadway, New York, and mention
THE ,Gol.DEN RULE, 1tnd yon will receive

810

Besides

quill,

yo�ll'

will

suggestioll,

if you follow my

mentioned, maybe, at
really an "ad vertis

the start that this is

i'eceive

I

no

pay,

ltowevej', (lnd which is proposed without
the knowledge of the firms intel·ested.. I
hints

on

you ever need
to turn over the

case

house-furnishing,

postal cal'd addressed to John H. Prl!y,
Sons & Company, and say, "Please send
me a copy of your' Hints on House-ful'llish
ing.'
Sign yoUI' uame and giNe your
"

address.

*

There
You

card, if you are anxious
w;'y to satisfy a long-felt want,

ask Daniel Green &
t.heir illust.rated

covering,

"

to mail you
felt as a foot

Company

pamphlet

entitled

On

a

on

Felt

Footing."

**

And npon what

subject would

you most
naturally expect that Armour and Com
pany wonld have advice to offer? "ThingR
If yon will take your
ask for a copy of their
cook-book. �'Oll ,,"ill always t.hank me, I alll
sure, fHI' li:.1 \'i II!_:· .�iI·'·ll you tltt' suggestion.

eat," of
.Itbird card
to

AND

Government

Co., 106 Wali Street, New York.

TO

PURIFY THE BLOOD.

:

A RELIABLE REMEDY FOR

i

Ind!&'estlon, Blllou8nell8, Headache, Conatl.
'Patlon, Dyspepsia,. "hronlc Liver Troubles,
DIzziness, Bad Complexion, Dysentery,

LADIES.

Z'COODNEW&

for our celebrated
Teas, Coff'ees and Baking
Powder, and secure a beautiful
Gold Band or Moss Rose Ohina
Tea Set, Dmner Set, Gold Band
Moss Rose Toilet Set, Wateb, Brass Lamp, Oastoe, or
Webster's Dictiona�. For_particulafS address
THE GREA.:.L· A.MERICAN TEA.. CO.,
P. O. Box 289.
31 and 33 Vesey St.• New York.

to get

:

Oll'e""tve

•

Stomach', Live" and Bowel...

•

Rip&JIII Ta.bules contain Dotbinll: injurious to
tbe most delicate constitution. Pleasa.nt to take.

:

orde.rs

and all dl8ordel'8 of the

:

•

•

:

J.a

-on

I T��PR��A:!:,H�:�o� c�:

I

:

Tt=�tt'i:li::.Dt by mail :
'1�ir€��e
cents. Address
receipt of
•

•

:
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•
•

!

•

•

�
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you should.

why

IS no reason

can

reduce your flesh to normal proportions �y usin[ Dr. Edison's O�esity Belts, Pills, and Fruit Salts,
WITHOUT DISCOMFORT

-

WITHOUT DANCER.

THOUSANDS HAVE PROVEN T'HIS FACT.
Here is what
Forty-three Pounds

Lost
Mrs.

Mary H.

Bostoll. !\lass

.•

of them say:

some

"I Tell My Lady Friends Not To Be Afraid

Weight.

in

writes:
for years to reduce my

t�:��tt�� !l,�
���i
es�i:.etll:���J�b��et��it?��Si����!":�
abies
prescribe it

To Use The Pills."

M"tthews. Commonwealth Avenne,

physicialls

PiNl !e����;:�:� �rcl�,�;:�t���il��l�e�)�'si;����;fi�I��si��
Y�:;�h�� �l'� �::f�I��y���ll:��f::I����� ':{ott�lea(ri��:�� i��\:l����ert�lia'
b.
i
o
f
�
;
�
��V��'
f
.
���;��e�l
!
!�I���Lri
&
£;.V.o�i
l
'
�
result of Hr. Edison's
Treatment, which
"

After

tr1illg

weight below

ObeSity

my

As I knew sh"lost three and one·half

ponnds

the first

be

with yonI' Obesity Pills. an<l the Obesity Band ..
I had ollly lost sLxteeu pOllnds at end of thud week,
..

my
very considerably.
I have sent four friends to yon for fnll treatment,
and they are perfectly satisfied with your m"thods.
..
Yonr pills al" worth �tO a bottle to any stout person

Thorndike, Commonwealth .\n"nup, writes:
I was advis(.lo(1 by no less than fonr ladies, wllo have
been cured of obp,ity by Dr. Edison's pills nnll salts. to use
YOUI' treatmpnt. I ,"n now ready to t"stify in "ourt, if;

����te�111�:e�k:dt�1�1��1 (t�!�Kit \��ft�'11�����-��'!l
�����J:rfi'l' /life
I had
saved
the
few

My

weeks, as
previonsly
past
suffered from sunstroke, and hot weHthE:'l' severely affect
ed m". The salts are verI' pleasant to take, anti do all
you ('jaim for them. �Iy physioian. Ill'. Barstow. Arling·
my

Dyspepsia."
Crowuinshield. Commonwealth Avenue.

regular. Obesity Band,

or

three bottles for

Post-office

Money Order,

any size lip to

$4.00, enough for

or

have

goods

.

JIIngonan. broker. State �t!'eet.

Boston

.

or"I!il!���l�e��I�j.r) ���,(':;��.f:�1�1�rM��r g�:nr��\��������
hUndl'''�

and sixty·folll' in ahonl
dre!l alld thirteen to one
nine wet-ks, 1 knoW of fonr hea.vy mpn who go. �'um' t.l'l!at
ment after -s"eillg I had fallell off in size.
\"011 lInn't.
seem to mention that the Obesity Pills are n gO(llll'emPlII'
for infiammatory rheumatism, and actn:,lly worth 1}J. "
bottle fo!' this alone."

ten cents for eactl al1ditional. ineh in length.
Pills are $1.50 )If'.r
Obesity Fl'l1it Salt, $1.00 :per )ottle, enongh to last a month. Yon can send

thirty-six inches, is $2.50;

one

treatment.

sent C. O. D.

Send for illustrated

LORINC &

C0111'81'.

Mr. William
Mass" writes:

"

]lostOIl. llass.

The

They Cure Rheumatism.

•

Miss

your treatment."

.

Lieut. G. A. Scott. I'evenue cutter Hamlin. writes:
"Three years ago I weighed two hnn.ll'ed anf! Sixty.
eight pounds. but after using your Ohesity Pills and �alt.s
·1 reulu'pu to one hundred and sixty-nine })(\\1Il«is. and
easily kept at this weight. I saw how mll<'h oUlP!' P"OVle
were benetited and wished to gh'e )'OUI' tl'en tll'Pllt II trial.
I now recommend it to all my fat friellds."

accePtedf)ifs�s�e�:�if 11lf{i��{�:g':;��r:;��?�[le1·s.

Obesity Salts Nearly Saved My Life

..

bottle.

01'

.Beacon Street, Hoston, Mass.

�edtf;satt��f�_ ����� �O�:;dS 1��e�e1�1;��
���tfe�p�tl
lt!"���:.
andrenuced
size

)liss Matilda

freely."

Tried The Experiment and Satisfied With
The Result.

pills, (luring the ten weeks I ]I'l\'e used the
Obesity Pills. I tell all my lady friends not to be jtfraid
to use the pills.
I am delighted with the results. Be·
sides, I lost thirtY-llillt� pounds in six weeks. Jt is equal
to a cheap Iwine' treatment of �2 pel' month.
TiIi.! must
of medieine,

week, seven the seeond, fmd nine and one-half by ('11(1 of
third week, 1 df'!cidell not to waitlollger, butto comm('l1re

"I Was Very Sceptical Until It Cured

to

one

friend. Miss Mary J. lllll'gess of Commonwealth Avenne,
wag taking.
..
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*

On the second
to heal' of a

I

WHY STAY STOUT?

**

in

:

STOMACH, LIVER AND BOWELS,

want three

Pray, Sons & Company, 658 Washing
St., Boston, Mass. Take the second
postal card, and upon its address side write
in the same good style, Daniel Green &
Company, Union Square, New York, N. Y.
On the third-you are following me closely,
I hope-you will write, Armour & Com
pany, Chicago, Ill.

however,

Highest

Latest United States

�&testoBer. Now's your time

Did you read the premium supplement
last .week P 'Are you at work? Let me

H.

want you,

bakfng-powder,

GOLDEN RULE that tliere is in

ton

ing" plan, for which

-

UOYAL BAKING POWDElt

**

you
postal
Are you ready? Yes. Well. Place
the address side before you, and write in
a plain hand the following address:
John

to have

the readers

comradeship among

the great Christian Endeavor army. It is
natural, of course. There were 2,275 new

cards.

ought

leavening strength.
Food Report.

same

of all ill

•

•

* *

I

There is much the

their excellent pens.

sampJes of

satisfaction in these

much

do.

even

you world-wide reputation. But you can
have substantial reward, and of your own
choosing. By tIle way, if you don't use a

•
5

A cream of tartar

subscriptions and 2,277 renewals of old
snhscriptlons in the month of August.

*

*

I have

I want

as

as we

of THE
it that

RECULATE THE

our

will take

:
:
:

know

advance step in

fignres
feeling

�HARPEN your pen; see to
\-J your quill is well pointed.

immensely pleased to

subscription list took so marked
July, and [am happy
announce August's figures. Our reader's·

that
an

were

Paper, 10, 12M
wide borders

with

.•

$1.00

..

all

and ceilings to match.
Will refer you to
10,000 Well Satisfied Customers.
Agents' sample books, $1.
ALFRED· PEATS, 136-138 W. Madison St Chic�9."_'_

Furnish,"

....

15C per roll,

* *

Some

Alfred Peats.

SAMPLES FREE, including his
guide, "How to Paper."
Good Paper 3C.
Gold Paper sc,
100

Furniture

age and

Their ('a uses allll Cor
Boston, Mass.

��-

AGENTS WANTED ON SALARY

to S:1Y about this

for

are

*

Slleee,h D"feClts.

rection,
Rt'1't'l'ttl H.t>\', Philip S. MOXOIll,
E .• J. E. THO 1(1' I;;, Xewtou Cl:'lll.rp. Mass.

later,
taking' you f'rom your
home to the Col mnbinn Expositlon and
back, ;tl'l'<tngillg' f'or YOII at Hotel Endeavor,
tuulfor the t1'ip to (J1(t' ]l{ulltI'I'1l1 Convention
for I have

b

*

one

.

l)1'ice of $�.OO.

death, even with a GOLDEN RUL�� club),
just address a letter to Paine's Furniture
Company, Boston, enclosing stamps accordiug to the directions below, and YOI1 will
vour
ve a
catalogu e to w hichyou will be
withm three weeks that the remutanee was reeeived.
to refer often, that is, if you have to
glad
P.·��l,\\���.s. ,�i-rteo�,::, ::�e��:. 'l��g�\:����,I0�i�:;:� s;:Ni
information.
'buy furniture, as I do occasionally.
of address is
of Add.·e"". When a
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i:��FREE.
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of these elegant Roa"

,

"

, ..

you know.
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Tb�'I'�.�\!���r,:�m,?�. To �2.00 year, payahl..

.
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.
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There may be some, also, who will a.ppreciate something that they have to pay
for.
And while I am on this matter (I

are

.

,

want t I rem to k now

our
'"

01" six,

men-I

$32.00

(which by the way
is to he 0111' hl·IUIIIlHlI't.PI'S at the Columbian
..
Exposit iun], wliPJ't'hy we can .�IVe XOII a
! 00111 ( 1\ It I IOIlt. I HHl.I (
f
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IJ!lP
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k
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add sOllldhing' that I ollght to have
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We have a contract with

introductioll-that from I till' Hotel Endeavor
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